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Table A.] provides a summary of the three 30-year waste forecasts (expected, minimum, and maximum)

for SRS by waste and year. The table supports the discussion of the waste forecasts in Section 2,1, The

table was compiled from the Thirty-Year Solid Waste Generation Forecast for Facilities at SRS (U)

(WSRC 1994a), the Thir~-Year Solid Waste Generation Maximum and Minimum Forecast for SRS

(WSRC 1994b). Changes in mixed waste volumes between the draft EIS and this document as a result of

changes between the drafi and proposed site treatment plan are presented in Table A-2, and are reflected

in the mixed waste totals j“ this table.

The waste to be managed includes the forecasted generation identified in this appendix plus existing

waste volumes in storage; existing waste in storage is included in Section 2.1, Waste Forecasts. To

convert volumes to cubic feet, multiply by 35.31.

Table A-1. Thitty-year waste forecast by waste type (volume in cubic meters).

Liquid high- Low-1evel Hazardous Mixed Tmnsumrric
Year level waste waste waste waste waste
1995 Exuected 2.598 17,916 2,418 2,501 65o

17,906 650
20,028 650

M(nimum
Maximum

1996 Expected
Minimum
Maximum

1997 Expected
Minimum
Maximum

1998 Expected
Minimum
Maximum

1999 Expected
Minimum
Maximum

2000 Expected
Minimum
Maximum

2001 Expected
Minimum
Maximum

2002 Expected
Minimum
Maximum

2003 Expected
Minimum
Maximum

2004 Expected
Minimum
Maximum

“705
2,598

4>317
1,317
4,358

3,752
1,158
4,358

2,432
1,240
4,321

1,788
326

2,611

2,175
387

2, I74

2,175
387

2,174

857
387
850

228
387
227

126
387
227

17,821
17,816
19,136

16,574
16,448
24,395

15,458
13,206
31,032

15,081
12,970

30,481

20,568
12,258
39,98o

20,354
11,553

39,884

20,039
11,287
39,726

17,509
11,254
47,536

16,856
13,964
51.057

1,398
3>268

1,478
757

1,965

8,938
4,0 )3

}0,631

40,052
32,471
40,242

33,375
29,941
34,272

6,121
3,400
7,334

74,672
59,577
75,885

8,007
1,075
9,220

7,510
1,390
8,723

16,416
18,938
28,550

1,622
3,810

2,539
2,074
4,296

1,426
938

2,535

1,682
971

2,734

2,479
935

3,512

6,302
3,751

74,249

5,066
2,186

73,037

5,111
2,136

73,087

29,273
2,351

97,096

9,379
9,082

81,567

1,201
I ,201
I ,754

78o
78o
78o

7s7
487
808

720
450
733

983
135

87,355a

1,064
60

87,355

1,064
59

87,355

716
59

87,486

412
241

87,63o

rc

A-1
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Table A-1. (continued).

Liquid high- Low-1evel Hazardous Mixed Transuranic
Year level waste waste waste waste waste

2005 ExDected 126 16,387 16,324 9,023 338
114

87,450

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

20J2

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

387
227

126
387
227

126
387
227

126
387
227

126
387
227

126
387
227

126
387
227

126
387
227

J26
387
227

126
387
227

J26
387
227

126
387
227

126
387
227

126
387
228

12,379
56,663

15,319
12,419
56,193

15,319
12,742
56,193

15,319
12,625
56,193

15,319
11,098
56,193

15,606
11,098
56,767

14,996
11,018
55>548

15,400
11,425
56,516

15,319
11,098
56,193

15,299
11,320
51,052

15,586
11,078
51,626

15,299
11,365
50,262

14,976
10,995
49,617

13,719
11,076
50,262

13,799
11,116
50,584

18,050
28,425

16,367
12,555
27,981

16,449
12,634
28,154

16,393
7,087

28,017

J6,410
734

24,742

16,401
751

21,359

J3,1J8
720

21,408

9,892
752

21,530

9,943
762

21,557

9,946
784

21,641

9,973
747

21,623

9,998
812

21,118

9,933
741

21,021

9,0 I5
764

21,123

9,029
768

21,161

5,587
80,801

9,177
5,541

16,897

9>189
5,8J7

16,914

9,232
5,732

16,965

9,245
2,240

16,982

9,557
2,279

17,534

9,015
2,180

16,477

9,418
2,561

17,387

9,358
2,264

17,118

9,402
2,50J

17,164

9,530
2,141

17,533

9,307
2,397

15,106

9,032
2,058

14,550

5,4J2
2,151

15,174

5,497
2,178

15,478

213
114

1,139

213
118

1,139

213
185

1,139

213
59

1,139

285
59

1,283

210
58

1,132

215
131

),143

214
59

1,139

213
61

42 I

284
58

532

213
130
388

209
57

381

147
58

388

148
58

392

A-2
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Table A-1. (continued).

Liquid high- Low-level Hazardous Mixed Transuranic
Year level waste waste waste waste waste
2020 Expected 13,719 8,925 5,486 147

Minimum 11,282 791 2,361 129
Maximum 50,262 20,925 15,242 388

2021 Expected 14,005 9,139 5,733 219
Minimum 11,398 828 2,441 61
Maximum 50,835 21,363 15,761 532

2022 Expected 13,719 9,072 5,526 147
Minimum 11,076 771 2,176 58
Maximum 50,262 21,180 15,310 388

2023 Expected 13>396 9,054 5,255 143
Minimum 10,995 763 2,094 57
Maximum 49,617 21,129 14,754 381

2024 Expected I3,755 9,135 5,609 233
Minimum 10,959 738 2,085 48
Maximum 50,447 21,274 15,557 530

Totals Expected 22,212 474,432 433,503 224,761 12,564
Minimum 12,099 367,224 215,512 84,830 5,794
Maximum 27,077 I ,404,540 676,821 804,627 543,330

a. The large volumes of transuranic waste are a result of digging up the burial ground.

A-3
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Table A-2 summarizes the revisions to the mixed waste forecasts that were incorporated in the final EIS.

These changes were made to align the EIS waste forecasts with the 5-year projections for mixed waste

generation included in the SRS Proposed Site Treutmenl Plan (WSRC 1995). Table A-2 presents the

changes in volume for the various mixed waste classes that have been incorporated in the forecasts.

Negative values represent reductions in the current waste forecast from that used in the draft EIS

analyses. The net effect of these changes (including revised estimates of the amount of mixed waste

currently stored at SRS) is an increase in the amount of mixed waste to be managed over the 30-year

period of 8,795 cubic meters for the expected and minimum forecasts and 1,554 cubic meters for the

maximum forecast (Hess 1995).

Table A-2. Revisions to thirty-year mixed waste generation forecasts by waste classes (volume in cubic
meters).

‘.’”’ti;eci&se5
Inorzanic Aaueous Oreanic Oreanic Composite Organic. . . .

Year debris l~uids Ji~uids “sludge Lead fd;ers LDR’ d~bris Mercuv
1995 Expected +5.4 +13 -3 +1.8 +3 -2.4 +213 +320.6 +0.1

Minimum +5.4
Maximum NC

19Y6 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4
Maximum NC

1997 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4
Mwimum NC

1998 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4
Minimum NC

1999 Expected +5.4
M]nimum +5.4
Maximum NC

2000 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4
Maximum NC

2001 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4
Maximum NC

2002 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5,4
Maximum NC

2003 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4
Minimum NC

2004 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4
Maximum NC

2005 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4
Maximum NC

2006 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4
Maximum NC

NC’
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC

-3
-2.5

-116
.116
-115
-25
-25
-24
-40
-40
-39
-40
-40
-39
-40
-40
-39
-40
.40
-39
-40
-40
-39

+112
+112

-39
-39
-39
-39

+48
+48
-39
-38
-38
-39

+1.8 +3
NC NC
+1.8 +1
+1.8 +1

NC NC
+0.8 +1
+0.8 +1

NC NC
+0.8 +5
+0.8 +5

NC NC
+0.8 +5
+0.8 +5

NC NC
+0.7 +4
+0.7 +4

NC NC
+0.7 +4
+0.7 +4

NC NC
+0.7 +4
+0.7 +4

NC NC
+0.9 +5
+0.9 +5

NC NC
+0.9 +6
+0.9 +6

NC NC
+0.9 +6
+0.9 +6

NC NC
+1 +7
+1 +7

NC NC

-2.4
NC

-3.4
-3.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC

+213 +320.6
NC NC

+227 +313
+227 +313

NC NC
+227 +313
+227 +313
NC NC

+227 +314
+227 +314

NC NC
+227 +314
+227 +314

NC NC
+30.3 +3 !4
+30.3 +314
NC NC
+14 +314
+14 +314
NC NC
+14 +314
+14 +314
NC NC
+14 +314
+14 +314
NC NC
+14 +314
+14 +314
NC NC
+30.3 +314
+30.3 +3 I4
NC NC
+14 +314
+14 +314
NC NC

+0.1
NC
NC
NC
NC
+0.3
+0.3

NC
+0.4
+0.4

NC
+0.5
+0.5

NC
+0.5
+0.5

NC
+0.5
+0,5

NC
+0.4
+0.4

NC
+0.4
+0.4

NC
+0.4
+0.4

NC
+0.4
+0.4

NC
+0.4
+0.4

NC

A-4
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Table A-2. (continued).

Minimum +5,4

Maximum NC

2008 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5,4

Maximum NC

2009 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5,4

Maximum NC

2010 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4

Maximum NC

201 I Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4
Maximum NC

2012 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4
Maximum NC

2013 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4
Minimum NC

2014 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4
Maximum NC

2015 Expected +5.4
M]nimunI +5.4
Maximum NC

2016 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4

Maximum NC

2017 Expected +5,4
Minimum +5.4
Mmim”m NC

2018 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5,4

Maximum NC

2019 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4
Maximum NC

2020 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4
Maximum NC

2021 Expected +5.4
Minimum +5.4
Maximum NC

NC
NC

NC
NC
NC

NC
NC
NC

NC
NC
NC

NC
NC
NC

NC
NC
NC

NC
NC
NC

NC
NC
NC

NC
NC
NC

NC
NC
NC

NC
NC
NC

NC
NC
NC

NC
NC
NC

NC
NC
NC

NC
NC
NC

-38
-39

-39
-38
-39

-38
-38
-39

-38
-38
-39

-38
-38
-39

-38
-38
-39

-38
-38
-39

-38
-38
-39

.190

.190

.190

.190

.190

.190

.190

.190

.190

.190
-190
-190

+1
+1

NC

+1
+1

NC

+1
+1

Waste classes

Inorganic Aqueous Organic Organic Composite Organic
Yea debris liquids liquids sludge Lead filters LDR’ debris Mercury

2007 Expected +5.4 NC -38 +1 +7 -0.4 +3t4 +0.4

+3t4

NC

+1
NC

+1
+1

NC

+1
+1

NC

+1
+1

NC

+1
+1

NC

+1
+1

NC

+1
+t

NC

+t
+1

NC

+1
+1

NC

+1
+1

NC

+1
+t

NC

+1
+1

NC

+1
+1

NC

+1
+1

NC

+1
+1

NC

+7
NC

+7
+7

NC

+7
+7

NC

+7
+7

NC

+7
+7

NC

+7
+7

NC

+7
+7

NC

+7
+7

NC

+7
+7

NC

+7
+7

NC

+7
+7

NC

+7
+7

NC

+7
+7

NC

+7
+7

NC

+7
+7

NC

-0.4
NC

-0.4
.0.4

NC

-0.4
.0.4

NC

-04
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC

-0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
.0.4

NC
.0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC
-0.4
-0.4

NC

+14
+14
NC

+14
+14
NC

+14
+14
NC

+30.3
+30.3
NC

+14
+14
NC

+14
+14
NC

+14
+14
NC

+14
+14
NC

+30,3
+30.3
NC

+14
+14
NC

+t4
+14
NC

+14
+14
NC

+14
+14
NC

+30.3
+30.3
NC

+14
+14

NC

+314
+314

NC

+314
+314

NC

+314
+314

NC

+3]4
+314

NC

+3t4
+3]4

NC

+314
+314

NC

+314
+314

NC

+314
+3t4

NC

+3t4
+314

NC

+3]4
+314

NC

+314
+3]4

NC

+314
+314

NC

+314
+314

NC

+314
+314

NC NC

+0.4
NC

+0.4
+0,4

NC

+0.4
+0.4

NC

+0.4
+0.4

NC

+0.4
+0.4

NC

+0.4
+0.4

NC

+0.4
+0.4

NC

+0.4
+0.4

NC

+0.4
+0.4

NC

+0.4
+0.4

NC

+0.4
+0.4

NC

+0.4
+0.4

NC

+0.4
+0.4

NC

+0.4
+0.4

NC

+0.4
+0.4

NC

TC
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Table A-2. (continued).
waste classes

Inorgmic Aqueous Organic Organic Composite Organic
Yeu debris liquids liquids sludge Lead filters LDRa debris Mercury

2022 Expected +5.4 NC +1 +1 +7 -0.4 +14 +314 +0.4
Minimum +5.4 NC +1 +1 +7 -0.4 +14 +314 +0.4
Maximum NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC

2023 Expected +5.4 NC +1 +1 +7 -0.4 +14 +314 +0.4
Minimum +5.4 NC +1 +1 +7 -0.4 +14 +314 +0.4
Maximum NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC

2024 Expected +5.4 NC +1 +1 +7 -0.4 +14 +314 +0.4
Minimum +5.4 NC +1 +1 +7 -0.4 +14 +314 +0.4
Maximum NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC

a. LDR = Land Disposal Restriction.
b. NC= No change.

A-6
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Tables A-3 through A-6 provide a summary of the three 30-year waste forecasts (expected, minimum, I ‘J-E

and maximum) for SRS by waste ~pe (except high-level waste), treatability group, and year, The table

supports the discussion of the waste forecast in Section 2.1. The table was compiled from the Thirty-

Year So[id Waste Generation Forecast by Treatability Group (U) (WSRC 1994c) and the Thirty-Year

Solid Waste Generation Maximum and Minimum Forecast for SR,S.

Table A-3. Thirty-yew low-level waste forecast by waste classes (volume in cubic meters), I TE

Maximum
Expected
Minimum

Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Minimum
Maximum
Expected
Minimum

Expected
Minimum

Maximum
Expected
Minimum

Expected
Minimum

Maximum
Expected

Minimum

Expected

Maximum
Expected

Minimum

Maximum
Expected

Minimum

Maximum

63
63
40
40
40

1
J
1
7
7
7
2
2

2
I20
49

163
120
30

163
120
29

163
120
30

163

144
65

204
127
43

195
136

44

187
136

53

187
136

51
187

106
106

67
67
67

3

3
3

13

13
13
5
5
5

211
106
274
211
75

274
211

72
274
211

75

274
304

222
446
277

140
6,872

290
141

6,832

290
157

6,832
290

152

6,832

A-7

Low-level waste classes
Year Long-liveda Tritiatedb Bulkc Soilsd Job-control wastee

1995 Exuected 63 106

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

234

234
234
157

157
157
29
29
29

50
50
50
32
32
32

511
403
570
511

342
570
511
322
570
511

342
570
540

371
599
499

332

570
511

342
570

511

374
570

511
351

570

988
978

3,100
878
873

2,193
630
625

8,451
328
322

[6, [31
294
288

15,923
1,054

532
20,801

1,054
410

20,801
1,054

383
20,801

1,058
369

28,711
2,542
2,806

3!,906
2,418
1,560

31,240
2,482
1,560

30,849
2,482
1,624

30,849
2,482
1,617

30,849

16,526

16,526
16,526
J6,679

16,679
16,679
15,911

15,790
15,911
15,060
12,814
14,831
14,748
12,643
14,s19
18,673
11,169
18,172

18,459
10,695
18,076
18,144
10,481
17,918

15,610
10,437
17,818

13,326
10,501

17,902
[3,067
10,304

17,786
I 1,900

10,332
17,755

I I ,900

10,532

17,755
I 1,900

10,453
17,755
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Table A-3. (continued).

Low-level waste classes

Yeal Lon~lived Tritiated Bulk Soils lob-control waste

2009 ExDected 136 290 511 2,482 J 1.900

20)0

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

202 I

2022

2023

2024

Minimum

Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expec.td
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Minimum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Mwimum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum

Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum

30
187
144
30

196

126
30

I77

137
39

197

136
30

1x7

136
39

187

144
30

196

136
39

179

126
29

I70

120
30

179

121
31

189

120
38

I 79

129
40

i88

120
30

179

110
29

170
I 20
29

187

75

6,832
304

75
6,847

274
72

6,816

293
91

6,848

290
75

6,832

290
88

6,832

304
75

6,847

290
89

6,793

274
72

6,777

211
75

6,793

214
77

6,809

211
86

6,793

225
91

6,807

211
75

6,793

195
72

6,777
212

70
6,805

342

570
540
342
599

479
322
538

531
381
602

511
342
570

511
354
570

540
342
599

511
371
570

479
322
538

511
342
570

531
352
602

511
351
570

540
374
599

511
342
570

479
322

538
525
313
595

371

30,849
2,540

371
31,193

2,418
371

30,462

2,482
429

30,914

2,482
371

30,849

2,482
436

30,849

2,540
371

31,193

22482
429

30,138

2,418
369

29,751

1,060
369

31,038

1,060
369

30,203

1,060
426

30,138

1,118
434

30,482

1,060
369

30,138

996
369

29,751
I ,053

369
30,152

a. Includes long-lived spc”t deionizer resins and other long-lived low-level waste.
b. Jncludes tritiated job-control waste, tritiated equipment and tritiated soils.
c. Jncludes naval hardware and low-activity equipment.
d. Includes suspect soils and low-activity soils.
e. Jncludes offsite job-control, low-activity job-control, and intermediate activity job-control.

10,279

17,755
12,078
J0,279
J7,932

I I,700
10,223
17,555
11,957
10,485
17,955
11,900
10,279
t7,755

11,880
10,403
)2,614

t2,058
t 0,259
12,791

11,880
10,437
t2,582

11,680
10,203
12,382

tt,817
10,259
t2,582

11,873
10,287
12,782

JI,817
J0,381
12,582

11,995
10,459
12,759

11,817
10,259
t2,582

11,617
10,203

t 2,382
1I ,845
10,178
12,737
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Table A-4. Thirty-year hwrdous waste forecast by waste classes (volume in cubic meters). I TE
Hazardouswasteclmses

Ao,,e”,,,/ Small
Melal Inorganic Hctemgeneous Aqueous Organic Glass

Year
organic Orgmic Lead

PCB debris SOil debris debris liquid liquid debris
Inorganic Composite Paint gravel{ Orgmic

Iiq.ida Bulk

1995

sludge sludge fillers waste rock

Ex~cted
debris

105 97 272 150 264 20 20 20 1,174
Minimum

96 29 59 29 20 10
105 97 203 150

53 I

Maximum 5
29 20

97 1,128 I50
10

1996 Expected 24 51 168 83
Mtnimum 24 51 99 83
Maximum 5 5I 623 83

1997 Expected 5 359 5,075 325
Minimum 5 233 1,8@ 283
Minimum 5 359 6,600 325

1998 Expected 32 1,184 29,250 42I
Mtnim.m 32 980 24,074 353
Maximum 32 1,184 29,421 42I

1999 Expected 43 l,o36 23,807 459
Minimum 43 956 21.735 432
Maximum 5 1,036 24,648 459

2000 Expected 88 233 3,269 198
Minimum 95 151 2,044 102
Maximum 88 252 4,161 241

2001 Expected 88 2,288 54,635 883
Minimum 88 1,831 442202 654

> Maximum 88 2,307 55,527 926
& 2002 Expected 88 289 4,656 217

Minimum 85 75 349 69
Maximum 8!3 308 5,549 260

2003 Expected 88 273 4,269 212
Minimum 88 86 574 73
Maximum 88 292 5,162 255

2004 Expected 92 541 10,878 305
Minimum 92 6[4 [3,691 253
Mmim.m 92 887 19,967 457

2005 Expected 88 536 10,867 296
Minimum 88 584 13,066 239
Maximum 88 883 19,900 451

2006 Exvcted 88 537 10,872 300
M,nim.m 88 420 8,939 184
Mmim”m 88 868 19,558 446

2007 Expected 92 543 10,864 304
M,nim”m 95 426 8,944 191
Maximum 92 879 19,574 463

2008 Expected 88 537 10,8ti 300
Minimum 88 257 4,8[7 133
Maximum 88 868 19,558 446

2009 Expected 88 537 10,864 300
Minimum 88 65 65 66
Maximum 88 769 17,089 414

265
264
152
153
152
508
465
508
456
387
456
568
54I
568
312
161
383
997
706

1,068
330
120
402
325
125
397
422
309
602
407
290
593
4[3
236
588
420
248
6)5
4!3
i88
588
413
[18
556

20
20
!0
10
10
97
55
97

392
324
392
333
3M
333
61
37
67

746
598
752
80
13
85
75
16
80

164
192
278
162
183
277
163
[28
272
163
129
274
163
73

272
163
10

239

20
20
!0
10
10
97
55
97

392
324
392
333
306
333
61
37
67

746
598
752
80
13
85
75
16
80

164
192
278
162
183
277
163
128
272
163
129
274
163
73

212
163
10

239

20
20
10
10
10

160
76

160
781
644
781
647
594
647
104
70

107
I,474
1,193
1,477

141
23

144
131
29

134
308
380
528
307
362
528
307
252
518
308
254
520
307
143
518
307

16
452

“222
1,174

810
158
810
806
141
806
868
165
868
841
)46
84I
844
136
844
907
163
907
880
144
880
899
147
899
96I
174
96I
934
155
943
953
I59
962

1,015
185

i,024
989
166
998

1,008
I70

LO16

96
96
51
51
51

232
191
232
407
339
407
408
38J
408
I43
74

171
828
630
856
161
44

190
156
48

185
248
226
385
242
214
382
244
I59
377
247
164
387
244
107
377
244
41

344

29
29
Is
Is
1s

114
72

114
394
326
394
342
316
342
71
40
80

756
600
765
89
15
98
84
18
93

I73
194
291
171
185
290
172
I30
285
I73
131
288
172
75

285
172
II

252

59
59
37
37
37

I53
I 12
153
404
335
404
367
340
367
94
52

108
?79
61!
793
112
26

126
107
29

!21
197
206
320
194
196
318
195
141
313
196
143
319
195
87

313
195
23

280

29
15
15
Is

I 14
72

114
394
326
394
342
316
342
71
40
80

756
600
765
89
15
93
84
18
93

I73
194
291
171
185
290
172
130
285
I73
131
288
172
75

285
172
II

252

20
10
10
10
97
55
97

392
324
392
333
306
333

62
38
67

747
599
752
80
14
85
75
18
80

iffl
I93
27g
163
184
277
163
129
272
164
130
274
163
75

212
163
II

239

10
5
5
5

80
38
80

390
322
390
324
297
324

55
41
54

639
602
638

73
17
72
68
21
67

156
f96
264
156
187
2M
156
!32
259
157
I33
260
156
77

269
156
14

226

53
148
25
25
76

7t5
296
885

3,893
3,212
3,912
3,190
2,923
3,284

453
281
563

7,302
5,900
7,412

638
53

748
587

83
697

1,469
[,833
2,671
1,466
12749
2,662
1,467
1.199
2,616
(,467
I,20I
2,622
1,466

650
2,616
1,466

15
2.287

I
I
1
1
!
(
I
1
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
1
I
1
1
I
I
1
t
1
1

I
I
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Table A-5. Thirty-year mixed waste generation forecast by waste classes (volume in cubic meters). Changes in the volumes of mixed waste
classes between the draft EIS and this document as a result of changes between the draft and proposed site treatment plan are presented in TE

Table A-2 and reflected in the volumes in this table. I

Metal
Small Burial

inorganic H.ler.E.nco.s Aqueous Organic Gl~s Organic Inorganic Composite Paint gcavell Organic
Yem PCB debris Soil debtis debris liquid liquid debris Bulk sludge Lead sludge

ground
filters waste rock LDRa debris comp!cxb

1995 Expected 2 76 156 I 19 195 7ol 79 15 76 25 47 23 16 8 38 403 324 0

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

>& 2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

M,nim.m 2
Maximum 2
Expected f
Minimum I
Maximum I
Expected I
Minimum I
Mmim.m I
Expected 1
Minimum 1
Maximum I
Expected I
Minimum I
Maximum I
Expected 2
M,”imum 2
Maximum 2
Expected 2
Minimum 2
Maximum 2
Expected 2
Minimum 2
Mmim.m 2
Expected 2
M,.im.m 2
Maximum 2
Expected 2
Minimum 2
Maximum 2
Expected 2
Minimum 2
Minimum 2
Expected 2
Minimum 2
Mmim.m 2
Expected 2
Minimum 2
Minimum 2
Expected 2
Minimum 2
Maximum 2
Expected 2
Minimum 2
Maximum 2

76 124
76 1,027
65 I40
65 108
65 918

0 42
0 Ii
o 234
9 196
3 14
9 411

30 801
0 II

30 992
447 1,476
318 927
517 4,941
410 553
234 97
480 4,019
410 553
220 97
480 4,019

1,130 18,553
234 97

1,200 22,019
554 3,563
457 5,092
743 10,222
515 3,478
326 2,577
718 9,700
529 3,521
333 2,577
658 8,472
529 3,521
362 2,620
658 8,472
529 3,521
344 2,615
658 8,472
529 3,521
234 101
6S8 8,472

119
I 14
lM
!04
99

6
6
I

12
10
7

16
6

II
581
315
734
569
224
721
569
214
721
909
224
961
646
328
838
576
2s2
80[
609
257
781
609
301
781
609
284
781
609
224
78I

I94
195
170
I70
170

9
8
s

19
14
18
29

8
28

972
S25

1,233
948
371

1,209
948
353

1,209
1,427

371
1,689
!,088

565
1,430

97I
428

1,367
1,024

431
1,327
1,024

508
1,327
1,024

481
1,327
1,024

371
i,327

72
894
620
187

1,118
636
180

1,138
667
I87

11,755
702
192

1,217
809
252

1,349
825
237

1,370
854
241

I,404
[,122

249
!,678

954
326

1,.557
973
293

1,586
1,006

299
1,600
I.034

311
1,634
1,062

315
I,668
!,090

284
1,702

79
207
94
94

229
171
171
305
159
157
280
166
156
288
245
210
386
233
190
373
233
I88
373
624
341
612
277
26!
456
355
309
455
271
222
436
271
227
436
270
225
436
27I
189
436

15
15
13
13
13
0
0
0
3

3
IO
o

10
98
76

108
86
56
96
86
52
96

326
56

336
130
127
180
123
87

I75
125
89

155
125
94

155
125
90

155
125
56

155

76
76
65
65
65

0
0
0
5
3
5

10
0

10
388
209
493
375
146
480
375
138
480
615
146
720
440
237
585
394
[75
559
415
179
540
415
207
540
415
I97
540
415
146
540

25
25
23
23
22
2
2
2
5
3
5

!2
2

12
126
67

158
113
41

146
113
40

146
353
41

386
160
115
233
146
74

225
153
74

20s
I53
83

205
I53
80

205
I53
41

205

47
43
42
42
41
9
9
8

12
10
7

19
9

14
209
116
2S7
I97
79

244
I97
15

244
437

81
484
249
1s9
336
226
1[2
323
236
115
304
236
i29
304
236
124
304
236
82

304

23
23
20
20
20

0
0
0
3
1
3

10
0

10
123
65

156
Ill
39

144
Ill
37

I44
351

39
384
158
113
23I
I44
71

223
I50
72

203
!50
81

203
150
78

203
150
39

203

[6
15
14
17
17
1
I
1
4
2
4

II
I

II
92
60

109
80
39
97
80
37
97

320
39

337
124
110
181
118
71

176
119
72

156
119
78

156
119
75

i56
119
39

156

8
8
7
7
7
0
0
0
2
0
2

10
0

10
64
65
60
52
50
48
52
46
48

292
50

288
94

118
130
92
81

127
91
83

107
91
86

lo7
91
82

107
91
50

107

38 403
113 190
33 807
33 807
98 580

0 227
0 227
00

21 243
1 243

24 16
101 227

0 227
101 0
300 47
173 47
704 17
177 14
46 14

581 0
177 30
45 30

581 16
2,577 14

46 14
2,980 0

586 30
720 30

1,410 [6
560 30
376 30

1,344 0
573 30
377 30

1,174 16
573 14
391 14

1,174 0
573 30
388 30

1,174 16
573 14
47 14

1.174 0

324
815
322
322
835
322
322
835
322
322
765
322
322
765
322
322
765
322
322
765
322
322
765
322
322
759
322
322
7s9
322
322
7s9
322
322
759
322
322
759
322
322
759
322
322
759

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

62.26C
o
0

62,260
0
0

62.260
0
0

62,260
0
0

62,260
0
0

62,260
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0



Table A-5. (continued).
M,xedwasteclass.,

<.. d( Burial

684 8,736
500 3,478
220 101
630 8,]7[
543 3,521
266 139
687 8,515
529 3,521
234 101
656 8,472
529 3,52I
248 I44
658 8,472
554 3,S58
234 101
684 6,736
529 3,52I
259 I39
599 6,991
500 3,478
220 97
57o 6,690
411 558
234 97
599 6,991
425 558
241 97
628 7,034
411 558
245 134
599 6,991
436 595
263 140
624 1,254
411 558
234 91
599 6,991
382 515
220 97
57o 6,69o
420 552
213 91
621 6,991

224
818
566
214
738
619
267
824
609
224
781
609
257
781
646
224
818
609

M.(.I
. . .

Inorganic Heterogeneous Aqueous Or8anic Gbus Organic [n.rganic Composite Paint gra.ell organic ground ~
Yew PCB debris Soil debris debris liquid liquid debris Bulk sludge Lead sludge filters waste rock LDRa debris comp]cxb F

2010 Expected 2 554 3,558 646 1,087 1,[23 276 130 440 1Go 249 158 124 94 5g5 46 322 0 z
Minimum 234 101 39 41 46 322 0 x

262
781
566
214
7(8
569
224
761
580
230
804
569
251
761
607
267
799
569
224
78I
526
214
718
573
209
793

371
I,390

953
353

1,256
1,042

442
1,399
1.024

37I
1,327
1,024

424
1,326
1,087

371
1,389
1,024

438
1,287

953
353

1,215
945
370

1,287
963
379

1,358
945
415

1,287
1,008

442
1,349

945
370

1,287
874
353

1,215
952
345

1,340

290
1,741
1,142

294
1,764
1,!77

308
1,809
1,203

308
1.836
I>231

3[7
1,872
1,264

319
1,911
1,286

330
1,920
1,311

329
i ,948
1,305

337
1,988
1,335

344
2,028
1,361

352
2,056
1,395

360
2,095
1>418

360
2,124
I,443

365
2,152
1,47s

370
2,196

189
44I
266
187
430
273
195
44i
27I
i89
436
271
I93
436
124
37

290
119
42

265
114
35

259
80
37

265
83
38

27I
81
41

265
86
43

270
81
38

265
75
36

259
82
35

269

Maim.m
201I Expected

Minimum
Ma.im.m

2012 Expected
Minimum
Maximum

2013 Expected
W{nimum
Maximum

2014 Expected
Minimum
Maximum

2015 Expected
Minimum
Maximum

2016 Expected
Mrnimum
Maximum

2017 Expected
Minim.m
M=im.m

2018 Expected
Minimum
Maximum

2019 Expected
Minimum
Maximum

2020 Expected
Wnnimum
Maximum

202[ Expected
Minimum
Maximum

2022 Expected
Mtnimum
Minimum

2023 Expected
Minimum
Maximum

2024 Expected
Minimum
Maximum

a, &notes wn?.tcthat complieswith land disposalrestrictiontieatmcntstandardsincludinggold traps, In-TankPrecipitationfilters,and saf.tylc..mt rods.
b. Burial eround comulexwaste is 5 percentbulk;45 percentsoil;10percentsand.rock,andgravel;10percent.I.tal debris;1p.rce!o.a.b in.rgmi. debris.glassdebris.and .rz..i..debris; 25

56 !46
160 565
119 386
52 138

150 511
129 422
62 114

161 568
!25 415
56 146

155 540
125 415
58 167

155 540
130 440
56 [46

}60 565
125 415
61 Ill

136 52o
119 386
52 138

130 491
86 376
56 !46

136 520
89 383
57 149

141 549
86 376
57 164

138 520
9[ 401
61 174

141 545
86 376
56 146

136 520
80 347
52 138

130 491
88 376
50 I35

140 541

41
213
144
40

197
I54
50

214
}53
41

20s
I53
48

205
160
41

213
153
49

I86
I44
40

(77
[13
41

186
115
42

I94
113
47

I86
121
50

i93
113
41

186
I04
40

177
113
39

I92

82
316
222

78
289
240
96

318
236

82
304
236
93

302
249

82
314
236
94

282
222

78
268
!97
82

282
200

84
296
197
91

282
209
96

295
I97
82

282
182
78

268
198
77

293

39
211
142
38

I95
I52
96

212
I50
39

203
150
46

203
I53
39

211
I50
47

184
142
37

175
Ill
39

184
113
40

192
!11

184
118
48

191
Ill
39

184
I02
37

175
Ill
37

I90

162
[13
37

151
[21
45

182
[16
39

156
119
43

[56
124
39

182
119
44

137
113
37

131
80
39

137
82
40

142
80
42

137
85
45

142
80
39

137
74
37

131
81
36

!41

so
[lo
88
46

105
95
54

1IO
91
50

101
91
49

107
94
50

I 10
91
52
88
88
46
85
52
50
88
55
52
91
52
49
88
54
53
90
52
50
88
49
46
85
54
45
90

1,212
559
45

1,131
574

60
1,189

573
47

1,174
573
60

1,[74
585
47

!,212
573
59

977
559
45

934
178
46

977
179
47

99I
178
57

977
190
61

1,0{5
178
46

977
164
45

934
177
44

984

16
14
14
0

30
30
16
14
14
0

30
30
16
30
30
0

30
30
16
14
14
0

30
30
16
14
14
0

46
46
16
14
14
0

30
30
16
14
[4
o

30
30
16

759
322
322
759
322
322
759
322
322
759
322
322
758
322
322
758
322
322
758
322
322
758
322
322
758
322
322
758
322
322
758
322
322
758
322
322
758
322
322
758
322
322
758

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Table A-6. Thirty-year transuranic and alpha waste forecast by waste classes (volume in cubic meters). I TC

Transuranic and alpha waste classes
Low-activity Low-activity Burial ground

Year with processing High-activi&b without proces~ingc comp]exd
I995 Exuected J33 439 78 0

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

200 J

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Maximum
Expected

Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum

Maximum
Expected
Minimum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Exuected

Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected

Maximum
Expected
Minimum

Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected

Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum

Maximum
Expected

Minimum

Maximum

Minimum
Maximum

J33
133
203
203
286
124
J24
124
141
90

149
135
84

138
179
21

184
195

10
184
195

9
184
129

9
204

67
37

226
.56
18

199
33
18

I99
33
18

199
33
28

I99
33

9
J99
43

9
22 I

439
439
882
882

1,297
595
595
595
545
351
584
517
323
528
710
100
759
768

44
759
768

43
759
518
44

857
305
180
965
249

85
830
160
85

832
160
88

832
J60
138
832
160
44

832
213

44
940

78
78

116
116
171
61
61
61
72
47
74
68
43
67
93
14
98

10I
6

98
101

6
98
68

6
Jll
40
24

125
33
II

107
21
II

108
21
12

108
21
Is

108
21

6
108
28

6
122

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

86,314
0
0

86,314
0
0

86,314
0
0

86,314
0
0

86,314
0
0

86,314
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

Minimum
Maximum

Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum
Expected
Minimum
Maximum

198
33
20

200
33

9

Table A-6. (continued).
Transuranic and alpha waste cla.sscs

Low-activity Low-activity Burial ground
Year with processing High-activityb without processi”gc complexd
2011 Expected 32 I57 21 0

9 43 6 0

2012

199
32
10
64
43

9
80
32
20
59
32

9
58
23

9
59
23

9
59
23
20
59
33
10
80
23

9
59
22

9
58
35

8
80

82;
160
98

835
160
44

832
159
45

315
213

43
398
159
97

291
156
42

285
110
43

29 I
110
43

293
110
96

29 I
163
46

398
110
43

291
107
42

285
I74
36

397

107
21
13

108
21

6
108
21

6
42
28
6

53
21
13
39
21

6
38
15
6

39
15
6

39
15
13
39
22

6
53
15
6

39
14
6

38
23

5
53

6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

a. Includes mixed alpha job-control waste, mixed transuranic job-control waste, and tmosuranic job-control waste
with less than 0.5 curies per drum,

b. Includes mixed transuraaic equipment, transuranic equipment, mixed transuranic job-control waste with more
thao 0.5 curies per drum, transuranic job-control waste with more than 0.5 curies per drum, and remote handled
transuranic and mixed transuranic wastes,

c, Includes alpha job-control waste.
d. Includes 50 percent mixed alpha job-control wastq 40 percent mixed Gansurmic job-control waste less than

0.5 curies per drum; and 10 percent mixed transuranic job-control waste greater than 0,5 curie per drum.
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B.1 ALPHA VITRIFICATION FACILITY

OBJECTIW:

The alpha vitrification facilityl would provide treatment of nonmixed and mixed alpha waste (10 to

100 rranocuries of transuranics per gram of waste) and nonmixed and mixed transuranic waste (greater

than 100 nanocuries of transuranics per gram of waste). The facility would have the ability to open

drums of waste, perform size reduction, produce a glass waste form suitable for disposal, and treat

secondary wastes.

DESCRIPTION:

An alpha vitrification facility would treat nonmixed and mixed alpha waste and transuranic waste. The

facility would have three main activities: preparation of waste for treatment, primary waste treatment,

and secondary waste treatment.

The alpha vitrification facility would be located in E-Area. The facility would accept drummed waste

that has first been processed through the transuranic waste characterization/certification facili~. In most

cases the solid waste would be removed from the drum, sorted by size, and shredded as needed to meet

the vitrification unit requirements. This would be accomplished using shredding shears and/or

bandsaws. If the radioactivity levels of the waste were too high to maintain worker radiation levels as

low as reasonably achievable, the intact drum would be shredded without removing the waste. Wastes

would be combined with frit and additives and sent to the thermal pretreatment unit. Under alternative

C, the facility would crush concrete culverts and sort concrete rubble to separate alpha-contaminated

rubble from reusable non-contaminated rubble. Culverts that are not contaminated could be reused or

disposed of. A small amount of contaminated soil (mixed waste soils) could be used as a frit substitute

in the vitrification process in an effort to recycle waste materials. The decision to use mixed waste soils

as frit would be based on the requirements for the final glass waste form.

The facility would include a thermal pretreatment unit to reduce the carbon content of the waste in nrder

to increase the quality of glass produced during vitrification, prevent glass melt burping, and ensure

Resource Conservation and RecoveV Act (RCRA) thermal treatment requirements are met. The waste

residue, or ash, would be vitrified (i.e., fused into a solid waste matrix) in a high temperature melter.

Gases produced during the vitrification process would be sent through an afterburner and an offgas

1Facilities that exist, are planned, or have been funded are capitalized. Other facilities are not capitalized.
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treatment system. The afterburner would destrOy remaining Organic cOmpounds tO meet RCRA

standards prior to treatment in an offgas system. The offgas system would filter the gases to minimize

the release of the remaining hazardous constituents or particulate to the atmosphere. Liquids generated

by the offgas system would be evaporated and recondensed. The condensed evaporator overheads would

be sent to a dedicated wastewater treatment unit for the treatment of mercury, trace radionuclides, and

other remaining hazardous materials. The closed-loop system would ensure that water would be returned

to the offgas system for reuse. The concentrate remaining afier the liquid was evaporated would be

treated using stabilization techniques (Hess 1994a).

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

M“, EXP.Max
NO
Action

A

B

c
B

Min. Exp, Max.
N.
Act,..

A

B

c
@

Under the no-action alternative and alternative A, the alpha vitrification facility

would not be constmcted.

Under alternative B, only nonmetallic mixed-alpha waste, plutonium-238 waste and

high-activity plutonium-239 waste would be vitrified in the facility. Where

possible, metals would be separated from the phstonium-238 waste to remove the

potential for gas generation problems. In order to keep radiation exposure tO

workers as low as reasonably achievable, it may not always be possible to sort the wastes. Therefore,

some drums may be shredded unopened, resulting in metals in tbe melter, The output would be packages

of transuranic waste that would be sent offsite for disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

I Min. tip.Max
No -
Action

A““aUnder alternative C, prior to the operation of the alpha vitrification facility, alpha

TC B waste would be direct disposed or treated in the Consolidated Incineration Facility.
c

Once operating, the remaining alpha and transuranic waste volume would be

vitrified. A minor portion of the output (less than 10 percent) would be packages of alpha waste that

would be sent to shallow land disposal or to RCRA-perrrritted disposal onsite. Most of the output would

be packages of transuranic waste that would be disposed offsite at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

Min. fip. Max
No —
Aclio”

A““wIn both alternatives B and C, the vitrified and stabilized waste forms would be sent
B

back to the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility for final
c

certification before disposal.
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The vitrification of solid waste would achieve an average volume reduction ratio of 15 to 1. Liquid

waste would achieve an average volume reduction of 75 to 1. For alternative C, the solid waste feed

stream would contain appreciable quantities of metal, yet it is assumed that vitrification would still

achieve an average volume reduction ratio of 15 to 1, This is because shredding bulky material would

eliminate voids and secondary liquid waste generated in the offgas system when thermally treating

metals would be much lower than that generated when combustible material is processed (Hess 1994a).

The amounts and &pes of waste that would be treated in the alpha vitrification facility for each

alternative and forecast is presented in Table B, 1-1.

Table B.I-l. The amounts and types of waste that would be treated in the alpha vitrification facility for

each alternative (cubic meters),a,b

A

B

c

Min.

NA

5,127 m3 total

416 m3/yr

Exp, Max.
1

NA

NA I NA

<— primarily nonmetallic alpha waste and plutmriunr-23S ~astec —>

10,528 m3 total

853 m31yr

14,847 m3 total 385,741 m3 total

1,177 m3/yr 34,901 m31yr

I <— All alpha and transuranic wastes —>

a. Source: Hess (1995a).

b. To convert to cubic feet, multiply by 35.31.
c. Metals would be removed when possible. The waste stream containing metals would be, for tbe most part,

TC

entirely metal, but other waste streams would not be free of metals because drums often cannot be opened a“d
sorted due to high radiation levels.
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B.2 AQUEOUS AND ORGANIC WASTE STORAGE TANKS

OBJECTIVE:

The aqueous and organic waste storage tanks wouId provide storage capacity for liquid mixed wastes.

DESCRIPTION:

DOE would need to construct two series of 1I4-cubic meter (30,000-gallon) tanks in E-Area. One tank

series would store mixed aqueous wastes, while the second tank series would store mixed organic wastes

The aqueous waste tanks would be similar in design and construction to the 114-cubic meter (30,000-

gallon) solvent tanks planned in H-Area but would be installed above grade. The organic waste tanks

would be single-walled tanks constructed in below-grade vaults. Each tank would be provided with a

leak-detection system, seconda~ containment, leak-collection sump, overfill protection, waste agitation

pumps, vent tiltration system, and inspection ports. Each tank would be secured to a concrete pad or to

anchors that would serve as a supporting foundation.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS

Mi.. EKP,Max.
N.
Action

A

B

c

Under the no-action alternative, DOE would need to store large volumes of mixed

aqueous and organic wastes. DOE would add new tanks as needed to accommodate

expected aqueous and organic liquid waste generation over the next 30 years

(Table B.2- 1)

Based on DOE’s 30-year expected waste forecast, approximately 4,850 cubic meters (1 .28x 106 gallons)

of mixed aqueous waste would be generated over the 30-year period. The initial tank would reach

capacity in 1995. To accommodate mixed aqueous waste generation, DOE would need to build an

additional one or two tanks (depending on waste generation rates) every year for tbe entire 30-year

period. Accordingly, a total of forty-three 114-cubic meter (30,000-gallon) tanks would need to be

constructed (Hess 1994b).

Based on DOE’S 30-year expected waste forecast, approximately 2,900 cubic meters (7,68x105 gallons)

of mixed organic waste would be generated over the 30-year period. The initial tank would reach

c I capaci~in2OOO,andthesecondtankwouldreachcapaci~intheyear2OOl. Fmrradditimral tanks
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Table B.2.I. New tanks needed to accommodate estimated aqueous and organic liquid waste

forecast.a,b

Min. Exp. Max,

n

4,850 m3 aqueous waste

43 tanks

2,900 m3 organic waste

25 tanks

A

B

c

Aqueous and organic waste Aqueous and organic waste Aqueous and organic waste

storage tanks would not be storage tanks would not be storage tanks would not be

required. required. required.

Aqueous and organic waste Aqueous and organic waste Aqueous and organic waste

storage tanks would not be storage tanks would not be storage tanks would not be

required. required. required.

Aqueous and organic waste Aqueous and organic waste Aqueous and organic waste

storage tanks would not be storage tanks would not be storage tanks would not be

required. required. required.

a. Source: Hess ( 1994b).
b. To convert to gallons, multiply by 264.2.

would need to be constructed by the year 2003, and a new tank would need to be constructed every year

until 2018.

From 2018 until 2024, a new tank would need to be constructed every I or 2 years. A total of twenty-six

1I4-cubic meter (30,000-gallon) tanks would need to be constructed over the entire 30-year period

(Hess 1994b).

M,”. Exn Max.
No
Action

A

B

c
m

For each of the other alternatives, adequate treatment capacity would be available

for the mixed aqueous and organic liquid waste volumes in all waste forecasts. No

additional tanks would be required.
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B.3 BURIAL GROUND SOLVENT TANKS

OBJECTIW:

Burial Ground Solvent Tanks S23 through S30 store spent solvent waste generated by the plutonium-

urmrium extraction (PUREX) process that takes place in Savannah River Site (SRS) separations

facilities. Liquid waste solvent tanks S33 through S36 would be constructed in H-Area to provide

replacement storage capacity for these wastes in October 1996, by which time the existing solvent tanks

must be removed from service.

DESCRIPTION:

There are eight interim-status storage tanks in E-Area, of which two, S29 and S30, are currently used to

store mixed solvent wastes. Each tank is constructed of steel and can hold 95 cubic meters

(25,000 gallons) of waste. Each tank rests on four steel saddles on top of a concrete slab. The slab

slopes to a sump that collects liquid that could escape from the tank. These tanks are I]sed to store spent

solvent (predominately tributyl phosphate and n-paraffin) from the PUREX process (enriched uranium

recovery process). This radioactive solvent may also contain vaVing concentrations of lead, mercury,

silver, benzene, trichloroethylene, other orgarrics, and an inorganic layer. Future PUREX solvent waste

generated from the separations facilities would be radioactive but would not contain metal or organic

contaminants in sufficient concentrations to classify the solvent as a mixed waste under RCRA. Mixed

and low-level radioactive PUREX solvent wastes would be managed in the same manner (WSRC 1990a)

Tanks S29 and S30 reach the end of their allowable service life in October 1996. At that time,

replacement tanks would be required to extend storage capacity, DOE plans to construct four 114-cubic

meter (30,000-gallon) tanks in H-Area to replace Tanks S29 and S30. The replacement tanks would be

buried, double-walled, and constructed of catholically protected carbon steel. Each tank would have a

leak-detection system, leak-collection sump, overfill protection, waste agitation pumps, common vent

filtration system, and inspection ports. Each tank would be secured to a concrete anchor or pad that

would serve as a supporting foundation arrd protect against flotation. Each tank’s vent would be piped

into a common stack or filter to capture volatile organic compounds and radionuclides (WSRC 1993a).

The RCRA interim status storage capacity would be transfemed from the existing solvent tanks to tbe

four new tanks (WSRC 1994a).
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PROJECT-SPECIFIC AcTIoNs:

Min. Exp. Mm,
No
Action

A

m

Under each of the alternatives, the contents of the E-Area solvent tanks would be
B

transferred to the four H-Area 114-cubic meter (30,000 gallon) tanks for storage
c

[total capacity is 450 cubic meters ( 1.2x 105 gallons)]. Table B.3- 1 presents the

volume of waste that would be stored. The tanks currently store 120 cubic meters (3 1,700 gallons) of

waste, and it is projected that an additional 307 cubic meters (81,200 gallons) of solvent waste would be

generated over the next 30 years, as follows: 54.5 cubic meters (14,400 gallons) in 1995 from the closure

of tanks S23-S28, 15 cubic meters (4,000 gallons) in 1997 from the closure of tanks S29 and S30;

151 cubic meters (40,000 gallons) in 2003 and 87 cubic meters (23,000 gallons) in 2005 from

deinventory of the SRS separations facilities (Hess 1994c).

Table B.3-I. Estimated volume of waste stored in Burial Ground Solvent Tanks (cubic meters).a,b

Min. EXD, Max,

A

B

c

427 m3

(max storage)

327 m3 (max storage) 327 m3 (max storage)

137 m3 (storage in 2024) 137 m3 (storage in 2024)

327 m3 (max storage) 327 m3 (max storage)

137 m3 (storage in 2024) 137 m3 (storage in 2024)

327 m3 (max storage) 327 m3 (max storage)

137 m3 (storage in 2024) 137 m3 (storage in 2024)

327 m3 (max storage)

137 m3 (storage in 2024)

327 m3 (max storage)

137 m3 (storage in 2024)

327 m3 (max storage)

137 m3 (stomge in 2024)

a. Source: Hess ( 1994b).
b. To convert to gallons, multiply by 264,2,
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B.4 COMPACTORS

OBJECTI~:

Compactors provide a method to reduce the volume of low-level waste, thereby increasing disposal

capacity.

DESCRIPTION:

rE \ Low-activi wty aste is compacted in low-level waste compactors in either H-Area, M-Area or L-Area

(WSRC 1993b, c). The H-Area compactor receives job-control waste from separations facilities, Waste

Management, Facilities and Services, Reactors, Tritium, the Defense Waste Processing Facility and

Laboratories (WSRC 1994b). The M-Area compactor processes primarily uranium-contaminated job-

control waste from M-Area facilities (WSRC 1993b). The L-Area compactor compacts tritiated waste

generated in reactor facilities (K-, L-, P-, R-, C-, and 400-D-Areas).

The H-Area compactor and the M-Area compactor are enclosed steel-box-container compactors with

vented high efficiency particulate air filter systems. Both compactors receive 90 cubic feet steel

containers of low-level waste. The steel container is placed into an enclosed compactor unit and its

contents compacted. Cardboard boxes containing low-level waste are manually added to the steel

container and the contents recompacted This process is repeated until the compactor compression

efficiency limit is reached, The box compactor compression efficiency ratio is 4 to 1 (Hess 1994a).

The L-Area compactor is a Container Products model that includes the compactor, exhaust pre-filters,

and high efficiency particulate air filters. The compactor exhaust moves through a duct into the main

building exhaust and discharges from a permitted stack. The compactor reduces the volume of bagged

waste into 21-inch cardboard boxes that are then placed into steel box containers for disposal. The

L-Area compactor compression efficiency ratio is 4 to 1.

Under the no-action alternative and alternative A, DOE would operate the existing compactors at their

maximum capacities from the years 1995 until 2024 to compact low-activity job-control waste. Under

alternative B, it is assumed that DOE would operate the compactor only in 1995. DOE would ship low-
TC

activity job-control waste offsite for treatment by a commercial vendor beginning in fiscal year 1996.

Under alternative C, DOE would operate the compactors in 1995 at their maximum capacities. In 1996,

assuming the Consolidated Incineration Facility begins operation, DOE would treat incinerable job-
TE I control waste at that facility. DOE would continue to compact waste that does not meet the Consolidated
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Incineration Facility waste acceptance criteria; this material is assumed to be 10 percent of the low-

activity job-control waste in a given year, Under alternative C, the existing compactors would cease

operation in the year 2005, DOE would then vitrify low-activity job-control waste at the non-alpha

vitrification facility which would begin operation in 2006.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Low-level waste management activities for the existing compactors are shown in Table B.4-1.

Table B.4-1. Estimated volumes of waste compacted for each alternative (cubic meters).a,b

Min. EXP. Max.

119,490 m3 total

3,983 m3/yr

A 1I9,490 m3 total 119,490 m3 total 119,490 m3 total

3,983 m3/yr 3,983 m31yr 3,983 m3/yr

B 3,983 m3 total 3,983 m3 total 3,983 m3 total

c 15,260 m3 total 18,438 m3 total 19,079 m3 total

950 to 3,983 m3/yr 1,199 to 3,983 m3/yr 1,281 to 3,983 m3/yr

I

TE

TC

a. Source: Hess ( 1994b).
b. To convert to cubic feet, multiply by 35.31.
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B.5 CONSOLIDATED INCINERATION FACILITY

OBJECTIVE:

The Consolidated Incineration Facility would provide incineration capability for a wide range of

combustible hazardous, mixed, and low-level wastes. This facility represents the consolidation of

several separate SRS incineration initiatives:

. a hazardous waste incinerator that would have provided incineration capability for SRS solid and

liquid hazardous wastes

. a Defense Waste Processing Facility benzene incinerator that would have provided dedicated

incineration capability for the benzene generated by the high-level waste processing activities at

the Defense Waste Processing Facility

o a hazardous waste incinerator upgrade that would accept SRS solid and liquid mixed wastes as

well as solid and liquid nonhazardous, radioactive wastes

Further discussion of these initiatives and the basis for development of the Consolidated Incineration

Facility can be found in the Savannah River Site Consolidated Incineration Facili@ Mission Need and

Design Capaci~ Review (WSRC 1993c).

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) agreed to continue its “fresh look” at operating the Consolidated

Incineration Facility in this environmental impact statement (EIS). Emissions and doses to workers and

the public from various waste-burning scenarios are presented independently in this appendix chapter.

These Consolidated Incineration FaciliU emissions have been included in the analyses of each

altemat ive and waste forecast in the EIS.

DESCRIPTION:

Incineration was selected because it was the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)-specified

technology or the best demonstrated available technology for many SRS hazardous and mixed wastes,

and it would provide cost-effective volume reduction for low-level radioactive wastes. The Consolidated

Incineration Facility would include processes to stabilize the incinerator solid waste residues (ash) and

offgas-scrubber-blowdown liquid with cement into a form known as ashcrete for onsite disposal in

accordance with applicable regulations, A permit application to include stabilization of the incinerator
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Offgas.scrubber. blowdown liquid in the ashcrete process has been submitted to applicable regulatory

agencies.

Under the Federal Facility Compliance Act, DOE is required to develop site-specific plans to treat mixed

wastes to the standards established under RCW. Incineration is required by the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) Land Disposal Restrictions regulations for the treatment of certain SRS mixed
1

wastes. ‘fhe SRS Proposed Site Treatment Plan (WSRC 1995) identified five SRS mixed waste streams

for which treatment by the Consolidated Incineration Facility was determined to be the preferred option:

. Radiologically-contaminated solvents

. Solvent-contaminated debris

. Incinerable toxic characteristic material

● Defense Waste Procmsing Facility benzene

. Mixed waste oil - sitewide

These wastes were included in the Consolidated Incineration Facility design basis waste groups

(WSRC 1990b). The proposed site treatment plan identified nine additional mixed waste streams that

were not included in the design basis waste groups but for which the Consolidated Incineration Facility

was the preferred option:

. Filter paper take-up rolls

. Mark 15 filter paper

. Paints and thinners

. Job-control waste containing solvent-contaminated wipes

. Tributyl phosphate and n-paraffin

. Spent filter cartridges and carbon filter media

. Mixed waste from laboratory samples

. Wastewater from transuranic drum dewatering

o Plastic/lead/cadmium raschig rings

DOE’s site treatment plan options analyses also identified incineration at SRS as the preferred treatment

option for limited quantities of mixed waste generated by Naval Reactors Program sites (approximately

18 cubic meters over a 5-year forecast period). Incineration of these wastes has been included in the

analyses of this EIS.

] TC

TC

I TE

TC
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Final decisions regarding the treatment of these wastes will be made in conjunction with ongoing

negotiations with the State of South Carolina pursuant to the Federal Facility Compliance Act.

rc I Incineration attheConsolidatedIncinerationFacili~forthedesignbasiswastegroupswasconsideredin

an Environmental Assessment (DOE 1992) and Finding of No Significant Impact (57 FR 6 1402) that

established the NEPA basis for construction of the Consolidated Incineration Facility.

The Consolidated Incineration Facility main process building (Building 261 -H) would include areas for

solid waste receipt; solid waste handling a rotary kiln incineration system, including incinerator ash

removal and treatment, and offgas cleaning and the necessary control room and support service

facilities. A system to solidify incinerator ash and offgas-scrubber-blowdown would also be installed

before operation.

The Consolidated Incineration Facility would process both liquid and solid wastes. Solid waste would be

delivered in cardboard boxes manually loaded onto a conveyor. The boxes would pass through a portal

monitor to determine if the radiation rate of the box contents was below the maximum Consolidated

Incineration Facility waste acceptance criteria of 10 millirem per hour at 3 inches. The boxes would be

x-rayed to ensure that materials unacceptable to the incineration process were not present. Waste boxes

would be assayed to ensure that their curie content was in agreement with the waste manifest. Boxes

would be stored on the conveyor system before being fed to the incinerator.

Liquid waste would be transported to the Consolidated Incineration Facility by various methods.

Radioactive organic waste (benzene) would be piped directly from the Defense Waste Processing

Facility for incineration. Other liquid wastes would be transported in carboys, drums, or tanker trucks to

the Consolidated Incineration Facility tank farm which consists of five tanks: a 25-cubic meter

(6,500-gallon) aqueous waste tank, two 16-cubic meter (4,200-gallon) blend tanks, a 25-cubic meter

(6,500-gallon) spare tank, and a 48-cubic meter (1 2,600-gallon) fuel oil tank. Dikes (secondary

containment) to contain accidental spills would be provided around the waste tanks, fuel oil tank, and the

truck unloading pads. Liquids collected in sumps in the diked areas would be analyzed for

contamination. If contamination was found, the liquid would be pumped into the aqueous waste tank for

processing in the incinerator. Liquid wastes from the tank farm would be blended to provide a solution

with a heating value, viscosity, and an ash and chlorine content that would achieve stable combustion in

the rotary kiln, Aqueous waste may be blended with other liquids for incineration or be evaporated in the

TEI mcmerator, depending on the heating value of the liquid and free water content. Additional Consolidated

Incineration Facility-related components would include a propane storage tank and two standby diesel

generators.
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The incinerator system consists of a rotary kiln primary incineration chamber and a secondary

combustion chamber. The system is designed to ensure a 99.99 percent destruction and removal

efficiency for each principle organic hazardous constituent in accordance with RCRA regulations.

The secondary combustion chamber offgas (exhaust) would be treated by a wet scrubbing system for

acid gas control and particulate removal to meet environmental regulations. The offgas system consists

of a quench system for temperature reduction; a free-jet scrubbeL a cyclone separatoq a mist eliminato~

a reheateq high efficiency particulate air filters; induced draft fans; and an exhaust stack. The offgas wet

scrubber liquid chemistry would be controlled to maintain suspended solids and chlorine concentration

limits. Concentration limits would be maintained by emptying and refilling the offgas wet scrubber

storage tank, The scrubber liquid blowdown would be solidified in cement, in the same manner as the

incinerator ash, at the ashcrete stabilization unit.

High efficiency particulate air filters are provided for the container handling kiln feed, ashout areas

exhaust vents, and the kiln seal shroud exhaust. Stack monitoring equipment is installed to monitor the

discharge of chemical and radiological materials,

The Consolidated Incineration Facility is expected to achieve a net volume reduction of 11 to 1 for

low-level job-control waste, 8 to 1 for other types of solid waste, and 40 to 1 for liquid waste, even

considering the increase in volume due to secondary waste stabilization. DOE would operate the

Consolidated Incineration Facility within design and permit mechanical and thermal utilization limits.

The mechanical design utilization is based on a combination of waste throughput, waste forms, and

material handling requirements to physically accommodate waste material feed, The thermal utilization

is hased on the amount of heat that can be safely and effectively dissipated from the incinerator.

Mechanical utilization limit is the hourly throughput rating. The annual operating capacity of the

Consolidated Incineration Facility for liquid waste would be approximately 4,630 cubic meters

(1 .63x 105 cubic feet) per year at 70 percent attainment and for solid waste, approximately 17,830 cubic

meters (6.3 x105 cubic feet) per year at 50 percent attainment (WSRC 1993c). The incinerator

liquid-waste-feed-system design is based on a high heating value (i.e., organics) liquid waste flow rate of

687 pounds per hour and low heating value (i e., aqueous) liquid waste flow rate of 950 pounds per hour,

The incinerator is designed to incinerate an annual average of 720 pounds per hour of solid waste, based

on the total heating value and ash content of the solid waste (WSRC 1993d), Modifications to the
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Consolidated Incineration Facility’s waste handling systems are assumed to increase the solids handling

;apacity to the following

. 961 pounds per hour for alternative B - minimum waste forecast

. 2,285 pounds per hour for alternative A - expected waste forecast

. 11,251 pounds per hour for alternative A - maximum waste forecast

rhe ashout and ash stabilization systems would also be modified for alternative A (all waste forecasts)

and alternative B – minimum waste forecast to handle the larger throughputs associated with soils

incineration (Blankenhom 1995).

I Thermal “tilizatimr Iimitsare expressed in terms of British thermal units (am0unt0fener8y requiredt0

raise the temperature of one pound of water from 58.5 degrees Fahrenheit to 59.5 degrees Fahrenheit) per

hour, The maximum feed rate is determined by the combined heat release of the waste forms and

auxiliary fuel oil. The maximum thermal release rating for the Consolidated Incineration Facility rotary

kiln system is limited to about 13 million British thermal units per hour. The maximum thermal release

rating for the secondaV combustion chamber is about 5 million British thermal units per hour. The

Consolidated Incineration Facility is limited to an approximate thermal capacity of 18 million British

thermal units per hour.

DOE has submitted a permit application to operate the Consolidated Incineration Facility to segregate

and incinerate listed hazardous and mixed wastes separately from characteristic-on) y hazardous wastes

TC I andnonhazardo”swastes. Itisassumedthattreatinghazardous,mixed,admixedalphawasteinthe

Consolidated Incineration Facility would result in 70 percent secondary waste disposal in RCRA-

permitted disposal vaults and 30 percent secondary waste disposal in shallow land disposal. It is also

TC I assumed that low-level and non-mixed alpha waste treatment would result in 100 percent secondary

waste disposal in shallow land disposal.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

The volumes of waste that would be treated by the Consolidated Incineration Facility for each alternative

and waste forecast are shown in Table B,5- 1, The table also identities the percentage of the Consolidated

TC Incineration Facility’s mechanical or thermal operating limits (whichever is most critical) represented by

the waste feeds evaluated for each alternative and forecast.
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Table B.5-1. Average annual and total estimated volumes of waste incinerated for each alternative. The

Consolidated Incineration Facility would operate for the 30-year period of analysis in alternatives A and

B, and cease operation in 2005 in alternative C.a

Min. EXP.

~ ‘“The ConsolidatedIncinerationFacilily
would not operate under the no-action

A

B

c

Solids (337 m~~ M“~~ Solids(964 ~~ (3%)
5,214m3 mixed 10,633m3 mixed 15,346m3 mixed
4, 561m3 hazardous 8,346 m3 hazardous 12,617m3 hazardous

LtQuids-~ WS (2A138m~~ U.ids (1.234tn~~
29,480m3 mixed 49,436m3 mixed 22,793m3 mixed
4,967m3 h~ardous 8,809 m3 hazardous 12,990m3 hazardous

soils [754 ml~ soils (2.790JJ31~ soils (13.897 m3~

14,324m3 mixed 52,999m3 mixed 264,036m3 mixed

74%of solidshandlingcapacify’ 85%of solids hmdling capacityb 85%of solidshandlingcapaciryb
23%of aqueousliquidscapaciry’ 37%of aqueousliquidscapacity” 15%of aqueousliquidscapacifyc
40°Aof organicliquidscapacilyd 77%oforgmic liquidscapaciryd 61% oforga.ic liquidscapacity’

* 17.37I ~~ Solids (9.456m.3~ ~~~
178,329m3 Iow-lc,el 213,536m3 low-level 307,468m3 !OW-I.V,I
19,743m3 mixed 33,594m3 mixed 99.90I m3 mixed
14,121tn3 hazardous 27,090m3 hazmdous 39,S89m3 hazardous

L!o.id$W d~ S.i.auids (1.572m~~ L~.a.ids (1.179 d~
22,210m3 mixed 36,784m3 mixed 21,201 m3 mixed
4>967m3 hazwdous 8,809 m3 hszardous 12,990m3 huardo.s

Soils(780 m~~ 78V0of CIF theimal capacily’ 98% of CIF thermalcapacify’

14,324m3 mixed

84% ofsolids handlingcapacity’
18%of aqueous liquidscapacity’
29%oforga”ic liquidscapacityd

Solids(6.746 ml~ ,.
(8.961 m3~ Solids~ 3~

56,605m3 low-level 72,718m3 low-level 79,31I m3 low-level
7,042m3 mixed 11,999m3 mixed 65,993m3 mixed
3.497 m3 hazardous 4,199 m3 hazardous 4,658 m3 hazardous
318 m3 alpha 694m3 alpha 680 m3 alpha

J.iauids (708 ~ _(861 & ~ ~~~
3.379 m3 mixed 4,100 m3 mixed 6,167m3 mixed
3,703m3 h=ardous 4,507 m3 hazardous 4,779 m3 hazardous

41% of CIF thermalcapaciry’ 56%of CIF rhertnalcapacity’ 89%of CIF thermalcapacily”

a, Source: Hess(1995a,b); Blankenhom(1995),
b. Percentof ConsolidatedIncinerationFaciliryannualmechanicaloperatingcapacilyfor solids (includingsoils).
c. Percentof ConsolidatedIncinerationFacilityannualmechanicaloperatingcapacifyfor aqueousIiq”ids,
d. Percentof ConsolidatedIncinerationFacilityannual mechanicaloperatingcapacityfororganic liquids.
e. Percentof ConsolidatedIncinerationFacililyannualtiennal operatingcapaciry

I

TC
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Min. EXP,Max
No
Action

A

B

c
m

Min. Exp. Max
No —
Action

A

B

c
““m

Under the no-action alternative, the Consolidated Incineration Facility would not

operate.

~ - For all three waste forecasts, hazardous and mixed wastes would be

treated at the Consolidated Incineration Facility. Mixed wastes would include

mixed waste requiring size reduction, Defense Waste Processing Facility benzene,

organic liquid, radioactive oil, PUREX solvent, paint wastes, composite filters, aqueous liquids, organic

and inorganic sludges, contaminated soils, and spent decontamination solution from the containment

building. Hazardous waste would include composite filters, paint waste, organic liquids, and aqueous

liquids.

The Consolidated Incineration Facility capacity for treating soils is limited by the feed, ash-out, and ash

stabilization system. The rotary kiln and offgas system are capable of treating large volumes of soil

because the thermal energy requirements and offgas flow rates for soil are much less than for

combustible solids and liquids. Under alternative A, DOE would modify the Consolidated Incineration

Facility by the year 2006 to process large volumes of mixed waste soil by installing new feed, material

handling, ash-out, and ash stabilization systems to treat approximately 750 cubic meters (26,500 cubic

feet) to 13,900 cubic meters (4,9x105 cubic feet) of soils per year (Hess 1995a). The Consolidated

Incineration Facility is expected to achieve a net volume increase of 1 to 3 for soils due to the increase in

volume resulting from secondary waste stabilization.

Under the maximum waste forecast, spent decontamination solutions from the containment building

would not go directly to the Consolidated Incineration Facility because volumes would be too large and

would require treatment by a wastewater treatment facility. Solid (1 percent) and liquid (5 percent)

residuals from the wastewater treatment process would be incinerated.

Min. Exp, Max.
No —
Action

A

B

c
““m

Alte mative B - For all three waste forecasts, hazardous, mixed, and low-level

wastes would be treated at the Consolidated Incineration Facility. Mixed wastes

would include mixed waste requiring size reduction, Defense Waste Processing

Facility benzene, organic liquid, radioactive oil, PUMX solvent, paint wastes, composite filters, aqueous

liquids, and spent decontamination solution from the containment building. Hazardous waste would
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include low-activity and tritiated job-control wastes,
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Low-level waste would

Under the minimum waste forecast, mixed waste soils and sludges would be incinerated because there is

insufficient volume of these wastes to warrant construction of other facilities, DOE would modifi the

Consolidated Incineration Facility by 2006 to process large volumes of soil by installing new feed,

material handling, ash-out, and ash stabilization systems to treat approximately 750 cubic meters (26,500

cubic feet) per year of soils (Hess 1995a),

Under the maximum waste forecast, spent decontamination solutions from the containment building

would not go directly to the Consolidated Incineration Facility because volumes would be too large and

would require treatment by a wastewater treatment facility, Solid ( 1 percent) and liquid (5 percent)

residuals from the wastewater treatment process would be incinerated.

Min.& Max.
N.
Action

A

Q

Alternative C - Hazardous, mixed, alpha, and low-level wastes would be treated at

B the Consolidated Incineration Facility, Mixed wastes would include mixed waste

c requiring size reduction, Defense Waste Processing Facility benzene, organic liquid,

radioactive oil, PU~Xsolvent, paint wastes, composite tilters, and aqueous liquids. Hazardous waste

would include composite filters, paint waste, organic liquids, and aqueous liquids. Alpha waste would

include mixed andnonmixed wastes. Low-level waste would include low-activiW andtritiatedjob-

control wastes. The Consolidated Incineration Facility would cease operating in2OO5 inthisaltemative.

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS:

The consequences of the incineration of hazardous, mixed, and low-level radioactive wastes at the

Consolidated Incineration Facility under alternative B are described in Table B,5-2. Alternative B

provides bounding impacts with respect to operations of the Consolidated Incineration Facility because

the facility would operate throughout the 30-year analysis period (compared to alternative C in which the

facility would be replaced by the non-alpha vitrification facility in 2006) and would bum low-level,

hazardous, and mixed wastes (compared to only hazardous and mixed wastes under alternative A). The

impacts resulting from the incineration of hazardous and mixed wastes have been identified separately

from those associated with incineration of low-level wastes.

TC
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Table BS-2. SummaV of impacts from the operation of the Consolidated Incineration Facility (CIF)

under alternative B.a

MinimumWasteForecast ExpectedWssteForecast MaximumWasteForecsst

Stabilized ash and blowdown disposal volumes

~b,’ ~

I 33,518 ms to RCRA-permitteddisposal 6,108 m3tORCRA-pe~itted dispOsal 12,803m3to RCRA-permitteddisposal

14,366m3to shallowImd disposal 2,618 m3to shallowland disposal 5,488ms to shallow land disposal

~d u u

16,212m3to shallow Isnd disposal 19,412m3 to shallow land disposal 27,952 m3 to shallow land disposal

Auxiliary fuel oil consumption

TCl~ ~

I 134x106 pou”ds 111x106 pounds 85x 106pounds

u w u

\ 13.2xlt36po””ds 15.8.106 pounds 22.8x 106 pounds

Non-radiological air emissions

I Annual a emc. ~ess latentCmca tOOffsiterv esidents due to CIF ODerat ions

I.7X1O-10 2.7.10-10 2.0.10-10

I ~i.ums-houraver~sat 100 meters (328 feet) and 640 meters (2.100 feeo

Well below Occupational Safety and Health Administration permissible exposure levels
Radiological air emissions

Average annual radiolxl dose and resultinc heaIth effects 10the DW “g

TE ~

0.00352 millirem

I

TC

1.76x I&9 probability of an excess fatal
cmcer

w
0.00528 millirem

2.64x 10-9probability of an
excess fatal cancer

M

0.00880 millirem

4.40.10-9 probability of an
excess fatal cancer

~
0.207 person.rem

1.03x 10A number of
additional fatal canccm

u
0.313 person-rem

1.57x 10~ number of
additional fatal cancers

m
0.520 person-rem

2.60x 104 number of additional fatal
cancers

~imallv exnosed individual

~
0.00452 millirem

2.26x 10-9 probability of an excess fatal
cancer

w
0.00641 millirem

3.21 xI0-9 probability of an
excess fatal csnccr

w
0.0109 millirem

5.47x 10-9 probability of an
excess fatal cancer

Qffsite P.. ulation

~
0.268 person-rem

1.34x 104 number of
additional fatal cancers

w
0.379 person-rem

1.90x 104 number of
additional fatal cancers

M

0.647 person-rem

3.24x 104 number of additional fatal
cancers

~
0.00783 millirem

3.9 Ix 10-9 probability of an excess fatal
cancer

m

0.0159 millirem

7.97x 1o-9 probability of an
excess fatal cancer

TM

0.0237 millirem

1.19XIO-8 probability of an
excess fatal cancer

~
0.466 person-rem

2.33x 10~ number of
additional fatal cancers

u
0.783 person-rem

3.91x 10~ number of
additional fatal cancers

w

1.25 person-rem

6.24x 104 number of additional fatal
cancers
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Table B.5-2. (continued).

MinimumWasteForecast ExpectedWasteForecast MaximumWasteForecat

Radiological air emissions

to unin volvcd worke~

-w
0.0693 millirem

3.47x IO-8probability of an
excess fatal cmcer

w

0.106 millirem

5.28x IO-8probability of an

excess fatal cancer

m
0.0175 millirem

8.75x IO-8probability of an
excess fatal c~cer

~
0.200 person-rem

1.00x 10-7 number of
additional fatal cancers

w
0.302 person-rem

1.5Ix 10-7 number of
additional fatal cancers

w
0.502 person-rem

2.5 lx 10-7number of
add itional fatal cancers

640 meter U volved we

~
0.0900 millirem

4.50. IO-8probability of an
excess fatal cancer

m

0.127 millirem

6.33x IO-8 probability of an
excess fatal cancer

w
0.217 millirem

1.08.10-7 probability of an
excess fatal cancer

~r.. involved wok

0.260 person-rem

1.30x 10-7 number of
additional fatal cmcers

u
0.366 person-rem

1,83x 10-7 number of
additional fatal cancers

w
0.626 person-rem

3. 13x10-7 number of
additional fatal cancers

~
0.157 millirem

7.84x 1o-8probability of an
excess fatal cancer

u
0.179 millirem

8.97x IO-8probability of an
excess fatal cancer

w
0.336 millirem

1.68x 10-7 probability of an
excess fatal cancer

0.452 person-rem

2.26x 10-7number of
additional fatal CmCerS

u

0.666 person-rem

3.33x10-7 “umber of TC

additional fatal cancers

w
1.12 person-rem

5.59x 10-7 “umber of
additional fatal cancers

Wtrectexpos”reh

AveraS annual radio~c I e a“ r~

osed individual

~ ~ ~
I 12 millirem 146 millirem 256 millirem

4.48x 10-5probability of an 5.84x 10-5 probability of an 1.02x 10~ probability of an
excess fatal cancer excess fatal cancer excess fatal cancer

w u w

169 millirem 205 millirem 234 millirem

6.77 KI0-5 probability of an 8.19x 10-5 probability of an 9.37x 10-5 probability of an
excess fatal cancer excess fatal cmcer excess fatal cancer

w M w

281 millirem 351 millirem 490 millirem

1.13x 104 probability of an 1.40x 10-4 probability of an 1.96x 10-4 probability of an
excess fatal cancer excess fatal cmcer excess fatal cancer
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Table BS-2. (continued).

Minimum Waste Forecast Expected Waste Forecast Maximum Waste Forecast

Averaee mnual ]nvolved worker DOVUIation Qi

~ ~

2.91 person-rem 3.80 person-rem 6.66 person-rem

O.00117 number of 0.00152 number of 0.00266 number of
additional fatal cancers additional fatal cancers additional fatal cancers

u w u

4.40 person-rem 5.32 person-rem 6.09 person-rem

0.00176 number of 0.00213 number of 0.00244 number of
additional fatal cancers additional fatal cancers additional fatal cancers

W M w
7.3 I person-rem 9.12 person-rem 12.8 person-rem

0.00293 number of 0.00365 number of 0.00510 number of
additional fatal cancers additional fatal cancers additional fatal cancers

a. Source Xcss (1995 b). Wwte disposal volumes and fuei consumption are for the entire 30-yea analysis period.
b. MWMW= mixed waste/hazardous waste.
c. Stabilized asb and blowdown volumes =sume that 70 percent of hazardou~mixed w~te residues require RCRA-permitted

disposal, 30 percent can be sent to shallow land disposal.
d. LLW = low-level waste.
e. Auxili~ fuel oil consumption based on categorization of each waste type by soils, solids, and high and low Btu-content

liquids. Fuel oil consumption is calculated based on each waste category being incinerated separately.
f. lnclttdes emissions of dioxins (Mtdlhollmd et al. 1994) and products of incomplete combustion from the Consolidated

Incineration Facility.
g. Averageannual dose md probability of fatal cancer obtained by dividin8 tbe 30-year dose and associated probability by 29.
h. D]rect exposure scaledtocesium-137. D!rect exposure is normalized to the expected case average exposure provided by

Hess(1994d).
i. Number of additional fatal cancers are per year of Consolidated Incineration Facility operation.
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B.6 CONTAINMENT BUILDING (HAZARDOUS WASTE~IXED WASTE

TREATMENT BUILDING)
TE

OmCTIVE:

At one time, the Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste Treatment Building project was to provide a RCRA-

permhted facility for the treatment of hazardous and mixed wastes that could not be treated to meet land

disposal restrictions standards in other existing or planned facilities at SRS. The Hazardous

Waste/Mixed Waste Treatment Building would have provided a facility in which wastes were processed

into waste forms suitable for disposal. The facility would have also repackaged some waste streams for

shipment to other SRS treatment facilities such as the Consolidated Incineration Facility. Changes in the

applicable regulatory requirements and to the mission of SRS have prompted DOE to re-evahrate the

current scope and design of the Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste Treatment Building. This facility has not

yet been constructed,

Many treatment processes originally planned for the treatment building could be performed in existing

SRS facilities in accordance with RCRA containment building regulations. Design features of a

containment building include:

.

.

.

.

.

walls, floor, and roof to prevent exposure to the elements

primary barrier, such as the floor of a process area, or process tankage that is resistant to the

hazardous materials contained therein

secondary containment system, in addition to the primary barrier, for hazardous liquid materials

(the containment building itself may act as secondary containment to the tanks within)

leak detection system between the primary barrier and secondary containment system

liquid collection and removal system

A containment building (as defined by RCRA) must be constructed and operated to:

. ensure that tbe containment building is maintained free of cracks, corrosion, or other defects that

could allow hazardous materials to escape
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. control the inventory of hazardous material within the containment walls so that the height of the

containment wall is not exceeded

. provide a decontamination area for personnel and equipment to prevent spreading hazardous

materials outside the containment building

. control fugitive emissions

. promptly repair conditions that could result in a release of hazardous waste

DESCRIPTION

The SRS Proposed .Sire Treatment Plan identified several preferred treatment options that could be

carried out in existing SRS facilities in accordance with RCRA containment building standards, These

treatment options include:

. two 90-day generator treatments at the Savannah River Technology Center that would discharge

treatment residuals to the Mixed Waste Storage Tanks

I . macroencapsulation (in a welded stainless steel box) of silver saddles at a separations canyon
TE

building

TC I . macroencapsulation (by polymer coating) of mixed waste lead and contaminated debris by an

onsite vendor at an unspecified location

. macroencapsulation (in a welded stainless steel box) at the tritium facilities of mercuV-

contaminated equipment and a mercury-contaminated recorder

o size reduction of filter paper take-up rolls in preparation for treatment at the Consolidated

Incineration Facility

. decontamination and macroencapsulation (in a welded stainless steel box) of high-level waste

sludge and supematant-contaminated debris at the Building 299-H decontamination facility that

would discharge spent decontamination solutions to the high-level waste tank farms.
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Low volume and/or one-time generation wastes would be treated at existing SRS facilities as indicated in

tbe SRS draft site treatment plan. Approximately 1,703 cubic meters (4,49 x 10s gallons) of mixed waste

would be treated at these facilities, 63 percent of which would be high-level waste sludge and

supernatant-contaminated debris that requires decontamination or macroencapsulation. The 30-year

waste forecast for this EIS identified larger quantities of mixed waste lead than those anticipated in the

5-year waste forecast used to develop the SRS proposed site treatment plan. As a result of the increased

volume, a dedicated waste management facility has been proposed to treat mixed waste lead.

DOE proposes in this EIS to construct a containment building as a self-contained facility to

accommodate waste quantities too large to be managed within existing SRS facilities or for which an

existing facility that conforms to RCRA containment building standards cannot be identified, Tbe EIS

has identified several additional treatments that could be performed in such a containment building,

These include:

.

.

.

.

.

physical and chemical decontamination of debris, equipment, and nonradioactive lead wastes

macroencapsulation (in a welded stainless steel box) of debris

macroencapsulation (by polymer coating) of radioactive lead

wet chemical oxidation of reactive metals

roasting and retorting of mercury-contaminated equipment and amalgamation of the elemental

mercury

I TE

DOE proposes to construct a containment building for the decontamination and treatment of hazardous

and/or mixed wastes. This building would begin operation in 2006. The activities to be conducted in the

containment building are identical under alternatives A and B. Under alternative C, the containment

building would operate differently.
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Min. Exp. Mm.
No _

TC I

Action
A

B

m

Alternatives A and B

c

Under alternatives A and B, the containment building would be designed with five separate processing

bays. Theactivities toheconducted ineachofthe baysare as follows: (l)container opening/content

sorting, (2) size reduction, (3) decontamination, (4) macroencapsulation, and (5) repackaging/waste

characterization. Each baywould contain thenecessa~ equipment toconduct the respective activities.

Waste would be processed through each bay as was necessary to properly handle each individual waste

type. Ifprocessing associated withapafiicular bayisnotrequired foraspecific waste, the baywouldbe
,-- ...---.,Dypasstxl.

rhe container opening/content sorting bay would contain equipment to help facilitate the opening of

mixed waste containers. Once thecontainer wasopened, thecontents would beremoved andhand sotied

by size. Materials that need to be further reduced in size for treatmentidecontamination would be

separated from those that arealready smallenough fortreatmentidecontamination. Mixed wastes would

besorted using gloveboxes. Wastes requiring size reduction would besentto thesize reduction bay.

This bay would contain equipment such as shredder shears and bandsaws that would be used to reduce

the size of waste for subsequent processing.

Mixed waste such as bulk equipment and debris would be decontaminated in the decontamination bay

using technologies such asdegreasing, water washing, and/or carbon dioxide blasting. This bay would

contain thenecessaV equipment toimplement theselected decontamination technologies, Spent

decontamination solutions would recollected inatank truck fortreatment onsite. Mixed wastes that are

decontaminated (i.e., the hazardous component of the waste has been removed) would be reclassified as

low-activity equipment waste and would be managed in accordance with the proposed alternatives for

thattreatability group, Wastes that arenotdecontaminated would continue onto themacroencapsulation

bay for further processing,

Two~pes ofmacroencapsulation would reconducted inthemacroencapsulation bay, Thetirst

macroencapsrrlation process would be for debris and bulk equipment that could not be successfully

decontaminated, Thedebris and bulkequipment would bemacroencapsulated bypackaging itin

stairdess steel boxes that would then be welded shut. Thesecond macroencapsulation process would be

formixed waste lead, debris, and bulkequipment. Thelead worrldnothave been sentto the

decontamination bay in the previous step, but, rather would be sent directly from the container
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opening/content sorting bay or the size reduction bay to the macroencapsulation bay. The lead, debris

and bulk equipment would be macroencapsulated by coating the surface with a polymer, Mixed waste
TC

that is macroencaps”lated would be able to be disposed in RCRA-perrnitted disposal vaults because it

would meet the applicable land disposal restriction treatment standards under tbe debris rule.

The fifth bay would be the packaging bay, This bay would house equipment to facilitate the packaging

of waste into a waste container. Wastes would either be packaged for onsite disposal as a mixed waste

(i.e., if macroencapsulated) or packaged for transportation to the applicable low-level waste facility for

further processing if successfully decontaminated (Hess 1994a).

For alternatives A and B, it is estimated that approximately 80 percent of the incoming debris and bulk

equipment waste would be successfully decontaminated and that 20 percent would need to be

macroencapsulated prior to disposal. Additionally, it is estimated that the quantity of spent

decontamination solutions generated during decontamination procedures would be equal to 50 percent of

the influent waste volume (Hess 1994b).

Min. EXP,Max
No
Action

A

B

B

~
c

The major differences between the containment building proposed under alternative C and that proposed

under alternatives A and B are the inclusion ofi

.

.

.

.

.

roasting, retotting, and amalgamation (see glossary) of mercury and mercury contaminated wastes

wet chemical oxidation of reactive metals

debris and equipment that could not be decontaminated would be transfemed to the non-alpha

vitrification facility instead of treated by macroencapsulation

nonradioactive materials would be separated into lead and non-lead components by a combination

of physical and chemical separation techniques

radioactive lead would be treated at the non-alpha vitrification facility instead of

macroencapsulated by polymer coating at the containment building
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The containment building would process both hazardous and mixed wastes under alternative C

Under alternative C, the containment building would be designed with six separate processing bays as

follows: (1) container openin~content sorting, (2) size reduction/physical separation,

(3) roasting/retorting and amalgamation, (4) wet chemical oxidation, (5) decontamination, and

(6) repackaging/waste characterization. As discussed for ahematives A and B, waste would be processed

through each bay as necessary to properly handle each individual type of waste. If processing associated

with a particular bay is not required for a specific waste, tbe bay would be bypassed. Each bay would

contain the necessary equipment to conduct the respective activities.

The container opening/content sorting bay and the size reductiorr/physical separation bay would have the

same function as discussed above. Hazardous and mixed waste containers would be opened and their

contents sorted by size. Hazardous wastes would be sorted on tables, while mixed wastes would be

sorted using glove boxes. Wastes requiring size reduction would be sent to the size reduction/physical

separation bay. Additionally, hazardous waste that contains lead would be separated into lead and

non-lead components by cutting or disassembling the lead-containing waste items (e.g., removing lead

components such as solder or washers from a piece of equipment). After sorting, dismantling, and/or

size reduction, hazardous waste lead would not be further processed in the containment building; instead,

it would be sent directly to the last bay for repackaging (Hess 1994a).

Approximate y 48 cubic meters ( 1,700 cubic feet) of pumps that contain mercury would be sent to the

third bay for roasting and retorting. The mercury that is captured during the process and additional

elemental mercury wastes would be amalgamated to meet the land disposal restrictions treatment

standards, The amalgamated mercury would be approximately 1 cubic meter (264 gallons) in volume

and would be able to be disposed of at the RCRA-perrnitted disposal vaults. The metal pumps would be

reclassified as a low-level waste and would need no further treatment (Hess 1994b).

Approximately 5 cubic meters(170 cubic feet) of the hazardous and mixed waste metal debris that would

be sent to the containment building contains reactive metals, This waste would be treated in the fourth

bay by wet chemical oxidation to eliminate the reactivity in accordance with the land disposal

restrictions treatment standards, Liquid residuals that are generated during the wet chemical oxidation

process, approximately 15 cubic meters (530 cubic feet), would be collected in a tank truck for treatment

at the non-alpha vitrification facility (Hess 1994b).
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Bulk equipment and debris would be decontaminated in the fifth bay using technologies such as

decreasing, water washing, and/or carbon dioxide blasting. No hazardous lead wastes would be sent to

the decontamination bay. Decontamination solutions would be collected in a tank truck for treatment at

the non-alpha vitrification facility. Mixed wastes that are successfully decontaminated (i.e., the

hazardous component of the waste has been removed) would be reclassified as low-activity equipment

waste and managed in accordance with the proposed alternatives for that treatability group, Hazardous

wastes that are successfully decontaminated would be recycled. Wastes that are not successfully

decontaminated would require further onsite processing.

Wastes would be packaged in the sixth bay. This bay would have equipment to facilitate the packaging

of waste from the various bays into a waste container. Mixed wastes that are successfully treated and/or

decontaminated (i.e., the hazardous component of the waste has been removed) and the pumps that were

roasted/retorted would be reclassified as low-level waste and would be packaged for transport to an

onsite low-level waste disposal facility, Amalgamated mercu~ would be packaged for disposal at

RCRA-permitted disposal vaults, Mixed wastes that are not treated and/or decontaminated (i.e., the

hazardous component of the waste still remains), hazardous wastes that are not decontaminated, and the

dismantled lead hazardous wastes would be repackaged for further processing onsite, Huardous waste

metals that are decontaminated would be reused onsite as a substitute for a new product or would be sold

as scrap (Hess 1994a).

Under alternative C, it is estimated that approximately 80 percent of the hazardous and mixed waste

would be able to be decontaminated. It is estimated that the quantity of spent decontamination solutions

generated during decontamination procedures for both hazardous and mixed wastes would be equal to 50

percent of the infhsent waste volume to the decontamination unit (Hess 1994b),

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. Exp. Max.
No
Act;.m

A

B

Under the no-action alternative, the containment building would not be constmcted.
a

c
For each alternative, Table B.6- 1 presents the volume of wastes to be

decontaminated and macroencapsulated.
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Table B.6-1. Waste that would be treated between the years 2006 and 2024 in the containment building

under each alternative (cubic meters).a,b

Min. Exp. Max.

~

the containment building would

A

B

c

,601 m3 decontaminated 76,983 m3 decontaminated 275,684 m3 decontaminated

,136 m3 annually) (4,052 m3 annually) (14,510 m3 annually)

$39 m3 macroencapsulated 18,419 m3 macroencapsulated 62,803 m3 macroencapsulated

97 m3 annually) (969 m3 annually) (3,305 m3 annually)

mixed waste only

137,842 m3 decontamination

solution

6,892 m3 liquid residualc

ixed waste only mixed waste only 1,378 m3 solid residualc

129,572 m3 discharged to outfall

i,062 m3 decontaminated 51,680 m3 decontaminated 185,468 m3 decontaminated

,372 m3 annually) (2,720 m3 annually) (1 I,000 m3 annually)

53 I m3 macroencapsulated 13,358 m3 macroencapsulated 39,896 m3 macroencapsulated

44 m3 annually) (703 m3 annually) (2,350 m3 annually)

mixed waste only

92,734 m3 decontamination

solution

ixed waste only mixed waste only 4,637 m3 liquid residualc

927 m3 solid residualc

87,170 m3 discharged to outfall

1,120 m3 MW decontaminated 23,409 m3 MW decontaminated 86,o88 m3 MW decontaminated

,86 m3 annually) (1,233 m3 annually) (4,700 m3 annually)

977 m3 HW decontaminated 13,743 m3 HW decontaminated 24,325 m3 HW decontaminated

:09 m3 annually) (723 m3 annually) (1,280 m3 annually)

a. Source: Hess (1995a).
b. To convert to gallons, multiply by 264,2.
c. Treated in the Consolidated Incineration Facility.
d. Waste vnh,mec MW = mixed wn.te UW = hn,nrdn))< waste
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M“, Exp. Max.
No
Action

A

B

m

A~ - For each forecast, only mixed waste would be treated in tbe
c

containment building. The following mixed waste treatability groups would be

processed glass debris, metal debris, equipment, lead, heterogeneous debris, inorganic debris, organic

debris, and composite filters

Min. Exp. Mm.
NO
Actio.

A Alternative B - Only mixed wazte would be treated in the containment building.
B The following mixed waste treatability groups would be processed: glass debris,
c

metal debris, bulk equipment, lead, heterogeneous debris, inorganic debris, and

organic debris.

In the maximum forecasts of alternatives A and B, the volume of spent decontamination solution would

exceed the available treatment capacity for this waste at the Consolidated Incineration Facility, The

containment building would be modified to include a wastewater treatment unit to treat the spent

decontamination solutions. The wastewater treatment process would result in a liquid residual, a solid

residual, and the remainder which would be discharged to a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination

System permitted outfall. The liquid and solid residuals from the wastewater treatment unit would be

treated at the Consolidated Incineration Facility.

Min. EXP,Max.
No
Action

A

B’it c

emative - Both ha2ardous waste and mixed waste would be processed in the
B

containment building. Hazardous waste treatability groups to be decontaminated
c

and/or treated include metal debris (some of which is reactive), bulk equipment, and

lead. Mixed waste treatability groups to be decontaminated and/or treated include metal debris (some of

which is reactive), bulk equipment, elemental mercury and mercury-contaminated process equipment.
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B.7 DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY

OB.IECTIVE:

The Defense Waste Processing Facility is a system for treatment of high-level radioactive waste at SRS.

Defense Waste Processing Facility refers to high-level waste pre-treatnrent processes, the Vitrification

Facility, Saltstone Manufacturing and Disposal, radioactive glass waste storage facilities, and associated

support facilities. The process used to recover uranium and plutonium from production reactor fuel and

target assemblies in the chemical separations areas at SRS resulted in liquid high-level radioactive waste.

This waste, which now amounts to approximately 131 million liters (3.46x107 gallons), is stored in

underground tanks in the F- and H-Areas near the center of SRS. Afier its introduction into the tanks, the

high-level waste settles, separating into a sludge layer at the bottOm Of the tanks and an uPPer laYer Of

soluble salts dissolved in water (supematant). The evaporation of the supematant creates a third waste

fomr, crystallized saltcake, in the tanks, See the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

Defense Waste Processing Facili@ (DOE 1994a) for details.

The Defense Waste Processing Facility is designed to incorporate the highly radioactive waste

constituents into borosilicate glass in a process called vitrification and seal the radioactive glass in

stainless steel canisters for eventual disposal at a pernranent Federal repository located deep within a

stable geologic (e.g., rock) fornration.

DESCRIPTION:

The Defense Waste Processing Facility system includes processes and associated facilities and structures

TE \ located i” H-, S-,andZ-AreasnearthecenterofSRS. Themajorpartsofthe Defense WastePmcessing

Facility system are listed below:

Pre -treatment (H -Area) - Pre-treatment processes and associated facilities to prepare high-level waste

for incorporation into glass at the Vitrification Facility, including:

● Extended Sludge Processing - a washing process, carried out in selected H-Area high-level waste

tanks, to remove aluminum hydroxide and soluble salts from the high-level waste sludge. The

facility is built, and the process is presently being tested.

. In-Tank Precipitation - a process in H-Area to remove cesium through precipitation with sodium

tetraphenylborate and strontium and plutonium through sorption onto the sodium titanate solids
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from the highly radioactive salt solution. The precipitate would be treated hy the late wash

process; the low radioactivity salt solution that remains would be sent to the Saltstone

Manufacturing and Disposal Facility, The In-Tank Precipitation facility is constructed, and

testing is nearly complete,

● Late Wash - a process to wash the highly radioactive precipitate resulting from In-Tank

Precipitation to remove a chemical (sodium nitrite) that could potentially interfere with operations

in tbe Vitrification Facility. This H-Area facility is presently being designed and constructed.

Vitriflc* ~&ed sum)ort facilities and tructures (S-Are ~ - These facilities include:

. Vitrification Facility - a large building that contains processing equipment to immobilize the

highly radioactive sludge and precipitate portions of the high-level waste in borosilicate glass.

The sludge and precipitate are treated chemically, mixed with frit (finely ground glass), melted,

and poured into stainless steel canisters that are then welded shut. The facility is presently

constructed and undergoing startup testing.

. Glass Waste Storage Buildings - buildings for interim storage of the radioactive glass waste

canisters in highly shielded concrete vaults located below ground level. One buildlng is

completed; one building is in the planning stage.

● Chemical Waste Treatment Facility - an industrial waste treatment facility that neutralizes

nonradioactive wastewater from bulk chemical storage areas and nonradioactive process areas of

the Vitrification Facility. This facility is constructed and in operation.

● Failed Equipment Storage Vaults - shielded concrete vaults that would he used for interim storage

of failed melters and possibly other process equipment that are too radioactive to allow disposal at

existing onsite disposal facilities. These vaults would be used until permanent disposal facilities

can he developed, Two vaults are nearly constructed; four more vaults are planned for the near

future. DOE estimates that a total of approximately 14 vardts would be needed to accommodate

wastes generated during the 24-year operating period covered under the Defense Waste

Processing Facility Supplemental EIS.
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. Organic Waste Storage Tank - A 568,000-liter (1 50,000-gallon) capacity aboveground tank that

stores liquid organic waste consisting mostly of benzene. During radioactive operations, the tank

would store hazardous and low-level radioactive waste that would be a byproduct of the

vitrification process as a result of processing high-level radioactive precipitate from the In-Tank

Precipitation process. The tank is constructed and stores nonradioactive liquid organic waste

generated during startup testing of the Vitrification Facility.

Saltstone Manufactu& and Disposa 1 (Z-Area) - Facilities to treat and dispose of the low radioactivity

salt solution resulting from the In-Tank Precipitation pre-treatment process, including:

. Saltstone Manufacturing Plant - a processing plant that blends the low radioactivity salt solution

with cement, slag, and flyash to create a mixture that hardens into a concrete-like m~teri~l c?lled

saltstone. The plant is constructed and in operation to treat liquid waste residuals from the F/H-

Area Effluent Treatment Facility, an existing wastewater treatment facility that serves the tank

famrs. The plant is ready for treatment of the low radioactivity salt solution produced by In-Tank

Precipitation.

. Saltstone Disposal Vaults - large concrete disposal vaults into which the mixture of salt solution,

flyash, slag, and cement that is prepared at the Saltstone Manufacturing Plant is pumped. After

cells in the vault are filled, they are sealed with concrete. Eventually, the vaults will be covered

with soil, and an engineered cap constructed of clay and other materials will be installed over the

vaults to reduce infiltration by rainwater and leaching of contaminants into the groundwater. Two

vaults have been constructed. DOE estimates that 13 more vaults would be constructed over the

life of the facility (DOE 1994a).

Note that the treatment, storage, and disposal facilities described as part of Defense Waste Processing

Facility are not considered in this EIS.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS

Min. EXP.Max
NO
Action

A

B

c
m

Under each alternative, the Defense Waste Processing Facility would operate until

2018 to process high-level waste stored at SRS.
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B.8 E-AREA VAULTS

OBJECTIVE:

The E-Area vaults would provide disposal and storage for solid, low-level, nonhazardous wastes to

support continuing SRS operations. As presently planned, the facility would include three types of

structures for four designated waste categories: low-activity waste vaults would receive one type of

waste; the long-lived waste storage buildings would accept wastes containing isotopes with half-lives

that exceed the performance criteria for disposal; a third type of structure divided in NO parts,

intermediate-level rrontritium vaults and intermediate-level tritium vaults, would receive WO categories

of waste.

DOE Order 5820,2A, “Radioactive Waste Management,” establishes performance criteria for the

disposal of low-level wastes. A radiological perfomrance assessment is required to ensure that the waste

inventory and the proposed disposal method provide reasonable assurance that the performance

objectives would he met. The radiological performance assessment projects the migration of

radionuclides from the disposed waste to the environment and estimates the resulting dose to people.

DOE has completed tbe mdiological performance assessment for the E-Area vaults and has incorporated

the results into the waste acceptance criteria to define maximum radionucl ide inventory limits that are

acceptable for disposal. DOE would construct additional vaults of the current designs or alternate

designs that can be demonstrated to achieve the performance objectives.

For purposes of analysis in this EIS, low-level wastes that are not stabilized prior to disposal (except for

suspect soils and naval hardware) would be certified to meet the waste acceptance criteria for disposal in

the low-level waste vaults. The analyses do not distinguish between the waste forms that are sent to

vault disposal. It was assumed that the impacts were a function only of the volume of waste disposal (the

number of low-activity waste and intermediate-level waste vaults) for each alternative.

DESCRIPTION:

The Waste Management Activities for Groundwater Protection Final Environmental Impact Statement \ ‘1%

(DOE 1987) and its Record of Decision (53 FR 7557) identified vaults as one of several project-specific

technologies considered for new disposal/storage facilities for low-level radioactive waste. One of the

actions was construction of a new “vault design” low-level radioactive waste facility in E-Area adjacent

to the existing Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility.
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The E-Area vaults are centrally located between the NO chemical separation areas (F-Area and H-Area)

near the center of SRS and consist of thr~ types of facilities. Below-grade concrete vaults (referred to

as intermediate-level waste vaults) would be used for disposal of containerized intermediate-activity

tritiated and nontritiated waste. Above-grade concrete vaults (referred to as low-activity waste vaults)

would be used for disposal of containerized low-activity waste. On-grade buildings (referred to as

long-lived waste storage buildings) would be used for storage of containerized spent deionizer resins and

other long-lived wastes.

An intermediate-level nontritium vault is a concrete structure approximately 58 meters (1 89 feet) long,

15 meters (48 feet) wide, and 9 meters (29 feet) deep with a seven-cell configuration. Exterior walls are

0,76 meters (2- 1/2 feet) thick and interior walls forming the cells are 0.46 meter (1- 1/2 feet) thick.

Walls are stmcturally mated to a base slab which is approximately 0.76 meter (2-1/2 feet) thick and

extends past the outside of the exterior walls approximately O.6 meter (2 feet) (WSRC 1994c). An

TC intermediate-level nontritium vault has approximately 4,400 cubic meters (1.55x105 cubic feet) of usable

waste disposal capacity (Hess 1995b).

An intermediate-level tritium vault is structurally identical to the intermediate-level nontritium vault

except for length and depth. The intermediate-level tritium vault is 2 feet deeper and approximately

57 feet long with a two-cell configuration, The intermediate-level tritium vault has approximately

‘c I 400cubicmeters( 14,000cubicfeet) ofusablewastedisposal capacity (Hess 1995b). Oneoftlre

intermediate-level tritium vault cells has been fitted with a silo storage system designed to house tritium

crucibles.

Shielding blocks and raincovers are provided during cell loading operations, Reinforced concrete blocks

are positioned across the width of a cell to provide personnel shielding from the radioactive materials

within the cell. The raincover is a roof-truss-type of steel structure that fits around the cells’ walls to

completely cover the cell opening. Raincovers are installed on a cell until interim closure is

accomplished.

Waste containers placed in an intermediate-level vault cell would be encapsulated in grout. Successive

grout layers are cured before installing additional waste containers, A permanent roof slab of reinforced

concrete that completely covers the vault cells would be installed after the cells in a vault have been

tilled. Final closure would be petiormed after vaults were tilled by placing an earthen cover with an

engineered clay cap over the entire vault area (WSRC 1994c).
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At this time, one intermediate-level nontritium vault and one intermediate-level tritium vault have each

been constructed. It is assumed that future intermediate-level vaults would be constructed in a combined

single vault configuration of nine cells housing both tritiated and non-tritiated intermediate-activity

waste (Hess 1994e), The vault construction would be identical to the intermediate-activity nontritium

vaults except that the structure would be approximately 75 meters (246 feet) long, No silos would be

provided for tritium crucibles. The usable disposal capacity of each vault would be approximately

5,300 cubic meters (1.87x 105 cubic feet).

The low-activity waste vaults are concrete structures approximately 200 meters (643 feet) long by

44 meters (I 45 feet) wide by 8 meters (27 feet) deep. Each vault contains 12 cells with approximate) y

30,500 cubic meters ( 1.07x 1(J6 cubic feet) of usable waste disposal capacity. At this time, one low-

activity waste vault has been constructed. End, side, and interior walls of each module are 0.61 meter

(2 feet) thick. The low-activity waste vault walls are structurally mated to the footers, and the floor slabs

are poured between and on top of the footers.

Low-activity waste vaults have a permanent41 -centimeter ( 16-inch) thick, poured-in-place concrete roof

to prevent the infiltration of rainwater and are corrstructed on poured-in-place concrete pads with

sidewalls, When the vaults are tilled to capacity, a closure cap would be used to cover the concrete roof

to further reduce the infiltration of water. Each cell within the vault has a means of collecting and

removing water that enters the vault.

Low-activity waste to be disposed of would be containerized and stacked using an extendible boom

forklift, Low-activity waste would be packaged in various approved containers such as steel boxes and

Department of Transportation-approved drums. Packaging and stacking would be similar to the

TE

TC

TC

TE

engineered low-level trench operation for low-activity waste (see Appendix B .27). ( ‘rC

Each low-activity waste vault would be closed in stages, Individual cells would be closed, then the entire

vault area would be closed. Low-activity waste vault final closure consists of placing an earthen cover

with an engineered clay cap over the entire vault area (WSRC 1994c).
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Long -Lived Waste Stora~e Buildirt@s

The long-lived waste storage buildings would be built on-grade and consist of a poured-in-place concrete

slab covered by a steel, pre-engineered, single-span building. The floor slab would be 15 meters

(50 feet) square, and the building would be approximately 18 meters (60 feet) square and 6.1 meters

(20 feet) high. The floor slab would be 0.3 meter (1 foot) thick with integral deep footings and surface

containment curbs around each side. The building would extend past the concrete floor slab on each

side. This area would be covered with compacted, crushed stone on three sides, and the fourth side

would be covered with a poured-in-place, reinforced concrete pad. This pad would provide an access

ramp for vehicle travel into the long-lived waste storage building.

Process water deionizes from Reactors would be stored in the long-lived waste storage building that has

been constructed in the E-Area. These deionizes contain carbon-14 which has a half-life of 5,600 years

(WSRC 1994b). The building would be able to store a total of 140 cubic meters (4,S39 cubic feet) of

waste. Wastes would be placed using a forklift and would be containerized and provided with adequate

shielding. DOE plans to build additional storage buildings as needed (WSRC 1993b).

Afier long-lived waste storage buildings are filled with waste containers, the equipment and personnel

access doors would be closed and locked, Long-lived waste storage buildings would not be permanent

disposal facilities (WSRC 1994c). The disposition of the long-lived waste has not been determined and

would be subject to a subsequent National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) evaluation. Long-lived

wastes would continue to be stored for the duration of the 30-year analysis period for each alternative

TC I andforecastconsidered inthisEIS.

PRO~CT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. EXP.Max,
No
Action

TE A

m

Under the no-action alternative, the E-Area vaults would be used for disposal of
B

low-activity and intermediate-activity wastes. Low-activity wastes planned for
c

disposal in the E-Area vaults include low-activity job-control waste, offsite

TC
job-control waste, low-activity equipment waste, and low-activity soils. Nonmixed alpha waste would

also be segregated for disposal in low-activity waste vaults. Intermediate-activity wastes planned for

disposal in vaults include tritiated job-control waste, tritiated soils, tritiated equipment wastes, and

intermediate-activity job-control waste, Long-lived waste would be stored in the long-lived waste

storage building.
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Min. Exp, Max,
No —
A,tton

A

“m

Under alternative A, the E-Area vaults woufd be used for disposal of the same
B

low-level waste identified under the no-action alternative. I Tc
c

M,” Exp. Max.
No
Action

A

@

Under alternative B, the E-Area vaults would be used for disposal of low-activity
B

c
job-control waste, offsite job-control waste, low-activity soils, low-activity

equipment, intermediate-activity job-control waste, tritiated job-control waste,

intermediate-activity equipment, tritiated equipment, tritiated soils, and compacted low-level waste. I

Nonmixed alpha waste would also be segregated for disposal in low-activity waste vaults. Low-activity

job-control and equipment waste treated by offsite commercial vendors would also be returned to SRS
TC

for disposal in the low-activity waste vaults, I

hlin. Exp. Ma,.
No
Aclban

A

“Q

Under alternative C, the E-Area vaults would be used for disposal of the same waste
B as indicated under alternative B, except for off-site commercial vendor-treated
c TC

low-activity job-control and equipment waste, from the year 1995 to 2005. After

2006, when the non-alpha vitrification facility begins operation, all low-level waste would be disposed of

by shallow land disposal.

Estimated volumes for long-lived waste storage and low-level waste vault disposal for each alternative

arepresented in Tables B,8-1 and B.8-2.
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Table B.8-1. Estimated volumes mdnumber ofadditional buildings required forstoring long-lived

waste under each altemative.a

Min. Exp. Max.

3,333 m3
24 buildings

A 1,033 m3 3,333 m3 4,672 m3
7 buildings 24 buildings 34 buildings

B 1,033 m3 3,333 m3 4,672 m3
7 buildlngs 24 buildlngs 34 buildings

c 1,033 m3 3,333 m3 4,672 m3
7 buiidlngs 24 buildings 34 buildings

a. Source: Hess(1994b).

Table B.8-2. Estimated volumes oflow-level waste mdnumber ofaddltional vaults required foreach

alternative (cubic meters).a

A

B

c

Min.

254,254 m3
9 low-activity waste vaults

15,045 m3
2 intermediate-level waste vaults

45,546 m3
I Iow-activity waste vaults

13,878 m3
2 intermediate-level waste vaults

70,672 m3
2 low-activity waste vaults

5,831 m3
1 intermediate-level waste vaults

Exp. Max.

351,099 m3
10 low-activity waste vaults

28,912 m3
5 intermediate-level waste vaults

356,767 m3 933,637 m3
I2 low-activity waste vaults 31 Iow-activity waste vaults

28,912 m3 166,201 m3
5 intermediate-level waste vaults 31 intemedlate-level waste

vaults

61,471 m3 250,595 m3
1 Iow-activity waste vaults 8 low-activity waste vaults

27,013 m3 48,730 m3
5 intermediate-level waste vaults 9 intermediate-leve I waste vaults

86,170 m3 168,499 m3
2 low-activity waste vaults 5 low-activity waste vaults

I0,953 m3 16,032 m3
2 intermediate-level waste vaults 3 intermediate-level waste vaults

a, Source: Hess(1995b).
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B.9 EXPERIMENTAL TRANSURANIC WASTE ASSAY FACILITY/

WASTE CERTIFICATION FACILITY

O~CTIVE:

The Experimental Transumnic Waste Assay Facility, which is not currently operating, is designed to

weigh, assay, and x-ray drums of alpha waste to ensure they are properly packaged to meet the waste

acceptance criteria of the transuranic waste storage pads, low-activity waste vaults, or RCRA-permitted

disposal vaults, The Waste Certification Facility provides certification capabilities for disposal of

nonmixed and mixed alpha waste (10 to 100 nanocuries of transuranic activity per gram), The

Experimental Transuranic Waste Assay Facility/Waste Certification Facility is designed to accept only

vented 55-gallon drums of waste.

DESC3UPTION:

The Experimental Transuranic Waste Assay Facility/Waste Certification Facility would ensure that SRS

transuranic waste meet the acceptance criteria established by the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, The criteria

identifi the numerous requirements that must be met to allow transuranic waste to be disposed at the

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, including but not limited to packaging, waste characterization, and

radiological content.

The overall facility is housed in a metal building in E-Area. The facility was constructed in two parts.

The Experimental Transuranic Waste Assay Facility portion is 15 meters (50 feet) wide by 9.1 meters

(30 feet) long and 4.3 meters (14 feet) high. The assay bay has the capacity to temporarily hold a

100-drum backlog of waste while operating. The facility handles one drum at a time. Each drum is

x-rayed to see if proper waste forms have been packaged and weighed to assist assay calculation. The

drum is assayed for alpha radioactivity measured in rranocuries per gram of waste. The weight of the

container is subtracted from the weight of the container plus contents to ensure that the assay calculation

is done on the waste only (WSRC 1992a),

The Waste Certification Facility pertion has a packaging bay measuring 10 meters (33 feet) wide,

16 meters (53 feet) long, and 9 meters (30 feet) high and side offices that are 4.6 meters(15 feet) wide,

5.2 meters (17 feet) long, and 4.3 meters (14 feet) high. The facility was originally designed to certify

and band drums in 7-drum arrays and load them for shipment to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, The

packaging bay is equipped with an 18-metric-ton (20-ton) bridge crane for the loading operations. The

packaging bay has the capacity to temporarily hold a 56-dmm backlog while operating (WSRC 1992a).

TC

) Tc
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The FiH-Area Eftluent Treatment Facility decontaminates wastewater through a series of steps

consisting ofpH adjustment, sub.micron filtration, heavy-metal andorganic adso~tion, reverse osmosis,

and ion exchange. Thetreatment steps concentrate thecontaminants into asmaller volume ofseconda~

waste, which isthenfufiher concentrated by evaporation. Thewaste concentrate is eventually disposed

ofinthe Z-Area Saltstone Manufacturing and Disposal Facili~. Thetreated effluent is analyzed to

ensure that it has been properly decontaminated and discharged to Upper Three Runs through permitted

outfail H-016 (D0E 1986b)ifit meets the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System discharge

criteria. Theeffluent's chemical content isregulated bythe F~-Area Effluent Treatment Facili~

Wastewater Permit, and the discharge radionuclide limits are set by DOE Order 5400.5, “Radiation

Protection of the Public and the Environment.”

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. Exp. Max.
No
Action

.4

m

Under each alternative, the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility would continue to
B

treat low-level radioactively contaminated wastewater. The expected forecast
c

wastewater flow into the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility from current F- and

H-Area operations (based on historical data) is approximately 62,000 cubic meters per year, or 1.8x 106

cubic meters over the 30-year analysis period. The volume of F- and H-Area wastewater to be treated at

the Effluent Treatment Facility is approximately 14.7x106 cubic meters over 30 years for the maximum

forecast and 9.3 x 105 cubic meters over 30 years for the minimum forecast (Todaro 1994), An increased

volume of waste is expected due to the projected increase in environmental restoration activities and

operation of the Defense Waste Processing Facility over a 30-year period. Investigation-derived wastes

from environmental restoration activities (aqueous liquids from groundwater monitoring wells), which

would be treated at the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility, are currently projected at approximately

27,838 cubic meters (7.35x106 gallons) over the 30-year period (Hess 1995a) for the expected waste

forecast. For the maximum waste forecast, the volume of investigation-derived wastes to be treated at

the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility is estimated to be approximately 44,800 cubic meters

(1. 18x 107 gallons) over the 30-year period. For the minimum waste forecast, the volume of

investigation-derived wastes to be treated at the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility is estimated to be

approximately 3,964 cubic meters (1.135x106 gallOns) Over the 30-year period. The Defense Waste

Processing Facility is expected to generate approximately 37.8 cubic meters (1 0,000 gallons) per day of

recycle wastewater (at 75 percent attainment) or 22.7 cubic meters (6,000 gallons) per day at 45 percent

attainment after radioactive operations have begun. The Defense Waste Processing Facility wastewater

would be processed by the tank farm evaporators and the overheads treated at the F/H-Area Effluent

Treatment Facility. During nonradioactive startup testing, the Defense Waste Processing Facility is

ITE
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expected to generate approximately 18.9 cubic meters (5,000 gallons) per day of wastewater to be treated

TE I directly attheF/H-AreaEffluentTreatmentFacility. Table B.10-2presentsadditionalvolumesof

wastewater to be treated at the F/H-Area E~uent Treatment Facility as a result of Defense Waste

Processing Facility recycle and investigation-derived wastes from groundwater monitoring well

operations.

TE ] Table B.1O-2. Additional volume of wastewater to be treated at the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment

Facility over the 30-year analysis period (cubic meters).a,b

I

TC

Min. Exp. Max.

358,966 m3

A
335,092 m3 358,966 m3 375,883 m3

B 335,092 m3 3583966 m3 375,883 m3

c 335,092 m3 358,966 m3 375,883 m3

a. Source: Todaro (1994> Hess ( 1995a).

b. To convert to gallons, multiply by 264.2,
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B.11 HAZARDOUS WASTE/MIXED WASTE DISPOSAL VAULTS

OBJECTIVE:

DOE Order 5820.2A establishes performance objectives for the disposal of low-level wastes, including

mixed low-level wastes. A radiological perfomumce assessment is required to ensure that the waste

inventory and the proposed disposal method provide reasonable assurance that the performance

objectives of DOE Order 5820,2A will be met. The radiological performance assessment projects the

migration of radionuclides from the disposed waste to the environment and estimates the resulting dose

to man. DOE has submitted a RCRA permit application to the South Carolina Department of Health and

Environmental Control (SCDHEC) requesting permission to construct 10 Hazardous Waste/Mixed

Waste Disposal Vaults. A radiological performance assessment will be prepared at a later date to

determine the performance of the Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste Disposal Vault design and establish

waste acceptance criteria defining the maximum radionuclide inventory limits that are acceptable for

disposal. Based on results from the radiological performance assessment, DOE could determine that

alternative disposal methods meeting RCRA design specifications would also achieve the performance

objectives of DOE Order 5820.2A for certain SRS mixed wastes, For purposes of analysis in this EIS,

RCRA disposal capacity has been based on the current Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste Disposal Vault’s

design, which conforms to the joint design guidance for mixed waste land disposal facilities issued by

EPA and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 1987,

DESCRIPTION

RCRA-permitted disposal vaults were addressed in the Wasle Management Activities for Groundwarer

Protecriotr Final EIS, and DOE decided to construct and operate these vaults (53 FR 7557; March 2,

1988). Since then, DOE has submitted a RCRA permit application to SCDHEC to construct 10

Hazardous WasteMixed Waste Disposal Vaults in the central portion of SRS about 0.80 kilometer

(0.5 mile) northeast of F-Area. Once the permit application is approved by SCDHEC, the vaults would

be constructed and operated. They would be above-grade reinforced concrete vaults designed for the

permanent disposal of hazardous and mixed waste generated at various locations throughout SRS. The

disposal vaults would be permitted as landfills in accordance with 40 CFR 264, Subpart N, and

designated as Buildings 645-lG through 645- 10G.

The approximate outside dimensions of each vault would be 62 meters (205 feet) long by 14 meters

(46.5 feet) wide by 7.8 meters (25.7 feet) high. Each vault would contain four individual waste cells

which could each contain 300 concrete disposal containers or 2,250 55-gallon drums. This is equivalent
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to a capaci~ of 2.3 acre-feet or a usable capacity of approximately 2,300 cubic meters (8 1,200 cubic

feet) (Hess 1994e). Wastes would meet land disposal restriction standards prior toplacement inthe

Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste Disposal Vaults. Liquid wastes would not redisposed inthese vaults.

Each vault would contain a Ieachate collection system, leak-detection system, and primary and secondary

containment high-density polyethylene liners. Thewaste would beplaced inthecells using acrane anda

closed circuit camerdmonitoring system. Thewaste would generally betransported tothe vaultsin

either concrete containers or55-gallon drums. During thetime that waste is being placed in the vault,

each individual waste cell would recovered with temporaW steei covers. Once each individual vauh

was filled, apemanent reinforced concrete capwould beadded tothe structure. After thelastvaultis

sealed, thearea sumounding thevaults would be backfilled with soil tothetop of the roofs. Acoverof

low permeability material would be constructed over the top of the soil backfill and the vaults.

Wastes planned for disposal in the Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste D}sposal Vaults would include

vitrified mixed wastes from the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility; stabilized ash and blowdown wastes

from the Consolidated Incineration Facili~, macroencapsulated wastes from the containment building;

gold traps, safe~/control rods, In-Tank Precipitation filters, Defense Waste Processing Facility late wash

filters, and mercuV-contaminated process equipment; and vitrified wastes from the alpha and non-alpha

vitrification facilities.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. EXP.Max
No
Action

A

Q

Under the no-action alternative, RCRA-permiteed disposal would only be used for
a

the disposal of mixed waste. Mixed waste planned for disposal includes vitrified
c

wastes from the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility, gold traps, safe~/control rods,

In-Tank Precipitation filters, and Defense Waste Processing Facility late wash filters. In-Tank

Precipitation and Defense Waste Processing Facility late wash filters would not be disposed of

immediately because they must be stored for a period of time prior to disposal to allow for offgassing,

Due to the limited amount of treatment under the no-action alternative, only 2,182 cubic meters

(77,000 cubic feet) of mixed waste would be suitable for placement in RCRA-permitted disposal over the

30-year analysis period. Because each vault has a usable capacity of 2,300 cubic meters (8 1,200 cubic

feet), a single vault would be sufficient to meet onsite disposal capacity requirements under the no-action

alternative. This vault would begin accepting waste in 2002.
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Under each of the action alternatives, DOE plans to treat both hazardous and mixed

waste (including alpha waste containing 10 to 100 nanocuries per gram

transuranics) onsite and send residuals to onsite RCRA-permitted disposal. DOE

would build additional vaults as needed to provide for RCRA-permitted disposal capacity needs, The

additional vaults would be identical in construction to the initial vault.

M,”. EXP,Mw.
No
A.cion

A

m

Wastes that would be placed in the vaults under alternative A include vitrified
a

wastes from the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility; stabilized ash and blowdown
c

wastes from the Consolidated Incineration Facility; macroencapsulated mixed

wastes treated in the containment building gold traps, safety/control rods, In-Tank Precipitation and

Defense Waste Processing Facility late wash filters, and mercury-contaminated process equipmenC and

macroencapsulated mixed alpha wastes.

Min. EXP.Max
NO _
Act,..

A

m

Wastes planned for RCRA-pemritted disposal under alternative B include vitrified
B

wastes from the M.Area Vendor Treatment Facility, stabilized ash and blowdown
c

wastes from the Consolidated Incineration Facili~, macroencapsulated mixed

wastes treated in the containment building; gold traps, safety/control rods, In-Tank Precipitation and

Defense Waste Processing Facility late wash filters, and mercury-contaminated process equipment;

vitrified soils and sludges from the non-alpha vitrification facility; and macroencapsulated mixed alpha

wastes,

Min. EXP.Max
No _
Action

A

a

Wastes planned for RCRA-pernritted disposal under alternative C include vitrified
B

wastes from the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility; stabilized ash and blowdown
c

wastes from the Consolidated Incineration Facility; gold traps, safe&/control rods,

and In-Tank Precipitation and Defense Waste Processing Facility late wash filters; amalgamated

radioactive mercury; vitritied hazardous and mixed wastes from the non-alpha vitrification facility;

macroencapsulated mixed alpha wastes; and vitri tied mixed wastes containing 10 to 100 nanocuries pel

gram transuranics from the alpha vitrification facility.
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Table B. 11-1 presents the different volumes of waste Mat would be disposed and the number of vaults

required for each alternative.

Table B.1 1-1. Estimated volumes of hazardous and mixed wastes and the number of vaults required for

I each alterrsative(cubic meters).a,b

Min. Exp. Max.

I

TC

A

B

c

2,182 m3
1 vault

46,260 m3 140,025 m3 797,796 m3

21 vaults 61 vaults 347 vaults

44,734 m3 47,570 m3 ‘ 220,513 m3
20 vaults 21 vaults 96 vaults

1

21,803 m3 I 90,223 m3 I 254,698 m3

10 vaults 40 vaults 111 vaults

a. Source Hess (1995a).
b. To convert to gallons, multiply by 264.2.
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B.12 HAZARDOUS WASTE STORAGE FACILITIES

OBJECTIVE:

The hazardous waste storage facilities would provide storage capacity for SRS containerized hazardous

wastes in accordance with RCRA requirements,

DESCRIPTION:

Hazardous wastes generated at various locations throughout SRS are stored in three RCRA-permitted

hazardous waste storage buildings and on three interim status storage pads in B- and N-Areas. These

locations are collectively referred to as the Hazardous Waste Stomge Facility. For RCRA permitting

purposes Building 645-2N is included in the Hazardous Waste Storage Facility permit, However, since

Building 645-2N is used for the storage of mixed waste, it is discussed under mixed waste storage in

Appendix B. 16, [ TE

The three RCRA-permitted hazardous waste storage buildings are Buildings 71 O-B, 645-N, and 645-4N.

Buildings 710-B and 645-4N are completely enclosed structures with metal roofs and sides.

Building 645-N is a partially enclosed metal building; two sides of the building are sheet metal while the

remaining two sides are enclosed by a chain-link fence with gates. Usable storage capacities of each of

the hazardous waste storage buildings are as follows: Building 710-B, 146 cubic meters (5,200 cubic

feet~ Building 645-N, 17 I cubic meters (6,000 cubic feet> and Building 645-4N, 426 cubic meters

(15,000 cubic feet) (WSRC 1993e). The three buildings rest on impervious concrete slabs.

Building 645-N and Building 710-B are divided into waste storage cells that have concrete curb

containment systems. Building 645-4N has a single bay with a concrete curb containment system. In

Buildings 645-N and 645-4N, the floor of each storage cell (or, for Building 645-4N, the floor in general)

slopes toward an individual sump for the collection of released liquids. Hazardous waste is stored

primarily in 55-gallon Department of Transportation-approved drums. However, metal storage boxes

may be used to store solid wastes. Containers are stored on wooden pallets, and the boxes have metal

risers to elevate them off the floor. Once DOE has accumulated enough containers, they are transported

to an offsite RCRA treatment and disposal facility.

The Solid Waste Storage Pads are open storage areas located on the asphalt pads within the fenced area

of N-Area. Waste Pad 1 is located between Building 645-2N and Building 645-4N; Waste Pad 2 is

located between Building 645-4N and 645-N; and Waste Pad 3 is located east of Building 645-N.

Hazardous waste is stored in 55-gallon Department of Transportation-approved drums or in metal boxes,
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Only solid wastes are stored on the Solid Waste Storage Pads. The combined usable storage capacity of

the Solid Waste Storage Pads is 1,758 cubic meters (62,000 cubic feet) (WSRC 1993e). The asphalt pads

are sloped to drain rainwater; the containers are placed on pallets and the metal boxes have risers to

prevent rainwater from coming into contact with them. Once DOE has accumulated enough containers,

they are transported to an offsite RCW treatment and disposal facility.

Hazardous wastes are also stored in the interim status storage building, Building 3 16-M, The building is

essentially an above-grade concrete pad with a pavilion-like structure surrounded by a chain-link fence.

The pad is curbed on three sides the fourth side is built to a sufficient elevation to ensure drainage to

static sumps within the pad. Hazardous waste is containerized in 55-gallon drums. The building

measures 37 meters ( 120 feet) by 15 meters (50 feet) with an actual storage area of 30 meters ( 100 feet)

by 12 meters (40 feet). The building has maximum usable capacity of 1! 7 c~lbic meters (4, !00 cubic

feet).

Hazardous wastes stored in the Hazardous Waste Storage Facility and Building 3 16-M include, hut, are

not limited to the following: lead; organic, inorganic, heterogeneous, glass, and metal debris; equipment

composite filters; paint wastes; organic sludges and liquids; soils; inorganic sludges; still bottoms from

onsite solvent distillation; and melt waste from the onsite lead melter.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. EEP.Mm.
No
Action

A

B

c
m

M>”,Exp. Mm.
No —

L I I

Min. Exp. Max.
No
Action

TC A
B

c
Q

Under the no-action alternative, hazardous wastes would continue to be sent offsite

for treatment and disposal. Therefore, additional hazardous waste storage would not

be required.

Alternatives A a nd B - All hazardous wastes would be sent offsite for treatment

and disposal or would be incinerated onsite. Accordingly, additional hazardous

waste storage would not be required.

Alternative C - All hazardous wastes would he sent offsite for treatment and

disposal or treated onsite at the containment building, Consolidated Incineration

Facility, or non-alpha vitrification facility. Accordingly, additional hazardous waste

storage would not be required.
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B.13 HIGH-LEVEL WASTE TANK FARMS

OBJECTIVE:

In F- and H-Areas there are a total of 50 active waste tanks designed to store liquid high-level waste.

These tanks and associated equipment are known as the F- and H-Area tank farms. The primary purpose

of the tank farms is to receive and store liquid high-level waste until the waste can be treated into a form

suitable for final disposal, Liquid high-level waste is an aqueous slurry that contains soluble salts and

insoluble sludges, each of which has high levels of radionuclides. Tables B. 13-1 and B. 13-2 present tbe

chemical and radionuclide composition of the high-level radioactive waste. The potential environmental

impacts of storing high-level waste in the tank farms were evaluated in the Double-Shell Tarrkfor

Defense High-LeveI Radioactive Waste Storage, Environmental Impact Statement (DOE 1980).

Table B.13-1. Typical chemical composition of SRS liquid high-level waste.

Component s]udgea,b, percent by weight Supematantc, percent by weight

Sodium nitrate 2.83 48,8

Sodium nitrite

Sodium hydroxide

Sodium carbonate

Sodium tetrahydroxo aluminum ion

Sodium sulfate, anhydrous

Sodium fluoride

Sodium chloride

Sodium metasilicate

Sodium chromate

Nickel (II) hydroxide

Mercury (II) oxide

Uranyl hydroxide

Iron oxide

Aluminum oxide

Mangrmese oxide

Silicon oxide

Zeolite

—

3.28

—

—

I .94

1.6

3.4

30.1

32.9

0.51

5.9

3.7

12,2

13,3

5.21

11,1

5.99

0.18

0.37

0.14

0.16

—

—

—

—

—

—

a. Source: WSRC (1992b).
b. Analysis of insoluble solids (dry basis).
c. Analysis of soluble solids (dry basis).
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Table B.13-2. Typical radionuclide content of combined supematant, salt, and sludge in tanks in the

F- and H-Area tank farms (curies per Iiter).a

F-Area tanks H-Area tanks

Sample Sample Sample Sample
Radionuclide Composite highest value lowest value Composite highest value lowest value

Tritium

Srrontium-89

StrOntium-90

Yttrium-90

Ytlrium-9 1

ZircOnium-95

Niobium-95

Ruthenium- 106

Rhodium-106

Cesium-137

Barium-237

Cerium- 144

Praeseodymium- 144

Promethium-147

Umrrium-235

Uranium-238

Plutonium-238

PlutOnium-239

PlutOnium-240

PlutOnium-24 I

Americium-24 I

Curium-244

—

0,0232

0.951

0.951

0.0396

0.0608

0.135

0.0254

0.0254

1.03

0.951

0.370

0.370

0.262

2.22x1&8

8.72xl&7

4.49 X1O-5

2.59x10-4

7.93 XI0-5

0.00225

a. Source: WSRC (1992b),

.

0.291 —

47.6 0.00145

47.6 0.00145

0.502

0.766

1.66

0.206 2.51x I&6

0.206 2.51x1m6

3.43 0.0661

3.17 0.0608

2.91

2.91

1.72 4.76x IW4

l,61x10-7 1.48x10-9

7,66x 10-6 1.66x Io-8

6,08x10-4

0.00203 4.23x1 o-6

5.s5xlr4 8.98XI0-7

—

— —

0.00248 —

0.00108 —

0.0248 5.02

1.54 9.25

1.53 9.25

0.0449 0,925

0.0766 1.51

0.166 3.17

0.0925 1.35

0.0925 1,35

1.51 3,43

I .40 3,17

1.14 I ,93

1.14 1.93

0.978 10.30

8.72x10-9 9.78 X1O-8

5.55x I0-8 1.03x Io-6

0.0243 0.106

2.32x10-4 7.66 XIO”4

0.0251

3,17x I0-6

2.22x Io-5 2.54x10-4

—

—

2.91x10-4

2.91 x10-4

—

—

—

—

—

0.0114

0.0103

—

—

2.40 X10-5

I.19XIO-10

1.85xl&11

—

2.59x I&8

—

Approximately 130,600 cubic meters (3.45x 107 gallons) of liquid high-level waste are currently

contained in the 50 waste tanks (WSRC 1994~, Collectively, the tanks are at greater than 90 percent of

usable capacity. During the next 30 years, DOES prima~ objective for its high-level waste program is

to remove the waste from the tanks without adequate secondary containment and prepare it for

vitrification at the Defense Waste Processing Facility (WSRC 1994g). The potential environmental

impacts of operating the Defense Waste Processing Facility and associated high-level waste facilities as
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they are presently designed were exam ined in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement,

Defense Waste Processing Faciliry (DOE 1994a).

Additionally, DOE is obligated under the Federal Facility Agreement executed by DOE, EPA, and

SCDHEC in 1993 to remove from service those tanks that do not meet secondary containment standards,

that leak, or that have leaked. Of the 50 tanks in service at SRS, 23 do not meet criteria specified in the

Federal Facility Agreement for leak detection and seconda~ containment; these tanks have been

scheduled for waste removal (WSRC 1993f), [ ‘TC

DESCRIPTION:

The high-level waste tank farms include 51 large underground storage tanks, 4 evaporators (only 2 are

operational), transfer pipelines, 14 diversion boxes, 13 pump pits, and associated tanks, pumps, and

piping for transferring the waste (WSRC 199 1). Tank 16 is empty and will remain so. Tank 16 closure

will be addressed under the SRS RCRA Facility Investigation program. The tank farm equipment and

processes are permitted by SCDHEC as an industrial wastewater facility under permit number 17,424-

1W. Tank 50 is permitted separately under an industrial wastewater treatment permit. Twenty-two of the

active tanks are located in F-Area, and 28 are in H-Area (WSRC 199 1). Figure B. 13-1 lists tbe status

and contents of each individual high-level waste tank.

Figure B. 13-2 is a general description of tank farm processes. The tank farms receive waste from a

number of sources, primarily in F- and H-Areas. The wastes were produced as the result of the

separation of useful products from spent aluminum-clad nuclear fuel and targets, SRS currently

generates small amounts of high-level waste as a result of limited production activities. The separations

facilities generate two waste streams which are sent to the tank farms: (1) high-heat waste, which

contains most of the radionuclides and must be aged in a high-heat waste tank before evaporation, and

(2) low-heat waste, which contains a lower concentration of radionuclides and can be sent directly to an

evaporator feed tank. A smaller percentage of the total in fluent to the tank farnrs is generated from other

SRS facilities, including:

. Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuel/Resin Regeneration Facility

. Savannah River Technology Center

. H-Area Maintenance Facility

. Reactor areas (filter backwash)

. F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility

. Recycle wastewater from the Defense Waste Processing Facility, when it becomes operational
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The waste is transferred by underground transfer lines (or trucked in from reactor areas and the Savannah

River Technology Center) from point of generation to the F- or H-Area tank farm. To prevent corrosion

TE I ofthecwbonsteel tanks, thewasteisneutialized witbsodiumhydroxide (pH 10-13) (WSRC 1994d, e).

After the waste is put into the tanks, it settles, separating into a sludge layer and an upper water layer

(called the supematant). The sludge consists primarily of oxides and hydroxides of heavy metals

(aluminum, iron, manganese, and mercm’y). The sludge contains more than 60 percent of the

radionuclides (WSRC 1992b). When DOE begins processing the waste, the sludge would first be

slurried using hydraulic skmying techniques and sent to Extended Sludge Processing. Most of the

sludge that would be processed during the next 30 years already resides in the tank farms, having been

‘J’E I depositedduringmorethan4OyearsofSRSoperation(WSRC 1994e). RefertotheFinalSupplemental

Environmental Impact Statement, Defense Waste Processing Facility for a detailed discussion of

Extended Sludge Processing. The spent washwater from Extended Sludge Processing would be returned

to the waste tanks for temporary storage and later evaporation.

The superrratant contains mostly sodium salts and soluble metal compounds (mercu~, chromium, lead,

silver, and barium) with the main radioactive constitl)ent being an isotope of cesi~lm and strontium

(WSRC 1992b). To save tank space, supematant is processed through large evaporators to remove the

TE I water, which reduces the liquid volume by approximately 75 percent (WSRC 1994e). The pu~ose of

evaporating the supematant is to concentrate and immobilize the waste as mystallized salt. Within the

evaporator, the supematant is heated to the boiling point of its aqueous component which induces a vapor

phase (called evaporator overheads). The evaporator overheads are condensed and monitored to ensure

that they do not contain excessive amounts of radionuclides. If necessary, the overheads pass through a

cesium removal column to remove radioactive cesium. Following condensing and monitoring, the

evaporator overheads are sent to the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility for final treatment and

discharge (WSRC 199 I ). The concentrated waste remaining after evaporation is transferred to another

tank, where it forms into a saltcake, The salt would be processed by In-Tank Precipitation when it

becomes operational, where the soluble radioactive metal ions (cesium, strontium, uranium, and

plutonium) would be precipitated using sodium tetraphenylborate or adsorbed on monosodium titanate to

focm insoluble solids, The resulting slurry would be filtered and the solids concentrated. The

concentrated precipitate would be sent to the Defense Waste Processing Facility for vitrification, and the

filtrate would be transferred to the Saltstone Manufacturing and Disposal Facility for disposition in grout

TE I (WSRC 1994d). RefertotheFinalSupp[ementalEnvironmen~alImpactStatement, Defense Waste

Processing Facili@ for a detailed discussion of In-Tank Precipitation.

Each tank farm has two single-stage, bent-tube evaporators that concentrate wastes, Of these four

evaporators, only WO (2H and 2F) are currently operating. The other MO ( 1H and 1F) will no longer be
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operated due to equipment failures and estimated amounts of waste that would come from the

separations facilities, The Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator is currently scheduled for startup

in May 1999, Without the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator, the tank farm would run out of

required tank space, which would force the Defense Waste Processing Facility to stop vitrifying high-

Ievel waste, A project description of the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator included in this

appendix prOvides a detailed discussion of this facility.

The primary role of the 2H Evaporator is to evaporate the221 -H separations facility’s low-heat waste

stream, the Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuel waste, the planned Defense Waste Processing Facility

recycle stream, and Extended Sludge Processing washwater. The Defense Waste Processing Facility

recycle [projected at 5,700 to 13,600 cubic meters (1,5 to 3.6x106 gallons) per year] and Extended

Sludge Processing wa:hwater would add large volumes of waste to the tank farms and evaporators.

Further, the Defense Waste Processing Facility recycle stream cannot be “turned off’ in the event of

evaporator problems. Therefore, at least 11,400 cubic meters (3 .Ox106 gallons) of available tank space

must be available prior to the stmtup of the Defense Waste Processing Facility, in addition to the

4,900 cubic meters (1,3x 106 gallons) of emergency spare tank capacity required should a waste tank fail.

Current projections indicate that approximately 12,500 cubic meters (3.3x 106 gallons) of tank space

would be available at the startup of the Defense Waste Processing Facility operations, and available tank

space would remain between 9,000 and 16,000 cubic meters (2.4 and 4.2x 106 gallons) during the

Defense Waste Processing Facility’s operative years (WSRC 1994e), I ‘fE

The primary role of the 2F Evaporator is to evaporate the221 -F separations facili~’s low-heat waste,

high-heat waste, and the 8,000-cubic meter (2. 1x106 gallon) backlog of F-Area high-heat waste in Tanks

33 and 34. Once the backlog is evaporated, the 2F evaporator will become the primary high-heat waste

evaporator for F- and H-Area and assist the H-Area evaporator with the Defense Waste Processing

Facility recycle and Extended Sludge Processing washwater streams (WSRC 1994e), I ‘rE

The 2H and 2F evaporators are each 2.4 meters (8 feet) in diameter and approximately 4,6 to 5 meters

(15 to 16.5 feet) tall with an operating capacity of 6.8 cubic meters (1 ,800 gallons) (WSRC 1991), Each

stainless-steel evaporator contains a heater tube bundle; two steam lifts, which remove the waste

concentrate from the evaporato~ a de-entrainer, which removes water droplets; a warming coil, which

helps prevent salt crystallization within the evaporator and two steam lances, which also inhibit salt

crystallization (WSRC 1991). The evaporator systems also consist of a mercury collection tank, a

cesium removal pumptank and column, a supematant collection and diverting tank (2F only), and a waste

concentrate transfer system.
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In approximately 10 years of operation (1982 through 1993), the maximum amount of evaporator

supematant generated annually from the 2F and 2H evaporators combined was approximately

27,300 cubic meters (7.2x 106 gallons) (Campbell 1994a). The rate at which the evaporator overheads

are generated depends on the heat transfer rate of the evaporator system, the dissolved solids content of

the wastewater feed, and the dissolved solids content maintained within the evaporator pot. Waste

forecasts were calculated assuming scheduled downtime of the evaporators.

Several tanks are used for puposes other than waste storage: Tanks 22,48, and 49 are used for In-Tank

Precipitation; Tanks 40,42, and 51 are used for Extended Sludge Processing; and Tank 50 is used as the

feed tank for the Z-Area Saltstone Manufacturing and Disposal Facility.

The high-level waste tanks are built of carbon steel and reinforced concrete using one of four designs,

DOE plans to remove the high-level waste from the old tanks and transfer it to newer tanks (Type 111)

with secondary containment. Of the 50 tanks currently in use, 23 (Types I, II, and IV designs) do not

meet criteria for leak detection and secondary containment, and 27 tanks (Type 111design) do meet these

TE I criteria(WSRC 1994g). TableB.13-3 describes each typeoftankbythe follo}ving features:

constmction dates, capacity, key design features, and the percentage of total waste volume and

radioactivity. The DoubIe-Shell Tanh for Defense High-Level Radioactive Waste Storage

Errvironrnentai Impac[ S/atemerzt contains a detailed discussion of tank designs.

Ventilation systems for the waste storage tanks va~; some have no active ventilation, while others

maintain negative pressure (approximately -0.5 inches of water) on the structure to ensure that the

direction of unfiltered air flow is into the potentially contaminated structure, For most tank systems, the

exhaust air is treated to remove moisture, heated to prevent condensation at the filters, filtered by high

efficiency pafiiculate air filters, and monitored for radioactive particulate prior to release into the

atmosphere. Exhaust ventilation systems for other waste-handling operations in the tank famrs use an

air-mover system, high efficiency particulate air filtration, and monitoring for radioactive particulate

TE I PriOrtOreleaseintotheatmosphere(WsRC 1994h).
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Table B.13-3. F- and H-Area high-level waste tank features.a

Percent of total
Tank

Percent of total
Construction Capacity of waste stored in radioactive content

type date each tank Key design features this tank type stored in this tank’~pe

1 1951-1953 2.8x I06 liters

(7.4x 105 gallons)

11

111

Iv

1955-1956 4xI06 liters

(I .06.106 gallons)

1967-1981 4.9x 106 ]iters

(1.3x 106galions)

1958-1963 4,9x Io6 liters

(I .3x 106 ga]]ons)

1.5 meter (5-foot) high 12 27
secondary containment
pans

Active waste cooling
systems

1.5 meter (5-foot) high 4
secondary containment
pans

Active waste cooling
systems

Full height secondary 77
containment

Active waste cooling
system

Single steel tank, nO 7
secondary containment

No active waste cooling
systems

8

64

<1

a. Sources: Main (1991); Wells (1994), I TE

The 50 waste tanks currently in use at SRS have a limited service life, The tanks are susceptible to

general corrosion, nitrate-induced stress corrosion cracking, and pitting and corrosion. The

concentrations and volumes of incoming wastes are controlled to prevent corrosion of the carbon steel

tanks. Requirements for accepting waste into the tank famrs for storage and evaporation are determined

by a number of safety and regulatory factors. These are specified in a document which discusses tank

fam waste acceptance criteria, and specifies limits for incoming waste (WSRC 1994i).
TE

In the history of the tank farms, nine of the tanks have leaked detectable quantities of waste from the

primary tank to secondary containment with no release to the environment. A tenth tank, Tank 20, has

known cracks above the level of the stored liquid; however, no waste has been identified leaking through

these cracks (WSRC 1994d). A history of tank leakage and spills is presented in Table B. 13-4. I TC
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Table B.13-4. High-level waste tank leakage and spill history.

Tank Number Tank Type Date Occurrence

1-9 I

8 I 1961

16 II 1972

1983

1989

13 II

37 111

Leakage fr6m primary tank to secondary

containment with no release to the

environments

Fill-line encasement leaked approximately

5,700 liters (1,500 gallons), causing soil
contamination and potential groundwater

contain inationa

Leakage of approximately a few tens of
gallons from secondary containment to the

environment

Spill of approximately 380 liters

(100 gallons~

Transfer line leaked approximately

225 kilograms (500 pounds) of concentrated

(after volume reduction in evaporator) wasted

a. Source: Odum (1976).
b. Source: Poe ( 1974).
c. Source: Boore et al. (1986).
d. Source: WSRC ( 1992c).

Note: These leak sites have been cleaned up or stabilized to prevent the further spread of contamination
and are monitored by groundwater monitoring wells established under SRS’S extensive

groundwater monitoring program. Remediation and environmental restoration of contaminated
sites at the F- and H-Area Tank Farms will be undertaken when waste removal plans for the
tanks are completed and SUTIUSfacility deactivation and decommissioning plans are developed.

Twerr~-three out of the 50 tanks cumently in use (Tanks 1 through 24 except for Tank 16) and their

ancillary equipment do not meet secondary containment requirements (WSRC 1993~.

According to the Federal Facility Agreement executed by DOE, EPA, and SCDHEC, liquid high-level

waste tanks that do not meet the standards set forth in the Agreement may be used for continued storage

of their current waste inventories. However, these waste tanks are required to be placed on a schedule

for removal from service (WSRC 1993 f).

According to the waste removal plan, salt would be removed from the Type III tanks first, and these

tanks would be reused to support tank farrrr evaporator operations and to process Defense Waste

Processing Facility recycle wastewater. The first sludge tanks to be emptied would be old-design tanks,
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which would then be removed from service, The waste removal program includes removing salt and

sludge by mechanical agitators, cleaning the tank interior by spray washing the floor and walls, and

steam/water cleaning the tank annulus if necessary (WSRC 1994g), Waste removal equipment consists

of slurry pump support structures above the tank top, slurry pumps (typically three for salt tanks and four

for sludge tanks); water and electrical service to the slurry pumps; motor and instrument controls; tank

sampling equipment and interior tank washwater piping and spray nozzles (WSRC 1994g), \ Tc

Each tank is currently being fitted with waste removal equipment, including slurry pumps and transfer

jets, According to current operating plans and projected funding, by 2018 DOE expects that the high-

Ievel wastes at SRS would have been processed into borosilicate glass, and the tanks would be empty

(DOE 1994a), This schedule is based on successful completion of several key activities that must be

accomplished before waste removal can begin. These include operation of the in-service evaporators,

restart and operation of Extended Sludge Processing, startup and operation of In-Tank Precipitation, and

startup and operation of the Defense Waste Processing Facility (WSRC 1993f), I TC

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. EXP.Max.
No
Actim

A

m

Under each alternative, the tank farms would continue to receive waste (including
a Defense Waste Processing Facility recycle wastewater), in Type 111tanks, operate
c

the evaporators to reduce the volume of waste, construct and begin operation of the

Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator, proceed with waste removal operations as required by the

Federal Facility Agreement, and build no new tanks. Table B. 13-5 presents volumes of waste to be

stored and treated for each alternative.
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Table B.13-5. Volumes of waste to be stored and treated at the F- and H-Area high-level waste tank

farms (cubic meters), a,b,c,d

A

!3

c

Min. Exp. Max.

130,581 m3 existing inventory

22,212 m3 new waste

130,581 m3 existing inventory 130,581 m3 existing inventory 130,581 m3 existing inventory

12,099 m3 new waste 22,212 m3 new waste 27,077 m3 new wastee

I I

130,581 m3 existing inventory 130,581 m3 existing inventory 130,581 m3 existing invento~

1~,@99 m3 ~e,,v ,,l,a~~e ~~,~ !2 ~3 g~~ ~~~t~ ?7 077 rn.3new waste,—, ,..

130,581 m3 existing inventory 130,581 m3 existing inventory 130,581 m3 existing invento~

12,099 m3 new waste 22,212 m3 new waste 27,077 m3 new waste

a, Source: Hess (1994f, g); WSRC (1994fl.
b. To convert to gallons, multiply by 264.2.
c. Waste volumes are not additive because newly generated waste volume would be reduced by approximately

75 percent via evaporation.
d. Under all alternatives, the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator would begin operation in May 1999.
e. The 30-year maximum waste forecast indicates that, in order to empty the tarrks as planned by the year 2018,

the existing evaporators would have to be operated at higher rates.
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I TE

OBJECTIVE:

The M-Area Air Stripper treats the M-Area groundwater plume that is contaminated with organic

solvents as part of environmental restoration.

DESCRIPTION:

The M-Area Air Stripper (also called the M-1 Air Stripper), located at Building 323-M, is part of the

pump-and-treat remedial action system designed to remove organic solvents from a groundwater

contaminant plume beneath M-Area. Volatile organic compounds of concern include trichloroethylene

and tetrachloroethylene. The system consists of an air stripper, 11 recovery wells, an air blower, an

effluent-discharge pump, an instrument air system, a control building, and associated piping,

instrumentation, and controls. The average water feed rate to the air stripper is approximately 1.9 cubic

meters (500 gallons) per minute. The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit requires

the treated effluent to have a concentration of not more than 5 parts per billion each of trichloroethylene

and tetrachloroethy lene. Concentrations of volatile organic compounds in the treated effluent have

consistently been less than the detection limit of 1 part per billion. A 20-inch line transports treated

effluent from the air stripper to Outfall M-005 in accordance with National Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System permit criteria.

During construction of groundwater monitoring wells, DOE generates well ~lopment wateL during

routine sampling of SRS groundwater monitoring wells, DOE generates well purge water. DOE collects

the development and purge water (investigation-derived waste) in a tank truck and transports it to the

M-Area Air Stripper for treatment.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. EXP.Max.
No
Action

.4

m

Table B. 14-1 presents volumes of hazardous investigation-derived waste from I TE

B

c
groundwater monitoring wells to be treated in the M-Area Air Stripper under each

alternative. These volumes represent a very small portion of the throughput of the

M-Area Air Strippe~ between 5,000 and 32,000 cubic meters (1 .32x 106 and g.45x 106 gallons) over

30 years versus approximately 13,000 cubic meters (3.43x106 gallons) per minute of groundwater.
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Table B.14-1. Volumes of investigation-derived waste from groundwater monitoring wells to be treated

in the M-Area Air Stripper (cubic meters),a,b

Min. Exp. Max.

31,233 m3c

A 5,369 m3d 31,233 m3 31,495 m3e

B 5,369 m3 31,233 m3 31,495 m3

c 5,369 m3 31.233 m3 31,495 m3

a. Source: Hess (1995a).
b. To convert to gallons, multiply by 264.2.

c. The initial annual amount would be 800 cubic meters (2,11x105 gallons). Due to the increase in groundwater
monitoring well activities under environmental restoration, the annual quantity would increase to 1,286 cubic

meters (3.4x 105 gallons).
d. The annual amount would vary from 124 cubic meters (32,800 gallons) to 528 cubic meters (139,000 gallons)

and would average 179 cubic meters (47,300 gallons).

I

e. The annual amount would vary from 806 cubic meters (2. 13x105 gallons) to 1,297 cubic meters
TC (3.43x 105 gallons) and would average 1,050 cubic meters (277x105 gallons) per year.
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B.15 M-AREA VENDOR TREATMENT FACILITY

OBJECTIVE:

, TE

The M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility would provide a vitrification process to treat M-Area

electroplating wastes to meet the land disposal restrictions criteria. The wastes to be treated include the

following six waste streams which were the basis of the initial treatability studies and procurement of the

vitrification subcontractor:

o M-Area plating-line sludge from supematant treatment

. M-Area high-nickel plating-line sludge

. M-Area sludge treatability samples

. Mark 15 filtercake

. Plating-line sump material

o Nickel plating-line solution

The potential impacts of treating these six waste streams were considered in an Environmental

Assessment (DOE 1994b) and a Finding of No Significant impact issued in August 1994, These six I TE

mixed waste streams constitute approximately 2,471 cubic meters (87,300 cubic feet) of mixed waste

(Hess 1995a). \ ‘l-c

Under the Federal Facility Compliance Act, DOE must develop site-specific plans for the treatment of

mixed wastes to the standards established by RCRA. The SRS Proposed Sije Treajmen~ Plarr identified

two additional types of mixed waste for which treatment by the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility was

determined to be the preferred option:

. uranium/chromium solution

. soils from spill remediation

These mixed wastes streams [approximately 18 cubic meters (635 cubic feet)] would be introduced

directly to the vitrification unit. The treatment of these two additional wastes would not appreciably alter

the processes or timeframe for operation of the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility. Final decisions

regarding the treatment of these wastes would be made in conjunction with ongoing negotiations with the

State of South Carolina pursuant to the Federal Facility Compliance Act,
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DESCRIPTION:

The M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility would be a temporary vitrification facility; it has not yet been

constructed. Its operation would be linked to the existing M-Area Liquid E~uent Treatment Facility to

treat the electroplating sludges stored in the Process Waste Interim TreatmentiStorage Facility tanks,

waste flushes from the tanks, and drummed wastewater sludge stored in the M-Area mixed waste storage

building. The wastes would be blended in existing M-Area tanks. Stabilizing chemicals and glass-

fomring materials would be added to the mixture, which would then be fed to the vitrification unit.

The offgas scrubber liquid from the vitrification unit would be treated by the M-Area Liquid Effluent

Treatment Facility, which discharges to Outfall M-004 in’accordance with National Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System permit !imits. M--Area Liquid Effluent Treatment Facility fi!ter~~ke and fi!ter media

generated from the treatment of the offgas scrubber liquid effluent would be returned to the Process

Waste Interim TreatmendStorage Facility tanks for blending with other waste feed to the vitrification

unit.

Molten glass from the vitrification unit would be discharged either directly to 71-gallon drums or to a

gem-making machine. The gem-making machine consists of a gob cutter that cuts the glass stream into

small balls of glass that drop onto a steel cooling disk where they harden to form glass gems with a

flattened marble appearance. The gems are then dropped from the cooling disk into a hopper or

71-gallon drum.

The vitrification unit is sized to treat the entire volume of design-basis wastes in one year. It is

anticipated that the 3.03x 106 kilograms (6,26x 105 pounds) of M-Area wastes would be reduced to

1.12x106 kilograms (5.09x105 pounds) of glass. A total waste volume reduction of approximately

~ \ 83percentwmrldbeexpected(WSRC 1994j).

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

M“. hp. Mm.
No
Action

A

B

Under the no-action alternative, the facility would treat the original six waste
a

streams.
c
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M,,. Exp, Max
No
Action

A

m

Under each alternative except the no-action alternative, the M-Area Vendor

B Treatment Facility would treat the six original waste streams and two additional
TC

c waste streams as described in the Objective section (WSRC 1995).
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B.16 MIXED WASTE STORAGE FACILITIES

OBJECTIVE:

The mixed waste storage facilities would provide storage capacity for SRS containerized mixed wastes in

accordance with RCRA and DOE Order 5820.2A requirements.

DESCRIPTION:

DOE would stnre containerized mixed waste in Building 645-2N, Building 643-29E, BuiIding 643-43E,

Building 316-M, and on the 3 15-4M storage pad and Waste Storage Pads 20 tirough 22. Each of these

mixed waste container storage facilities is discussed belmw.

Three buildings are used to store mixed waste at SRS. Building 645-2N is a RCRA-permitted facility

and is located in the Hazardous Waste Storage Facility in N-Area. Building 645-2N is a steel-framed

building with sheet metal siding and an impervious concrete floor. The building is divided into four

waste storage cells, and each cell has a concrete dike containment system. The floor of each storage cell

slopes toward an individual sump for the collection of released liquids. The actual storage area for the

four cells combined is approximately 60 meters (196 feet) by 14 meters (46 feet). The building has

‘E I usable storagecapaciVof approximately 558cubicmeters( 19,700cubicfeet) (WSRC 1994k), Mixed

waste is primarily containerized in 55-gallon drums or steel boxes. The 55-gallon drums are used to

store both liquid and solid wastes; metal storage boxes are used to store only solid wastes. Containers

are stored on wooden pallets, and the boxes have metal risers which elevate the bottoms of the containers

off the floor.

Two of the mixed waste storage buildings, Building 643-29E and Building 643-43E, have interim status

and are located in E-Area, Building 643-43E was constructed under the approved “General Plant

Project” Categorical Exclusion (CX 9004020, Project S-2842, October 5, 1990). The buildings are

similar in design and construction; only the dimensions are different. The buildings are metal structures

with I-beam frames, sheet metal roofing, partial sheet metal siding, and concrete pad floors, The outside

walls of each building consist of chain-link fencing from tbe ground to a height of about 1.5 meters

(5 feet). The concrete pads are surrounded by reinforced concrete dikes to provide secondary

containment. In Building 643-29E, the floor slopes towards a sump to collect released liquids or other

liquids that enter the storage area. The floor in Building 643-43E is level. Mixed waste is stored in

55-gallon drums and metal storage boxes; if necessa~, concrete culverts are used for shielding. Waste

containers are elevated off the floor to prevent the container bottoms from contacting accumulated
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liquids on the floor. Drums are placed on pallets and the metal boxes are constructed with metal risers.

Other containers such as culverts are also elevated using devices such as pallets, risers, or wooden or

metal blocks. Building 643-29E is 18 meters (6O feet) by 18 meters (60 feet) in size with an actual

storage area of 15 meters (50 feet) by 15 meters (50 feet). The maximum usable storage capacity is

62 cubic meters (2,200 cubic feet) (Hess 1995a). Building 643-43E measures 49 meters ( 160 feet) by

18 meters (6O feet) in size with an actual storage areaof46meters(150 feet) by 15 meters (50 feet) and a

maximum usable storage capacity of619 cubic meters (2 1,900 cubic feet) (WSRC 1994k). I
TE

Mixed waste is also stored in an interim status storage building (Building 3 16-M) in M-Area, The

building is essentially an above-grade concrete pad with a pavilion-like structure surrounded by a chain-

link fence. The pad is curbed on three sides with the fourth side built to a sufficient elevation to ensure

drainage to static sumps within the pad. Mixed waste management practices in the M-Area building are

similar to management practices in the N- and E-Area storage buildings. Mixed waste is primarily

containerized in 55-gallon drums or steel boxes, The building measures 37 meters ( 120 feet) by

15 meters (50 feet) with an actual storage area of 30 meters (100 feet) by 12 meters (40 feet) and a

maximum usable capacity of117 cubic meters (4, 100 cubic feet) (WSRC 1994k). I TE

Three above-grade concrete pads in E-Area would be used to store mixed waste. DOE has submitted (in

May 1992) a permit application for Waste Storage Pads 20,21, and 22. Each waste storage pad consists ITC

of a concrete pad enclosed by a chain link fence but exposed to the elements. To contain leaks and direct

rainwater, the waste storage pads have curbs and sloped foundations that drain to”sumps. Mixed waste

would be stored in 55-gallon drums and carbon steel boxes; concrete culverts and casks are used for

shielding. Only solid waste forms would be stored on the waste storage pads. The pad dimensions are:

Pad 20 [46 meters by 18 inches(150 feet by 60 feet)], Pad21 [46 meters by 16 meters(150 feet by

54 feet)], and Pad 22 [52 meters by 16 meters ( 170 feet by 54 feet)]. The pads have a combined usable

storage capacity of 2,056 cubic meters (72,600 cubic feet) (Hess 1995a),

DOE has submitted a RCRA permit application requesting interim status for a storage pad in M-Area,

Pad 3 15-4M, that would be used to store containerized vitrified mixed wastes from the M-Area Vendor

Treatment Facility and stabilized ash and blowdown wastes from the Consolidated Incineration Facility

Pad 3 15-4M is a concrete pad that is completely fenced and exposed to the elements. The combination

of curbing and a sloped foundation prevents run-on and directs rainwater to a stormwater drain that

empties to Outfall M-001 in accordance with National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit

limits. Mixed wastes are stored in 55-gallon drums, carbon steel boxes, and 71-gallon square steel

drums, The pad measures 41 meters(135 feet) by 61 meters (200 feet) with an actual storage area of
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41 meters (134 feet)by61 meters ( 199 feet) and a maximum usable capacity of 2,271 cubic meters

TE I (80,000 cubic feet) (WSRC 1994k).

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. E. Max
No
Action

A

h

Under the no-action alternative, mixed non-alpha waste that is currently stored on

B the transrrranic waste storage pads (i.e., waste with less than 10 nanomrries per gram

c of transuranics) would be transferred to Waste Storage Pads 20, 21, and 22. Due to

DOES limited capacity to treat mixed waste, the majority of mixed wastes would continue to be stored

under the no-action alternative. RCRA-perrnitted disposal capacity would not be available until the year

2002. According~, mixed ‘.vaste that ultimately ..vms!d he disposed in the RCF..A.-Fehteded dispossl

vault would continue to be stored in the mixed waste storage buildings and pads until the vault is ready

to receive waste.

TE IThe expected waste generation forecast indicates that approximately 1.84x 105 cubic meters

(6.49x 106 cubic feet) of containerized mixed waste would be placed in RCRA storage over the next

30 years. The mixed waste storage buildings and pads (645-2N, 643-29E,643-43E,316-M, 3 15-4M and

Pads 20 through 22) would reach capacity by the year 1998. In order to accommodate future mixed

waste storage needs, DOE plans to build additional mixed waste storage buildings as needed.

Building 643-43E would serve as the prototype for future buildings, Each building would have a usable

storage capacity of619 cubic meters (22,000 cubic feet), Approximately 291 additional mixed waste

storage buildings would be needed over the next 30 years (Hess 1995a).

Under the no-action alternative, Pad 3 15-4M would be used to store containerized vitrified mixed wastes

from the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility, These wastes would be stored on the Pad until RCRA-

permitted disposal became available in the year 2002.

In order to accommodate future mixed waste storage needs prior to the availability of treatment and

m I disposalcapaci&, DOEwouldbuildadditionalmixedwastestoragebuiidingsasneeded. Table B.16-l

presents the maximum storage requirements, and the year they would be needed,
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Table B.16.1. Mixed waste storage requirements for each altemative,a

Min. EXP. Max.

A

B

c

291 additional buildings

(limited treatment)

45 additional 79 additional buildings 757 additional

buildings in 2008 in 2005 buildings in 2005

39 additional 79 additional buildings 652 additional
buildings in 2008 in 2005 buildings in 2005

39 additional 79 additional buildings 652 additional
buildings in 2008 in 2005 buildings in 2005

a. Source: Hess (1995a).

Min. Exp, Ma
NO —

TE

TC

Aiti..
A mUnder alternatives A, B, and C, Pad 3 15-4M would be used to store containerized
B vitrified mixed wastes from the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility and stabilized
c

ash and blowdown wastes from the Consolidated Incineration Facility, These

wastes would be stored on the Pad until RCRA-permitted disposal became available in the year 2002.

Storage capacity on Pad 3 15-4M is sufficient to accommodate these wastes until disposal capacity

becomes available. The maximum volume stored would be reached in the year 2001 for each alternative

Table B. 16-2 presents maximum storage volumes, I
TE

Table B.16-2. Estimated amount of mixed waste that would be stored on Pad 3 15-4M (cubic meters),a,b I TE

Min. Exp. Max,

2,271 m3

A 679 m3 733 m3 2,271 m3

B 938 m3 l,102m3 2,271 m3

c 938 m3 1,102 m3 2,271 m3

TC

a. Source: Hess (1995a).
b. To convert to cubic feet, multiply by 35.31.
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TE I

TE I

B.17 NEW WASTE TRANSFER FACILITY

OBJECTIVE:

The New Waste Transfer Facility is designed to be a highly reliable and flexible receipt and distribution

point for the Defense Waste Processing Facility recycle and inter-tank farm waste streams (WSRC

1994e). No processing would occur in the New Waste Transfer Facility (WSRC 1993 f).

The New Waste Transfer Facility (also referred to as H-Diversion Box-8) was built to replace the

operation of H-Diversion Box-2 and would allow H-Diversion Box-2 to serve only assigned tanks

involved in waste removal operations. The New Waste Transfer Facility is currently scheduled to be

connected to the Defense Waste Processing Facility and the tank farm in mid-1995 and begin operation

in late 1995.

The New Waste Transfer Facility was constructed as a categorical exclusion under then-current NEPA

guidelines (52 FR 47662). The startup date is scheduled for November 1995 (WSRC 1994e).

DESCRIPTION :

The New Waste Transfer Facility consists of five adjacent cells: four each contain one pump tank and

serve as pump pits; the tifih cell is a large diversion box. The pump pits and diversion box would be

housed in one section of the building, and a second section would contain the local instrumentation and

OperatiOns equipment and controls. The facility wOuld be equipped with an enclosed Overhead

crane/camera system for remote maintenance (WSRC 1992d). The facility would handle transfers

between the Defense Waste Processing Facility and the H-Area tank farm, between the F-Area tank farm

and H-Area tank farm, be~een the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility and H-Area tank farm, and

intra-tank transfers within the H-Area tank farm (WSRC 1993g).

The New Waste Transfer Facility is expected to handle the following waste streams:

.

.

.

High-heat waste (i.e., liquid high-level waste that contains a major portion of radioactivity)

Low-heat waste (i.e., liquid high-level waste that contains a reduced concentration of

radlonuclides)

High-heat and low-heat supematant
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0 Aged high-heat and low-heat waste sludge slurries

- Reconstituted salt (re-dissolved salt)

● In-Tank Precipitation washwater

. Extended Sludge Processing washwater

● Defense Waste Processing Facility late wash process washwater

. Defense Waste Processing Facility aqueous recycle waste from the vitrification facility

. Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuel wastewater (WSRC 1993g)

The ventilation system for pump tanks and pump tank cells includes a discharged high efficiency

particulate air filter that removes airborne radionuclides from the air passing over the pump pits and

through the pump tanks and diversion box, The filter equipment is housed in a separate

concrete-shielded building. An emergency diesel generator would serve as backup if the main powet

supply were interrupted (WSRC 1993g).

PRO.JECT-SPECI~C ACTIONS:

Under each alternative, the New Waste Transfer Facility would begin operation

according to the planned schedule to facilitate liquid high-level waste transfers

between the Defense Waste Processing Facility and the F- and H-Area tank farms.
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B.18 NON-ALPHA VITRIFICATION FACILITY

OBJECTIVE:

The non-alpha vitrification facility would provide treatment for liquid, soil, and sludge wastes, primarily

resulting from environmental restoration and/or decontamination and decommissioning activities, for

which treatment capacity is not otherwise available at SRS.

DESCRIPTION:

DOE would construct a non-alpha vitrification facility for the treatment of mixed, hazardous, and

low-level wastes under alternative C and the expected and m~~irnum forecasts o.f a!~ern.at~ve ~. !~ would

not be built under the no-action alternative, alternative A, or the minimum forecast of alternative B. The

facility is targeted to begin operating in the year 2006. Activities that would be conducted in the non-

alpha vitrification facility can generally be broken down into three steps: preparation of wastes for

treatment vitrification; and treatment of byproducts generated during the vitrification process. Each of

these steps is discussed in more detail below.

In the first step, waste containers would be opened and the soils and concrete would be sorted. In

alternative B, the containerized waste would consist solely of sludges. In alternative C, solid and liquid

wastes would also be treated. Therefore, an additional process in alternative C would be to shred the

solid wastes to approximately l/8 inch in size using shredder shears and/or bandsaws. Soils and concrete

would be processed through a sorting operation to separate contaminated and uncontaminated materials.

Concrete waste forms would be ball-milled and then sorted. Soils and concrete that were

uncontaminated would be reused onsite as backfill, and the contaminated soils and concrete would be

vitrified. It is expected that 60 percent of the mixed waste and low-activity waste soils and concrete

would be vitrified, and the remaining 40 percent would be used as backfill. For suspect soils, it is

expected that 40 percent would be vitrified, and the remaining 60 percent would be used as backfill. Frit

and additives would be added to the waste, and the mixture would be sent to the thermal pretreatment

unit (Hess 1994a).

The first phase of vitrification is thermal pretreatment. During thermal pretreatment, the carbon content

of the waste would be reduced in order to produce a higher-quality glass matrix. Then the waste would

be vitrified (i.e., fused into a solid waste matrix) in a high temperature melter. Gases produced during

the vitrification process would be sent through an afterburner and an offgas treatment system. The

afterburner would destroy remaining hazardous organic compounds prior to treatment in the offgas
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system. The offgas system would scrub the gases to minimize the release of remaining hazardous

constituents or particulate to the atmosphere. Liquids generated by the offgas system would be

evaporated and recondensed. The condensed overheads would be sent to a dedicated wastewater

treatment unit for the treatment of merc”~, trace radionuc]ides, and other materials, The closed-loop

wastewater treatment system would ensure that once treated, the wastewater would be returned to the

offgas system for reuse. Vitrified wastes would be sent either to RCRA-perrnitted disposal vaults or to

shallow land disposal. It is assumed that 50 percent of the treated mixed and hazardous wastes would

require RCRA-pemitted disposal, and the remaining 50 percent could be disposed of as low-level waste

(Hess 1994a),

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. &p, M,..
NO
Action

A

B

c
m

Min. Exp. Max.
No
Action

A

B

c
@

Under the no-action alternative and each waste forecast of alternative A, the facility

would not be constructed.

For the expected and maximum waste forecasts of alternative B, only mixed wastes

would be treated in the non-alpha vitrification facility. The mixed waste treatability

groups to be processed include soils, organic sludge, and inorganic sludge.

Table B, 18-1 presents the volumes that would be treated. I TE

For the expected waste forecast of alternative B, the feed rate to the non-alpha vitrification facility would

be approximately 302 cubic meters (1 0,700 cubic feet) per year of sludges and approximately

2,790 cubic meters (98,500 cubic feet) per year of soils,

For the maximum waste forecast of alternative B, the feed rate to the non-alpha vitrification facility

would be approximately 400 cubic meters (14,100 cubic feet) per year of sludges and approximately

15,000 cubic meters (5.30x 105 cubic feet) per year of soils.

Min. EXP.Mm,
No n
Action

A

m

For the minimum waste forecast of alternative B, the non-alpha vitrification facility

B would not be built. Insufficient waste volumes were forecasted for the minimum
c

case to warrant construction of the non-alpha vitrification facility. Mixed waste
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Table B.18-1. Volumes of waste that would be treated in the non-alpha vitrification facility (cubic

meters).a,b

Min. Exp. Max.

~

A

B

c

—

Not constmcted Not constructed Not constructed

88,331 m3 soillconcrete soned 440,060 m3 snillcnncrete sorted
Not constmcted 5,174 m3 sludge vitrified 7,451 m3 sludge vitrified

(302 m3 annually) (400 m3 annually)
52,999 m3 soil vitrified 264,036 m3 soil vitrified

(2,790 m3 annually) (15,000 m3 annually)
mixed wastes only mixed wastes only

34,897 m3 soillconcrete sorted 125,510 m3 soillconcrete sorted 1,019,845 m3 soil/concrete
(23,873 m3 mixed; 11,024 m3 (88,331 m3 mixed; 37,179 m3 sorted (440,098 m3 mixed;
low-level) low-level) 579,747 m3 Inw-level)

~c, ~~,
~’:

59,654 m3 mixed 141,020 m3 mixed 457,405 m3 mixed
37,860 m3 hazardous 211,271 m3 hazardous 395,795 m3 hazardous
213,566 m3 low-level 268,639 m3 low-level 742,319 m3 low-level

. . ... . . . H.”. ,, 00<.,a. O“”, ... ,,.>3 {1,7..,,
b. To converi tn gallons multiply by 264.2; to converi to cubic feet multiply by 35.31.
c. Mixed would include 14,324 m3 of soil; 33,970 m3 of solids; 11,360 m3 of Iiq”ids.

Hazardous would include 26,932 m3 of soil; 6,933 m3 of snlid$ 3,995 m3 of liquids.
Low-level would include 5,292 m3 of soil, 208,274 m3 of solids; no liquids,

d, Mixed would include 52,999 m3 of soil; 69,472 m3 of solids; 18,549 m3 of Iiq”ids.
Hazardous would include 152,815 m3 of soil; 22,417 m3 of solids; 36,039 m3 of liquids.
Low-level would include 19,00 I m3 of soil, 249,638 m3 of solids; no liquids,

e. Mixed would include 264,059 m3 nf soil; 132,453 m3 of solids; 60,893 m3 of liquids.
Hazardous wnuld include 330,501 m3 of soil; 38,167 m3 of solid> 27,127 m3 of liquids.
Low-level would include 278,397 m3 of soil, 463,922 m3 of solid~ no liquids,
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soils and sludges would be incinerated at the Consolidated Incineration Facility after modifications to

accommodate the treatment of such materials.

Min. E. Mm.
No
Action

A

&

For each waste forecast of alternative C, hazardous, mixed, and low-level wastes

B would be treated in the non-alpha vitrification facility. Hazardous wastes to be

c treated include metal debris, equipment, and lead wastes that were not successfully

decontaminated in the containment building; soils; inorganic, organic, heterogeneous, and glass debris;

organic and inorganic sludges; and organic and inorganic liquids. Mixed wastes to be treated include

metal debris and equipment wastes that were not successfully decontaminated in the containment

building spent decontamination solutions and wet chemical oxidation residuals from the containment

buildin~ glass, heterogeneous, inorganic, and organic debris; lead; benzene waste from the Defense

Waste Processing Facili~, aqueous and organic liquids; radioactive oil; PUWX solvent; paint wastes;

composite filters; soily organic and inorganic sludge; and mercury-contaminated material. Low-level

wastes to be treated include low-activity soils, suspect soils, low-activity job-control waste; job-control

waste from offsite generators; tritiated soils; tritiated job-control waste; tritiated equipment;

intermediate-activity job-control waste; and low-activity equipment (Hess 1994a).

For the expected waste forecast of alternative C, the combined feed rate to the non-alpha vitrification

facility would average approximately 11,832 cubic meters (4. 18x 105 cubic feet) per year of soils, 17,975

cubic meters (6.35x 105 cubic feet) per year of solids, and 2,873 cubic meters (1.01x 105 cubic feet) per
TC

year of liquids (Hess 1995a).

For the minimum waste forecast, tbe combined feed rate to the non-alpha vitrification facility would be

approximately 2,450 cubic meters (86,500 cubic feet) per year of sOils, 13,115 cubic meters (4.63x105 TC

cubic feet) per year of solids, and 808 cubic meters (28,500 cubic feet) per year of liquids (Hess 1995a).

For tbe maximum waste forecast, the combined feed rate to tbe non-alpha vitrification facility would be

approximately 45,945 cubic meters (1.62x 1136cubic feet) per year Of sOils, 33,397 cubic meters TC

(1 .18x106) per year of solids, and 4,633 cubic meters (1 .64x 105) per year of liquids (Hess 1995a).
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B.19 LOW-LEVEL WASTE SMELTER

OBJECTIVE:

In this EIS the decontamination of low-activity equipment waste would be done by offsite commercial

facilities because such facilities are currently available to perform the treatment required.

DESCRIPTION:

DOE would ship low-activity equipment waste to an offsite facility which uses a standard smelter

process for decontamination. The equipment waste would be smelted to separate the pure metallic

fraction from the slag that would contain impurities. including the majori~ of the radionuclides. It is

assumed that 90 percent of the low-activity equipment waste volume would be recovered as metal

suitable for reuse, and 10 percent of the incoming waste volume would be slag. The slag would be

formed into blocks and packaged for shipment back to SRS for disposal. Because slag is a stable waste

form, and the radionuciides would be fixed in the waste matrix, the slag residues could be sent to shallow

land disposal.

DOE would ship offsite low-activity equipment waste (including low-activity equipment waste resulting

from the decontamination of mixed wastes at the containment building) for decontamination in

alternatives B and C. Less waste volume would be available for decontamination under alternative C due

TE I tothediminished roleofthecontainmentb"ildinginthatalternative(Hess 1994a, h).

For purposes of assessment, the offsite decontamination facility was assumed to be located in Oak Ridge,

TC Tennessee. In terms of transportation and sumounding population, this location is representative of the

range of possible locations.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

The volumes of low-activity equipment waste sent offsite for decontamination by smelting for each

‘E I altemativeandwaste forecastareshom inTableB.19-1,
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Table B.19-1. Estimated volumes of low-level waste smelted for each altemative.a,b [ ‘rE

A

B

c

Min. Exp. Max.

None None None

9,838 m3 17,965 m3 53,792 m3

5,894 m3 10,501 m3 273556 m3

TC

a. Source: Hess ( 1995a).

b. To convert to cubic feet, multiplyby3S.31.
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B.20 OFFSITE LOW-LEVEL WASTE VOLUME REDUCTION

IOBJECTIVE:

Offsite commercial vendor facilities have been designated for the treatment and repackaging of SRS

low-activity wastes because such facilities are currently available. This commercial volume reduction

capability could be used to more efficiently utilize low-level waste disposal capacity before a facility that

provided the same treatment capability could be constructed and commence operations at SRS.

IDESCRIPTION:

DOE would ship low-activity job-control and equipment waste tom? Qffsite facility for vc!mne

reduction. The low-level waste would be treated or repackaged to make more efficient use of low-level

waste disposal capacity or to meet the waste acceptance criteria for treatment at the Consolidated

Incineration Facility at SRS. It is assumed that 50 percent of the low-activity job control waste generated

each year would be transferred to a commercial vendor who would perform the following:

o 60 percent supercompacted (an average of volume reduction 8 to I; varies from 12 to 1 for job.
TC

control waste to 4 to I for bulk equipment)

. 20 percent reduced in size and repackaged for treatment at the Consolidated Incineration Facility

(30 percent volume reduction from repackaging; 8 to 1 volume reduction for the Consolidated

Incineration Facility)

. 10 percent incinerated at the vendor facility followed by supercompaction of the ash (1 00 to 1

volume reduction)

I . 5 percent reduced in size and repackaged for disposal (30 percent volume reduction)

. 5 percent undergoing metal melt followed by supercompaction (20 to 1 volume reduction)

DOE would also ship 50 percent of the low-activity equipment waste generated each year to a

commercial vendor for supercompaction (8 to 1 volume reduction). Tbe treated wastes would be

returned to SRS for disposal in the low-activity waste vaults with the exception of the metal melt waste

which would be sent to shallow land disposal.
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PRO~CT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. Exp. Max.
No
Action

A

&

DOE would utilize commercial vendors for volume reduction of low-level waste
B

under alternative B only. Assuming that contracts are executed based on the
c

responses to the request for proposal, DOE would begin offsite shipments of low-

activity waste in fiscal year 1996 at which time it is assumed that the existing SRS compactors would

cease operation. Uncompacted wastes placed in the low-activity waste vault prior to October 1995

would be stored for retrieval and processing by the commercial vendor.

For purposes of assessment, the offsite volume reduction facility was assumed to be located in Oak

Ridge, Tennessee. In temrs of transportation and surrounding population, this location is representative

of the range of possible locations,

The volumes of low-activity waste sent offsite for treatment and repackaging for each alternative and

waste forecast are shown in Table B,20- 1,

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS:

The consequences of the offsite treatment of low-level radioactive wastes are expected to be small.

Treatment of SRS low-activity waste is not expected to result in exceedarrce of the vendor’s permitted

emissions limits. DOE would only ship wastes that conform to the vendor’s waste acceptance criteria.

SRS wastes are not expected to contain radionuclides that are not already being processed in the waste

feed currently being treated by the vendor. Compliance with tbe vendor’s waste acceptance criteria will

ensure that the SRS radionuclide distributions are adequately considered in the vendor’s permits and

licenses.

The request for proposal specifies that the vendor must have existing contracts for volume reduction of

low-level waste and that the SRS waste cannot exceed 50 percent of the vendor’s treatment capacity. It

is expected that the SRS wastes will comprise approximately 25 percent of the vendor’s total operating

capacity. The request for proposal also stipulates that the vendor must start treating SRS waste within

three months of contract award. As such, it is expected that the vendor will utilize idle capacity since

three months would not be sufficient time to develop new capacity to suppoti treatment of SRS waste

(Hess 1995c).

TE

TC
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Table B.20-1. Volumes of low-activity waste that would be treated offsite (cubic meters).a’b

Min Max

A

B

c

—

None None None

158,350 m’ “ob control waste
1

186,671 m’ job conmol waste 210,269 m’ job control waste
95,010 m supercompacted I I2,002 m3 supercompacted 126,16 I m3 supercompacted
31,670 ml repackaged for CIF’ 37,334 m’ repackaged for CIFC 42,054 m’ repackaged for CIFC
15,835 m3 incinerated 18,667 m3 incinerated 21,027 m3 incinerated
7,918 m’ repackaged for 9,334 m’ repackaged for 10,513 m3 repackaged for
disposal disposal disposal
7,918 m3 metal melt/ 9,334 m’ metal melti 10,5I3 m3 metal meld
supercompacted supercempact ed :uFerc Gmpacted

14,906 m] equipment waste 27,220 m’ equipment waste 81,503 m’ equipment waste
supercompacted supercompacted supercompacted

5,970 m3/year average 7,380 m3?yearaverage 10,060 m’/year average

None None None

a. Source: Hess ( 1995a),
b. To convert to gallons multiply by 264,2; to convert to cubic feet multiply by 35.31
c. Consolidated Incineration Facilitv,

Operational impacts associated with these offsite facilities are presented in the Traffic and Transportation

and Occupational and Public Health Section of Chapter 4 (4.4. 11 and 4,4, 12) and Appendix E

(Sections 3.0 and 4,0).
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B.21 OFFSITE MIXED WASTE TREATMENTS

OBJECTIVE:

Offsite commercial or DOE-operated treatment facilities have been designated for treatment of mixed

wastes generated at SRS when an offsite facility currently exists that could perform tbe treatment

required or when a planned offsite treatment facility would be available before a facility that provided

the same treatment capability could be constructed and commence operations at SRS.

DESCRIPTION:

The SRS Proposed Site Treatment Plan evaluated existing commercial and existing or proposed

DOE-operated treatment facilities (both onsite and offsite) in its options analysis to arrive at a prefemed

option for each mixed waste. Offsite commercial and DOE-operated facilities were identified as the

preferred options for several SRS mixed wastes.

The Waste Engineering Development Facility at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory was

identified as the preferred option for treating SRS mercury and mercury-contaminated mixed waste, A

small quantity of elemental liquid mercury [less than 1 cubic meter (35 cubic feet)] would be shipped to

the Waste Engineering Development Facility’s amalgamation unit. The mercury waste would be treated

by amalgamation (the combination of liquid elemental mercury with inorganic reagents such as copper,

zinc, nickel, gold or sulfur that results in a semi-solid amalgam and thereby reduces potential emissions

of mercury vapor into the air). Amalgamation is the treatment standard specified for such radioactive

mercury waste. DOE would also ship a small quantity [less than 2 cubic meters(71 cubic feet)] of

mercury-contaminated waste (rocks, dirt, sand, concrete, and glass) generated from cleaning Tank E-3- 1

in H-Area. This waste would be treated at the Waste Engineering Development Facility’s stabilization

unit by immobilizing the mercury in a grout matrix. Both the amalgamated mercury and the stabilized

mercury-contaminated waste would be returned to SRS for disposal. The amalgamated mercury would

be sent to RCRA-permitted disposal, and the stabilized mercury-contaminated waste would be sent to

shallow land disposal.

DOE has generated a small amount [0.8 cubic meter (28 cubic feet)] of calcium metal waste. This waste

would be shipped to the Los Alamos National Laboratory for treatment using the Reactive Metals Skid, a

mobile treatment unit. The treatment would involve controlled wet oxidation to eliminate the reactivity

of the calcium in metallic form. Treatment residuals would be returned to SRS for disposal.
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DOE anticipates generating a limited quantity [less than 60 cubic meters (2,100 cubic feet)] of

radioactively contaminated PCB wastes over the 30-year analysis period of this EIS. These wastes

would be shipped to a commercial facility for treatment to destroy the PCB fraction. The radioactively

contaminated residuals from the treatment process would be returned to SRS for shallow land disposal.

The S~ Proposed Sire Treatment Plan assumed that half of the existing inventory and forecast waste

generation of mixed waste lead would consist of lead that could be decontaminated and reused. DOE

identified a commercial facility that could perform the required decontamination procedures. The

commercial facility would decontaminate the lead using an acid bath. It is assumed that this process

would be able to successfully decontaminate 80 percent of the lead. The decontaminated lead would be

sold for reuse. Lead that could not be decontaminated would be stabilized and returned to SRS for

disposal. The spent acid solutions from the decontamination process would be neutralized, volume

reduced, stabilized, and then returned to SRS for disposal.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. EXP.Maa
No
Action

A

m“”-’ctti

- OffSite mixed waste treatment facilities would not be used under the
B no-action alternative.
c

Mi., Exp, Max
No —
Action

A“@- - The offsite mixed waste treatment would be identical for

B alternatives A and B expected waste forecasts.
c

DOE would ship radioactively contaminated PCB wastes to a commercial facility for treatment of the

PCB fraction. The waste shipments would total approximately 2 cubic meters (71 cubic feet) per year

for a total of 56 cubic meters (2,000 cubic feet) over the 30-year period. Residuals from the treatment

process [approximately 7 cubic meters (250 cubic feet) over the 30-year period] would be returned to

SRS for shallow land disposal.

DOE would ship 3,010 cubic meters (1.06x 105 cubic feet) of mixed waste lead to the commercial facility

for decontamination. The waste shipments would total approximately 119 cubic meters (4,200 cubic

feet) per year. Lead that could not be decontaminated and spent decontamination solutions [a total of
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602 cubic meters (2 1,000 cubic feet) over the 30-year period] would be stabilized and returned to SRS

for RCRA-pemitted disposal,

Small quantities [approximately 2 cubic meters (70.6 cubic feet)] of mercury and mercury-contaminated [ l-c

waste would be shipped to the Waste Engineering Development Facility at the Idaho National

Engineering Laborato~. Residuals from the treatment processes would be returned to SRS for disposal.

A small amount [0.8 cubic meter (28 cubic feet)] of calcium metal waste would be shipped to the Los

Alamos National Laboratory. Residuals from treatment using the Reactive Metals Skid would be

returned to SRS for disposal (Hess 1995a).

Min. EHp.M8x.
No
Action

A

m

For the minimum waste forecast, PCB wastes, mercu~ wastes, and calcium metal
B wastes would be the same as described in the expected waste forecast,
c

Under alternatives A and B, DOE would ship 1,316 cubic meters (46,500 cubic feet) of mixed waste lead

to the commercial facility for decontamination. The waste shipments would total approximately

41 cubic meters ( 1,450 cubic feet) per year. Lead that could not be decontaminated and spent TC

decontamination solutions [a total of 263 cubic meters (9,300 cubic feet) over the 30-year period] would

be stabilized and returned to SRS for disposal (Hess 1995a),

Min. EXP,Ma..
No
ActIcm

.4

@

For the maximum waste forecast, mercury wastes and calcium metal wastes would
B be managed as described in the expected waste forecast,
c

DOE would ship radioactively contaminated PCB wastes to a commercial facility for treatment of the

PCB fraction. The waste shipments would total approximately 2 cubic meters(71 cubic feet) per year

for a totalof55 cubic meters ( 1,900 cubic feet) over the 30-year period. Residuals from the treatment

process [approximately 7 cubic meters (250 cubic feet) over the 30-year period] would be returned to

SRS for shallow land disposal.

DOE would ship 7,675 cubic meters (2.7 1x105 feet) of mixed waste lead to tbe commercial facility for

decontamination. The waste shipments would total approximately 780 cubic meters (27,500 cubic feet)

per year from the years 2000 to 2005 and approximately 152 cubic meters (5,400 cubic feet) per year
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from the years 2006 to 2024. Lead that could not be decontaminated and spent decontamination

solutions [a total of 1,535 cubic meters (54,200 cubic feet) over the 30-year period] would be stabilized

and returned to SRS for disposal,

Min. ZXp,Mm,
No
Ac@ion

A

Q-

- For each waste forecast of alternative C, offsite mixed waste
B treatment facilities would be utilized as described for alternatives A and B except
c

that no wastes would be shipped offsite to the Waste Engineering Development

Facility at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. Mercury-contaminated waste would be vitrified

at the non-alpha vitrification facility, and mercury waste would be amalgamated at the containment

building under alternative C.
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B.22 ORGANIC WASTE STORAGE TANK

OBJECTIVE:

The Organic Waste Storage Tank provides RCRA storage for organic waste generated from high-level

waste processing at the Defense Waste Processing Facility.

DESCRIPTION:

Beginning in 1996, a 570-cubic meter ( 150,000-gallon) stainless steel tank would be used for the storage

of mixed organic waste generated from the Defense Waste Processing Facility. This tank is referred to

as the Organic Waste Storage Tank and is located in the 200-S Area. The tank has a double-seal internal

floating roof in addition to a fixed dome roof. The tank vapor space would be filled with nitrogen gas, an

ineti gas, to prevent ignition, A full-height carbon steel outer vessel would serve as secondary

containment for the tank. Waste would he transferred to the tank from the Defense Waste Processing

Facility via a welded steel overhead line. Mixed organic waste to be stored in the tank would consist

most] y of benzene (80 to 90 percent) and other aromatic compounds, with small amounts of mercury

(WSRC 1993h).

PRO~CT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

& 0“
Min. x Max.

No
Action

A No Acti - Based on DOE’s 30-year expected waste forecast, approximately

a 151 cubic meters (5,300 cubic feet) of organic waste would be generated every year

c from 1996 to 2,014 for a total of 2,793 cubic meters (98,600 cubic feet). Under the

no-action alternative, DOE plans to continue to store this organic waste. Therefore, the storage capacity

of the existing 570-cubic meter ( 150,000-gallon) tank would be sufficient for approximately 4 years, To

accommodate mixed organic waste generation, DOE would build additional organic waste storage tanks

identical to the existing tank. Accordingly, 4 additional 570-cubic meter (150,000-gallon) organic waste

storage tanks would need to be constructed in S-Area over the 30-year period (Hess 1995a).

M,.. EXP,Max.
NO H
Actton

A

B

c
““w

Alternatives A. B. and C - The amount of mixed organic waste generated would be

the same for each waste forecast and is the same as described under the no-action

alternative, Under alternatives A, B, and C, DOE would treat the mixed organic
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waste; therefore, the existing 570-cubic meter (150,000-gallon) tank would provide sufficient storage

capaci~ over tie next 30 years. NO additional tanks would need to be constructed.
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B.23 PROCESS WASTE INTERIM TREATMENT/STORAGE FACILITY

OBJECTIVE:

The Process Waste Interim TreatmentiStorage Facility was built to store the wastewater slurry generated

by the M-Area Liquid E~uent Treatment Facility process until a concentrated wastewater treatment

process was developed, This vitrification treatment process is to be provided by a commercial vendor,

the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility (Appendix B, 15). The treatment facility is currently being I TE

permitted, and when it has been constructed and placed in operation, it would treat the wastes currently

stored in the Process Waste Interim TreatmentiStorage Facility tanks.

DESCRIPTION:

The M-Area Liquid Effluent Treatment Facility was built to treat M-Area waste acids, caustics, and rinse

waters. The M-Area Liquid Effluent Treatment Facility is an industrial wastewater treatment facility that

includes three linked treatment facilities: the Dilute Effluent Treatment Facility; the Chemical Transfer

Facili~, and the Process Waste Interim TreatmendStorage Facility. The Dilute Effluent Treatment

Facility (Building 341 -M) consists of wastewater equalization, physical/chemical precipitation,

flocculation, and pressure filtration process equipment. The tiltercake resulting from the precipitation

and filtration processes is transported to the Chemical Transfer Facility in dedicated 55-gallon drums.

The Chemical Transfer Facility originally treated concentrated process wastewater and plating-line

solutions prior to transfer to the Process Waste Interim TreatmentiStorage Facility tanks, but presently it

only slurries the Dilute Effluent Treatment Facility tiltercake for pipeline transfer to the tanks,

The M-Area Process Waste Interim TreatmentiStorage Facility tanks are used for storing concentrated

mixed wastes (i.e., electroplating sludge) from the M-Area Liquid Effluent Treatment Facility. These

tanks have been granted interim status under RCRA. The Process Waste Interim Treatment/Storage

Facility consists of six 132-cubic meter (35,000-gallon) tanks and four 1,900-cubic meter

(500,000-gallon) tanks (WSRC 1992e).

The 132-cubic meter (35,000-gallon) tanks are single-shelled, welded-steel tanks and are located inside

Building 341-1 M. Building 341-1 M consists of a single reinforced concrete pad with steel walls and a

roof. To contain leaks and gather accumulated liquids, the concrete pad is diked and slopes towards a

sump. The tanks are mounted horizontally on steel saddle support structures to prevent them from

coming into contact with accumulated liquids.
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TE I

The 1,900-cubic meter (500,000-gallon) tanks are double-walled welded-steel tanks that have been field

constructed on individual reinforced concrete pads. These tanks are outside. The double-walled

construction would contain releases due to tank failure. Additionally, each tank is designed to overtlow

to one of the other tanks (WSRC 1992e).

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. Exp. ti.
No
Action

A Under the no-action alternative and for all waste forecasts of alternatives A, B, and

B C, the M-Area Process Waste Interim TreatmentiStorage Facility tanks would
c

continue to store concentrated mixed wastes from the M-Area Liquid Effluent

Treatment Facili~. The Process Waste Interim Treatment/Storage Facili@ tanks would be used to

prepare the waste feed to the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility and to store offgas-scrubber-blowdown

liquid from the vitrification unit prior to treatment at the M-Area Liquid E~uent Treatment Facility.

The existing tanks would provide sufficient storage capacity under all alternatives.
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B.24 RECYCLING UNITS

RECYCLING UNIT: Silver RecoveV

OB.JECTIVE:

The silver recovery system is located in Building 725-N and extracts silver from waste photographic

fixative solutions used to develop X-rays films and silk screens. The silver is extracted using ion

exchange technology (Nelson 1993).

DESCRIPTION:

Waste solutions flow by gravity from a 18.93-liter (5-galIon) storage vessel into the first of two ion

exchange cartridges connected in series to ensure that silver solutions are not accidentally discharged.

Each ion exchange cartridge contains a core of iron powder or steel wool which acts as an ion exchange

media when the silver-containing solutions are passed through. The waste solutions drain through the

first cartridge into the second one. The first (primary) ion exchange cafiridge is removed from the

process line when it is saturated with silver. The second ion exchange cartridge is then moved to the

prima~ cartridge location, and its original place filled with a fresh ion exchange cartridge

(WSRC No date). I TE

The treated fixative solution is discharged to the N-Area sanitary sewer at an average rate of 0.022 liters

(0.01 gallons) per minute with a peak dischargeofO.131 liters (0.03 gallons) per minute. Rinse water is

also generated when spent ion exchange cartridge cores are flushed. Periodically, the rinse water

discharges through the spent ion exchange cartridge and into the silver recovery unit at 0.379 liters

(O.1 gallons) per minute (Stewart 1992). After the spent cores are rinsed, dried, packaged, they are

shipped offsite for recovery of precious metals (WSRC No date). I ‘J-E

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Mio, EXP.Ma.,
No
Action

A

m

Under each alternative, the facility would operate as described,

B

c
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RECYCLING UNIT: Lead Melter

OBJECTIVE:

The lead melter melts and recycles scrap lead that is not radioactively contaminated (WSRC 1992f)

DESCRIPTION:

The lead melter is located in Building711 -4N

The furnace consists of two pots which hold 4,082.4 kilograms (9,000 pounds) and 3, 17S.2 k]lograms

(7,000 pounds) of scrap lead, respectively. The furnace operates at least ,?~ee!dy for batch proccsting Gf

scrap lead. It uses Number 2 Fuel Oil (Dukes 1994). The molten lead is reconfigured for new uses

and/or stored, The recycled lead can be used as radiation shielding, counterweights, or for other

TE I purposes (WSRC 1993 i).

Particulate and vapors generated during lead melting, from both the lead and the fuel combustion

exhaust, are contained within the furnace and discharged through a high efficiency particulate air pre-

filter and filter to the atmosphere. Lead and particulate emissions are estimated to be between 2.43x IO-8

and 4.86x 10-8 metric tons per year (2.68x 10-8 and 5.36x 10-8 tons per year). Fugitive lead emissions

(those not discharged out a stack but escaping through doors, windows, etc.) from melting and pouring

are estimated at between 3.25x 10-5 and 6.43x 10-5 metric tons per year (3,58 x10-5 and 7.14x 10-5 tons

per year) (Dukes 1994). Residue from melting operations is regulated as hazardous waste and is

managed in a satellite accumulation area prior to onsite permitted storage. Approximately 0.21 cubic

meter (7 cubic feet) of residue are generated per month.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. E.p. Max
No
Action

A

m

Under each alternative, the facility would operate as described,
B

c
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RECYCLING UNIT: Solvent Reclamation

OBJECTIVE:

Solvent reclamation units distill waste solvents and condense the reclaimed solvents for future use.

DE5CmTION:

Five solvent reclamation units exist at SRS, Two are located in building 725-2N, while three are

portable and are transported to various locations throughout SRS (WSRC 1992g), Each solvent

reclamation unit is composed of a 28.39-liter (7.5 gallon) electrically powered still. The still is filled

with waste solvent and heated to the boiling temperature of the solvent to be reclaimed, Solvent vapors

are captured within a unit-contained condenser and cooled with a recycled antifreeze and water mixture,

The condensed solvent flows into a clean solvent drum. The duration of distillation for each 28.39-liter

(7.5 gallon) batch is approximately 4 hours (WSRC 1993i). I TE

Each solvent distillation vessel is sealed to prevent vapor releases to the atmosphere. Vapor effluent

from the reclaimed solvent container is treated with air-phased activated carbon units which are

periodically inspected for solvent saturation. Discharges of volatile organic compounds to the

atmosphere are estimate at 0.005 kilograms (0.01 pounds) per hour of operation per unit (WSRC 1992g),

Waste solvent residue is cleaned from the stills, containerized, and managed in a satellite accumulation

area prior to onsite permitted storage. Coolant solution is collected in a holding tank and reused (WSRC

1993i).

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. Exp. Max.
No
Action

,4 Under each alternative, the facility would operate as described,

B

c
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RECYCLING UNIT:

OBJECTIVE:

Refrigerant Gas Recovery and Recycling

These closed-loop systems recover and reuse chlorofluorocarbons and hydrochlorofluorocarbons without

venting to the atmosphere (WSRC 1993i). Equipment that uses refrigerant gases is recharged with one

of these units. Gases are also reclaimed from decommissioned cooling equipment prior to disposal (Hess

1994i).

DESCRIPTION:

There arc 7! :cfrigcmnt gas rcco>,cry and recycling ufiits at SRS ~-Icss 1994j). These poriabie units are

based in Buildings711-5N and 7 16-N; however, they are used throughout SRS. The process of

reclaiming the refrigerants involves attaching a refrigerant gas recovery unit to the equipment being

recharged. The refrigerant gas is released into the unit’s sealed recovery system, The warm gas is forced

at high velocity into a oil/acid separator where oils, acids, and particulate (e.g., copper chips) drop to the

bottom of the separator. The separated, cleaned vapors then pass through a compressor and condenser to

form a liquid refrigerant. The liquid is then cooled to between 1,7 and 4.4 “C. The cooling promotes

drying of the liquid and air separation. The reclaimed refrigerant is stored within the unit (Hess 1994j),

Storage capacity is 13.61 kilograms (30 pounds) or 40.82 kilograms (90 pounds), depending on the unit.

Recycled refrigemnt, stored within the unit, is used to recharge the cooling equipment (Hess 1994i).

Refrigerant recycling units are closed loop-systems; therefore, no refrigerant gas emissions are released

(Hess 1994i). Oil, acid, and particulate separated from waste gas are removed from the separating unit

and managed as waste oil (a nonhuardous waste), which is burned for energy recovery in an SRS

powerhouse boiler (Harvey 1994),

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. Exp. Max.
NO
Action

A Under each alternative, the facility would operate as described.
B

c
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RECYCLING UNIT:

OBJECTIVE:

Vacuum Stripping Facility

This portable stripping device is used to abrade contaminated surface coatings from materials (Miller

I994a).

DESCRIPTION:

The vacuum stripping facility is located in Building 728-N. Vacuum stripping pneumatically propels

aluminum oxide grit at the surface to be decontaminated. The surface is abraded by the impact of the

grit. The grit and dislodged material are vacuumed from the surface immediately. The unit separates

contaminated material and shattered grit from the intact grit and reuses the intact grit in the

decontamination process (Miller 1994a).

Particulate generated during decontamination are captured in a dust filter. The waste captured in the

dust filter is stabilized with an agent such as concrete if the waste is finely powdered and managed as

low-level waste. A secondary high efficiency particulate air filter is installed on the stripper to prevent

releases to the atmosphere (Hess 1994k). The building is also equipped with high efficiency particulate

air filters to further ensure contaminants are not released to the atmosphere.

The rate at which high efficiency particulate air tilters are used and the volume of waste from the dust

filter depends on the size and level of contamination of the equipment being decontaminated. The

volume ofjob-control waste depends on the number of jobs at the facility. Based on the equipment to be

decontaminated during the first quarter of Fiscal Year 1995, the waste estimate is 0.01 cubic meters

(0.35 cubic feet) of removed contamination and unusable grit (excludes stabilizing agent volume) and

0.453 cubic meters (16 cubic feet) of job-control waste (Miller 1994b). The volume of unusable grit

generated is estimated at 0.002 cubic meters (0.07 cubic feet) per day (Miller 1994a).

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Mi.. EXP.Mm,
NO
Action

A

m

Under each alternative, the facility would operate as described.

B

c
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RECYCLING UNIT: Carbon Dioxide Blasting Facility

OBJECTIVE:

The carbon dioxide blasting facility would be located in C-Area (Miller 1994b) and is scheduled to be in

operation by the second quarter of fiscal year 1995 (Miller 1994a). This facility uses solid carbon

dioxide pellets (i.e., dry ice) to remove surface contaminants without degrading the surface (Hess

1994k).

DESCRIPTION:

The carbon dioxide facility would produce so!id dry ice pe!lets and pnemnatica!!y prcpe! them at the

contaminated surface. Upon contact, the pellets flash into the gaseous phase, simultaneously purging

contaminants from the microscopic pores on the surface. Large particles are also dislodged by this

flashing action. This nondestructive technology can be used on delicate materials and equipment

TE I (Hess 1994k).

Carbon dioxide and contaminant emissions are captured by the two sets of high efficiency particulate air

filters installed in the enclosure (Miller 1994a). The wastes generated during the decontamination are

spent high efficiency particulate air filters from the carbon dioxide blaster enclosure, removed material

that does not reach the high efficiency particulate air filters, and job-control waste (i.e., protective

clothing, radiological survey swipes, etc.). The spent high efficiency particulate air filters would be

managed as low-level or mixed waste, depending on the equipment decontaminated. The

decontamination of lead equipment would yield mixed waste, while the decontamination of steel

equipment would yield low-level waste (Miller 1994c). Larger particles of foreign material which do

ml not reach the high efficiency particulate air filters would be vacuumed from the blaster’s enclosure,

stored, and disposed of as low-level or mixed waste (Hess 1994k),

The number of high efficiency particulate air filters and volume of large contamination particles

generated depends on the size and contamination level of the equipment decontaminated. The volume of

job-control waste depends on the production level for the facility. Based on the equipment to be

decontaminated during the second quarter of fiscal year 1995, waste generation is estimated at 0.03 cubic

meters (1. 1 cubic feet) of mixed waste and 0,23 cubic meters (8.1 cubic feet) of low-level job-control

waste during that time (Miller 1994c).
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PRO~CT.SPECIFIC ACTIONS

Min. Sxp, Mm.
No
Action

A

m

Under each alternative, the facility would operate as described.
B

c

RECYCLING UNIT: Kelly Decontamination Facility

OBJECTIVE:

The Kelly decontamination unit is portable and would be used at various locations throughout SRS to

decontaminate floors and installed equipmen\ it would be housed in C-Area (Miller 1994b). This

decontamination system would use superheated water to pressure-clean contmninated surfaces

(Miller 1994a),

DESCRIPTION:

Water and contaminated materials would be collected by the unit and treated through a separator and a

demisterihigh efficiency particulate air filter. The Kelly unit generates 3.03 liters (0.8 gallons) per

minute (Miller 1994a). The wastes generated would be liquid radioactive waste that would be

transferred to 211-F for eventual transfer to the F- and H-Area tank farms and a filtercake that would be

dewatered and stabilized prior to being placed in a 2.6-c,ubic-meter (90-cubic-foot) box and managed as

low-level waste (Miller 1994c).

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

TE

Min. EXP.Max
No
Action

A

m

Under each alternative, the facility would operate as described,

B

c
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B.25 REPLACEMENT HIGH-LEVEL WASTE EVAPORATOR

OBJECTIVE:

The Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator is currently in the design and construction phase. It is

being built so that liquid high-level waste can be processed in the future to meet waste tank capacity

requirements. Of the four existing evaporators at SRS, only two are operational; the Replacement High-

Level Waste Evaporator is needed to meet the demand for waste evaporation and subsequent processing

at the Defense Waste Processing Facility. Once operational, the new evaporator would have more than

twice the design capacity of each of the 2H and 2F evaporators and would be able to process the Defense

Waste Processing Facility recycle waste stream in addition to high-heat waste (i.e., waste that contains

high Ieve!s of radioactivity). Without tl,e Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator, the tank tarms

would run out of required tank space, and the Defense Waste Processing Facility would be forced to stop

processing high-level waste (WSRC 1993 f).

Construction of the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator was initiated and is continuing as a

categorical exclusion under then-current DOE NEPA guidelines (52 FR 47662). Regulatory oversight

for the project was originally provided under RCRA and continues under the provisions identified in

Industrial Wastewater Permit number 17,424-IW for F/H-Area tank farms. The planned startup date for

TE I theRepiacernentHigh-LevelWasteEvaporatorisIvlay 1999(WSRC 1994h).

DESCRIPTION:

Figure B.25- 1 is a simplified process diagram of the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator. The

Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator, like the existing evaporators, could be described as a large

pot in which the waste is heated by a bundle of bent tube steam coils, The evaporator will be constructed

of stainless steel, approximately 4.3 meters (14 feet) in diameter and 8.2 meters (27 feet), contained in a

reinforced concrete building. Liquid supematant would be transferred to the evaporator from an

evaporator feed tank. Witbin the evaporator, the supematant would be heated to its boiling point,

forming a vapor phase called “overheads,” The overheads would be condensed and monitored to ensure

that they contain no unexpected excessive amounts of entrained (captured) radionuclides. Following

condensing and monitoring, the overheads would be transferred to the FM-Area Effluent Treatment

Facility for fufiher treatment. The concentrated superrratant in the evaporator pot would be transferred to

TE I anevapOratorreceipttank(WSRC 1994d).
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The Replacement High-f-evel Waste Evaporator is expected to process 13,815 cubic meters (3 .6x 106

gallons) of overheads per year (Campbell 1994a). Comparatively, the 2H and 2F evaporators have

historically had a maximum annual overhead process rate of 12,900 and 14,000 cubic meters (3.4x106

and 3.7x 106 gallons), respectively (Campbell 1994b).

Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator design improvements over the existing evaporators include

material changes in the heater tube bundle, elimination of de-entrainment equipment and the cesium

removal column because of improvements in de-entrainment efficiency (WSRC 1991).

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Wn. EXP.Max
NO
Action

A

m

Under each alternative, DOE would continue construction and begin operation of
B the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator. The operational rate of the
c

Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator would not change as a result of the

reduced volumes anticipated in the minimum waste forecast or the increased volumes anticipated in the

maximum waste forecast.
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B.26 SAVANNAH RIVER TECHNOLOGY CENTER

MIXED WASTE STORAGE TANKS

OBJECTIVE:

The Mlxid Waste Storage Tanks provide storage and treatment capacity for wastewater from the

low-activity drain system and high-activity drain system that support research, development, and

analytical programs at the Savannah River Technology Center (SRTC),

DESCRIPTION:

Ten interim status steel storage tanks are located below grade in concrete vaults at the Savannah River

Technology Center in Building 776-2A. Seven tanks each have a capacity of 22 cubic meters

(5,900 gallons) and three tanks each have a capacity of 14 cubic meters (3,670 gallons) (WSRC 1992h).

These tanks are used to store liquid radioactive waste that could potentially be hazardous (hence mixed

waste) due to corrosivity or toxicity for chromium, lead, mercury, or benzene,

Waste is segregated in the tanks by its radiological levels high-activity (greater than 1,000

disintegrations per minute per milliliter alpha or beta-gamma activity) and low-activity (less than 1,000

disintegrations per minute per milliliter alpha or beta-gamma activity). When a tank is full it is sampled

and analyzed for radioactivity and selected hazardous constituents. If the contents are determined to be

nonhazardous, waste is transferred to the separation facility in F-Area. If the contents are determined to

be hazardous, the waste is treated in the tank prior to transfer to F-Area.

If the waste is hazardous because of corrosivity, it would be made nonhazardous by adjusting the pH

with an appropriate neutralizer. The waste would be treated by sorption on an appropriate ion exchange

medium to remove the hazardous constituent(s) of chromium, lead, mercury and/or benzene. The ion

exchange process can only remove chromium in the trivalent form (chromium 111). If chromium were

present in the hexavalent form (chromium VI), the waste would first be pretreated to convert the

chromium VI to chromium III. This could be done by adding a reducing agent to the tank. After

treatment, the waste wOuld be transferred tO the separation facility in F-Area (WSRC 1992h).

I TE
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PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. &p. Max
No
ActIon

AmUnder each of the alternatives, DOE would continue to receive, store, and treat via

B ion exchange liquid mixed wastes in the Savannah River Technology Center Mixed
c

Waste Storage Tanks. If required, the waste would also be treated by neutralization

and/or chromium reduction. It is expected that 75 cubic meters (2,600 cubic feet) per year of high-

activity waste and 75 cubic meters (2,600 cubic feet) per year of low-activity waste would be generated

TE I andmanagedatthe SavantiRiverTechnology CenterMixedWaste StorageTanks(WSRC 1995).

Because the waste is treated as it is generated, the 10 existing Savannah River Technology Center Mixed

Waste Storage Tanks would have sufficient capacity for the 30-year analysis period. The treated

wastewater would be transfemed to the separation facility in F-Area and has been included in tbe liquid

high-level waste volume forecasted for that facility.
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B.27 SHALLOW LAND DISPOSAL

OBJECTIVE:

In general, shallow land disposal in this EIS refers to trench disposal.

DOE Order 5820,2A establishes performance objectives for the disposal of low-level wastes, A

radiological performance assessment is required to ensure that the waste inventory and the proposed

disposal method provide reasonable assurance that the performance objectives will be met. The

radiological performance assessment projects the migration of radionuclides from the disposed waste to

the environment and estimates the resulting dose to man. DOE has completed a radiological

perfomrance assessment for trench disposal of suspect soils (as part of the radiological performance

assessment for the E-Area vaults), DOE anticipates that naval reactor hardware will be deemed suitable

for shallow land disposal after additional data on the composition and configuration of the waste forms is

obtained and can be incorporated in the radiological performance assessment. Stabilized waste fornrs

resulting from the proposed treatment activities (i.e., vitrification and incineration) would be evaluated

against the DOE Order 5820.2A perforrrrance objectives. Radiological performance assessments for

these stabilized low-level wastes (wastes in which the radionuclides have been immobilized in a cement

or glass matrix or encapsulated) are expected to demonstrate that shallow land disposal achieves the

performance objectives of DOE Order 5820,2A.

For purposes of analysis in this EIS, stabilized waste forms and selected low-level wastes (suspect soils

and naval hardware) are assumed to be suitable for shallow land disposal. The analyses provide

groundwater concentrations as a result of shallow land disposal of suspect soils based on the radiological

performance assessment’s unit concentration factors and the EIS waste inventories. DOE expects that

the releases resulting from the disposal of stabilized wastes and naval hardware in slit trenches would be

comparable to those for unstabilized suspect soils and would comply with perfomrance objectives

specified by DOE Order 5820.2A. Therefore, for purposes of defining the alternatives in this EIS, DOE

has assumed shallnw land disposal for these wastes.

DESCRfPTION:

TC

Shallow land disposal (or trenches) was described in the Final Environmental Impact Sraternent, Waste

Management Operations (ERDA 1977). Shallow land disposal (or shallow land burial) was also

described in the Waste Management Activities for Groundwater Protection Environmental Impact

Statement and identified as an acceptable technology for low-level waste under the prefemed
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“combination” alternative. Shallow land disposal has continued in the Low-Level Radioactive Waste

Disposal Facility and is expected to continue at the E-Area vault site for some low-level wastes (e.g.,

suspect wil and low-activity equipment that is too large for disposal in the E-Area vaults).

Radioactive waste disposal activities in the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility (see

Figure 3-33) commenced in 1972 and continue to the present. Areas within the Low-Level Radioactive

Waste Disposal Facility include:

. engineered low-level trenches for disposal of containerized low-activity waste and suspect soils

o greater confinement disposal boreboles and engineered trenches for disposal of

intermediate-activity waste that is compatible with trench disposal

. slit trenches for disposal of containerized intermediate-activity waste, bulky noncontainerized

low-activity waste, loose soil and rubble, and containerized offsite wastes

Engineered low-level trenches are basically large open pits in which low-activity waste boxes are placed.

The engineered low-level trenches are several acres in size and are approximately 6.7 meters (22 feet)

deep. The other dimensions are adjusted to maximize use of burial space. The engineered low-level

trenches have sloped sides and floor, allowing rainwater to flow to a collection sump. Once the trench is

full of boxes, it is backfilled and covered with a minimum of 1.8 meters (6 feet) of soil. Soil that is

suspected to be contaminated and cannot economically be demonstrated to be uncontaminated (i.e.,

suspect soil) is used as backfill material in engineered low-level trenches. To date three engineered low-

‘C I leveltrencheshave been filled andafoufibtiench iscumentlyreceivingonly suspectsoils(Hess 1995b).

Greater confinement disposal boreholes have been augered to a depth of about 9.1 meters (30 feet) and

are lined with fiberglass (with the exception of one borehole which is lined with steel). The boreholes

are encased within a 0.3-meter ( 1-foot) thick concrete annulus, Waste in tbe borehole is stabilized by

grouting around the waste to fill voids. After the boreholes are filled, clay caps are placed over them.

Each greater confinement disposal borehole is monitored for leaching of radionuclides into the

surrounding medium, Existing boreholes have reached capacity, and construction of additional

boreholes is not anticipated,

Greater confinement disposal engineered trenches are constructed of reinforced concrete and consist of

four cells. A trench is approximately 30 meters (100 feet) long and 15 meters (50 feet) wide with four

cells each 8 meters (25 feet) long and 15 meters (50 feet) wide with a disposal capacity of approximately
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850 cubic meters (30,000 cubic feet) per cell. When a cell is not being used, steel covers are placed over

it to minimize rainwater intrusion. Additionally, drainage channels direct water away from the trench.

The trench has a Ieachate collection system to collect rainwater that may enter the cells (WSRC 1993 b),

The greater confinement disposal engineered trench has a capacity of 3,400 cubic meters ( 1.2x 105 cubic

feet) and is filled to 75 percent of capacity. There is 850 cubic meters (30,000 cubic feet) of capacity

remaining. DOE discontinued disposal of low-level waste in this engineered trench on March 31, 1995,

and has no future plans to use the remaining capacity or construct additional engineered trenches TC

(Hess 1995 b).

Slit trenches are 6,1 to 9.4 meters (20 to 30 feet) wide, 6,7 meters (22 feet) deep, and up to 300 meters

(985 feet) long (WSRC 1994b). Shortly afier waste is placed in a slit trench, it is covered with soil to

control radiation exposure and to reduce the potential for spread of contamination through airborne

releases (WSRC 1993b, 1994b). Once a trench is filled with waste, it is backfilled with a minimum of

1.8 to 2.4 meters (6 to 8 feet) of soil to reduce surface radiation dose rates to less than 5 miIlirem per

hour, to reduce the potential for spread of contamination, and to minimize plant and animal intrusion into

the waste (WSRC 1993b). For analysis purposes in the EIS, it is assumed that a slit trench has a nominal

capacity of approximately 1,100 cubic meters (38,852 cubic feet) based upon trench dimensions of 6,1

meters (20 feet) wide, 6.1 meters (20 feet) deep, and 30 meters (100 feet) long.

DOE discontinued disposal of containerized low-level waste in the greater confinement disposal

engineered trench and an engineered low-level trench on March 31, 1995. In September 1994, DOE
TC

began to use concrete vaults referred to as the low-activity waste vaults for disposal of containerized

low-activity waste. In February 1995, DOE began to use concrete vaults referred to as intermediate-level

waste vaults for disposal of intermediate-activity waste (Hess 1995b),
TC

Naval reactor core barrels and reactor components are stored on gravel pads in the Low-Level

Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility. The gravel pads have a total storage capacity of 697 square meters

(7,500 square feet), [f DOE determines that reactor component containers satisfy the perfornrmrce

objectives of DOE Order 5820.2A, these component containers would also be sent to shallow land

disposal (WSRC 19941).

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Table B.27- 1 presents low-level waste management activities for shallow land disposal

I TE

I TE
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TE I TaIJI.eB.2%1. Total waste requiring shallow land disposal andnumberofslit trenches (cubic meters).ab

Min. EXP. Max.

30,876 m3 total

29 trenches

[A ‘ 26,808 m3 total 79,723 m3 total 708,025 m3 total

25 trenches 73 trenches 644 trenches

IB 39,737 m3 total 63,316 m3 total 407,362 m3 total
TC

37 trenches 58 trenches 371 trenches

/c 49,250 m3 total 134.579 m3 total 632,753 m3 tnta!

45 trenches 123 trenches 576 trenches

a. Source: Hess (i995a).
b. To convert to cubic feet, multiply by 35.31.

Min. E. Ma..
N.
Act;..

A

B

c h

Min.EYp.Max
N. —
Act;.”

A

B

c
m

Mio. & Max.
No
Action

A

B

c @

Under the no-action alternative, DOE would send suspect soils, naval hardware, and

stabilized residuals from treatment of radioactive PCBS to shallow land disposal.

For each waste forecast of alternative A, DOE would send stabilized ash and

blowdown from tbe Consolidated Incineration Facility and waste listed under the

no-action alternative to shallow land disposal.

Under alternative B - expected and maximnm waste forecasts, DOE would send For

wastes from the non-alpha vitrification facility, stabilized residuals from the offsite

smelter and metal melt, and waste listed under alternative A to shallow land

disposal.
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Min. E. Mm.
No
Action

A

@

For alternative B - minimum waste forecast, DOE would dispose of the same waste

s as under alternative B.expected and maximum waste forecasts, except for vitrified
c

wastes from the non-alpha vitrification facility, by shallow land disposal, The non- I ‘J’E

alpha vitrification facility would not operate under the minimum waste forecast alternative B due to

insufficient waste volume to warrant it.

M“, E, Max
N.
Act,..

A

&

Under alternative C, DOE would send waste listed for alternative B - expected and

B maximum waste forecasts, except for residuals from the offsite metal melt, and I ‘rC

c vitrified waste from the alpha vitrification facility to shallow land disposal.
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B.28 SOIL SORT FACILITY

OBJECTIVE:

The soil sort facility would provide a process to determine whether soiis are contaminated and segregate

uncontaminated soils for reuse, reducing the volume of soil that would require treatment and/or disposal.

DESCRIPTION:

The soil sort facility would be a mobile assembly of standard sand-and-gravel handling equipment

coupled with instrumentation for monitoring radiation, which would allow contaminated material

transported along a conveyor system to be diverted from uncontaminated material. The ability to locate

small particles of radioactive material dispersed throughout the soil would allow contaminants to be

isolated and removed. No sorting of tritiated soils would be performed due to the lack of effective

monitoring.

DOE anticipates that a soil sort facility sorting efficiency would yield a separation ratio of 60 percent

contaminated to 40 percent uncontaminated soils for mixed waste soils and low-activity waste soils and

40 percent contaminated to 60 percent uncontaminated soils for suspect soils. Uncontaminated soils

would be reused onsite as backfill (Hess 1994b).

PROJECT -SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

M“, Ex Max
No
Action

A

a

c m

Min. EXP,Max.
N.
Action

A

a

c
B

Under the no-action alternative, DOE would not construct or operate the mobile soil

sort facility.

The mobile soil sort facility would be constructed and operated only for mixed

waste soils under alternative A. The facility would commence operations in 2006,
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Min. Exp. Man,
N.
A.ti..

A

B

c
@

Low-activity waste soil and suspect soil would be segregated under alternative B.

The facility would commence operations in 1996, Because the non-alpha

vitrification facility would not be required for the minimum waste forecast under

alternative B, the soil sort facility would also process mixed waste soils under that scenario, beginning in

2006,

Min. Exp. Mm.
No
Acti.n

A

B

c
Q

Under alternative C, the soil sort facility would not operate because the mixed and

low-level waste soils would be treated at the non-alpha vitrification facility, which

includes a soil sorting capability.

Under each alternative, estimated volumes of low-level and mixed waste processed by the soil sort

facility are shown in Table B.28-1.

Table B.28-l. Estimated volumes ofsoilsofied foreach alternative (cubic meters),a,b

A

B

c

Min.

23.873 m3 of mixed waste soils

1,257 m3 per year

19,192 m3 of low-level waste soils

322 to 2,806 m3 per year

23,873 m3 of mixed waste soils

1,257 m3 per year

Facility not constructed

a. Source: Hess(1995a).

EXP.

Facility not constmcted

88,331 m3 of mixed waste soils

4,650 m3 per year

48,489 m3 of low-level waste soils

294 to 2,542 m3 per year

Facility not constmcted

Max.

440,060 m3 of mixed waste soils I

=

23,161 m3 per year

776,707 m3 of low-level waste
soils

2,193 to 31,906 mq per year

Facility not constnrcted

\ ‘rE

I TE

I

] TC

b. Toconvert tocubic feet, multiply by35,31.
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B.29 SUPERCOMPACTOR

OBJECTIVE:

DOE is pursuing treatment options to reduce the volume of low-level wastes to more efficiently use the

disposal capacity of the low-level waste vaults. In the dmfi EIS, DOE proposed to construct and operate

an onsite supercompactor to accept equipment and additional job-control wastes that could not be

compacted at the existing SRS compactor facilities, DOE has since determined that treatment capacity

for many of these wastes is cumently available through commercial vendors. Contracting with an offsite

commercial vendor would allow DOE to obtain treatment capacity for its low-level wastes sooner than

construction of an on site facility (a contract could be executed by fiscal year 1996 as opposed to 2006

before beginning operations of an mrsite facility). Details of the proposed commercial .,,endor treatments

for low-level waste can be found in Appendix B.20. Although the commercial vendor treatment has

replaced the onsite supercompactor in the proposed configuration for alternative B, DOE may need to

develop onsite treatment capability in lieu of using commercial vendors in the future. Therefore, the

waste volumes that could be treated in an onsite supercompactor facili~ and the associated impacts are

presented in this appendix.

DESCRIPTION:

The supercompactor would be located in E-Area and use high compression to exert significant pressure

oncompactible waste. Thecompaction efficiency ofexisting compactors isapproximately4to 1,

whereas the supercompactor could achieve compaction eff1cienciesof 12to l, foijob-control waste

(Hess 1994a), ‘fhesyste mwouldconsis tofthefollowing: compaction press, with moldto hold

container during size reduction; hydraulic module to operate the press and auxilia~ components;

ventilation sub-system to control potentially radioactive dust generated during compaction; conveyor

system to load and unload container> liquid collection systems; sealed shipping container for final

disposal; andauxiliaW components and features toprepare waste forsupercompaction. Liquid wastes

from the supercompactor would be collected for treatment at the Consolidated Incineration Facility.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS

TC
In the draft EIS, DOE proposed to construct and operate an onsite supercompactor under alternative B.

DOE proposed to operate the facili~ from the years 2006 to 2024 to supercompact low-level waste

comprised of low-activity job-control waste, tritiated job-control waste, and low-activity equipment.
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Table B,29. 1 presents annual and 30.year estimated volumes of low-level waste for the supercompactor TE

facility as proposed under alternative B of the draft EIS. Tc

Table B.29.l. Estimated volumes ofsupercompacted low-level waste foreach alternative a~proposedin I TE

the draft EIS (cubic meters), a,b,c

A

B

c

Min. Exp, Max.

None

None None None

84,805 m3 108,285 m3 229,418 m3

4,463 m3 per year 5,699 m3 per year 12,075 m3 per year

None None None

a. Source: Hess(1994b).
b. Toconvert tocubic feet, multiply by35,31.
c. Details of theproposed commercial vendor Vestments forlow-level waste inthefinal EISarein Appentix

B.20,

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS:

The consequences of the supercompaction of low-level radioactive wastes at a new onsite facility were

evaluated under alternative Bofthedraft EIS. In the tinal EIS, DOEhasdetemined that treatment of

low-level wastes can be obtained in a more timely and cost-effective manner by utilizing commercial

vendors. Although itisnot proposed asanaction under anyofthe alternatives inthefinal EIS, DOE

may need to develop an onsite supercompaction facility in lieu of using commercial vendors in the

future. Theconsequences associated withthis onsitetreatment activi~are described in Table B.29-2,

based on the waste volumes considered for supercompaction in the draft EIS,

I

I
TE

I
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Table B.29-2. Summary of impacts from the operation of an onsite supercompactor as proposed in the

drafi EIS.a

Minimum Waste Forecmt Expected Waste Forecast Maximum Waste Forecast

Waste disposal vcdumesb

9,069 m’ to LAW vault disposal 13,129m3to LAW vault disposal 32,392 m3to LAW vaultdisposal

Radiological air emissions

Averaze annual tiloeical dose and esultr ine health effects to the vubl icd

2.46x10-5millirem

1.23x10-I1probabilityof an excessfatal
cancer

9.58x10~ person-rem

4.79x 10-7 number of additional fatal
cancers

MaximaOv ex~ed individual

6.79x 10-5 millirem 0.00293 millirem

3.39x 10-11probability of an excess fatal 1.47.10-9 probability of au excess fatal
cancer cancer

~Bula 1 tion dosce

0.00266 person-rem 0.115 person-rem

1.33x 1o-6number of additional fatal 5.76x 10-5 number of additional fatal
cancers cancers

W annua I radiolmical dose and resu Itine health effects to uninvolved workcr~

640 meter unin volved worker

5.84x10~ millirem 0.00161 millirem

2.92x 10-1oprobability of an excess fatal 8.05.10-1o probability of an excess fatal
cancers cancer

~ uninvolved waler

0.0176 person-rem 0,0484 person-rem

8.79x 10-9 probability of a n excess fatal 2.42x 10-8 number of additional fatal
cancer cancers

0.070 millirem

3.50. IO-8probability of an excess fatal
cancer

2.09 person-rem

1.05x 10-6 number of additional fatal
cancers

I Direct expos”ref

Averaee an””al radio ~cal dose md resultine health effects to involved worke~

Max imal]v exuosed individual

0.79 millirem LOOmillirem 1.69 millirem

TC
3. 16x 10-7 probability of an excess fatal 4.oox 10-7 probability of an excess fatal 6.77x 10-7 probability of an excess fatal

cmcer cancer cancer

Averaee annu &linvo Ived worker ooou lation dose

5.53 person-rem 7.00 person-rem I8.6 person-rem

0,00221 number of additional fatal 0.00280 number of additional fatal 0.00744 number of additional fatal
cancers cancers cancers

a. Source: Hess ( 1994b).
TC I b. Compacted wrote disposal volumes are for the entire 30-year anaiysis period.

C. LAW= low activity waste.
d. Average ao””al dose and probability of fatal cancer obtained by dividing tbe total dose during the period of interest in this

I

EIS and associated probability by the years of actual operation (i.e., 19 years).
e. Number of additional fatal cancers are per yeaI of Consolidated Inci”eratio” Facility operation.
f. Direct expomre to involved workers is scaled to ccsi”m- 137. Direct exposure is “omalized to the expected forecast

TC average expomre pro”ided by Hess (1994d).

I g. M=im.m exposure is assumed to be equal to the average worker cxpomre provided by Hess (1994d).
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B.30 TRANSURANIC WASTE STORAGE PADS

OBJECTIVE:

The transuranic waste storage pads provide retrievable storage for nonmixed and mixed alpha waste (10

to 100 nanocuries per gram) and transuranic waste (greater than 100 nanocuries per gram), The waste

stored on the transuranic pads is generated at the Savannah River Technology Center, F-Area

laboratories, the 235-F Plutonium Fabrication Facility, and the F- and H-Area separations facilities.

Future storage needs also include aIpha and transuranic wastes that would be generated by

decontamination and decommissioning and environmental restoration activities,

DESCRIPTION:

The alpha and transuranic wastes are packaged, handled, and stored according to the quantity of nuclear

material present and RCRA hazardous waste constituents present (i.e., as mixed waste). The waste is

packaged in 55-gallon drums; carbon steel, concrete or polyethylene boxes; concrete culverts; or special

containers.

DOE packages job-control waste in 55-gallon drums with carbon filter vents. The drums are assayed

following packaging and categorized as less than or greater than 0,5 curies per package, The drums that

are less than 0.5 curies per drum are placed directly on the transuranic pads for storage. The drums with

greater than 0.5 curies are placed inside concrete culverts (because of the radiological activity) hefore

being placed on the transuranic pads. The bulk waste is packaged in carbon steel, concrete, or

polyethylene boxes or special containers where internal shielding maybe used for greater than 0.5 curies

per package. Transuranic waste that has a surface dose rate of greater than 200 millirem per hour per

container is handled remotely. Remote-handled waste is packaged in concrete culverts for storage at the

transumnic waste storage pads. The remote-handled waste comprises a very small percentage of the

overall transuranic waste at SRS.

There are currently 19 transuranic waste storage pads in E-Area. Each pad is a reinforced concrete slab

that slopes to the center and drains to one end where a sump is located. Pads’ 1 and 2 dimensions are

15 meters by 38 meters (50 feet by 125 feet) and Pads’ 14 through 19 are 18 meters by 49 meters (60 feet

by 160 feet) (WSRC 1994k).

I TE

I TE
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Pads 1 through 5 are full of waste containers and covered with 0.3 meter (1 foot) of soil, a polyvinyl

chloride top, arrd an additional 0.9 meter (3 feet) of soil which is seeded with grass. The mounds over

Pads 1 through 4 are coated with an asphah spray to control erosion. Pad 6 is full of waste containers

and partially mounded by earth. The mounded soil provides shielding from the stored radionuclides and

protects the waste from weather and human intrusion.

Pads 7 through 13, 18 and 19 are open-access pads with various &pes of containers configured without

TE I aisles. Pads 14througlr l7haveweatherenclosurestoprovideprotectionfromrainforthestoredwaste

drums until treatment and disposal. The enclosures are leak-proof with ultraviolet light protection, high

wind load resistance, and no center supports. These pads would store only drums of waste, Pads 18 and

TE I 19 store only boxes of nonmixed transuranic waste at this time (WSRC 1994k).

Reco fipun ratim

Pads 7 through 13 have no aisles because SRS has been granted a variance to RCRA aisle spacing and

labeling requirements until the containers are accessible. Pads 14 through 17 are not part of the variance

and DOE has committed to providing aisles between the waste stored on these pads by 1998,

DOE would implement an alpha and transuranic waste storage strategy to reconfigure the containers on

Pads 7 through 17 to meet RCRA interim status storage requirements, where applicable, and maximize

the available space on the transuranic waste pads for future storage. DOE would transfer the non-alpha

mixed wastes (i.e., wastes with less than 10 nanocuries per gram of transuranics) currently stored on the

transuranic pads to other storage pads to provide additional space for alpha and transuranic wastes. The

new configuration would include placing containers, other than drums, stacked one high on Pads 7

through 13 and stacking drums three high on Pads 14 through 17. As a result, DOE anticipates needing

the space on Pads 18 and 19 to make up for the loss in storage capacity from providing aisles on Pads 14

through 17. As part of the storage strategy DOE is evaluating the use of reactor buildings as storage

locations for the alpha and transuranic waste, but technical and regulatory considerations associated with

the use of those facilities have not yet been addressed. Therefore, this EIS analysis assumes only pad

‘E I storageforthealphaandtransuranicwaste(WSRC 1994m).

The retrieval portion of the facility’s operations involve the removal of 55- or 83-gallon trarrsuranic

drums from the mounded Pads 2 through 6, The transuranic waste drums stored on these pads are about

to reach their 20-year storage life based on the calculations for the mounded storage configuration
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(WSRC 1994m). The retrieval program would be conducted with equipment designed to extract the ] ‘rE

drums from the mounds.

The earthen mounds cover a close array of 55-gallon drums, stacked two high, sitting on the concrete

pad. A weather enclosure would be erected over the pad prior to initiating retrieval. The soil would be

removed from the mounds, exposing the drums. Each drum would be individually removed from the

stack. The drums would be vented and purged of any gases that may have generated from waste material

decomposition as a result of radiological contamination. The vented drums would then be placed in an

overpack container fitted with a carbon composite filter to prevent future gas accumulation, Pads 2

through 6 would remain in semice for transuranic waste storage following the retrieval operation. Pad 1

would not be retrieved because the waste is stored inside concrete culverts that are expected to provide

adequate storage during the 30-year analysis period (WSRC 1994m).

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS:

Min. EXP.Mu.
No
Action

A mUnder the no-action alternative, the transuranic waste storage pads would store the
B nonmixed and mixed alpha waste and transuranic waste. The retrieval operation
c

would begin in 1997 or 1998, and waste would be rearranged to conform with

RCRA requirements and to maximize storage space on the existing pads.

In 1998, additional pads would be needed to increase the storage capacity. A total of 19 additional pads

would be required by the year 2024 (Hess 1995a). I Tc

For each waste forecast, alternatives A, B, and C would be identical to the no-action except that the

amount of additional waste storage capacity would vary according to the transuranic and alpha waste

treatment and disposal activities proposed for each alternative. Table B,30- 1 presents the number of I TE

transuranic waste storage pads required for each alternative.
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Table B.30-1. Number of additional transumnic waste storage pads that would be required under each

altemative.a

Min. Exp. Max,

m

A

B

c

3 additional pad by 2006 12 additional pads by 2006 1,168 additional pads by 2006

2 additional pads by 2005 10 additional pads by 2006 1,168 additional pads by 2006

2 additional pads by 2004 11 additional pads by 2006 1,166 additional pads by 2006

a. Source: Hess (1995a).
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B.31 TRANSURANIC WASTE CHARACTERIZATION/ I TE

CERTIFICATION FACILITY

O~CTIVES:

The transurmric waste characterization/certification facility would provide extensive containerized waste

processing and certification capabilities. The facility would have the ability to open various containers

(e.g., boxes, culvetts, or drums); assay, examine, sort, decontaminate the alpha and transuranic wastes;

reduce large wastes to 55-gallon-drum size; weld; and certify containers for disposal.

DESCRIPTION:

A transuranic waste characterization/certification facility would characterize and certi& nonmixed and

mixed alpha (10 to 100 nanocuries per gram) and transuranic wastes (greater than 100 nanocuries per

gram). The facility would begin operation in 2007. The facility would prepare transuranic and alpha

waste for treatment, macroencapsulate mixed alpha waste, and certify transuranic and alpha waste for

disposal.

The transuranic waste characterization/certification facility would be located in E-Area adjacent to the

alpha vitrification facility. The facility would use nondestructive assay and examination techniques to

characterize the waste, open transuranic boxes, reduce the size of the waste, repackage waste in

55-gallon drums for direct disposal or processing by the alpha vitrification facility, and perform a second

nondestructive assay and examination to confirm packaging. A 30 percent reduction in waste volume

would be realized during repackaging except for transuranic waste to be disposed of at the Waste

Isolation Pilot Plant under alternative A, Nondestructive assays (before and after repackaging) would be

performed using alpha and neutron detectors. Nondestructive examinations (before and after

repackaging) would be performed by real-time x-ray, much like the machines in airports, to identify the

contents of tbe drum. The facility would also have the ability to vent and purge drums that had been

stored in culverts and were not vented and purged during drum retrieval activities (Hess 1994a).

PROJECT-SPECIFIC ACTIONS

TC

Min. EXP,Max
NO
Action

A

a

.D

Under the no-action alternative, the facility would be not constructed.
c
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TC

Min. tip. Ma,
No
Action

A

B

c
B

.

.

.

.

Under alternative A, the transumnic waste characterization/certification facility

would segregate the alpha and tmnsuranic waste according to the following four

waste categories:

nonmixed alpha waste

mixed alpha waste

plutonium-238 transuranic waste

plutOnium-239 transuranic waste

A 30 percent reduction in alpha waste and transuranic waste processed after2018 and kept in storage at

SRS would be realized. No reduction would be realized for transuranic waste processed fc: disposal at

the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (2008 -201 8).

The second nondestructive assay and examination would be performed on vented drums to determine if

the waste form (i.e., nonmixed and mixed alpha waste, or plutonium-238 or -239 transuranic waste)

meets the applicable waste acceptance criteria. In alternative A, waste could be certified as packaged,

repackaged and certified; or repackaged, treated (encapsulated), and certitied for disposal. A drum of

waste, regardless of its waste category, could be rejected from the second nondestructive assay and

examination and be reprocessed in the transuranic waste characterizatioticertification facility so the

waste form meets the waste acceptance criteria of the appropriate disposal facili~.

The nonmixed alpha waste would be repackaged and disposed of at the low-activity waste vaults. Most

of the mixed alpha waste would be considered hazardous debris in accordance with RCRA land disposal

restrictions. DOE would request a treatability variance to macroencapsulate the mixed alpha waste that

was not classified as hazardous debris. The mixed alpha waste would be macroencapsulated in steel

drums by welding on the lids and sent to RCRA-permitted disposal.

Transuranic waste is identical in composition to alpha waste but has a higher activity (greater than

100 nanocuries per gram) from radiological contamination, The waste would be categorized solely on

the dominant radioisotope content(i.e.,plutonium-238 or -239) for shipping purposes. DOE would

package the transuranic waste to meet the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant waste acceptance criteria,
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In alternative B, the alpha and transuranic waste would initially be segregated into

four categories as in alternative A. In addition, the mixed alpha waste and

plutonium-238 transuranic wastes would be further divided into metallic and

nonmetallic waste subcategories. The metallic mixed alpha waste would be macroencapsulated and sent

to RCU-permitted disposal vaults. The phrtonium-238 transuranic waste metal would be packaged for

disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. The nonmetallic mixed alpha and plutonium-238 transuranic

waste would be sent to the alpha vitrification facility for treatment. The nonmixed alpha waste would be

repackaged and disposed at the low-activity waste vaults. Phrtonium-239 waste would be segregated into

high- and low-activi~ fractions. High-activity phstonium-239 transuranic waste would be sent to the

alpha-vitrification facility for treatment, Low-activity pIutonium-239 transuranic wastes would be

packaged to meet the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant waste acceptance criteria. [n alternative B,

approximately One-third Of the transuranic and alpha waste would be repackaged and sent to the alpha

vitrification facility for further treatment.

Min. Exp. Max.
No
Action

A

Q

In alternative C, the alpha and transuranic waste would initially be segregated into
B four categories as described in alternative A, Metal would be removed during
c

sorting to decontaminate, recycle, and reuse. A third nondestructive assay and

examination unit would certify decontaminated metal for reuse. Alpha”and transuranic metal that could

not be decontaminated would be repackaged in 55-gallon drums, along with the other waste categories,

to be sent to the alpha vitrification facility for treatment.

Table B.3 I- I presents the volume of waste to be processed in the transuranic waste characterization/

certification facility for each alternative.

TC

I TC

I
TE
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TE \ Table B.31-1. Volume of waste that wouId be processed in the transuranic waste characterization/

certification facility for each alternative (cubic meters).a,b

Min. Exp. Max.

TC

Not constructed

15,040 m3 total 21,209 m3 total 551,083 m3 total
A -1,219 m31yr -1,681 m31yr -45,706 m3/yr

macroc = 26 m3/yr macro = 35 m3/yr macro = 13,118 m3/yr

(31 5 m3 total) (445 m3 total) (158,160 m3 total)

15,040 m3 total 21,210 m3 total 551,083 m3 total
B -1,219 m~/yr -1,681 m~/yr -45,706 m3/yr

macro = 32 m31yr macro = 41 m3/yr macro = 4,251 m3/yr

(358 m3 total) (520 m3 total) (51,250 m3 total)

15,040 m3 total 21,210 m3 total 551,083 m3 total
c -1,219 m3/yr -1,681 m3/yr -45,706 m3/yr

macro = O macro = O macro = O

a. Source: Hess (1995a).
b. To convert to cubic feet, multiply by 35.31.
c. Macroencapsulated.
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C.1 Cost Methodology

This section describes the methodology used to determine life-cycle costs for comparison of alternative

treatment, storage, and disposal facilities, Life-cycle costs include preliminary planning, design,

construction, operation, secondary waste disposal, and post-operation decommissioning. These costs are

distributed along a timeline, and then converted to an equivalent cost in terms of the current value of

money. Major components of life-cycle costs include building, equipment, operation and support

manpower, and secondary waste disposal costs. The purpose of the cost model is to provide date that can

differentiate between treatment options. The cost model consistently applies the same assumptions, such

as labor cost rates, building square-footage costs, and others, to the estimating process. Conceptual

design estimates for planned facilities and actual estimates for existing facilities are used where possible.

For the purpose of this environmental impact statement (EIS), the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)

developed cost assumptions using Westinghouse Savannah River Company standard estimating

techniques. For appropriate comparison, DOE assumed that treatment facilities that do not already exist

would be located onsite. Each facility estimate includes option-specific costs for the major equipmen$

the number of man-hours per year required to operate the facility, the facility start-up date, the operating

life of the facility, and the required design basis throughput.

Projected facility costs and manpower requirements differ between the drafi and final EIS. This is due to

the following factors: a refinement of tbe parameters that determine operating marrpawer, building, and

equipment costs, a mrrection to the scope of no-action alternative costs to make them consistent with the

other alternative – waste forecast estimates; and new initiatives in alternative B that lowered faciIity

costs for this alternative. In addition, the costing methodology bases construction manpower

requirements on building and equipment costs; therefore, both operating and constriction employment

differ between drafi and final EIS. This, in turn, affects projections of socioeconomic and traffic

impacts. Cost differences are shown in Table C- 1. The cost analysis was changed to be consistent with

the Bo.reline Environmental Marragerrrerrt Report (DOE 1995) developed by DOE to ensure consistent

reporting on estimating future facility construction and operation costs. This report is used to establish

fnture budgetary requirements for the DOE complex.

I TE

TE

TC
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Table C-L Estimated cost of facilities for each alternative and waste forecast in the draft and final EIS.

Minimum Expected Maximum

Draft: $1 .OX109

No action Final: $6.9x109

A Draft: $4.5x109 Draft: $7.9x109 Drafi $30x109

Final: $4.2x109 Final: $6.9x I09 Final: $24x109

Draft: $5.0x 109 Draft: $7.7x109 Draft: $22x109

B Final: $4.2x109 Final: $6.9x I09 Final: $2OX1O9

Draft: $3.7x’109 Drafi $5.7x109 Draft: $17x109

c Final: $3,8x109 Final: $5.6x109 Final: $18x109

In most instances, the estimates are based on facilities for which there has been little, if any, conceptual

design. Theestimates were prepared only forthepuWose ofidenti&ing salient cost differences beWeen

technologies. ~esefacili~ estimates arenotsufficiently mature to beusedfor budgeting puWoses.

C.1.l RELATIONSHIP TO SRS DRAFT SITE TREATMENT PLAN COST METHODOLOGY

The cost model developed for the SRS Draft Site Treatrnerzt Plan (DOE 1994a) was used as a basis for

the EIS cost model, The major difference between the two models is the difference in scope of the two

efforts, The draft sit treatment plan proposes specific treatments over the next 5 years for a known

mixed waste inventory. This EIS examines alternatives for treating, storing, and disposing of wastes that

would be generated over the next 30 years and investigates the consequences of each alternative. The

EIS cost analyses consider low-level, hazardous, mixed, and transuranic wastes; the site treatment plan

deals only with mixed wastes, The uncertainties in this EIS that affect the modelling of costs include the

waste forecasts (amounts of waste generated), schedules (treatment need dates), and availability of funds,

C.1.2 APPLICATION OF COST METHODOLOGY FOR OPTIONS SELECTION

Process and materials descriptions were developed for full treatment, storage, and disposal options

evaluated in the in-depth analysis in Section 2.3 of this EIS, From these descriptions, a list of the

required processing equipment, the sizes and ~es of buildings needed, and the necessary support

equipment was developed. To provide equivalent comparisons of the options, it was initially assumed

c-2
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that 1,000 cubic meters (35,3oo cubic feet) of waste would be processed per year by each facility, The

costs for processing equipment, buildings, and support equipment were developed using Savannah River I ‘E
Site (SRS) experience and information from a waste management facilities cost report (Feizollahi and

Shropshire 1992) prepared for the DOE Idaho National Engineering LaboratoW. The manpower

requirements were estimated with the C0STPRC2 (Hess 1994a) program used by Westinghouse

Savannah River Company for estimating onsite work.

Because the in-depth options analysis evaluated individual treatability groups, it was not sufficiently

broad to identi~ an integrated system of treatment, storage, and disposal facilities for the entire SRS.

The in-depth options analysis was supplemented with a second analysis that considered the availability

of excess capacity in existing facilities and the environmental advantages and economies of scale

achieved by expanding planned facilities to accommodate additional treatability groups that would

otherwise require other stand-alone treatment, storage, and disposal facilities. The cost to dispose of

secondary waste was developed from existing SRS facilities and included in the cost model.

As an example, Table C-2 (and Figure C- I ) illustrates the economies of scale for the non-alpha

vitrification facility, It displays the total cost and the total and incremental cost per unit volume of

throughput. The calculation procedure is described in detail in Section C.2. The table indicates that unit

costs decreases from approximately $7,700 to $2,000 per cubic meter when annual throughput increases I TC

from 1,000 to 5,000 cubic meters.

Table C-2. Economies of scale for the non-alpha vitrification facility.a

Incremental

Annual throughput Total throughput Life-cycle cost Total Unit Cost Unit Cost
(cubic meters) (cubic meters)b ($1 ,000) ($ per cubic meter)c ($ per cubic meter)c

I ,000 19,000 146,501 7,71 I 7,711

2,000 38,000 159,190 4,189 668

3,000 57,000 171,881 3,015 668

4,000 76,000 184,573 2,429 668

5,000 95,000 197,267 2,082 668

a. Source: Hess ( 1995).
b. To convert to cubic feet, multiply by 35,31.
c, To convert to $ per cubic feet, divide by 35.31,

TC
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C.1.3 APPLICATION OF COST METHODOLOGY FOR ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT,

STORAGE, AND DISPOSAL SCENAR30S

Facility costs vary with the amount of waste treated per year. Therefore, the cost model used for this EIS

for equipment and buildings based on a 1,000 cubic meter (35,300 cubic feet) annual throughput was

modified to account for the actual volume of waste the facility would be required to treat annually. The

estimates from the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory facilities cost report were used as the basis for

this part of the model. The equipment and facility descriptions in the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory report were examined to see how closely they matched the specifications of the treatments

and processes described in this EIS. The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory estimates were

modified as required to match the specifications in this EIS. Linear and exponential cuwes were tit to

the Idaho National Engineering LaboratoW costs versus capacity estimates. The linear model closely

matched the data, so it was used, For further cost development, both equipment and building costs were

defined as the coefficient (cost per cubic meter of waste processed) times the annual volume of waste

plus a fixed cost. The coefficients and fixed values come from calculations that determine those values

which provide the best tit between actual Idaho National Engineering Laboratory data and the linear

(straight line) approximation (i.e., cost = cost coefficient x yearly volume+ fixed cost). The COSTPRO

model facility operating labor hours were also developed into a linear model. (Annual labor= labor

coefficient x yearly volume + fixed labo~ Tables C-3, C-4, and C-5 list the fixed values and coefficients

developed for equipment cost, building cost, and labor, respectively.)

Table C-3. Examples of equipment cost factors for waste management facilities considered in this

analysis.a
cost

coefficient
Fixed cost ($1,000/cubic

Facility ($ I ,000) meter/Year)b

Off-site treatment and disposal 11,257 0.0699

Containment building - macmencapsulation

Off-site smelter

Transuranic waste characterizatioticertitication facility

Soil sort facility

Containment building - decontamination

Off-site low-level waste volume reduction

Non-alpha vitrification facility

Alpha vitrification facility

3,259

10,521

14,112

10,983

1,302

4,981

13,570

25,102

0.0385

0.2597

0.0396

0.2101

0.0035

0.0265

0.3361

0.0840
I

a. Source: Hess (1995).
b. To convert to $1,000 per cubic foot per year, divide by 35.31. I
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Table C-4. Examples of building cost factors for waste management facilities considered in this

TC

analysis.a

Cost coefficient
Fixed cost ($1,000/cubic

Facility ($1,000) meter/Year)b

Off-site treatment and disposal 3,259 0.0241

Containment building - macroencapsulation 3,459 0.0243

Off-site smelter 8,744 0.2824

Transuranic waste characterization/certification 11,891 0.0396

facility

Soil sort facility 2,470 0.0611

Containment building - decontamination 832 0.0120

Off-site low-level waste volume reduction 1,776 0.0040

Non-alpha vitrification facility 9,298 0,2403

Alpha vitrification facility 23,683 0.1123

a. Source: Hess (1995).
b. To convert to $1,000 per cubic foot per year, divide by 35.31.

Table C-5. Examples of annual labor cost factors for waste management facilities considered in this

analysis.a

Labor coefficient
Fixed labor (manhours/year/

Facility (manhours/year) cubic meter)b

Off-site treatment and disposal 21,145 0,0699

Containment building - 15,688 0.0385
macroencapsulation

I
Off-site smelter 52,581 0.2597

I

Transuranic waste characterization/ 42,332 0.0396
certification facility

I Soil sort facility 14,196 0.2101

TC I Containment building - decontamination 27,996 0.0035

I Supercompactor 7,027 0.0265

I Non-alpha vitrification facility 31,796 0.3361

I
Alpha vitrification facility 37,478 0.0840

a. Source: Hess (1995).
b. To convert to manhours per year per cubic foot, divide by 35.31.
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The costs for storage and disposal facilities, most of which do not have equipment costs, were developed

differently. The labor hours on a per-cubic-meter basis were developed with COSTPRO, The cost to

build each facility was estimated by assuming that new facilities would hold the same amount of waste

as existing facilities, dividing the waste that would need to be stored or disposed of by the facility

volume capacity, and multiplying the resulting number of facilities needed by the cost of completed

existing facilities.

C.1.4 SPECfAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR COST CALCULATIONS

DOE decided to assign costs to wastes with required treatments differently than to wastes for which

treatment was optional. In the cost model, wastes with required treatments were assigned both the fixed

costs for treatment and the variable costs associated with their specific volume (including equipment,

building, and labor costs). The wastes with optional treatments were only assigned the variable costs

associated with their additional volume, This methodology assumed that these wastes would use the

excess capacity in facilities built to support required treatments. It also burdened wastes with specified

treatments more than wastes with optional treatments.

A spreadsheet was developed for each alternative/forecast which listed the individual treatability groups

and the options for treatment and disposal, The waste volume assigned to each option was entered along

with the yearly fixed programmatic costs, the variable waste costs, and the volume reduction ratio

achievable by that treatment option for the specific waste ~pe. The variable waste costs included the

cost to dispose of tbe secondary waste produced by the treatment. These inputs were summed and

averaged over the 30-year analysis period and put into a specific treatment cost model. The total waste

to be processed was averaged over the operating period of the facility for the sizing, costing, and

operating manpower calculations. Based on waste volume, fixed costs, variable costs, volume reduction

ratio, the facility operating period, and the input dates for design start and operations start, the treatment

cost model calculated tbe equipment and building costs, total operating manhours, the pre-project costs,

the total estimated cost to build the facility, the costs to decommission and dispose of the facility after all

the waste has been treated, and the secondary waste disposal costs. The various costs were distributed

over the appropriate time periods. The costs were then escalated and discounted to get a life-cycle cost,

the present worth cost for the treatment option, and a cost per cubic meter of input waste, Costs

calculated in the treatment cost model were returned to the spreadsheet for summation, which yielded the

total option cost. The specifics of how these calculations were performed are discussed in Section c.2,
TE

Another spreadsheet calculated the manpower required for each facility. Engineering, operation, and

support manpower were included over all phases of the life cycle. The life cycle includes pre-project
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planning, design and construction operations, and facility decontamination and decommissioning. A

master labor spreadsheet COIIected the individual faci Iity manpower calculations and generated totals for

each treatment, storage, and disposal alternative.

C.2 Typical Cost Estimate

This section describes the calculation procedure for determining life-cycle cost. For illustration, each

TE I component ise la dXP me and calculated fOr the non-alpha vitrification facility (Hess 1994b, 1995).

Each component of the cost is calculated in units of thousands of dollars and shown as a total dollar

value in parenthesis. The values have been rounded to the nearest thousand following calculation; they
TE

do not always equal the sum or product of the listed values.

C.2.1 TOTAL FACILITY COST

The total facility cost consists of pre-project costs, design and construction costs, contingency costs,

operating costs, andpost-operation costs. Escalation anddiscount rates reapplied tothecosts as they

are incurred to determine life-cycle costs.

Each step of thecalculation isillus&ated fora~picalfaci1iV. Thecost factors forthe non-alpha

vitrification facility are presented in Table C-6.

C.2.1.1 ~ i

The cost estimates are based on the following assumptions:

● Annual manpower (manhours/year) iscalculated using the COSTPRO progrm andthe

assumption from thein-depth options analysis that l,OOOcubic meters (35,300 cubic feet) per year

of waste would be processed through each facility.

. Aunifomr, fully burdened labor rate of$75/manhourin 1994 dollars isassumed forall workers

for all activities, including design, construction, operation, and decontamination and

decommissioning. Thelabor rate includes sal~, benefits, mdindirect expenditures

(i.e., overhead).
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Table C-6. Total facility cost for the non-alpha vitrification facility.

Throughput (cubic meters/year)

Equipment cost (Table C-2)

Variable cost ($1 ,000/cubic meter/year)

Fixed cost ($1,000)

Building cost (Table C-3)

Variable cost ($1 ,000/cubic meter/year)

Fixed cost ($1 ,000)

Annual operating manpower (Table C-4)

Variable labor (manhours/cubic meter/year)

Fixed labor (manhours/year)

Annual waste type support manpower

(manhours/year)a

Labor rate ($1,000/manhour)

Isa RCRAb Part A Permit required?

Isa RCRA Part B Permit required?

Detailed design and construction start (year)

Operation start (year)

Operation period (years)

Disposal cost ($1,000/cubic meter)

Volume reduction ratio (x: 1)

3,063

0.3361

13,570

0.2403

9,298

0,3361

31,796

38,848

0.075

No

Yes

2002

2006

19

7.636

7.43C

a. Administrative and other support personnel,
b. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.

c. A weighted average of volume reduction ratios for each waste type based upon experience with
vitrification facilities.

. The year in which project planning and preconceptual design start occurs is assumed for each

facility to be 2 years before the detailed design and construction start.

. The operation start is the year in which the facility would begin operating.

. The operation period, in years, is the length of time the facility would be operating.

TC

. The facility waste volume (throughput in cubic meters per year) is calculated from the total

volume to be treated averaged over the operational period of the facility. Averaging the waste
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TE I

TC

.

.

C.2.1..

volume defines a realistic design capacity for the equipment and building, not the peak waste

generation rates.

The manner in which the treated waste would ultimately be disposed is based on the disposal cost

(calculated in dollars per cubic meter; to convert to dollars per cubic foot, divide by 35.3 1). The

variable costs include the cost to build and operate the final disposal facilities.

A volume reduction ratio (x 1) is used for each specific waste through each specific facility. The

final disposal volume (after volume reduction) is multiplied times the disposal costs per unit

volume of waste and added to the facility costs as a portion of the facility life-cycle costs.

2 co nstruct on Costsi

Construction costs consist of equipment costs, building costs, field indirect costs (e.g., auxilia~ support

personnel), field direct costs (e.g., temporary construction facilities), field and design engineering costs,

construction management, and project management costs.

Equipment cost (EC)
EC= Cost coefficient

Throughput
Fixed cost

Building cost (BC)
BC = Cost coefficient

Throughput

Fixed Cost

Field indirect cost (FIC)
FIC = 8 percent

Equipment cost

Field direct cost (FDC)
FDC = 14 percent

Building cost

Engineering cost (ENGC)

ENGC = 22 percent

Equipment and building cost

[0.3361] X

[3,063] +
[13,570] =
14,600 (or $14,600,000)

[0.2403] X

[3,063] +
[9,298] =
10,034 (or $10,034,000)

[0,08] X

[14,600] =

1,168 (or $1,168,000)

[0.14] x
[10,034] =

1,405 (or $1,405,000)

[0.22] x

[14,600 + 10,034]=

5,419 (or $5,41 9,000)
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Construction management cost

(CMC)

CMC = 7 percent

Equipment and building cost

Project management cost (PMC)

PMC = 9 percent

Equipment and building cost

Total construction cost (TCC)

TCC = Equipment cost

Building cost
Field indirect cost
Field direct cost

Engineering cost
Construction management cost
Project management cost

[0.07] x

[14,600 + 10,034]=
1,724 (or $1,724,000)

[0.09] x
[14,600 + 10,034]=
2,217 (or $2,21 7,000)

[14,600] +

[10,034] +
[1,168] +
[1,405] +

[5,419] +
[1,724] +
[2,217] =

36,567 (or $36,567,000)

C.2.1.3 Tots 1Estimated Cost (TEC)

Total estimated cost is construction cost plus contingency (C). The contingency is the funding required

to give an 80-percent confidence level that the project will be completed within the estimated funding

and schedule. Estimates done at the conceptual planning level are typically f 40 percent. For this effort

a contingency of 35 percent of the construction cost was used.

Contingency (C)
c= 35 percent

total construction cost

Total estimated cost (TEC)
TEC = Construction cost

Contingency

C.2.1.4 Pre-Proiect W

[0,35] x
[36,567] =

12,799 (or $12,799,000)

[36,567] +
[12,799] =
49,366 (or $49,366,000)

TC

Based on experience with projects at SRS, the planning costs for project definition and implementation

of DOE Order 4700, “project Management System” requirements were estimated as 5 percent of the total
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Tc

Preparation for operations costs
(Poe)

Poc =

estimated cost, ascalculated above, andpreconceptual design costs were estimated as 10percent of the

total estimated cost.

Planning cost (PLANC)
PLANC = 5 percent [0.05] x

Total estimated cost [49,366] =

2,468 (or $2,468,000)

Preconceptual design cost (PDC)
PDC = 10 percent [0,10] x

Total estimated cost [49,366] =
4,937 (or $4,937,000)

The permitting costs are based on an estimate of the need for new permits or required modifications to

existing permits. A Resource Consewation and Recovery Act (RCR4.) Part .Apermit @rm.@dification is

estimated tocost $150,000. ARCRAPart Bpermit isestimated tocost$l,500,000.

Permitting cost (PC)
Pc = Resource Conservation and 1,500 (or $1,500,000)

Recovery Act Part B permit

Costs associated with preparation for operations (e.g., a procedure document) are estimated to be

$150,000.

150 (or $150,000)

TC

Pre-project cost (PPC)
PPC = Planning cost

Preconceptual design cost

Permitting cost
Preparation for operation cost

C.2.1.5 Facili@ Opera tine Cosb

[2,468] +
[4,937] +

[1,500] +
[150]=

9,055 (or $9,055,000)

Twotypes ofmanpower requirements areconsidered. Operating mmrpowerc onsistso fpersonnelwho

actually operate the facility as estimated by the linear model developed from the COSTPRO program.

Waste type support manpower includes administrative and other support personnel based on a
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distribution of these requirements to each waste type as reported in FY 1993 SRS Waste Cost Analysis

(Taylor, McDonnel, and Harley 1993),

Annual operating manpower

(AOM)

AOM = Labor coefficient
Throughput
Fixed labor

Operating manpower cost
(OMC)

OMC =

Annual waste type support
manpower (AWTSM)

AWTSM =

Waste type support
manpower cost (WTSMC)

WTSMC =

[0.3361] X
[3,063] +

[31,796] =
32,826 (manhours per year)

Annual operating manpower [32.826] X
Labor rate in $1 ,000hour [0.075] x

Facility operation period [19] =
46,777 (or $46,777,000)

Fixed amount [38,848] =
38,848 (manhours per year)

Annual waste Vpe support manpower [38,848] X
Labor rate in $1,000/hour [0.075] x
Facility operation period [19] =-

55,358 (or $55,358,000)

Utilities costs vary from 4 percent to 20 percent of tbe operating manpower cost. The variance is the

following function of the equipment cost: F = 1 + 4 x equipment cost+ maximum equipment cost. The

maximum equipment cost of the facilities identified in this EIS is 14,882 (or $ 14,882,000).

Utilities cost (UC)
Uc =

Material requirements cost

(MRC)
MRC =

Maintenance cost (MC)
MC=

4 percent
Equipment cost factor

Operating manpower cost

60 percent
Operating manpower cost

36 percent
Operating manpower cost

[0.04]

[1+4 X 14,600+ 14,882] X

[46,777] =
9,214 (or $9,2 14,000)

[0.60]x
[46,777] =

28,066 (or $28,066,000)

[0.36] X

[46,777] =

16,839 (or $16,839,000)

TC

TE

TE
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Secondary waste disposal

cost (SWDC)
SWDC = Throughput [3,063] X

Operating period [19] x

Disposal cost [7.636] +

Volume reduction ratio [7.43] =

59,810 (or $59,810,000)

Total facility operating cost

(TFOC)

TC

TFOC = Operating manpower cost [46,777] +

Waste type support manpower cost [55,358] +

Utilities cost [9,214] +

Material requirements cost [28,066] +

Maintenance cost [16,839] +

Secondary waste disposal cost [59,810] =
216,064 (or $216,064,000)

Post-Ope ratinn CostsC.2.1.6

The cost of decontamination and decommissioning the facility following its useful life is estimated as

80 percent of the initial equipment and building costs.

TC

TC

Post-operation cost (POC)
Poc = 80 percent

Equipment and building cost

C.2.1.7 TOtal Unescala ted Costs

Total unescalated cost
(TUC)

Tuc = Pre-project costs
Construction costs

Contingency costs
Facility operation costs

Post-operations costs

[0.80] x

[14,600 + 10,034]=
19,707 (or $19,707,000)

[9,055] +
[36,567] +

[12,799] +
[216,064] +

[19,707] =
294,192 (or $294, 192,000)
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C.2.2 COST DISTRIBUTION

Annual pre-project cost
(APPC)

APPC = Pre-project cost

Years prior to detailed design
and construction start

Annual total estimated cost
(ATEC)

ATEC = Total estimated cost
Period from detailed design and

construction start to operation start

Annual facility operation

cost (AFOC)

AFOC = Facility operation cost
Period of operation

Annual post-operation cost

(APOC)
APOC = Post-operation cost

Years following operations

[9,055] +

[2] =

4,527 (or $4,527,000)
for each year, 2000 and 2001

[49,366] +

[4] =

12,341 (or $12,341,000)
for each year, 2002 through 2005

[216,064] +
[19] =
11,371 (or $1 1,371,000)

for each year, 2006 through 2024

[19,707] +

[3] =
6,569 (or $6,569,000)
for each year, 2025 through 2027

Unescalated costs (based on the value of money in 1994), escalated costs, arrd discounted costs are listed

by year in Table C-7.

C.2.3 ESCALATION

The escalation rates were taken from the DOE guidelines (DOE 1994b) for future-year estimating, The

escalation rates are typically 3 percent, with the exception of 2.9 percent and 3.1 percent for fiscal year

1995 and fiscal year 1998, respectively.

Escalation factors are calculated as the previous year’s escalation factor compounded by the appropriate

escalation rate. For example, the escalation rate in 2000 is 3 percent. Therefore, the 2001 escalation

factor is the 2000 factor (1.194) times 1.03 or 1.230. The escalated costs are the prorJuct of the

unescalated cost and the corresponding escalation factor (Table C-7),
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TC

TE

Table C-7. Cost distribution for tbe non-alpha vitrification facility.

Unescalated cost Escalation Escalated cost Discount factor Discounted cost
Year ($1,000) factor ($ I ,000) at 6 percent ($1,000)

I994 I .000 I .000

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

2020
2021

2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027

TOTAL

4,527
4,527

12,341
12,341
12,341
12,341
11,371
11,371
11,371
11,371
11,371
11,371
11,371
11,371
11,371
11,371
11,371
11,371
11,371
11,371
11,371
11,371
11,371
11,371
11,371
6,569
6,569
6.569

1,029
1.06
1,092
1.126
1.159

1.194
1.230
1.267
1.305
I.344
1.384
1.426
1.469
1.513
1.558
1.605
1.653
1.702
1.754
1.806
1.86
1.916
1.974
2.033
2.094
2.157
2.221
2.288

2.357
2.427
2.500
2,575
2.652

5,046
5,568

15,634
I6,103
16,586
I7,083
16,212
16,699
17,200
17,716

18,247
18,795
19,359
19,939
20,537
21,154

21,788
22,442
23,115
23,809
24,523

25,259
26,016
26,797
27,601
16,423
16,916
17.423

0.943
0.890
0.840
0.792
0.747

0.705
0.665
0.627
0.592
0.558
0.527
0.497
0.469

0.442
0.417
0.394
0.371
0.350
0.331
0.312
0.294
0.278
0.262
0.247
0.233
0.220
0.207
0.196
0.185
0.174
0.164
0.155

0.146

3,811

3,703
9,809
9,531
9,261
8,999
8,057
7,829
7,607
7,392
7,183
6,980
6,782
6,590
6,404
6,222
6,046
5,875
5,709
5,547
5,390
5,238
5,090
4,946
4,806

2,698
2,621
2.547

294,192 534,348 172,674

C.2.4 DISCOUNTING

Discounting is the determination of the present cost of future payments. The present cost is less than the

future payment because the money could be invested with some rate of return and be worth more later,

The rate of return is assumed to remain constant at 6 percent per yea~ this rate is judged to be consistent

with current prime lending rates and long-term rates of return.
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Discounting is calculated in a manner similar to escalatio~ the previous factor is discounted by the

appropriate discount rate. For example, the discount factor for 2001 is the 2000 factor (0.705) divided by

1.06 or 0.66s, Discounted costs are the product of the escalated cost and the discount factor (Table C-7),

Figure C-2 presents a graphic representation of the discounted, unescalated, and escalated costs.

C.3 Cost of Facilities

Costs for proposed facilities are presented for each alternative and waste forecast (Table C-8), The costs I TC

include those for pre-project, design and construction (except for existing facilities, which have already

incurred design/construction costs), operation and maintenance, second~ waste disposal and facility

decontamination and decommissioning. They are expressed as present 1994 costs and are based on draft

site treatment plan escalation (approximately 3 percent) and a 6-percent discount rate.
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Table C-8. Cost of facilities in the SRS Waste Managemen/ EIS ($ million).a,b

Alternative
Facility Forecast A B c

Waste soil sort (new) Minimum 52.6 54.0 53.6
Expected
Maximum

56.2
73.8

58.2
113.7

58,1
103.4

2,009.7
2,418.6
2,798,6

194.7
299,6
660.6

248.3
250.2
416,4

121.9
120.7
129.O

115.7
143.1
249.2

83,4
103.1
197.8

33,6
77,4

Ioo.1

62.3
86.7

317,4

33.1
33.8
34.3

25.1
107.2

5,816.7

TE

Offsite low-level waste volume
reduction

Minimum

Expected
Maximum

b 57.1
58.4
62.0

Offsite treatment and disposal Minimum

Expected
Maximum

2,462.3
4,637.3
7,404.7

2,350,6
4,419.3
7,109.6

Non-alpha vitrification (new) Minimum

Expected
Maximum

172.7
565.6

Alpha vitrification (new) 246.0
246.8
359.3

Expected
Maximum

Transuranic waste characterization/
certification (new)

Minimum
Expected
Maximum

121.9
120.7
129.0

121.9
120.7
129.0 TC

Consolidated Incineration
Facility

Minimum
Expected
Maximum

125.9
206.9
691.5

296,9
353.6
525.2

Low-activity waste vaults
(periodic requirements)

Minimum

Expected
Maximum

264.4
340.8
848.2

21.5
32.5

105.1

Intermediate-1evel vaults

(periodic requirement)
Minimum

Expected
Maximum

144.0
192.2
684.1

117.6
192.3
436.7

Low-1evel waste non-vault disposal
(periodic requirement)

Minimum

Expected
Maximum

62.9
78.3

294.6

58.9
62.3
92.8

Long-lived storage
(periodic requirement)

Minimum

Expected

Maximum

33.0
33.8
34.2

33.0
33.8
34.3

Transurmic waste storage (periodic
requirement)

Minimum

Expected

Maximum

39.4
105.4

5,900.0

16.5
106.0

5,898.2
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Table C-8. (continued).
Alternative

Facilitv Forecast A B c
Offsite smelter ‘ Minimum 214.2 214.1

Expected

Maximum
214.6
216.4

214.3
215.1

‘FE

TC

TC

Offsite lead decontamination Minimum

Expected

Maximum

117.3
210,7
472.2

117.3
210.7
472.2

117.0
210.7
472,2

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Minimum

Expected

Maximum

276.7
357.1

4,287.5

127.1
152.3

1,896.7

72.6
77.0

496,1

RCRA-perrnitted disposal vaults 81.4
92,6

1,405.9

98.0
121.0
562.5

264.0
1,!28.6

4,448.1
Expected

Maximum

Compactors Minimum 117,1
117.1
50.9

24.0
24.0
22.5

31.3
33,4
32.4

M-Area air stripper Minimum

Expected
Maximum

0.003
0.016
0.017

0.003
0.016
0.017

0.003
0.016
0.017

Containment building (new) 145.0
177.2
336,4

134.4
159.1
254.1

49.1
49,2
49.3

Expected
Maximum

Mixed waste storage
(periodic requirement)

Total

Minimum
Expected

125.0
208,8

1,826.6

112.8
208.8

1,583.9

111.7
208.9

1,574.1

Minimum

Expected
Maximum

4,168,9
6,935.3

24,439.6

4,201.7
6,947.2

20,439.9

3,841.0
5,620.7

18,110.9

a. Source: Hess ( 1995).
b. Shaded areas indicate the alternatives that do not use the facility,
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SUMMARY

This appendix to the Waste Management Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) provides summaries of

innovative and emerging technologies being evaluated at Savannah River Site (SRS) and other locations

that have the potential for treating hazardous, radioactive, or mixed (hazardous and radioactive) wastes at

SRS. This EIS considered 85 technologies, many of which were screened out during the options analysis

process described in Section 2.3 of this EIS, This appendix discusses marry of those technologies that

were eliminated from detailed consideration in Section 2.3 as well as some developing technologies that

were not considered in Section 2.3,

Many of these technologies are either not commercially available, have not undergone demonstrations

for the waste types at SRS, or have not been shown to be either economically or technically viable (i.e.,

have not achieved engineering breakthrough). However, some of the 26 emerging technologies

described in this appendix may prove viable in the future and maybe chosen for more detailed design

and operations analyses based on the outcome of demonstrations. The in-depth options analysis used to

select treatment technologies was biased towards choosing proven solutions to U.S. Department of

Energy (DOE) waste management issues. As other technologies mature, these may warrant

consideration,

The technologies summarized here treat contaminated matrices that contain plastic, paper (and other

forest products), metals, aqueous liquids, and organic liquids. These waste matrices are generated

through activities such as site operations, decontamination and decommissioning, or environmental

restoration. Some technologies have been available for years, but application of the technology to waste

management would be considered innovative,

The treatment summaries were prepared from a number of literature sources and interviews and have

been grouped by categories of waste treatment (1) biological, (2) chemical, (3) physical,

(4) stabilization, and (5) thermal.

D-1
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D.1 Background

This appendix provides summaries of 52 innovative and emerging technologies that have the potential

for treating hazardous, radioactive, or mixed (hazardous and radioactive) wastes at SRS. Eighty-five

technologies were considered, many of which were screened out during the options analysis process

described in Section 2.3 of the EIS. Table D-1 defines each of the technologies and identifies its purpose

(volume reduction, stabilization, or decontamination). For the most part, the technologies discussed in

this appendix are not commercially available, have not undergone fill-scale demonstrations for tie waste

types present at SRS, or have not been shown to be either economically or technically viable. However,

many of the emerging technologies described in this appendix may prove viable in tie fnture and maybe

chosen for more detailed design and operations analyses based on tie outcome of full-scale

demonstrations, other commercial applications, or use by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) on

similar wastes.

Section 2.3 of the EIS evaluated 85 processes and technologies in 5 treatment categories. The treatment

categories used in the prescreening process (biological, chemical, physical, stabilization, and thermal)

are also used in this appendix for consistency. The treatment categories include both conventional and

emerging processes and technologies. Some examples of conventional processes include evaporation,

compaction, storage, and incineration. These types of processes are not addressed in this appendix.

Examples of innovative technologies include electrodialysis, plasma torch supercritical water oxidation,

and white rot fungus. These @pes of innovative and emerging technologies are addressed in detail in this

appendix.

Table D-2 provides a comparison of 26 innovative technologies included in Section 2.3 with those in

Appendix D. Several of the process technologies identified in Section 2.3 are subdivided into more

discrete technologies discussed in Appendix D. For example, Section 2.3 identified the technology

process of fluidized bed incineration (number 13 on Table D-2); Appendix D identifies two specific

subtypes of fluidized bed incineration. Appendix D also identifies six emerging technologies [acoustic

barrier particle separator (D.5 .1), high-energy electron irradiation (D,5.8), gas-phase chemical reduction

(D.4.4), nitrate to ammonia and ceramic process (D.4.5), electrochemical oxidation (D.4.12), and

mediated electrochemical oxidation (D.4. 13)] that are not specifically addressed in Section 2.3.
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Table D-1. Technologies considered for treatment of SRS waste,

Tecbology purpose

la 2b 3C Technology md description

. Abrasive blastinz - a Drocess in which solids such as sand or drv ice Dellets in a

.

.

.

●

✎

.

.

.

.

●

✎

.

●

pressurized ftuid-mat~ix are sprayed against a radiologically co~tmi~ated
surface to decontaminate the surface.

AciOme digestion, solids dissolution - a process to dissolve solids in an
acidibuse bath in the presence of a metal catalyst to remove contmninmc. The
dissolved metal solution would then be treated via chemical precipitation for
removal of the metal,

Asphalt based microencapsulation - a thermally &Lvenprocess to dewater a
waste and trap the residual solids in a liquid asphalt matrix that solidifies for
disposal,

Absorption - the tmnsfer of contamination that is mixed with one phase into
another phase.

Aerobic biotreatment - the use of aerobic bacteria in a hioreactor to remove
aromatic organic contaminants from soils, sediments, and sludges.

Alkaline chlorination - an emerging application of the dechlorination
technology. The technology involves dechlorination of halogensted
compounds such as polychlorinated hiphenyls and other chlorinated compounds
hy a substitution reaction. The secondary wastes from the reaction require
disposal.

Activated sludge - the use of an activated sludge materia[ like an activated
charcoal for the removal of orgmic materials from wastes.

Anaerobic digestion - the use of nonaerobic bacteria (i.e., bacteria that do not
require oxygen) in a bloreactor for the consumption of specific organic
contamirmnts from aqueous wastes.

Advanced electrical reactor - a graphite electrode DC arc furnace in which two
elecbodes are attached to the waste being processed. A plasma arc is generated
between the electrodes that generates 1700”Ctemperatures, causing the
soil/metal mixture to he stratified into a metal phase, a glass phase, md a gas
phase. The phases are separated and treated separately.

Air skipping - used for the removal of vDlatile orgmric compounds from
aqueous waste stremns. The liquid waste is intimately contacted with air
resulting in mnas trmsfer of the orgunic compound from liquid phu.re to the gas
phase.

Amalgamation - the property of mercm’y in which it unites or alloys with other
metals. This is used in the tritium production process where goId traps remove
mercmy.

Alkali metal dechlorination - an emerging application of the dechlorination
technology, The technology involves dechlorination of halogenated
compounds such as polychlorinated biphenyls mrd other chlorinated compounds
by a substitution reaction. The secondary wastes from the reaction require
disposal,

Alkali metal/polyethylene glycol - rm emerging application of Ore
dechlorination technology, The technology involves dechlorination of
halogermted compounds such as polychlorinated biphenyls mrd other
chlorinated compounds by a substitution reaction. The second~ wastes from
the reaction require disposal.

Blast furnaces - used together with reverberatory fumces for the removal of
lead from excavated materials. Also see smelting,
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Table D-1. (continued).

Technology purpose

1 7 ? Technolozv and description

.

.

●

.

●

✎

.

●

✎

.

.

.

.

Bio-reclamation -or bioremediation is a normally in situ process whereby
biological agents that degrade hydrocarbons are mixed with organically
contaminated wil to remove these contaminants from the soil.

Carbon adsorption - the use of a bed of granular activated carbon or charcoal
for the removal of chlorinated hydrocarbons, aromatic solvents, and fuels from
an aqueous waste.

Circulation bed combustion - uses high velocity air to entrain circulating solids
and create a highly turbulent combustion zone that destroys toxic hydrocarbons
such as PCBS.

Catalytic dehydrochlorination -an emerging application of the dechlorination
technology, The technology involves dechlorination of halogenated
compounds such as polycblorinated biphenyls and other chlorinated compounds
by a substitution reaction. The secondary wastes from the reaction require
disposal.

Cementation - a process in which contaminated wastewater is mixed with
cement to solidify and stabilize the contarninmts for storage.

Centrifigation - the use of a centrifuge to separate solids from a liquid waste for
further processing.

Chemical hydrolysis - the use of a reactive chemical species in water to detoxify
or neutralize the hazardous constituents. This is usually used for the recovery
of spent solvents.

Chelation - an ion exchange process in which the exchange media possesses
unusually high selectivity for certain cations.

Chemical oxidatiotireduction - the use of a variety of oxidation or reduction
processes for the removal of contaminants from waste materials/processes.

Compaction - the use of a mechanical device, normally hydraulically operated,
toreducethe volume ofwastebefore its disposal. Compactors generate less
than 1,000 tons of compressive force.

Chemical precipitation - removes dissolved hazardous metal species from water
topemit conventional water dlsposaI tkoughapemitied outfall. The solution
is mixed with chemical additives that cause the generation of insoluble
compounds of the metal which can then be filtered.

Crystallization - the removal of dissolved solids from solution by subcooling
the solution either directly or indirectly to a temperature lower than the pure
component freezing point of thedissolved solid. Tbismay be accomplished
with or without the addition of a diluent solvent.

Dissolved air flotation - an adsorptive-bubble separation method in which
dissolved air is used for the removal nf solid particulate contmninanta.

Distillation - a process for the removal of solid contaminants from solution by
separating the constituents of the liquid mixture via partial vaporimtion of the
mixture and the separate recovery of the vapor and the solid contaminant
residue,
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Table D-1. (continued).

Technology purpose

1 2 3 Technology rmd description

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

●

✎

✎

✎

✎

Electrodialysis - a process for the removal of dissolved ionic contatninmts from
solution by pumping the solution through very narrow compartments that ue
separated by alternating charged cation-exchange nnd anion-exchange electrode
membmnes which are selectively permeable to positive and negative ions,
respectively.

Evaporation - the removal of water via vaporization from aqueous solutions of
rronvoJatile substances, thus leaving the residuaJ contaminant for further
processing for disposal.

Fhridized bed incinerator -an incinerator irrwhich the solid waste ptiicles nre
held in suspension via the injection of air at the bottom of the bed (complete
destruction of the waste) or an incinerator in which a bed of limestone material
is held in suspension as waste is incinerated to induce chemical capture to fonrt
stable compounds which can be readily disposed of.

Filtration - the process in which fluid is passed through a medium which traps
and thus removes solid panicles from the fluid stream,

Flocculation - the use of tine pnrticles that are arrionically or cationically
charged for ion removaJ that aggregate into a larger mass, that can be filtered
out, as the ion exchange process occurs.

High temperate metal recovery - the use of smelting or blast furnaces for the
recovery of metals such as lead.

Heavy media separation - a process that takes advantage of the presence of a
waste constituent that is heavier than the others by using nny of a number of
available methodologies for segregation of the heavier constituent.

High pressure water stearruspray - used for the decontamination of surfaces
having loosely heldcontarnination. Oneofthese methods iscommonlyknown
as hydrol=ing.

Industrial boilers - used for the burning nfperrnitted organic wastes for energy
recovery,

Ion exchange - a process in which a bed of solid resin material canying an ionic
charge (+ or -) accompanied by displaceable ions of opposite charge is used to
displace metal ions dissolved in the solution flowing through the resin bed, thus
removing the metals from the solution,

Industrial kiJns - see industrial bnilers abnve,

Lne-based po=okms - a soJidlfication nnd stablliz.ation process that trikes
advantage of siliceous or aluminous materials that react chemically with lime at
ordinary temperatures in the presence of moisture to produce a strong cement.
The process is used for contaminated soils, sludges, ashes, and other simila
wastes.

Liqui&Jiquid extraction - a process for separating components in solution via
the transfer of mass from one immiscible liquid phase into a second immiscible
Jiquid phase.

Liquid injection incinerators - an incinerator used for the destrrrction of liquid
organic wastes only.

Macroencapsulation - the coating or containing of a solid waste form with
another material to stabilize the waste frmn,
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.

.

●

.

.

.

Table D-l. (continued).

Technology purpose

1 2 3 Technology and description

. . Molten glms - the product resulting from the vitrification process where waste
solids preexposed tohlgh temperatures. Themolten glmsisallowed to cool to
a homogeneous, nonteachable solid for disposal.

. . Microwave solidification - a process which uses microwave energy to heat and
melt homogeneous wet or dry solids into a vitritied final waste form that
possesses high-density and leach-resistant attributes.

● Molten salt destruction - a process for destruction of organic waste constituents
where the waste is injected into a molten bed of salt along with an oxidizing gas
such as air. fieorganics wedestroyed mdtieresidual molten salts we&ained
and dissolved in water for ftiher processing.

. Neutralization - normally the addition of an acid to an alkaline solution to
initiate the precipitation of contamitmnts.

. Oxidation by hydrogen peroxide -an organic cnntmninmt removal prncess that
uses hydrogen peroxide to oxidim the contmninants for removal.

. Oil/water separation - the process by which a mechanical device removes oil
from water by tilng advantage of the density difference that causes it tn float
on water.

. Ozonation - a chemical oxidation process in which oznne, an oxidizing agent, is
added to a waste to oxidize organic materials into carbon dioxide and water
vapor. ~Is offgas would be passed through a carbon bed fnr the remnval of
generated vnlatile organic vapors.

● Polymerimtion - a thermally &Lvenprocess to dewater a waste and trap the
residual solids in a liquid polymer matrix that solidifies for disposal.

● Phase separation - any process that takes advantage of the presence of two
phases in a waste streanr or waste product to segregate one of’the phases horn
the other.

● Plasma arc torch - used as the heat source for a vitrification process in which the
waste is fed into a centrifuge in which the placma torch is installed, where it is
uniformly heated and mixed.

● Pyrolysis - the use of extremely high temperatures for the deshuction of organic
contaminants and the fusion nf inorganic waste intn a homogeneous,
nonteachable glass mahix.

● Rotating biocontactors - a bioremediation process in which the biological
reactor bndy rotates to enhance the mixing and contact of the waste with the
biological agents.

Recycle - the process by which any substance, material, or object is processed
for reuse.

Repackaging/containerize - the process by which waste is resorted and placed in
containers that result in increased space-efficiency and cost-effectiveness for
disposal.

. Rotary kiln incinerator - an incinerator that uses a rotating kibr body for the
burning of the waste material being fed.

● Reverse osmosis - separates h=dous constituents from a solution by forcing
the water to flow through a membrane by applying a pressure greater than the
normal osmotic pressure.
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Table D-1. (continued).

Technology puvose

1 2 3 Technology and description

● Roasting/retorting - tie oxidation md driving off of solid contmninan& via the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

●

.

use ofhigb temperatures.

Super critical extraction - a process for the extraction of orgmic contmninats
from waste products via the use of a reactor in which the temperature mrd
pressure are elevated to values greater than the triple point of water.

Solvent extraction. a process whereby solvents or liquefied gases (such as
propane or carbon dioxide) are used to extiact organics from sludges,
contaminated soils, md waste water.

Sealing - the process that is used to trap surface contamination to a surface horn
which it is not readily removable. The surface is coated with a matrix that seals
the contamination in place.

Sedimentation - the pmtial separation or concen&ation of suspended solid wrote
pmticles from a liquid by gravity settling,

Soil tlushing/washing - a process in which water and chemical additives are
added to contaminated soil to produce a SIUW feed to a scrubbing machine that
removes contaminated silts and clay from granular soil pm’titles.

Scarification/grinding/pluning - the use of a high speed rotating mechanical
device for the removal of fixed surface contamination.

Shredding/size reduction - the process hy which a shredder is used to cut
contaminated paper, plastics, cardboard, etc. into smaller pieces to provide
volume reduction prior to disposal.

Smelting - used to treat stainless steel for the removal of radionuclides. The
stainless steel is fed into reverberatory or blast furnaces with additives which
serve to separate the radionuclides from the slag, leaving clea metal.

Sorption - the selective tmnsfer of one or more solutes or contamirmnts from a
fluid phase to a batch of rigid pmticles,

Spalling - the use of a mechanical impact device to chip away a contaminated
surface, The sm’face is spalled to a depth that is no longer contaminated and the
chipped debris is disposed of

So~ing/reclassifying - tbe process by which waste is sorted to optimim the way
in which it is disposed to provide for the most space efficient md cost effective
packaging of the waste.

Steam stiipping - the use of superheated steam to oxidize complex organic
compounds to ca,rbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, water, hydrogen, md
methme. The destruction of the organics is then completed at high temperature
using m electrically heated reactor.

Supercritical water oxidation -an aqueous phase oxidation treatment in which
organic waste, water, md an oxidmt (air or oxygen) are combined in a tubular
reactor at temperatures above the critical point of water.

Supercompaction - the use of a compactor that has a capacity of greater than
1,000 tons compressive force for increased volume reduction and the
compaction of items not effectively compacted by a normal compactor,
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Table D-1. (continued).

Technology purpose

1 2 3 Technology and description

● ‘flrerrnal desmption - a process used for the removal of orgenics tiom sludges at
a temperature of 350- 600”F which is high enough to volatilize the organics for
adsorption capture but low enough to prevent the emission of significant
quantities of metals that can occur with incineration.

. UV photolysis - a process that removes organic contaminants from aqueous
waste streams via the use of ultra-violet radiation to oxidize the contaminants,

. VibratoW finishing - the use of a mechanical vibratory tool for the
decontamination of surfaces having fixed contamination.

. . Vitrification - a high temperature process by which waste is tieated in a fimace
at temperatures which drive off organics for further treatment and reduce the
inorganic waste to a homogeneous, nonteachable glass slag that is dlschwged
into a mold or drum for disposal.

. Wet air oxidation - a process in which the waste is heated and passed, along
with compressed air, into an oxidation reactor where oxidation of the orgsnic
contaminants takes place,

. white rot fungus - a Iignin-degrading fungi that is used to inoculate organic
materials which are mechanically mixed w itb contaminated soils to break down
the contaminants,

. Water washing/spraying - the use of low pressure water to rinse contaminated
surfaces for the removal of loosely held contamination.

a. Vohnne reduction.
b. Decontamination.
c. Immobilization/stabilization,

Innovative technologies for treating radioactive, haxardous, and mixed wastes are crrr’rently being

developed and demonstrated by DOE and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). DOE

demonstrations generally focus on radioactive and mixed waste treatments and are funded by the DOE

TC I OfficeofTechnology Development(EM-50) throughtheMixedWasteandLmdfillFocusAreas.

Technologies are developed snd demonstrated at the eight national laboratories.

EPA technology demonstrations are supported by the Risk Reduction Engineering Laboratory and the

Superfund Innovative Treatment Evaluation program. Most Superfund Innovative Treatment Evaluation

demonstrations focus on hamdous wastes generated at Superfund sites, Many of the technologies

evaluated by the Superfund Innovative Treatment Evaluation progrmn may be applicable to radioactive

and mixed wastes,

SRS generates large quantities of solid low-level radioactive waste, and crrmently utilizes vault or

shallow land disposal, Most solid low-level radioactive waste is job-control waste, a fraction of which is

compacted on site prior to vault disposal. Several technologies described in this appendix can potentially
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Table D-2. Comp~ison of Section 2.3 process technologies and Appendix D technologies.

Section 2.3 Co~esponding Appendix D

Typflechnology Typeffechnology

1. Physic~lectrodialy sis Physical/Electrodialy sis

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10

11,

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

I 24

25.

26.
—

Physic~vaporatio”

PhysicaVSedlmentatio”and Flocculation

Physica~~gh PressureH20Steam/Spray

PhysicallIo”Exchange

PhysicaVSoil FlushingAVmhing

PhysicaVSteam Stripping

PhysicallFiltratio”

StabilizationiLime.Based Poz,zolans

Stabilization/Poly merization

Stablfi=tiotiitfificatio”

Thermal/Advmced Electrical Reactor

ThetmaWFluidized Bed Incinerator

ThemaliHigh Temperature Metal RtcoverT

Thermal/Molten Glass

ThennallMolten Salt Destruction

Thermal/In frsred lncineratom

Themal/Circulating Bed Combustion

ThennaUSupercritical Water Oxidation

Thermal/Wet Air Oxidation

BiologicallAerobic Biotreatment

BiologicallWhite Rot Fungus

ChemicaVAlkali Metal Dechlorination, Alkali metall
Polyethyleneglycol

ChemicallCatalyticDehydrochlorination

Chemica~Crystallization

CbemicallUltraviOletPhotolYsis

ChemicatiEvaporation and Catalytic Oxidation

PhysicaliBinding, Precipitation, and Physical Separation

PhysicaWressure Washing and Hydraulic Jetting

ChemicallResorcinol-Fomaldehyde ton Exchange Resin

Physical/Soil Washing

Physical/Steam Reforming

PhysicdlChemicsl Treatment, and Ultrtilltration; Heavy
Metals and Radionuclide Polishing Filleq Membrane
Microtiltration

Stablli2ati0f102201 aric Solidiflcatio”

Stabilizatiofloly ethylene Encapsulation
StabiIizationNinyl/Ester Styrenc Solidification

Thermal/Electric Melter Vitrification
Thermal/Stimcd Melter Vitrification
ThennallModulz Vitrification
Thermal/In-Situ Vitiiticatian
Thennd/Nortec Process

ThermallGrapbite Electrode DC Arc Furnace

ThermalRacked Bed Reactor, Silent Discharge Plasma
Apparatus

ThennaliFluidized Bed Cyclonic Agglomerating Incinerator
Thermal/Catalytic Combustion in a FluidiM Bed Reactor

Thermal/Quantum-Catalytic Extraction Process

ThermalElectric Melter V[tritication
ThennaI/Stirred Melter Vitriticatio”
Thermal~od”lsr Vitrification

Therma~olten Salt Oxidation md Destmctio” Process

Thennallfnfrarcd Thermal Destruction

ThetmallCyclonic Furnace

Chemical/Supercritical Water Oxidation

ThennaWWet Air Oxidation

BiologicaliBioscmbber
BiologicaliBiosoprtion

Biological/White Rot Fungus

ChemicalDechlorination

Chemical/Aqueous Phase Catalytic Exchange Evaporation
md Catalytic Oxidation

Blocatalytic Destruction

Physical/Freeze Crystallization

PhysicalWltraviolet Oxidation m
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be used to reduce the volume and stabilize solid low-level radioactive waste. Stabilization would

~ I minimizepotentialradionuclidemigrationfollowingdirectshallowlanddisposal. Hazardous wastes

generated at SRS include organic and aqueous liquids, most of which are treated and taken off site for

disposal. Mixed wastes, which include most of the matrices described above, are being stored until

adequate treatment and disposal capacity is identified at SRS or offsite.

Wastes containing greater than 100 nanocuries per gram of transuranic alpha-emitting radionuclides with

half-lives greater than 20 years are considered transuranic wastes. These wastes pose special handling,

storage, and disposal problems due to the inhalation and ingestion risks posed by alpha particles and to

long half-lives and potential criticality concerns from plutonium radionuclides. DOE plans to ship

transumnic wastes for disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, located near Carlsbad, New Mexico.

The earliest projected date for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant to begin disposing of these wastes is 1998.

Although transuranic wastes are not required by law to be treated or stabilized, treatment and conversion

of these wastes to a stabilized waste form (such as glass or slag) could reduce the volume of the wastes

and minimize potential releases and human and environmental exposures during onsite storage, prior to

disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. Disposal of mixed transumnic wastes at the Waste Isolation

Pilot Plant is dependent on a Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) no-migration petition

being granted by the State of New Mexico and EPA,

DOE is currently funding several technology development projects at SRS through the Savannah River

Technology Center and the Vendor Forum program, both of which are managed by the Westinghouse

Savannah River Company, Many Savannah River Technology Center projects are conducted jointly with

universities (such as Clemson University and Georgia Institute of Technology) and industrial partners.

Innovative technology programs fmrded at SRS include plasma arc treatment of solid low-level

radioactive waste, vitrification of various waste forms using a portable vitrification unit, noble metal

reclamation from electronic components, dechlorinating radioactive polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBS) in

a solid matrix, extraction of uranium from contaminated soil, treatment of tritiated oils and groundwater,

acoustic wave treatment, and waste stabilization using several different binders.

EPA and DOE recently collaborated at SRS on a Superfund Innovative Treatment Evaluation project to

demonstrate the feasibility of treating contaminated groundwater with an electron beam. Contaminated

grormdwater was pumped past the beam to determine destruction efficiencies of hazardous organics at

different electron beam dose rates.
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D.2 Introduction

Table D-3 provides summary information by technology ~pe, technology, the development status of the

technology, the type of waste that can be treated by the technology, and the waste fomr generated by the

technology for a]) technologies addressed in this appendix. Most of these technologies are still at the

bench, pilot, nr demonstration stage of development and are not commercially available. The

technologies summarized here treat contaminated matrices that contain plastic, paper (and other fnrest

products), metals, aqueous liquids, and organic liquids. These waste matrices are generated through

activities such as site operations, decontamination and decommissioning, or environmental restoration.

Some technologies, such as vitrification and plasma furnaces, have been available for years.

Vitrification of liquid high-level radioactive waste is a proven technology.

The treatment summaries were prepared from a number of literature sources and interviews and have

been grouped by categories of waste treatment: (1) biological, (2) chemical, (3) physical,

(4) stabilization, and (5) thermal.

D.3 Biological Treatment Technologies

Biological treatment methods have been used to treat organic wastes for years. These methods rely on

microorganisms to degrade organic compounds to simpler compounds (such as carbon dioxide and

water). Sanitary waste water treatment plants rely on biological methods to treat domestic waste water

prior to its discharge to surface water. Several industrial wastewaters (such as phenolic and pulp and

paper wastes) are also treated using biological methods. Complete degradation (mineralization) of

complex hydrocarbons (such as PCBS or polyaromatic hydrocarbons) is more difticult to achieve.

Degradation rates are controlled by energy available from breaking chemical bonds and factors affecting

enzymatic activity (such as water volubility, pH, temperature, and metals concentration). In general,

biological treatment methods are effective for many simple, water-soluble organics. Biological

treatment of aqueous-phase organics in industrial wastes often results in the production of sludges

contaminated with heavy metals (such as cadmium and lead). These technologies are generally most

effective for relatively homogeneous wastes in dilute aqueous solutions.

Innovative approaches to biological treatments include in situ treatment of contaminated groundwater by

alternating aerobic (in the presence of oxygen) and anaerobic (without oxygen) conditions using

microorganisms (such as white rot fungus, which maybe more effective for hydrophobic compounds),

and special techniques (such as special reactor vessels, co-substrates, and nutrients) to select

microorganisms fnr optimal degradation rates of cnmpmrnds that are dificult to treat.
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Table D-3. Summary of emerging technologies.

Technology Development
type Technology Statusa Waste typeb Waste form

Biological Bioscrubber Bench Off-gas/Orgarrics Liquid and Gas
Biological
Biological

HLWiMixed SrrpematantiSaltcake
Carbon-Based Solid arrd Liquid

Chem~cal
Chemical
Chemical
Chemical
Chemical
Chemical
Chemical
Chemical
Chemical
Chemical
Chemical
Chemical
Chemical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Stahiliitiorr
Stabilintion
Stabilization
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
‘ffrermal

Bioso~tiorr
Wlte Rot Furrgus
Aqueous Phase Catalytic Excharrge
Biological/Chemical Treabrrent
Dechlorirrization
Gas-Phase Chemical Reduction
Nitrate to Ammonia and Ceramic Process
Resorcirrol-Fomraldehyde Ion Exchange Resirr
Supercritical Water Oxidation
Wet Air Oxidation
Wet Chemical Oxidation (Acid Digestion)
Evaporation and Catalytic Oxidation
Biocatalytic Destiction
Electrochemical Oxidation
Mediated Electrochemical Oxidation
Acoustic Barrier Particulate Sepamtor
Chemical Birrdirr@ecipitation/Physical Separati
Chemical Treatment arrd Ultmfiltratio”
Heavy Metals and Radionuclide Polishing Filter
Membrane M1cmtiltration
Electrodialysis
Freem Crystallization
High-Energy Eleckon Irradiation
Ultraviolet Oxidation
Pressure Washing md Hydraulic Jetting
Soil Washing
Steam Reforming
Polyethylene Encapsulation
Poz.zolanic Solidification arrd Stabilization
Vinyl Ester S@ene Solidification
Flame Reactor
Thermal Desorptiorr Process
Unvented Thermal Process
Molten Salt Oxidation and Destmction Process
Qumtum-Catalytic Extraction Process
Infrared Thermal Destmction
Plasma Hearth Process
Plmma Arc Cenbifugal Treatment

Pilot
Bench
Bench
Pilot
Bench
Full
Bench
Bench
Bench
Bench
Bench
Full
Bench
Pilot
Pilot
Pilot

on Pilot
Pilot
Bench
Pilot
Full
Pilot
Full
Full
Full
Bench
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Bench
Pilot
Bench
Full
Bench
Pilot

Tritiated Water
Heaw Metal
MiiebCB
PCBS, Dioxins
M~ed
HLW
Mixed
LLWIMixed
Mixed
VOC/PCBNixed
LLWIMixed
Mixed
Mixed
Off-Gas
LLWIMixed
Heavy Metal
LLW/Hea~ Metal
Hea~ Metal
Metals
Mixed
Organics
Orgarrics
LLW
LLW
Mixed
Mixed
LLWMixed
LL W/Mixed
organic~etals
LL WiMixed
Mined
Mixed
Mixe~etaIs
Organic/Metal
LLWiT’RUiMixed
Mked

Liquid
Solid
Solid and Soil
Liquid and Sludge
Aqueous
Supematant
Solid rmd Liquid
Solid arrd Liquid
Solid arrd Liquid
Solid arrd Sludge
Aqueous
Solid and Liquid
Solid and Oils
Particulate
Water/Sludge/Soil
Liquid
Liquid
Solid arrd Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid and Sludge
Liquid
Solid
Solid and Soil
Solid/LiquiWShrdge
Solid and Sludge
Solid and Sludge
Solid
Solid/Sludge/Soil
Limrid
Sofid srrd Liquid
Solid arrd Liquid
SoIitiiquidGa.r
Solitiiquid
Solid and Liquid
SolirJiLiquid/Gas



Table D-3. (continued).

Technology Development
tYP Techrrology

Thenn~l
Staisa Waste typ

Graphite Electrode DCc Arc Furnace

~b Waste form
Pilot

Thermal
LLW~UIMixed Solid

Packed Bcd Reactor/Silent Discharge Plasma Apparatus Bench
Thermal

PCBIMixed Liquid
Electric Melter Vitrification

‘fhemral
Bench HLWILLW~hed Solid and Sludge

Stirred Melter Vitrification
‘fbernral

Bench LLWIMixed Solid and Sludge
Modular Vitrification

Thermal
Pilot LLWMixed Solid and Sludge

Vortec Process
Thermal

Pilot Mixed Solid mrd Liquid
In Situ Soil Vitrification

Thermal
Full TRUiMixed Buried and Soil

Reactive Additive Stabiltition Process
Thermal

Bench MixediLLW~U Solid md Liquid
Cyclonic Furnace Pilot Mixed

Thermal
Solid/Liquid/Gas

Fluidizcd Bed Cyclonic Agglomerating Incinerator Pilot Mixed
‘f’benrral Ca&lYtic Combustion in a Fluidized Bed Reactor

Solitiiquid/Gas
Bench Mixed Solid md Liquid

Thermal Microwave Solidification Pilot Mixed Wet md Dry Solids
Various Mixed Waste Treatment Process Pilot M]xed Soil

I TE

a. Bench - Technology is beirrg proven on a bench-scale level.
Pilot - Technology has been proven on a bench-scale level and is being tested and evaluated on a pilot-scale level.
Full - Technology is beirrg demonstrated for full-scale commercial or government application.

b. HLW = High-1evel radioactive waste. ITE
LLW = Low-level radioactive waste,
PCB = Polychlorinated biphenyls.
TRU = Transumnic,
VOC = Volatile organic compounds.

c. DC= Direct current. Im
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D,3.1 BIOSCRUBBER

The bioscrubber technology removes organic contaminants in air streams from soil, water, or air

decontamination processes and is especially suited to wastes containing dilute aromatic solvents at

relatively constmrt concentrations. The bioscmbber technology digests trace orgmicemissions usinga

filter with reactivated carbon medium that suppofis microbiaI~oWh. Tbebioactive medium converts

diluted orgmics intocarbon dioxide, water, andother nonhazmdous compounds. Tbetilter provides

biomass removal, nutrient supplement, admoisture addition. Recently developed bioscrubbers havea

potential biodegradation efficiency 40t080times greater thanexisting filters. Adisadvmrtage of the

bioscrubber is its inability to treat high concentrations of aromatics at a high capacity, as required by

systems at SRS. Apilot-scale unitwiti a4-cubic-foot-per-minute capaci& iscumently being fieldtested

forthe EPA's Superfund Innovative Treatment Evaluation Emerging TechnoloDProgra. ‘fbebench-

scale bioscmbbers successfully removed trace concentrations of toluene at greater than a 95 percent

removal efficiency (EPA 1993).

D.3.2 BIOSORPTION

Biosorption is a process by which specialized bacteria are used to biosorb radionuclides and metals.

Biosorption consists of the separation and volume-reduction of dilute aqueous-phase radionuclides,

metals, and nitrate salts. Liquids andsal& are fedtoabioreaction system where radionuclidesad

metilsare concentrated andsupemated through biosoWtion by specialized bacteria. The

microorganisms are grown in a bioreactor and are recycled to a biosorption tank where they are mixed

withthe liquids and salts. Microorgmisms biosorb themetils andradionuclides admeremovedby

filtration to generate a biomass sludge that can be volume-reduced and stabilized through incineration or

vitrification. The tiltrate, wbichcontains nitrate salts, orgmics, and Iowlevels ofmetals, flows to the

bioreactor where the nitrate salts are reduced to nitrogen gas and bicarbonate solution and any remaining

metals are further adsorbed bytbe bacteria. After filtration, thee~uent fiomthe bioreactoris a salt

solution. Theprocess isanticipated to besafe(the system operates atstmdad tempera~re md pressure

with natural bacteria), ener~-efflcient, and cost-effective. Uncertainties include potential toxic effects

ofradionuclides andmetals onthebacteria andthevo]ume andcharacteristics oftie sludge. Biosorption

of residual underground tank surrogate waste has been demonstrated in the laborato~ mrd is currently in

scale-up design for field demonstration at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (DOE 1993,

ITE 1994a, b).
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D.3.3 WHITE ROT FUNGUS

White rot fisngus (Pkanerochaete ch~sosporiurrr) is used to degrade a variety of carbon-based

contaminants, includlng PCBS, chlorinated solvents, hydrocarbons, and cyanide. The naturally occurring

fungi degrade the contaminants to byproducts, such as inorganic salts, carbon dioxide and water. The

ability of this fungus to biodegrade contaminants can be attributed, at least in part, to its natural lignin-

degrading system that it uses to decay fallen trees to provide its primary food source, cellulose.

In order to support sustained degradation of chemicals, a carbon source for the fungi must be present and

readily available. Examples of bulking agents that can serve as a carbon source include wood chips, com

cobs, and other complex carbohydrates. Degradation rates increase with pollutant chemical

concentration, and the toxicity of the chemicals rarely affects the fungi. The microorganisms are able to

survive and grow in many adverse conditions and substances, including used 20-weight motor oil and

coal-tar-contaminated soils.

A waste treatment system based on white rot fungus can degrade many recalcitrant environmental

organic pollutants. The white rot fungus treatment method offers the ability to treat a wide variety of

chemical organic pollutants. This treatment method is still in research and development stages.

However, experimental results indicate that high degradation of marry common pollutants (including

pesticides, herbicides, end dyes) is possible. However, the application of this technology to radioactive

and mixed wastes may be limited due to potential radiological effects on the white rot fungus organism.

Bench-scale testing of white rot fungus treatment was conducted under a cooperative agreement with the

EPA (Connors, no datq Bumpus et al. 1989).

D.4 Chemical Treatment Technolo&

Chemical treatment methods have traditionally been used to treat virtually all types of wastes. These

methods can be applied to hazardous, radioactive, and mixed wastes and are compatible with liquids,

solids, sludges, and gases.

There are two basic &pes of chemical treatment methods, chemical extraction and chemical destruction.

Chemical extraction technologies separate the contaminants from the waste, while chemical destruction

technologies either destroy the hazardous constituent or remove the hazardous characteristic. The type

of chemical treatment method applied to a waste stream depends on its physical and chemical properties,

regulatory requirements, secondary waste disposal options, and performance assessments.

[ TE
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Innovative approaches to chemical treatment include oxidation/redrrction methods (such as supercritical

water oxidation, ultraviolet oxidation, and low-temperature reduction of nitrate in ammonia) and the use

of newly developed ion exchange resins.

Electrochemical treatment is a direct oxidatiorr/reduction process that is used to treat liquid wastes

containing recoverable metals or cyanide. This process involves immersing cathodes and anodes in a

waste liquid and introducing a direct electric current. Electrolytic recovery of single metal species can

be high and may yield pure or nearly pure forms. Process times area function of variables such as puri~

desired, electrode potential, and current, electrode surface area, ionic concentrations, and agitation.

DOE is developing innovative electrochemical treatment processes to demonstrate oxidation of organics

and the biocatalytic destruction of nitrate and nitrite salts.

D.4.1 AQUEOUS-PHASE CATALYTIC EXCHANGE FOR DETRITL4TION OF WATER

The aqueous-phase catalytic exchange method was originally used to remove organics from waste

streams in closed-environment systems. Aqueous-phase catalysis is also applicable to the detritiation of

aqueous wastes, and experiments have shown that this process may be able to lower contaminated

groundwater tritium levels by two orders of magnitude with an acceptable catalyst bed lifetime. DOE

has recently prnposed an expansion of its testing of aqueous-phase catalysis. A catalyst manufactured in

the United States will be evaluated for use in detritiation of waste water from SRS and other DOE

facilities. Performance comparisons will be made with a Canadian-manufactured catalyst (Sturm 1994).

D.4.2 BIOLOGICAL/CHEMICAL TREATMENT

The biological/chemical treatment technology involves a two-stage process to treat wastes contaminated

with organics and metals. The process includes chemical leaching nf tbe waste to remove metals (this is

similar to soil-washing techniques or mixed ore metals extraction) and bioremediation to remove

organics and metals. The process results in an end product of recovered, salable metal or metal salts,

biodegraded organic compounds, and stabilized residues. The incoming waste is first exposed to the

leaching solution and filtered to separate oversized particles, The leaching solution disassociates metal

compounds from the waste. The metal compounds form metal ions in the aqueous ieachate and can be

removed by liquid ion exchange, resin ion exchange, or oxidation/reduction. After the metals are

extracted, the shrmied waste is allowed to settle and neutralize. Next, the slurry is transferred to a

bioreactor where micronutrients are added to support microbial growth and initiate biodegradation. The

residual leaching solution and biodegradable organic compounds are aerobically degraded in the
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bioreactor. The combined metal leaching and bioremediation processes maybe less expensive than

separate processes. For treatment of organic compounds, chemical treatment may facilitate biological

treatment, especially for PC13S, Bench-scale tests conducted for the EPA’s Superfund Innovative

Treatment Evaluation Emerging Technology Programs show that a variety of heavy metals and organic

pollutants can be remediated by the process. Pilot-scale testing of the process is being conducted (EPA

1993),

D.4.3 DECHLORINATION

The DechlorKGME process involves the dechlorination of liquid-phase halogenated compounds,

particularly PCBS. KGME, a proprietary reagent, is the active species in a nucleophilic substitution

reaction in which the chlorine atoms on the halogenated compounds are replaced with fragments of the

reagent, The products of the reaction are a substituted aromatic compound (which is no longer a PCB

aroclor) and an inorganic chloride salt, These secondary wastes require treatment and disposal.

KGME is the potassium derivative of 2-methoxyethanol (glyme) and is generated in situ by adding

stoichiometric quantities of potassium hydroxide (KOH) and glyme. The KOH and glyme are added to a

reactor vessel along with the contaminated waste. The KGME is formed by slowly raising the

temperature of the reaction mixture to about 110 “C, although higher temperatures can be beneficial.

The reaction product mixture is a fairly viscous solution containing reaction products and the unreacted

excess reagent, After this mixture has cooled to about 93°C (199”F), water is added to help quench the

reaction and extract the inorganic salts from the organic phase,

The DeChlorKGME process is applicable to liquid-phase halogenated aromatic compounds, including

PCBS, chlorobenzenes, polychlorinated dibenzodioxins, and polychlorinated dibenzofumns. Waste

streams containing from less than 1 to up to 1,000,000 parts per million (100 percent) of PCBs can be

treated. Laboratory tests have shown destruction removal efficiencies greater than 99.98 percent for

materials containing 220,000 parts per million of PCBS (22 percent).

DOE has recently proposed to evaluate this process for treating solid waste contaminated with PCBS and

radioactivity. Although this technology has been demonstrated for treatment of liquid PCB wastes, it has

not been demonstrated for treating porous, fine-grained solids contaminated with PCBS.
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Incineration Facility at SRS is not permitted to incinerate PCB wastes; however, this is a viable option.

The Dechlor/KGME process maybe an alternative to incineration and long-term storage. However,

some secondary wastes would still require disposal,

LaboratoW testing will be conducted with nonradioactive surrogate materials, and if the results are

acceptable, additional testing will be performed on representative radioactive waste samples. Pilot-scale

testing of the Dechlor/KGME process can then be carried out to evaluate the efficiency of PCB

I
TE desfmction and tie sujtabilj~ of the process for treating nonradioactive surrogate waste (EPA 1991),

D.4.4 GAS-PHASE CHE~CAL REDUCTION

The gas-phase chemical reduction process uses a gas-phase reduction reaction of hydrogen ~vith organic

compounds at elevated temperatures. The process occurs at elevated temperatures to convert aqueous

and oily hazardous contaminants to a gaseous, hydrocarbon-rich product. A mixtie of atomized waste,

steam, and hydrogen is injected into a specially designed reactor. The hydrogen must be specially

handled to prevent any potential for explosion. The mixture swirls down the outer reactor wall and

passes a series of electric heaters that raise the temperature to 850”C (1 ,562”F). The reduction reaction

occurs as the gases travel toward the scrubber where hydrogen chloride, heat, water, and particulate

partition out.

Gas-phase chemical reduction is suitable for the treatment of PCBS, dioxins, and chlorinated solvents.

Demonstration tests were performed on wastewater containing an average PCB concentration of 4,600

parts per million and waste oil containing an average of 24.5 percent PCBS. Destrrrctive removal

efficiencies of 99.9999 percent were attained during the test runs that were conducted for the EPA’s

Superfund Innovative Treatment Evaluation Demonstration Program at a Toxic Substances Control

Act/RCRA permitted landfill (EPA 1993).

D.4.5 NITRATE TO AMMONfA AND CERAMIC PROCESS

The nitrate to ammonia and ceramic prncess is used to destroy nitrates present in aqueous, mixed wastes,

The process products are an insoluble ceramic waste form and ammonia, which can be futier processed

through a catalyst bed to produce nitrogen and water vapor. This technology includes a low-temperature

process for the reduction of nitrate to ammonia gas in a stirred ethylene glycol-cooled reactor. The

process uses an active aluminum (from commercial or scrap sources) to cnnvert nitrate to ammonia gas

with the liberation of heat. Silica is added to the reactor, depending on the sodium content of the waste.

The aluminum-silica-based solids precipitate to the bottom of the reactor and are further processed by
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dewatering, calcination, pressing, and sintering into a ceramic waste form. The process results in a

70 percent volume reduction; however, the process is highly exothermic, so safety controls are required,

ad an inert gas is required to prevent a potential explosive reaction between the ammonia and hydrogen

produced in the reactor.

Bench-top experiments at the Hanford Site have confirmed that the nitrate to ammonia and ceramic

process will reduce the nitrate present in aqueous waste to ammonia and hydrated alumina. When silica

is added, the reactor product can be used to produce an alumina-silica-based ceramic. Bench-top

experiments also demonstrated process dependence on feed constituents and reaction rates.

Determination of properties of the waste, such as leachability, is continuing (DOE 1994b).

D.4.6 RESORCINOL.-FORMALDEHYDE ION EXCHANGE RESIN

Resorcinol-forrnaldehyde ion exchange resin beds can he used to remove ionic radionuclides (such as

cesium) from high-level radioactive supematant at 10 times the capacity of baseline phenol-

formaldehyde resin beds. Resorcinol-forrnaldehyde ion exchange resin technology is applicable to

high-level wastes that contain high-alkalinity, cesium-supematant salt solutions. The cesium in the

waste is the result of reprocessing spent nuclear power reactor fuels. High-1evel waste supernatant can

be processed through ion exchange columns where cesium undergoes selective sorption in the resorcinol-

formaldehyde ion exchange resin and is effectively removed from the waste. After the columns become

saturated, they can be removed from service so the cesium can be ehrted from the resin with acid. The

concentrated cesium can be sent for vitrification, while the regenerated column can be returned to

service, The high-level radioactive supematant that was originally sent through the ion exchange

columns can then be stabilized. Spent exhausted resin can be rigorously eluted to lower its cesium

content, followed by incineration or chemical destruction. Resorcinol-fornraldehyde ion exchange resin

has 10 times the capacity of baseline resins, and no volatile nrganic compounds are formed from

radiolysis; however, offgas treatment maybe necessary due to the formation of small quantities of

hydrngen gas. This technology is fairly limited in its application. Additional contaminants, such as

actinides, strontium-90, and mercury must be removed prior to stabilization of the supematarrt.

Bench-scale testing has shown that resorcinol-forrnaldehyde ion exchange resin appears useful over a

wide range of concentrations and temperatures. A system prototype is being developed for

demonstration at the Hanford Site (DOE 1994a). I ‘rE
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D.4.7 SUPERCRITICAL WATER OXIDATION

Supercritical water oxidation is an aqueous-phase oxidation treatment for organic wastes in which

organic waste, water, and an oxidant (such as air or oxygen) are combined in a tubular reactor at

temperatures and pressures above the critical point nf water, The organic constituents are reduced to

water, carbon dioxide, and various biodegradable acids. The process occurs above the critical point of

water because the water in the liquid waste becomes an excellent solvent for the organic materials

contained in the waste,

Supercritical water oxidation is a closed loop system with very small secondary waste generation.

Although this process occurs at mild temperatures [400 to 650”C (752 tn 1,202”F)] cnmpared to

incineration [1,000 to 1,200”C (1,832 to 2,19 l“F)], the high pressure creates a need for additional process

containment, especially when treating radioactive waste, The process is limited tn dilute liquid wastes

and has not been demonstrated on solid wastes, This treatment method has been tested with a bench-

scale system, using cutting oil containing a simulated radionuclide. During bench-scale testing,

oxidation efficiencies greater than 99,99 percent were achieved; however, the resulting solid e~uent

contained levels of the simulated radionuclide that suggest that actual treatment effluent would require

further treatment as a radiological hazard. DOE has completed bench-scale testing using mixed waste

surrogates, and has begun designing the hazardous waste pilot plant. The hazardous waste pilot plant

will be used to identify additional technology needs and to demonstrate currently available technology

using hazardnus and surrogate mixed waste (DOE 1993, 1994c).

D.4.8 WET AIR OXLDATION

The wet air oxidation prncess is a treatment method used tn destroy organic contaminants in liquid waste

streams. Oxidizing nrganic substances can degrade them into carbon dioxide and water. The waste is

heated and passed, along with compressed air, into the oxidation reactor where the chemical reactions

take place.

Commercially available wet air oxidation methods are limited to treating dilute (less than 10 percent by

weight organics) liquid wastes; however, the addition of a metal catalyst can drastically alter the

treatability of the waste. A metal catalyst may allow degradation of halogenated aromatic compounds

(such as PCBS) and condensed-ring compounds. A mdod that uses a metal catalyst to assist in the

waste treatment process is currently being bench-scale tested for hazardous, radioactive, and mixed

wastes. This method has been successful in treating liquid wastes as well as solid wastes, The
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bench-scale studies have been perfo~ed using a batch oxidation reactor and a continuous oxidation

reactoq both showing promising results.

The bench-scale tests have proven that sufficient oxidation rates can be achieved using wet oxidation

methods with the addition of a metal catalyst. Experiments showed that oxidation rates for organic

solids are highly dependent on surface area of the solid and the interracial contact area in the reaction

vessels; therefore, efficient mixing is very important. A scheme has been identified to allow separation

of radioactive and toxic metals from the process solution (DOE 1993; Wilks 1989).

D.4.9 WET CHEMICAL OXIDATION (ACID DIGESTION)

Wet chemical oxidation uses nitric acid, air, and a catalyst to oxidize liquid and solid organic wastes,

The wet chemical oxidation, or acid digestion, process is currently under investigation at SRS for its

applicability for treating haxardous and mixed wastes. An advantage of such a process is that it requires

only moderate temperatures and pressures; however, several parameters are still under investigation.

Research on operating temperatures and catalyst and oxidant concentrations must be completed before

initiating feasibility studies on the various applications. Early experiments, however, showed promising

results for treating specific waste types.

Because this technology is still in initial bench-scale development, the applicability of the system to a

variely of wastes is difficult to predict. Theoretically, however, this process shordd be able to

successfully treat many hazardous, low-level radioactive, and mixed wastes. The current system could

produce large amounts of seconda~ waste products, such as spent acids, that would require additional

treatment (DOE 1993; Apte 1993).

D.4.1O EVAPORATION AND CATALYTIC OXfDATION

The evaporation and catalytic oxidation system treats a variety of hazardous liquid wastes by reducing

the waste volume and oxidizing volatile contaminants. The proprietary technology combines

evaporation with catalytic oxidation to concentrate and destroy contaminants, producing a nontoxic

product condensate. The system consists of (1) an evaporator that reduces the influent volume, (2) a

catalytic oxidizer that oxidizes the volatile contaminants in the vapor, (3) a scrubber that removes acid

gases produced during oxidation, and (4) a condenser that condenses the vapor leaving the scrubber. The

treatment would be most effective on liquid wastes containing mixtures of metals, volatile and

nonvolatile organics, volatile inorganic, and radionuclides. The technology destroys contaminants and

produces a nontoxic product condensate without using expensive reagents or increasing the volume of
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the total waste. A pilot-scale facility at the Clemson Technical Center has been developed for treating

radioactive, hazardous, and mixed wastes under EPA’s Superfund Innovative Treatment Evaluation

Demonstration Program. Secondary wastes streams such as evaporator bottoms and sludges would still

require disposal. Limitations include potential heavy metal effects on catalysts and a fairly narrow

TC I applicability. A commercial system is in operation in Hong Kong (EPA 1993).

D.4.11 BIOCATALYTIC DESTRUCTION

DOE is developing an enzyme-based reactor system to treat aqueous mixed and low-level radioactive

wastes that have h)gh nitrate and nitrite concentrations. The process involves the use of both electrical

potential and enzymes to convert the nitrates and nitrites to nitrogen and water. The use of enzymes

generates large specifit catalytic activity without the need for additional chemical reagents or the

production of secondary waste streams.

Removal of nitrates and nitrites from aqueous mixed waste and low-level radioactive waste by the

biocatalytic destruction process can be used to pretreat waste in preparation for stabilization by

solidification, LaboratoW testing, consisting of immobilization of enzymes necessa~ for reducing

nitrates to nitrogen and water, is being conducted by DOE’s Argonne National Laboratory (DOE 1994b),

D.4.12 ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION

Electrochemical treatment of hazardnus, mixed, and low-level radioactive waste is a direct oxidation

process, Oxidation of tbe organic constituents of the waste can occur in the electrochemical cell through

two methods, The process can take place at the cell anode by direct oxidation or with the addition of an

oxidizing agent to react with the organics in the cell, This process is limited to tfre treatment of relatively

homogeneous liquid wastes and has been limited to lab-scale demonstrations. Pilot-scale and

commercial systems are being developed, and large-scale experiments using a commercially available

industrial electrochemical cell have been performed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. A

bench-scale electrochemical oxidation unit for destroying waste benzene was developed and

demonstrated at SRS (Moghissi et al, 1993; DOE 1993).

D.4.13 MEDIATED ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION

Mediated electrochemical oxidation is a method that was originally developed to treat an insoluble form

of plutonium, and it later proved to be an effective method to treat combustible materials. The process

utilizes a strong oxidizing agent (a form of silver), which chemically destroys combustible materials and
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converts the waste into carbon dioxide and water. Mediated electrochemical oxidation can effectively

dissolve metals, has a very efficient destruction rate, and operates at near-ambient conditions. The

process could produce a secondary waste containing a form of silver that would pose disposal problems.

Bench-scale and pilot-scale testing at DOE’s Rocky Flats Plant have shown that the mediated

electrochemical oxidation process is capable of achieving high destruction efficiencies for selected,

nonradioactive surrogate materials (Moghissi et al. 1993).

D.5 Physical Treatment Technologies

Physical treatment methods are diverse and rely on physical properties, such as electromagnetic or

particulate radiation, high pressure, or gravity. Innovative physical treatment technologies include the

use of sound waves to separate particulate from aqueous-phase liquids, the use of electron beams to

treat hazardous organics in groundwater, the use of pressure filters to remove metals and radionuclides,

and the use of precipitation following coagulation and chemical binding, Several physical treatment

technologies, such as the electron beam and filtration methods, are energy intensive.

D.5.1 ACOUSTIC BAR3UERPARTICULATE SEPARATOR

This technology isatreatment method forhigh-temperature, high-throughput offgas streams, The offgas

is injected into the separation chamber where an acoustic wave isproduced anddirected against the flow

of the gas. ~eacoustic wave causes ptiiculates intieoffgas tomoveopposite tiegasflowmdtowmd

thechamberwall. There, tbep~iculates collect mdprecipitate into acollection hopper mdwe

removed from the system. Applications include theseparation andremoval ofptiicles. The process has

the potential for high removal efficiencies at high throughput; however, high temperatures must be

maintained forcondensation andpatiiculate precipitation. Additional treatment, such aatheuse of high

efficiency patiiculate air filters, may benecessaW for some wastes. Apilot-scale system is currently in

thedesign andconstmction phase under EPA's Superfund Innovative Treatment Evaluation Emerging

Technology Program (EPA 1993).

D.5.2 CHEMICAL BlNDING/PREC1P1TAT1ON/PHYSICALSEPARATIONOF

RADIONUCLIDES

Chemical bindin~precipitation/physical separation of radionuclides is an innovative technology used to

treat contaminated low-level radioactive and mixed waste water, sludges, and soils. The treatment

combines a chemical binding process and a physical separation process. The initial step of the combined
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treatment process involves rapid mixing of the waste with a tine powder containing reactive binding

agents, such as complex oxides. The binding agents react with most of the radiomrclides and heavy

metals in the waste by absorption, adsorption, or chemisorption, The reactions yield precipitates or

coaguhrm in the processed SIIUTY.

Water is then separated from the solids. This involves a two-stage process that combines clarifier

technology, microtiltration (to separate solid material by particle size and density), and dewatering using

a sand filter. The resulting waste contains radionuclides, heavy metals, and other solids that can be

stabilized for disposal. The demonstrated technology should produce a dewatered sludge that meets

toxicity characteristic leaching procedure criteria; however, adding reagents tends to increase the

production of waste product. This process maybe limited by the quality of the water separated from the

solids. Demonstrations under EPA’s Superfund Innovative Treatment Evaluation Demonstration

Program are expected to show the technology’s applicability to wastes containing radium, thorium,

uranium, man-made radionuclides, and heavy metals (EPA 1993),

D.5.3 CHEMICAL TREATMENT AND ULTRAFILTRATION

The chemical treatment and ultrafiltration process is used to remove trace concentrations of dissolved

metals from waste water, The process produces a volume-reduced water stream that can be treated

ultimately for disposal, Waste water is passed through a prefilter to remove suspended pmticles. The

prefdtered waste water is sent to a conditioning tank for pH adjustment and addition of water-soluble

macromolecular compounds that form complexes with heavy metal ions. Next, a polyelectrolyte is

added to achieve metal particle enlargement by forming metal-polymer complexes, The chemically

treated waste water is circulated through a cross-flow ultrafiltration membrane, The filtered water is

drawn off, while the contaminants are recycled through the ultrafiltration membrane until the desired

concentration is reached. The concentrated stream can be withdrawn for further treatment, such as

solidification. Initial bench and pilot-scale tests were successful; however, field demonstrations at Chalk

River Laboratories, Ontario, indicated that pretreatment methods need further evaluation.

DOE is cumently considering alternative methods of waste water pretreatment for ultrafiltration,

including the use of water-soluble chelating polymers for actinide removal and the use of reagents and

polymeric materials that exhibit selectivity for cations of heavy metals, Bench-scale tests have been

conducted at DOE’s Rocky Flats Plant in collaboration with the EPA’s Superfund Innovative Treatment

Evaluation Demonstration Program (EPA 1992a).
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D.5.4 HEAVY METALS AND RADIONUCL31SE POLISHING FILTER

The heavy metals’and radionuclide polishing filter uses a colloidal sorption method to remove ionic

colloidal, complexed, and chelated heavy metal radionuclides from waste water streams. This

technology must be combined with an oxidation process in order to treat waste water that is also

contaminated with hydrocarbons, hazardous organics, or radioactive mixed wastes. This technology

consists of a colloidal sorption unit that contains a high-efficiency, inorganic, pressure-controlled filter

bed. Pollutants are removed from the waste water via surface sorption and chemical completing in

which trace inorganic, metals, transuranic, and low-level wastes can be efficiently treated. The

polishing filter can be used for batch or continuous flow processing, Bench tests at DOE’s Rocky Flats

Plant were conducted for the removal of uranium-234 and -238, phstonium-239, and americium-24 1 with

successful results; however, a measurable analysis was not possible due to the low activity levels of the

radionuclide. Bench-scale testing is being conducted under EPA’s Superfund Innovative Treatment

Evaluation Demonstration Program in collaboration with DOE’s Rocky Flats Plant (EPA 1993).

D.5.5 MEMBRANE MICROFILTRATION

The membrane microfiltration system is designed to remove solid particles from liquid wastes.

Specifically, this technology can treat hazardous waste suspensions and process wastewaters containing

heavy metals. The system uses an automatic pressure filter with a special Tyvek filter material

(Tflek T-980) made of spunbonded oletin. The material is a thin, durable plastic fabric with tiny

openings fiat allow water and smaller particles (less than one-ten-millionth meter in diameter) to pass,

while larger particles accumulate on the filter to form a tiltercake. The filtercake can be collected for

further treatment prior to disposal. This technology is best suited for liquid waste containing less than

5,000 parts per million solids; however, the system is capable of treating wastes containing volatile

organics because the system is enclosed. The technology was demonstrated with encouraging results,

including removal efficiencies from 99.75 to 99.99 percent and tiltercake that passed RCRA toxicity

characteristic leaching procedure standards. The technology is being demonstrated under the EPA’s

Superfund Innovative Treatment Evaluation Demonstration Program at the Palmorton Zinc Superfund

Site (EPA 1993).

D.5.6 ELECTRODIALYSIS

TE

This technology is used for metals recovery in aqueous liquid wastes generated in a production process.

Electrodialysis uses membrane technology for selective removal of contaminants from a liquid waste.

The liquid waste is usually aqueous with contaminants in ionic form. A direct current electrical potential
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is used to selectively transport the ions through a membrane where the ionic contaminants can be

collected for further treatment.

This technology is not appropriate for treating liquid organic wastes; however, recovery of hazardous

metals such as cadmium, nickel, zinc, copper, and chromium is possible. Limitations include operating

in a batch mode using reagent-grade chemicals. Electrodialysis technology is commercially available

and several membrane technologies suitable for use with an electrodialysis system are being developed

under EPA’s Superfund Innovative Treatment Evaluation Emerging Technology and Demonstration

program (Apte 1993; DOE 1993).

D.5.7 FREEZE CRYSTALLIZATION

Freeze crystallization technology is based on differences in the freezing points of waste components.

During freeze cWstallization, aliquidwaste iscwledusing a refrigerant. Asthephase changes from

liquid tosolid, c~stals ofsolvent andcon@inmt solutes fomsepmately. These crystals canthenbe

gravity separated.

Freeze crystallization can be used to treat liquid mixed wastes containing inorganic, organics, heavy

metals, and radionuclides in which the freezing temperatures of the various constituents differ

significantly. ~etechnology offers some advantages over other processes. Forexample, the process

offers high decontamination and volume reduction factors, it requires no additives, and it operates at low

tempera~res andpressures, making it intrinsically safe. However, thetechnology islimitedtothose

wastes that contain contaminants that cWstallize easily, This project is being developed for DOE

applications andisin thesmall pilot-scale development and demonstration stage, Thetechnology will be

demonstrated at the proprietor’s pilot plant in Raleigh, North Carolina (DOE 1994b).

D.5.8 HIGH-ENERGY ELECTRON IRRADIATION

Electron irradiation process equipment consists of an electron accelerator that accelerates a beam of

electrons to 95 percent of the speed of light. The beam is directed into a thin stream of waste water or

sludge where free radicals are produced to react with the hazardous organics. Although the electron

beam is a fomr of ionizing radiation, the process does not produce activated radioisotopes.

High-energy electron irradiation of aqueous solutions nrrd sludges removes various hazardous organic

compounds from aqueous wastes containing 8 percent solids. The process of irradiation produces large

quantities of free radicals in the form of aqueous electrons, hydrogen radicals, and hydroxyl radicals,
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The hydroxyl ions can recombine to fo~ hydrogen peroxide. These very reactive chemical species react

with organic contaminants, oxidizing them to nontoxic byproducts, such as carbon dioxide, water, and

salts,

Electron irradiation may be suitable for the treatment of halocarbons, aromatics, and nitrates.

Disadvantages of this process include high power requirements and interferences from sulids. The

process produces low concentrations of aldehydes and formic acid; however, at these concentrations

those cnmpounds are not toxic. Both a full-scale facility and a mobile demonstration unit have been

developed. The process is currently being demonstrated for the treatment nfvolatile organic compounds

at SRS through EPA’s Superfund Innovative Treatment Evaluation Demonstration Program. In addition,

DOE’s Los Alamos National Laboratory is evaluating the suitability of electron irradiation for treating

aqueous mixed wastes and sludges contaminated with organics and nitrates (DOE 1994b; EPA 1993,

1994).

D.5.9 ULTRAVIOLET OXIDATION

Ultraviolet oxidation uses ultraviolet radiation, ozone, and hydrogen peroxide to destroy toxic organic

compounds in water. Ultraviolet oxidation is a common treatment for industrial and municipal waste

water. Although commercial systems are available fnr dilute waste forms, destruction of high organic

concentrations requires additional nxidizing agents, such as nzone and hydrogen peroxide, Ultraviolet

radiation breaks down the hydrogen peroxide to products that chemically convert organic materials into

carbon dioxide and water. This technology operates at near-ambient conditions and generates a very

small amount of seconda~ waste but operates at a slower destruction rate than other technologies.

System demonstrations with contaminated groundwater met regulatory standards for volatile orgmic

compounds.

Pilot-scale demonstrations were completed under the EPA’s Superfund Innovative Treatment Evaluation

Demonstration Program. The technology is fully commercial and is used by various industries as well as

DOE for site cleanup activities. The units operate at waste flow rates ranging from 5 to 1,050 gallons per

minute (EPA 1993).

I

D.5.1O PRESSURE WASHING AND HYDHAULIC JETTfNG

Pressure washing and hydraulic jetting decontamination techniques effectively remove sufiace

contamination from solid materials. These techniques are applicable for decontamination of equipment

and in the recovery of reusable or recyclable materials.
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Pressure washing consists of a combination of pressurized water washing and chemical cleaning. During

pressure washing, an alkaline solvent is used to remove the surface oxide, and an acidic solvent is used to

dissolve any remaining residue. Liquid wastes produced from this process can be concentrated into a

sludge waste form for further treatment,

The hydraulic jetting process uses a high-pressure hydrolaser to remove surface contaminants. An

abrasive additive can be used to rem6ve more persistent contaminants. This process produces a

secondary liquid waste that requires further treatment by solidification.

SRS pkurs to demonstrate washing and jetting technologies for the tieatment of low-level lead shield~ng.

The decontaminated lead shielding can be released for reuse, while the process liquid wastes would be

concentrated and solidified into a waste form that meets toxicity characteristic leaching procedure

standsrds (Scientific Ecology Group, Inc. 1993).

D.5.11 SOIL-WASHfNG

Soil-washing consists of dea.gglomeration, density separation, particle-sizing, and water-rinsing of

contaminated soils. Process water can be containerized, recirculated, and treated to remove suspended

snd dissolved contaminants. Soil washing technologies are being tested using bench-scale commercial

equipment to provide equipment costs and operating estimates, Experiments are also being conducted to

develop seconda~ soil treatment technologies that reduce contaminant levels below the levels already

achievable with standard attrition, extraction, and leaching procedures.

The soil-washing process has been used to separate uranium from soil at the Ferrrald Environmental

Mmragement Project, Tbe multi-phase soil-washing process begins with a soil and Ieachate mixture,

which is fed into an attrition scrubber to solubilize the uranium from the soil, Next, the mixture flows

into a mineral jig where fine uranium particles and contaminated solutions are separated from the soil.

The contaminated materials overflow from the jig while the clean soils exit from the bottom. The

bottom soils are then screened and washed to remove any uranium residuals. The overflow slurry is

collected for appropriate disposal. The bench-scale unit can treat both solid and liquid wastes. Each

waste form, however, must be fed into the attrition scrubber separately, Limitations of this technology

include handling and disposal of seconda~ wastes. A bench-scale soil-washing demonstration is being

planned at SRS, and several demons@ations are being conducted by the EPA’s Superfund Innovative

Treatment Evaluation Demonstration Program (EPA 1993),
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D.5.12 STEAM REFORMING

Steam reforming consists of a waste evaporation system in which liquid or slurried low-level radioactive

and mixed wastes are gasified by exposure to super-heated steam. The gasified organic materials are

sent to an electrically heated detoxification reactor where they are converted to nontoxic vapors by

thermal decomposition. The detoxified gases are then fed to adsorber beds to remove trace organics,

metals, and halogens and are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water and vented to the atmosphere. Steanr

refomring is currently being tested for its applicability to mixed wastes and may prove to be a viable

alternative to incineration. A current project includes demonstration tests corroborated by Sandia

National Laboratories and Synthetics Technologies. The project focuses on destruction of organics,

nitrate decomposition, and mercu~ processing and uses a commercial steam reforming unit,

Commercial steam reforming has been shown to destroy most of the organic solvents and polymeric

organics commonly found in mixed wastes.

A commercial steam refoming unit, the synthetic detoxified, is currently being tested at SRS. The SRS

system has produced destruction and removal efficiencies greater than 99.9 percent for simulated

benzene wastes; however, carbon fomrations caused prohibitive pressure drops in the system. The

current acceptable waste is limited to low-heating-value organics because of carbon limitations. Waste

acceptance may also be limited to aqueous liquids and small, dry, heterogeneous solids (DOE 1993,

1994a, b),

D.6 Stabilization Technologies

Stabilization and solidification treatment methods are used to immobilize radionuclides and other

hazardous inorganic compounds (such as heavy metals) using matrices (such as low sulfur cement or

other grouting compounds, polyethylene and other thermoplastics, or bitumen). Stabilization and

solidification can effectively immobilize wastes, and costs are lower than other methods, such as

vitrification arrd plasma arc technologies. The primary disadvaotage is that waste volumes are increased

by the addition of the binding agent. Also, the final waste form is not as leach-resistant as glass or slag.

Although cement can result in an effective stabilization matrix, a lack of effective process and quality

controls can cause major problems (e.g., failure to cure properly). Both the Oak Ridge Reservation and

the Rocky Flats Plant experienced incidents when mixtures of waste and cement failed to cure properly.

At SRS, liquid low-level radioactive waste is currently being stabilized in a grout matrix at the Saltstone

Facility. Stabilization is also being considered at SRS for wastes (such as ash and blowdown) from the

Consolidated Incineration Facility.
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D.6.1 POLYETHYLENE ENCAPSULATION

High-level and low-level mixed wastes containing heavy metals and chloride salts that cannot be

stabilized by incineration or vitrification may be incorporated into the polyethylene encapsulation

system. Encapsulation technologies provide aphysical matrix tostabilize wastes, andae generally not

affected bychemical reactions with thewaste. Polymeric encapsulation can beusedto stabilize avarie~

of wastes, includ]ng incinerator ash, sludges, aqueous concentrates, dry solids, and ion exchange resins.

~eresult isafinal waste fomthat exhibits extremely lowleachabiliU chwacteristics. During

polyethylene encapsulation, the pretreated waste, binder, and additives are precisely metered and

volumetrically fed to a polyethylene single-screw extruder, which produces the final waste form.

Optimization of the polymer matrix is achieved by adjusting density, molecular weight, and melt index.

The process extrudes a molten, homogeneous mixture of waste and polyethylene binder into a suitable

mold. Atransient infrared spectrometer system isusedto confim waste loading.

The technology was successfully applied to the treatment of hazardous and mixed wastes, such as

sodium nitrate salt and sludges. Limitations include potential matiixeffects bywastes containing excess

water, potential biological reactions, potential hydrogen gas generation, and potential fire hazards in

closed spaces, Recently, afull-scale demonstration wassuccessfully completed at Brookhven National

Laborato~ (DOE 1994b).

D.6.2 POZZOLANIC SOLIDIFICATION AND STABILIZATION

Pozzolanic solidification and stabilization is a technology used to treat soils, sludges, and liquid wastes

that are contaminated with organics and metal-bearing wastes. The technology uses a proprietary

reagent that chemically bonds with contaminants in the waste. The waste and reagent mixture is

combined with a pozzolanic cement mixture to form a stable matrix. Prior to processing, the waste must

be characterized for treatability to determine the type and quantities of reagents used in the process. The

process begins with waste material sizing during which large debris is removed from the waste. The

waste is mixed with the proprietary reagent in a high-shear mixeL tien pozzolanic, cementitious

materials are added. Limitations include potential setup problems with the waste and reagent mixtures.

The technology has been commercially applied to treat wastes contaminated with organics and mixed

wastes, and DOE’s Brookhaven National Laboratory is continuing testing and demonstration of

solidification technologies (EPA 1993),
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D.6.3 ~ ESTER STYRENE SOLIDIFICATION

Vinyl ester styrene solidification has been demonstrated commercially for the emulsification of ion

exchange resins, The binder is pulled down through the resin packing bed with a vacuum, arrd the binder

is allowed to solidify into a matrix that will pass toxicity characteristic leaching procedure testing, The

emulsified wrote forms have been accepted for buriaI at various sites, and DOE’S Hanford Site has

recently approved a vinyl ester waate form for inclusion on the W aste Form Acceptance List. DOE plans

to demonstrate the viability of vinyl ester styrene solidification for low-level silver-coated packing

material (Dlversitied Technologies 1993),

D.7 Thermal Treatment Technologies

Thermal treatment technologies use moderate or high temperatures to vaporize organics or high

temperatures to convert organic waste constituents primarily to carbon dioxide and water vapor,

Inorgsnic waste constituents (such as heavy metals and radionuclides) are concentrated into seconda~

wastes (such as ash, slag, glass, or blowdown) or captured in offgas treatment systems (such as high-

efflciency particulate air filters or baghouses), Some volatile compounds are emitted through the stack,

Removal efficiencies for metals are dependent on the chemical and thermodynamic properties of the

element or compound, Mercury and cesium are considered volatile metals. Incineration technologies

(such as rotary kilns and controlled air systems) have been used traditionally to destroy the organic

portion of hazardous wastes, and incineration is tbe EPA-specified best demonstrated available

technology for many hazardous organics (such as solvents and PCBS).

Alternatives to mnventional incineration methods are being considered for treating wastes containing

metals md radionuclides, including alpha-contaminated and transuranic wastes. Innovative technologies

for these types of wastes include vitrification (which immobilizes inorganic contaminarrts in a glass

matrix), plasma arc technology (which uses extremely high temperatures to produce a molten slag), and

molten salt oxidation (which oxidizes organics into a molten salt solution). Vitrification and plasma arc

technologies generally require seconda~ combustion chambers to destroy hazardous organics, These

technologies have the advantage of producing final waste forms that are extremely leach-resistant, with

very small environmental effects following final disposal. Disadvantages include high costs of startup

mrd operation. In some cases, a combination of conventional and innovative technologies can be
,..

appropriate, such as vitrlfymg radlonuclide-contam mated ash from a conventional incinerator.

DOE is supporting two full-scale vitrification projects at SRS: (1) the Defense Waste Processing

Facility, a joule-heated melter which will be used to vitrify high level wastes, and (2) the M-Area Vendor
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Treatment Facility, which will be used to vitrify electroplating sludges contaminated with radionrrclides.

Research and development projects related to vitrification are ongoing at SRS, universities (such as

Clemson University), and other outside facilities. Plasma arc technology is being demonstrated at the

Idaho National Engineering LaboratoW, where soils and metals contaminated with transuranic

radionuclides will be converted into a glassy slag. Studies related to molten salt oxidation are ongoing at

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

At SRS, thermal treatment technologies would be effective in reducing the volume of solid low-level

radioactive waste, such as job-control waste, prior to final disposal. Alternative technologies (such as

vitrification and plasma arc technology) would be effective in treating and stabilizing other waste forms

(such as liquids and sludges and metal-bearing wastes).

D.7.1 FLAME REACTOR

The flame reactor is a patented, hydrocm’bon-fueledi flash-smelting system that treats residues and

wastes that contain metals. The reactor operates at temperatures exceeding 2,000 “C, at a capacity of 1

to 3 tons per hour, The wastes are processed with reducing gas that is produced by the combustion of

solid or gaseous hydrocarbon fuels. Volatile metals are captured in a product dust collection system,

while nonvolatile metals are separated as a molten alloy or encapsulated in the slag. Organic compounds

are destroyed by thermal decomposition.

The unit has a high waste throughput however, the wastes must be dry and fine enough that the reducing

reaction can occur rapidly or eficiency of metal recovery is decreased. The flame reactor technology is

applicable to specific waste forms, such as granular solids, soil, flue dusts, slag, and sludges containing

heavy metals. The end products are a glass-like slag that passes the toxicity characterization leaching

procedure criteria and a potentially recyclable heavy metal oxide. The technology is being developed

under the EPA’s Superfund Innovative Treatment Evaluation Demonstration Program (EPA 1992a, b,

1993).

D.7.2 THERMAL RESORPTION PROCESS

The thermal resorption process is a low-temperature thermal and physical separation process designed to

separate organic contaminants from soils, sludges, and other media without decomposition.

Contaminated solids are fed into an externally beated rotary d~er where temperatures range from 400 to

500 ‘C. A recirculator inert carrier gas that is maintained at less than 4 percent oxygen to prevent

combustion is used to transpoti volatilized contaminants from tbe dryer. Solids leaving the dryer are
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sprayed with cooling water to help reduce dusting. The inert carrier gas is treated to remove and recover

particulate, organic vapors, and water vapors, Organic vapors are condensed and treated separatelfi

water is treated by carbon adsorption and used to COO1and reduce dusting from treated solids or is

discharged.

A full-scale system is being used to treat soils contaminated with PCBS. The system can treat up to

240 tons of soil per day and reduce it to a concentration of less than 2 parts per million. Two

laboratory-scale systems are being used to treat hazardous and mixed wastes. A 7-ton-per-day soil

treatment pilot-scale facility is also being used to treat different types of PCB contaminated soils under

the EPA’s Superfund Innovative Treatment Evaluation Demonstration Program.

The technology advantages include low temperature operation and treatment levels below 1 part per

million. Disadvantages include concentrations of extremely hazardous organic compounds, generation

of incomplete combustion products (such as dioxin), and the need to transport and/or treat recovered

organic Iiquids (EPA 1993).

D.7.3 UNVENTED THERMAL PROCESS

The unvented thermal process is a high-temperature treatment process that destroys organic

contaminants without releasing gaseous combustion products to the environment. The primary treatment

unit isafluidized-bed processor. Tbeprocessor contains abed ofcalcined limestone, which reacts with

theoffgases produced during tieoxidation oforganic constituents inthe waste. Such gases include

carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and hydrogen dioxide. Theresulting water vapor is collected and

removed through a condenser, and the remaining gases (mostly nitrogen) are mixed with oxygen and

returned to the oxidizer. Thespent resin from the fluidized bedcantien betieated and stabilized.

This process does not release gas from the system and so could attain better public acceptance than

conventional thermal treatment technologies. Remaining hazardous byproducts would bemixedwitb

cement-making materials to form a solid cement.

The unvented system favors certain types of wastes, depending on the availability of oxygen and

emission limits. Potential wastes include those containing chlorinated hydrocarbons, solid and liquid

mixed wastes, and hospital wastes. Mixed waste treatment issuited totheunvented system because it

prevents radionuclide emissions.
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The unvented thermal process for treating mixed wastes is under development at Argonne National

Laboratories. ThelaboratoW-scale experiments bavenotbeen completed. Workremains onsorption

kinetics mdrecyclabili@ of thelimestone bedaswell asverification oftotal organic destmction. The

unvented themalprocess could beviable for futireuse (International Incineration Conference 1993;

DOE 1993).

D.7.4 MOLTEN SALT OXIDATION AND DESTRUCTION PROCESS

The molten salt oxidation and destmction process is a two-stage process for treating hazardous and

mixed wastes by destroying the organic constituent of the waste. The treatment method involves

injection of the waste into a molten bed of salt (specifically, a mixture of sodium-, potassium-, and

lithium-carbonates). This pyrolysis stage is designed to operate at between 700 and 950 “C depending on

the we of salt and the ash content of the waste. Oxidation occurs in the molten-salt bed because of the

injection of an oxidizing gas (such as air) into the waste and molten salt mixture. This oxidation stage

can occur at greater than 700 “C, if necessa~. Heteroatom constituents of the waste (such aa sodium

chloride) are retained in the melt. Radioactive actinides are also retained in the melt. The lower

Operating temperature Of this process (compared to incineration at 1,000 to 1,200 “C) decreases actinide

volatilization. At the end of a run, tie molten salt is drained out of the reactor and dissolved in water.

The oxides and stable salts of the actinides precipitate and are filtered out for disposal aa low-level

radioactive or hazardous waste.

Treatable wastes that are appropriate for this method include organic liquids containing chlorinated

solvents and PCBS, combustible low-ash solids, organic sludges, explosives, chemical warfare agents,

rubbers, and plastics, Process uncertainties that must be resolved include the effects of ash and stable

salt buildup on melt stability and spent salt processing, retention of particulate in the molten salt bed,

and the process’s tolerance to variations in operating conditions.

Although this system is not commercially available, it does exist as a pilot-scale project at the Lawence

Livermore National Laboratory. A conceptual design report for a full-scale demonstration facility has

been issued. Construction is expected to strut in 1996 (Moghissi et al, 1993; DOE 1993).

D.7.5 QUANTUM-CATALYTIC EXTRACTION PROCESS

The quantum-catalytic extraction process is a proprietary technology that allows organic and inorganic

wastes to be recycled into useful resources of commercial value. The process involves the destruction of

har.ardous components and controlled partitioning ofradionuclides into a solid, nonteachable waste forur.
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The technology consists of a molten metal bath that acts as a catalyst and a solvent that breaks the

moleculw bonds of the waste compounds, Upon introduction into the molten metal bath, the waste

dissociates into its constituent elements and goes into metal solution. once the constituent elements are

dissolved, proprietary co-reactants are added to enable reformation and partitioning of desired products.

The catalytic processing unit (the reactor that holds the molten metal bath) can handle most waste forms,

including gases, pumpable liquids and slurries, fine solids, and bulk solids, The process is also equipped

with an offgas system and allows injection of co-feeds (such as oxygen) to enhance oxidation of

radioactive components.

Bench-scale experiments were conducted using surrogate radioactive materials to demonstrate the

oxidation and partitioning of the radionuclides beWeen the metal and vitreous phases and to optimize

operating conditions. Decontamination of the metal was greater than 99 percent, and detection of trace

amounts of surrogate radionuclides was limited by the analytical detection limit. The quantum-catalytic

extraction process is currently being bencb-tested to demonstrate ion exchzrrge resin processing

capabilities.

Technology development and demonstration efforts are being conducted under a DOE Planned Research

and Development Agreement. The scope of work includes theoretical design of quantum-catalytic

extraction process systems, radionuclide partitioning, optimization of the vitreous phase for stabilization

of radionucl ides, testing of waste regulated by RCRA, and conceptual design and development for

treatment and recycling of heavily contaminated scrap metal.

A demonstration facility is under development at DOE’s Oak Ridge Reservation. The demonstration

facility targets the disposal of mixed waste that is regulated under RCRA land disposal restrictions and

the Federal Facilities Compliance Act (Herbst et al. 1994; DOE 1994b).

D.7.6 ~D THERMAL DESTRUCTION

Infrared thermal destruction uses electrically powered silicon carbide rods to heat organic wastes to ]TE

combustion temperatures. Any remaining combustibles must be incinerated in an afterburner. The

technology is suitable for treating soils and sediments with organic contaminants and liquid wastes after

pre-mixing with sand or soil.

The process consists of three components: (1) an electric-powered infrared primary chamber, (2) a

gas-fired secondary combustion chamber, and (3) an emissions control system. Waste is fed to the

primary chamber where it is heated to 1,OOOQCby exposure to infrared radiant heat. A blower delivers
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airtothe chamber tocontrol theoxidation rate of the waste feed. Ashmaterial from the primary

chamber isquenched andconveyed toahopper forlater smpling and subsequent disposal. Volatile

gases from the primary chamber flow to the second~ chamber where they undergo further oxidation at

higher temperatures andalonger residence time. Gases fromthe secondary chamber aresentthroughan

emissions control system for particulate separation and neutralization.

Tbesystem incapable ofhighthroughput, butatacost ofhigh-power wnsumption. Process

uncertainties requiring resolution include emission control system inefficiencies and retention of lead in

theincineratedash. Demonstrations have shown thatthe process sllouldbe capable ofmeeting RCW

and Toxic Substances Control Act standards for particulate and air emissions and PCB remediation.

Two evaluations of the infrared thermal destruction system were conducted under EPA’s Srrperfund

Innovative Treatment Evaluation Demonstration Program. Organics, PCBs, andmetalswere thetarget

waste compounds during the full-scale demonstration at the Peak Oil Site in Tampa, Florida, and a pilot-

scale demonstration at the Rose Township Demode Road Superfund Site in Michigan (EPA 1993).

D.7.7 PLASMA HEARTH PROCESS

Plasma technologies use a flowing gas between two electrodes to stabilize an electrical discharge, or arc.

As an electric current flows through the plasma, energy ia dissipated in the form of heat arrd light,

resulting in joule heating of the process materials, forming a leach-resistant slag that can be modified by

adding such materials as soil. Theplasma heafihprocess relies onastation~, refracto~-lined prim~

chamber to produce and contain the high temperatures necessary for producing the slag.

The plasma hearth process begins when the waste, either solid or liquid, is fed into the primary plasma

chamber where the heat from the plasma torch allows the organic compounds in the waste to be

volatilized, oxidized, pyrolyzed, or decomposed. Theremaining inorganic material iathenfedto the

aeconda~combustion chamber forhigh-temperature melting, producing a molten slag. Cooling and

solidification of theslag provide anonleachable high-integri& waste fem. Offgasvohrmesa relower

than those from conventional incineration units.

The plasma hearth process has undergone bench-scale testing by DOE at Argonne National Laboratories

West and is currently undergoing demonstration-scale testing at Ukiah, California, to evaluate potential

treatment of solid mixed wastes.
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Advantages of plasma technologies include the ability to feed high amounts of metal-bearing wastes,

including whole dmms, Theresulting slag requires no additional stabilization. The technology is

extremely robust and can accept waste forms, including papers, plastics, metals, soils, liquids, and

sludges. Based onthese chwacteristics, ve~small chmcterization data are needed. Irr non-plasma

vitrification technologies, combustion of the paper and plastics can produce soot and result in offgas

problems (unless a primary burner is placed upstrermr of the vitrification unit).

A proof-of-principle demonstration has established the process’s ability to treat a wide range of waste

~esinasingle processing stepthatresul& inafinalvitrified fore, Ongoing projects fortheplasma

hearth process involve major hardware development and the determination of the level of

chwacterization required ofmixed waste prior to processing. Theplasma hearth process is being

developed at DoE’s Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (International Incineration Conference 1994;

DOE 1994b). I ‘fC

D.7.8 PLASMA ~C CENTIUFUGAL T~ATMENT

The plasma arc centrifugal treatment furnace uses the plasma arc process with an internal rotating drum

tn treat hazardous, mixed, and transuranic wastes, In this process, the waste is fed into a molten bath

(1,650 ‘C) created by a plasma arc torch. The feed material and molten slag are held in the primary

chamber by centrifugal force. W ithln the plasma furnace, all water and organic waste material are

volatilized. The organic material is also fully oxidized to carbon dioxide, water vapor, and acid gases,

including sulfur dioxide and hydrochloric acid vapor.

Offgas is then treated by conventional treatment methods. Offgas streams pass through a wet filter to

remove heat, humidity, and dust. Next, the offgas is treated in a caustic wet scrubber to remove sulfur

oxides and halogen acids, a catalyst bed oxidizes nitric acid to nitrogen dioxide, and a catalytic wet

scrubber removes nitrogen dioxide from the offgas. Finally, the cleansed gas stream passes through

charcoal and high efficiency particulate air filters before being exhausted to the atmosphere, Nonvolatile

waste material is fully oxidized and uniformly melted by the high-power electric arc and collected as

molten slag which is then discharged as a nordeachable homogeneous glassy residue. The centrifugal

action of the furnace keeps the slag toward the inner walls of the furnace until the rotation is slowed,

which allows the slag to move toward the center. The slag then drains from the center of the furnace and

is collected in a mold or a drum and allowed to cool and solidi~.

I This technology has been demonstrated to be applicable for the treatment of various waste types and

I
forms, including hazardous, mixed, and transuranic wastes containing heavy metals and organic
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contaminants. Demonstration results showed a minimum destructive removal efficiency greater than

99.99 percent, organic and inorganic material concentrations that met toxicity concentration leaching

procedure standards, and offgas treatment that exceeded regulatory standards.

A full-scale demonstration of this process is being planned for the Idaho National Engineering

LaboratoW to remediate soils and debris contaminated with trarrsuranic radionuclides.

SRS has plans to demonstrate a small-scale arc melter vitrification system that would meet all regulatory

low-level mixed waste disposal requirements. The system provided will he used to establish operating

costs and offgas/secondary waste characteristics for further evaluation and analysis. The operating

temperatures of the plasma arc system are expected to allow a variety of low-level mixed wastes to be

vitrified in a way that minimizes secondary waste generation and allows regulato~ approved disposal of

the resulting glassy slag (Feizollahi and Shropshire 1994; International Incineration Conference 1993,

1994; DOE 1993; EPA 1993, 1992c).

D.7.9 GRAPHITE ELECTRODE DC ARC FURNACE

Tbe graphite electrode DC arc furnace has been demonstrated to be a useful alternative in processing

low-level radioactive andmixed wastes thatcontain ahigh-weight-fraction of metals. The graphite

electrode DC arc delivers thermal energy, using an arc of ionized gas (plasma), that is developed

beWeen Woelectrodes atiached tothematerial being processed. Temperatures inexcess ofl,700°C are

generated by the process, which causes the soil and metal mixture to be stratified into a metal phase, a

glass phase, andagaaphase. The final metal andglaaswaste fomrsare highly densities. Thehlgh

temperatures in the vicinity of the DC arc also serve to destroy organics, which results in greatly reduced

offgasproduction relative tocombustion treatments. Abench-scale furrrace was successfully

demonstrated for the DOE’s Pacific Northwest Laboratory using a variety of soil mixtures containing

metals, combustibles, sludges, andhigh-vapor-pressure metals. Apilot-scale furnace has been

constructed, which includes provisions for containing alpha-emitting radionuclides, continuous waste

processing, andthecapabili~ toseparate theglass'phase fromthe metal phase. Process uncertainties

that evolved from the bench-scale testing include graphite electrode consumption and offgaa system

operations (International Incineration Conference 1993; D0E 1993).

D.7.1O PACmDBEDREACTOR/SILENT DISCHARGE PLASMA APPARATUS

The packed bed reactor/silent discharge plasma apparatus is a two-stage oxidation system for destroying

hazardous liquid wastes. Thesystem mayalso reapplicable forthedestruction of PCBcontminated
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mixed waste. Thetreatment method combines atiemal oxidation process inanexcess airstrem anda

process todestioy theorganic constituents from thereactor exhaust. Thepacked bedreactor provides

themaloxidation, andthesilent discharge plasma "nit provides tbeorganic destmction. Tbeplasmamrit

is operated at ambient tempera~re and pressure.

Most hazardous waste destruction occurs in the packed bed reactor by heat provided externally (that is,

witbout anopen flame). ~ereactor efiaust istreatd inacoldpIasma that isgenerated byeiectiical

discharges inthesilent discharge plasma unit. Thecontents of theplasma include hydroxidemd

phosphite radicals that react with the organics in the exhaust.

Uncertainties encountered during recent bench-scale tests include the proper packed bed reactor

construction materials to resist corrosion and a silent discharge plasma dielectric that is capable of

increased reactor exhaust flow,

Bench-scale tests have predicted a destmction removal efficiency greater than 99.9 percent for PCBS

using this combined system fortreating liquid waste. Theproduction ofhydroxide gasthrough the

oxidation process could, however, cause severe corrosion problems if the current system is operated for

unextended period of time. ~lscould also produce asecond~waste containing comosion byproducts

contaminated tithother potential waste constituents, such astritium. Changes tothecurrent system to

help alleviate these problems are being studied at SRSS soil vapor extraction installation and Los

Alamos National Laboratory (International Incineration Conference 1994).

D.7.11 ELECTRIC MELTER VITRIFICATION

Vitrification processes convert contaminated materials into oxide glasses, Suitable feed materials

include frit, soils, sediments, and sludges, One vitrification process uses an electric melter to generate

the heat needed to create molten glass; this is currently under development for pilot-scale tests. The

melter is being evaluated on its ability to determine offgas composition, and to treat wastes using glass

compositions that are tailored to the particular me of waste being treated.

In an electric melter, the glass can be kept molten through joule heating because the molten glass is an

ionic conductor of relatively high electrical resistivity. As waste is fed into the vitrification unit from the

top, the molten glass phase in the center of the unit heats the cold feed. Such a unit has a thick layer of

cold feed product on top of the molten glass, which acts as a counter-flow scrubber that limits volatile

emissions. This is an advantage over the exposed molten glass surfaces of fossil fuel melters.
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The electric melter is expected to treat hazardous, mixed, and low-level radioactive wastes that have

lower emissions of toxic offgases than conventional vitrification fossil fuel melters. The Defense Waste

Processing Facility at SRS is a full-scale, joule-heated, vitrification unit that will immobilize high-level

waste within a stable borosilicate glass matrix. An electric melter for vitrifying nonradioactive,

hazardous wastes is being developed under the EPA’s Superfund Innovative Treatment Evaluation

Emerging Technology Program (EPA 1992d, 1993).

D.7.12 STIRRED MELTER VITRIFICATION

The Savannah River Technology Center has tested the application of a newly developed stirred tank

melter for treatment and vitrification of mixed and low-level radioactive wastes (i.e., cesium-

contaminated ion exchange resins). Two major problems in existing ion exchange resin melters led to

the new technology development, First, the resins had a tendency to form a crust on the surface of the

melt, allowing the cesium more opportunity to volatilize due to the increased time needed for the waste

feed to be incorporated into the melt. Second, the organic resin caused significant reducing conditions in

the melt which could increase the volatility of alkali metals (such as cesium) and affect glass quality.

Tbe stirred melter could eliminate these problems. Because the melter is equipped with an impeller to

agitate the melt, the crust formation could be reduced by continuous mixing and drawing of the surface

into the melt. Increased oxygen exchange between the melt and the vapors above the surface of the melt

could also reduce the negative effects of a reduced melt and could lower the amount of volatilized

cesium and alkali metals.

Test results from a study conducted by Clemson University, in collaboration with DOE, show that

vitrification of ion exchange resins, mixed, and low-level wastes in a stirred tank melter is operationally

TE I feasible (International Incineration Conference 1993, 1994; Moghissi and Benda 1991).

D.7.13 MODULAR VITRIFICATION

The modular vitrification technology is a vitrification process developed to stabilize mixed and low-level

radioactive waste.

The system is composed of several stages to treat the various waste forms. First, aqueous wastes,

sludges, and slurries enter an evaporator to eliminate excess water from the waate feed. Next the dried

solids from the evaporator as well aa other solids enter a two-section melter. The upper section, a

gasification plenum, contains the solid waate, which feeds the lower section. In the lower cold-wall
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crucible, molten glass supplies heat to evaporate residual water from the waste and gasifies tie organic

constituents. Theheat also melts theinorganic components, which dissolve intothe glass matrix.

Next, vitrified waste is fomedand allowed tocoolinto solidified glass mmbles. Themarblefornris

used because ofitsconvenience inhandhng, sampling, and annealing, Molten liquid metals are also

tapped from thecrucib]e and fornred intometalcubcs, offgases pretreated using conventional methods.

Additional testing is necessa~ to verify system design parameters and to ensure compliance with all air

emissions and other regulatory requirements,

Applicable waste forms for the modular vitrification system include dry active wastes, ion exchange

resins, inorganic sludges andslumies, and mixed wastes. Full-scale testing andcommercial operation of

the system by VECTRA Technologies and Batelle Memorial Institute are expected in 1995 (Mason, no

dat~ EPA 1992d).

D.7.14 VORTECPROCESS

The vortec process is an oxidation and vitrification process for the remediation of soils, sediments, and

sludges that arecontaminated with organics md heavy metals. Inthefirst step of theprocess, the

.sIurried waste stream is introduced into a vertical vortex precombustor where water is vaporized, and the

oxidation oforganics is initiated, Thewaste stremis then fedtoacounter-rotating vofiexcombustor,

which provides suspension heating of the waste and secondary combustion of volatiles emitted from the

prwombustor. Thepreheated solid materials aredelivered toacyclone melter where theyare separated

tothechamber walls to forruavitritied waste product. Thevitrified product andprocess exhaust gases

are separated; after which, the exhaust gases are sent to process heat recovery and pollution control

subsystems. Theadvantages of thevofiec process include theabili~to process waste con~inated witi

organics and heavy metals, recycle the pollution-control-system waste, and provide a vitrified product

thatpasses toxici~characterimtion leaching procedure standards, A20-ton-per-day, pilot-scale facility,

located at an EPA-funded site, has operated successfully since 1988, producing a vitrified product that

passes toxici~characterization leaching procedure standards. Transport systems arecurrentlybeing

designed for the treatment of DOE mixed wastes (EPA 1993).

D.7.15 fNSITU SOIL VITRIFICATION

In situ soil vitrification uses an electric current to melt and stabilize inorganic waste components while

destroying organic waste components bypyrolysis. Theprocess begins byinserting anarrayof

electrodes into the ground. Astatier path forelectrical cumentis provided byplacing flaked graphite and
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fiitontie ground sutiace betieen theelectrodes (because oftielow initialconductivi~ oftie soil), As

power isapplied, themelttravels downward intothesoil ataslow rate. The final waateforen consistsof

avitrified monolith with positive strength andleachabili~ chaacteristics. Offgases arecaptured ina

hoodthatis maintained atanegative pressure. Offgastreatment consists ofquenching, scrubbing, mist

elimination, heating, particulate filtration, and activated carbon adsorption.

The in situ soil vitrification process has successfully destroyed organic pollutants by pyrolysis and

inco~orated inorganic pollutants within aglass-like vitrified mass. Theprocess, however, is limitedly

the physical characteristics of the soil (including void volume size, soil chemistry, rubble content, and

theamount ofcombustible organics inthe soil). Theprocess has beenoperated inpilot-scale and fill-

scale tests at DOE’s Hanford Site, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory (EPA 1993).

D.7.16 REACTIVE ADDITIVE STABILIZATION PROCESS

The reactive additive stabilization process uses a high-surface-area additive to enhance the vitrification

of SRS nickel electroplating sludges and incinerator wastes.

Theadditive used inthereactive additive stabilimtion process isareactive high-sutiace-wea si1ica. This

additive was found to increase bonding of the waste species by increasing the volubility and tolerance of

borosilicate andsoda-lime-silica glass formulations. Thesilica also lowers theglassification temperature

andallows large waste volume reductions duetoincreased waste loadings. ‘fhefinalglassi sin

compliance with applicable EPA standards,

The reactive additive stabilization process increases the rates of dissolution and retention of hazardous,

mixed, andheavy metal species inthe vitrified product. Volatility concerns arereduced because the

reactive additive stabilization process lowers themelting temperatures of thewaste duetothe addition of

thehlghly reactive, high-surface-area silica additive. Theprocess typically reduces tbewaate volumeby

86 to 97 percent and thus maximizes cost savings.

The reactive additive stabilization process is an acceptable method for vitrifykrg radioactive materials,

&msuranic wastes, incinerator ash, waste sludges, andother solid andaqueous wastes. Laborato~-scale

studies at SRS have demonstrated that the reactive additive stabilization process is a viable process for

treating hazardous and mixed wastes by achieving large waste-loading percentages, large volume-

reduction percentages, and large cost savings (Moghissi et al. 1993).
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D,7.17 CYCLONICFURNACE

The cyclonic furnace is designed to treat solid, liquid, soil slurry, or gaseous wastes by high-temperature

combustion and vitrification. ~ehighturbulence intiecombustion chmberhelps ensure that

temperamres wehighenough (l,300to l,6500C) tomelthigh-ash.content feedmaterial. Highly

contaminated inorganic hazardous wastes and soils that contain heavy metals and organic constituents

aretheprimary waste fomstargeted bythistechnolo~. Theprocesses canalso beappliedto mixed

wastes containing Iower.volatility radionuclides, such as strontium andtransuranic elements.

The waste that enters the cyclonic furnace is melted, and the organics are destroyed in the resulting gas

phase orinthe molten slaglayerthat fomsonthe inner wallofthe fumacebmel. organics, heavy

metals, and radionuclides are captured in the slag that exits the furnace from a tap at the cyclone throat.

me slag then solidifies, rendering its hazardous constituents nonteachable.

Thistechnolo~ has beentested inpilot-scale demonstrations. Resrrlts showed thatalmost 95percentof

tbe noncombustible synthetic soil matrix is incorporated into the slag, and simulated radionuclides are

immobilized. Cumentdemonstrations are being performed under the EPA's Superfund Innovative

Treatment Evaluation Demonstration Program (Roy 1992a, ~ EPA 1993).

D.7.18 FLUIDIZED BED CYCLONIC AGGLOMERATING INCINERATOR

Fluidized bed technology uses a catalyst to facilitate complete destruction of hazardous species at low

temperatures. The fluidized bed cyclonic agglomerating incinerator consists of a two-stage process in

which solid, liquid, and gaseous organic wastes can be efficiently destroyed while solid, nonvolatile

inorganic contaminants can be agglomerated into a pellet-sized, vitrified waste form. In the first stage, a

ffuidized bed reactor operates as a low-temperature resorption unit or a high-temperature agglomeration

unit, Fuel, oxidant, and waste is fed to the fluidized bed reactor where the waste undergoes rapid

gasification and combustion. Inorganic and metallic solids will be agglomerated into glassy pellets that

will meet the requirements of the toxicity characteristic leaching procedure. Gases from the fluidized

bed (which consist of products of both complete and incomplete combustion) are fed to the second stage

of the process (which consists of a cyclonic combustor that will oxidize carbon monoxide and organics to

carbon dioxide and water). Volatilized metals are collected in a downstream scrubber. This technology

has undergone bench-scale demonstration. Toxicity characteristic leaching procedure test results,

however, have been inconclusive to date. Design and construction of a pilot plant were completed, and

testing is in progress.
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The low operating temperatures of the fluidized bed process are not conducive to nitrogen oxide

formation. Volatilization of radionuclides and heavy metals and acidic offgas can be treated in situ.

Offgaaes can be treated with high efficiency particulate air filters. Fluidized bed technology is

compatible with a wide range of wastes, including combustible and non-combustible solids, liquids, and

sludges. From these wastes, the fluidized bed produces a secondary solid waste from catalyst attrition

that requires further treatment. These solids are collected and solidified by other methods (e.g., polymer

solidification, microwave solidification, or cementation) to produce a final waste form.

DOE and EPA are currently developing hybrid fluidization systems, such as the fluidized bed cyclonic

agglomeration. LOS AlamOs National Laboratory is researching new techniques for monitoring

radionuclides and heavy metals in the offgas stream. DOE is considering a project to demonstrate the

feasibility of a fluidized bed unit to treat a radioactive solvent waste. The unit under ~on~ideration ~ill

include a patented combustion process that captures contaminants in-bed and prevents the formation of

glass deposits as seen with conventional combustion techniques (EPA 1993).

D.7.19 CATALYTIC COMBUSTION IN A FLUIBIZED BED REACTOR

Catalytic combustion in a fluidized bed reactor is a low-temperature (525 to 600 “C) treatment for

low-level mixed waste; it is currently in an active research and development stage, The anticipated

waste for this process, bowever, is one primarily made of celhdosic matter, such as paper, latex, wood,

and pol~inyl chlorides. Such wastes present processing problems because some compounds thermally

degrade to yield toxic byproducts. For example, polyvinyl chloride degradation produces hydrochloric

acid vapors, which can react to form chlorinated hydrocarbons, The addition of sorbarrts may, therefore,

be required to implement in situ capture of chlorinated hydrocarbons.

Several advantages are offered by combining flameless fluidized bed combustion with catalytic

afier-brsrning, rather than by using high-temperature incineration. Two advantages are elimination of

(1) the need for refracto~ lining in the reactor and (2) the emission of radioactive material from the

tluidized bed. Radioactive material generally does not volatilize at temperatures below 800 “C.

Research at the Colorado School of Mines has been conducted to determine the catalysts that best

contribute to the destruction of toxic (chemically hazardous) waste material. Tests have shown that

catalysts containing chromia we the most successful in achieving high destruction and removal

percentages, Research has also shown that this method could be a viable alternative method for

volumetric reduction of low-level mixed waste. The studies have also shown that these methods maybe

applicable to transuranic wastes (Murray 1993; International Incineration Conference 1994).
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D.7.20 MICROWAVE SOLIDIFICATION

Microwave solidification uses microwave energy to heat and melt homogeneous wet or dry solids into a

vitrified final waste form that possesses high-density and leach-resistant attributes. The system includes

an “in-drum” melting cavity that isolates the molten waste and the drum from the process equipment.

Glass-forming frit is added to the waste contained in the drum, which is then exposed to high-energy

microwaves to produce a vitiified final waste form that is suitable for land disposal. Advantages of

microwave processing over conventional thermal treatment include an elimination of the need for

heating elements or electrodes in direct contact with the waste, potential to reduce volatile radionuclide

emissions, and a significant volume reduction,

The process is energy efficient and controllable because of direct coupling between the microwave

energy and the waste. The results of bench-scale experiments at DOE’s Rocky Flats Plant are

encouraging and support the potential use of microwave technology in the production of vitrified waste

forms. Further work is being done to optimize critical process parameters, including waste loading and

borax concentration in the glass-forming frit (International Incineration Conference 1994; DOE 1994b), I TE

D.7.21 MIXED WASTE TREATMENT PROCESS

The mixed waste treatment process treats contaminated soils by separating the hazardous and radioactive

contaminants into organic and inorganic phases. This process is an integration of individually

demonstrated technologies, including thermal resorption, gravity separation, water treatment, and

chelrmt extraction. The initial treatment step involves sizing the incoming waste, after which volatile

orgarrics are removed by indirectly heating the waste in a rotating chamber. The volatilized organics and

water are separately condensed, and the volatile organics are decanted for further treatment and disposal.

The waste is dehydrated and inorganic constituents are removed by gravity separation, chemical

precipitation, and chelant extraction, Gravity separation is used to separate higher density particles, a

potassium ferrite formulation is added to precipitate radionuclides, and the insoluble radionuclides are

removed through chelant extraction. The chelant solution then passes through an ion exchange resin to

remove the radionuclides and is recycled to the process. The contaminants from all waste processes are

collected as concentrates for recovery or disposal.

This technology has been developed for processing soil contaminated with organics, inorganic, and

radioactive material. Bench-scale and pilot-scale testing for individual components of the treatment

process is ongoing under EPA’s Superfinrd Innovative Treatment Evaluation Emerging Technology

Program using DOE, U.S. Department of Defense, and commercial wastes. Thermal separation has been
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shown to remove and recover PCBS, graviW separation of radionuclides has been successfully

demonstrated, and chelant extraction haa long treated surface contamination in the nuclear industry (EPA

1993).
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Table E.I-l. 1993 analytical data for National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Outfall M-004

(M-Area Liquid Effluent Treatment Facility)-Pemit SC#OOOOl75.a,b

DMRe results

TE
I

Parameter Unitsc permit Iimitsd Minimumf Maximumf

. . ... ,
pti

Nitrate (as N)

Phosphate

Suspended solids

Oil and Grease

Uranium

Lead

h’ickel

Silver

Chromium

Aluminum

Copper

Zinc

Cyanide

Cadmium

Gross Alpha Radioactivity

Nonvolatile (dissolved) Beta
Radioactivity

Tritium

mg/L

ma

mti

mg/L

m8/L

mgiL

mg/L

mg/L

mg~

mglL

mg/L

mglL

mti

mg/L

pCiiL

pCi/L

pCilL

6.O-10.Og

RRh

RR

31/60i

RR

RR

o.43/o.69i

1.2312.46i

o.oo9/o.oi8i

0.62/1.24i

3.2/6.43i

o.21/o.42i

0.32/O.64i

o.62/l.24i

o.05/o,li

. . . . . . . . . . J

. . . . . . . . . . j

. . . . . . . . . . j

6.8 7.8

51.1 1,700

0.238 17.3

1 14

<1 11.9

<0.02 0.128

<0.0012 0.0225

<0.012 <0.3

<0.0005 @.0025

<0.02 <0.1

<0.05 ].3

<0.004 0.03

<0.0I 0,085

<0,005 <0.005

<0.01 <0.05

0.306k 4.ggk

o.408k s.qgk

qoqk 1,560k

a. Source: Amett ( 1994),
b. Parameters are those “DOEroutinely measures as a regulatory requirement or as a part of ongoing monitoring

programs.
c. mg/L = milligrams per liter; a measure of concentration equivalent to the weightivolume ratio,

pCiiL = picocuries per liter; a unit of radioactivity; one trillionth of a curie.
d. Limits imposed by sCDHEC NPDES Permit SC#OOOOl75.
e. 1993 results reported to SCDHEC on the monthly Discharge Monitoring Report (DMR),
f. The minimum concentration was the minimum concentration found in samples analyzed in 1993, The

muimum concentration is the highest single result found during the 1993 sampling events,
g. First number is the minimum acceptable pH while the second number is the maximum acceptable pH.
h. RR=measure mrdreport.
i, First number represents thedai)y average limit whllethe second number represents thedaily maximum limit.
j. Radioactive limits are”oti”cJuded onthe NPDES Permit.
k. Collected nearthe mouth of Tim,s Branch, downstream of M. Area.
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Table E.1-2. 1993 analfiical data for National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Outfall H-O 16

(F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facili&)-Permit SC#OOOO175,a,b

DMRe results

Parameters Unitsc permit Iimitsd Minimumf Maximumf

PH Standard 6.O-9.Og 6,4 9.0

Temperature

BOD5

Nitrate (as N)

Ammonia as Nitrogen

Suspended Solids

Oil and Grease

Uranium

Lead

Nickel

Mercury

Aluminum

Copper

Zinc

Manganese

Total Chlorine

Gross Alpha Radioactivity

Nonvolatile (dissolved) Beta
Radioactivity

Tritium

S!i’ontium-89,90

UraniumlPlutOnium

units

“c

mg/L

mti

m@

m&

mfl
mg/L

mti
mg/L

mti
mg/L

mg/L

mg/L

mg/L

mg/L

mw’L
pCi/L

pCi/L

pCi~

pCilL

pCilL

32.2

2oi40h,i

RRi

20/RR

30/60i

Iollsi

P.R

0.29/O.58i

RR

o.045/o.175i

1.71D.77i

RR

1.45/2.07i

1.4812,61i

RR

RR
.. . .. . k

. . .. . . k

.. . ..-. k

. .. . .. . k

. .. ..-. k

14

<1

1.78

<0.01
<1

<1

<0.02

<0.0005

<0.03

<0.000 I

<0.02

<0.05

<0.01

<0.01

<0.005

<0.01

o.s3h

0.497h

607h

<DLI

<DL

30

5

66

0.15

2

Io.1

<0.1

0.0094

<0.05

<0.0005

<0.03

0.053

0.013

0.414

0.0343

0.37

3.9oh

3.94h

Iz,zooh

0.783h

0.298h

a. Source: Amett (1994).
b, Parameters are those DOE routinely measures as a regulatory requirement or as a pan of ongoing monitoring

c.

d.
e.
f.

g
h.
i.

j.
k.

programs.
mg/L= milligrams per Iiteq a measure of concentration equivalent to the weigh~volume ratio.
pCiL= picocuries per liter; a unit of radioactivity; one trillionth ofa curie.
Limits imposed by the SCDHEC NPDES Permit SC#OOOO175.
1993 results reported to SCDHEC on the monthly Discharge Monitoring Report (DMR),
me minimum concentration is the minimum concentration found in samples analyzed in 1993. The maximum
concentration is the highest single result found during the 1993 sampling events.
First number is the minimum acceptable pH while the second number is the maximum acceptable PH.
Collected downstream of Outfall H-O16 on Upper Three Runs near Road C.
First number represents the monthly average limit while the second number represents the daily maximum
limit.
RR= measure and repmt.
Radioactive limits are not included on the NPDES Permit,

1. cDL = arral~ical result less than the test procedure detection limit.
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TE I Table E.1-3. Water quality in Beaver Creek Dam on SRS (calendar year 1992).a,b

Parameter Unit of measurec MCLd,e or DCGf Minimumg Maximumg
Aluminum mti o.05-o,zh 3.59
Ammonia

4.14
md NAi,j 0.048

Cadmium
0.40

m8/L o.oo5d
Calcium

<0.00004 0.0025
mglL NA 2.6g 4.41

Cesium-137 pcfi 120
Chloride mti 250h 2.4
Chromium mgiL old
Copper

<0.0004
mti 1.3k <0.0004

Dissolved oxygen mg/L >5,01 5.8
Fecal coliform Colonies per 100 ml 1,0001 3
Gross alpha radioactivity pCi/L ]5d <DL
Iron mgiL o.3h 0.567
Lead mti o.o15k <0.0004
Magnesium mg/L NA I.02
Manganese mti o,osh <0.0004
Nickel mti o.ld,e <0.0004
Nonvolatile (dissolved) beta pCilL 50d 0.5

radioactivity
PH pH units 6.5-S.5h 6.2
Phosphate mti NA
Sodium

<0.01
mg/L NA

Sulfate
3.83

mg/L 2soh 3.98
Suspended solids mgiL NA 1.0
Temperature “c 32.2m 14.5
Tritium pCiiL 20,000d,e 0.05
Zinc mglL 5h <0.0004

g.6
0.0668
0,014
loo
22
1.15
3.81
0.015
1.82
0.412
0.015
5.8

7.6
1.5
10.6
13.1
31.8
34
228
0.017

c,

d.

e.
f.

g.

Sources: Wike et al. (1994); Cummins, Martin, and Todd (1991).
Parameters are those DOE routinely measures as a regulatory requirement or as part of ongoing monitoring
progrmrrs.

mglL = milligrams per liter a measure ofconcerrtration equivalent to the weighVvolume ratio.
pCi/L = picocuries per lite~ a picocurie is a unit of radioactivity; one trillionth of a curie.
Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL), EPA National Primary Drinking Water Standards (40 CFR Part 14I).
See glossary.
Maximum Contaminant Level, SCDHEC ( 1976). See glossary.
DOE Derived Concentration Guides (DCGS) for water (DC)E Order 5400,5). DCG values are based on
committed effective doses of 4 millirem per year for consistency with drinking water MCL of 4 millirem per
year. See glossary.
Minimum concentrations of samples taken at the downstream monitoring station, The maximum listed
concentration is the highest single result found during one sampling event. Less than (<) indicates
concentration below analysis detection limit (DL),
Secondary Maximum Co~taminant Level (SMCL), EPA National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations
(40 CFR Part 143).
NA = none applicable.

h,

i.
j. Depends on pH and temperature.
k. Action level for lead and copper.

1. WQS = water quality starrdard, See glossary.
m. Shall not exceed weekly average of 32.20c (90°F) after mixing nor rise more than 2.8°C (5”F) in 1 week unless

appropriate temperature criterion mixing zone has been established.
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Table E.1-4. Water quality in Foutmile Branch on SRS (calendar year 1993).a,b

Parameter Unit of measurec MCLd,e or DCGf Minimumg Mmimumg
Aluminum m& o.os-o.2h 0,08 0.34
Ammonia mti
Cadmium mm
Calcium m81L
Cesium-137 pCiiL
Chemical oxygen demand mm
Chloride mti
Chromium mti
Copper mti
Dissolved oxygen mti
Fecal colifom Colonies per 100 ml
Gross alpha radioactivity pCi/L
Iron mti
Lead mfl
Magnesium mglL
Manganese mti
Mercu~ mti
Nickel mti
Nitrite~itratc (m ndrogcn) m@
Nonvolatile (dissolved) beta pCi/L

radioactivity
pH pH units
Phosphate mti
Sodium mti
Strontium-89/90 pCi/L
Sulfate mfl
Suspended solids mg/L
Temperature “c
Total dissolved solids mti
Tritium pCi/L

Zinc mglL

a. Source: Amen( 1994).
b. Parameters arethose DOEroutinely me%ures asaregulatov requirement oraspan ofongoing monitoring programs.
c. mti=milligrams PerliteK ameasure OfConcentration equivalent to the wcightivcdume ratio.

pCi~ = picocuries per Iite&a picocurie is a unit of radioactivity; one trillionth of a curie.
d. Minimum Contaminant Level (MCL), EPA National Prim~Drinking Water Sta"dwds(40 CFRPwl4l).

See glossary.
e. Maximum Contanrinant Level, SCDHEC(1976). See glossary.
f. DOE Derived Concentration Guides (DCGs)for water (DOE Order 54OO.5). DCGvalues are based on committed effective

doses of4millirem perycarfor consistency withdrinking water MCLof4millirem peryew. Seeglossary.
g. Minimum concentrations ofsmples taken atthedownstrem monitoring station. Themaximum listed concentration is the

highest single result found during one sampling evc”t.
h. Second~Maimum Contaminmt Level (SMCL), EPA National SecondaW Drinking Water Regulations

(40 CFR Part 143).
i.

j.
k.
1.
m
n.

—

NAi~

O.oosd
NA
120
NA
2soh

old
1,31

>s.om
I ,ooom
I~d

o,3h

0.0151
NA
o.05h
o.oo2 d.,
Old
]od
5od

6.5-8.5h
NA
NA

250h
NA
32.2.
sooh

20,000d,e
Sh

NDk

ND
2.24
8.44
ND
2
ND
ND

6.4
23
0.073
0.364
ND
0,565
0,079
ND
ND
1.42
20.5

5,7

ND
6.29
10.3
4
2
10
40
33,600
ND

0.04
ND

3.35
19.4
ND
5
ND
ND
11.3
440
2.68
Lt4

0.003
0.636
0.104
ND
ND
2.85
43.5

7.7
ND
10.6
15.3
9
9
25.5
78
68,9oo
0.011

NA = none applicable.
Depends on pH and temperature,
ND= none detected.
Action level for lead and copper.
WQS=waterquality standard. Seegloss~.
Shall not exceed weekly average of 32.2°C (90”F) after mixing nor rise more than 2.8°C (5”F) in I week unless appropriate
temperature criterion mixing zone ha been established.

I TE
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Table E,I-S. Water quality in Pen Branch on SRS (calendar year 1993).a,b

Parameter Unit of measurec MCLd,eor DCGr Minimumg Maximumg
Aluminum mti o.05-o.2h 0.096 0.398
Ammonia

Cadmium
Calcium
Chemical oxygen demand
Chloride
Chromium
Copper

Dissolved oxygen
Fecal colifornr

Gross alpha radioactivity
Iron
Lead

Magnesium
Manganese
Mercury
Nickel
Ni[riteiNitrate (as nitrogen)
Nonvolatile (dissolved) beta

radioactivi~
pH
Phosphate
Sodium
Strontium-89190
Sulfate
Suspended sotids
Temperature
Total dissolved solids
Tritium

Zinc

a.
b.
c,

mti

mti
mti
mti
mfl
mg/L

mti
mti
Colonies per 100 ml

pCi/3.

mfl

mfl
mti
mfi
mti
msA

m@
pciJL

pH units
mglL

mti
pCi/L
m8/L

mfl
“c
m8/L

pCilf.

NAiJ
o.oosd
NA
NA
250h
old
1.3[

>5.om
I ,ooom
15d

o.3h

0.0151
NA
o.05h
o.oo2d,e
aid
, od
sod

6.5-8.5h
NA
NA

2$oh
NA
32.2~
sooh
20,000d,e
5h

NJJk

ND
0.976
ND
3
ND

0.041
6.3

18

<DLn
0.361
ND

0.71
0.038
ND
ND

0.15
0.368

5.9
ND
3.49
<DL
4
2
10.3
42
17,200
ND

0.09
ND

5.03
ND
10

ND
0.098
10.6

320
1.27
0.705

0.002
1.08
0.096
ND
ND
0.26

2.86

7.8
0.04
9.35
0.49
7

12
26.5
79

65,000
0.012

Source: Amcrt ( 1994),
Pzmeters are those DOE routinely measures as a regulato~ rcq”irement or ~ part of ongoing monitoring programs

~ti = milligr~s per liteL a measure of concentration equivalentto the weightfvolumeratio.

d.

e.
f.

g.

h.

i.

j.
k.
1.
m. WQS = water quality standard. See glossary.
n. Less than (<) indicates co”ce”tration below analysis detection limit (DL),
o. Shall not exceed weekly average of 32.2°C (90°F) after mixin8 nor rise more than 2.g”C (5°F) i“ 1 wmk unless appropriate

temperature criterion mixing zr,”e has been established.

pCilL = picocurics per liter; a picocurie is a unit of radioactivity; one trillionth of a curie.
Maximum Contmi”tt”t Level (MCL), EPA National Primary Drinking Waler Standards ( 40 CFR Part 141),
See glossary.
Maximum Contaminant Level, SCDEIEC ( 1976). See glossaty.
DOE Derived Concentration Guides (DCGS) for water (DOE Order 5400.5). DCG values are based on committed effective
doses of 4 milfirem per year for consistencywith dri”klng water MCL of 4 millirem per yea. See glossq.
Minimum concentrations of samples taken at the downstream monitoring sta,tion, Tbe maximum listed concentration is the
highest single result found during one sampling event.
Secondary Maximum Co”taminartt Level (SMCL). EPA National Secondq Drinking Water Regulations
(40 CFR Part 143).
NA = none applicable.
Depends on pH and temperature.
ND = none detected,
Action level for lead and copper,
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Table E.1-6. Water quality in Steel Creek on SRS (calendar year 1993).a,b I TE

Parameter Uni[ ofmeasurec MCLd,eor DCGf
Aluminum

Minimumg Maximumg

mti o.os-o.2h NDi 0.138
Ammonia mfi
Cadmium
Calcium
Cesium- I37
Chemical oxygen demand
Chloride

Chromium

COpWr
Dissolved oxygen
Fecal colifonn
Gross alpha radioactivity
Iron
Lead
Magnesium
Mangmese
Mercury
Nickel
NitriteNitrate (m nitrogen)
Nonvolatile (dissolved) beta

radioactivity
PH
Phosphate
Sodium
StrOntium.90
Sulfate
Suspended solids
Temperature
Total dissolved solids
Tritium
Zinc

mti
pCi/L

mti
mti
mm
mti
mti
Colonies per 100 ml
pCi/L

mti
m@
mti
mti
mti
mm
mti
pCiiL

pH units

mti
mti
pCiiL

mfl
mti
“c

mti
pca

mti

Nti>k

o.oosd
NA
120
NA
2soh
o,fd
1.31

>5.om
I ,ooom
15d

o.3h
0.0151
NA
o.osk
o.oozd,e
old
Iod
5od

6.5-8.5h
NA
NA
8f

250h
NA
32.2.
sooh
zo,oood.e
5h

ND
ND

1.92
3.75
ND
4

ND
ND
6.4
2

<DLn
0.053
ND
0.947
ND
ND
ND
ND
0.688

5.9
ND
5.44
<DL
4
ND
10,2
39
4,130
ND

0.05
ND
2.28
3.75
ND
9
ND
ND
11.4
142
I .22

0.224
0.004
1.16
0.024
ND
ND
o.f7
2.79

7.9
ND
8.53
0.818
6,
5
29.6
67
6,200
0.014

. . Source: Amett (1994).
b. Parameters =e those DOE routinely measures as a regulatory requirement or as pan of ongoing monitoring programs
c. mfl = milligr~s Per liter; a me~ure of concentrationequivalent to the weigh tlvolume ratio.

PCW = picocuries per Iiteq a picocuries is a unit of radioactiviW, one trillionth of a curie,
d. Maximum Contantinant Level (MCL), EPA National Primary Drinking Water Standards (40 CFR Pan 141).

See elossarv.
e.
f

s

h.

i.

j.

u.

Maximum Contaminant Level, SCDHEC ( 1976). See gloss~.
DOE Derived Concentration Guides (DCGS) for water (DOE Order 5400.5). DCG values are based on committed effective
doses of 4 millirem per ye= for consistency with drinking water MCL of 4 millirem per yew. See glossary.
Minimum concentrations of samples taken at the dow”strem monitoring station, The maximum listed concentration is fie
highest single result found during one sampling event.
Secondaty Maximum Contaminant Level (SMCL), EPA National Secondq Drinking Water Regulations
(40 CFR Pm 143).
ND= none detected.
NA = none applicable.
Depends on PH and temperature.
Action level for lead and copper.
WQS=waterquality standard. Seeglossaty

k.
1.
m.
n. Lessthm (<)indicates concentration below"malysis detection limit (DL).
o. Shall notcxceedwcekly average of32.2"C (9OoF)afiermixing norrise morcthm 2.8oC(5oF)inl week unless appropriate

temperature criterion mixing zone has been established.
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Table E.I-7. Water quality in Lower Three Runs on SRS (calendar year 1993).a,b

Parameter Unit of measurec MCLd,e or DCGf Minimumg Maximumg

Aluminum mglL o.05-o.2h NDi 0.092

Ammonia
Cadmium
Calcium
Chemical oxygen demand
Chloride
Chromium

Copper
Dissolved oxygen

Fecal coliforrn
Gross alpha radioactivity

Iron
Lead
Magnesium
Manganese
Mercury
Nickel
Nitrite~itrate (m nitrogen)
Nonvolatile (dissolved) beta

radioactivity
pH

Phosphate
Sodium
StrOntium-90

Sulfate
Suspended solids
Temperature
Total dissolved solids
Tritium

Zinc

—
a.
b.
c.

d.

g

h.

i.

j.
k,
1.
m.
n.
0.

mfi
mglL

mti
mglL

mti
tns/L

mti

mti
pCi/L

mti

mti
trrsIL

m&
mg~

mti
mti

mti
pCi/L

pH units

mti
m&
pCi/L

mfi
mti
Oc

mti
pCi/L

mti

NAj,k

o.oosd
NA
NA
250h
old
1.31

>5 .om
I,ooom
15d

o.3h

0.0151
NA
o.05h
o.oo2dse
old
t od
5od

6.5-8.5h
NA
NA
8f

2soh
NA
32.20
5ooh

20,000d,c
5h

ND
ND

5.63
ND
3
ND

ND
6.7
72

<DLn
0.138
ND

0.553
ND

ND
ND
ND
1.16

5.9
ND
1.97
<DL

2
ND
10.3
33
131
ND

0.06

ND
12.8
ND
5

ND
ND
10.2

12,200
0.69

0.275
0.002
0.79
0.024
ND
ND

0.18
3.43

7.5
ND
2.98
0.048
4
10
26.0
69
907
0.031

Source: Amett ( 1994).
Pwameters are those DOE routinely measures as a regulatory requirement or as part of on80ing monitoring programs
mg/L = milligrams per liter, a measure of concentration equivalent to the weightf volume ratio.
pCi/L = picocuries per Iitec a picocurie is a unit of radioactivity; one trillionth of a curie.
Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL), EPA National Primary Drinking Water Standards (40 CFR Part 141).
See glossa~.
Maximum Contaminant Level, SCDHEC (1976). See glossary.
DOE Derived Concentration Guides (DCGS) for water (DOE 5400.5). DCG values are hased on committed effective doses. .
of 4 millirem per year for consisterrq with drinking water MCL of 4“millirem per year. See glossm.
Minimum concentrations of samples taken at the downstream monitoring station. The maximum listed concentration is the
highest single result found during one sampling event:
Secondary Maximum Contaminant Level (SMCL), EPA National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations
(40 CFR Part 143).
ND= none detected.
NA = none applicable.
Depends on pH and tempcrat”re.
Action level for lead and copper.
WQS = water quality standard. See gloss~.
Less than (<) indicates co”ce”tratio” below analysis detection limit (DL).
Shall not exceed weekly average of 32.2°C (90”F) after mixing nor rise more than 2.8°C [5”F) in I week unless appropriate
temperat”rc criterion mixing ZO”Chas bee” established.
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SECTION 2

AIR QUALITY
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TE I Table E.2.1. Results of SRS modeling for toxic air pollutants (micrograms per cubic meter of air).a,b

Concentration
Maximum allowable at SRS bounday Percent of

Pollutant concentration (pg/m3) (p~m’) standardc

Lnw Toxicity CategoVTC

Acetonitrile 1,750.00 0.00018 0,00
Ammonium Chloride 250,00 0.02379 0.01

Antimony 2.50 0.00112 0.04

Chlorine 75.00 7.63023 10.17

Cyanide 125,00 0.00000 0.00

Ethanolamine 200.00 0.00101 0.00

Formic Acid 225.00 2.41990 1.08

Furfural 200,00 0.00180 0.00
Hydrochloric Acid (Hydrogen 175,00 1.05622 0.60
Chloride)

Hydrogen Cyanide 250.00 0.12935 0.05

Methyl Ethyl Ketone (2-Butone) 14,750.00 5.12159 0.03

Methyl Methacrylate 10,250.00 0.00002 0.00

Methylene Chloride 8,750.00 10.46781 0.12

Methyl Tert-Butyl Ether (d) 0.49390 NAe

Naphthalene 1,250.00 0.00452 0.00

Nitric Acid 125,00 50.95952 40.77

Phosphoric Acid 25.00 0.46236 1.85

Styrene 5,325.00 0.00079 0.00

Trichloroethylene 6,750.00 6.43130 0.10

Moderate Toxicity Category

Acetaldehyde 1,800.00 0.00180 0.00
Ac~lamide 0.30 0.00180 0.60

Aldicarb 6.00 0.00737 0.12

Cresol 220.00 0.00180 0.00
Cumene 9.00 0.00110 0,01

p-Dschlorobenzene 4>500.00 0.00180 0.00
Dietharraolamine 129,00 0.00364 0,00
Dioctyl Phthalate 50.00 0.02569 0,05

Ethyl Benzene 4,350.00 0.58773 0.01
Ethyl Chloride 26,400.00 0.00007 0.00

Ethylene Dibromide 770.00 0.00180 0.00
Fufiryl Alcohol 400.00 0.00037 0.00
1,6-Diisocyanatehexamethylene 0.34 0.00110 0.32
Hydrogen Sulfide 140,00 0.20149 0.14
Hydroquinone 20.00 0.00010 0,00

Isophorone 250.00 0.00154 0.00
Maleic Anbydride 10.00 0.00180 0.02
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Table E.2-1. (continued).

Concentration
Maximum allowable at SRS boundary Percent of

Pollutant concentration (pg/m3) (pg/m3) standardc

Methyl Isobutyl Ketone 2,050.00 2.96016 0.14

Oxalic Acid 10.00 0.00026 0.00
Pentachlorophenol 5.00 0.00180 0.04
Phenol 190.00 0.02745 0.01
Phosgene (Carbonyl Chloride) 4.00 0.00180 0.05

Phosphorus (Yellow or White) 0.50 0.00013 0.03
Sodium Hydroxide 20.00 0.00940 0.0s
SulfuricAcid 10,00 0.00951 0.10
Te@achloroethylene 3,350.00 2.00935 0.06
Xylene 4,350.00 39.36740 0.90
m-Xylene 4,350.00 0.00180 0.00
0-Xylene 4,350.00 0.00181 0.00
p-Xylene 4,350.00 0.00180 0.00

High Toxicity Category

Acetophenone (d) 0.00180 NA
Acrolein

Acrylic Acid

Acrylonitrile

Aniline

Arsenic

Benzene

Benzidine

Benzotrichloride

Benzyl Chlnride

Beryllium

Biphenyl

Bis (chloromethyl) Ether

Bromofmm

Cadmium Oxide

Cadmium

Carbon Disulfide

Carbon Tetrachloride

Catechol

Chlordane

Chlorobenzene

Chlorofom

Chloromethyl Methyl Ether

Cobalt

2,4-Dichlovhenoxy Acetic Acid

1,25

147.50

22.50

50,00
I.00

150.00
(d)

300.00
25.00
0.01
6.00
0.03

25.85
0.25
0.25

150.00
150.00
297.00

2.5o
1,725.00
250.00

(d)
0.25

50.00

0.01585

0.00182

0.01646

0.00180

0.00 I91

31.71134

0.00180

0.00180

0.00180

0.00138

0.00180

0.00475

0.02136

0.00028

0.00209

0.00009
0.00181

4.95658

0.00180

0.20628

0.00180

1.27

0.00

0.07

0.00

0.19

21.14

NA

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.02

6.00

0.02

8.54

0.11

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,07

0.00

1.98

NA

82.51

0.00
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Table E.2-1. (continued).

Concentration
Moximum allowable at SRS boundary Percent of

Pollutant concentration (wg/m3) (ptim3) standardc

Dibutyl Phthalate 25.00

3,3-Dicblorobenzidine 0.15

1,3-Dicbloropropene 7,00

Diethyl Phthalate 25.00

3,3-Dimetboxybenzidene 0.30

3,3-Dimethylbenzidine (d)

Dimethylfomamide 149.50

Dimethyl Phthalate 25,00

Dimethyl Sulfate 2.50

2,4-Dinitrophenol (d)

2,4-Dinitrotoluene 1.50

Dioxane 450,00

1,2-Diphenyl Hydrazine (d)

Epichlorohydrin 50,00

1,2-Butylene Oxide (d)

Ethylene Dichloride 200,00
Ethylene Glycol 650.00

Ethylene Oxide 10.00

Ethylene Thiourea (d)

Ethylenimine 5.00

1,I-Dichloroethane 2,025.00

Formaldehyde 7.50

Glycol Ethers (d)

Heptachlor 2.50

Hexachlorobenzene (d)

Hexachlorobutadiene 1.20

Hexachlorocylopentadiene 0.50

Hexachloroethane 48.50

Hexachloronapthalene I .00

Hexane 200.00

Hydr=ine 0.50

Lindane 2,50

Manganese Oxide 25.00

Manganese 25.00

Mercury 0.25

Methyl Alcohol 1,310.00
Methoxychlor 50.00
Methyl Bromide 100.00

Methyl Chloride 515.00

0.13246

0.00180

0.00208
0.00000
0.00180
0.00180
0.00024
0.00180
0.00180
0.00180
0.00180
0.00184
0.00180
0.00180
0.00877
0,00183
0.19536
0.00180
0.00180
0.01802
0.00116
0.00269
0.00031
0.00737
0.00180
0.00180
0.00180
0.00180
0.00000
0.20551
0.00180
0.00180
0.00066
0.82129
0.01393
2.87804
0.00180
0.00158
0.00200

0.53

1.20

0,03

0.00

0.60

NA

0.00

0.01

0.07

NA

0.12

0.00

NA

0.00

NA

0.00

0.03

0.02

NA

0.36

0.00

0.04

NA

0.29

NA

0,15

0.36

0.00

0.00

0.10

0.36

0.07

0.00

3.29

5.57

0.22

0,00

0.00

0.00
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Table E.Z-l. (continued),

Concennation
Maximum allowable at SRS boundary Percent of

Pollutant concentration (pg/m3) (y~m’) standardc

1,1,l-Trichloroetbane 9,550.00 80.83216 0.85

Methyl Hydrazine

Methyl Iodide

Curene

Nickel oxide

Nickel

Nitrobe”zene

p-Nitrophenol

2.Nitropropme

Parathion

Pentachloronitrobenzene

Phthalic Anbydride

Polycyclic Organic Matter

Propylene Dichloride

Selenium

Tetrachlorinated Dibenzo-p-Dioxins

1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane

Toluene

Toxaphene

1,1,2-Trichloroethane

2,4,6 .Trichlorophenol

Triethykunine

Vinyl Acetate

Vinyl Chloride

1,I-Dichloroethylene

1.7s

58.00

1.10

5.00

0.50

25.00

0.00

182,00

0.50

(d)

30.30

160.00

1,750.00

I .00

0.00

35.00

200.00

2.50

273.00

(d)

207.00

176.00

50.00

99.00

0.00180

0.00180

0.00180

0.00183

0.27106

0.00314

0.00180

0.00180

0.00737

0.00180

0.00180

0.00000

0.00079

0.00000

0.00000

0.00208

9.27688

0.00737

0.01646

0.00180

0.00010

0.05518

0.00183

0.00180

0.10

0,00

0.16

0.04

54.21

0.01

NA

0,00

1.47

NA

0.01

0.00

0,00

0.00

NA

0.01

0.46

0.29

0.01

NA

0.00

0.03

0.00

0.00

a. Source: WSRC (1993).
b. Concentrations are based on maximum potential emissions

c. Percent of standard =
Concentration at SRS boundary , ~O.

Maximum allowable concentration

d. No standard established by regulatory agency.
e. NA - not applicable.
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Table E.2-2. Comparison of potential worker annual exposure to OSHA permissible exposure limits

under alternative A (micrograms per cubic meter of air).a

I Expected forecast Minimum forecast Maximum forecast
receptor locations receptor locations receptor locations

I

OSHA 100 640 I00 640 I00 640

Pollutant PELb metersc meters meters meters meters meters

M-Area Vendor
Nitrogen dioxide 9,000

Sulfur dioxide I.3X104

PMIOd 5,000

Bldg. 645-N (hazardous waste storage)
Total suspended 1.5.104

particulate
PMIO 5,000

Bldg. 645-2N (mixed waste storage)
Total suspended 1.5.104

particulate
PM1o 5,000

Soil sort facilities
Total suspended I,5X104

pmticulates
PM1o 5,000

(Four) new solvent tanks
Vinyl chloride 2,600
1,1 Dichlornethmre NIAe
Methyl ethyl Ketone 5.9X105
Chloroform 9,780
Carbon tetrachloride 1,26x104
Benzene 3,250
1.2 Dichloroethane NIA
Trichloroethane 2.7x105
Tetrachloroethy lene I.7X105
Chlombenzene 3.5.105

certification facility

Vinyl chloride
1,I Dichloroethane

Methyl ethyl ketone
Chloroform
Carbon tetrachloride
Benzene
1,2 Dicbloroethane
Trichloroethane

Tetrachloroethy lene
Chlombenzene

Containment building
Total suspended

particulate
PMIO

2,600
NIA

5.9.105
9,780
1.26x104
3,250
NIA

2.7.105

1.7.105

3.5.105

1.5.104

5,000

37.45
1.65
1.97

25.13

8.79

6.60

2.32

11.00

3.84

5.08
0.38

22.00
2.36
0.19

3.08
0.}3
0.12
0.03

0.02

0.02
0,00 I
0,07

0,o1

5.6xl&
0.009

3.8x10-

3.6x10-
7,9.10-

5.0.10-

4.34

4,34

43.70
1.92
2.30

10.56

3.70

2.78

0.97

4.63

1.61

3.95
0.30

17.11

1.84
0.15

2.40
0.10
0.09

0.02
0.01

0.01

9.8xl O
0.06
0.01

4.8xlO
0.008
3.2xl O

3,1.10

6.8.10
4.3.10

2.64

2.64

37.45
1.65

1,97

13,10

4.49

I ,7t7

0.62

0.31

0.11

3.78
0.29

16.39
1.76
0.14
2,29
0.09
0.09
0.02

0.01

0.01

43.70
1.92
2.30

5.51

1.89

0,75

0.26

0.13

0.05

2.94
0.22

12.75
1.37
0.11
1.78
0.07
0.07
0.02
0.01

0.01
8.1x IO 7.0x IO-4
0.05 0,04
0.01 0,00
4,0.10 3,5XI0-4
0.007 0,006
2.7.10 2.3x10-4

2.5x Io 2,2x1 o-4

5.6xl O 4.8x1 O-5
3.5XI0 3.0.10-5

2.28 1.38

2.28 1.38

37.45
1.65
1.97

41.28

14,54

32.84

11.50

54.74

1.92

4.29
0.33

18.61

2.00
0.16

2.6;
0.11
0.10

0.02
0.01

0.39
0.30
1,70

0.18
0.015

0.237
0.010
0.009

0.002
0.001

15.41

15.41

43.70
1.92

2.30

17.36

6.11

!3.81

4.84

23.02

0.81

3.34
0.25

14.48

1.56
0.13
2.03
0.08
0.08

0.02
0.01

0.34
0.25

1.46
0.16
0.013

0.204
0.008
0.008

0.002

0.001

9.36

9.36
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Table E.2-2. (continued).

Expected forecast Minimum forecast Maximum forecast
receptor locations receptor locations receptor locations

OSHA 100 640 100 640 I00 640
Pollutant PELb metersc meters meters meters meters meters

Vinyl chloride 2,600 0.24 0.15
1,1 Dichloroetbane

0.13 0.08 1,08 0.66
NIA 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.05

Methyl ethyl ketone 5.9.105 26.40 16.04 25.46 15.47 32.38 19.68

Chloroform 9,780 0.11 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.50 0.31
Carbon tetrachlnride 1.26x I04 0.01 0.01 0,005 0.003 0.04 0.02

Benzene 3,250 0.15 0.08
1,2 Dichloroethane

0.06 0.04 0.66 0,40

NIA 0.006 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.03 0,02
Trichloroethane 2.7x I05 0.006 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.03 0.02
Tetrachloroethylene 1.7.105 0.001 7.4.10- 5.4.10 3.3.10 0.006 0.003

Chlorobenzene 3.5XI05 7.6x lP’t 4.6xl& 3.4.10 2.1.10 0,004 0.002

a. Source: NIOSH (1990).
h, OSHAPEL -Occupational SafeVand Health Atiinistration Pemissible Exposure Limits
c. Toconvert to feetmultiply by 3.281.
d. Particulate matter less than 10microns in diameter.

TC
TE

e, Not Applicable -No OSHAPEL resigned -Exposure should bekeptm low as possible.
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Table E.2-3. Comparison ofpotential worker exposure to OS~pemissible exposure limits under

alternative C (micrograms per cubic meter of air).a

I Expected forecast Minimum forecast Maximum forecast

I receptor locations receptor locations receptor locations

OSHA 100 640 100 640 100 640
I Faci*ity/Pollutant PELb metersc meters meters meters meters meters

IM-Area Vendor
Nitrogen dioxide 9,000
Sulfur dioxide 1,3XI04

I PM,~d 5,000

Bldg. 645-2N (mixed waste storage)
Total suspended 15,000
parriculates

I PM)o 5,000

Soil sofi facilities
Total suspended 15,000
parriculates
PMIO 5,000

(Four) new solvent tanks
Vinyl chloride 2,6oO
1,1 Dicbloroethane N/Ae
Methyl ethyl ketone 5.9.105
Chloroform 9,780
Carbon tetrachloride 1.26x I04
Benzene 3,250
1,2 Dichloroethane NIA
Trichlorocthane 2.7x I05
Tetrachloroetby lene 1,7.105
Cblorobenzene 3.5.105

Tramuranic waste cbaracterizationl
certification facility

Vinyl chloride
1,1 Dichloroetbane
Methyl ethyl ketone

Chloroform
Carbon tctrachloride

Benzene
1,2 Dichloroetbane

Trichloroethane

Tetracbloroetby lene

Chtorobenzene

Containment building
Vitryl chloride
1,1 Dichloroethane
Methyl ethyl ketone

Chloroform
Carbon tetrachloride

Benzene
1,2 Dicbloroethane

Trichlorocthane

Tetracbloroetby Ienc

Chlombenzene

2,600
NIA

5.9xlo5
9,780

1.26x I04
3,250
NIA

2.7.105

1.7.105

3.5.105

2,600
NIA

5.9.105
9,78o

1.26x I04
3,250
NIA

2.7x I05

1.7.105

3.5x J05

37.45
1.65

1.97

6.60

2.32

J5.63

5.47

3.99
0.30

17.28

1.86
0.15

2,42
0.10
0.09

0.02

0,01

o.ot5
0.001
0.065

0.007

5,6x i&4
0.009

3.7.10-4

3.5.10-4

7.9.10-5

4.9.10-5

0.059
0.004

24.91

0.O28
0.002

0.O36
0.001

43.70
1.92

2.3o

2.78

0.97

6.57

2.30

3.10
0.23

13.44

1.44
0.12

1.88
0.08
0.07

0.02

0.01

0.013
0.001
0.056

0.006

4.8x 10-4
0.008

3.2x10-4

3.0.10-4

6.8x 10-5

4.2x10-5

0.036
0.003

15.13

0.017
0.001

0.022

9.O.10-4
0.002

8, JX10-4 4.9.10-4

5.1.lm4 3.1.10-4

37.45
1.65

I .97

1.78

0.62

4.34

1.52

3.92
0.30

17.00

1.82
0.15

2,38
0.10
0.09

0.02

0.01

0.011
0.001
0.046

0.005

43.70
1.92

2.30

0.75

0.26

1.83

0.64

3.05
0.23

13.22

1,42
0.11

1.85
0.08
0.07

0.02

0.01

0.009
0.oo1
0.040

0.004

4.0.10-4 3.4 X1O-4
O.OO6 0.006

2.7.10-4 2.3x10-4

2.5x 10-4 2.2 X10-4

5.6x 10-5 4.8x 10-5

3.5.10-5 3.0.10-5

0.028 0.017
0.002 0.001

24.65 14.98

0.013 0.008
0.001 6.5x l&4
0.017 0.010

7.1.10-4 4.3.10-4
0,002 9.2.10-4

3.4.10-4 2.1x Iti4

2.1x1r4 1.3.10-4

37.30
1.65

I .97

32.84

11.50

75.38

26.38

4.17
0.32

18.06

1.94
0.16

2.53
0.10
0.10

0.02

0.01

0.389
0.029
1.687

0.181
0.015

0.236
0.010

0.009

0.002

0.001

0.219
0.017

26.21

0.102
0.008

0.133
0.005

0.011

0.002

0.002

43.52
1,92

2.30

13.81

4.84

31.69

11.09

3.24
0.25

14.04

1.51
0.12

1.97
0.08
0.08

0.02

0.01

0.335
0.025
1.450

0.155
0.013

0.203
0.008

0.008

0.002

0001

0.133
0.o1o

15.92

0.062
0.005

0.081
0.003

0.007

0.001

9.3x I&4
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Table E.2-3. (continued),

Expected forecast Minimum forecast Maximum forecast
receptor locations receptor locations receptor locations

OSHA 100 640 100 640 100 640
Facility/pollutant PELb metersc meters meters meters meters meters

Non-alphavitrification
Total suspended particulate 1.5x 104

PM,o

Nitrogen oxides

Sulfurdioxide
Carbon monoxide

Lead

Acetaldehyde

Acrylamide

Acrylonitrile

Arsenic pentoxide

Asbestos

Benzene

Benzidine

Bis(chlaromethy l)ether

Bromofonn

Carbon tetrachloridc

Chlordane

Ch!orofom

Cr(+6) Compounds

Fonnaidehydt

Heptachlor

Hexachlorobenzene

Hexachlorobutad iene

Hydrazine

Nickel oxide

1,t ,2,2-Telrachloroethane

1,1,2-Trichloroethane

Toxaphene

5,000

9,000

1.3.104

4.0.104
I00

1.8xI05
30

4,420

10

0.2 tihers/m3
3,250

N/A

N/A

5,000

L2x6t04
Soof
9>780
Sof

1,224

500

NIA

210f
100

I,000

7,000

4.5.104
500

Alpha vitrification
Total s“spcnded particulate 1,5.104

PMIO 5,000

Nitrogen oxides 9,000

Sulfur dioxide 1.3.104
Carbon monoxide 4.0.104
Lead 100

Asbestos 0.2 tibersim3

Nickel oxide [,000

a. Source: NIOSH (1990).

1.5.10-9 0.215

1.5.10-9 0.215

3.2x IO-9 o.478

2.OX10-1I 0.003

2.9x1o-I2 4.3.10-4

3.0.10-12 4.4.10-4

5.9.10-13 8.7.10-5

5.9.10-13 8.7xl&5

5.9.10-13 8.7x I0-5

2.9x 10-12 4.3x 10-4

6.6x10-14 9,8x1 o-6

7.1.10-11 O.olf.t

5.9.10-13 8.7x I0-5

5.9x I0-13 8.7x I0-5

5.9xl&13 8.7x I0-5

5.9x IO-13 8.7x I0-5

5.9.10-13 8.7.10-5

5.9x10-13 8.7.10-5

2.0XIO-14 2.9XIV6

5.9x IO-13 8.7x I0-5

1.5X10-J2 2.2x Im4

5.9x I0-13 8.7x I0-5

5.9x10-13 8.7x10-5

5.9x10-t3 8.7x I0-5

3.3X10-11 0.005

t.2xlo-l I 0.002

5.9.10-13 8.7x10-5

1.5X10-12 2.2x I0-4

8.2x10-lo o.t2

8.2x10-to o.12

I,8x10-9 0.27

I.lxlo-11 0002

1.6x10-12 2.4.10-4

L7x I0-12 2.45x I0-4

6.6x10-15 9.8x I0-7

3.3x I0-12 4.9x I0-4

4.4x Io-lo o.065

4.4x Io-lo o.065

9.7 XI0-10 0.143

6.1 XIO-12 9.0.10-4

8.7x I0-13 1.3x I0-4

8.9x I0-13 1.3x I0-4

3.0.10-13 4.5.10-5

3.0.10-13 4.5.10-5

3.0.10-13 4.5.10-5

1.5X10-12 2.2x I0-4

L6xl&14 2.3.10-6

3.6x 10-1I o.oft5

3.o~lo-13 4.5.10-5

3.0.10-13 4.5.l&5

3.0.10-13 4.5 X1O-5

3.0.10-13 4.5.l&5

3.OXIO-J3 4.5.10-5

3.0.10-13 4.5.10-5

I,OXIO-)4 L5x1o-6

3.0.10-13 4.5.10-5

7.6.10-13 I. IX1O-4

3.OXIO-13 4.5 XI0-5

3.o.l@13 4.5 XI0-5

3.OXIO-13 4.5.10-5

7.9x10 -12 o.oO1

6.1 XIO-IZ 8.9.10-4

3.0.10-13 4.5 XI0-5

7.6.10-13 l.lx Io-4

4,9 XIO-10 f3.07

4.9.10-10 o.fJ7

1.IXIO-9 o.16

6.8.l&12 o.oO1

9.7XIO-13 1.44.10-4

1.O.10-12 1.47.10-4

4,0 XI0-15 5.9XI(3-7

2,0x I0-12 2.93x l&4

b. OSHA PEL - Occupational Safety and Health Administration permissible exposurelimits,
c. To conven to feet multiplyby 3.281,
d. Particulate matter less thm 10microns in diameter.
e. N/A= not applicable. No OSHA PEL assigned. Exposure should be kept as low as possible.
f Tbreshcdd limit value, time-wei8hted average (ACGIH 1993).

7.2.10-9 1,056

7.2x 10-9 1,056

I,6XI0-8 2.344

I,oxlo-lo 0.015

1,4.10-11 0.002

1,5.10-11 0.002

1,3. to-12 1.9,10-4

1.3x I&12 1,9.10-4

1.3x I0-12 I.9X1O-4

6.5x I0-12 9.6x I0-4

1.8x10 -13 2.6x10-5

1.6.10-10 0.023

1.3x I0-J2 1.9.10-4

l,3x I0-12 I,9XI0-4

1.3x I0-J2 1.9.10-4

1.3x I0-12 1.9XI0-4

I,3x I0-12 1,9. to-4

t.3xlo-12 1.9.10-4

4.4x 10-t4 6.5x IO-6

1.3x I0-12 l,9xto-4

2.2.10-12 4.8x I0-4

1.3x I0-12 1.9Xl@4

t,3.lo-t2 I,9XI0-4

1.3xl&12 1.9x l&4

8,9x10-11 0.013

2.6x10-It o.oo4

1.3x I&12 1.9xl&4

3.2xlti12 4,8xl@4

2,1x I@8 3.o6

2. IxIm8 3.06

4.6x l&8 6.78

2.9xl&ll 0.004

4.IXIVII 0.01

4.2xl@ll 0.01

1.7xl&13 2,5x I0-5

8.4x10-lo o.o1

TC
TE

TE
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Table E.2-4. Comparison of potential worker exposure to OSHA permissible exposure limits under

alternative B (micrograms per cubic meter of air).a

I Expected forecast Minimum forecast Maximum forecast

TE

receptor locations receptor locations receptor locations
OSHA 100 640 100 640 100 640

Pollutmt PELb metersc meters meters meters meters meters

M-Area Vendor

TC

Nitrogen dioxide 9,000
Sulfu~ dioxide 1.3,104

PM 10d 5,000

Bldg. 645-N (hamrdous waste storage)
Total suspended paniculates 1.5.104
PMIO 5,000

Bldg. 645-2N (mixed waste storage)
Total suspended ptiiculates 15,000
PMIo 5,000

Soil sOn facilities
Total suspended particulate I5,000
PMlo 5,000

(Four) new solvent tanks
Vinyl chloride 2,600
1,1 Dichloroethane N/Ae
Methyl ethyl ketone 5.9X105
Chloroform 9,780
Carbon tetrachloride I.26x104
Benzene 3,250
1,2 Dichlorotihane 141A
Trichloroethane 2.7x I05
Tetrachloroethy lene 1.7,105
Chlombenzene 3.5.105

Transura”ic waste characteriz?.tio”l
cenification facility

Vinyl chloride
1,1 Dichloroetharre

Methyl ethyl Ketone
Chloroform
Carbon tctrachloridc
Benzene
1,2 Dichlomethanc
Tricblomethane

Tetrachloroethy lene
Chlorobenzme

Containment building
Total suspended particulate
PM, o

Vinyl chloride
1,1 Dichloroethane
Methyl ethyl Ketone
Cblorofom
Carbon tetracbloride
Benzene
1,2 Dichlomethanc
Trichloroethane

Tetrachlomctbylme
Chlorobenzene

2,600
NIA

5.9.105
9,7s0
1.26x1O4
3,250
NIA

2.7x I05
I.7.105
3.5.105

1.5.104
5,000

2,600
NIA

5.9. I05
9,780

I.26x104
3,250
NIA

2.7x I05
1,7.105

3.5.105

37.45
1.65

I ,97

25.13

8.79

6.60
2.32

10,79
3.77

4.71
0.36

20.39

2.19
0.18
2.86
0.12
0.11
0.02
0.02

0.02
0.001
0.07
0.007
5.6x10~
0.009
3.7. lo~

3,5.104
7.9.10-5
5.0. 10-s

2.96
2.96

0.17
0.01

25.77

0.08
0.01

0.10
0.004
0.004

7.8x10~

4.9.104

43,70
1.92
2.30

10.56
3.70

2.78
0,97

4,54
1.58

3.66
0.28

15.86
1.70
0.14
2.22
0.09
0.09
0.02
0.01

0.01
9.7X104
0.06
0.006
4.8x10~
0.008
3.2x10~

3.1.10-4
6,8x 10-5
4.3,10-5

1.80

1.80

0.10
0.01

15.66

0.05
0.004
0,06
0.003
0,002

4.7.10-4

3.0.104

37.45
1.65

1.97

13,10
4.49

1.78
0.62

3.39
1.19

4.28
0.32

18.56

1.99
0.16
2.60
0.11
0.1o
0.02
0.01

0.01
S.O.10-4
0.05
0.005
3.9.10-4
0.006
2,7.104
2.5x10~

5.6.10-5
3.5.10-5

1.48
1.48

0,08
0.01

25.10

0.04
0.003

0.05
0.002
0.002

3.7.104
2.3x10~

43.70
1,92

2.30

5.51
1,89

0.75
0.26

1.43
0.50

3.33
0.25

14.43
1,55
0.12
2.02
0.08
0.08

0.02
0.01

0.009
6.9x10~
0.04
0.004
3.4.10-4
0.006
2.3x10~
2.2.10-4
4.8x 10-5

3.0,10-5

0.90
0.90

0.05
15,25
0.22

0.02
0.002

0.03
0.001
0.001

2.2x I04
1.4.104

37.30
1,65

1.97

41.28
14.54

32.84
11.50

64.79
22.61

4.25
0.32

18.39
1.98
0.16
2.58
0.11
0.10

0.02
0.01

0.39
0.29
1.69

0.18
0.01
0.24
0.010
0.009
0.002

0.001

10.26
10,26

0.74
29.82

3.22
0.34
0.03
0.45
0.02
0.02

43.52
1.92

2.30

17.36
6.11

13.81
4.84

27.24
9.51

3.31
0.25

14.30
1.54
0.12
2.00
0.0s
0.08
0.02
0.01

0.33
0.25
I .45
0.16
0.01
0.20
0.008
0.008
0.002
0.001

6.23

6.23

0.45
0.03

18.12
0.21
0.02
0.27
0.01
0.01

3.9.10-3 2.4x I0-3
2.4x I0-3 I.5.1O-3
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Table E.2-4. (continued),
Expectedforecast Minimumforecast Maximumforecast I
receptor locations receptOr locations receptor locations

OSHA 100 640 I00 640 100 640
Pollutant PELb metersc meters meters meters meters meters

Non-alnha vitrification
Totai susoended Darticulates 1.5x 104

5,000PMIO

Nitrogen oxides
Sulfur dioxide

Carbon monoxide
Lead
Acetaldehyde
Acrylamidc
Actylo” itrile
Arsenic pentoxide
Asbestos

Benzene
Benzidi”e
Bis(chioramethy l)ether
Bromoforrn
Carbon letrachloride
Chlordae
Chloroform
Cr(+6) CompO””ds

Fonnadelhyde
Heptachlor
Hexach[orobenzene
Hcxachlorobutadicne
Hydrazine
Nickel oxide
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane
1.1.2-Trichlaroethane

Alpha vitritica[ ion
Total suspended pat’ticuiates

PMJO

Nitrogen oxides
Sulfur dioxide
Carbon monoxide
Lead
Asbestos

Nickel oxide

9,000

1.3.104
4.0.104
100

1.8.105
30
4,420
10

0.2 fiberN
~3

3,250
NIA
NIA
5,000

1.26.104
Soog
9,780

5og
1,224
500
NIA

210f
100
1,000
7,000

4.5.104
500

1.5.104
5,000

9,000

L3X104
4.0.104
100
0.2 tiberd

~3

1,000

L5.1O-9
1.5.10-9

3.4xio-9
2.1.10 -[1
3.1.10-12

3. Ix Io-12
3.8x I0-14
3.8x10-14

3.8x I0-14
1.9.10-13
1.3.10-14

4.5x 1o-I2
3.8x 10-f4
3.8x 10-f4
3.8.10-14
3.8x I0-14
3.8x1o-J4
3.8.10-14
1.3.10-15

3.8x 10-14
9.4.10-14
3.8.10-14
3.8.10-14
3.8x 1o-14
6.3x I0-12
7.5.10-13
3.8x I0-14
9.4.lo-f4

3.3.10-10

3.3.lo-ft3

7.2x10-lo
4.5.10-12

6.5x I0-13
6.6x 10-13
2.7x 10-15

1.3x1o-I2

0.23
0.23

0.50

0.003

4.5.104

4.6x10~
5.6x l&6
5,6x10~
5.6x I0-6
2.8x I0-5
1.9x I0-6

6.7x10~
5.6x IO-6
5.6.10-6
5.6x I0-6
5.6.10-6
5.6x10~
5,6x10~
1.9.10-7
5.6x I0-6
1.4.10-5
5.6.10-6
5.6.10-6
5.6x 10-6
9.3.10-4
l.1.lo~
5.6.10-6
1.4.10-5

0.05

0.05

0.11

6.7x10~
9.6.10-5
9.8x I0-5
3.9.10-7

2.O.104

no vitf
no viz.

no vit.
no vit.

no vit.
no vit.
no vit,
no vit.
no vit,
no vit.
no vit.

no vit.
no vit,
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit,
no vit.
no vlt.
no vh.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.

3.3.10-10

3.3.1O-10

7.2x10-lo
4,5x I0-12

6.5x 10-13
6,6x10-13
2.7.10-[5

1.3.10-12

no vit.
no vit.

no vit.
no vit.
no vit.

no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.

no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.
no vit.

0.05

0.05

0.11

6.lxl@4
9.6xt@5
9.8x105
3.9.l@7

2.0.104

a. Source: N1osH(I99o).
b. OSHAPEL -Occupational Safety and Health Administration Pcmissible Exposure Limits,
c. Toconvert to feet mtdtiplyby 3.281.
d. Particulate matter less than 10microns in diameter.
e. N/A= Nonapplicable. No OSHAPEL assigned. Exposure should bekeptas low as possible.
f. novit. =nonon-alpha vitrification occut’ring.
g. Threshold limit value, time-weighted average (ACGlHl993).

7.6x 10-9
7.6.10-9

1.7x I0-8
I.lxlo-lo
1.5.1o-11

1.5XI0-IJ
5.O.10-14
5.0.10-14
5.0.10-14
2.5.10-13
6.1x IO-14

6.0x IO-12
5.O.10-14
5,0.10-14
5.0.10-14
5.0.10-14
5.OXIO-14
5.0.10-!4
1.7.10-15
5.O.10-14
L3.10-13
5.0.10-14
5.O.10-14
5.0.10-!4
3. I.10-11
1.O.10-12
5.O.10-14
1.3. to13

1.2x I0-8

1.2.10-8

2.7x I0-8
L7. IWIO

2.4xIVII
2.5x IOII

9.8x I0-14

Ill
1.11
2.47
0.02

0,002
0.002

7.4x I0-6

7.4x I0-6
7.4x Io-6
3.7.10-5
9. IXIO-6

8.9x t 0~
7.4x I0-6
7.4x I0-6
7.4.104
7.4x I0-6
7.4x IO-6
7.4x I0-6
2.5x 10-7
7.4x I0-6
L8x10-5
7.4x I0-6
7.4x IO-6
7.4.10-6
4.sxio-3
L5XI0-3
7.4x I0-6
L8x10-5

1.78

1.78

3.97
0.02

0.004
0.004

1.4.10-5

4.9.10-11 0.007 I

TC
TE

TE
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Table E.2-5. Maximum SRSbounda~-line concentrations ofcarcinogens without risk factors (micrograms percubicmeter).a,b

Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C ~:
‘- m

Expected Minimum Maximum Expected Minimum Maximum Expected Minimum Maximum ~~

Dioxane

Ethylene dibromide

Ethylene dichloride

Parathion

Aniline

Cresols

Chloromethyl methyl Ether

3, 3-Dichlorobenzidene

1, 2-Diphenylbydrazine

2, 4-Dinitrotohrene

Methyl iodide

Pentacblorophenol

Benzyl chloride

a. Source: EPA (1 994).
b. Integrated Risk Information System (INS) contains EPA health risk information for Class A, B, and C (suspected, probable, and possible)

1.OE-05 1.OE-05 1.OE-05

1.6E-07 9.9E-08 1.2E-07

4.1 E-07 2.5E-07 3.1 E-07

4. IE-07 2.5E-07 3.1 E-07

4.1 E-07 2.5E-07 3. IE-07

1.6E-07 9.9E-08 1.2E-07

1.6E-07 9.9E-08 1.2E-07

1.45E-07 2.41E-08 8.77E-08

1.6E-07 9.9E-08 1.2E-07

1.6E-07 9.9E-08 1.2E-07

1.6E-07 9.9E-08 1.2E-07

1.45E-07 2.41E-08 8.77E-08

1.6E-07 9.9E-08 1.2E-07

1.OE-04 1,OE-04 1.OE-04

3.OE-05

1.4E-07

3.5E-07

3.5E-07

3.5E-07

1.4E-07

1.4E-07

1.4E-07

1.4E-07

1.4E-07

1.4E-07

1.4E-07

1.4E-07

8.OE-08

3.OE-05

6.8E-08

1.7E-07

1.7E-07

1.7E-07

6.8E-08

6.8E-08

6.8E-08

6.8E-08

6.8E-08

6.8E-08

6.8E-08

6.8E-08

4.1 E-OS

6.OE-05

1,2E-07

3.OE-07

3 ,OE-07

3.OE-07

1,2E-07

1.2E-07

1.2E-07

1,2E-07

1.2E-07

1.2E-07

1.2E-07

1.2E-07

4.4E-07

2.5E-05

4.6E-07

1.I E-06

1.lE-06

1.1E-06

4.6E-07

4,6E-07

4.6E-07

4,6E-07

4.6E-07

4.6E-07

4.6E-07

4.6E-07

4.6E-07

1.9E-05

2.4E-07

5.9E-07

5.9E-07

5.9E-07

2.4E-07

2.4E-07

2.4E-07

2.4E-07

2.4E-07

2.4E-07

2.4E-07

2.4E-07

2.4E-07

6.6E-05 ~.

1.OE-06

2.5E-06

2.5E-06

2.5E-06

1.OE-06

1.OE-06

1.OE-06

1,OE-06

1.OE-06

1,OE-06

1.OE-06

1.OE-06

1.OE-06

carcinogens.
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Table E.3-I. H@rdous waste shipments during 30-year period of interest

waste forecast AlternativeA AlternativeB

Container

AlternativeC

Min. Expb Ma.
Shipping s per Vo[ulne volume vOlume M,.. Exp. Max Min. Exp M=, Mtn. Exp. Max.

waste container truck (m3)a
(m3)

(m3) sh$pmerds shipmen& shipmenls shipments sbipmetns sbipmene sbipme.u shipmene shipmerds

ONMTE SHIPMENTSC
Inorganicdebris 90 cu. ft. box 6 4,280 8,283 11,489 280 54I 751 280 541 75I 2s0 541 75I

SOils 45 cu. fl, box 10 146,784 282,935 465,392 I I,468 22,106 36,361 1I,468 22,106 36,361 11,468 22,106 36,361

Filtcn 45 cu. R. box 1 2,267 4,285 6,495 17,71 3,348 5,074 1,771 3,348 5,074 1,771 3,348 5,074

Aq.eo.s liquids 3000 gal. truck I 8,206 35,943 38,345 714 3,142 3,376 714 3,142 3,376 714 3,142 3,376

Organicdebris 90 cu. fi. ho. I 28 28 28 II II II II II 11 II 11 Ii

Organicsludge S5gal. drum I 2,327 4,545 6,867 11,635 22,725 34.335 11,635 22,725 34,335 1!,635 22,725 34,335

Heterogeneousdebris 90 cu. fl. box 2 6,188 11,690 15,642 1,213 2,292 3,067 1,213 2,292 3,067 1,213 2,292 3,067

Lead 22.5 cu. fi bQx 1 2,764 5,266 7,725 4,339 8,267 12,127 4,339 8,267 12,127 4,339 8,267 12,127

Organic liquids 3000 gal, truck 1 2,238 4,523 6,495 197 398 572 197 398 572 197 398 572

CIF ashcretcd 55 gal. drum 48 (.) (.) (e) 72 132 198 72 132 198 55 66 73

Bulk Bulk box 1 32389 6,642 9,474 62 122 I74 62 122 I74 62 122 I74

Inorganicsludge 55 gal. drum 30 2,327 4,545 6,867 388 75s 1,145 388 758 1,145 388 758 1,145

Meta(debris 90 c“. e. box 4 7,800 14,220 20,974 ’765 1,394 2,056 765 1,394 2,056 765 1,394 2,056

Smdlrocklgravel 45 cu. fi. b., 6 19,698 38,060 62,091 2,565 4,956 8,085 2,565 4,956 8,085 2,565 4,956 8,085

Paint waste 55 gal. drum 4 2,294 4,062 6,12.? 2,S68 5,078 7,653 2.868 5,078 7,653 2,868 5,078 7,6S3

GIXSdebris 55 gd. drum 60 4,297 7,s99 12,245 358 667 1,020 358 667 1,020 358 667 1,020

~Bs 55 gal. drum I 2,437 2,437 2,280 12,185 12,185 I1,400 12,185 12,185 1I,400 12,185 12,185 I I,400

I OFFSITE Shipments

~~ I Vuio.5typsE 40 foot van 25 m3 (h) (h) (h) 8,093 14,745 24,843 7,713 14,725 23,780 6,558 1,944 9,233

TE Average daily sh[pmentsi No-Acti.n)

Hazardous waste 14 8 14 20 8 14 20 8 13 18

TC
TE

Source: RoOins (1995).
a. Cubic meters.
b. Expected wastevolume is assumed to be the same as for the no-action alternative.
c. Onsite shipments average 8 kilometers (5 miles) each.
d. CIF = Consolidated Incineration Facility. Volumes from tbe Consolidated Incineration Facility VW dependi.g on alt~mative. Source: Hess ( 1994% b, C,md d).
e. Ashcrete volume varies depending on alternative (Ashcrete is not a hazardous waste).
f. Offsite shipments average 1,609 kilometers (1,000 miles) each.
g. Offsite shipments of hazardous waste types vary depending on alternative.
b, Hazardous waste volume varies depending on alternatives.
i. Daily shipments are estimated by totaling all shipments for each alternative/forecast and dividing this sum by 30 years and 250 working days per year.



Table E.3-2. Low-level and transuranic (TRU) waste shipments during the 30-year period of interest.
wasteforecast AlternativeA AltcmativeB AlternativeC

Conminers M,., Exp.b Max
Shipping per volume volume volume M,n, EXP. Max w,”. Exp. Max. Min. Exp. Max.

Waste container truck (m3)’ (m3)
(m3) shipments $h!pm..u shipments shipm.nb shipmens shipments shipments shipments shipments

, --
ONSITE SHIPMENTS
Tritiatcdequipment 90 cu. R. box
Spentdeionizes L]”e,
LLWjob-conmld 90 cu. R.box
Offsitejob-control 90 cu. rl box
LLWequipment 90 cu. R.box
ILWjob-conrrolf 90 cu. R.box
Lo”g-livedwaste 55 g=l.drum
Tritiatedjob-control 90 cu. R.box
Low-levelsoils 45 c., R.box
Suspectsoils 45 c.. l=.h.
Tritiatedsoils 45 cu. R.box
CIFashcreleg 55 gal. drum

TRUwaste! 55 gal, drum
1o-1oo“Cti
TRUw~ki>loo nci. 55 gal. drum
<0.5 ctk

p TRU wastei>0.5C$ 55 gal. drum

N TRU~atei b.lk Bulk box

TRUwaste,remote Bulk box

OFFSITE Shipments
Offsitesmelter RailroadCx

10
I
6

10
6
2
1

10
10
10
10
48
15

15

15
1
1

NA

46!
30

309,I I5
12,600

(e)
12,477

I,003
1,558
8,068

12,102
575

(h)
3,1H

2,165

2,228
8,146

146

(n)

1,184
30

$66,285
12,600

(e)
22,335

3,302
3,860

19,791
29,669

1,532
(h)

4,400

3,112

3,202
1I,707

209

(n)

1,622
30

413,8!2
25,200

(.)
28.111

4,643
133,994
311,923
467.884

2,492
(h)

252,919

51,295

52,780
[92,989

3,449

(n)

18
II

11,375
494

2,220
2,446
5,015

61
630
946
45

0
1,055

722

742
150

3

0

46
II

25,112
494

4,543
4,449

16.510
151

1,548
2,318

I19
0

1,467

1,036

1,066
215

4

0

64
II

28,218
988

15,386
5,512

23,215
5,255

24,371
36,556

195
0

84,298

I7,097

[7,591
3,547

63

0

0

18
II

20,204
494

1,707
2,446
5,01s

61
630
946
45

1,922
[,055

722

742
150

3

54

18540-

46
II

23,940
494

3,319
4,449

16,510
151

1,548
2,318

119
1,527
1,467

1,o36

1,066

215
4

762

30525-

@
II

27,047
988

10,525
5,512

23,215
5,255

24,371
36,556

195
3,471

84,298

17,097

17,591
3,547

63

332

77,815

18
II

20,204
494

1,177
2,446
5,015

61
630
946
45

737
1,055

722

742
i50

3

37

0

46
II

23,94o
494

2,089
4,449

16,510
151

1,548
2,318

119
947

1,467

1,036

1,366
215

4

479

0

@
II

27,047
988

5,471
5,512

23,215
5,255

24,371
36,556

195
1,033

84,298

17,097

17,591
3,547

63

173

0LLWoffsite” 40 e van 25m3 (P) (P) (P) o
Averagedailysbipmentsq (No-Action)

Transuranicwasle I <1 I 16 <1 1 16 <1 1 16
Low-levelWmtC 7 4 7 19 6 9 20 4 7 17

Source: Rollins(1995).
a.
b.
c,
d.
e.
f.
8
h.
i.
j.
k.
L
m.
n.
o.
P.
L

cubic meters
Expectedwastevolume is %sumedto be lb. sameas for the no-actionalt.mative
Onsite shipmerdsaverage8 kilometers(5 miles)each.
LLW= low-levelwaste:
Volumesoflow-level equipmentvary withalternative.
ILW= intermediate-levelwaste.
CIF= ConsolidatedIncinerationFacility.
Volumesfromthe ConsolidatedIncinerationFacilityvq dependingon alternative. Sour=: Hess(1994a,b, c, md d)
TRU = trans.ranic.
Includesmixedand nonmixedtransuranicwaste at 10-100nanocuriesper drum.
Includesmixedand nonmixedtiansuranicwate between100nanocuriesand 0.5 curiesWr drum,
Includesmixed and nonmixedlransuranicwastegreater&an0.5 curiesper dwm
f)flsitc shi”mcnlsaveraee 541kilometers(336miles)each.r..
Volumesto OffsiteS“me~terFaciliryvary ;ti alternative.
Includesreturnshipmentsofpr.cessed waste.
Offsitelow-levelw=te shipmens vw by alternative.
Dailyshipmen~ are estimatedby totalingal! shipmentsforeach altemativelforec%tand dividingthis sumby 30 yearsmd 25oworkingdaysper yem. I



Table E.3-3. Mixed waste shipments during the 30-year period of interest.

wasteforecast Alkmative A AlternativeB AltemativcC 20

Min. Exp.b Max.
qg

Shipping C.ntainem volume
Ga

volume volume Min. EXP. Max Min. Exp. Mm. Mtn.
Waste con~iner

Exp. Max.
per fruck (m3)a (m3, (m3)

:~
shipmenti ‘htPmcnw shipmenti shipmenls shtpmenti shipmenu shipments shipments sh~pmenfs R.,

ONSITE SHIPMENTS.
,“

Inorganicdebris 90 cu. ff. box
waste filters 45 CU.ff. ho.

Aqueous liquids 3000 gal. truck
tiganic debris 90 cu. fl. box
Oc~ic sludge S5 gal. drum
Heteroge.ous debris 90 c.. R.box
GoldIraps 55gnl. dmm
M-Areaglass 7I gal. dmm
Lead 22.5 cu. fl. box
PUREX$olvenrs 3000 gd. rruck
Organic liquids 3000gal. truck

CIF ashcreted 55 gal. drum

Bulk Bulk box
Inorganicsludge 55 gd. dmm
Metaldebris 90 c“, R.b.
SoildsanUcocWgravcl45 cu. fl, box
Paintw=* 55 gaf. drum
Glass debris 55 gal. drum

OFFSITE Shipments

6
I
[
I
I
2
I
3
I
1
I

48

I
30
4
6
4

60

1

6.240 15,[70
1>256 2,851
8,957 32,862

242 241
1,335 3,672

10,594 25,699
3 3

2,058 2,058
1,280 5,956

345 345
1,149 2,879
(e) (e)

4,202 lo,35g
1,299 3,636
6,768 12,897

22,186 88,329
1,468 2,133
(,652 2,997

23,516
3,858

5[,026
27,769

5,113
126,967

3
2,058
7,677

345
7,873

(e)

32,295
5,046

53,719
440,062

2,598
7,558

408 992 1,537
98I 2,227 3,014
788 2,893 4,492

95 95 10,890
6,675 18,360 25,565

2,077 5,039 24,896
14 14 14

2,6[8 2,618 2,618
2,009 4,675 12,052

30 30 30
101 253 693

4,94I 13,301 82,407

71 I90 594
217 606 841
664 1,264 5,267

2,889 11,501 57,300
1,835 2,666 3,248

[38 250 63o

408
98I
788
95

6,673
2,077

14
2,618
2.009

30
101

4,897

77
217
664

2,889
1,835

138

992 1537
2,236 3>014
2,893 4,492

95 10,890
18.360 25,565
5,039 24,896

14 14
2.618 2,618
4,675 12,052

30 30
253 693
445 [,331

I90 594
606 841

1,264 5,267
11,501 57,300
2,666 3,248

250 630

408
981
788
95

2,077
14

2,618
2,009

30
101
62

77
217
6M

2,889
l,g35

138

.

992 1,537
2,227 3,014
2,893 4,492

95 10,890
18,360 25,565
5,039 24,896

14 14
2,618 2,618
4,675 12,052

30 30
253 693
I09 849

190 594
606 841

1,264 5,267
[1,501 57,300
2,666 3,248

250 63o

had 22.5 cu. fi. bQx (g) (g) (g) 2,115 4,802 12,237 2,115 4,802 12,237 2,112 4,7W 12,234

Avenge daily shipmenwh (No-Action)

Mixedwste 8 4 10 33 $ 8 22 3 8 22

Source:Rollins(1995).
a. Cubicmeten.
b. Expectedwastevolumeis assumedto be the sme as for the no-actiona[temativc,
c. Omit. shipmenlsaverage8 kilometers(5 miles)each.
d. CIF = ConsolidatedIncinerationFacility
e. Volumesfromfhe ConsolidatedIncinerationFacilityvary dependingon alwmative. Source: Hess(1994L b, c. and d).
f. Offsitesbipmenb average 541 kilometers(336 miles)each.
g. Volumesto .Ksite treatmentfacilitiesvq with aoemativt,
h, Dailyshipmens are estimatedby Iolalingall shipmcnb for each alternativeand forccasland dividingthis sum by 30 yearsand 250 workingdays pe, year.
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Table E.3-4. Annual radiological doses from incident-free transportation during onsite transport of

low-level, mixed, and transuranic waste under the no-action alternative,

Dose from incident-free transportation

LJninvolvcd Involved Uninvolved
Waste stream worker. workers workers

1. Tritiated equipment 2,37E-1 1 2.1OE-O6 4.56E-08
2, Spent deionizes 2.89E-06 9.59E-02 4.42E-04

7.28E+o0 1.80E-013. L~w-level job-control
4. Offsite job-control
5. Low-activity equip.
6. Inter,.level job-control
7. Lon~lived
8. Tritiatcd job-control
9, Low-level waste soils
IO. Suspect sOils
11, Tritiated soils
12. MW inorganic debrisb
13. Mixed waste soil
14. MW comp. filters

15a 0.01 Ci/m3 TRU wastec,d

15b. 1.5 Ci/m3 TRU waste

15c. 208 Ci/m3 TRU waste
15d. Bulk eq. TRU w~te
15e, Bulk eq, Rrnt. TRUe
16. MW aaueous Iiauids

9.27E-05
2.03E-06
2.39E-06
9.23E-03
1.83E-03
3.08E-08
1.26E-07
1.90E-07
9.72E-08
9.06E-06
1.08E-05
1.51E-06
1.07E-10

I. I8E-08

1.61E-06

9.23E-09
1.28E-04
8.37E-06

17. MW o~ganic debris 1.28E-07
18. 0r8ani~ sludge
19. Heterogeneous debris
19a. Lead
20. PUREXSolventsf
21. Organicliquids
22. Asbcreteg
23. Bulkwaste
24. Inorganicsludge
25. Metaldebris
26. Sand/rock/gravel
27. Paint waste
28. Glms debris
-h

Low-1evel
Mixed
Transuranic

Source Washbum(1995).
a. DOseinrcm; all other doses in person-rem
b. MW=Mixed waste.

c. Cilm3=Curie pcrcubic meter.
d. TRU=Transuranic.
c. Itmt=RemOtely-hatrdled.

1.19E-06
9.07E-06
6.33E-08
2,60E-08
2.29E-06
0.00E+OO
2,80E-06
2.24E-06
2.58E-06
L80E.06
2.87E-07
3. I8E.06

1,IE-02
5,5E-05
1.3E-04

2.47E-01
3.24E+oI
7.52E+oI
3, JOE+Ol
2.30E-03
1.33E-02
1.96E-02
1.03E-02
6.82E-01
1.14E+o0
1.36E-01
3.92E-06

4.14E-04

5.91E-02

2.46E-04
8.58E-02
4.24E-03
l.ll E-02
1.20E-01
1.37E+O0
1.02E-02
1.77E-05
1.15E-03

O.OOE+OO
8.00E-02
1.08E-01
2.73E-01
t .94E-o 1
6. 13E-02
L18E-01

1.5E+02
4.3E+o0
1.5E-01

3.94E-03
4,64E-03
1.04E+O0
7.43E-01
5.95E-05
2.43E-04
3.68E-04
1.88E-04
t .76E-02
2,09E-02
2.92E-03
2.07E-07

2.29E-05

3. IIE-03

1.79E-05
6.32E.03
1.37E-02
3.33E-04
3.07E-03
2.35E-02
L64E-04
4.27E-05
3.75E-03
0,00E+OO
7.28E-03
5.82E-03
6.70E-03
4.66E-03
7.44E-04
8,25E-03

2,0E+O0
1.2E-01
9.5E-03

f. PUREX=PlutOnium-uranium extraction.
g. Consolidated incineration Faciliv does notopemte under tbeno-action alternative sotiere would beno%hcrete.
h. Forincident-free dose, thesumof wastcstreams lthrough II ~eusedto calculate thecomesponding dose oflowlevelw~te

in Cbaptcr 4transporlation secti0n% 12 through 14and 16througb 28constitute themixed waste dos% and 15athrotrgh 15e
constitute tbetramuranic dose. For each waste type, assumes thesrirnc individual hasmaximum exvosure toeachwrtste
stream in a single yem.
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Table E.3-5. Annual radiological doses from incident-free transportation during onsite transport of
low-level, mixed, and transuranic waste for alternative A – expected waste forecast.

Dose from incident-free transportation

Uninvolved Involved Uninvolved
Waste stream workers workers workers

1. Tritiated equipment 2.37E-11 2. IOE.06
2.

4.56E-08
Spent deionizes 2.89E-06 9.59E-02

3.
4.42E-04

Low-level job-control 9.27E-05
4, Offsite job-control 2.03&06
5. Low-activity equip. 1.25E-05
6. Inter.-level job-control 9.23E-03
7. Long-1ived 1.83E-03
8. Tritiated job-control 3.08E-08
9. Low-level waste soils 1.26E-07
IO. Suspect soils 1.90E-07
1I. Tritiated soils 9.72E-08

12. lvfW inorganic debrisb 9.06E-06

13. Mixed waste soil 1.08E-05
14. MW comp. filters 1.51E-06

15a. 0.01 Ci/m3 TRU wsstec,d LO7E-10

15b. 1.5 Ci/m3 TRU waste 1.I 8E.08

15c. 208 Ci/m3 TRU waste 1.61E-06

15d. Bulk eq. TRU waste 9.23E-09
ISe. Bulk eq. Rmt. TRUe 1,28E-04
16. MW aqueous liquids 8.37E-06
17. MW or8anic debris 1.28E-07
18. Organic sludge 1.19E-06
19. Heterogeneous debris 9,07E-06
19a. Lead 3. I6E-08
20. PUREX solventsf 2.60E-08
21. Or8anic liquids 2.29E-06
22. Ashcrete 4. IE-05
23, Bulk Wrote 2.80E-06
24. Inorganic sludge 2.24E-06
25. Metal debris 2.58E-06
26. Sand/rOck/8ravel 1.80E-06
27. Paint waste 2.87E-07
28. Glass debris 3. I 8E-06
m:g

Low-level 1.IE-02
Mixed 8.4E-05
Tramuranic 1.3E-04

Source: Washburn (1995).
a. Dose in rem; all other doses in person-rem,
b. MW = Mixed waste.

c. Ci/m3 = Curie per cubic meter.
d. TRU = Tramuranic,
e. Rmt = Remotelyhandled.
f. PUREX = Plutonium-uranium extraction,,
g. For incident-free dose, the sum of waste streams I through 12 are med to calculate the corresponding dose of low-level waste

in Chapter 4 transportation section% 12 through 14 and 16 thm”gh 28 constitute tbe mixed waste dose; and 15a through 15e
constitutes the tranmrp.nic dose. For each waste type, assumes the same individual hm maximum exposure to each waste
stream in a single year.

7,28E+O0
2.47E.01
1.69E+02
7.52E+OI
3. IOE+O1
2.30E-03
1.33E-02
I,96E-02
1.03E-02
6.82E-01
1.14E+O0
!.35E-01
3.92E-06

4. 14E-04

5.91E-02

2.46E-04
8.58E-02
4.24E-03
1.IIE-02
L20E-01
1.37E+O0
5.1 lE-03
1.77E-05
1,15E-03
1.4E+O0

8.00E-02
1.08E-OI
2,73E-01
L94E-01
6. 13E-02
1.18E.01

2.8E+02
5,3E+O0
1.5E-01

1.80E-01
3.94903
2.42E-02
1.04E+o0
7.43E-01
5.95E-05
2.43E-04
3.68E-04
1.88E-04
1.76E-02
2.09E-02
2.92E-03
2.07E-07

2,29E-05

3. IIE-03

1.79E-05
6.32E-03
1.37E-02
3.33E-04
3.07E-03
2.35E-02
8.20E-05
4.27E-05
3.75F,-03
7.9E-02

7.28E-03
5.82E-03
6.70E-03
4.67E-03
7.44E-04
8.25E-03

2.OE+OO
1.7E-01
9.5E-03
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Table E.3-6. Annual radiological doses from incident-free transportation during onsite transport of
low-level, mixed, and transuranic waste for alternative A – minimum waste forecast.

Dose from incident-free tmnspmtation

Uninvolved Involved Uninvolved
Waste worke@ workers workers

1. Tritiated equipment 9.21E-12 8.19E-07 1.78E-08
2. Spent deioniz~rs
3. Low-level job-control
4. OtTsitejob-control
5. Low-activity equip.
6. Inter.-level job-control
7. Long-1ived
8. Tritiated job-control
9. Low-1evel wsste soils
10. Suspect soils
11. Tritiated soils
12. MW inor8anic debrisb
13. Mixed waste soil
14. MW comp. tilters

15a. 0.01 Ci/m3 TRU wastec,d

15b. 1.5 Ci/m3 TRU waste

15c. 208 Ci/m3 TRU waste
15d. Bulk eq. TRU waste
15e. Bulk eq. Rmt. TRUe
16. MW aqueous liquids
I 7. MW organic debris
18. Organic sludge
19. Heterogeneous debris
19a. Lead
20. PUREXSoivcntsf
21. Organic liquids
22. Asbcretc
23. Bulk waste
24. Inorganic sludge
25. Metal debris
26. Sand/rOcWgravel
27. Paint waste
28. Glass debris
*g

Low-level
Mixed
Tmmumnic

Source Washburn (1995).
a. Dose in rem. all other doses in oerson

2.89E-06
7.82E-05
2.03E-06
6. IOE-06
5.07E-03
5.56E-04
1.25E-08
5. IIE-08
7.75E-08
3,66E-08
3.73E-06
2.71E-06
6.64E-07
7.70E-I I

8.25E-09

1.12E-06

6.43E-09
8.91E-05
2.25E-06
1.28E-07
4.32E-07
3.74E-06
1.36E-08
2.60E-08
1.82E-06
1.5E-05

1.14E-06
8.01 E-07
1.35E-06
4.53E-07
1.98E-07
1.75E-06

5.7E-03
3.2E-05
9.OE-05

9.59E-02
6.14E+o0
2.47E-01
8.28E+OI
4.14E+01
9.41E+o0
9.29E-04
5.43E-03
7.98E-03
3.89E-03
2.81E-01
2.87E-01
6.OIE-02
2.81E-06

2.88E-04

4.12E-02

1.71E-04
5.97E-02
1.14E-03
1.IIE.02
4.37E-02
5.65E-01
2.20E-03
1.77E-05
9.18E-04
5.9E-01

3.25E-02
3.86E-02
L44E-01
4.87E-02
4.22E-02
6.51E-02

1.4E+02
2.OE+OO
I.OE-01

4.42E-04
1.52E-01
3.94E-03
1.18E-02
5.72E.01
2.26E.01
2.40E-05
9.91E-05
1.50E-04
7.09E-05
7.22E-03
5,25E-03
1.29E-03
1.49E-07

1,60E-05

2.17E-03

1.24E-05
4,40E-03

3.69E-03
3.33E-04
1,12E-03
9.69E-03
3.52E-05
4.27E-05
2.98E-03
3.OE-02

2.95E-03
2,08E-03
3.52E-03
1.17E-03
5.12E-04
4.55E-03

9.8E-01
6.7E-02
6.6E-03

b. MW = Mixed waste.

c. Ci/m3 = Curie per cubic meter.
d. TRU = Tmnsumnic.
e. tit= Remotely-handled.
f. PUREX = Piutonium-umnium extraction..
g. For incident-free dose, the sum of waste streams 1 tbmugh 12 are used to calculate the corresponding dose of low-level waste

i“ Chapter 4 tmnsportation section% 12 through 14 and 16 through 28 constitute the mixed waste dose; ad 15a throu8h 15e
constitutes the trs.nsurmic dose. For each waste Que. assumes the same individual has maximum exrrosure to each waste

TC

TE

TE

.
stream in a single ymr
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Table E.3-7. Annual radiological doses from incident-free transportation during onsite transport of
low-Ievel. mixed. and transuranic waste for alternative A – maximum waste forecast.. . .

Dose from incident-free transportation

Uninvolved Involved Uninvolved
Waste stresnr workers workers workers

1. Tritiated equipment

2. Spent deionizes

3. Low-level job-control

4. Offsite job-control

5. Low-activity equip.

6. Inter.-level job-control

7. Long-lived

8. Tritiated job-control

9. Low-level waste soils

IO. Suspect soils
11. Tritiated soils

12, MW inorgsnic deW[sb
13. h4ixcd $v=tc soil
14. MW comp. filters

15a. 0.01 Ci/m3 TRU wastec,d

15b. 1.5 Ci/m3 TRU waste

ISC. 208 Ci/m3 TRU waste
15d, Bulk eq. TRU wrote

15e. Bulk eq. Rmt. TRUe
16, MW aqueous liquids
17. MW organic debris

18. Organic sludge
19. Heterogeneous debris
19a. Lead

20. PuREX solventsr
21. Organic liquids

22. Ashcrete
23. Bulk waste
24. Inorganic sludge

25. Metal debris
26. Ssnd/rocWgravel
27, Paint waste
28. Glass debris

W:g
Low-1evel
Mixed
Transuranic

3.24E-1 I

2.89E-06
1.05E-04

4.06E-06

4.23E-05

1.14E-02
2.58E-03

1.07E-06
I,98E-06

3.00E-06
L59E-07

1.40E-05

5.37E-05
2.04E-06
6. 15E-09

1.95E-07

2.66E-05

t .52E-07

2.11E-03
1.30E-05
1.47E-05

1.65E-06
4,48E-05
8. 16E-08

2.60E-08
3,64E-06
2.OE-04

8.73E-06
3.1 IE-06

1.07E-05
8.98E-06

3.50E-07

8.03E-06

1.4E-02
3.3E-04
2.lE-03

2.88E-06

9.59E-02

8.22E+o0
4.95E-01

5.74E+02
9.32E+oI
4.36E+OI

7.99E-02

2.1OE-O1

3.09E-01
1.68E-02
1.06E+O0

5.7i3E+t30
1.85E-01
2.25E-04

6.83E-03

9.75E-01

4.06E-03
1.42E+O0

6.60E-03
L27E+o0
I .68E-01

6.77 E+o0,
1.32E-02
1.77E-05

1.84E-03
7.8E+o0
2,50E-01

1.50E-01
1,14E+O0

9.65E-01
7.47E-02

2.98E-01

7.2E+02
2.4E+oI
2.4E+O0

6.25E-08

4.42E-04

2.03E-01

7.88E-03

8.2 IE-02
1.29E+o0

1.04E+o0
2.07E-03

3.83E-03

5.81E-03
3.07E-04
2.72E-02

i .u4E-o i

3.95E-03
1.19E-05

3.78E-04

5.13E-02

2.95E-04
1.04E-01

2. 13E-02
3.82E-02
4.28E-03

L16E.01
2. i lE-04
4.27E-05

5.96E-03
3.9E-01

2.27E-02

8.07E-03
2.79E-02

2.32E-02
9.06G04

2.08E-02

2.8E+o0
7.OE-01
1.6E-01

Source: Wasbbum (1995).
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

Dose in rem, all other doses in person-rem.
MW = Mixed waste,

Ci/m3 = Curie per cubic meter.
TRU = Transuranic.
Rmt = Remotely -handled.
PUREX = Plutonium-uranium extraction..
For incident-free dose, the sum of waste streams I thm”gh 12 ze used to calculate the corresponding dose of low-level waste
in Chapter 4 transportation section% 12 through 14 a“d 16 through 28 comtitute the mixed waste dosq and 15a through 15e
constitutes tbe tmnsuranic dose. For each waste type, assumes the ssme i“divid”al has maximum exposure to each waste
stream in a sinzle vesr.

—
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Table E.3-8. Annual radiological doses from incident-free transportation during onsite transport of
low-level, mixed, and transuranic waste for alternative B – expected waste forecast.

Dose from incident-free transportation

Uninvolved htvaJved Uninvolved
Waste stream workcra workers workers

1. Tritiated eauivment 2.37E-I J 2. IOE-06 4.56E-08
2. Spent deionizes
3. Low-1evel job-control
4. Offsite job-control
5. Low-activity equip.
6. Inter-level job-control
7. Long-lived
8. Tritiated job-control
9. Low-1evel waste soils
10. Suspect soils
11, Tritiated soils

12. MW inorgsnic debrisb
13. Mixed waste soil

J4. MW comp. filters

15a 0.01 Ci/m3 TRU wastec,d

15b. 1.5 Ci/m3 TRU waste

15c. 208 Ci/m3 TRU waste
15d. Bulk eq. TRU waste

ISe. Bulk eq, Rmt. TRUC
16. MW aqueous liquids
17. MW organic debris

18. Organic slud8e
19. Heterogeneous debris
19a. Lead

20. PUREXsolventsf
21. Organic liquids
22. Ashcrete
23. Bulk waste
24. hror8anic sludge

25. Metal debris
26. Sand/rock/gravel

27. Paint waste
28. Glass debris

=,g
Low-level
Mixed
Transuranic

Source: Washburn (1995).

2,89E-06

9.27E.05

2.03E-06
9. 12E-06

9.23E-03
1.83E.03

3.08E-08
1.26E-07
1.90E-07

9.72E-08
9.06E-06
1.08E-05
1.51E-06

1.07E-10

1.I 8E-08

1.61E-06

9.23E-09
1.28E-04

8.37E-06
1.28E-07
1.19E-06
9.07E-06
3.16E-08
2.60E-08
2.29E-06

5.5E-05
2.80E-06
2.24E-06
2.58E-06
1.80E-06

2.87E-07
3.1 8E.06

1.I E-02
6.7E-05
1.3E-04

9.59E-02
7.28E+O0

2.47E-01
1.24E+02

7.52E+OI
3. IOE+OI
2.30E-03

1.33E-02
i .96E-02

1.03E-02
6.82E-01
1.14E+O0
J.36E-01

3.92E-06

4.14E-04

5.91E-02

2.46E-04

8.58E-02
4.24E-03
1.IIE-02
L20E-01
1.37E+o0
5.tl E-03
1.77E-05
1.15E-03

2. I E+OO
8.00E-02
1.08E-OJ
2.73E-01
1.94E-01

6. J3E-02
1.18E-01

2,4E+02
4.8E+o0
1.5E-01

4.42E-04
1.80E-01

3.94E-03
1.77E-02

1.04E+O0

7.43E-01
5.95E-05
2.43E-04

3.68E-04
1.88E-04
1.76E-02

2,09E-02
2.92E.03
2.07E-07

2.29E-05

3. IIE-03

1.79E-05
6.32E-03
1.37E-02
3.33E-04

3.07E-03
2.35E-02

8.20E-05
4.27E-05

3.75E-03
I. IE-01

7.28E-03

5.82E-03
6,70E-03
4.67E-03
7.44E-04
8.25E-03

2. IE+oo
1.4E-01
9SE-03

a,
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

Dose in rem; all other doses in person-rem
MW= Mixedwaste.

Ci/m3 = Curie per cubic meter.
TRU= Transuranic.
P.nrt= Remotely-handled.
PUREX= Plutonium-uraniumextract ion..
For incident-freedose, the sum of wastestreamsI through 12are used to calculate the corresponding dose of low-level waste
in Chapter 4 transportation section% 12 through 14 and 16 through 28 constitute the mixed waste dosq md 15a through 15e
constitutes the tnrnsuranic dose. For each waste type, assumes the same individual har maximum exvmure to each wste

TC
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stream in a single year.
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Table E.3-9. Annual radiological doses from incident-free transportation during onsite transport of

low-level, mixed, and transuranic waste for alternative B – minimum waste forecast.

Dose from incident-free transpofiation

Uninvolved Invol”ed Uninvolved
waste stream worke~ ~vorkers workers

1. Tritiated eauiDment 9.21E-12 8.19E-07 1.78E.08. .
2. Spent deionizes

3. Low-level job-control

4. Offsite job-control

5. Low-activity equip.

6. Inter-level job-control

7. Long-lived

8. Tritiated job-control

9. Low-1evel waste soils

10. Suspect soils
II. Tritiated soils

12. MW inorganic debrisb
13. Mixed wrote soii
14. MW comp. filters

t 5a. 0.01 Ci/m3 TRU wastec,d

15b. 1.5 Ci/m3 TRU waste

15c. 208 Cilm3 TRU waste
15d. Bulk eq. TRU waste

15e. Bulk eq. Rmt. TRUC
16. MW aqueous liquids
17. MW organicdebris
18. Organic sludge
19. Heterogeneous debris

19a. Lead

20. PUREX solve”tsf
21. Organic liquids

22. Asbcretc
23. Bulk waste
24. [norganic sludge
25. Metal debris
26. sand/rOcwgravel
27. Paint waste
28 Glass debris

m:g
Low-level
Mixed
Transuranic

Source: Washburn (1995).
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

s

—

Dose in rem afl otber”dmes i“ person-rem.
MW = Mixed waste.

Ci/m3 = Curie per c“ti,c meter.
TRU = Tramuranic.
Rmt = Remotely-handled.
PUREX = Plutonium-uranium extraction,.

2,89E-06

7.82E-05

2.03E-06

4.69E-06

5,07E-03
5.56E-04

1.25E-08

5. IIE-08
7.75E-08

3.66E-08
3.73E-06
2.71E-06

6.64E-07
7,70 E-I 1

8.25E-09

1.12E-06

6.43E-09
8.91E-05
2.25E-06

1.28E-07
4.32E-07
3.74E-06

1.36E-08
2.60E-08
1.82E-06

4.4E-05
1.14E-06

8.OIE-07
1.35E-06
4,53E-07

1.98E-07
1.75E-06

5.7E-03
4.4E-05
9.oE-05

9.59E-02

6.14E+o0

2.47E-01

6.37E+01
4.14E+OI

9.41E+o0

9.29E-04
5.43E-03
7,9gE-03

3.89E-03

2.81E-01
2.87E-01

6.01E-o2
2.81E-06

2.g8E-04

4. 12E-02

1.71E-04
5.97E-02
1.14E-03
1.IIE-02

4.37E-02

5.65E-01
2.20E-03
1.77E-05

9.18E-04
1.7E+o0

3.25E-02

3.86E-02
1.44E-01
4.87E-02

4.22E-02

6.51E-02

1.2E+02
2.5E+o0
I.OE-01

4.42E-04
1.52E-01

3.94E-03
9.1OE-O3

5.72E-01
2.26E-01

2.40E-05

9.91E-05
1.50E-04

7.09E-05
7.22E-03

5.25E-03
1.29E-03

1.49E-07

1.60E-05

2. 17E-03

1.24E-05
4.40E-03

3.69E-03

3.33E-04
1,12E-03

9.69E-03

3,52E-05
4,27E-05

2.98E-03

8.6E-02
2.95E-03
2.08E-03

3.52E-03
1.17E-03

5. 12E-04
4.55E-03

1.OE+OO
9,1E-02
6.6E-03

For incident-free dose, the sum of waste streams 1 through 12 are used to calculate the corresponding dose of low-level waste
in Chapter 4 transposition sectio”~ 12 through 14 and 16 through 28 constitute the mixed waste dose; and 15a through 15e
constitutes the transurmic dose. For each waste type, assumes tbe same individual has maximum exposure to each waste
stream in a single year,
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Table E.3-10. Annual rarJiological doses from incident-free transportation during onsite transport of
low-level, mixed. ~d transuranic waste for alternative B - maximum waste forecast,

Dose from incident-free transportation

Uninvolved Involved Uninvolved
Waste stream work,+ workers workers

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9,
10.
Il.

12.
13.
14.

15a.

15b.

15C.
15d.

15e.
16.
I7.
IS.
19.
19a.

20.
21.

22.
23.
24.
25.

26.
27.
28.

Tritiated equipment

Spent deionizes
Low-level job-control

Offsite job-control
Low-activity equip.
Inter.-level job-control

Long-lived
Tritiated job-control

Low-1evel waste soils
Suspect soils
Tritiated soils

MW inorganic debrisb
Mixed waste soil
MW comp. filters

O.01Ci/m3 TRU wastec,d

1.5Ci/m3TRU waste

208 Ci/m3TRU waste
Bulkeq. TRU waste
Bulkeq. ht. TRUe
MW aqueous liquids
MW orgatric debris
Orgmic sludge
Heterogeneous debris
Lead

PUREX solventsf
Organic liquids
Ashcrete
Bulk waste
Inorganic sludge

Metal debris
Sandlrocklgrave)
Paint waste

GINS debris

3.24E-I 1
2.89E-06
1.05E-04
4.06E-06
2.89E-05
1.14E-02
2.58E-03
1.07E-06
1.98E.06
3.00E-06
1.59E-07
1.40E-05
5.37E-05
2.04E-06
6.15E-09
1.95E-07

2.66E.05

1.52E-07
2.IIE-03
1.30E-05
1.47E-05
1.65E-06
4.48E-05
8.16E-08
2.60E-08
3.64E-06
7.6E-05
8.73E-06
3.IIE-06
1,07E-05
8.98E-06
3.50E-07
8.03E-06

-g
Low-level 1.4E-02
Mixed 2.1E-04
Transuranic 2. IE-03

So.rce: Washbum(1995).
a.
b.

c,
d.
e.
f.

g.

.

2.88E-06

9.59E-02
8.22E+O0

4.95E-01
3.93E+02

9.32E+oI
4.36E+01

7.99E-02
2. IOE-01

3.09E-01
1.68E-02
I .06E+O0

5.70E+o0
1.85E-01
2.25E-04

6.83E-03

9.75E-01

4,06E-03
1.42E+o0

6.60E-03
1.27E+O0

1.68E-01
6.77E+o0
1.32E-02
1.77E-05
1.84E-03
3,OE+OO
2.50E-01
1.50E-01
1.14E+o0

9.65E-O1
7.47E.02
2.98E-01

5.4E+02
1.9E+0 1
2.4E+o0

6.25E-08
4.42E-04

2.03E-01
7.88E-03

5.61E-02
1.29E+O0

1.04E+O0
2,07E-03

3.83E-03
5.81E-03

3.07E-04
2.72E-02
1.04E-01
3.95E-03
1.19E-05

3.?8E-04

5.13E-02

2.95E-04
1.04E-01
2. 13E-02
3.82E-02
4.28E-03
1.16E-01
2. I I E-04
4.27E-05

5.96E-03
1.5E-01

2.27E-02
8.07E-03
2.79E-02
2.32E-02

9.06E-04
2.08E-02

2.7E+O0
4.7E-O1
I .6E-01

Dose in rcm; all other doses in person-rem.
MW = Mixed waste.

Cilm3 = Curie per cubic meter.
TRU = Transuranic.
Rmt = Remotely-handled.
PUREX = Plutonium-uranium extraction..
For incident-free dose, the sum of waste streams I through 12 arc used to calculate the corresponding dose of low-level waste
in Chapter 4 tratrspoflation sections; 12 through 14 and 16 through 28 constitute the mixed waste dose; and 15a through 1Se
constitutes the transurmic dose. For each waste type, assumes the same individual has maximum exposure to each waste
stream in a sin81e ye~.
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Table E.3-11. Annual radiological doses from incident-free transportation during onsite tratrspoft of
low-level, mixed, and transumoic waste for altemative,C – expected waste forecast,

Dose from incident-free transpoflation

Uninvolved Involved Uninvolved

—

Waste stresnr worke~ workers workers

1. Tritiated equipmmt 2.37E-I 1 2.1OE-06 4.56E-08
2. Spent deionizes
3. Low-level job-control

4. Offsite job-control

5. Low-activity equip.

6. Inter.-level job-control

7. Long-lived

8. Trhiated job-control

9. Low-level waste soils

10. Suspect soils
11, Tritiated soils

12, MW inorganic debrisb
I3. Mixed waste soil
14. MW comp. filters

15a. 0.0 I Ci/m3 TRU wastec,d

15b. 1.5 Ci/m3 TRU waste

ISC. 208 Cilm3 TRU waste
15d. Bulk eq. TRU waste

15e. Bulk eq. Rmt. TRUe
16. MW aqueous liquids
17. MW organic debris
18. Organic sludge
19. Hetemgcneotts debris

19a. Lead

20. PUREXsolventsf
21, Organic liquids
22. Ashcrete
23. Bulk waste
24. Inorganic sludge
25. Metal debris
26. Sand/rocUgravel
27. Paint wate
28. Glass debris

Wg
Low-level
Mixed
Transurmic

2.89E-06

9.27E-05

2.03E-06

5.74E-06

9.23E-03
1.83E-03

3.08E-08
L26E-07

1.90E-07

9.72E-08
9.06E-06
1.08E-05

1.51E-06
1.o7E-10

I. 18E-08

1,61E-06

9.23E-09
1.28E-04

8.37E-06
1.28E-07
1.19E-06
9.07E-06

3.16E-08
2.60E-08
2.29E-06

1.6E-05
2.80E-06

2.24E-06
2.58E-06
1.80E-06

2.87E-07

3.18E-06

1.lE-02
5.8E-05
1.3E-04

9.59E-02

7.28E+o0
2,47E-01

7.80E+o I

7.52E+01
3,10E+o I

2.30E-03

1.33E-02
1.96E-02

1.03E-02

6.82E-01
1.14E+OU
1.36E-01

3.92E-06

4.14E.04

5.91E-02

2.46E-04

8.58E-02
4.24E-03
l.ll E-02
1.20E-01

1.37E+O0

5.llE-03
1.77E-05
1.15E-03

6.lE-ol
8.00E-02
1.08E-01

2.73E-01
L94E-01

6.13E42
L18E-01

1.9E+02
4.4E+o0
1.5E-01

4.42E-04
1.80E-O1

3.94E-03

1.IIE-02
1,04E+O0

7.43E-01

5.95E-05
2.43E-04

3.68E-04
1.88E-04

1.76E-02
2,09E-02

2.92E-03
2.07E-07

2.29E-05

3.1 IE-03

L79E-05

6.32E-03
1.37E-02

3.33E-04
3.07E-03
2.35E-02

8.20E-05
4.27E-05

3.75E-03
3. IE-02

7.28E-03

5.82E-03
6.70E-03
4.67E-03

7.44E-04
8.25E-03

2.oE+oo
L2E-01
9.5E-03

Source: Washburn (1995).
a. Dose in rem; all other doses in person-rem.
b. MW = Mixed waste.

c. Cilm3 = Curie pm CUK,Cmeter,
d. TRU = Tramuranic.
e. Rnrt = Remotely-hmdled.
f. PUREX= Plutonium.urmiumextraction..
g. For incident-free dose, the mm of waste streams 1 through 12 are used to calculate the corresponding dose of low-level waste

in Chapter 4 transportation sections; 12 through 14 and 16 through 28 constitute the mixed waste dose; and 15a through 15e
constitutes tbe tranmranic dose. For each wsste type, assumes the same individual has msximum exposure to each waste
stream in a single year.
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Table E.3.12. Annual radiological doses from incident-free transportation during onsite transport of

low-level, mixed, and transuranic waste for alternative C – minimum waste forecast,

Dose from incident-free transportation

Uninvolved Involved Uninvolved
Wate strem workcra workers workers

1. Tritiated equipment 9.21E-12 8, 19E-07 1.78E-08
2. Spent deionizes
3. Low-level job-control
4. Offsite job-control
5. Low-activity equip.
6. Inter..level job-control
7, Long-lived
8. Tritiated job-control
9. Low-1evel waste soils
IO. Suspect soils
1I. Tritiated soils

12. MW inorganic debrisb
13. Mixed Wute s~i]
14. MW comp. tillers

Isa, o.01 ci/m3 TRU wastec,d

15b. 1.5 Ci/m3 TRU waste

15c. 208 Ci/m3 TRU waste
1Sd. Bulk eq, TRU waste

15e. Bulk eq. Rmt. TRUe
16. MW aqueous liquids
17. MW organic debris
18. organic slud8e
19. Heterogeneous debris

19a. Lead

20. PUREX solventsf
21. 0r8anic Iiq”ids
22. Ashcrete
23. Bulk waste

24. Inorganic studge
25. Metal debris
26. Sand/rOck/8ravel

27. Paint waste
28. Gtass debris

m:g
Lo)v-level
Mixed
Transuranic

2.89E-06
7,82E-05

2.03E-06

3.24E-06
5.07E-03

5.56E-04
1.25E-08
5. IIE-08

7.75E-08
3.66E.08
3.73E-06
2,71E-06

6.64E-07
7.70E.11

8.25E-09

t. 12E-06

6.43E-09
8.91E-05
2.25E-06
1.28E-07

4.32E-07
3.74E.06
1.36E-08
2.60E-08
1.82E-06
1.IE-05

1,14E-06

8.OIE-07
1.35E.06
4.53E-07
1.98E-07
1.75E-06

5.7E-03
2,3E-05
9.OE-05

9.59E-02

6.14E+o0
2,47E-01
4.39E+OI

4.14E+OI

9.41E+o0
9.29E-04
5.43E-03
7.98E-03

3.89E-03

2.81E-01
2.87E-01

6.OIE-02
2.81E-06

2.88E-04

4.12E-02

I,71E-04
5.97E-02
1.14E-03
1.IIE-02
4.37E-02

5.65E-01
2.20E-03
1.77E-05
9. 18E-04
4.5E-01

3,25E-02

3.86E-02
!.44E-01
4.87E-02
4.22E-02

6.51E-02

1.0E+02
1.7E+O0
I.OE-01

4.42E-04

1.52E-01

3.94E-03
6.28E-03

5.72E-01
2.26E-01

2.40E-05
9.91E-05
1.50E-04

7.09E-05
7.22E-03

5.25E-03
1.29E-03

1.49E-07

1.60E-05

2. 17E-03

1.24E-05
4.40E-03

3.69E-03
3.33E-04
1,12E-03
9.69E-03
3.52E-05
4.27E-05
2.98E-03
2.2E-02

2.95E-03
2.08E-03
3.52E-03
t. 17E-03

5, 12E-04
4.55E-03

9.8E-01
5.OE-02
6.6E-03

Source: Washburn (1995).
a.
b.

;
e,
f.

8

—

Dose in rem; all other doses in person-rem.
MW = Mixed waste.

Cilm3 = Curie per cubic meter.
TRU = Tmnsuranic.
Rrnt = Remotely-handled.
PUREX= Plutonium-uraniumextraction..
For incident-free dose, the sum of waste stresms 1 tbmugh 12 are used to calculate the corresponding dose of low-level wriste
in Chapter 4 transportation section% 12 through 14 and 16 through 28 constitute the mixed waste dose; and 15a throu8h 15e
constitutes the trsmuranic dose. For each w~tc type, assumes tbe same individual has maximum exposure to each wrote
stream in a single Yew.
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Table E.3-13. Annual radiological doses from incident-free trarrspoftation during onsite transport of
low-level. mixed. and transuranic waste for alternative C – maximum waste forecast.

Dose from incident-free transportation

Uninvolved Involved Uninvolved
Waste stream workeva workers workers

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
l].
12.
13.
14.

Isa.

15b.

15C.
15d.

I5e.
16.
17.
18.
19.
19a.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.

27.
28.

Tritiated equipment

Spent dcionizers
Low-level job-control

Offsite job-control

Low-activity equip.
Inter.-lcvel job-control

Lonplived

Tritiated job-control
Low-1evel waste soils

Suspect soils
Tritiated soils

MW inorganic debrisb
Mixed waste soil

MW comp. filters

o.01 Ci/m3 TRU wastec,d

1.5 Ci/m3 TRU waste

208 Ci/m3 TRU wrote
Bulk eq. TRU waste

Bulk eq. Rnrt. TRUe
MW aqueous liquids
MW organic debris
Organic sludge
Heterogeneous debris

Lead

PUREXsolventsf
Organic liquids
Ashcrete
Bulk waste
Jnorganic sludge

Metal debris
Sand/rOcWgravei

Paint waste

Glms debris

3.24E-11
2,89E-06

1.05E-04

4.06E-06
t .50E-05

1.14E-02

2.58E-03

1.07E-06
1.98E-06

3.00E-06
1.59E-07
1,40E-05

5.37E-05
2.04E-06

6. 15E-09

1,95E-07

2.66E-05

1.52E-07

2. I IE-03
1.30E-05
1.47E-05
1.65E-06
4.48E-05

8.16E-08

2.60E-08

3.64E-06
3.6E-05

8.73E-06

3. IIE-06
1.07E-05

898E-06
3.50E-07

8.03E-06
W8

Low-level 1,4E-02
Mixed 2.OE-04
Tmmuranic 2. IE-03

Source: Washburn (1995).

2.88E-06

9.59E-02

8.22E+o0
4.95E-01

2.04E+02

9.32E+OI
4.36E+OI

7.99E-02

2.1OE.OI

3.09E-01
1.68E.02
I.06E+O0
5.70E+O0
1.85E-01
2.25E-04
6.83E-03

9.75E-01
4.06S,-03
1.42E+O0
6.60E-03
1.27E+o0
1.68E-01
6.77E+O0
1.32E-02
1.77E-05
1,84E-03
1.4E+O0
2.50E-01
L50E-01
1.14E+O0
9.65E-01
7,47E.02
2.98E-01

3.5E+02
1.9EWI
2.4E+o0

6.25E-08

4.42E-04

2.03E-01

7.88E-03
2,92E-02

1.29E+o0

1.04E+o0
2.07E-03

3.83E-03

5.81E-03
3.07E-04
2.72E-02

1.04E.01

3.95E-03
1.19E.05

3.78E-04

5.13E-02

2.95E-04
L04E-01

2.13E.02
3.82E-02
4,28E-03
1.16E.ol

2.1 IE44
4,27E-05

5.96E-03
6.9E-02

2,27E-02

8.07E-03
2.79E-02
2.32E-02

9.06E-04
2,08E-02

2.6E+O0
4.5E-01
1.6E-01

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

,
Dose in rem; all other doses in person-rem,
MW = Mixed waste.

Cilm3 = Curie per cubic meter.
TRU = Tramurmic.
Bmt = Remotely-handled.
PUREX = Pl”toni”nr-uranium extraction..
For incident.free dose, the s“m of waste stmurrs 1 through 12 are used to calculate tbc corresvondin~ dose of low-level waste
in Chapter 4 transportation sections; 12 through 14 and [6 through 28 constitute tbe mixed w“mtedo~%ad 15a through 15e
constitutes the transumnic dose. For each waste type, assumes the same individual has maximum exposure to each waste
stream in a single year
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Table E.3-14. (continued). >0
qg

Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C Z$
Waste Ex~ected Minimum Maximum Exoected Minimum Maximum Exoected Minimum Maximum

:~
&

21. Organic liquids 8.89E-06 7.07E-06
x

1.41E-05 8.89E-06 7.07E-06 1.4lE-05 8.S9E-06 7.07E-06 1.41E-05 z

22, Ashcretef

23. Bulk Waste

24. Inorganic Sludge

25. Metal Debris

26, SandfRocklGravel

27. Paint Chips/Solids

28. Glass Debris

3.03E-06 1.23E-06 9.44E-06 3.03E-06 1.23E-06 9.44E-06 3.03E-06 1.23E-06 9.44E-06

9.66E-06 3.45E-06 1.34E-05 9.66E-06 3.45E-06 1.34E-O; 9.66E-06 3.45E-06 1.34E-05

2.OIE-05 1.06E-05 S.39E.05 2.0 IE-OS 1.06E-05 8.39E-05 2.01 E-05 1.06E-05 8.39E-05

2.63E-05 6.61E-06 1.3IE-04 2.63E-05 6.6 IE-06 1.31E-04 2.63E-05 6.61E-06 1.3IE-04

4.25E-05 2.92E-05 5. 17E-05 4.25E-05 2.92E-05 5.17E-05 4.25E-05 2.92E-05 5.17E-05

3.98E-06 2.20E-06 1.00E-05 3.98E-06 2.20E-06 1.00E-05 3.98E-06 2.20E-06 1.00E-05

Source: Washburn (1995).
a. MW = Mixed waste.
b. Ctim3 = Curie per cubic meter,
c. TRU=Transuranic.
d. Rmt=Remotely-bandied.
e. PUREX=PlutOnium-uranium extraction
f. See Table E.3-16.
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Table E.3-15. Radiological doses from a single accident during onsite transporf of low-level, mixed, and

transuranic waste under any alternative.

Uninvolved Involved Uninvolved
Waste workers workers workersa Probability

1. Tritiated equipment 7,15E+02 6.50E+oI 9.24E-03 5.62E-07

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13,

14.

I5a.

15b.

15C.

15d,

I5e.

16.

17,

18.

19,

19a.

20.

21,

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

Spent deionizes

Low-level job-control

Offsite job-control

Low-activity equip.

Inter.-level job-control

Long-lived low-level waste

Tritiated job-control

Low-level waste soils

Suspect soils

Tritiated soils

MW inorganic debrisb

Mixed waste soil

MW comp, filters

0.01 Ci/m3 TRU wastec,d

1.5 Ci/m3 TRU waste

208 Ci/m3 TRU waste
Bulk eq. TRU waste

Bulk eq, Rmt. TRUe

MW aqueous liquids

MW organic debris

Organic sludge

Heterogeneous debris
Lead

PUMX solventsf

Organic liquids

Ashcreteg

Bulk waste

Inorganic sludge

Metal debris

Sand/rOcWgravel

Paint chips/soIids

Glass debris

Source: Washhum (1995).

5.76E-02

3.83E-02

6.40E-02

3.83E-02

6.18E-01

6.96E-01

2,03E-03

6.39E+oI

6.39E+o0

6.45E+oI

1.37E-02

1.44E+02

7.18E-03

2.22E+O0

3.33E+02

4.61E+o4

3.09E+05

3,09E+05

3.57E-03

2.96E+oI

2.32E+O0

5.92E+oI

3.71E-01

2.50E-01

3.57E-03

6.32E-01

6.95E+oI

5.90E+o0

8.90E+oI

9.25E+o0

1.39E+02

3.28E-03

3.80E-03

6.34E-03

3.80E-03

1.08E-02

8.44E-03

2.59E-04

6.35E+o0

6.35E-01

6.80E+O0

1.36E-03

L43E+oI

7.14E-04

1.95E-01

2.92E+oI

4.05E+03

2,72E+04

2.72E+04

3.54E-04

2.84E+o0

2.22E-01

5.68E+o0

3,56E-02

2.19E-02

3.54E-04

6.05E-02

6.67E+o0

5.68E-01

8.56E+o0

8.89E-01

1.33E+oI

4.69E-07

5.42E-07

9.04E-07

5.42E-07

1.54E-06

L21E-06

3.69E-08

9.06E-04

9.06E-05

9.70E-04

1.94E-07

2.04E-03

1,02E-07

2.78E-05

4,17E.03

5.78E-01

3.88E+O0

3.88E+O0

5.05E-08

4.05E-04

3.17E-05

8.IoE-04

5.08E-06

3.13E-06

5.05E-08

8.64E-06

9.51E-04

8.10E-05

1,22E-03

1.27E-04

1.90E-03

6.56E-08

2.87E.04

5.92E-06

1.04E-05

5.28E-05

1.97E-04

1.82E-06

1.85E-06

2.77E-05

1.44E-06

1.19E-05

7.07E-05

2.66E-05

1.76E-05

1.24E-05

1,28E-05

2.6E-06

4,79E-08

3.46E-05

1.51E-06

2,93E-04

8.03E-05

1,49E-04

3.71E-07

8,89E-06

3,03E-06

9.66E-06

2,01E-05

2.63E-05

4.2SE-05

3.98E-06

Dose in rem; all other doses in person-rem
MW = Mixed waste.

Cilm3 = Curie per cubic meter.
TRU = Transuranic.
Rmt = Remotely-handled.
PUREX = Plutonium-uranium extraction.

The dose from an accident involving ashcrete varies among alternatives. See Table E.3- 16.

TC
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Table E.3-16. Probability of and radiological dose from a single accident during onsite transport of low-

Ievel and mixed waste ashcrete from the Consolidated Incineration Facility under each altemative,a

Onsite Offsite
Waste forecast population population Offsite MEIb Probability

Alternative A

Low-level waste 4.3E-02 4,2E-03 6.OE-07 6. lE-05

Mixed waste 4,3E-02 4.2E-03 6.OE-07 1,4E-04

Low-level waste 7.9E-02 7.5E-03 1.1E-06 1,7E-05

Mixed waste 7.9E-02 7.5E-03 1.1E-06 3.9E-05

~

Low-level waste 2.2E-02 2.1E-03 3.OE-07 3.OE-04

Mixed waste 2.2E-02 2. IE-03 3.OE-07 6.9E-04

Alternative B

ExDectcd

Low-level waste 3.5E-01 3 .4E-02 4.9E-06 2.8E-05

Mixed waste 3.5E-01 3.4E-02 4.9E-06 7.5E-06

Minimum

Low-1evel waste 1.3E-01 1.3E-02 1.8E-06 3.8E-05

Mixed waste I,3E-01 1.3E-02 I .8E-06 4.1 E-05

Maximum

Low-level waste 2.9E-O 1 2.8E-02 4. OE-06 4.2E-05

Mixed waste 2,9E-01 2.8E-02 4.OE-06 1.6E-05

Alternative C

~

Low-level waste 6.OE-OI 5.6E-02 8.OE-06 9.1E-06

Mixed waste 6.OE-O1 5.6E-02 8.OE-06 1.9E-06

~

Low-level waste 5,2E-01 4.9E-02 7.OE-06 6.9E-06

Mixed waste 5,2E-01 4.9E-02 7.OE-06 1.2E-06

~

Low-level waste 6.4E-01 6.OE-02 8.6E-06 1.2E-05

Mixed waste 6,4E-01 6.OE-02 8.6E-06 8. lE-06

Source: ~US (1995).
a. The Consolidated Incinemtion Facility would not operate under tbe no-action alternative, so no ashcrete would

be generated.
b, MEI=Maximally exposed individual,
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Table E.3-17. Wdiological doses from incident-free tmnspofiation andaccidents during offsite
transport of low-level (low-activity equipment), mixed waste (lead), and low-level waste volume
reduction.

Dose from a single
Annual dose fmm incident-free transportation potential accident

Remote Involved Remote Remote
Description ME1a workers population Population

Low-activity equipme”tb

Lead

Low-activity equipment

Lead

Low-activity equipment

Lead

Low-activity equipment

Lead

Low-level volume reduction

Low-activity equipment

Lead

Low-level volume reduction

Low-activity equipment

Lead

Low-level volume reduction

Low-activity equipment

Lead

Low-activity equipment

Lead

Low-activity equipment

Lead

Source: Washhum (1995).

NAc

3.2E-08

NA

1.4E-08

NA

8.2E-08

5.2E-05

3.2E-08

8.IE-05

2.7E-05

1.4E-08

6.6E-05

1.6E-04

8,2E-08

9.6E-05

3.3E-05

3.2E-08

1.8E-05

1.4E-08

8.6E-05

8.2E-08

Alternative A - Ex~ected Waste Foreca

NA NA

3.6E-01 7,5E-02

inimum Waste Fnrecast

NA NA

1.6E-O1 3.2E-02

NA NA

9.3E-01 1.9E-O1

—~g

1.7E+0 1 2,6E+o I

3.6E-01 7.5E-02

1.6E+01 6.4E+O0
— a~a

8.8E+O0 1.3E+0 I

1.6E-OI 3.2E-02

2.OE+O1 5.2E+o0

Altem ative B – ~ Waste Forecast

5,4E+01 8.2E+01

9.3E-01 1.9E-O1
8.oE+ol 7.5E+O0

ve C-E xDected Waste Forecas~

l.l E+o1 1.6E+ol
3.6E.01 7.5E-02

6.OE+OO 9.2E+O0

1.6E-01 3.2E-02

~fl

2.8E+01 4.3E+01

9.3E-01 1.9E-01

NA

4.7E-03

NA

4.7E-03

NA

4.7E-03

4,8E-04

4.7E.03

3.7E+02

4.8E-04

4,7E-03

3.7E+02

4,8E-04

4.7E-03

3,7E+02

4.8E-04

4.7E-03

4.8E-04

4.7E-03

4.8E-04

4.7E-03

a. Remote maximally exposed individual alon8wanspotiation route. Dose isrem; allothers inperso”.rem
h. Nolow-activi~ equipment would reshipped offsite under alternative A.

TC
TE

I TE

c. NA=not applicable.
I
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Table E.3-18. Waste volumes (in cubic meters) shipped in each alternative.

No-Action Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C *U.. . .

Wdste Expected Minimum Maximum Expected Minimum Maximum Expected Minimum Maximum

1. Tritialed equipment 1.18E+03 1.18E+03 4.61E+02 1.62E+03 L18E+03 4.61E+02 1,62E+03 1.18E+03 4.6 IE+02

2. Spent deionizes

1.62E+03

3. Low-level job-control

4. Offsite Job job-control

5. Low-activity equip.

6. Inter.-level job-control

7. Long-lived

8. Tritiated job-control

9. Low-level waste soils

10. Suspect soils

Il. Tritiated soils

12. MW inorganic debrisa

13. Mixed waste soil

14. MW comp. filters

15a. O.OI ci/m3 TRU wasteb,c

15b. 1.5 ci/m3 TRU wwte

15c. 208 ci/m3 TRU waste

15d. Bulk eq. TRU w~te

) 5e. Bulk eq. rmt. TRUd

16. MW aqueous liquids

17. MW organic debris

18. Organic sl”dgc

19. Heterogeneous debris

19a. Lead

20. PUREX solventse

21. Organic liquids

22. Ashcretef

3.00E+OI

3.66E+05

1.26E+04

L33E+04

2.27E+04

3.30E+03

3.86E+03

1.9gE+04

2.97E+04

I,53E+03

1.52E+04

7.56E+04

2.85E+03

4.40E+03

3. IIE+03

3,20E+03

1.17E+04

2.09E+02

3.27E+04

2.42E+02

3.67E+03

2.57E+04

5.96E+03

3.45E+02

8.45E+03

0.00E+OO

3.00E+OI

3.66E+05

1.26E+04

6.95E+04

2.27E+04

3.30E+03

3.86E+03

L98E+04

2.97E+04

L53E+03

1.52E+04

7.56E+04

2.85E+03

4.40E+03

3.1 IE+03

3.20E+03

L17E+04

2.09E+02

3.27E+04

2.42E+02

3.67E+03

2.57E+04

2.98E+03

3.45E+02

8.45E+03

1.63E+05

3.00E+OI

3.09E+05

1.26E+04

3.40E+04

1.25E+04

1,00E+03

L56E+03

8.07E+03

1.21E+04

5.75E+02

6.24E+03

L90E+04

1.26E+03

3. 16E+03

2.16E+03

2.23E+03

8. 14E+03

1.46E+02

8.81E+03

2.42E+02

1.34E+03

1.06E+04

1,28E+03

3.45E+02

6.72E+03

4.49EH4

3.00E+OI

4. 14E+05

2.52E+04

2.35E+05

2.81E+04

4.64E+03

1.34E+05

3. 12E+05

4.68E+05

2.49E+03

2.35E+04

3.77E+05

3.86E+03

2.53E+05

5.13E+04

5.28E+04

1.93E+05

3.45E+03

5.09E+04

2.78E+04

5. II E+03

1.27E+05

7,68E+03

3.45E+02

1.34E+04

7,96E+05

3.00E+OI

3.66E+05

1.26E+04

5,08E+04

2.27E+04

3.30E+03

3.86E+03

1.98E+04

2.97E+04

1.53E+03

1.52E+04

7.56E+04

2.85E+03

4,40E+03

3. IIE+03

3.20E+03

1.17E+04

2.09E+02

3,27E+04

2.42E+02

3.67E+03

2.57E+04

2.98E+03

3.45E+02

8.45E+03

2.81E+04

3.00E+oI

3.09E+05

1.26E+04

2.61E+04

L25E+04

1.00E+03

1.56E+03

8,07E+03

1.21E+04

5.75E+02

6.24E+03

L90E+04

1.26E+03

3, 16E+03

2.16E+03

2.23E+03

8.14E+03

1.46E+02

8.81E+03

2,42E+02

1.34E+03

1.06E+04

1,28E+03

3.45E+02

6.72E+03

6,38E+04

3,00E+OI

4. 14E+05

2.52E+04

1.61E+05

.2.81E+04

4.64E+03

1.34E+05

3.12E+05

4.68E+05

2.49E+03

2.35E+04

3.77E+05

3.86E+03

2.53E+05

5.13E+04

5.28E+04

1.93E+05

3.45E+03

5.09E+04

2.78E+04

5.1 IE+03

1.27E+05

7.68E+03

3.45E+02

1.34E+04

4.62E+04

3.00E+o I

3.66E+05

1.26E+04

3.20E+04

2,27E+04

3.30E+03

3.86E+03

1.98E+04

2,97E+04

L53E+03

1.52E+04

7.56E+04

2.85E+03

4.40E+03

3,11E+03

3.20E+03

1.17E+04

2,09E+02

3.27E+04

2.42E+02

3.67E+03

2.57E+04

2.98E+03

3.45E+02

8.45E+03

8.79E+03

3.00E+OI

3.09E+05

1.26E+04

1.80E+04

1.25E+04

1.00E+03

L56E+03

8.07E+03

1.21E+04

5.75E+02

6.24E+03

1.90E+04

1.26E+03

3. I6E+03

2.16E+03

2,23E+03

8. 14E+03

1.46E+02

8.81E+03

2.42E+02

1.34E+03

1.06E+04

1.28E+03

3.45E+02

6.72E+03

6.55E+03

3.00E+OI

4.14E+05

2.52E+04

8,37E+04

2,81E+04

4.64E+03

1.34E+05

3.12E+05

4.68E+05

2.49E+03

2.35E+04

3.77E+05

3,86E+03

2.53E+05

5.13E+04

5.28E+04

1.93E+05

3.45E+03

5.09E+04

2.78E+04

5. IIE+03

1.27E+05

7.68E+03

3.45E+02

1.34E+04

1.65E+04



Table E.3-18. (continued)

No-Action Alternative A Alternative B Altcmative C

wa5te Expected Minimum Minimum Expected Minimum Maximum Expected Minimum Maximum

23. Bulk waste 1.04E+04 1.04E+04 4.20E+03 3.23E+04 t .04E+04 4.20E+03 3.23E+04 1.04E+04 4.20E+03 3,23E+04

Inorganic sludge

Metal debris

Sand/rock/gravel

Paint waste

Glass debris

Low-activity equipment

Leadg

Low Level Job Controlh

Low Activity Eq”iph

LLW from Deconh

Supercompactedh,i

Incineratels.’compactedh,i

Reduce/ Repkg (CIF) hi

ReduceRepkg (vauits)h,i

Metal / Supercompacth,i

Supercompacted Equip.h,i

Supercompacted Deconh.i

3.64E+03

1.29E+04

1.27E+04

2.13E+03

3.00E+03

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+oo

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0,00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

3.64E+03

1.29E+04

1.27E+04

2.13E+03

3.00E+03

0.00E+OO

2.98E+03

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

1.30E+-3

6.77E+03

3. t9E+03

1.47E+03

t .65E+03

0.00E+oo

1.28E+03

0.00E+oo

0.00E+oo

0.00E+oo

0.00E+oo

0.00E+oo

0.00E+oo

0.00E+oo

0.00E+oo

0.00E+oo

0.00E+OO

5.05E+03

5.37E+04

6.32E+04

2.60E+03

7.56E+03

0.00E+OO

3.64E+03

1.29E+04

1.27E+04

2,13E+03

3.00E+03

1.68E+04

7.68E+03

0.00E+OO

2.98E+03

t .87E+05

0,00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

t .44E+05

4.54E+05

1,02E+05

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0,00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

2. 19E+03

4.26E+04

1.64E+04

t .03E+04

1.44E+05

4.54E+05

1.30E+.3

6.77E+03

3. 19E+03

1,47E+03

1.65E+03

8.68E+03

1.28E+03

1.58E+05

9.85E+04

2.29E+05

7.57E+04

1.63E+03

3. 17E+04

1.39E+04

8.72E+03

9.85E+04

2.29E+05

5.05E+03

5.37E+04

6.32E+04

2.60E+03

7,56E+03

5.3 t E+04

7.68E+03

2. IOE+05

t.6t E+05

1.63E+06

1.01E+05

2. 19E+03

4.21E+04

1.84E+04

1.16E+04

t .61E+05

1,63E+06

1.64E+03

1.29E+04

t .27E+04

2. 13E+03

3.00E+03

1.05E+04

2.98E+03

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

1.30E+-3

6.77E+03

3. 19E+03

1.47E+03

1.65E+03

5.94E+03

1.28E+03

0.00E+oo

0.00E+oo

0.00E+oo

0.00E+oo

0.00E+oo

0.00E+oo

0.00E+oO

0.00E+oo

0.00E+oo

0.00E+oo

5,05E+03

5.37E+04

6.32E+04

2.60E+03

7.56E+03

2.76E+04

7.68E+03

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

0.00E+OO

TC

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

=ite totals Low-levelwaste 4.74E+05 5.30E+05 3.92E+05 1.63E+06 5.26E+05 4.03E+05 1.58E+06 5.02E+05 3.83E+05 1.48E+06
Mixedwaste 2.15E+05 3.40E+05 1.22E+05 1.59E+06 2.17E+05 L21E+05 8.14E+05 2.14E+05 7.50E+04 8.09E+05

Transuranicwrote 2.24E+04 2.24E+04 1.57E+04 5.50E+05 2.24E+04 1.57E+04 5.50E+05 2.24E+04 1.57E+04 5.50E+05
Offsitetotals Low-levelwaste 0.00E+OO 0.00E+OO 0.00E+OO 0.00E+OO t.S7E+06 9.54E+05 4.02E+06 1.0SE+04

Mixedwaste 0.00E+OO
5.94E+03 2.76E+04 I TC

2,98E+03 1.28E+03 7.68E+03 2.98E+03 1.28E+03 7.68E+03 2.98E+03 1.28E+03 7.68E+03

Source Washburn(1995),Sinkowski(1995),
a. MW = mixed waste.

I TE

b. Ci/m3 = Curies per cubic meter.
c. TRU = trans”ranic.
d. Rmt. = Remote-bandied.

PUREX = Plutonium-uranium solution.

u

e.
g

C Ashcrete values are tbe resutt of processing of low-level and mixed waste only. 25

g. Offsite shipments.
.- y

h. Low-1evel volume reduction offsite shipments.
~~

i. Low-1evel volume reduction return shipments to SRS.
:=
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Table E.4-1. Average number of workers assigned to onsite facilities.a

No-Action Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C
Facility Min. Exp. Max. Min. EXP. Max. Min. EXP. Max.

E-Area Vaults 7 ‘1 7 14 7 7 14 3 3 5
Containment building

RCRA-Pernritted Disposal Vaults

Long-Lived Waste Storage Building

MW Storage Buildings
Non-alpha vitrification facility

Shallow land disposal

TRU waste characterizationlcertitication
facilityc

TRU waste retrieval operations
TRU Waste Storage Pads

Alpha vitrification facility

Soil sort facility
Aqueous and Organic Waste Storage Tanks

Consolidated Incineration Facility

F/H-Area Eftluent Treatment Facility

H-Area Tank Farm

Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator
Waste removal operations

M-Area Compaction Facility

M-Area Liquid Effluent Treatment Facility

M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility

SRTC MW Treks/Ion Exchanged

D-Area Ion Exchange Process

F-Area Tank Farm

253-H Compaction Facilitv

o

I

I

39

0

8
5

4

14

0

0

15
0

40

1,562

15

10
4

31

10
4

I

308

10

5

I

10

0

8

26

4

10

0

3

0

26

40

1,562

15
10

4

31

10
4

1

308
3

10

6
I

16

0

8

38

4
10

0

3
0

26

40
1,562

15
10

4

31

10
4

I
308

25

II
1

67

0

16
I22

4
96

0

3

0

26

40

1,562
15

10

4

31
10

4

I

308

10

5

1
9

0

8

20

4

10
40

3

0
26

40

1,562

15
10

4

31

10
4

I

308

10

5

I
14

13

8
20

4

10

40

3

0
26

40

1,562

15

10
4

31

10
4

1

308

19

II
I

65

25

16
107

4

97

119

3

0

26

40
1,562

15

10

4

31
10

4

1

308

10

5

I
10

51

8

20

4

II

40
3

0

10

40

1,562

15
10

4

31

10
4

1

308
3

10

5

1

13

63

8
20

4

II

40

3

0

10
40

1,562

15

10
4

31

10
4

I

308

13

11

1
65

79
16

107

4

99

119

3

0

10

40

1,562
15

10
4

31

10
4

1

308
3 3 3 3 3 3

Waste management workers (average yearly)
3

2,082 2,098 2,117 2,373 2,131 2,148 2,495 2,163 2,178 2,520

a, Source: Hess ( 1994e).
b. MW = mixed waste.
c. TRu = tratrsuranic.
d. SRTC = Savannah River Technology Center.

TC

TC I
TE



TE I

Table E.4-2. Onsite facility workers annual dose during the 30-year period of interest (in person-millirem).a >U
-o<..

250
16
16
16

250

16
220

220
220

250
220

16
350

1
21

149

21
1
I

250

8

2
26

0
12
16

624

0
128

1,100

880
3,080

0
0

240
0

40
32,804

2,235
210

4

31

2,500
32

2
8.ooO

2,375
86
16

160

0
128

5,720

880
2,200

0
697

0
9,135

40

32,804
2,235

210
4

31

2,500
32

2

8,000

Averageh
annual No-Action Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C

Facility worker dose dose Min. EXP. Max. Min. Exp. Max. Min. Exp. Max.
E-Arm Vaults 16 I 12 112 112 224 112 112 224 41 41 82
Containment building 2,375 6,333
RCRA-Permitted Disposal Vaults
Long-Lived Waste Storage Building

MW Stora8e Buildirtgsc
Non-alpha vitrification facility

Shallow Land Disposal
TRU waste chxacteri=tiodceni fication

facitityd
TRU waste retrieval operations
TRU Waste Storage Pads
Alpha vitrification facility
Soil sort facility
Aqueous and Organic Waste Storage Tanks

Consolidated Incineration Facilily
F/H-Area Effruent Treatment Facility
H-Area Tank Famr
Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator
Waste removal operations
M-Area Compaction Facility
M-Area Liquid Emuent Treatment Facility

M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility

SRTC MW Tank#Ion Exchangee

D-Area Ion Exchange Process
F-Area Tank Farm
253-H Compaction Facility 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Total annual dose, person-millirem 52,000 67,000 70,000 113,000 76,000 79,000 144,000 83,000 86,000 150,000

Average worker dosef, millirem per yew 25 32 33 47 36 37 58 38 40 60

a. source Hess (1994e).
b. Average annual dose for a facility worker.
c. MW = mixed waste.
d. TRU = transuranic.
c. SRTC = Savannah River Technology Center.
f Average annual worker dose from all facilities.

97
16

256

0
128

8,360

880
2,200

0
697

0
9,135

40

)2,804
2,235

210
4

31

2,500
32

L

8,000

I72

16
1,072

0
256

26,840

880
21,120

0
697

0
9>135

40
32,804

2,235
210

4
31

2,500
32

L

8,000

2,375
86
16

144

0
128

4,400

880
2,200
9,917

697
0

9,135
40

32,804
2,235

210
4

31

2,500
32

2

8,000

2,375
86
16

224

3167
128

4,400

880
2,200
9,917

697
0

9,135
40

32,804
2,235

210
4

31

2,500
32

2

8,000

4,750
172

16
1,040

6,333
256

23,540

88o
21,340
29,750

697
0

9,135
40

32,804
2,235

210
4

31

2,500
32

2
8,OOO

2,375

g6
16

160

12,667

128
4,400

880
2,420
9,917

697
0

3,465
40

32,8o4
2,235

210
4

31
2,500

32

2
8,000

3

2,375
86
16

208

15,833
128

4,400

880
2>420
9,917

697
0

3,465
40

32,804
2,235

210
4

31

2,500
32

2

8,000
3

3,167
172

16
1,040

19,792
256

23,540

880
21,780

29,750
697

0
3,465

40

32,804
2,235

210
4

31

2,500
32

2

8,000
3



Table E.4-3. Summary of facility-specific dosesa to the offsite maximally exposed individual from atmospheric releases (in millirem),

No-Action Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C

Onsitc facilities Minimum Expected Maximum Minimum Expected Mwimum Minimum Expected Maximum

Consolidated Incineration Facility (b) 0.09 0.212 0.568 0.255 0.318 0.689 0.0667 0.0916 0.215

Compaction facilities 1.55E-06 1.55E-06 1.55E-06 1.55E-06 5.18-08 5. I 8E-08 5. I8E-08 1.99E-07 2.40E-07 2.48E-07

Onsite vitriticatio” facilities (b) (b) (b) (b) 0.315 0.561 8.08 2.56 5.20 118

M-Area Vendor Treatment Facilityc 0.00371 0.00371 0.0037 I 0.00371 0.00371 0.00371 0.00371 0.00371 0,00371 0.0037 I

Soil sort facilities (b) 6.96E-07 2.58E-06 1.28E-05 8. 17E-07 2,87E-06 1.7SE-05 5.52E-07 2,03E-06 1.18E-05

Tramuranic waste (b) 0.0775 0.111 1.83 0.0775 0.111 1.83
characterizationlcerti fication facility

0.0775 O.lto 1.83

FM-Area Eftluent Treatment Facility (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d)

Containment building

(d) (d)

(d) 1.22E-06 2.41 E-06 8.26E-06 7.99E-07 1.59E-06 5.55E-06 3.24E-07 6.82E-07 2.5 IE-o6

30-year total 0.0037 0.171 0.327 2.41 0.651 0.994 10.6 2.71 5.40 120

~ Average annual dosee 1.24E-04 0.00571 0.0109 0.802 0.217 0.33 I
:

0.3s4 0.0902 0.18 4.02

9~$ ciliti

Supercompaction, sorting (b) 6.66E-06 1.52E-05 3.88E-05 3.83E-04 4.85E-04 6.86E.04 6.66E-06 1.52E-05 3.88E-05

Smelt, incinerate,metalmelt (b) (b) (b) (b) 0.0377 0.0514 0.0927 0.00607 0.0108 0.0284

30-yeM total 6.66E-06 1.52E-05 3.88E-05 0.0381 0.0519 0.0934 0.00608 0.0108 0.0284

Average annual dosee 2.22E-07 5.08E-07 1,29E-06 0,00127 0.00173 0.003 I I 2.03E-04 3.61E-04 9.47E-04

Source Chesney ( 1995).
a. Except where noted, tbe doses reponed are for the 30-year period of interest.
b. Facility not operated in this alternative.
c. Doses are calculated from the center of SRS d“e to unavailability of other population data.
d. Routine operations are not expected to provide atmospheric releases.
e. Offsite-muimaJly-exposed individual average annual dose is detenrrined by dividing the 30-year dose by 30. For onsite facilities the offsitc maximally exposed individual is

within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS. For offsite facilities tbe offsite m=imatly exposed individual is considered to be within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of Oak Ridge,
Tennessee.

m

TC
TE



Table E.4-4. Summary of facility-specific dosesa to offsite population from atmospheric releases (person-rem). so
~- o

No-Action Alternative A Alternative B Altemativc C Z$
Onsite facilities Minimum Expected Maximum Minimum Expected Maximum Minimum Expected Maximum := ~

(b) 5.31 12.6 33.9 15.1 18.8 36.2 3.95 5.42 12.6
.
zConsolidated Incineration

Facility

Compaction facilities

Onsite vitrification facilities

M-Area Vendor Treatment
Facifiryc

Soil sori facilities

Trarrsumic waste
characterization/
certification facili~

F13f-Area Effluent Treatment
Facility

Containment building

6.15E-05 6.15E-05

(b) (b)

0.00851 0.0085I

(b) 2.75E-05

(b) 2.92

(d) (d)

(b) 4.83E-05

6. 15E-05 6. ISE-OS 2.05E-06 2.05E-06 2.05E-06 7.86E-06 9.49E-06 9.82E.06

(b) (b) 12.5 24.4 330 141 293 6,790

0.00851 0.00851 0.0085 I 0.00851 0.0085 I 0.00851 0.00851 0.0085 I

1.02E-04 5.08E-04 3.23E-05 1.14E-04 6.93E-04 2.56E-05 9.38E-05 5.47E-04

4.19 69.1 2.92 4.19 69. I 2.92 4.19 69.1

(d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d)

9.56E-05 3.27E-04 3.16E-05 6.31E-05 2,20E-04 1.28E-05 2.70E-05 9.93E-05

30-year total 0.0857 8.24 16.8 I03 30.5 47.4 436 148 302 6,880

Avem8e annual dosee 2.86E-04 0.275 0.560 3.43 1.02 1.58 14.5 4.92 Io.1 220

offs ite faciliti~

Supercompaction, s0rtin8 (b) 3.03E-06 6.93E-06 1.77E-05 1.74E-04 2.2 IE-04 3.13E-04 3.03E-06 6.93E-06 1.77E-05

Smelt, incinerate, metal melt (b) (b) (b) (b) 0.251 0.346 0.624 0.0409 0.0728 0.191

30-year total 3.03E-06 6.93E-06 1.77E-05 0.254 0.346 0,625 0.0409 0.0728 0.191

Average annual dos$ 1.oIE-07 2.31E-07 5.89E-07 0.00847 0.0115 0.0208 0.00136 0.00243 0.00637

Source Chesney (1995).
a. Except wberc noted, the doses repotied are for the 30-year period of interest.
b. Facility notoperated intbisaltcmativc.
c. Doses are calculated from the center of SRS due to unavailability OfOther POpulatiOndata.
d. Routine opemtions =enotexpected toprovide atmospbetic relc=es.
e. Average mnualdose isdetemined bydividing the3O-yexdoseby3O. Foronsite facilities theoffsite mmimally exposed individual iswithin 80kilometem (5Omiles)of

SRS. Foroffsite facilities theoffsite mmimally exposed individual isconsidered to bewithin 80kilometers (5Omiles) of O& R!dge, Tennessee.



Table E.4-5. Summary of facility-specific dosesa to the 640-meter (2,100 feet) uninvolved worker from atmospheric releases (in millirem).

No-Action AlternativeA AlternativeB AlternativeC

Onsitefacilities Minimum Expected Maximum Minimum Expected Maximum Minimum Expected Maximum

ConsolidatedIncinerationFacility (b) 1.77 4.25 11.5 S.07. 6,28 9.76 1.32 1.81 4.12

Compactionfacilities 6.oIE-05 6.OIE-05 6.OIE-OS 6.OIE-05 2.00E-06 2.00E-06 2.00E-06 7.67E-06 9.27E-06 9.59E-06

Onsite vitrification facilities (b) (b) (b) (b) 1.60 4.52 48.8 42.7 92 219

M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility (f 00856 0.00856 0.00856 0,00856 0.00856 0.00856 0.00856 0.00856 0.00856 0.00856

Soil sort facilities (b) 2.69E-05 9.95E-05 4.96E-04 3. t 6E-05 1.IIE-04 6.76E-04 6.76E-06 2.48E-05 1.45E-04

Transursnic waste characterization (b) 3.26 4.68 77.I 3.26 4.68 77.1 3,26 4.68
cetiitication facility

77.1

F13f-Area EMuent Treatment Facility (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d)

Containment building (b) 4.72E-05 9.33E-05 3.19E-04 3.09E-05 6.16E-05 2.14E-04 I,25E-05 2.WE-05 9.69E-05

Average annual dosee 2,85E-04 0.0109 0.156 2.57 0.169 0.209 2.57 1.42 3.07 73

m

5 Offsite facilities

Supercompaction, sorting (0 (0 (0 (0 (0 (0 (0 (0 (f) (0

Smelt, incinerate, metal melt (f) (fl (9 (0 (f) (t-l (f) (0 (f) (f)

TE

TC

Source Chesney (1995).
a. Except wberenoted, thedo%s repofled ~efora30-yem petiod of interest.
b. Facility notoperated inthisaltemative.
c. Italics indicate the faciliV thatwould produce the bighest dosetomy individual under eachaltemative/ forec~t. Thismaximum doscwas usedtocalculate theaverage

annual dose.
I TE

d. Routine operations arenotcxpecled toprovide atmoqheticrelemes.
e. Mwimally exposed individual doses aenotadded; average m..aldose isdetermined bydividing tbe30-yemdose fromthe highest impact faciliV (shown initalics)by3O. I TE
f. The640meter worker isareceptor unique to DOEmdis notevalualed bythe Nucle%Regulato~ Commission oragreement state licensees.



Table E.4-6. Summary of facility-specific dosesato the 100-meter(328 foot) uninvolved worker (inmillirem) from atmospheric releases, >U
qg

No-Action Alternative A Alternative B
,!,

Alternative C G%

Onsite facilities
:~

Minimum Expected Maximum Minimum Expected Minimum Minimum Expected Maximum :
Consolidated Incineration

Facility

Compaction facilities

Onsite vitrification facilities

M-Area Vendor Treatment
Facility

Soil sort facilities

Transuranic waste
characterization)
certification facility

F/3f-Area Effluent Treatment
Facility

Containment building

(b) 5.14 tz.z 32.8 14.6 18.1 32.4 3.80 5.23

0.00169

(b)

0.304

0.00169

(b)

0.304

0.00169

(b)

0.304

5.64E-05

12.2

0.304

5.64E-05

23.8

0.304

5.64E-05

323

(),304

2. 16E-04

136C

0.304

2.6 IE-04

283

0.304

2.70E-04

6,580

0.304

(b)

0,304

(b)

(b)

7.57E-04

I 12

0.0028

161

0.014

2,6S0

8.88E-04

112

0.00312

161

0.019

2,6S0

2.56E-05

Ill

9.40E-05

16t

5.47E-04

2,650

(d)

(b)

(d)

0.00899

(d)

0.00 I73

(d)

3.53E-04

(d)

7.42E-04

(d)

0.00133

(d)

0.00263

(d)

8.69E-04

(d)

0.00604

(d)

0.00273

0.0102 3.73 5.37 88.3 3.73 5.37 88.3 4.53 9.43 219Average annual dose.

Offsite facilities

Supercompaction, sorting

Smelt, incinerate, metal melt

(0 (0 (0 (f) (0 (0 (f) (0 (0 (0
(0 (0 (f3 (0 (t-l (f) (0 (0 (9 (0

So.rw Chesney(1995).
a. Except where noted, tbe doses reported are for a 30-year period of interest
b. Facility notoperated i”tbisaltemative.

TE ] c. lmlics"indicat> tbefaciliV thatwould produce the bigbest dosetoany individual under eacbaltemativdforecmt. Thismaximum dosewas usedtocalculate theavera8e
annual dose.

d. Routine o~rations =enotexpected toprovide atmospheric rele=es.
TE ] e. MWimally exposed individual doses me.otadded; average mnualdose isdetemined bydividing tbe30-yewdose ttomtiehighest impact faciliw (shown initalics)by3O.

f. TbelOOmeter worker isareceptor unique to DOEandis notevaluated bytbe Nuclear Regulato~Commission oragreement state licensees.



Table E.4-7. SummqoffaciIi~-specific dosesato theoffsite maximally exposed individual (inmillirem) from aqueous releases.

No-Action Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C

Onsite facilities Minimum Expected Maximum Minimum Expected Maximum Minimum Expected Maximum

Consolidated Incineration Facility (b) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)

Compaction facilities (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)

Onsite vitrification facilities (b) (b) (b) (b) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)

M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)

Soil sort facilities (b) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)

Transumrric waste (b) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)
characterizatiorrlcerti fication
facili~

F/H-Area EMuent Treatment 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208
Facility

0.0208 0.0208

m Containment building (b) (c) (c) 2.07E-05
&

(c) (c) 1.41E-OS (c) (c) (c)

30-year total 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208

Average annual dose 6.93E-04 6.93E-04 6,93E-04 6.94E-04 6.93E-04 6.93E-04 6.94E-04 6.93E-04 6.93E-04

g~s

Supercompaction, sorting (b) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)

Smelt, incinerate, metal melt (b) (b) (b) (b) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)

Source: Cbesney (1995).
a. Except wberenoted, thedoses repotied are fora30-year period of interest.
b. Facility rrotoperated inthisaltemative.
c. Routine o~rations arenotexpected toprovide liquid relezes.

0.0208

6.94E-04

(c)

(c)
I

TC
TE

TE
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Table E.4-8. SummaWoffacili~-specific dosesato theoffsite population (inperson-rem) from aqueous releases. Zu
qg

No-Action Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C Zd

Onsite facilities
:=

Minimum Expected Maximum Minimum Expected Maximum Minimum Expected Maximum &

Consolidated Incineration (b) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) z
Facility

Compaction facilities (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)

@site vitrification facilities (b) (b) (b) (b) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)

M-Area Vendor Treatment (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)
Facility

Soil sori facilities (b) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)

Transuranic waste (b) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)
characterization/
certification facility

F/H-Area EMuent Treatment 0.0203 0.0203 0.0203 0.0203 0.0203 0.0203 0.0203 0.0203 0.0203 0.0203
Facility

Containment building (b) (c) (c) 1.82E-04 (c) (c) 1.24E-04 (c) (c) (c)

30-year total 0.203 0.203 0.203 0.204 0.203 0.203 0.204 0.203 0.203 0.203

Average annual dose 0.00678 0.00678 0.00678 0.00679 0.00678 0.00678 0.00679 0.00678 0.00678 0.00678

offs ite facilities

Supercompaction, sorting (b) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)

Smelter, incinerator, metal (b) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)
metal

Source: Chesney (1995).
a. Except where noted, thedoses reponed are forthe30-year period of interest.
b. Facility notoperated inthisaltemative.
c. Routine operations zenotexpected toprovide liquid releases.
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Table E.4.9. Compactor facility dose distribution by isotope for the no-action altemative.a

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

640-meter 100-meter
uninvolved workerd uninvolved workerd

Radionuclides ME1b Population (2,100 feet) (328 feet)

Cobalt-60 7.08 6.13 11.21 8.56

Cesium-134

Cesium-137

Europium- 154

Tritium

Plutonium-238

PlutOnium-239

Ruthenium- 106

StrOntium-90

Uranium-234

Otherf

6.13

19.81

<1 .Oe

18.44

31.18

S1 .oe

1.13

8.36

3.99

3.88

3.94

28.86

<I .oe

18.31

29.68

<1 ,Oe

<1 .Oe

4.44

4,37

4.28

5.15

25.85

1.51

11.37

33.96

<l .oe

<1 .oe

I ,75

5.57

3.62

3.90

19.39

S1.OC

12.1 I

41.53

I .35

SI .oe

2.16

6.87

4.13

Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem

Total doseg,h 1,55E-06 6.15E-05 6.01 E-05 1.69E-03

Source: Blarrkenhom (1994); Hess (1994f, g); Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney (1995).
a.
b.
c,
d.
e.

f.

g.

Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
MEI = maximally exposed individual,
For atmospheric releases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS,
Dose to 640-meter and 100-meter uninvolved workers are based on an 80-hour work week,
The contribution from this radionuclide to the given receptor is less than or equal to 1.0 percent and is
accounted for in the “Other” category,
Refer to Table E.4-34 for a listing of the radionucl ides included in “Other,”
Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary).

I TE

I TE

I TE

I
TE

TE

h. Total doses are for the 30-year period of interest.
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TE I TatdeE.4-10. Consolidated Incineration Facili& dose distribution by isotope foraltemativeA.a

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

640-meter I00-meter
TE I uninvolved worker uninvolved worker

TC

TC

Radionuclides MEIb POpulatiOnc (2,100 feet) (328 feet)

Cobalt-60 2.29 <1.od 3.33 3.38

Cesium-134 26.25 11.00 16.03 15.89

Cesium-137 66.44 81.97 78.79 77.00

Strontium-90 7.62 2.83 S1 ,od S1 .od

Othe@ 3.40 4.20 1.75 3.74

Total dosef,g Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem

Expected 0,21 12.60 4.25 12.20

Maximum 0.57 34.00 11,50 32,80

TC I Minimum 0,090 5.31 1.77 5.14

TE I Source: Blankenhom (1994); Hertel et al. (1994); Hess (1994g] Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney (1995),
a. Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
c. For atmospheric releases, the dose is to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS.
d. The contribution from this radionuclide to the given receptor is less than or equal to 1.0 percent and is

accounted for in the “Other” total.

TE
I

e. Refer to Table E,4.34 for a listing of the radionuclides included in “Other.”
f. Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary).
g. Total doses are for the 30-year period of interest,
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Table E.4-11. Compactor facilities dose distribution by isotope for alternative A.a I TE

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

640-meter 100-meter
uninvolved worker uninvolved worker I TE

Radionuclides ME1b Population (2,100 feet) (328 feet)

Cobalt-60 7.08 6.13 11.21 8.56

Cesium-134 6.13 3.94 5.15 3.90

Cesium-137 19.81 28.86 25.85 19.39

Europium- 154 <I .od <] .od 1,51 S] .od

Tritium 18.44 18.31 11.37 12.11

Plutonium-238 31.18 29.68 33.96 41.53

PlutOnium-239 S1 .od s 1.od SI ,od 1.35

Ruthenium- 106 1.13 SI .od <I .od <1 .od

StrOntium-90 8.36 4.44 I .75 2.16

Uranium-234 3.99 4.37 5.57 6.87

Othe& 3.88 4,28 3.62 4.13

Total dosef,g Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem

Expected 1.55E-06 6.15E-05 6,01E-05 1.69E-03

Maximum 1.55E-06 6.15E-05 6.0 IE-05 1.69E-03 [ TC

Minimum 1.55E-06 6.15E-05 6.OIE-05 1.69E-03

Source: Blankenhom (1994); Hess (1994f, g); Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney (1995). I TE
a. Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
c. For atmospheric releases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS.
d. The contribution from this radionuclide to the given receptor is less than or equal to 1.0 percent and is I TE

accounted for in the “Other” total,
e. Refer to Table E.4-34 for a listing of the radionuclides included in “Other,”
f. Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary). ITE

g. Total doses are for the 30-year period of interest,
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TE [ Table E.4-12. Soil SOfi facility dose distribution by isotope for alternative A.a

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

640-meter I00-meter
TE I uninvolved worker uninvolved worker

Radionuclides MEIb Population (2,100 feet) (328 feet)

Cobalt-60 7.08 6.13 11.21 8.56

Cesium-134 6.13 3.94 5.15 3.90

Cesium-137 19.81 28.86 25.85 19.39

Europium- 154 <I .od S1 .od 1,51 S1 .od

Tritium 18.44 18,31 11.37 12.11

Plutonium-238 31.18 29.68 33.96 41.53

PlutOnium.239 <I .od SI .od S1 ,od 1.35

Ruthenium- 106 1.13 S1 .od <1 .od <I .od

StrOntium-90 8.36 4.44 1.75 2,16

Uranium-234 3,99 4.37 5.57 6.87

~the~ 3.88 4.28 3.62 4,!3

Total dosef,g Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem

Expected 2.58E-06 1.02E-04 9.95E-05 2.80E-03

Maximum 1.28E-05 5.08E-04 4.96E-04 1.40E-02

TC I Minimum 6.96E-07 2.75E-05 2.69E-05 7.57E-04

TE [ Source: Blankenhom (1994~ Hess (1994g); Simpkins (1994a); andChesney(1995).
a. Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
c. For atmospheric releases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS,

TE [ d. ~econmibution fromthis radionuclide totie8iven receptor islessthan orequal tol.Opercentmdis
accounted for in the “Other’’total.

TE
I

e. Refer to Table E.4-34for alisting oftieradionuclides included in,, Other.,,
f. Doserefers tocommined effective doseequivalent (seegloss~).
g. Total doses are forthe30-year period of interest,
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Table E.4.13. Transuranic waste characterization/certification facility dose distribution by isotope for I TE
alternative A.a

Atmospheric reJeases (percent of total dose)

640-meter 100-meter
uninvolved worker uninvolved worker

Radionuclides MEIb Population (2, 100 feet) (328 feet)

PJutonium-238 83.65 83.66 83.85 83.89

PlutOnium-239 15,38 J5.37 J5.17 J5. J3

Othed 0,97 0.97 0.98 0.98

TotaJ dosee,f Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem

Expected O.JJJ 4,19 4.68 161

Minimum 1.83 69.1 77 2.650

Minimum 0.0775 2,92 3.26 112

I ‘E

TC

I TC

Source: Blankenhom (J994); Hess (1994g); Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney (1995). I TE
a. Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
c. For atmospheric reJeases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS,
d. Refer to Table E,4-34 for a listing of the radionucJides included in “Other.”
e. Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see 810ssary). I

TE

f, Total doses are for the 30-year period of interest.
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TE I

TE I

TC

TE I

TE I

TE
I

Table E.4-14. Containment building dose distribution by isotope for alternative A.
Atmospheric releases Aqueous releases

(Percent of total dose) (Percent of total dose)
640-meter 100-meter

uninvolved worker uninvolved worker
Radionuclides MEIa population (2,100 feet) (328 feet) MEIa population

Cobalt-60

Cesium-134

Cesium-137

Europium-
154

Tritium

PlutOnium-
238

PlutOnium-
239

Ruthenium-
106

StrOntium-90

Urmium-234

Otherd

7.08 6.13 11.21

6,13 3.94 5.15

19.81 28,86 25.85

S1 .Oc S1 .Oc 1,51

18.44 18,31 11.37

31.18 29.68 33.96

<1.Oc <1.Oc <1.Oc

1.13 <1 .Oc SI .Oc

8.36 4.44 1.75

3.99 4,37 5.57

3.88 4.28 3.62

8.56

3.90

19.39

<1 .Oc

12.11

41.53

I .35

<1 .Oc

2.16

6.87

4.13

SI .Oc

81.85

<1 .Oc

<1 .Oc

10.51

4.62

<1.Oc

<1 .Oc

<1 .Oc

S1 .Oc

3.02

5,97

21.81

<1 .Oc

SI .Oc

32.22

28.48

<1 .Oc

2.37

<1.OC

S1 ,Oc

9.17

Total dOsee,f Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem Millirem Person-rem

Expected 2.41 E-06 9.56E-05 9.33E-05 0.00263 (g) (g)

Maximum 8.26E-06 3.27E-04 3. 19E-04 0.00899 2.07E-05 1.82E-04

Minimum 1.22E-06 4.83E-05 4,72E-05 0.00133 (g) (g)

Source: B1ankenhom (1994); Hess(1994g, h);Simpkins(1994a); and Chesney (1995).
a. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
b. For atmospheric releases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS. For aqueous

releases, the dose is to the people using the Savannah River from SRS to the Atlantic Ocem.
c. The contribution from this radionuclide to the given receptor is less than or equal to 1.0 percent and is

accounted for in the “Other” total.
d. Refer to Table E.4-34 for a listing of the radionuclides included in “Other.”
e. Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary),
f, Total doses are for the 30-year perind of interest.
g. Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
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Table E.4.15. Mixed waste offsite vendor dose distribution by isotope for alternative A.a I ‘l-E

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

Radionuclides MEIb Population

Cesium-134 <1.od 1.62

Cesium-137 1.68 1.92

Tritium 75,92 32.52

Plutonium-238 13.54 44.04

PlutOnium-239 ~1.od 1.39

StrOntium-90 1.49 <1.od

Uranium-234 3.68 12.12

Uranium-236 <I,od 2.13

Othere 3,69 4,26

Total dosef,g Millirem Person-rem

Expected 1.52E-05 6,93E-06

Maximum 3.88E-05 1.77E-05

Minimum 6.66E-06 3.03E-06

Source: Blankenhom ( 1994); Hess (1994g); Simpkins ( 1994a); and Chesney (1995),
a.
b.
c,
d.

e.
f.

~

Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
MEI = maximally exposed individual.
For atmospheric releases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS.
The contribution from this radionuclide to the given receptor is less than or equal to 1,0 percent and
is accounted for in the “Other” total.
Refer to Table E.4-34 for a listing of tbe radionuclides included in “Other,”
Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary),
Total doses are for the 30-year period of interest.

TC

TC

TE

I TE

ITE

—
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TE I Table E.4-16. Consolidated Incineration Facility dose distribution by isotope for alternative B.a

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

640-meter 100-meter
TE [ uninvolved worker uninvolved worker

Radionuclides MEIb Population (2, 100 feet) (328 feet)

Cobalt-60 2.26 1.72 3.32 3.33

Cesium-134 19.92 10.88 15.99 15.78

TC
Cesium-137 65.28 80.97 78.62 76.38

StrOntium-90 7.50 2.80 <1 .od <I .od

Tritium 2.30 <1.od <1.od SI .od

Otbere 2.74 3.63 2.06 4.48

Total dosef,g Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem

Expected 0.318 18.8 6.28 18.1

TC [ Maximum 0.689 32.6 9.76 32.4

Minimum 0.255 15.1 5.07 14.6

TE ] Source: Blarrkenhom (1994); fiertel et al. (1994); Hess (1994g); Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney (1995).
a. Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
c. For atmospheric releases, the dose is to the population within 80 kilometers (5o miles) of SRS.
d. The contribution from this radionuclide to the given receptor is less than or equal to 1.0 percent and is

accounted for in the “Other” total.

I

e. Refer to Table E,4-34 for a listing of tbe radionuclides included in “Other.”
TE f. Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary).

g. Total doses are for tbe 30-year period of interest.
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Table E.4-17. Onsite compactor facili~ dose distribution by isotope for alternative B,a
1:

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

640-meter 100-meter
uninvolved worker uninvolved worker TE

Radionuclides MEIb Population (2, 100 feet) (328 feet)

Cobalt-60 7.08 6.13 11.21 8.56

Cesium-134

Cesium-137

Europium-154

Tritium

Plutonium-238

PlutOnium-239

Ruthenium- 106

S*ontium-90

Uranium-234

Otherc

6.13

19,81

<1.od

18.44

31.18

<1 .od

1.13

8.36

3.99

3.88

3.94

28.86

S1 .od

18.31

29.68

S1 .od

S1 ,od

4.44

4.37

4.28

5,15

25.85

1.51

11.37

33,96

SI .od

<I .od

1.75

5.57

3.62

3.90

19.39

SI ,od

12,11

41,53

1.35

<I .od

2.16

6.87

4.13

Total dosef,g Millirem Person-rem MiOirem Millirem

Expected 5.18E-08 2.05E-06 2,00E-06 5.64E-05 I

Maximum 5.18E-08 2,06E-06 2.00E-06 5.64E-05
I TC

Minimum 5. ISE-OS 2.05E-06 2.00E-06 5.64E-05 I

Source: Blankenhom (1994); Hess (1994f, g); Simpkins (1994a); andChesney(1995).
a. Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
b. MEl=maximally exposed individual,
c. Foratmospheric releases, thedose tothepopulation within 80kilometers (50miles)of SRS.
d. ~econWibution fiomthis radionuclide tothegiven receptor islessthaorequalto l. Opercentandis

accounted for in the “Other” category.
e. Refer to Table E.4-34for alisting oftieradionuclides included in'' Otier,,,
f. Doserefers tocommined effective doseequivalent (seegloss~).
g. Total doses ai’eforthe 30-year period of interest.

I TE

[ TE

I
TE
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TE I Table E.4-18. Onsite vitrification facilities dose distribution by isotope for alternative B.a

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

640-meter I00-meter
TE uninvolved worker uninvolved worker

Radionuclides MEIb Population (2,100 feet) (328 feet)

Cesium- I34 4.04 3.00 7.97 4,30

Cesium- I37 13.21 22.25 39,07 20.75

TC P[utOnium-238 67.42 61.29 42.37 61.47

PiutOnium-239 12.26 11.16 7.80 11.16

Othed 3.07 2.30 2.79 2.31

Total dosee,f Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem

TC Expected 0.561 24.4 4,52 23.8

Maximum 8.08 330 48.s 323

Minimum 0.315 12.5 1.60 12.2

TE [ Source: Blankenhom (1994); Hess (1994g); Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney (1995),
a. Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
c. For atmospheric releases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS.

TE
I

d. Refer to Table E.4-34 for a listing of the radionuclides included in “Other.”
e. Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see gtossary).
f. Total doses are for the 30-year period of interest.
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Table E.4-19. Soil sort facility dose distribution by isotope for alternative B.a

Atrrrosphericreleases(percentof total dose)

640-meter 100-meter
uninvolvedworker

Radlonuclide~
uninvolvedworker

MEIb Population (2,100feet) (328 feet)

Cobalt-60 7.08 6.13 11.21 8.56

Cesium.134 6.13 3.94 5.15 3.90

Cesium- I37 19,81 28.86 25.85 19.39

Europium- 154 S1 .od S1 .od 1.51 SI .od

Tritium 18.44 18.31 11.37 12.11

Plutonium-238 31.18 29.68 33.96 41,53

PlutOnium-239 SI .od SI .od <i .od 1.35

Ruthenium- 106 1.13 S1 .od SI .od S1 .od

StrOntium-90 8.36 4,44 1.75 2.16

Uranium-234 3.99 4.37 5.57 6.87

Othere 3.88 4.28 3.62 4.13

Total dosef,g Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem

Expected 2.87E-06 1.14E-04 l, IIE-04 0.00312

Maximum 1,75E-05 6.93E-04 6.76E-04 0.0190

Minimum 8.17E-07 3.23E-05 3.16E-05 8.88E-04

Source: Blankenhom (1994); Hess (1994g); Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney (1995),
a. Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases,
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
c, For abrrospheric releases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS.
d. tieconWibution fromthis radionuclide tothegiven receptor islessthan orequal tol,Opercentandis

accounted for in tbe “Other” total.
e. Refer to Table E,4-34for alisting of theradionuclides included in ''Other.''
f. Doserefers tocommined effective doseequivalent (seegloss~),
g. Total doses are forthe30-year period of interest.

I TE

ITE

[ TC

I TE

I TE

I
TE
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TE I Table E.4-20. Transuranic waste characterizatioticetiificationfacili@dosedistributionbyiaotopefor

alternative B.a

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

640-meter 100-meter
TE uninvolved worker uninvolved worker

Radionuclides MEIb Population (2,100 feet) (328 feet)

Plutonium-238 83.65 83.66 83,85 83.89

TC PlutOnium-239 15.38 15.37 15.17
TE

15,13

Otherd 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98

Total dosee,f Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem

Expected 0.111 4.19 4.68 161

Maximum 1.83 69.1 77.1 2,650
. . . .lVIL1lllllU1lI ~,0775 2.92 . . .,.L” ::2

TC I Source: Blankenhom (1994); Hess(1994g); Simpkins (1994a); mdChesney(l995).

a. Routine operations =enotex~cted toproduce aqueous releases.
b. MEl=maximally exposed individual.
c. Fora~ospheric releases, thedosetotbe population within 80kilometers (5Omiles)of SRS,

TE
I

d. Refer to Table E.4-34for alisting of theradionuclides included in `'Other.''
e. Doserefemto commined effective dose equivalent (see glossa~).
f. Total doses are forthe30-year perindofinterest.
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Table E.4-21. Containment building dose distribution byisotope foraltemative B. I TE

Atmospheric releases Aqueous releases
(percent of total dose) (percent of total dose)

100 meter
640-meter uninvolved ITE

uninvolved worker worker
, .-

Radionuclides ME1a Population (2,100 feet) (328 feet) MEla population

Cobalt-60 7.08 6.13 11.21 8.56 S1 .Oc 5.97

Cesium-134 6.13 3,94 5.15 3.90 81.85 21.81

Cesium-137 19.81 28.86 25.85 19.39 <1 .Oc <1 .Oc

Europium- 154 <l .Oc :1 ,Oc 1.51 S1 ,Oc <1 .Oc <1 .Oc

Tritium 18.44 18.31 11.37 12.11 10.51 32.22

Plutonium-238 31,18 29.68 33.96 41.53 4.62 28.48

PlutOnium-239 <1.Oc <1 .Oc SI .Oc 1.35 S1 ,Oc <1.Oc

Ruthenium- 106 1.13 <1 ,Oc :1 ,Oc <1 .Oc S1 .Oc 2.37

StrOntium-90 8.36 4.44 1.75 2.16 <1 .Oc 51 .Oc

Uranium-234 3.99 4.37 5.57 6.87 <1 .Oc S1.Oc

Otherd 3.88 4.28 3.62 4.13 3.02 9.17

Total dosee,f Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem Millirem Person-rem

Expected 1.59E-06 6.31E-05 6. 16E-05 1.78E-03 (g) (g)

Maximum 5.55E-06 2.20E-04 2.14E-04 6.04E-03 1.41E-05 1.24E-04

Minimum 7.99E-07 3.16E-05 3.09E-05 8.69E-04 (g) (g)

Source: Blankenhom (1994); Hess (1994g, h); Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney(l995).
a.
b.

MEI = maximally exposed individual.
For atmospheric releases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS. For aqueous
releases, the dose is to the people using the Savannah River from SRS to the Atlantic.

c.

d.
e.
f.

&

TC

TE

The contribution from this radionuclide to the given receptor is less than or equal to 1.0 percent and is I TE
accounted for in the “Other” total,
Refer to Table E.4-34 for a listing of the radionuclides included in “Other.”
Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary). I

TE

Total doses are for the 30-year period of interest.
Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
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TC I Table E.4-22. Offsite supercompaction, sorting, repackaging dose distribution by isotope for
TE alternative B.a

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

Radionuclides MEIb Population

Cesium- 134 <] .od 1.62

Cesirrm-137 1.68 1.92

Tritium 75.92 32.52

Plutonium-238 13.54 44.04

PlutOnium-239 S1 .od 1.39

StrOntium-90 1.49 <1 .od

Uranium-234 3.68 12.12

U-rmrium-236 s] .Oa 2.i3

Othe@ 3.69 4.26

Total dosef,g Millirem Person-rem

I Expected 4.85E-04 2.2 IE-04

TC I Maximum 6.86E-04 3.13E-04

I Minimum 3.83E-04 1.74E-04

TE I Source: Blankenhom (1994); Hess(1994g); Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney(l995),
a. Routine operations arenotexpected toproduce aqueous releases.
b. MEI=maximally exposed individual.
c. Foratmospheric releases, thedose tothepopulation within 80kilometers (5Omiles)of SRS,

TE I d. Thecontribution from this radionuclide tothegiven receptor islesstban orequalto l. Opercentarrd

is accounted fnr in the “Other” total,

TE
I

e. Refer to Table E,4-34for alisting of theradionuclides included in1'Other.1'
f. Doserefers tocommitied effective doseequivalent (seeglossa~).
g. Total doses are forthe30-year period of interest.
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Table E.4.23. C)ffsite smelting, incineration, and metal melt dose distribution by isotope for ITC
alternative B,a TE

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

Radionuclides MEIb Population

Cesium-134 31.68 31.37

Cesium-137 44,16 36.07

StrOntium-90 11.09 3.18

Uranium-234 9,24 21.21

Urarrium-236 <1.od 3.71

Othere 3.83 4.46

Total dosef,g Millirem Person-rem

Expected 0.0514 0.346

Maximum 0.0927 0.624

Minimum 0.0377 0.254

TC

Source: Blankenhom ( 19941 Hess (1994g); Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney (1995). I TE
a. Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
c. For atmospheric releases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS.
d, The contribution from this radionuclide to the given receptor is less than or equal to 1,0 percent and I TE

is accounted for in the “Other” total.
e, Refer to Table E.4-34 for a listing of the radionuclides included in “Other.”
f. Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary).

TE

g. Total doses are for the 30-year period of interest,
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TE I Table E.4-24. Consolidated Incineration Facility dose distribution by isotope for alternative C,a

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

640-meter 100-meter
TE [ uninvolved worker uninvolved worker

Radionuclides MElb Population (2, 100 feet) (328 feet)

Cobalt-60 2.26 1.72 3,32 3.35

Cesium- I34 19.93 10.88 15.97 15.77

Cesium- I37
TC

65.45 81.11 78.67 76.46

StrOntium-90 7.50 2.80 S1 .od SI .od

I OtheF 4.86 3.49 2.04 4,42

Total dosef,g Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem

I Expected 0.091 5.42 1,81 5.23

TC / Maximum 0.215 12.60 4,12 12.00

I Minimum 0.0667 3.95 1.32 3.81

TE I Source: Blankenhom (1994); Henel et al. (1994); Hess (1994g); Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney (1995).
a. Routine operations k-c net cxpcctcd ta prockicc aqueous rclcascs.
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
c. For atmospheric releases, the dose is to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS.

TE I d. The contribution from this radionuclide to the given receptor is less than or equal to 1.0 percent and is
accounted for in the “Other” total,

I

e. Refer to Table E.4-34 for a listing of the radionuclides included in “Other,”
TE

f. Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary).
g. Total doses are for the 30-year period of interest,
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Table E.4-25. Compactor facilities dose distribution by isotope for alternative C.a

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

640-meter 100-meter
uninvolved worker uninvolved worker

Radionuclides MEIb Population (2, 100 feet) (328 feet)

Cobalt-60 7.08 6.13 11.21 8.56

\ TE

ITE

Cesium-134 6.13 3.94 5.15 3.90

Cesium-137 19.81 28.86 25.85 19.39

Europium- 154 <1.od <I ,od 1.51 <I ,od

Tritium 18.44 18.31 I I .37 12,11

Plutonium-238 31.18 29.68 33.96 41.53

PlutOnium-239 S1.od S1 .Od S1 .od 1.35

Ruthenium- 106 1.13 <1 .od <1 .od <I .od

StrOntium-90 8.36 4,44 I .75 2.16

Uranium-234 3.99 4.37 5.57 6.87

Otherc 3.88 4.28 3.62 4.13

Total dosef,g Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem

Expected 2.40E-07 9.49E-06 9.27E-06 2.61E-04 I TC

Maximum 2.48E-07 9.82E-06 9.59E-06 2.70E-04

Minimum 1.99E-07 7.86E-06 7.67E-06 2.16E-04

Source: Blankenhom (1994); Hess(1994f, g);Simpkins(1994a); and Chesney ( 1995).
a. Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
c. For atmospheric releases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS.
d. The contribution from this radionuclide to the given receptor is less than or equal to 1.0 percent and is

accounted for in the “Other” total.
e. Refer to Table E.4-34 for a listing of the radionuclides included in “Other.”
f. Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary).

I TE

I TE

I
TE

g. Total doses are for the 30-year period of interest.
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TE I Table E.4-26. Onsite vitrification facilities dose distribution by isotope for alternative C.a

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

640-meter 100-meter
TE uninvolved worker uninvolved worker

Radionuclides MEIb Population (2,100 feet) (328 feet)

Cobalt-60 S1 .od S1 .od 3.11 2.94

StrOntium-90 6.41 2.51 <1 .od SI .od

Cesium-134 17.13 9.82 15.37 14.21

Cesium-137 56.08 22.99 75.48 68,69

TC Plutonium-238 13.96 9.81 3.99 9.93

PlutOnium-239 2.54 <I .od SI .od SI .od

Othe@ 3,88 4.86 2.05 4.24

Total dosef>g Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem

Expected 5.20 293 92 283

Maximum 118 6,790 2,190 6,580

Minimum 2.56 141 42.70 136

TE I Source: Blankenhom (1994); Hess (1994g); Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney (1995).
a, Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous reie~es.
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
c. For atmospheric releases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS.
d. The contribution from this radionuclide to the given receptor is less than or equal to 1.0 percent and is

accounted for in the “Other” total,
TE e. Refer to Table E.4-34 for a listing of the radionuclides included in “Other,”

f. Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossa~).
g, Total doses are for the 30-year period of interest.
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Table E.4-27. Soil sort facility dose distribution by isotope for alternative C.a I ‘fE

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

640-meter 100-meter
uninvolved worker uninvolved worker ITE

Radionuclides MEIb Population (2,100 feet) (328 feet) ‘

Cobalt-60 8.37 8.14 19.89 15.29

Cesium. 134

Cesium-137

Europium- 154

Tritium

Plutonium-238

PlutOnium-239

Ruthenium- 106

StrOntium.90

Uranium-234

Othere

7.38

24.12

S1 .od

11.81

29.92

S1 .od

1.32

9.92

3.34

3.82

5.15

38.23

S1 ,od

10.41

25.60

<I .od

SI ,od

4.74

3.49

4.24

9.57

46,91

2.78

3.89

12,37

<I .od

SI .od

<I .od

SI .od

4.58

7.19

34.70

2.15

7,38

24.98

<I .od

S1 .od

SI .od

4,15

4.16

Total dosef,g Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem

Expected 2.03E-06 9,38E-05 2.48E.05 9.40E-05

Maximum 1.18E-05 5.47E-04 1.45E-04 5.47E-04

Minimum 5.52E-07 2.56E-05 6.76E-06 2.56E-05

Source: Blankenhom (1994); Hess (1994g); Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney (1995).
a. Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
b. ME] = maximally exposed individual.
c. For atmospheric releases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS.

TC

TE

d. The contribution from this radionuclide to the given receptor is less than Orequal to 1.0 percent and is I TE
accounted for in the “Other” total.

e. Refer to Table E.4-34 for a listin8 of the radionuclides included in “Other.”
f. Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary). TE

g. Total doses are for the 30-year period of interest.
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TE I Table E.4-28. Transuranic waste characterizationlcertitication facility dose distribution by isotope for
alternative C.a

Abrrosphericreleases (percentof total dose)

640-meter
TE

100-meter
uninvolved worker uninvolved worker

Radionuclides ME1b Population (2, 100 feet) (328 feet)

Plutonium-238 83.65 83.66 83.85 83.89

TC Plutonium-239 15.38 15.37 15.17 15.13

Otherd 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98

Total dosee,f Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem

TC
I

Expected 0.111 4.19 4.68 161

Maximum 1.83 69.1 77 2,650

Minimum 0.0775 2.92 3.26 112

TC I Source: Blankenhom (1995); Hess (1994g); Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney (1995).
a. Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
c. For atmospheric releases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS.

TE , a Refer to Table E.4-34 for a iisting U[ the radionuciides included in “Other.”
e Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary).
f. Total doses are for the 30-year period of interest.
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Table E.4-29. Containment building dose distribution by isotope for alternative C.a [ TE

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

640-meter I00-meter
uninvolved worker uninvolved worker TE

Radionuclides MEIb Population (2, I00 feet) (328 feet)

Cobalt-60

Cesium-134

Cesium-137

Europium- 154

Tritiumc

Plutonium-238

PlutOnium-239

Ruthenium- 106

StrOntium-90

Uranium-234

Otherf

<1.od

SI .od

S1 ,od

<1.od

99

S] .od

<1.od

S1 ,od

<I ,od

SI .od

S] .od

S] .od

SI .od

S1 .od

<I .od

99

SI ,od

<I .od

<I .od

s 1.od

S1 .od

SI .od

SI .od

S1 .od

SI .od

<1 .od

99

<1 .od

SI .od

<I .od

S1 .od

< 1.od

SI .od

S1 .od

SI ,od

S1 .od

SI .od

99

<I ,od

S1 .od

<I .od

S1 .od

S1 .od

SI ,od

Total doseg,h Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem

Expected 2. 17E-02 8.52E-01 5.16E-01 1.55E+01

Maximum 2. 17E-02 8.52E-01 5.16E-01 1.55E+OI

Minimum 2. 17E-02 8.52E-01 5.16E-01 1.55E+01

Source: Bkmkenhom ( 1994); Hess ( 1994g); Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney ( 1995).

:
c.
d.

e.
f.

g.

Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
MEI = maximally exposed individual.
For atmospheric releases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS,
The contribution from this radionuclide to the given receptor is less than or equal to 1.0 percent and is
accounted for in the “Other” total.
Tritium releases due to processing of tritium contaminated mercu~ pumps.
Refer to Table E.4-34 for a listing of the radionuclides included in “Other.”
Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary).

I TE

h. Total doses are for the 30-yew period of interest.
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Table E.4-30. Mixed waste offsite vendor dose distribution by isotope for alternative C.a

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

TE

TC I

Radionuclides MEIb Population

Cesium-134 <] ,od 1.62

Cesium-137 1.68 1.92

Tritium 75,92 32,52

Plutonium-238 13,54 44.04

PlrrtOnium-239 <1.od 1.39

StrOntium-90 I .49 <1 .od

Uranium-234 3.68 12.12

Uranium-236 <1 .od 2.13

Othe& 3.69 4.26

Total dosef,g Millirem Person-rem

Expected 1.52E-05 6.93E-06

Maximum 3.88E-i35 1,77E-05

Minimum 6.66E-06 3.03E-06

Source: Blankenhom (1994); Hess (1994g); Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney ( 1995)
a. Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases.
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
c, For atmospheric releases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS.

TE I d. The contribution from this radionuclide to the given receptor is less than or equal to 1.0 percent and
is accounted for in the “Other” total.

TE
I

e. Refer to Table E.4-34 for a listing of the radionuclides included in “Other.”
f. Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary).
g. Total doses are for the 30-year period of interest.
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Table E.4-31. Offsite smelter dose distribution by isotope for alternative C.a I TE

Atmospheric releases (percent of total dose)

Radionuclides MEIb Population

Cesium-134 31.68 31,37

Cesium-137 44.16 36,07

StrOntium-90 11.09 3,18

Uranium-234 9.24 21.21

Uranium-236 <1 .od 3.71

Othere 3.83 4.46

Total dosef,g Millirem Person-rem

Expected 0.0108 0.0728

Maximum 0.0284 0.191 TC

Minimum 0.00607 0.0409

Source: Blankenhom ( 1994); Hess(1994g); Simpkins ( 1994a); and Chesney ( 1995).
a. Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases,
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
c. For atmospheric releases, the dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS.
d. The contribution from this radionuclide to the given receptor is less than or equal to 1.0 percent and

is accounted for in the “Other” total.

TE

TE

e. Refer to Table E.4-34 for a listing of the radionuclides included in “Other.”
f. Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary),

TE

g. Total doses are for the 30-vear ueriod of interest.
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TE I Table E.4-32. F~-Area Effluent Treatment Facility dose distribution by isotope for all altematives.a

Aaueous releases (percent of total dose)

TC

Radionuclides MEIb Population

Cesium-137 70.52 18.79

Tritium 28.95 79,91

Otherd .053 1.30

Millirem Person-rem

Total dosee,f,g 0.0208 0.203

TE I Source: Blankenhom ( 1994); Hess ( 1994g, i); Poirier and Wiggins ( 1994), Simpkins ( 1994a); and
Chesney (1995).

a. Routine operations are not expected to produce atmospheric releases.
b. lvffi = mmima!ly exposed iiid,.,’idua!.
c. For aqueous releases, the dose is to the people using the Savannah River from SRS to Atlantic

Ocean.

TE
I

d. Refer to Table E.4-34 for a listing of the radionuclides included in “Other.”
e. Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary).
f, Total doses are for the 30-year period of interest.
g. Includes releases from processing of Defense Waste Processing Facility recycle. Remains

essentially constant for all alternatives.
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Table E.4.33. M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility dose distribution by isotope for all altematives,a I TE

Amosvheric releases (Dercent of total dose)

640-meter 100-meter
Radionuclides MEIb Population uninvolved worker uninvolved worker I TE

(2, 100 feet) (328 feet)

Uranium-234 32.67 3 I .49 32,10 32.31

Uranium-238 64.93 65.98 65.48 65.31

Othe~ 2.40 2,53 2.43 2,38

Total dosee,f Millirem Person-rem Millirem Millirem

All alternatives 0.00371 0.0085 I 0.00856 0.304 / Tc

Source: Blankenhom (1994); Hamhy (1994); Hess (1994g, j); Simpkins (1994a); and Chesney (1995), I TE
a. Routine operations are not expected to produce aqueous releases,
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
c. For atmospheric releases, the dose to the population within gOkilometers (50 miles) of SRS.
d. Refer to Table E.4-34 for a listing of the radionuclides included in “Other.”
e. Dose refers to committed effective dose equivalent (see glossary). I

TE
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TE I Table E.4-34. Radionuclides listed under “Other” in Tables E.4-9 through E.4-33.a

Silver-1 10

Silver- 11Om

Aluminum-26

Americium-241

Americium-243

Barium- 137m

Barium- 140

Carbon-14

Cadmium- 113

Cerium-14 1

Cerium-144

Cobalt-58

Cobalt-60

Cesium-134

Cesium-135

Cesium-137

CalifOmium-249

CalifOrnium-251

CalifOmium-252

CalifOrnium-242

CalifOmium-243

CalifOmium-244

CalifOmium-245

Curium-246

Curium-248

Chromium-5 1

Europium- 154

Europium- 155

Europium- 156

Iron-55

Iron-59

Tritium

Hafnium-181

Iodine- 129

Iridium- 113m

lndium-114

Krypton-85

Lanthanum- 140

Manganese-54

Nickel-59

Nickel-63

Niobium-94

Niobium-95

Niobium-95m

Neptmrium-237

Palladium- 107

—

Promethium- 147

Promethium-148

Promethium- 148m

Praseodymium- 143

Praseodymium- 144

Phrtonium-238

PlutOnium-239

PlutOnium-240

PlutOnium-241

Plut0nium-242

Rhodium- 106

Ruthenium- 103

Ruthenium- 103m

Ruthenium- 106

Antimony- 125

Scandium-46

Selenium-79

Samarium- 151

Tin- 113

Tin- 119m

Tin-121m

Tin- 123

Tin- 126

Source: Blankenhom (1994), Hunt(1994), and Chesney (1995).

Strontium-89

Strontium-90

Tantalum- 182

Terbium- 160

Technetium-99

Telhrrium-125m

Tellurium- 127

Tellurium- 127m

Tellurium- 129

Tellurium- 129m

Uranium-233

Urmrium-234

Uranium-235

Uranium-236

Uranium-238

Yttrium-90

Yttrium 91

Zinc-65

ZircOnium-93

ZircOnium-95

Other Alpha

Other B/Gb

a. Each of the listed radionuclides contribute less than or equal to 1,0 percent of the tntal dose unless
identified as a major contributor to total dose.

b. B/G= Unidentifiable beta/gamma emitting radionuclides.
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SECTION 5

ENVIRONMENTAL WSTICE

LOCAL AREA DOSES

Figure 4-6 is a map of the area around SRS out to a distance of 80 kilometers (50 miles). This map

identifies annular sectors around SRS by a letter-number combination. Table E,5- 1 uses these annular

sector identifiers to show:

. The fraction of total population dose in each annular sector

● The fraction of total population dose that the average person in each annular sector will receive

(the per capita dose in each sector).

The total population dose for any of the alternatives and forecasts can be multiplied by the appropriate I ‘fE

fraction associated with any annular sector to obtain the total population dose to the annular sector, or the

per capita dose in that sector for any of the forecasts. I TE

Tables E.5-2 through E.5- 1I show the estimated per capita 30-year dose for identified types of

communities within the 80 kilometer region for each of the alternatives and forecasts. I ‘rE
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Table E.5-1. Annular sector factors for local dose evaluations.a

Fractionof total populationdose that is dose to averageperson
Fractionof total populationdose in annular sector in annular sector

I Atrrr”lar”urnber
TE and distance from I

(5-l ~mi)b (10-~0 mi) (20-~0 mi) (30-~0mi)
2 3 4 5

I
center of SRS (40-;0 mi) (5-IOmi) (10-20 mi) (20-30mi) (30-40mi) (40-50 mi)

Secto+

A (N)

B (NNE)

C (NE)

D (ENE)

E (E)

F (ESE)

H (SSE)

1(s)

J (Ssw)

K (SW)

L (WSW)

M (W)

N (WN W)

o (NW)

P (NNW)

3.09E-04

5.86E-05

1.02E-05

2.76E-04

1.28E-03

2.55E-04

i .29E-04

1.61E-04

2.25E-06

1.29E-05

1.87E-04

5.18E-04

3.43E-04

2.89E-03

2.23E-03

3.97E-03

2.79E-02 2.70E-02

5.75E-03 4,71E-03

1.35E-02 7.03E-03

1.29E-02 9.56E-03

2.21 E-02 8.91E-03

4.37E-03 2.79E-03

1.IIE-03 6.78E-03

6.63E-04 6.92E-04

5.48E-04 7.24E-04

2.42E-03 2.90E-03

4,17E-03 5.22E-03

3.87E-03 1.32E-02

8.52E-03 1.llE-02

9. 16E-03 1.57E-01

2.08E-02 1.57E-01

8.47E-02 6.28E-02

8.63E-03

6.5-E-03

8.33E-03

7.43E-03

9.67E-03

2.56E-03

4.54E-03

8.1OE-O4

2.69E-03

4.1 IE-03

4,06E-03

2.84E-03

7.51E-03

4.99E-02

3.04E-02

9.74E-03

1,49E-02

1.51E-02

1.17E-02

4.15E-02

3.48E-03

2.24E-03

4.25E-03

1.12E-03

9.34E-04

2.12E-03

3.02E-03

5.31E-03

4.62E-03

8.33E-03

2.48E-03

6.34E-03

1.19E-05

9.77E-06

1.02E-05

1.02E-05

8.27E-06

7.07E-06

4.96E-06

4.04E-06

2.25E-06

6.46E-06

1.IOE-06

8.64E-06

6.24E-06

6.43E-06

8.22E-06

1.09E-05

5.25E-06

4.35E-06

4.57E-06

4.12E-06

3.27E-06

2.81E-06

2.02E-06

1,70E-06

9.83E-07

2.70E-06

4,4 IE-06

3.50E-06

2.57E-06

2.74E-06

3.52E-06

4.70E-06

2.69E-06

2.28E-06

2.40E-06

2.13E-06

1.68E-06

1.45E-06

1.04E-06

9.00E-07

5.44E-07

1.45E-06

2.33E-06

I .86E-06

1.40E-06

1.47E-06

1.79E-06

2.31E-06

1.70E-06

1.46E-06

1.58E-06

1.39E-06

I. IOE-06

9.44E-07

6.79E-07

5.97E-07

3.71 E-07

9.82E-07

1.56E-06

1,24E-06

9.40E-07

9.92E-07

1,14E-06

1.46E-06

a. Source: Simpkins (1994b).
b. No population resides witbin 8 kilometers (5 miles) Ofthe center OfSRS-
C. Sec~or”letter is letter shown on Figure 4-6. Letters in parentheses after the sector letter indicate the compass direction of the sector.

1.22E-06

1.05E-06

1,15E-06

1.02E-06

8.02E-07

6.90E-07

4.95E-07

4.40E-07

2.80E-07

7.22E-07

1.14E-06

9.13E-07

6.82E-07

7.22E-07

8.21E-07

1.04E-06
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Table E.5-2. Estimated per capita 30-year dose for identified communities in 80-kilometer (50-mile)
region for the no-action alternative.

Low incomes
Persons of color Persons of color Persons of color more than Low incomes
more than 500/. 35% to 50% of less than 35% 25% of less than 25%

Distance All of population population of population population of population

O-16km 9.37E-08 8.49E-08 9,97E-08 8.67E-08 9.02E-08 9.55E-08
(0-10 miles)

O-32km 4,50E.08 3.54E-08 6.20E-08 4.1 OE-O8 4.27E-08 4.57E-08
(0-20 miles)

O-48km 2.42E-08 1.89E-08 2,95E-08 2.49E-08 2,57E-08 2,37E-08
(0-30 miles)

O-64km 1.97E-08 1.73E-08 2.28E-08 1.94E-08 2,11E-08 1.93E-08
(0-40 miles)

0-80 km 1.84E-08 1.59E-08 2,03E-08 1.88E-08 1.93E-08 1.82E-08
(0-50 miles)

Total population dose = 0.0086 person-rem.

Table E.5-3. Estimated per capita 30-year dose for identified communities in 80-kilometer (50-mile)
region for alternative A – expected waste forecast.

Persons of Low incomes
color more Persons of color Persons of color more than Low incomes

than 507. of 35% to 50% of less than 35% 25% of less than 25%
Distance All population population of population population of population

O-16km 1,85E-04 1.68E-04 1.97E-04 1.7IE-04 1.78E-04 1,89E-04
(0-10 miles)

O-32km 8.89E-05 7.00E-05 1.22E-04 8.1 IE-05 8.45E-05
(0-20 miles)

9.04E-05

O-48km 4.78E-05 3.74E-05 5.84E-05 4.92E-05 5.09E-05 4.69E-05
(0-30 miles)

O-64km 3.89E-05 3.43E-05 4.51E-05 3.83E-05 4. 17E-05 3.82E-05
(0-40 miles)

0-80 km 3.64E-05 3. 15E-05 4.01 E-05 3.71E-05 3.81E-05 3.60E-05
(0-50 miles)

Total population dose = 17 person-rem,
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Table E.5-4. Estimated per capita 30-year dose for identified communities in 80-kilometer (50-mile)
region for alternative A – minimum waste forecast.

Low incomes
Persons of color Persons of color Persons of color more than Low incomes

more than 50~o 35% to 50% of less than 35% 25% of lessthan 25%
Distance All of population population of population population of population

O-16km 8.93E-05 8.10E-05 9.51E-05 8.26E-05 8.60E-05 9. 10E-05
(O-10 miles)

O-32 km 4.29E-05 3.37E-05 5.91E-05 3.9 IE-05 4.07E-05 4.36E-05
(0-20 miles)

O-48 km 2.30E-05 1.81E-05 2.82E-05 2.37E-05 2.45E-05 2.26E-05
(0-30 miles)

O-64 km 1.88E-05 1.65E-05 2. 17E-05 1.85E-05 2.OIE-05 1.84E-05
(0-40 miles)

0.X13km 1.76E.05 1.52E-05 1.94E-05 1.79E-05 1.84E.05 1.73E-05
(0-50 miles)

Total population dose = 8.2 person-rem.

Table E.S-S. Estimated percapita 30-year dose foridentified communities in80-kilometer (5O-mile)
region for alternative A – maximum waste forecast.

Low incomes
Persons of color Persons of color Persons of color more than Low incomes
more than 50”/. 35% to 50% of less than 35% 25% of less than 25%

Distance All of population population of population population

O-16km

of population

1.12E-03 1.02E-03 1.19E-03 1.04E-03 1,08E-03 1.14E-03
(O-IO miles)

O-32 km 5.39E-04 4.24E-04 7.42E-04 4.91E-04 5.12E-04 5.48E-04
(0-20 miles)

O-48 km 2.89E-04 2,27E-04 3.54E-04 2.98E-04 3.08E-04 2.84E-04
(0-30 miles)

O-64 km 2.36E-04 2.08E-04 2.73E-04 2.32E-04 2.53E-04 2.32E-04
(0-40 miles)

0-80 km 2.21 E-04 I,91E-04 2.43E-04 2.25E-04 2.31E-04 2.18E-04
(0-50 miles)

E-80
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Table E.5-6. Estimated per capita 30-year dose for identified communities in 80-kilometer (50-mile)
region for alternative C – expected waste forecast.

Low incomes
Persons of color Persons of color Persons of color more than Low incomes
more than 500/o 35% to 50% of less than 35% 25% of lessthan 25%

Distance All of population population of population population of population

0.16km 3.29E-03 2.98E-03 3.50E-03 3.04E-03 3.17E-03 3.35E-03
(O-IOmiles)

O-32km 1.58E-03 1.24E-03 2.18E-03 1.44E-03 1.50E-03 1.61E-03
(0-20 miles)

O-48km 8.49E-04 6.65E-04 I,04E-03 8.73E-04 9.04E-04 8.33E-04
(0-30 miles)

O-64km 6,92E-04 6.09E-04 8.OIE-04 6.81E-04 7,41E-04 6.79E-04
(0-40 miles)

0-80 km 6.47E-04 5.59E-04 7.13E-04 6.59E-04 6.76E-04 6.39E-04
(0-50 miles)

Total population dose = 302 person-rem.

Table E.5-7. Estimated per capita 30-year dose for identified communities in 80-kilometer (50-mile)

region for alternative C —minimum waste forecast,

Low incomes
Persons of color Persons of color Persons of color more than Low incomes
more than 50% 35% to 50% of less than 35% 25% of less than 25Y.

Distance All of population population of population population of population

O-16km 1.61E-03 1.46E-03 1.72E-03 1.49E-03 1.55E-03 1.64E-03
(0-10 miles)

O-32km 7.74E-04 6.09E-04 1.07E-03 7.06E-04 7.35E-04
(0-20 miles)

7.87E-04

O-48km 4. 16E-04 3.26E-04 5.08E-04 4.28E-04 4.43E-04 4.08E.04
(0-30 miles)

O-64km 3.39E-04 2.99E-04 3.92E-04 3.34E-04 3.63E-04 3.33E-04
(0-40 miles)

0-80 km 3. 17E-04 2.74E-04 3,50E-04 3.23E-04 3.31E-04 3.13E-04
(0-50 miles)

Total population dose = 148 person-rem.
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Table E.5-8. Estimated per capita 30-year dose for identified communities in 80-kilometer (50-mile)
region for alternative C – maximum waste forecast,

Low incomes
PersOns OfcolOr Persons of color Persons of color more than Low incomes
more than 50% 35% to 50% of lessthan 35% 25% of lessthan 25%

Distance All of population population of population population of population

O-lbkm 7.49E-02 6.79E-02 7.98E-02 6.93E-02 7.22E-02 7.64E-02

(0-10 miles)

O-32km 3.60E-02 2.83E-02 4,96E-02 3.28E-02 3.42E-02 3.66E-02
(0-20 miles)

O-48 km 1.93E-02 1.52E-02 2.36E-02 1.99E-02 2.06E-02
(0-30 miles)

O-64 km 1.58E-02 1.39E-02 1.82E-02 1.55E-02 1.69E-02
(0-40 miles)

0-80 km 1.47E-02 1.27E-02 1.62E-02 1.50E-02 1.54E-02
(0-50 miles)

,90E-02

.55E-02

,46E-02

Total population dose = 6,880 person-rem.

Table E.5-9. Estimated percapita 30-year dose foridentified communities in80-kilometer (5O-mile)
region for alternative B – expected waste forecast.

Low incomes
Persons of color PersOns OfcOlOr PersOns Of cOlOr more than Low incomes
more than 50% 35% to 50% of less than 35% 25% of less than 25%

Distance All of population population of population population of population

O-16km 5.01E-04 4.54E-04 5.33E-04 4.64E-04 4.83E-04 5.IIE-04
(O-IOmiles)

O-32km 2.41E-04 1,89E-04 3.31E-04 2.19E-04 2.29E-04 2.45E-04
(0-20 miles)

O-48 km 1.29E-04 1.01E-04 1.58E-04 1.33E-04 1.38E-04
(0-30 miles)

1.27E-04

O-64km 1.05E-04 9.28E-05 1.22E-04 1.04E-04 1.13E-04 1.03E-04
(0-40 miles)

0-80 km 9.85E-05 8S2E-05 1.09E-04 1.00E-04 1.03E-04 9.73E-05
(0-50 miles)

Total population dose =46 person-rem.
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Table E.5.1O. Estimated per capita 30-year dose for identified communities in 80-kilometer (50-mile)
region for alternative B – minimum waste forecast.

Low incomes
Persons of color Persons of color Persons of color more than Low incomes
more than 50°A 35% to 50% of less than 35% 25% of less than 25%

Distance All of population population of population population of population

O-16km 3.27E-04 2.96E-04 3.48E-04 3.02E-04 3.15E-04 3.33E-04
(O-10 miles)
O-32 km 1.57E-04 1.23E-04 2. 16E-04 1.43E-04 1.49E-04 1.60E-04
(0-20 miles)
O-48 km 8.43E-05 6.61E-05 1.03E-04 8.68E-05 8.98E-05 8.28E-05
(0-30 miles)
O-64km 6.87E-05 6.05E-05 7.95E-05 6.77E-05 7.36E-05 6.74E-05
(0-40 miles)
0-80 km 6.43E-05 5.56E-05 7.09E-05 6.55E-05 6.72E-05 6.35E-05
(0-50 miles)

Total population dose =30 person-rem.

Table E.S-Ii. Estimated per capita 30-year dose for identified communities in 80-kilometer (50-mile)
region for alternative B – maximum waste forecast.

Low incomes
Persons of color Persons of color Persons of color more than Low incomes
more than 500/. 35% to 50% of less than 35% 25% of less than 25%

Distance All of population population of population population of population

0-16 km 4.43E-03 4.02E-03 4.72E-03 4. 10E-03 4.27E-03 4.52E-03
(0-10 miles)

O-32km 2.13E-03 1.67E-03 2.93E-03 1.94E-03 2.02E-03
(0-20 miles)

2. 16E-03

O-48 km 1.14E-03 8.97E-04 1.40E-03 1,18E.03 1.22E-03 1.12E-03
(0-30 miles)

O-64 km 9.32E-04 8.21E-04 1.08E-03 9. 18E-04 9,99E-04 9. 15E-04
(0-40 miles)

0.80 km 8.72E-04 7.54E-04 9.61E-04 8.89E-04 9.12E-04 8.61E-04
(0-50 miles)

Total population dose = 407 person-rem.
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F.1 Introduction

The potential for facility accidents and the magnitude of their effects are important factors in evaluating

the waste management alternatives addressed in this environmental impact statement (EIS). This

appendix presents accident information related to the facilities that are or could be involved with the

waste management alternatives. By using postulated accident scenarios associated with the existing and

proposed waste processing, storage, and disposal facilities, this appendix describes the potential

consequences and risks of waste management activities to workers, the public, and the environment.

Postulated accident scenarios were developed for each waste type under the alternatives evaluated in this

EIS. This appendix considers the five waste types generated and managed at SRS: high-level

radioactive waste, low-level radioactive waste, hazardous waste, mixed waste, and transuranic waste.

F.2 General Accident Information

An accident, as discussed in this appendix, is an inadvertent release of radioactive or hazardous material

from its confinement to the environment resulting in serious physical injury or substantial property

damage. Initiating events are typically defined in three broad categories:

.

.

.

Exlerrral irriiiators originate outside the facility and potentially affect the ability of the facility to

keep the material confined, Examples of external initiators are aircraft crashes, nearby

explosions, and hazardous chemical releases from nearby facilities that could affect the ability of

personnel to properly manage the radioactive/hazardous materials facility and its contents.

Internal initiators originate within a facility and are usually the result of facility operation.

Examples of internal initiators are equipment failures and human error,

Naturalphenomena initiators are natural occurrences such as floods, tornadoes, and earthquakes.

Sabotage and terrorist activities (i.e., intentional human initiators) could be either external or internal

initiators.

For this appendix, “facility accidents” are accidents associated with facilities that support or are involved

in the treatment, storage, or disposal of the five waste types identified in Section F. 1. Accident scenarios

associated with waste management activities performed at a specific facility are also considered “facility

accidents. ”
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The probability of an accident (i.e., annual frequency) and its consequences depend on the &pe of

initiator(s), how often that initiator occurs, and the frequency with which the resulting chain of events

would lead to a release of material. Potential accidents (and their effects) are grouped into four

categories -- anticipated accidents, unlikely accidents, extremely unlikely accidents, and beyond

extremely unlikely accidents -- based on their estimated annual frequency. Table F-1 lists, in decreasing

order, these accident categories and their corresponding frequency ranges. For example, if an earthquake

of sufficient magnitude to cause a release of material to the environment is expected to occur once every

5,000 years, the frequency for this accident is presented as 1 in 5,000, or 0.0002 (expressed as 2.OE-04;

see Acronyms, Abbreviations, and the Use of Scientific Notation) per year (i.e., it is an unlikely accident

per Table F-1).

Table F-1. Accident frequency categories.a

Frequency range
Frequency category (accidents per year). .

Anticipated accidents Occurs between once in 10 years and once in
100 years

Uniikeiy accidents Occurs behveen once in i 00 years and once in 10,000
years

Extremely unlikely accidents Occurs between once in 10,000 years and once in
1,000,000 years

Beyond extremely unlikely accidents Occurs less than once in 1,000,000 years

TE I a. DOE (1994.).

TC IDOE does not consider events that are expected to occur less ofien than once every 10 years to be

“accidents.” This does not imply that undesirable releases of radioactive or hazardous materials cannot

occur more than once every 10 years. However, events with a probability of occurring more than once

every 10 years are considered “abnormal events” because their occurrence is expected during the life of

the facility, and they usually do not result in substantial onsite or offsite consequences. Potential effects

from these releases are addressed in the occupational and Public Health sections of this EIS. DOE

implements physical and administrative controls on facility operations and activities to minimize the

likelihood and impacts of such events, Personnel are trained and drilled on how to respond to and

mitigate potential releases from abnormal events,

Table F-2 presents the relative risk of a one-in-a-million chance of dying from several different common-

place activities (WSRC 1994a),
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Table F-2. Activities that have a one-in-one-million chance of causing death.

Smoking 1.4 cigarettes (lung cancer)

Eating 40 tablespoons of peanut butter (aflatoxins)

Eating 100 charcoal-broiled steaks (carcinogens from charcoal
broiling)

Spending 2 days in New York Ci& (air pollution)

Driving 40 miles in a car (accident)

Flying 2,500 miles in a jet (accident)

Canoeing for 6 minutes (accident)

F.3 Historic Perspective

Many of the actions proposed under the waste management alternatives considered in this EIS are

continuations or variations of past SRS operations. DOE studies historic nonroutine events, abnormal

occurrences, and accidents so similar events in present or future operations can be minimized or

prevented, Historic events at facilities in the DOE complex are documented and tracked in two different

computer data bases maintained by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Ofice of Nuclear Energy at

the Idaho National Engineering LaboratoW: the Occurrence Reporting and Processing System (ORPS)

and tbe Safety Performance Measurement System (SPMS). In addition, Savannah River Site (SRS)

maintains computer data bases, such as the Waste Management Fault Tree Data Storage and Retrieval

System, which track historic occumence information and lessons learned specific to SRS facilities and

operations.

Since the implementation of the Site Item Reportability and Issue Management (SIRIM) program in

1991, which assigns the responsibilities and requirements for reporting abnormal events and accidents at

SRS, more than 425 abnormal events involving waste management activities and operations have been

documented (WSRC 1994b, c). These events were reviewed to determine whether(1) workers were

physically injured, (2) radioactive or hazardous material was inadvertently released to the environment,

or (3) the occurrence, if not resolved, could have caused significant consequences to workers, members

of the public, or the environment. One event, involving a procedural violation of the nuclear criticality

safety limits (maximum permissible plutonium inventory per waste container) established for the Solid

Waste Disposal Facility, was considered to have the potential to have caused major impacts (an

inadvertent criticality and potential worker fatality). The criticality limits were exceeded because the

plutonium inventory placed in the waste containers was incorrectly calculated. As an immediate

corrective action, DOE suspended all shipments of transuranic waste to the Solid Waste Disposal Facility

from SRS facilities that generate transuranic waste. Before resuming shipments, DOE (1) ensured that
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no potential criticality hazards existed as a result of the limits being exceeded and (2) independently

evaluated each facility that generates transuranic waste to ensure that the deficiencies had been resolved

and that the facilities could correctly calculate the inventories of waste materials being sent to the Solid

Waste Disposal Facility.

DOE also evaluated events that occurred prior to implementation of the Site Item Reportability and Issue

Management System in 1991. The Waste Management Fault Tree Data Storage and Retrieval System

data base documents several hundred events occurring between 1988 and 1991. Eight of the 13 events

involving the management of liquid high-level radioactive wastes (such as is done at the F- and H-Area

tank farms) involved worker doses in excess of established DOE limits; 2 involved liquid releases of

radioactive material to Fourmile Branch; 1 involved an airborne release of radioactive particulate to the

atmosphere; and 2 involved personnel assimilations of radioactive particulate.

Most of the abnormal events resulting from nontank farm operations were nonradiological in nature,

such as minor physical injuries (e.g., cuts, falls), or involved minor leaks of radioactive material that did

not result in airborne re!eases to the environment or a measurable dose to persmmel. However, one event

involved the flooding of a shallow land disposal unit as a result of heavy rains over a period of several

days. This event, which occurred in August 1990, caused several metal boxes containing low-level

radioactive waste to flood. In addition, when the trench flooded, several of the boxes floated, causing the

stacking configuration of waste containers in the disposal unit to change. DOE assessments concluded

that there were no releases of radioactive material to the environment.

Abnormal events from tbe beginning of Solid Waste Disposal Facility and the tank farm facilities

operations in early 1953 tbrougb 1988 are discussed in the safety analysis reports for these facilities. At

the tank farms, 17 occurrences were noted as significant: 9 liquid releases to Fourmile Branch,

6 personnel assimilations, and 2 airborne releases of radioactive partimrlates to the atmosphere. At the

Solid Waste Disposal Facility, events primarily involved spills or leaks of organic solvents and small

fires (limited to only one or a few waste containers) attributed to spontaneous chemical combustion

resulting from improper packaging and did not result in measurable or significant releases of radioactive

material. Since 1981, no tires have occurred in the transuranic waste storage drums, culverts, or carbon

steel boxes at the Solid Waste Disposal Facility.

F.4 Accident Analysis Methodology

TE I NationalEnvironmental Policy Act(NEPA)guidance issued bytheDOEOfficeofNEPAOversight

(DOE 1993) recommends that accident impact analyses “..,reference Safety Assessments and Safety
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Analysis Reports, if available.” Most of the facilities considered in this EIS have pre-existing safety

documentation that analyzes the consequences and risks associated with operating the facilities, In

accordance with this NEPA guidance, existing safety documentation was referred to during the

preparation of the accident analysis portion of this EIS. This appendix used three Westinghouse

Savannah River Company technical reports (WSRC 1994c, d, and e) as the basis for the accident analysis

information presented. These technical reports used safety analysis reports, preliminary safety analysis

reports, hazard assessment documents, basis for interim operations documents, safety assessments, and

other safety evaluations.

This analysis assessed the effects of radiological releases on four receptor groups in order to compare

results among the alternatives, They are:

.

.

.

uninvolved workerl at 100 meters: an individual 100 meters (328 feet) from the point of a release

uninvolved worker at 640 meters: an individual 640 meters (2,100 feet) from the point of a

release

offsite maximally exposed individual: a hypothetical member of the public who lives along the

SRS boundary and who would receive the largest exposure from a release

offsite population within 80 kilometers (50 miles): all the people within an 80-kilometer

(50-mile) radius of SRS

AXAIR89Q (WSRC 1994f), a computer code developed specifically for analyzing the consequences of

accidental releases of airborne radioactive particulate from SRS, was used to calculate the consequences

to the receptor groups identified above for each of the accident scenarios postulated in this appendix.

Consequences for the uninvolved workers and the offsite maximally exposed individual were calculated

using 50 percentile meteorological assumptions (meaning that half the time meteorological conditions

such as wind speed and barometric pressure are better than the assumption, and half the time they are

worse), in accordance with DOE guidance (DOE 1993). DOE believes that the 50 percentile

meteorological assumptions provide an estimate of the consequences under more realistic exposure

conditions than would be expected if one of the postulated accidents occurs. The AXAIR89Q computer

code, which calculates population doses differently than doses for individuals, is not programmed to

TE

ITE

lAn uninvolvedworkeris a worker 100meters (328 feet) or more fromwherean accidentoccurs and is usualIynot
directlyinvolvedin the activityor operationbeing evaluated.
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determine the population dose for meteorological conditions not exceeded 50 percent of the time.

Therefore, for the offsite population within 80 kilometers (50 miles), DOE assumed very conservative

meteorological conditions within 99.5 percentile. As a result, the consequences from postulated

accidents are higher than would normally be expected for the offsite population.

As noted above, uninvolved workers are evaluated at 100 and 640 meters (328 and 2,100 feet).

Typically, uninvolved workers at 100 meters (328 feet) are in a facility’s emergency planning zone,

which generally extends to the facility’s bounda~. However, uninvolved workers at 640 meters

(2, 100 feet) are likely to be outside a facility’s emergency planning zone, and it typically would take

longer to noti~ these workers of an accident at the facility. The purpose of presenting accident impacts

for the uninvolved workers at these two distances is to provide a comparison of results for uninvolved

workers who are likely to be initially aware of an accident and those who are not. It should be noted that

the methodology described in the following sections does not take credit for emergency responses to

accidents (e.g., evacuating personnel to a safe distance or notifiing the public to take shelter) in

determining potential effects on workers or members of the public. To minimize the potential for human

exposures and impacts to the environment if an accident occurs, SRS has established ~n emergency plan

TE I (WSRC 1994d)thatg0vernsresponsestoaccidents. Section F.8summarizestheSmEmergencYplan.

TEIA maximum credible design basis earthquake at SRS, estimated to occur once every 5,000 years, could

potentially impact multiple facilities within a single facility area, resulting in the release of radioactive

and/or toxic materials. It is also possible, although probably less likely, that an earthquake of the same

magnitude could damage facilities in more than one facility area (e.g., F- and H-Areas), resulting in

TE I simultaneousreleasestotheenvironment. See Secti0nF,6,

F.4.1 RADIOLOGICAL ACCIDENT ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

This appendix presents quantitative impacts to SRS workers and members of the public from postulated

radiological accidents using the following parameters: dose, accident frequency, latent fatal cancers, and

risk oflatent fatal cancers peryear. ~eseparameters were either referenced inordeveloped from

information provided inthefollowing technical reports: Bounding Accidenf Determinatiorrfor the

Accident Input Analysis ojthe SRS Waste Management Environmental Impact Statement (WSRC 1994e),

Solid Waste Accident Analysis in Support of the Savannah River Waste Management Environmental

Impact Statement (WSRC 1994c), and the Liquid Waste Accident Analysis in Support of the Smannah

River Waste Management Environmental Impact Statement (WSRC 1994b). Thequantitiesof

radioactive materials and how these materials affect humans are important in determining health effects.
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The International Commission on Radiological Protection has made specific recommendations for

quantify ingthese health effects. Results arepresented intemsoflatent fatal cancers calculated using

the ICRP-60 conversion factors of O.0005 latent fatal cancers perremfor thepublic and O.00041atent

fatal cancers per rem for workers if the dose is less than 20 rem. For doses of 20 rem or more, the ICRP-

60 conversion factors are doubled (ICRP 1991).

A quantitative analysis of these facilities is not possible because some of the facilities proposed for waste

management activities are in the pre-design or conceptual stage of development, Therefore, a qualitative

discussion of accident impacts is provided for proposed facilities for which a quantitative accident

analysis does not exist.

Additionally, this analysis presents potential impacts to involved workers2 from postulated accidents

qualitatively rather than quantitatively for several reasons, the most relevant being that no adequate

methodology exists for calculating meaningful consequences at or near the location where the accidental

release occurs. The following example illustrates this concept,

A typical method for calculating the dose to an involved worker is to assume that the material is released

in a room occupied by the individual and that the material instantly disperses throughout the room,

Because the involved worker is assumed to be in the room when the release occurs, this worker probably

would breathe some fraction of the radioactive (or hazardous) materials for some number of seconds

before leaving the room. Typically, estimates of exposure time are based on assumptions made ahnut

worker response to the incident (e.g., how long before the worker leaves the room, or whether during

evacuation the worker passes through an area of higher airborne concentration). The uncertainty of

estimation is extremely great, and no additional insight into the activity is available because the

occurrence is assumed to be undesirable; therefore, it is not necessary to perform the calculations,

Historical evidence indicates that room contaminations are nonfatal accidents with the potential for

minor personnel contamination and assimilating.

DOE accepts that if the exposed individual is close enough to the location of the accident, it will be

impossible to show acceptable dose consequences against typical guidelines. This is especially true if all

accidents with a frequency as low as once in a million years -- beyond which it is not possible to

statistically demonstrate protection of worker life from standard hazards in the workplace -- mus~be

considered. For example, it is more likely that an employee would be fatally injured by falling

2Aninvolvedworker is a workerwithin 100meters(328 feet)of a postulated accident who is usually directly
involved in the activityor operationbeing evaluated.
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equipment during an earthquake severe enough to occur only once every 5,000 years than from the

radiological dose that individual would receive from materials released during the earthquake.

Therefore, this appendix addresses potential consequences to involved workers qualitatively. DOE

assumes that the immediate impacts of the accident (in this case an earthquake) to the worker would be

from the facility in which the worker was located at the time of the accident while the consequences

from another facility affected during the earthquake would have little immediate impact upon an

“involved” worker.

Many accident scenarios can be postulated for each SRS facili~, to attempt to analyze all potential

accident scenarios and their impacts would not be useful or meaningful. However, a broad spectrum of

accidents can usually be identified and analyzed for a given facility to provide an understanding of the

risks associated with performing activities in that facility. Safe~ analysis reports and other safety

documentation usually analyze a broad spectrum of accidents that are considered credible (i.e., they are

expected to occur at least once every one million years) and estimate their potential impacts on workers,

the environment, and tbe public.

For this EIS, the term “representative bounding accident” means postulated events or accidents that have

higher risks (i.e., consequences times frequencies) than other accidents postulated within the same

TE I frequerrcy range. Forexample,theaccide"t scenariowithineach frequency range (defined in TableF-l)

that presents the highest risk (ie., consequence times frequency) to the offsite maximally exposed

individual is the representative bounding accident for that frequency range because its risk is higher than

that of other accidents within the same frequency range. Determining the representative bounding

accident is part of a “binning” process, whereby all the accident scenarios identified for a facility under a

specific alternative would be assigned to a selected frequency range. The highest-risk accident scenario

within each frequency range is then designated the representative bounding accident, It should be noted

that the consequence value used to calculate risk is dose to the offsite maximally exposed individual.

Once the representative bounding accidents are identified, it is not necessary to further consider other

accident scenarios for that particular alternative. The bounding accident scenarios are further evaluated

to provide accident impacts for the receptor groups, An evaluation of the risks associated with the

representative bounding accidents for facilities associated with a given alternative can establish an

understanding of the overall risk to workers, members of the public, and the environment from operating

facilities under a specific alternative, However, since some accident impacts are not represented in

quantitative terms, the term “representative” must preface the phrase “bounding accident, ” This is

because without a complete list of quantitative impacts from accidents for all facilities (existing and

proposed), the true bounding accidents may not be absolutely defined, Figure F- 1 shows the concept of
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Figure F-1. Illustration of methodology used to determine bounding risk sccidents.
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bounding risk accidents. Section F.5 identifies the representative bounding accidents postulated for the

facilities considered in this EIS.

F.4.2 CHEMICAL HAZARDS ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

To fully understand the hazards associated with SRS facilities associated with the alternatives considered

in this EIS, it is necessary to analyze potential accidents involving hazardous as well as radiological

TE I materials. Because the long-term health consequences of human exposure to hazardous materials are not

as well understood as those related to radiation exposure, a determination of potential health effects from

exposures to hazardous materials is more subjective than a determination of health effects from exposure

to radiation. Therefore, the consequences of accidents involving hazardous materials postulated in this

appendix are presented in terms of airborne concentrations at various distances from the accident. The

quantities and airborne concentrations at various receptor locations were extracted from technical reports

TE I (WSRC 1994b,c)suppoflingthis EIS.

Because safety documentation exists for many of the facilities within the scope of this EIS, ii was used

whenever possible to determine potential events involving hazardous materials and the health effects that

could result from inadvertent releases of these materials to the environment. However, because these

safety documents were developed for different purposes, the methodologies used to analyze potential

events at the facilities are sometimes different. In general, the methodology used to develop most of the

existing safety documentation included: (1) identifying hazardous materials present in quantities greater

than reportable quantities (40 CFR 302.4), threshold planning quantities (40 CFR 355), or threshold

quantities (40 CFR 29:1910.1000, Subpart Z); (2) modeling an unmitigated release of those hazardous

materials to the atmosphere to determine airborne concentrations at the various receptor locations

~ I [100meters(328feet),640 meters(2,100feet), andthenearestSRS bo"ndaW];and(3) compari"gthose

airborne concentrations to Emergency Response Planning Guideline (ERPG) values established by the

American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA 1991).

Three EWG values (ERfIG- 1,-2, or -3) are typically assigned to hazardous materials or chemicals in

terms of airborne concentration (milligrams per cubic meter or parts per billion). The ~pes of

emergency response actions required to minimize worker and public exposure are determined by

considering which of the three ERPG values is exceeded. The three types of ERPG values defined are:

. ERPG-1: The maximum airborne concentration below which it is believed that nearly all

individuals could be exposed for up to 1 hour without experiencing other than mild transient

adverse health effects or perceiving a clearly defined objectionable odor.
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‘ ERPG-2: The maximum airborne concentration below which it is believed that nearly all

individuals could be exposed for up to 1 hour without experiencing or developing irreversible or

other serious health effects or symptoms that could impair their abilities to take protective action

. ERPG-3: The maximum airborne concentration below which it is believed nearly all individuals

could he exposed for up to 1 hour without experiencing or developing life-threatening health

effects.

The American Industrial Hygiene Association has not established ERPG values for some hazardous

materials, When such materials would be present at SRS facilities in substantial quantities (exceeding

the various threshold criteria), airborne concentrations of these materials at the various receptor locations

were compared to the most restrictive exposure limits established by other recognized organizations to

control worker exposures to hazardous materials. Table F-3 lists the hierarchy of exposure limits that

DOE used in place of ERPG values to determine potential health effects resulting from the postulated

hazardous material releases.

For facilities for which safety documentation was not developed in accordance with the methodology

described above, the typical difference in the methodology involved which hazardous materials were

required to be evaluated, not how the evaluations were performed. In the case of the Defense Waste

Processing Facility’s Organic Waste Storage Tank, for example, which was recently evaluated in the

Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement, Defense Waste Processing Facility (DOE 1994b),

hazardous materials designated “Extremely Hazardous Substances” in accordance with the Emergency

Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986 were evaluated, rather than materials that exceed

the reportable, threshold, or threshold planning quantities.

The potential events at the various facilities analyzed in this EIS that could release hazardous materials

to the environment were evaluated using one of the methodologies described above. DOE further

analyzes potential events involving hazardous materials at the Consolidated Incineration Facility and

E-, B-, and N-Areas (WSRC 1994c). DOE further discusses the analysis methodology for events I TE

involving hazardous materials at the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility, tbe F/H-Area tank famrs, the

Defense Waste Processing Facility’s Organic Waste Storage Tank, and waste storage tanks at the

Savannah River Technology Center (WSRC 1994b). ] TE

Although safety documentation exists for most of the facilities and facility areas that perfom waste

management activities, there is no safety documentation that analyzes potential events involving

hazardous materials in M-Area. Using the second methodology described above, it was determined that
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Table F-3. Hierarchy of established limits and guidelines used to determine impacts from postulated

hazardous material accidents.a

Primary airborne
concentration Hierarchy of alternative guidelines Reference of

guideline (if primary guidelines are unavailable) alternative guideline

ERPG-3 EEGLb (30-minute exposure) NAS (1985)

IDLHC NIOSH (1990)

ERPG-2 EEGL (60-minute exposure) NAS (1985)
LOCd EPA (1987)

PEL-Ce CFR (1990)

TLV-Cf ACGIH ( 1992)

TLV-TWAg multiplied by 5
ACGIH (1992)

ERPG- 1 TWA- STELh CFR ( 1990)

TLV-STELi
. . . . . . ,.,, n-.ALuln ( lYYL)

TLV-TWA multiplied by 3 ACGIH ( 1992)

a.

b.

c,

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

This table is based on information presented in the Toxic Chemical Hazard Classzficatiorr and Risk
Acceptance Guidelines for Use in DOE Facilities (WSRC )992).
Emem encv Exrzosure Guidance Level (EEGL): “A concentration of a substance in air (as a gas,
vapor, or aerosol) that may be judged by the Department of Defense to be acceptable for the
performance of specific tasks during emergency conditions lasting for a period of 1 to 24 hours.
Exposure at an EEGL might produce reversible effects that do not impair judgment and do not
interfere with proper responses to an emergency. ” The EEGL is “...a ceiling guidance level for a
single emergency exposure, usually lasting from 1 to 24 hours -- an occurrence expected to be
infrequent in the lifetime of a person. ”
brrmediatelv Danserous to Life and Health (IDL~ “The maximum concentration from which, in
the event of respirator failure, one could escape within 30 minutes without a respirator and without
experiencing any escape-impairing (e.g., severe eye irritation) Or irreversible health effects. ”
Level of Corrcem (LOC] : “The concentration of an extremely hazardous substance in air above
which there may be serious irreversible health effects or death as a result of a single exposure for a
relatively short period of time. ”
Permismle Exposure Limit - Cei~ “The employee’s exposure which shall not be
exceeded during any part of the work day.”
Threshold Limit Value - Ceiline (TLV-C] “The concentration that should not be exceeded during
any part of the working exposure. ”
~res hold Limit Value - Time Weiehted Averaee (TLV-TWA) : “The time-weighted average
concentration for a normal 8-hour workday and a 40-hour workweek, to which nearly all workers
may be repeatedly exposed, day after day, without adverse effect. ”
Time Wei~d AveraRe - Short-Term Expo sure Limit (TWA-STEL} “The employee’s 15-minute
time weighted average exposure which shall not be exceeded at any time during a work day unless
another time limit is specified ....“
~ l-ho- xour’” V- : “The concentration to which
workers can be exposed continuously for a short period of time without suffering from (1) irritation,
(2) chronic or irreversible tissue damage, or (3) narcosis of sufficient degree to increase the
likelihood of accidental injury, impair self-rescue, or materially reduce work efficiency, and
provided that the daily TLV-TWA is not exceeded.”
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sulfuric acid would be the only chemical present in M-Area in sufficient quantities to warrant further

evaluation in this EIS. Consistent with the methodologies, DOE analyzed an unmitigated release of the

entire sulfuric acid inventory in M-Area using a commercially available computer code called EPICode

(Homann 1988) that models the atmospheric dispersion of chemicals released to the environment. DOE

then compared the resulting airhome concentrations against the ERFIGvalues for sulfuric acid to

determine the potential health effects.

F.5 Accident Analysis by Waste Type

This section presents potential impacts from postulated radiological and chemical accidents at the

facilities that are or could be involved in the management of waste materials at SRS. This section has

been organized according to waste type, with an analysis for each of the alternatives presented in this

EIS. Each of the following sections includes a list of the facilities, postulated radiological accident

impacts, and postulated chemical accident impacts associated with the waste type.

F.5.1 HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

The following sections address the impacts of postulated accidents associated with the alternatives

considered in this EIS for the management of liquid high-level waste.

F.5.1.1 M“i It es and Accidents: W1p&evel Wa ste

The accident analyses considered all facilities and processes involved in the management of liquid

high-level waste. The facilities were identified from theinformation onhigh-level waste providedin

Chapter 20fthis EIS. The facilities involved inthemanagement ofhigh-level waste forallaltematives

considered in this EIS are the F/H-Area Evaporators, the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator, the

New Waste Transfer Facility, the F/H-Area tank farms, and the F/H-Area Eftluent Treatment Facility.

Descriptions of these facilities areprovided in Appendix B. Foreach of these facilities, alistof

postulated accident scenarios was developed to support high-level waste accident analyses for each

alternative.

Table F-4 lists potential accidents associated with the management of high-level waste.

were extracted from thetechnical repofis suppofiing this EIS(WSRC 1994b,c, and e).

These accidents

I TE
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Table F-4. List of potential accidents associated with the management of high-level waste.
Annual Dosea Risk

No. Accidentdescription freq. (rem) (remlyr)
I 7.00E-02 2.73E-03 L91E-04
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11
12
13

14
15
16

17
18

19

20

21
22

23
24

25

26

27
28

29
30

31

32
33

34

35

36

37

38

39
40

41

RHLWEbreleasedue to a feed line break
H-Area airborne release due to waste tank filter fire

RHLWEb release due to design basis earthquake

F-Area a.irhome release due to waste tank tilter tire

RffLWEb release due to evaporator pressurization and breach

ftFfLWEb release due to hydrogen explosion
H-Area airborne release due to organic tire - wate tank

RHLWEb release due to HEPAC filter tire
H-Area airborne release due to hydrogen tire - waste tank

F-Area liquid release due to waste tank ovcrtlow
H.Area liquid rclese due to waste tank ovcrtlow

F-Area airborne release due to organic tire - waste tank
H-Area liquid release due to earthqutie

F-Area airborne release due to hydrogen tire - waste tank
H-ARa airborne release due to hydrogen explosion - pump tank
F.Area airborne release due to hydrogen explosion - pump tank

H-Area airborne release due to waste tank overpressurization

P.HLWEb release due to design basis tornado

Nomal processing with trhium ETFd airb~rne releac duc:0 straight
wind

Nomal processing other than tritium ETFd airborne release due to
straight wind
F-Area airborne release due to waste tank overpressurimtion

Nomal processing with tritium ETFd liquid release due to straight wind

F-Area liquid release due to hydrogen explosion - pump tank

Normal proccssin8 other than tritium ETFd liquid release due to straight
wind

Nomal processing with tritium ETFd airborne release due to tornado

NomIal processing other than tritium ETFd airborne release due to
tornado
F-Area liquid release due to earthqtmke

Nomal processing with tritium ETFd airborne release due to earthquake
H-Area liquid release due to hydrogen explosion - pump tank

H-Area liquid rele~e due to vehicle crash (scenario A, see #63)
H-Area waste release from feed pump riser

F-Area waste release from feed pump riser

Nomal processing with tritium ETFd Iiq”id release due to earthquake

Nomal processing other than tritium ETFd liquid release due to
earthquake

H-Area airborne release due to hydrogen explosion - evaporator

H-Area airborne release due to hydrogen explosion - CTSe tank
H-Area Iiq”id release d“e to waste tank overpressurization

F-Area Iiq”id release d“c to waste tank overpressurization

H-Area Iiq”id release d“e to tank leak

Normal processing other than triti”m ETFd airborne release due to

ewhq”kc

Design bmis ETFd Iiq”id release due to straight wind

2.50E-02
2.00E-04

2.50E-02
5.09E-05

L71E-04

5.00E-03
1.00E-02

5.00E-03
9.00E-02
9.00E-02
5.00E-03
2.00E-04
j ,OUE-Oj

2.00E-05
2.00E-05
LOOE-01
4.00E-05
!,2nE.n3

1.20E-03

t .00E-OI
1.20E-03

2.00E-05
1.20E-03

4.50E-05

4.50E-05

2.00E.04
2.00E-04

2.00E-05
3.50E-05
1.90E-04
1.90E-04
2.00E-04

2.00E-04

5.00E.06
5.00E-06

LOOE.01
1.00E-01
3.00E-02
2.00E-04

9.84E-06

3.68E-03

8.16E-02

6.39E-04

2.03E-01

4.58E-02

1.35E-03

4.55E-04

7.37E-04
2.37E-05

2.00E-05

2.34E-04

3.41E-03
i ,28E-04

1.13E-02

7.80E-03
9.80E-07

6.20E-04

1.47E-05

1.46E-05

1.70E-07

9.40E-06

5.47E-04
7.70E-06

2.04E-04

2.03E.04

3.38E-05
2.77E-05

2.57E-04
1.36E-04

1.87E-05
1.1OE-O5

9.40E-06

7.70E-06

2.93E-04

2.93E-04

9.34E-09

5.52E-09
!.76E-08

2.50E-06

4.70E-05

9.20E-05

1.63E-05

1.60E-05

1.04E-05

7.83E-06

6.75E-06
4.55E-06

3.69E-06

2.13E-06
1.80E-06
1.17E-06

6.82E-07
6,40E.07

2.26E-07
t .56E-07

9.80E-08
2.50E-08

1.76E-08

1.75E-08

1.70E-08
t .13E-08

1.09E-08

9.24E-09

9. 18E-09

9. 14E-09

6.76E-09

5.54E-09

5.14E-09
4,76E-09

3.55E-09

2.09E-09
1.88E-09

1.54E.09

1.47E-09

t .47E-09

9.34E-10

5.52E.10

5.28E-10

5.00E.10

4,62E-10
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Table F-4. (continued),

Annual
No,

Dosca Risk
Accident description freq.

42
(rem) (remlyr)

Normal processing with tritium ETFd liquid release due to tornado 4,50E-05 9.40E-06 4.23E-10
43

44

45
46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58
59
60

61

62

63
64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

Normal processing other than tritium ETFd liquid release due to tornado

H-Area airborne release due to tornado

F-Area liquid release due to tank leak

F-Area airborne release duc to tornado
F-Area airborne release due to hydrogen explosion - evaporator

F-Area airborne release due [o hydrogen explosion - CTSe tank

F-Area liquid release due to bydrogcn explosion - CTSe tank

H-Area liquid release d“c to hydrogen explosion - CTSe tank

F-Area liquid releme due to hydrogen txplosio” - evaporator

Design basis ETFd airborne relcme due to straight wind

Design basis ETFd airborne release due to tornado
H-Area liquid rclese due to a hydrogen explosion - evaporator

Notmal processing with tritium ETFd airborne release due to transfer

eror

Design basis ETFd liquid release due to earthquake

Normal processing with tritium ETFd airborne retease due to corrosion

damage
F-Area liquid release during catberization
H-Area liquid release during catherizatio”

Normal processing otbcr than tritium ETFd airborne release due to
transfer error

Normal processing other than tritium ETFd airborne rete=e due to

corrosion damage

Design basis ETFd airborne release due to leaks
H-Area liquid release due to a vehicle crash (scenario B; see #30)

Design basis ETFd airborne releae due to overflow

Design basis ETFd liquid release d“e to tornado

Design basis ETFd airborne release due to earthquake

Normal processing with tritium ETFd airborne release due to a sipho”i”g
incident

Design basis ETFd airborne release due to spill

Normal processing other than tritium ETFd airborne release due to

siphoning incident

Design basis ETFd airborne release due to transfer emor

Design basis ETFd airborne release due to cotrosion damage

Design basis ETFd airborne release due to a siphoning incident

4,50E-05

3.00E-05

3.00E-02

3.50E-05
5,00E-06

5.00E-06

5.00E-06

5.00E-06

5.00E-06

9.84E-06

3.69E-07

5.00E-06
1.80E-02

1,64E-06

8.80E-02

7.00E-02

7.00E-02
1,80E-02

8.80E-02

2.t3E-02

3.50E-05
1.48E-03

3.69E-07

1,64E-06

2,60E-03

1.48E-03

2.60E-03

1.48E-04

7,22E-04

2.13E-05

7.70E-06

9.90E-06
8.82E-09

6.00E-06

3.25E-05

3.25E-05

3.04E-05

2.57E-05

2.37E-05
1.12E-05

2.g3E-04

2.00E-05
4.46E-09

4.70E-05

8.75E-10

6.76E- 10

5.70E-10
1.72E-09

3.38E-10

1.35E-09

7. IOE-07
1.44E-08

4.70E-05

8.40E-06

1.12E-09

L88E.09

4.34E-10

6.g6E-09

L35E-09

1.73E.09

3.47E-10

2.97E-tO
2.65E-10

2. IOE-10

1.63E-10
t ,63E-10

I.52E.1o

1.29E- 10

1.19E-10
I. IOE-10

1.04E- 10

LOOE-10

8.03E-1 I

7,7t E-11

7.70E-I I

4.73 E-t I

3.99E- 1I
3. IOE-11

2.97E-I I

2.88E-l t

2.49E-I I
2.13E-11

L73E-11

L38E-lt

2.91E-12

2.78E-t2

L13E-12

1.02E-12

9.75E-13

3.68E-14

a. The dose given is for the offsitc mwimally exposed individual using 99.5 percentile meteorology.
b Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator,
c, High efficiency particulate air.
d. Effluent Treatment Facility.
e. Concentrate transfer system.
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F.5.1.2 ACCident Analw~ Hiph-L . .

This section addresses the effects of postulated accidents associated with the no-action alternative

TE I considered forhigh-ievel waste.

Impacts from Postulated Radiological Accidents

DOE identified the representative bounding accident scenarios for the no-action alternative from the list

of potential radiological accidents presented in Table F-4. Figure F-2 identifies the highest-risk accident

TE I scenarios in each frequency range. As shown in Figure F-2, for all but the lowest frequency range, the

representative bounding accidents are associated with the operation of the Replacement High-Level

Waste Evaporator. Table F-5 lists the high-level waste representative bounding accidents, accident

consequences, and latent fatal cancers for exposed workers and the public.

Accident Scenario 1 – Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator release due to a feed line break: A

break in tbc feed line to the Replacement High-Le~,el Waste E~,aporator could occur if feed ..sas pJmped

after the feed line became plugged. The feed line can become plugged due to excess sludge and

suspended solids collecting and solidifying in stagnation points within the feed line. If feed pumping

continued, the excess pressure would eventually cause a rupture in the feed line or jumper connection,

Numerous indicators would alert the operator of a feed line rupture. In the event of a break, the

automatic level control system in the evaporator would indicate decreased lift activity as the level of

liquid in the evaporator dropped, Because supematant would now be accumulating in the evaporator

cell, the evaporator sump and differential pressure sensors in the ventilation system would also indicate

leakage. Finally, the radiation monitor in the stack would register an increase in the radiation level of

material leaving the ventilation system,

The Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator is planned to operate from 1999to2018, when DOE

expects to have completed high-level waste management activities. Between 1994 and 1999 -- before

the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator is operational -- the highest-risk accident in the

TC I anticipated accidentrangewouldbeAccidentScenario2: H-Areaairbomerelease duetowasteta”k

filter tire,

Accident Scenario 3 – Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator release due to a design basis

TE I earthquake: Studiesreported inthesupportingtechnical repofi(WSRC 1994c)irrdicatethat SRS is

located in an area where moderate damage could occur from earthquakes, In this accident scenario, an

earthquake is assumed to disrupt the operation of the evaporator facility, The feed input and bottoms
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Table F-5. Representative bounding radiological accidents under then&action alternative.

Pointestimsteof incr.?~edrisk per ye+

(increasedriskof famlcmcers per occurre.ce)b

Accidentconsequences Latent fatal cancers

Offsite
Frequency Uninvolved Uninvolved maximally Population Offsite
per year workerat workerat exposed wifhi” Uninvolved Uninvolved maximally Population

(accident 100meters 640meters i.d,vidual 80 kilometers workeral worker at exposed witiln
No. Accidentdescription m“..) (rem) (rem) (rem) ioerson-rem) I00meters 640meters individual 80 kilometers

I RHLWEdRlease due h a feed [ine 7.00E-02e 6.41E-01 2,28E-02 3.76E-04 1.81E+oI 1.79E-05
break (anticipated)

(2.56E-04)

3 RHLWEdreleasedue to a design 2,00E-04 1.92E+oI 6,83E-01 L12E-02 5.43E+02 L54E-06
basisearthquake (unlikely) (7.68E-03)

5 fUfLWEdwlem due m evaporator 5.09E-05 4.79E+OI 1.70E+O0 2,80E-02 1.3SE+03 1.95E-06
pressurizationand breach (extiemely (3.83E-02)

unlikely)
53 L3esignbasis ETFeairbornerele~e 3.69E-07 2,17E-03 6.91E-05 3.90E-05 3.44E-04 3.20E-13

due to tornado (beyond- (8.68E-07)
exbemely.
unlikely)

6.38E-07
(9.12E-06)

5.46E-08
(2.73E-04)

3.46E-08
(6.8oEa)

1.02E-14
(2.76E-08)

1.32E-08
(1.88E-07)

1.12E-09
(5.60E-06)

7,13E-iO
(I,40E-05)

7,20E-15
(1.95E-08)

6.34E-04
(9.05E-03)

5.43E-05
(2.72E-01)

3.44E-05
(6.75E-01)

6.35E-14
(1.72E-07)

a. Pointestimateofinc~%ed risk vryemis calculatedbymultiplying tiemnsequenm (dose)&latint cmmrconvenion factorYmtt.alf=quency.
b. Inc==ed risk of fatal cm=mmrocc.mence iscalculated bymultiplying tiemnseq.ence [dose)Vltint.mwr mnvefiion factor.
c. Aconsewative =.mption of99.5percentilc metmrologyizssirn.d?or dekmining ac;deni mn%quenw$ fortieexposed pl>ulation wititn8ONlome*m. Alessmnsew.dive mcleomlogy

(50 Frcentile) was used to determinetie accidentconsequencesforexposedindivid.ds.
d. ReplacementHigh-L.evelWroteEvWrator.

TE I c. Effl.ent Tmame”t FaciliW.
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output are assumed not to be affected during the earthquake, and the steam supply is assumed to contkrue

to flow at the normal rate; therefore, the evaporator contents continue to be boiled off as normal.

However, the demister is assumed to be damaged and its performance is degraded. The accident results

in a release to the environment through a broken process line between the evaporator vessel demister and
TE

condenser. The highest-risk accident in this frequency range between 1994 and 1999 would be Accident Tc

Scenario 7: H-Area airborne release due to waste tank organic tire.

Accident Scenario 5 – Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator release due to evaporator

pressurization and breach: An evaporator breach would be possible if the internal pressure in the

evaporator exceeded the design pressure, which could be caused by demister mesh pad blockage;

excessive levels of condensate and vent line blockage; or steam bundle failures, A breach of the

evaporator would result in an energetic release of the vessel contents into the evaporator cell and a

subsequent unfiltered airborne release of waste into the atmosphere when the high efficiency particulate

air filters become overloaded, The associated pressure increase would be detected by independent

bubble tube pressure sensors within the evaporator vessel. These sensors are tied to interlocks that

would provide for mitigation of the event. These devices must fail for an overpressurization to occur.

From 1994 to 1999 -- before the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator is operational -- the bighest-

risk accident in this frequency range would be Accident Scenario 15: H-Area airborne release due to

pump tank hydrogen explosion.

Accident Scenario 53 – Design basis F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility airborne release due to a

tornado: Damage to equipment that would result in a release of radioactivity could occur during a

sustained wind or tornado. The F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility is designed for a sustained wind

speed of 137 kilometers (85 miles) per hour. Outside tanks and piping would be subjected to the full

force of the wind and could be struck by windblown objects, either of which could result in a release of

radioactivity. Equipment and piping located inside a process building could be damaged by roof debris

and falling pmtions of the upper structure. Some of tbe liquid released would evaporate and become

airborne and some would drain to surface water streams. No credit is taken for tank dikes, high

efficiency particulate air filtration, or for a release from an elevated stack.

F.5.1.3 Accident Ana Ivsis for the High-Level Waste-lm
. .

mum. Ex ~ected. and Mum Was.@

~

This section addresses the impacts of postulated accidents associated with alternatives A, B, and C

considered for high-level waste. The facilities that support alternative A, alternative B, and alternative C

and their periods of operation are identical to tbe facilities and periods of operation that support the

F-19
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TE I no-actionaltemative. Th"s,Pos~latedradiologicaIaccidentscenariosandtheirimpactSare~he~ameas

described in Section F.5. 1.2.

DOE assumes that conclusions for representative bounding accident scenarios for high-level waste

management under the alternatives would not be changed by the minimum, maximum, and expected

waste forecasts. Since the accident analysis for each accident scenario is based on a conservative

assumption of peak utilization of the facility, differences between minimum, maximum, and expected

waste forecast would only affect how long the facility would operate. Therefore, while consequence or

frequency for postulated accidents are not changed, the expected duration of risk from a facility-specific

accident scenario could be longer or shorter, as appropriate. Impacts for these cases are addressed in the

representative bounding accident descriptions.

F.5.1.4 _ts to Involved Wor~-Level W
. . aste

The highest risk accident scenarios for high-level waste involve releases from the Replacement

High-Level Waste Evaporator, tank farm tanks, or the FfiI-Area Effluent Treatment Facility. These

releases would be due to feed line breaks, overpressurizations and breaches, explosions, or natural

disasters. Of these accident scenarios and their postulated releases, the ones associated with the

Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator are assumed to have the greatest potential for adverse effects

on involved workers. This assumption is based on the higher consequences for the Replacement

High-Level Waste Evaporator accident scenarios than those for the tank farm or F/H-Area Effluent

Treatment Facility. While some exposure to involved workers could occur due to an accidental release,

timely evacuation as the result of monitoring activities would prevent substantial radiological exposure.

DOE assumes no fatalities would be likely from radiological consequences.

F.5.1.5 ~cts fro mH izh-Leve~cal ACcidents

The results of the chemical hazards assessment completed for chemicals stored or processed in facilities

located in the area of the F/H-Area tank farms as addressed in the Final Supplemental Environmental
TE

Impact Stafement, Defense Was~e Processing Facili@ are presented in Table F-6. The calculated

100-meter (328-foot), 640-meter (2, 100.foot), and offsite chemical concentrations are compared to the

appropriate E~G- 1, -2, and -3 guideline concentrations. A nitric acid release from Building 241-61 H is

the only accident with calculated concentrations that exceed the ERPG-3 limit at 100 and 640 meters

(328 and 2,100 feet),
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Table F-6. Chemical hazards analvsis results for the F/H-Area tank farm facilities.

I00-meter 640-meter
(328-foot) (2, 100-foot) Offsite

Quantity concentration concentration concentration ERPG-IC ERPG-2 ERPG-3

Chemical Release location ‘(kgY” (mg/m3)b (mg/m3)b (mg/m3)b (mg/m3)b (mg/m3)b (m~m3)b

Nitric acid Bldg. 241-61H 42,620.90 8.30E+02 1.00E+02 2.00E+oo 5.20E+O0 3.9E+01 7.70E+01

Phosphorous pentoxide Bldg. 241 -84H 0,45 7.50E-02 2.90E-02 3. 10E-04 5.00E+OO 2.50E+01 1.00E+02

Ammonia Bldg. 242-24H 13.6 4.50E-03 1.80E-03 2.40E-05 1,70E+0 I 1.40E+02 7.00E+02

Hydrochloric acid Bldg. 280-1 H 22.7 7.60E-03 3.00E-03 3.90E-05 4.50E+O0 3.OOE+OI 1.50E+02

Sulfuric acid Bldg. 280- IF 3,828.80 3.70E-06 2.20E-07 3.20E-09 2.00E+OO 1.00E+OI 3.00E+O1

a. Kilograms. To convert to pounds multiply by 2,2046.
b. Milligrams per cubic meters of air.
c. Emergency Response Planning Guideline. See Table F-3.
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TEIBecause the concentrations calculated for the SRS bounda~ for every chemical do not exceed the

respective ERPG- 1 concentrations (even assuming a total unmitigated release of all chemicals), specific

accident scenarios (i.e., an accident initiator and resulting accident progression resulting in a release to

the environment) were not developed, nor were corresponding frequencies of occurrence identified.

More realistic accident scenarios and associated frequencies were not necessa~ because the bounding

consequences for tbe unmitigated release of the entire inventory, however improbable, were within

established guidelines.

The nitric acid concentrations that exceed the ERPG-3 limit could pose a risk of major reversible tissue

damage. Because the chemical concentration in air decreases with distance from the release location,

offsite individuals would be exposed to chemical concentrations less than the ERPG- 1 limit. However,

onsite personnel in the immediate area of a release could encounter concentrations that exceed the

ERGP-3 limit. While perhaps not instantly lethal, even short exposures could be extremely dangerous.

The F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility is classified as a low-hazard facility based on the chemical

hazards assessment conP.ined in the E@uerrt Treatment Faciliiy Huzurds Assessrrrtmi Documeni (WSRC

1993). Table F-7 lists the results of this chemical assessment. The calculated 100-meter (328-foot),

640-meter (2,100-foot), and offsite chemical concentrations are compared to the appropriate ERPG- 1,-2,

and -3 guideline concentrations. A nitrogen dioxide release from the storage area and a nitric acid

release from process chemical storage tanks are the only postulated accidents with calculated

concentrations that exceed the ERPG-3 limit at 100-meters (328-feet). However, no accidents resulted in

air concentrations at 640-meters (2,100-feet) or the SRS boundary that exceeded ERPG-3 guidelines.

Additionally, the nitrogen dioxide release scenario had a calculated concentration at the SRS boundary

that exceeded the ERPG- 1 guideline but remained under the ERPG-2 guideline.

No chemical hazards analysis or accident consequence analysis exist for the chemicals at the

Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator. However, it is assumed that the chemical hazards posed by

this facility would be bounded by those posed by existing evaporators in the F/H-Area tank farms.

F.5.2 LOW-LEVEL WASTE

This section evaluates the impacts of postulated accidents associated with the alternatives considered in

this EIS for the management of low-level waste.
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Table F-7. F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility them ical hazards analysis results.

Onsite Onsite
concentration100 concentmtion

meters 640 meters Offsite
(328 feet) (2, 100 feet) concentration ERPG- Ic ERPG-2C ERPG-3C

Segment description Chemical Quantity (kg)’ (mg/m3)b (mg/m3)b (mg/m3)b (mtim3)b (mg/m3)b (m~m3)b

Waste water collection tanks Lead 4.41E-01 1.07E-02 4.24E-04 2. 15E-05 1.50E-01 2.50E-01
Waste water collection tanks

7.00E+02
Ammonia 5.51E+oI 1.34E+O0 5.31E-02 2.68E-03 L74E+OI 1.39E+02 6.95E+02

Treatment building chemicals Ammonia 5.85E+OI 1.42E+o0 5.36E-02 2.85E-03 1.74E+0 I 1.39E+02 6.95E+02
Treatment building chemicals Lead 3.39E-01 8.24E-03 3.27E-04 1.65E-05 1.50E-O1 2.50E-01 7.00E+02

Treatment building chemicals Mercury 5.79E+o0 1.41E-01 5.59E-03 2.82E.04 1.50E-OI 2.00E-01 2.80E+0 I

Outside tanks and HEPAd filters Mercury 3.09E+O0 7.53E-01 2.99E-02 1.50E-03 1.50E-01 2.00E-01

Storage area Nitrogen dioxide 3.30E+OI 7.96E+o I 3.16E+O0
2.80E+oI

1.59E-01 8.00E-02
Storagearea

1.88E+O0 5.64E+OI
Sodiumhydroxide 3.02E+02 7.34E-02 2.91E-03 1.47E-04 2.00E+OO 4.00E+OI

Storagearea Nitric acid 2.12E+02 5. 17E+O0
1.00E+02

2.05E-01 1.03E-02 5. 15E+o0 3.87E+OI 7.73E+OI

Storage area Oxalic acid 1.13E+04 2.76E+02 1.09E+0 I 5.52E-01 2.00E+OO 5.00E+OO
Process chemical storage tanks

5.00E+02
Sodium hydroxide 2.8 IE+03 6.83E-01 2.71E-02 1.37E-03 2.00E+OO 4,00E+OI 1.00E+02

Process chemical storage tanks Nitric acid 7.4 IE+o3 L81E+02 7. I8E.00 3.61E-01
?

5.15E+O0
Acid and caustictreks Nitricacid

E
(e)

3.87E+oI 7.73E+OI
5.87E+O0 2.33E-01 1.17E-02 5.15E+o0 3.87E+OI 7.73E+OI

Acid and caustic tanks Sodium hydroxide 4.OIE+OO 9.90E+o0 3.93E-01 1.98E-02 2.00E+OO 4.00E+OI 1.00E+02

a. &lograms. To convert to pounds multiply by 2.2046.
b. Milligrams per cubic meters of air.
c. Emergency Response Pkinning Guideline. See Table F-3.
d. High efficiency particulate air.
e. Qusntity not available but is assumed to be bounded by the quantity for nitric acid in the Process Chemical Storage Tanks based upon comparison of airbomc concentrations

at I00 meters (32g feet).
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F.5.2.1 facilities and Accidents, Low-Level Waste
.0

The accident analyses considered all facilities and processes involved in the management of low-level

waste. The facilities were identified from the low-level waste information provided in Chapter 2 of this

EIS. Table F-8 lists the facilities associated with each of the alternatives. Descriptions of these facilities

are provided in Appendix B. For each facility, a list of poshdated accident scenarios was developed to

support the low-level waste accident analysis for each alternative.

Table F-8. Low-1evel waste facilities identified by alternative.
AlternativeA AlternativeC AlternativeB

(limited treatment (extensivetreatment (moderatetreatment
List of facilities No action configuration) configuration) configuration)

E-Area vaultsa x x x x

Reactor compactor x x Xb Xb

253-H compactor x x Xb Xb

M-Area compactor x x Xb Xb

Soil sort facilityc x

Non-alphavitrification
facilityc x

Consolidated
Incineration Facility x x

Offsite smelter x x

Shallow land disposald x x x x

a. E.Area vaults includes low-activity waste vaults, intermediate-level tritium vaults, intermediate-level
nontritium vaults; long-lived waste storage buildings.

b. These facilitiesare assumedto remain in operationuntil proposedfacilitiescomeon line,
c. Proposed facility.
d. Shallow land disposal includes the engineered low-level trenches, greater confinement disposal (boreholes and

engineered trenches), and naval reactor hardware storage,

Table F-9 lists potential accidents associated with the management of low-level waste, This list was

extracted from tbe technical reports supporting this EIS (WSRC 1994b, c, d, and e). All the accidents

listed in Table F-9 are supported by quantitative analyses. It should be noted that because accident

impacts for proposed facilities are mainly qualitative, they are not listed in the table.
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Container breacb at the EAV/ILNTVb

Fire at the EAV/LLWSBC

Fire at the EAV/LAWVd

Fire at the EAV/ILTVe

Container breacb at tbe EAV/LAWVd

Container breach at the EAV/ILTVe (scenario A; see #8)

Fire at tbe EAV/ILNTVb

Container breach at the EAV/ILTVe (scenario B; see #6)

Container breach at the EAV/LLWSBC

Explosion at CIFg - tank farm sump ad diked area

Fire at tbe ELLTf

Large fire at CIFg

High wind at the E.AV/lLNTVb

Earthquake at C1F8

Tornado at the EAV/ILNTVb

Explosion at CIFg - Rotary Kiln

High velocity straight winds at CIFg

Tornado at tbe EAVILAWVd

Tornado at tbe EAV/lLTVe

UnintentiOna] exhumation of ELLTf

Explosion at CIFg - backhoe housing

Highwindatthe EAV/lLTVe

HighwindattheEAV/LAWVd

Explosion at CIFg - tank farm tank

DOEIEIS-02 17
July 1995

Table F-9. List ofpotential accidents associated with themanagement oflow-level waste.

No.
Annual Dosea Risk

Accident description frequency (rem) (rem/yr)

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

2.00E-02
8.30E-02
8.30E-02
8.30E-02
2.00E-02
2.00E-02
8.30E-02
2.00E-02
2.00E-02
1.90E-07
8.30E-02
2.34E-04
1,00E-03
1.00E-03
2.00E-05
1.50E-04
2.00E-02
2.00E-05
2.00E-05
8.30E-02
4,00E-04
I.00E-03
1.00E-03
3.40E-07

2.60E-01

4,70E-02

2. 10E-02

1.90E-02

4.00E-02

3.60E-02

8.60E-03

3. 10E-02

3.1OE-O2

6.85E-03

5.35E-05

1.07E-02

3.04E-04

2.65E-04

1.18E-02

1.57E-03

5.23E-06

4.90E-03

4.40E-03

3.90E-07

5.64E-05

2.00E-05

1.50E-05

5.36E-03

5.20E-03
3.90E-03
1.74E-03
I,58E-03
8.00E-04
7.20E-04
7.14E-04
6.20E-04
6.20E-04
1.30E-04
4,44E-06
2.50E-06
3,04E-07 ITC
2,65E-07
2.36E-07
2.36E-07
1.05E-07
9.80E-08
8.80E-08
3.24E-08
2.26E-08
2,00E-08
1.50E-08
1.82E-09

a. Thedose given is fortheoffsite maximally exposed individual (ME1)using 99.5 percentile meteorology.
b. E-Area Vaults/Interrnediate-LevelNontritiumVault.
c. E-Area Vaults/Long-Lived Waste Storage Buildings,

d. E-Area Vaults/Low-Activity Waste Vault.
e. E-Area Vaults/Intermediate-Level Tritium Vault,
f. Engineered low-level trenches.
P. Consolidated Incineration FaciliN.
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F.5.2.2 Accident Analysis for the Low-Lev el Waste No-Action Alternative

This section addresses the effects of postulated accidents associated with the no-action alternative for

low-level waste. The postulated accidents provide a baseline for comparison of the effects of the

TE I P0s~1atedaccidentsassociatedwiththeotheraltematives,

Impacts from Postulated Radiological Accidents

From the list of potential radiological accidents presented in Table F-9, the representative bounding

accident scenarios were identified for the no-action alternative through the binning process described in

Section F.4. 1. Figure F-3 identifies the highest-risk accident scenarios for the four frequency ranges, As

shown in Figure F-3, most of the accidents were in the anticipated freauency range. This distribution of

accidents is due to the levels of radioactivity associated with low-level waste. At the lower accident

frequency ranges, the risks become quite small compared with those in the anticipated accident

frequency range. Consequently, for the no-action alternative, it was not necessary to analyze an accident

scenario beyond the extremely unlikely accident frequency range. ‘fable F-10 lists the Iuw-level wasle

representative bounding accidents, accident consequences, and latent fatal cancers for exposed workers

and the public.

The low-level waste representative bounding accidents and their impacts, as identified in Table F- 10, are

described below:

Accident Scenario 1– Container breach at the intermediate-level nontritium vault (two containers,
TE

noncombustible waste): The intermediate-level nontritium vault would contain both combustible waste

(paper, plastics, cloth, etc.) and noncombustible waste (scrap hardware) contaminated with mixed fission

products. Accidents involving this scrap could result in the airborne release of this contamination. The

major contributor to the dose would be the waste material, which becomes airborne as a result of the

accident. In order to estimate the consequences of this accident, the following conservative assumptions

were made:

. Two waste containers were breached. This assumption is based on the hypothetical situation in

TE I which one waste container was being placed (by crane) into the intermediate-level nontritium

vault cell and was inadvertently dropped (through either human error or crane malfunction) on a

TE I second waste container already within the intermediate-level nontritium vault cell, resulting in a

breach of both containers.
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Table F-IO. Representative bounding radiological accidents forlow-level waste under theno-action alternative.

Pointestimateof increasedrisk per yed

(increasedriskof fatal cancerspe, occ.rren~)b

Accidentconsequences Latent fatal cancers

Offsite
Frequency Uninvolved Uninvolved maximally Population OfTsite
per yeu workerat workerat exposed wiIhin Uninvolved Uninvolved maximatly Pop.latio”

(accident I00 meten 640 meters individual 80 kilometers workerat workerat exposed
No,

wifhin
Accidentdescription rtig,) (mm) (mm) (rem) (person-rem) 100meters 640 meters individual 80 kilometers

I

I Confainerbreachat fhe lLNTVd 2.00E-02 6.47E+OI 2.30E+o0 3,31E-02 1.68E+03 1,04E-03 1.84E-05 3.31E-07 1.68E-02

(anticipated) (5,18E-02) (9.20E-04) (1.66E-05) (8.40E-01)

I
13 Htgbwind at fhe ILNTVd 1.00E-03 1.OIE-03 6.08E-04 3.04E.04

(unlikely)
2.IIE+oI 4.04E-10 2.43E-10 1.52E-10 1.06E-05

TE (4.04E-07) (2.43E-07) (I,52E-07) (1.06E-02)

I 15 Tornadoat fhe lLNTVd 2.00E-05 4.07E-04 7.73E-02 1.t8E.02 1.18Ett31 3.26E-12
(exfremely

6.18E-10 LI8E-10 1.18E-07
(1.63E-07) (3.09E-05) (5.90E-06)

unlikely)
(5.90E-03)

a. Pointestimateof increasedrisk per year is calculatedby multiplyingtie consequence(dose)Vlatentcancerconversionfactir VamIud fxquency.
T b. Increasedrisk of fatal cancersFr occurren= is calculatedby multiplyingthe consequence(dose)Wlatentcancerwnvmion factor.
% c. A cons.wafive assumptionof 9.5 percentilemeteorologywas assumedfor determiningaccident.onsequen=s for the exposedpopulationwithin 80 kilometers A less conservativemeteorology

(50 percentile)w= usedto delennine fhe accidentansequenms for exposedindividuals.
TE I d. Intermediate-kvel No”-TritiumVault.
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. Analysis has shown that the mdiomrclide release due to rupture of a waste container in the

intermediate-level nontritium vault that contains a noncombustible waste form would

conservatively bound the release of an intermediate-level nontritium vault container that contains

a combustible waste form, Therefore, it is conservatively assumed for this analysis that the two

damaged waste containers have noncombustible waste aa their contents,

. Radiological container inventory for the intermediate-level nontritium vault is based on

120 percent of the maximum estimated value.

Accident Scenario 13 – High wind at the intermediate-level nontritium vault (one container): In a

moderate hazard facility, DOE (LLNL 1990) specifies a maximum wind speed of 175 kilometers

(109 miles) per hour and,a wind-driven missile in the form of a two-by-four plank weighing

6.8 kilograms (15 pounds) and traveling with a horizontal speed of 80 kilometers (50 miles) per hour at a

msximum height of 9 meters (30 feet), The accident analyzed for this high-wind event is the breacb of

one container as the result of a wind-driven missile entering the open top of the intermediate-level

nontritium vault and striking a waste container, It is assumed that 0.1 percent of the waste material

becomes airborne, Analysis hasshown thatthe radionuclide release would bethesame asthatforthe

container breach accident described above, Therefore, itisconsewatively assumed thatthe high-wind-

driven missile strikes containers that contain noncombustible waste.

Accident Scenario 15 – Tornado (220 kilometers per hour) at the intermediate-level nontritium vault

(twocontainers): ~eaccident analyzed forthe220-kilometer (137-mile) perhour tomadois the breach

of@ocontainers astheresult oftwotomado-driven missiles entering theopentop of the intemrediate-

Ievel nontritium vault and each striking one waste container, for a total of two failed containers.

Analysis has shown that the radionuclide release would be the same as that for the container breach

accident described above. Therefore, itisconsematively assumed that thetomado-driven missiles strike

containers that contain noncombustible waste.

F.5.2.3 Accident Ana Ivsis for the Low-Level Waste Under Alter native B

This section addresses the impacts of postulated accidents for low-level waste associated with

alternative B.

TC

I TC

TE

TE

ITE

ITE
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F.5.2.3.1 Impacts from Postulated Radiological Accidents

This section presents the potential effects of postulated radiological accidents at facilities identified in

TE I Table F-8 forthelow-level waste managementdescribed ina,temativeB. FigureF-4showsthe highest-

risk accident scenarios for the four frequency ranges. As shown in Figure F-4, most of the accidents

analyzed were in the anticipated accident frequency range. The distribution of accidents analyzed is

indicative of the levels of radioactivity associated with low-level waste. At the lower accident frequency

ranges, the risks become quite small compared to those in the anticipated accident frequency range,

Accidents associated with the Consolidated Incineration Facility occur in the less frequent accident

ranges. Table F-1 I lists the representative bounding accidents, accident consequences, and latent fatal

cancers for exposed workers and the public. DOE assumes that conclusions regarding representative

bounding accident scenarios could change as a result of the minimum, maximum, or expected waste

TE I forecasts. The accident analysis for each accident scenario is based on a conservative assumption of

peak utilization of facilities. That is, the minimum, maximum, and expected waste forecasts would only

affect how long the facilities would operate. Therefore, while the consequence or frequency of

postulated accidents do not change, the expected duration of risk f,e.m a facility-specific accident

scenario could be longer or shorter, depending on the case. The number of new facilities needed to meet

the low-level waste management requirements could be affected by the minimum, maximum, and

expected waste forecasts. Thus, the consequence or frequency of specific accident scenarios could be

increased or decreased, depending on the case. Impacts for these cases will be addressed in the

representative bounding accident descriptions,

TE I AccidentSce nario 1 – Container breach at the intermediate-level nontritium vault (No containers,

noncombustible waste): This accident scenario is detailed in Section F.5. 1.2. This accident scenario is

considered the representative bounding accident for the anticipated accident range. Under the expected

waste forecast, four additional intermediate-level waste vaults are expected to be required. For the

minimum waste forecast with NO additional intermediate-level waste vaults, it could be assumed that the

frequency of this accident would be less than for the expected waste forecast, For the maximum waste

forecast with nine additional intermediate-level waste vaults, it could be assumed that the frequency
TE

would be greater than for the expected waste forecast (i.e., more containers are at risk of a breach).

Accident Scenario 12 – Large tire at the Consolidated Incineration Facility: Most tires at the

Consolidated Incineration Facility would be caused by welding, electrical shorts, friction, materials in

contact with hot process equipment, and smoking. Other causes would include lightning and explosions.

The consequences of such fires would be monetary losses, injuries and death to personnel, and
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Table F-Ii. Representative bounding radiological accidents forlow-level waste under alternative B.

Pointestimateof increasedrisk per ye@

(increasedrisk of fatal cancersper occ.me”ce)b

Accidentconsequences Latentfatal cancers

Offsite
Frequency Uninvolved Uninvolved maximally Population Offsite
per year workerat workerat exposed with,. Uninvolved Uninvolved mmimdIy Population

(accident I00 metcn 640 meters individual 80 kilometcrsc workerat wo[kerat
No.

exposed wititn
Accidentdescri~tio” range) (rem) (rem) (rem) (p.rson-Em) 100meters &O meters individual SOkilometers

I

i Container breachat tie ILNTVd 2.00E.02 6.47E+oI 2.30E+O0 3.31E-02 1.68E+03 I.ME-03 1.84E-05 3.31E-07 1.68E42

TC (anticipated) (5.18E-02) (9.20E-04) (1.66E-05) (8.40E-01)

TE ‘2
Large tire at CIFe 2.34E-04 2.55E+o0 8.15E-02 1.40E-03 9.58E+OI 2.39E-07 7.63E-09 L64E-10 L12E-05

(unlikely) (1.02E-03) (3.26E-05) (7.00E-07) (4.79E-02)

Is Tornado mfhe ILN’fVd 2,00E-05 4,07E-04 7.73E-02 !.18E-02 l,18E+Oi 3.26E-12 6.18E-!O L18E-!O 1.18E-07
(extremely (1.63E-07)

TE
(3.09E-05) (5.90E-06) (5.90E-03)

unlikely)

24 Explosionat CIFe - tank farm 3.40E-07 1,28E+o0 4.07E-02 7.OIE-04 4.79E+oI L74E-10 5,54E-12 1.19E-13 8.14E-09
7 (beyo”d- (5.12EQ)
:

(1.63E-05) (3.51E-07) (2.40E-02)
extremely.
unlikely)

a. Point estimateofi"creaed risk pe, yemiscdc.lated bymultiplying tieconsequence (do~c)%latentcmcerconvemio" factorVmnualfiequcncy.
b. f"c~med riskoffatal cmcefi~r occum"ce iscdculated bymultiplying tiew"sequmce (dose)Wlate.t cmmrmnvemion faclot.
c. Amnsewative zsumption of%.5~rcentile meteorologywa=s.med fordetemining accidentconsequencesfortieexposed populationwitiin8Ok~lometen, Ale$sconseIvative mete0rolo8y

(50 percentile)was usedb determinef6e accidentconsequencesfor exposedindividuals.
d. Infennediate-LcvelNon-TritiumVault.

TE I . . Consolidatedln.ineration Facilify
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radiological doses. This accident scenario is considered the representative bounding accident for the

unlikely accident range.

For alternative B – minimum, maximum, and expected waste forecasts, the Consolidated Incineration

Facility would operate from 1996 to 2024 and the highest-risk accident in this frequency range would be

Accident Scenario 13: High wind at the intermediate-level nontritium vault,

Accident Scenario 15– Tornado [220 kilometers(137 miles) per hour] at the intermediate-level

nontritium vault: This accident scenario is detailed in Section F.5.2,2 and is considered the

representative bounding accident for the extremely unlikely accident range.

Accident Scenario 24 – Explosion of tanks associated with the Consolidated Incineration Facility: Tanks

located in the vicinity of the Consolidated Incineration Facility include hvo liquid waste blend tanks.

These 16-cubic-meter (4,200-gallon) tanks receive wastes from various sources and blend them to a

proper viscosity and heating value prior to feeding into the rotary kiln. Each tank is fitted with an

agitator that continually mixes the waste and a heater that maintains the temperature. Fuel in the form of

liquid waste is always present in the tanks. Potential ignition sources include a malfunction of the

agitator or heater. Such a malfunction would have to include disintegration of an agitator impeller or an

electrical short in the heater that overrode thermostatic control, A transfer error could also be an ignition

source if highly incompatible materials were introduced into a tank. Lightning could be an ignition

source if the tank was not properly grounded. Simultaneously, a nitrogen blanketing system would have

to fail and oxygen would have to be introduced into the tank head space for an explosion to occur,

Failure of the nitrogen blanketing system initiates visual and audible alarms and stops all tank-feed and

transfer operations. Once the blanketing system failed, there would be a period of time before enough

oxygen could diffuse into the tank head space to cause an explosion. This accident scenario is

considered the representative bounding accident for the beyond-extremely-unlikely accident range.

For alternative B – minimum, maximum, and expected waste forecasts, the Consolidated Incineration

Facility is expected to operate from 1996 to 2024. Technical reports identified no accidents from 1994 to

1996.
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F.5.2.3.2 Impacts from New or Proposed Facilities

TC I Table F-8identifies~0 proposed facilities underaltemativeB forwhich"oquantitative accide"t

analyses exist. These facilities are listed and briefly described below. Because these facilities are

TE I pr0p0sedandtheirdesignsarenotnecessarilycomplete,quantitativeanalysesatthistimewouldProvide

non-meaningful risk information (because the designs could be changed) that could be compared to the

risk information available for existing facilities. However, DOE will perform quantitative analyses

TE I throughoutthedesig", constmction,andoperation phasesofthesoil sotifacili&inaccorda"cewith

requirements, and DOE will ensure that the risks associated with operating these facilities are within

established regulatory guidelines.

TC I

soil SOrt facili~ – The soil sort facility would sort and segregate clean and contaminated soils. This

facility would provide standard sand-and-gravel-handling equipment with instrumentation for monitoring

radiation, Radiation detectors would divert contaminated material traveling along a conveyer system in a

different direction from the clean soil. By locating small particles of radioactive material dispersed

throughout the soil, contaminants could be isolated and removed, It is assumed that the accidents at the

soil sort facility would be bounded by the accidents selected for alternative B.

Offsite smelter – DOE is currently studying tbe use of an offsite smelter to determine the economic

feasibility of recycling low-level contaminated stainless-steel scrap obtained during the

decommissioning of retired SRS facilities. The intended end products of the stainless-steel recycling

process are containers [2,83-cubic meter (100-cubic foot) boxes and 55-gallon drums] for the disposal or

storage of radioactive waste originating within the DOE complex. Since no decisions on siting,

configuration of equipment, or even whether the project would be completed have been made at this

time, DOE assumes that accidents involving an offsite smelter would be bounded by the accidents

selected for alternative B.

TC

Offsite low-level waste volume reduction – DOE plans to use an offsite vendor to supercompact,

repackage, or incinerate low-level waste. None of the potential accidents involving low-level waste

identified in Table F-9 occurred at the compactor facilities. Accidents identified for low-level waste at

the Consolidated Incineration Facility were not representative bounding accidents. Therefore, DOE

assumes that accidents involving an offsite volume-reduction facility would be bounded by the accidents

selected for alternative B,
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F.5.2.4 Accident~alvsis for Lnw.Level Waste Under Alternative 4

Alternative A emphasizes a limited treatment configuration, Its accident analysis is the same as that for

the no-action alternative, The facilities under alternative A are identical to the faci Iides identified to

support the no-action alternative, The impacts from the postulated radiological accident scenarios are the

same as described in Section F,5 ,2.2 (Figure F-3).

F.5.2.5 Accident Anal vsis for Low-Lev el Waste Uncler Alterna tive C

Alternative C emphasizes an extensive treatment configuration. The facilities listed in Table F-8 for

alternative C are similar to those that support alternative B for low-level waste, except that alternative C

includes a proposed non-alpha vitrification facility, Since this facility does not present a representative

bounding accident, the effects from the postulated radiological accident scenarios for alternative C are

identical to those for alternative B, as described in Section F.5 ,2.3 (Figure F-4). A qualitative evaluation

of the impacts associated with the non-alpha vitrification facility is as follows:

Non-alpha vitrification facility – The non-alpha vitrification facility would prepare waste for

vitrification, vitrify it, and treat the secondary waste gases and liquids generated by the vitrification

process. The waste would fall in the following treatability groups: soils, job-control waste, and

equipment. The facility would consist of a thermal pretreatment unit, a melter, and an offgas treatment

unit. The afterburner would enhance destruction of any remaining hazardous organic compounds prior to

treatment in the offgas system. It can be assumed that the accident initiators for the non-alpha

vitrification facility would be similar to those for the Defense Waste Processing Facility vitrification

facility, However, the releases would be minor in comparison. It is also assumed that the offgas

treatment unit accidents would be similar to those for the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility.

F.5.2.6 ImDacts to In volved Wo rkers from Accidents Involvinp Low-Level Waste

TC

The representative bounding accident scenarios for low-level waste involve the intermediate level

nontritium waste vaults, the long-lived waste storage buildings, and the Consolidated Incineration

Facility. For the intermediate level nontritium vaults, scenarios involve a container rupture, a tornado,

and a high wind accident scenario. For the container-rupture scenario, dose contribution from direct
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radiation exposure is not considered major because operations are carried out remotely. The following

features are provided to control exposure and limit injuries to workers due to container rupture:

. The crane operator is shielded from waste containers.

. The crane operator has dosimetry with an audible alarm that snunds when a preset dose is

reached.

● The waste container Iifiing-fixtures are remotely controlled from the crane control cab.

. Cell covers are installed over partially filled cells to provide radiation shielding.

. The cell cover lifting-fixture is remotely controlled from the crane control cab and the shielding

plugs are remotely engaged and disengaged.

Because high winds and tornadoes can usually bc predicted and proper precautions taken before major

damage occurs, radiological and/or chemical effects to the facility workers due to high winds or

tornadoes are considered to be minor. Procedures exist to discontinue operation and place waste

containers in safe temporary storage areas in cases of inclement weather.

For the long-lived waste storage buildings accident scenario, a tire involving a dropped deionizer vessel

was identified as the representative bounding accident. Although workers would only be expected to be

in the immediate vicinity of the long-lived waste storage buildings during waste handling operations,

they would be exposed to occupational and industrial types of injuries associated with a tire and could

possibly receive a dose due to exposure to radioactive materials.

The accident scenarios for the Consolidated Incineration Facility involve a tire or explosion. The

consequences to facility workers from either a fire or explosion in the immediate area include

occupational and industrial ~pes of injuries (possibly including death) as well as doses resulting from

contact with radioactive materials.

While some exposure to involved workers could occur due to an accidental release of radioactive

materials in all scenarios, DOE assumes no fatalities to workers would be likely from radiological

consequences.
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F.5.2.7 Jmtracts from Low-Level Waste C heroical Accidents

No chemical hazards assessment was performed for the low-level radioactive waste facilities. The

chemical inventories for each facility that has hazard assessment documentation were compared to the

reportable quantities as listed in 40 CFR Part 302.4. None of the facilities has sufficient quantities of

hazardous chemicals to warrant a complete chemical analysis.

F.5.3 HAZARDOUS WASTE

Iderrtificat ion of Haza rdous Waste Fa cilities

The accident analyses considered facilities and processes that support the management of hazardous

waste, The facilities were identified from the hazardous waste information provided in Chapter 2,

Table F-12 lists the facilities associated with each of the alternatives, Descriptions of these facilities are TE

provided in Appendix B.

Table F-12. Hazardous waste facilities identified by alternative. [ TE
Alternative C Alternative B

Alternative A (extensive (moderate
No-action (limited treatment treatment treatment

List of facilities alternative configuration) configuration) configuration)
Hazardous waste storage x x x’ x
facilities

M-Area Air Stripper x x x x

Recycleunitsa x x x x

Containment buildingb,c x

Non-alpha vitrification

faci]ityb

x

Consolidated x Xd x
Incineration Facility

a. Recycle units include silver recovery, refrigerant recycle, lead melter, and solvent distillation. These units do
not have quantitative or qualitative accident analyses available. Accidents for recycle units are assumed to be
bounded by the accident scenarios selected for this alternative,

b. Proposed facility.
c. Accidents for the containment building are assumed to be the same as those identified for the Hazardous

WasteMixed Waste Treatment Building identified in the technical report presenting accident analyses for solid
wastes (WSRC 1994c). I TE

d, Facility operates until proposed facility comes on line,
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TE I Although T~bl~ F. 12 identifies several nuclear facilities (e.g., Consolidated Incineration Facility), there

are no radiological accidents associated with hazardous waste. Radiological material with a hazardous

waste component was identified as mixed waste and is addressed in Section F.5 .4.

Since mixed waste facilities contain radioactive materials with a hazardous chemical component, and in

some cases, results of the accident scenarios for mixed waste bound the chemical hazards at hazardous

waste facilities, impacts from chemical hazards for hazardous waste are addressed in Section F.5.4.7 for

mixed waste.

F.5.4 MIXED WASTE

The following evaluation addresses the impacts of postulated accidents associated with the alternatives

considered in this EIS for the management of mixed waste.

F.5.4.1 ~a es an deciliti d Acci nts: Mixed Waste

The accident analyses considered facilities and processes that support the management of mixed waste.

TE I The facilitieswereidentified from themixedwasteinfomation provided i" Chapter2. Table F-13 lists

the facilities associated with each of the alternatives. Descriptions of these facilities are provided in

Appendix B. For each facility, a list of postulated-accident scenarios was developed to support the

accident analysis for each mixed waste alternative. Accidents for RCRA disposal are assumed to be the

same as those identified for tbe Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste Disposal Facility vaults, The design of

these vaults (concrete vaults with temporary steel covers) and their operations (waste containers are

transferred from trucks to the vaults via overhead crane) are similar to that of the intermediate-level

waste vaults, The postulated-accident scenarios for the intermediate-level nontritium vaults are assumed

to bound the impacts of postulated accidents for RCRA disposal.

Table F-14 lists potential accidents. This information was extracted from the technical reports
TE

supporting this EIS (WSRC 1994b, c, and e), While all the accidents listed in Table F-14 are supported

by quantitative analyses, they are not listed in this table because accident impacts for proposed facilities

are mainly qualitative,
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Table F-13. Mixed-waste facilities identified by alternative. I TE

AlternativeB
AlternativeA AlternativeC (moderate

No-action (limitedtreatment (extensivetreatment treatment
Listof facilitiesareaa alternative configuration) configuration) configuration)

Organic waste storage tank x x x x

F/H-Area EM”ent Treatment

Facility x x x x

Mixed waste storage facilities x x x x

Solvent storage tanks x x x x
S29.S30 and S33-S36

Aqueous and organic waste x
storage tanks

SRTC mixed waste storage tanks x x x x
(ion exchange)

M-Area Vendor Treatment x x x x
Facility

RCRA dlSpOSala x x x x

Process Waste Interim Treatment x x x
Facility (Bldg. 341-l M)

Containment buildingb,c x x x

Non-alpha vitrification facilityb x x

Soil sort facilityb x

Consolidated Incineration Facility x Xd x

Dilute Efffuent Treatment Facility x x x
(Bldg. 341-M)

a.

b.
c,

d.—

Accidents for Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) disposal are assumed to be the same as those

identified for the Hazardous Waste/fvfixed Waste Disposal Facility vaults identified in the technical repofi
(WSRC 1994c).
Proposedfacility.

[ TE

Accidents for the containment building are assumed to be the same as those identified for the Hazardous
Waste/MixedWasteTreatmentBuildlng identifiedin the technicalreportpresentingaccident analyses for solid ~E
wastes (WSRC 1994c).

Facility operates until proposed facility comes on line,

F.5.4.2 Accident Analvsis for the Mixed Waste No-Action Alternativ~

This section addresses the impacts of postulated accidents associated with the no-action alternative for

treating mixed waste. The postulated accidents provide a baseline for comparison of the effects of the

postulated accident associated with the action alternatives,
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rE I Table F.]4. List of potential accidents associated with the management of mixed waste.

Annual Dosea Risk

No. Accident description frequency (rem) (remlyr)

1 Container breach at the EAV/lLNTVb 2.00E-02 2.63E-01 5.26E-03

2

3
A

5
6
7
8
9
10

11

i2
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24

25

26
27
28

29

30
31

32
33

34

35

36

Fire at the EAV/ILNTVb

Excessive open containers at the containment building
Release due to multiple open containers at tbe containment
building
Excessive inventory at the containment building
Earthquake at the containment building
Drum spill and tritium release at the containment building
Tornado at the containment building
Release due to one open container at the containment building
Evaporation/dispersal of two to ten containers at the containment
building

Earthquake at the SRTCc storage tanks
F2 iortr~do at Building 316-!.i
Earthquake (0.04g) at Building 3 16-M
F3 tornado at Building 316-M
High wind at the containment building

Large tire for entire CIFd
F4 tornado at Building 316-M

Drop/Spill/Leak at the SRTCc storage tanks

High wind at the EAV/lLNTVb
Earthquake at CIFd
Explosion at CIFd - rotary kiln
Tornado at the EAV/ILNTVb

High velocity straight winds at CIFd
Explosion at the containment building releasing 50 percent of
tritium invento~
Fire at the containment building releasing 50 percent of tritium
inventory
Release at Building341- 1M Building due to earthquake
Explosion at CIFd - backhoe housing
Normal processing with tritium ETFe airborne release due to
straight wind

Normal processing other than tritium ETFe airborne release due to
straight wind
Rainwater flooding at the containment building

Normal processing with tritium ETFh liquid release due to straight
wind
Aircraft crash into the containment building

Normal processing other than tritium ETFe liquid release due to
straight wind
NomIal processing with tritium ETFe airborne release due to
tornado

Normal processing other than tritium ETFe airborne release due to
tornado
Nomal processing with tritium ETFe airborne release due to
earthquake

8.30E-02

1.00E-02
3.00E-03

5.00E-03
1.50E-03
5.00E-03
2.00E-02
7.74E-03
2.00E-04

2.00E-04
! !’)~.~~

2.00E-03
2.80E-05
2.00E-02
2.34E-04

3.50E-06
1.50E-02
1,00E-03

1.00E-03
1.50E-04

2.00E-05
2.00E-02
1.00E-06

I .00E-06

2.00E-04
4.00E-04
1.20E-03

1.20E-03

1.00E-06
1.20E-03

1.60E-07
1.20E-03

4.50E-05

4,50E-05

2.00E-04

8.60E-03

5.68E-02
6.81E-02

3.20E-02
6.20E-02
1.60E-02
3.05E-03
6.20E-03
6.00E-02

5.84E-02
~,~~~.~~

1.65E-03
1.18E-01
1.53E-04
1.07E-02
4.72E-01
6.52E-05
3.40E-04
2.65E-04

1.57E-03
1.18E-02
5.23E-06

5.58E-02

5.58E-02

1.54E-04
5.64E-05
1.47E-05

1.46E-05

1.60E-02
9.40E-06

6.78E-02
7.70E-06

2.04E-04

2.03E-04

2.77E-05

7.14E-04

5.68E-04
2.04E-04

1.60E-04
9.30E-05
8.00E-05
6. 10E-05
4.80E-05
1.20E-05

1.17E-05
fi.3f E.n6
3.30E-06
3.30E-06
3.06E-06
2.50E-06

1.65E-06
9.77E-07
3.40E-07
2.65E-07
2.36E.07

2.36E-07
1.05E-07

5.58E-08

5.58E-08

3.08E-08
2.26E-08
1.76E-08

1.75E-08

1.60E-08
1.13E-08

1,08E-08
9.24E-09

9.18E-09

9.14E:09

5.54E-09
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Table F-14. (continued), I TE

Annual Doses Risk
No. Accident description frequency
37

(rem) (remlyr)

9,40E-06

38

39

40
41

42

43
44

45

46
47

48
49

50

51

52
53

54
55
56
57

58

59

60
61
62

Normal processing with tritium ETFe liquid release due to
earthquake

Explosion at CIFd - tank farm tank
Normal processing other than tritium ETFe liquid release due to
earthquake
Explosion at CIFd - tank farm sump and diked area

Normal processing other tian tritium ETFe airborne release due to
earthquake
Design basis ETFe liquid release due to straight wind

Normal processing with tritium ETFe liquid release due to tornado

Normal processing other than tritium ETFe liquid release due to
tornado

Design basis ETFe.airbome release due to straight wind
Design basis ETFe airborne release due to tornado
Normal processing with tritium ETFe airborne release due to

transfer error

Design basis ETFe liquid release due to earthquake

Normal processing with tritium ETFe airborne release due to
corrosion damage
Normal processing other than tritium ETFe airborne release due to
transfer error
Normal processing other than tritium ETFe airborne release due to
corrosion damage
Design basis ETFe airborne release due to leaks

Release at DETFf due to etibquake

Design basis ETFe airborne release due to overflow

Design basis ETFe liquid release due to tornado
Design basis ETFe airborne release due to earthquake
Normal processing with tritium ETFe airborne release due to a
siphoning incident
Design basis ETFe airborne release due to spill

Normal processing other than tritium ETFe airborne release due to
siphoning incident

Design basis ETFe airborne release due to transfer error

Design basis ETFe airborne release due to corrosion damage
Design basis ETFe airborne release due to a siphoning incident

2.00E-04

3.40E-07

2.00E-04

1.90E-07
2.00E-04

9.84E-06
4.50E-05
4.50E-05

9.84E-06

3.69E-07
1.80E-02

1.64E-06
8.80E-02

1.80E-02

8.80E-02

2.13E-02
2.00E-03

1.48E-03
3,69E-07
1.64E-06
2.60E-03

1.48E-03
2,60E-03

1.48E-04

7.22E-04
2.13E-05

5.36E-03

7.70E-06

6.85E-03
2.50E-06

4.70E-05
9.40E-06

7.70E-06

1.12E-05

2.83E-04
4.46E-09

4,70E-05
8.75E.1O

1,72E-09

3.38E-lo

1.35E-09

1.17E-08
1.44E-08
4.70E-05
8.40E-06

1.12E-09

1.88E-09

4.34E-10

6.86E-09
1,35E-09
1.73E-09

1.88E-09

1.82E-09

1,54E-09

1.30E-09

5.00E-10

4.62E-10

4.23E-10
3.47E- 10

I.1OE-10
1,O4E-10

8.03E-I I

7.71E-11
7.70E-11

3.1 OE-II

2,97E-11

2.88E-11

2.34E-11
2.13E-11
1.73E-11
1.38E-1 I

2.91E-12

2,78E-12

1.13E-12

1.02E-12
9.75E-13

3.68E-14

a. The dose given is for the offsite maximally exposed individual using 99,5 percentile meteorology,

b. tnternrediate-level nontritium vault.
c. Savunnah River Technology Center.
d. Consolidated Incineration Facility.
e. F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility,
f. Dilute Effluent Treatment Facility (Bldg. 341-M).
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F.5.4.2.1 Impacts from Postulated Radiological Accidents

TE I Fromthelistofpotential radiological accidents presented inTableF-14,the representative bounding

accident scenarios were identified for the no-action alternative using the binning process described in

Section F.4. 1. Figure F-5 shows the highest-risk accident scenarios for the various frequency ranges for
TE

the no-action alternative. AS shown in Figure F-5, the accidents associated with mixed waste are

analyzed over a broad spectrum of consequences and frequencies. The accident scenarios postulated for

the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility generally present lower consequences, while accident scenarios

TE I postuiatedforvau*tdisposalfacilitiesgenerallypresenthigherconsequences. TableF-lS lis~sthe

representative bounding accidents, accident consequences, and latent fatal cancers for exposed workers

and the public.

TE I Accidents emuio 1 – Container breach at the intermediate-level nontritium vault (two containers,

noncombustible waste): This accident scenario is detailed in Section F.5.2.2 and is assumed to be

representative of a mixed waste accident for vault disposal.

Accident Scenario 11 – Earthquake at the Savannah River Technology Center storage tanks: The

earthquake (greater than 0.2g) is assumed to impose reaction loads on the above-grade confinement

structure and damage the structure. The below-grade stmctures, including the tank cells, are expected to

respond with the ground motion, so major damage is considered unlikely. Similarly, because of their

wall thickness [1.27 centimeters (0.5 inch) stainless steel], short height [3.35 to 3.96 meters (11 to

13 feet)], and small diameter [3 to 3.66 meters ( 10 to 12 feet)], it is unlikely that the tanks would rupture.

However, in this scenario, the tank and cell exhaust filtration is assumed to be disrupted. This disruption

is accounted for by assuming that the inventory of two 13.6-cubic-meter (3,600-gallon) high-activity

waste tanks is available for airborne release. It is estimated that 0.1 percent of the radionuclides

contained in the tank becomes airborne.

Accident Scenario 14 – F3 tornado at Building 3 16-M: Building 3 16-M (mixed waste storage building)

is an outdoor storage area on a concrete base, with a roof and no sidewalls. Waste is stored in approved

containers, generally 55-gallon drums and large steel boxes. Based on a similar analysis for the Burial

Ground, an F3 tornado [a tornado with rotational windspeeds of 254 to 331 kilometers (158 to 206 miles)

per hour] is assumed to rupture 25 percent of the drums, It is assumed that 100 percent of the drum

contents could be scattered,

Accident Scenario 46 – Design basis F/H-Area E~uent Treatment Facility airborne release due to

tornado: This accident scenario is detailed in Section F.5. 1.2.1.
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TE I Table F.I5. Representative bounding radiological accidents for the no-action alternative for mixed wastes.

Pointestimateof increasedrisk per yc~

(increwed riskof fatal cancersPC,occurrence)b—
Accidentconsequences Latent fatal cancers—

Offsite
Freauencv Uninvolved Uninvolved maximally Population Offsite
per year” workerat workerat exposed witi!n Uninvolved Uninvolved maximally Population

(accident 100meters 640 meters individual 80 kilometenc workerat workerat exposed within
No, Accidentdescription range) (rem) (rem) (rem) (peno”-rem) 100metem 640 meters individual so kilonlcters

I

I Conti,nerbreach at tie ILNTVd 2,00E-02 6.47E+0I 2.30E+o0 3.31E-02 1.6SE+03 1,ME-03 1,s4E-05 3.31E-07 1.6SE-02

(anticipated) (5.ISE-02) (9.20E-04) (1.66E-05) (8.40E-01)

II Emhquake at the SRTCeStorag. 2.00E-04 6.00E+OO [.92E-01 8.06E-03 3.60E+OI
(unlikely)

4.80E-07 1.54E-08

Tanks (2.40E-03) (7.6SE-05)

TE ‘4 F3 tornadofat Building316-M 2.SOE-05 4.78E-04 1.15E-01 1.18E-01 7.98E-02 5.35E-12 1.29E-09
(extremely (1.91E-07) (4.60E-05)
unlikely)

46 Oesignbasis ETFg airbomc release 3.69E-07 2.17E-03 6.9IE-OS 3.90E-05 3.44E-04 3.20E-13 1.02E-14

T due to tornado (beyond- (S.68E-07) (2.76E-08)

E cxwmely -
unlikely)

a. Pointestimateof increasedrisk per yem is calculatedby multiplyingtie consequence(dose)v latentcancerconversionfactorv annualfrequency.
b. Increasedrisk of fafal cancersper occumenceis calculatedby multiplyingthe consequence(dose)Vlatentcancerconversionfactor.
c. A .onsewative assumptionof 99.5 percentilemeteorologywas assumedfor detertniningaccidentconsequencesfor the .xposed per,.lation witinn gOkilometers

(5o percentile)w= used to determinet6e accidentconsequenzs for exposedindividuals.
d. intermediate-LevelNon-Triti.m Vault.

TE I ‘
SavannahR,ver TechnologyCenter.

f F3 tornadoeshave rotationalwind speedsof 254 to 331 kilometers(15Sto 206 miles)per b.ur.

8.06E-10 3.60E-06
(4.03E-06) (1.80E-02)

1.65E-09 1,12E-09
(5.90E-05) (3.99E-05)

7.20E-15 6.35E-14
(1.95E-08) (1.72E-07)

A lessco.sewalive meteorology

I g EH.e”tTrcatmentFaciliV.
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F.5.4.2.2 Impacts from New or Proposed Facilities

Table F-13 identifies no new or proposed facilities for the hazardous and mixed waste no-action

alternative.

F.5.4.3 Accident Anal vsis for the M ixed Waste Under AIterative B

This section addresses the impacts of postulated accidents associated with alternative B for mixed

wastes.

F.5.4.3.1 Impacts from Postulated Radiological Accidents

This section presents potential effects from postulated radiological accidents at facilities identified in

Table F-13 for the management of mixed waste under alternative B. Figure F-6 shows the highest-risk

accident scenarios for the various frequency ranges. As shown .in Figure F-6, the accidents associated

with mixed waste are analyzed over a broad spectrum of consequences and frequencies. The accident

scenarios postulated for the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility generally present lower consequences,

while accident scenarios postulated for vault disposal facilities generally present higher consequences,

Table F-16 lists the representative bounding accidents, accident consequences, and latent fatal cancers

for exposed workers and the public for alternative B. DOE assumes that conclusions regarding

representative bounding accident scenarios could change based on the minimum, maximum, and

expected waste forecasts. The accident analyses for the accide],t scenarios are based on a conservative

assumption of peak utilization of facilities [i.e., the minimum, maximum, and expected waste forecasts

would only affect how long the facilities (e.g., the Consolidated Incineration Facility)] would operate.

Therefore, while the consequence or frequency for postulated accidents do not change, the expected

duration of risk from a facility-specific accident scenario could be longer or shorter, depending on the

case. The number of new facilities needed to meet the mixed waste management requirements could be

affected by the minimum, maximum, and expected waste forecasts. Thus, tire consequence or frequency

for specific accident scenarios could be increased or decreased, depending on the case. Impacts for the

three cases are addressed in the representative bounding accident descriptions.
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Table F-16. Representative bounding radiological accidents for mixed wastes under alternative B.

Pointestimateof increasedrisk per yed

(inc~=ed riskOffakl cmc.m wr occurrence)b
Accidentconsequences Latent fatal cancers

Offsitc
Frequency Uninvolved Uninvolved mmimaliy Population Offsite
per Y.= workerat workerat exposed wiWtn Uninvolved Uninvolved m=imally POOulation
(accident 100meters 640 meters individual 80 kilometers workerat workerat exposed” LiIbin

No, Accidentdescription
~ge) (rem) (=m) (rem) (person-rem) I00 metcm 640 metes indnvidud 80 kilometers

1 Containerbreachat the lLNTVd 2.00E-02 6.47E+oI 2.30E+o0 3.31E-02 1,68E+03 L04E-03 1.85E-05

(anticipated) (5.18E-02) (9,20E-04)

4 Rcl.ased.. tomultipleopen 3.00E-03 3.91E-01 5.76E-01 8.13E-03 3.80E+02 4.69E-07 6.91E-07
containersat tie r,ontainment (.nliktly)
building

(1.56E.04) (2.30E-04)

14 F3 [omadoeat Building316-M 2,80E-05 4.78E-04 1.15E-O! l,18E-ol 7.98E-02 5.35E-12 1,29E-W
(extremely (1.91E-07) (4.60E-05)
unlikely)

T 32 Aircraficrashat the conlai”me”t 1.60E-07 1.52E+01 5.41E-01 8.32E-03
$ building

3.99E+02 9.73E-10 3.46E-I I
(beyond- (6.08Efi3) (2.16E-04)

exlremely-
unlikely)

a. Pointestimateof increasedrisk per yew iscalculatedby multiplyingthe conscq.ence (dose)# latetIIcancerconversionfactorv mnual frequency.
b. Increasedrisk of fafa!cancemwr occumnce is calculatedby m.lti~lyinz tie conseaucnce(dose)%Iate”tcance, conversionfactor,

3.31E-07
(1.66E-05)

1.22E-08
(4.07E-06)

I.65E-09
(5.90E-05)

6.66E-13
(4.16E-06)

1.68E-02
(8.40E-01)

5.70E-04
(I,90E-01)

1.12E-09
(3.99E-05)

3,19E-08
(2.00E-01)

I TE

TE

c. A cnnsewativeassumptionof 69.5 percentilemeteorologywas assumed?or determiningac~dent consequencesfor the exposedpopulationwifhin80 ktlomcter$.A lessconservativemeteomlo8y
(50 percentile)was usedto determinefhe accidentconsequencesforexwsed individuals.

d. hoennediate-LevelNon-TriliumVault.
e. F3tornadoeshave rotationalwindswcds of 254 to 331 K!lometez(158to 206 miles)per hour. I ‘E
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The representative bounding accidents and their impacts under the alternative B are briefly described

below:

TE \ Accident Sc enario 1 – Container breach at the intermediate-level nontritium vault (two containers,

noncombustible waste): This accident scenario is described in Section F.5 .2.2 and is considered to be the

representative bounding accident for the anticipated accident range.

Accident Scenario 4 – Release due to multiple (2 to 10) open containers at the containment building:

The consequences of this accident scenario are bounded by the worst unmitigated accident scenario

where the ventilation and scrubber systems of the containment building are assumed to fail. This

accident scenario is considered the representative bounding accident for the unlikely accident range,

Under the minimum, ma~i. . . ...-.- . .. fnre,-act< thecontain.ment bu!. . ...mllm nrI~~vpected waste . . . . . . . .. . . . “Idi”o i.eYne, ted to~.. . ..r . . .._ .

operate from 2006 t02024. From 1994t02006 --when thecontainment building is nonoperational--

thehighest-risk accident inthisfrequency range would be Accident Scenariol8: Earthquake at the

Savannah River Technology Center Storage Tanks.

Accident Scenario 14– F3tomado at Building 316-M: This accident scenario is detailed in

Section F,5.4.2. 1 and is considered the representative bounding accident for the extremely unlikely

accident range. Utilization ofthisfacili~ isexpected to bethesame under theminimum, maximum, and

expected waste forecasts.

Accident Scenario 32- Aircrafi crash atthe containment building: Anaircraft could breach onlythat

partofthe containment building intowhich itcrashes. DOEassumes thatthe consequences associated

with this event are the same as for the worst unmitigated accident event for the entire containment

building, Thus, whether oneorallsegments inthecontiinment building are breached duetoanaircrafi

crash, theconsequences listed forthis scenario areconsidered to rebounding. This accident scenarios

considered the representative bounding accident for the beyond-extremely-unlikely-accident range,

Under the minimum, maximum, and expected waste forecasts, the containment building is expected to

operate from 2006 t02024, From 1994t02006, thenext highest risk accident inthis frequency range

would be Accident Scenario 50: Explosion atthe Consolidated Incineration Facili~tank fam sump and

diked area.
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F.5.4.3.2 Impacts from Newer Proposed Facilities

TabIe F-13 identifies three proposed facilities under alternative Bforwhich noquantitative accident / TE

analyses exist, Accidents associated with thesoil sotifacili~ aredescribed in Section F.5,2,3.2md with

the non-alpha vitrification facility in Section F,5.2.S.

F.5.4.4 ,4ccident Analvsis for Mixed Waste Und er Alternative A

The facilities listed in Table F-13 for alternative A are identical to those that support alternative B,

except that alternative Adoesnot include thenon-alpha vitrification facili&, Since this facility was not

involved in the representative bounding accident, the effects from the postulated radiological accident

scenarios for akemative A are identical to those described in Section F.5,4,3.

F.5.4.5 Accident AnaIv sis fnr Mixed Waste Under Alte rnative C

The facilities listed in Table F-13 for alternative C are similar to those that support alternative B for I ‘fE

mixed waste, except that the Consolidated Incineration Facility does not operate for the entire 30-year

period under alternative C. Since this facili& wasnotinvolved intherepresentative bounding accident,

the effects from the postulated radiological accident scenarios for alternative C are identical to those

described in Section F.5 ,4.3.

F.5.4.6 Imuactstol nvolved Workers from Accidents In volvin~ Mixed Was&

Themixed waste accidents that have thehighest risks involve the containment building. The accident

initiators (aircraft crash, explosion, or tornado) are considered to be more dangerous to the worker than

theresuking release of contaminants. Theother accident scenarios (transfer emorsor container damage)

are not expected to cause serious injury to workers, because the operators will be equipped with a

breathing supply viaanair compressor airflow. Anemergency supply of breathing airis provided for

each worker from high pressure breathing air cylinders permanently connected to the breathing air

systems.

F.5.4.7 Imp acts from M ixed Waste Che mical Accidents

Because the mixed waste facilities contain radioactive materials with a hazardous chemical component,

the results of the mixed waste accident scenarios bound the chemical hazards at hazardous waste
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facilities. This section discusses the chemical hazards for mixed wastes, as well as those for hazardous

wastes.

A chemical hazards analysis was performed for the Consolidated Incineration Facility as part of a safety

analysis report. The basis for this analysis was that the chemical inventory would be such that an

unmitigated release of all the material in one section of the facility would result in concentrations of

TE I chemicalsat 100meters(328feet) *essthanone-halftheconcentrationthatisimmediatelydangerousto

life and health (IDLH). The Consolidated Incineration Facility is considered a low hazard facility. The

criteria for being a low hazard facility include the requirement that the nonradiological consequences

associated with the highest accident frequencies are no greater than the specified IDLH value at

TE 100 meters and 10 percent of the specified IDLH value at the SRS boundary. As reported in the

, technical report (WSRC 1994c). if releases are maintained below the IDLH onsite criterion, the releases

are automatically below the IDLH offsite criterion. Since chemical inventories are controlled such that

the worst-case nonradiological consequences can be no greater than 50 percent of the specified IDLH

value at 100 meters (328 feet), both criteria are satisfied for the Consolidated Incineration Facility. As a

result, further analysis is not necessaV.

Preliminary chemical hazards analyses were performed for the E-Area mixed waste storage building, the

N-Area mixed waste and hazardous waste storage buildings, and the B-Area hazardous waste storage

building to determine the hazard categorization for each facility. The N-Area mixed waste and

hazardous waste storage buildings have an inventory that bounds the E-Area mixed waste storage

building and the B-Area hazardous waste storage building. The N-Area chemicals requiring further

‘1’EI analysistodeteminethe pote"tialconsequencesoftheiraccidentalreieasearelistedinTableF-l7. This

table provides the maximum onsite and offsite airborne concentrations resulting from a postulated

release of chemical invento~.

The Organic Waste Storage Tank associated with the Defense Waste Processing Facility would be the

primary facility for the storage of benzene mixed waste. Benzene that has been separated from a

precipitate slurry by distillation in the Defense Waste Processing Facility would be transferred

approximately 112.7 meters (370 feet) to the Organic Waste Storage Tank in an above-ground pipe.

Consequently, an explosion could occur in either the inner or outer tank or as a result of a benzene leak

during a transfer, An explosion in either tank would occur if the oxygen concentration in the tank vapor

space reaches the minimum required for combustion and the benzene vapor is ignited. A benzene release

from the transfer line would form a pool on the ground, which would evaporate and forma vapor cloud.

If ignited, the explosion of the vapor cloud could cause the Organic Waste Storage Tank to explode.
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Table F-17. Mixed/hUardous waste chemical hazards analysis results,a I ‘rE

Onsite concentration Offsite
Quantity 100meters(328 feet) Concentration ERpG. Id

Chemical
ERPG-2d ERPG-3d

(kg)b (m#m3)c (mg/m3)c (mg/m3)c (mg/m3)c (mg/m3)c

Arsenic

Benzene

Beryllium

Cadmium

Chromium

Lead

Mercury

Methyl chloride

Methyl ethyl ketone

Nickel

Silver

Trichloroethane

Xylene

1.03E+03

3.0E+03

1.OE+O1

6.0E+03

6.1E+03

3.6E+05

3.4E+04

6.5E+02

8.0E+03

2,8E+01

1.1E+03

7.8E+04

3.3E+03

4.5E-01

6.7E+02

4.4E-03

2.7E+o0

2,7E+O0

1.6E+02

1.5E+01

2.9E+02

1.8E+03

4,4E-02

4.7E-01

3.5E+02

I.6E+0 1

2.8E-04

4.2E-01

2.8E-06

1.7E-03

1.7E-03

1.OE-01

9.4E-03

.I.8E-01

1.IE+OO

2.8E-05

3.OE-04

2.2E-01

9.9E-03

6.00E-01

1.60E+01

5.00E-03

I,50E-01

1.50E+O0

1.50E-01

1.50E-01

2.07E+02

8.85E+02

3.00E+OO

3.00E-01

1,91E+03

4.34E+02

1.00E+OO

1.60E+02

1.00E-02

2.50E-01

2.50+00

2.50E-01

2.00E-01

4.13E+02

2.95E+03

5.00E+OO

5.00E-01

5.46E+03

8.69E+02

1.00E+02

9.58E+03

1.00E+OI

5.00E+02

(e)

7.00E+02

2.80E+OI

2,07E+04

8.85E+03

(e)

(e)

1.64E+04

4.34E+03

a. Thechemicals presented inthistable arethose forwhich concen~ation guidelines were available.
h. Kilograms. Toconvertto pounds, multiply by2,2046.
c. Milligrams percubic meter of air,
d. Emergency Response Planning Guideline. See Table F-3,

e. Noequivalent value found,

In a tornado scenario, the Organic Waste Storage Tank is assumed to catastrophically fail as the result of

atomado-generated missile. Asthebenzene leaves thetank, ''splashing' 'occurs, causing afraction of the

benzene to become anaerosol. ThereIeased benzene forms apool[122meters by122meters (4OOfeet

by400feet)] bounded bythedrainage ditch thatsumounds theorgmic waste storage tank site. The

tomadois assumed toremain inthevicini& of thepool forone minute. Theevaporation rate from the

pool during this minute is based on a tornado wind speed of 177 kilometers ( 110 miles) per hour.

Following the tornado, evaporation from the pool continues over the next 4 minutes under normal wind

conditions ofl Omiles per hour. Itisassumed that afier5minutes from theinitial failure of the Organic

Waste Storage Tank, thereleased benzene hascompletely drained tothe drainage ditch. It is also

assumed that normal wind conditions continue fortheremainder of the event. Table F-18 presents the

results forthe Wo postulated Organic Waste Storage Tank chemical accident scenarios.

I TE
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TE I Table F-18. Chemical hazards accidents analysis results forthe Organic Waste Storage Tank.

100-meter 640-meter Offsite
Accident Annual concentration concentration concentration ERpG.lb ERPG-2 ERPG-3

description frequency (mg/m3)a (mg/m3) (mg/m3) (mg/m3) (mg/m3) (m~m3)

Explosionat the 2.70E-04 1.40E+04 6.10E+02 5.70E+O0 1.60E+01 1.60E+02 9.60E+03
OWSF
Tornado at tbe 1.00E-04 1.02E+04 1.21E+03 1.54E+01 1.60E+OI 1,60E+02 9.60E+03
OWST

a. Milligranrs percubic meter of air.

b. Emergency Response Planing Guideline. See Table F-3.

c. Organic Waste Storage Tarrk.

Safety documentation does not analyze potential events involving hazardous materials at M-Area

facilities. UsiJ)gtlle lllethodoiogy described ifi Sectioc F.4.2for l.l-Area facilities, ti.wasdetcm,ificd that

the inventory of sulfuric acid located in the Dilute Effluent Treatment Facility (341-M) would be the

only chemical present insufficient quantities towamant fufier evaluation. This accident scenario

assumed an unmitigated liquid spill of the entire inventory of sulfuric acid at341 -M, with a resulting

pool covering 77square meters (829 square feet) atadepthofl centimeter (0.39 inch). Theevaporation

rate for this liquid spill was estimated to be 2.01E-05 grams per second at standard pressure and

TE I ternperat”re. ~ e results of this chemical malysis are presented in Table F-19.

TE I TableF-19. Chemical hazards a”alysisres”ltsforthe 341-M facility,

I00-meter 640-meter Offsite
Inventory concerrtiation concentration concentration ERpG.lc ERpG-2c ERpG.3c

Chemical (kilograms)a (mg/m)b (m~ m)b (mtim)b (mg/m)b (mg/m)b (mg/m)b

Sulfuric acid 1.52E+04 9.1OE-06 7.70E-07 2.70E-07 2.00E+OO I.00E+OI 3.00E+OI

a. Toconvertto pounds, multiply by2.2046.
b. Milligrams percubic meter of air.
c. Emergency Response Planning Guideline. See Table F-3.

F.5.5 TRANSURANIC AND ALPHA WASTE

The following sections address the impacts of postulated accidents associated with the alternatives

considered in this EIS for the management of transuranic and alpha waste.
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F.5.5.1 Facilities and Accidents: Transuranic atilpha Waste

The accident analyses considered all facilities and processes involved in the management of transuranic

and alpha waste, The facilities were identified from thetransuranic waste infomation providedin

Chapter2, Table F-2Oliststhe facilities associated with each of thealtematives, Descriptions of these TE

facilhies areprovided in Appendix B, Foreach facili~, alistofpostulated accident scenarios was

developed to support the accident analysis for transuranic waste for each alternative.

Table F-20. Transuranic andalpha waste facilities identified bya1temative. I TE

Alternative B
Alternative A Alternative C (moderate

No-action (limited treatment (extensive treatment treatment
List of facilities area alternative configuration) configuration) configuration)

Low-activity waste vaults x x x x ITC

Transuranic and alpha waste x x x x

storage pads

Experimental Transuranic
Waste Assay Facility/
Waste Certification Facility

RCRA disposala

Alpha vitrification facilityb

x x x

x x

Consolidated Incineration x

Facility

Transuranic waste
characterizationlcertitication

facilityb,c x x x

TC

a. Accidents for Resource Consemation and Recovew Act(RCM) disposal areassumed to be bounded bythe

accident scenarios associated with the transuranic waste storage pads,
b. Proposed facility.

c. Accidents forthetransuranic waste characterintion/cetiificationfaciliWareassumedtobetiesameasthe
accident scenarios described intbe Transuranic Wrote Facili~PreliminaW SafeVAnalysis Repon identified in

the WSRCtechnical report presenting accident analyses for solid wastes (WSRC 1994c). I TE

Table F-21 Iists potential accidents. This information wasextracted from thetechnical reports

supporting this EIS(WSRC 1994b,c, and e). While alltheaccidents listed in Table F-21 are supported
TE

by quantitative analyses, accident impacts for proposed facilities are not listed in the table because they

are mainly qualitative.
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TE I Table F-21. List of potential accidents associated with the management oftmnsttmnic waste.
Annual nn.ea Risk-.. .

No. Accident description frequency (rem) (retiyr)

Deflagration in culvert during TRUb retrieval activities 1.00E-02 4.56E-01 4.56E-03I

TCI 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

I II

12

I ::

15

16

17

18

1:

21

22

TC I 23
I 24

25

1;

I 28

I 29

I 30

31

32

1 ::

Fire at the EAV/LAWVc

Fire in culven - TRUb storage pads
Drum breach due to culvert overturn during TRU retrieval activities

Container breach at the EAV/LAWVC

Fire from all causes - TRUb storage pads

Vehicubir crash - TRUb storage pads

Drum rupture on the TRUb storage pads (intcmally induced)

Drum breacb/ fall of unlined drums during TRUb retrieval activities

Fire in the TRUb waste characterizationlcerti fication facility WIOHEPAd
bypus

Drum breacb/ fall during TRUb retrieval activities

Multiple drum detlagration during TRUb retrieval activities

Vehicle crasbltire on the TRUb storage pads

Explosion with fire in the TRUb waste characterization/ certification
facility

Large tire for entire CIFe

Vehicle crash during TRUb retrieval activities

Earthquake at CIFe

Explosion at CIFe - rot~ kiln

High winds - TRUb storage pads

Drum fire due to vehicle crash during TRUb retrieval activities

High velocity straight winds at CIFC

Tornado at the EAVILAWVc

Earthquake - TRUb storage pads

F2 tornado on TRUb storage pads

Explosion at CIFe - backhoe housing

Eanhquake at the TRUb waste chzactcrizationlce fiification facility

High wind at tbe EAVmAWVC

F3 tornado on TRUb storage pads

Fire in the TRUb waste chwacteriation/cenification facility w/ HEPAd
bypass

High winds on the TRUb storage pads

Explosion at CIFe - tank fm tank

Explosion at CIFe - tank fm sump and dike area

Criticality in the TRUb waste characterization/certification facility

HEPAd filter bypass i“ the TRUb waste cb~acierimtioticenificatio”
facility

8.30E-02

8. 10E-04

4.00E-02
2.00E-02

2,60E-03

2.60E-03

2. IOE-02

7.20E-02

6.00E-03

4.00E-02

L50E-04

6.50E-05

4.20E-03

2.34E-04

2.00E-04

:.00E-03

1.50E-04

3.80E-03

5.00E-06

2.00E-02

2.00E-05

2.00E-04

4,50E-05

4.00E-04

2.00E-04

1.00E-03

8.00E-06

6.00E.06

4.00E-05

3.40E-07

1,90E.07

1.00E-06

2.00E-03

3.55E-02
1.94E+O0
2,28E-02
4,00E-02
7.52E-02
6.84E-02
5.70E-03
I.IOE-01
9.50E-03

1.10E-03
2.30E-02
3.51E-01
9.IOE-04

1.07E-02
4.60E-03
2.65E-04
1.57E-03
5.50E-05
2.30E-02
5.23E-06
4.90E-03
2.28E-04
7.00E-04
5.64E-05
8.10E-05
1.50E-05
1.50E.03
6.52E-04

7,20E-05
5.36E-03
6.85E-03
1.29E-03
1.00E-09

a. ~edosegiven is fortieoffsite mmimally exposed individual using 99.5 Percentile meteorology.
b. Trmsurmic

c. E-Area Vaults low-activity waste vault,

d. High efficiency particulate air.

-.

2.95E-03
1.57E-03

9.12E-04
8.00E-04
1.96E-04
1.78E-04
1.20E-04
7.92E-05

5.70E-05

4.40E-05

3.45E-06
2.28E-05
3.82E-06

2.50E-06
9.20E-07
2.65E-07
2.36E-07
2.10E-07
1.15E-07
1.05E-07
9.80E-08
4.56E-08
3.20E-08
2.26E-08
1.62E-08
L50E-08
1.20E-08
3.91E-09

2.90E-09
1.82E.09
1.30E-09
1.29E.09
2.00E.12

TE I e. Consolidated Incineration Facility.
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F.5.5.2 Accident Arsalvs~nsur anic and Aloha Waste No-A ction Alternative

This section addresses the effects of postulated accidents associated with the no-action alternative

considered for transuranic wastes. The postulated accidents provide a baseline for comparison of the

effects of the postulated accidents associated with the other alternatives.

F.5.5.2.1 Impacts from Postulated Radiological Accidents

From the list of potential radiological accidents presented in Table F-21, the representative bounding

accident scenarios were identified for the no-action alternative. Figure F-7 shows the highest-risk

accident scenarios for the four frequency ranges. As shown in Figure F-7, the accidents associated with

the transuranic waste storage pads and the low-activity waste vaults are scattered over the three highest

accident frequency ranges. However, there are no accidents identified in the technical reports for the

beyond-extremely-unlikely accident range, Table F-22 lists the representative bounding accidents,

accident consequences, and latent fatal cancers for exposed workers and the public.

Accident Scenario I – Deflagration in culvert during transuranic drum handling activities: The culverts

are concrete containers used to store up to 14 transuranic waste drums, Transuranic waste drum handling

activities would require the movement of some culverts and other waste containers to gain access to the

waste drums. Because the drums inside a culvert are not vented, a flammable mixture of hydrogen and

air could exist (due to the radio lysis of the polyethylene wrappings inside the drum), Ignition of this

flammable gas mixture would most likely occur due to a shift in the material while moving the culverts.

Although the curie content of the drums inside the culverts is much higher than that in drums stored

directly on transuranic waste storage pads, it is assumed that the amount of curies released to the

atmosphere due to a drum deflagration inside a culvert would be mitigated somewhat by the culvert.

This accident scenario is considered the representative bounding accident for the anticipated accident

range.

Accident Scenario 3 – Fire in a culvert at the transuranic and alpha waste storage pads (one drum):

Culverts are concrete containers used to store up to 14 transuranic 55-gallon drums. Transuranic drums

stored in concrete culverts potentially generate hydrogen gas through radiolytic decomposition of

organics that could be in the drums. As a consequence, a tire hazard is associated with the storage of

transuranic and alpha waste in drums. A postulated tire in a concrete culvert is assumed to involve only

one drum, since other drums are sealed with gaskets and the lids are secured with metal ring clamps,

TE

TE

TC

TC
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Table F-22. Representative bounding radiological accidents for transuranic waste under the no-action alternative.

Pointestimateof incre~d risk per ye~

fi.cre%ed risk of fael cancersper occurrence)b
Accidentconsequences Latent fatal cancers

OffSite
Uninvolved Uninvolved maximally Population OfTsite
workerat workerat expo,cd withtn Uninvolved Uninvolved maximally Population

Frequency 100meteK 640meters individual 80 kilometenc workerat workerat
No, Accidentdescription

exposed within
(peryear) (rem) (rem) (r.m) (nelson-renl) I00meters @Ometers indsvid.al 80 kilometers

I TE

\r............

I 13eflagrationin c.lvcn duringTRUd 1.00E-02 1.12E+02 3.97E+O0 5.72E-02 2,90E+03 8.96E-04 1.59E-05 2.86E-07
drum retrievalactivities (mticipated) (8.96E-02) (1.59E-03) (2.86E-OS)

1.45E-02
(1.45E+OO)

I

3 Fire in C.IVCIIsfheTRUdwaste 8.IOE-04 4.74E+02 1.69E+oI 2,43E-01 1.23E+04 3.07E-04 5,48E-06 9.84E-08
storagepads (one TRU drum in (unlikely) (3.79E-01) (6.76E-03) (1.22E-04)
Culvefi)

13 Vehiclecrashwith resultingtire at 6,50E-05 8.59E+oI 3.06E+O0 4.40E-02 2.23E+03 4,47E-06 7.96E-08 1.43E-09

the TRUdwasle storagepads (extremely (6.87E-02) (1.22E-03) (2.20E-05)
unlikely)

4.98E-03
(6.15E+OO) TE

7.25E-05 “
(1.12E+OO)

., Pointestimateof increasedrisk per yew is calculatedby multiplyingthe consequence(dose)Vlatentcancerconversionfactorv mnual frequency.
b. Increasedrisk of fatal cancersper occurrenceis calculatedby multiplyingtie consequence(dose)%latentcancerconversionfactor.
. . A conservative=sumption of 99.5 percentilemeteorologywas assumedfordetenninin8accidentconsequencesfor fheexposedpopulationwithin80 kllomefem. A lessCansewativemeteorology

(50 percentile)was used to determinefhe accidentconsequencesfor exposedindividuals.
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Accident Scenario 12 – Vehicle crash with resulting fire at the trmrsuranic waste storage pads: The

frequency of a vehicle crash into a transuranic pad impacting waste containers is estimated as

2.60E-03 event per year. Approximately 2,5 percent of vehicle crashes result in fires. Therefore, the

frequency of a vehicle crashing into a transuranic pad and causing a tire is estimated to be 6.50E-05

event per year. It is estimated that a vehicle crash into a transuranic pad followed by a fire would affect

7 pallets (28 drums) of transuranic waste.

F.5.5.2.2 Impacts from New or Proposed Facilities

Table F-20 identifies no new or proposed facilities under the no-action alternative for transuranic waste.

F.5.5.3 Ndent Ana.lvsis for the Trarrs~nic an d Alpha Waste Under Alternative ~

This section addresses the impacts of postulated accidents associated with alternative B considered for

the transuranic waste stream.

F.5.5.3.1 Impacts from Postrrlated Radiological Accidents

This section presents potential effects from postulated radiological accidents at facilities identified in

Table F-20 foraltemative B, Figure F-8shows thehighest-risk accident scenarios forthe four frequency

ranges. Asshown in Figure F-8, this alternative consists ofmanymore accident scenarios than then@

action alternative. There arenoaccidents listed inthetechnical repofis forthe beyond-extremely-

urrlikely accident range. Table F-23 lists therepresentative bounding accidents, accident consequences,

andlatent fatal cancers forexposed workers and the public. Although alternative B has additional

facilities associated with it, the representative bounding radiological accident scenarios are the same as

those fortheno-action alternative (Table F-23). However, DOEassumcs that theconclusions regarding

the representative bounding accident scenarios could be affected by alternative B minimum, maximum,

and expected waste forecasts. Theaccident analyses fortheaccident scenarios are based ona

conservative assumption of peak utilization of facilities, [i.e., the minimum, maximum, and expected

waste forecasts would only affect how long the facilities (e.g., the Experimental Transuranic Waste

Assay Facili~/Waste Cefiification Facili~), would operate]. Therefore, while consequences or

frequencies for postulated accidents do not change, the expected duration of risk from a facility-specific

accident scenario could belonger orshofier, depending onthecasc. However, thenumber of new

facilities needed to meet the transuranic waste management requirements could be affected by the
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TE I Table F-23. Representative bounding radiological accidents for transuranic waste under alternative B.

Pointestimateof increasedrisk per y.@

(increasedriskof fafalcancersper occurrence)b

Accidentconsequences Latent fatal cancers

OfTsife
Uninvolved Uninvolved maximally Population Offsite
workerat workerat exposed within Uninvolved Uninvolved maximally Population

Frequency 100meters 640 meters individual 80 kilometers workerat workerat
No. Accidentdescription (per year)

exwsed within
(mm) (rem) (rem) (person-rem) 100Illeten 640 meter, individual 80 kilometers

1 Deflagrationin culvcrfduringTRUd 1,00E-02 1.12E+02 3.97E+O0 5.72E-02 2.90E+03 8.96E-04 L59E-05 2.86E-07 1,45E-02
dmm retrievalactivities (anticipated) (8.96E-02) (1.59E-03) (2.86E-05)

3

(1.45E+OO)

Rce in culverrat tie TRUd waste 8,10E-04 4.74E+02 1.69E+OI 2.43E-01 i .23E+04 3.07E-04
(unlikely)

5.48E-06 9.84E-08 4,98E-03

storagepads (on. TRU drum in (3.79E131) (6.76E-03)
c“lv.rl)

(1.22E-04) (6.15E+OO)

I

13 Vehiclecrash with rcs.lti”g fire at
TE

6,50E-05 8.59E+OI 3.06E+o0 4.40E-02 2.23E+03 4.47E-06 7.96E-08 1.43E-09 7.25E-05

the TRUdwaste storagepads (extremely (6.87E-02) (1.22E-03) (2.20E-05) (1.12E+OO)
unlikely)

?
a. Point estimateof increasedrisk pcr yew is calc. Iated by m.ldplyi ng the consequence(dose)v Iale”tcancerconversionfactorVannualfieq.ency.

~ b. Increwed risk of fatal cancemper occurrenceis calculatedby multiplyingthe c.o”sequence(dose)g latentcancerconversionfactor.
0 .. A consewative assumptionof 99,5 per=ntile meteorologywas assumedfor determiningaccidentconsequencesfor the exposedpopulationwith,” 80 kilometen. A less co”semativemeteorology

(50 percentile)w= used to determinetie accidentconsequencesfor exposedindi,iduds,
d T,=n<,,ronio.
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minimum, maximum, and expected waste forecasts, Thus, the consequences or frequencies for specific

accident scenarios could be increased or decreased, depending on the case, Impacts for these cases are

addressed in the representative bounding accident descriptions in Section F.5.5 ,2,1.

Under the expected waste forecast, 14 additional transuranic and alpha waste storage pads would be

required. However, forthe minimum waste forecast (6 additional transuranic and alpha waste storage

pads), it could be assumed that the frequency of this accident scenario occurring would be less than the

expected waste forecast, because fewer containers are at risk due to a deflagration. For the maximum

waste forecast (1, 173 additional transuranic and alpha waste storage pads), it could be assumed that the

frequency of this accident scenario occurring would be much greater than the expected waste forecast,

because a great marry more containers are at risk due to a deflagration,

Accident Scenario 3 – Fire in transuranic culvert at the transuranic and alpha waste storage pads

(one transuranic drum): This accident scenario is detailed in Section F,5.5.2. 1 and is considered the

representative bounding accident for the unlikely accident range.

Accident Scenario 12 – Vehicle crash with resulting fire at the transuranic and alpha waste storage pads:

This accident scenario is detailed in Section F.5.5 .2.1 and is considered the representative bounding

accident for the extremely unlikely accident range. Impacts regarding the, alternative B minimum,

maximum, and expected waste forecasts would be similar in terms of decreasing and increasing risk, as

discussed in the preceding representative bounding accident description,

F.5.5.3.2 Impacts from New or Proposed Facilities

Table F-20 identifies one proposed faci Iity for which quantitative or qualitative accident analyses do not

exist. This facility is described below. Because the facility is proposed and its design is not complete,

quantitative analyses at this point would provide non-meaningful risk information (because the design

could be changed) that could be compared to the risk information available for existing facilities,

However, DOE will perform quantitative analyses throughout the design, construction, and operation

phases of proposed facilities in accordance with requirements, and DOE will ensure that the risks

associated with operating these facilities are within established regulatory guidelines.

Alpha vitrification facility – The alpha vitrification facility would prepare waste for vitrification, vitrify

it, and treat the secondary waste gases and liquids generated by the vitrification process. The waste

would include newly generated alpha-contaminated waste and mixed waste, alpha-contaminated waste

and mixed waste in storage, and some mixed waste soils. This waste would fall in the following

F-6 1
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TC

treatability groups: 10 to 100 nanocuries per gram nonmixed; 10 to 100 nanocuries per gram mixed; arrd

greater than 100 nanocrrries per gram transuranic waste. All waste would enter this facility in drums

transported from the transumnic waste characterization/certification facility. The final vitrified and low-

temperature stabilized waste forms would be sent back through the transuranic waste characterization/

certification facility for final certification. The vitrification facility would consist of a thermal

pretreatment unit, a melter, an afterburner, and an offgas treatment unit. The afterburner would enhance

destruction of any remaining hazardous organic compounds prior to treatment in the offgas system. The

offgas system would scrub the gases and minimize the release of any hazardous materials or particulate

to the atmosphere. It can be assumed that the accidents initiated by the alpha vitrification facility would

be similar to those for the Defense Waste Processing Facility vitrification facility. However, the releases

would be minor in comparison. It is also assumed that the offgas treatment unit accidents would be

similar to those for the F~-Area Effhrent Treatment Facility.

F.5.5.4 Accident Analvsis for T ansurar nic and Alnha WasteMer Alternat ive A

The facilities under alternative A are identical to the facilities identified to support alternative B, except

that alternative A does not include the alpha vitrification facility. Because the alpha vitrification facility

is a proposed facility and as such did not contribute to the representative bounding accidents, it is

assumed that the impacts from the postulated radiological scenarios for alternative A are the same as

described in Section F.5.5.3.

F.5.5.5 Accident Analys s for ~ai nic and Alnha Waste Under Mern ative C

This section addresses the impacts of the postulated accidents associated with alternative C considered

for the transuranic waste stream.

This section presents potential effects from postulated radiological accidents at facilities identified in

Table F-20 for alternative C. Figure F-9 shows the highest risk accident scenarios for the four frequency

ranges. As shown in Figure F-9, this alternative consists of many more accident scenarios than the no.

action alternative, with a substantial addition of accidents in the unlikely and beyond-extremely-unlikely

accident frequency ranges. Table F-24 lists the representative bounding accidents, accident

consequences, and latent fatal cancers for exposed workers and the public. DOE assumes that the

conclusions regarding the representative bounding accident scenarios could be affected by alternative C

minimum, maximum, and expected waste forecasts, The accident analyses for the accident scenarios are

based on the consewative assumption of peak utilization of facilities [i.e., the minimum, maximum, and

expected waste forecasts would only affect how long the facilities (e.g., Experimental Transuranic Waste
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Table F-24. Representative bounding radiological accidents fortransuranic waste under alternative C,

Pointestimateof increasedrisk Wr yeti

(increasedrisk of fatal cancersper occ.mence)b

Accidc.t conseq.cnccs Latent famlcancers

Offsite
Frequency Uninvolved Uninvolved maximally Population Offsite
per Ye= workerat workerat exposed witbbi Uninvolved Uni”vcdved maximally Population
(accident I00meters 640merers individual 80 kilomeersc workerat

No.
workerat ex~sed

Accidentdescription
within

~g.) (rem) (rem) (rem) (pcmon-rem) 100meters 640metels ind$viduai 80 kilometers

I Deflagration in c.lveti duringTRUd 1.00E-02 1.12E+02 3,97E+O0 5,72E-02 2.90E+03 8.96E-04 1,59E-OS 2,86E-07 1.45E-L2
drum relrievd activities (anticipated) (8.96E-02) (I,59E-03) (2.86E-05) (1,45E+OO)

3 fire in culven et tic TRUd wane 8,10E-04 4.74Eff12 L69E+oI 2.43E-01 1.23E+04 3.07E-04 5.48E-06 9.84E-08 4.98E-03
storagepads(one TRUdmm in (unfikely) (3.79E-01) (6.76E-03)
culvert)

(1.22E-04) (6.15E+oo)

12 Vehiclecrash witi resultingfireat 6.50E-OS 8.59E+oI 3.06E+o0 4.40E-02 2.23E+03 4.47E46 7.96E-08 1.43E~
tie TRUdwaste storagepads (.xm.mely

7,25E-05
(6.87E42) (1.22E+3)

unlikely)
(2.20E-05) (1.12E+OO)

Explosionat C1~ - fank farm 3.40E-07 1.28E+O0 4.07E-02 7.OIE~ 4.79E+OI 1.74E-10
(beyond-

5.54E-12 1.!9E-13 8.14E-09
(5,12EW) (1.63E-05)

.Xtremely.
(3.51E-07) (2.40E-02)

unlikely)

a. Point estimateofincre=d risk peryemis calculatedbymultiplying tiewnsequenw (do%)glaEntcmcer convemionfactorgmnual fieque”cy.
b. IncEwdrisk of fatal cmcenpr occumnw iscalculatid bymultiplying tiemnseque"m (dose)Vlatent cm~cm"vemion fact<]r.
c, AconXwative ms.mption of W.5~r=n1ile meteorologywm=s.med focdetimini"g accidenlco"seq"enws fortieex~sed Wpulationwiti,"8Oktlometes. Alessmnsewative meteomlogy

(50 percentile)was usedto delcnnine tbc accidentconsequencesforexpsed individuals.
d. Transuranic.
e. ConsolidatedIncinerationFacili~.
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Assay Facility/Waste Certification Facility) would operate], Therefore, while consequences or

frequencies for postulated accidents do not change, the expected duration of risk from a facility-specific

accident scenario could be longer or shorter, depending on the case. However, the number of new

facilities needed to meet the transuranic waste management requirements could be affected by the

minimum, maximum, and expected waste forecasts. Impacts for these cases are addressed in the

representative bounding accident descriptions.

Accident Scenario I – Deflagration in culvert during drum handling activities. This accident scenario is

detailed in Section F.5.5,3. 1 and is considered the representative bounding accident for the anticipated

accident range.

Accident Scenario 3 – Fire in transuranic culvert at the transuranic and alpha waste storage pads (one

transuranic drum): This accident scenario is detailed in Section F.5.5 .2.1 and is considered the

representative bounding accident for the unlikely accident range.

Accident Scenario 12 – Vehicle crash with resulting tire at the transuranic and alpha waste storage pads:

This accident scenario is detailed in Section F,5,5 .2.1 and is considered the representative bounding

accident for the extremely unlikely accident range. Impacts regarding alternative B minimum,

maximum, and expected waste forecasts would be similar in terms of decreasing and increasing risk, as

discussed in the preceding representative bounding accident description.

Accident Scenario 31 – Explosion of tanks associated with the Consolidated Incineration Facility: This

accident scenario is detailed in Section F.5.2.3. 1 and is considered the representative bounding accident

for the beyond extremely unlikely accident range.

F.5.5.6 Imrmcts to Involve d Workers fro m Accidents Involvinq Transuranic and Alnh a Waste

While h is not a representative bounding accident in this analysis, a criticality in the transuranic waste

characterization/certification facility could be the most dangerous accident scenario for the involved

worker. Direct radiation could affect personnel in the facility, depending on their proximity to the

accident location and the degree of shielding in place. Potentially lethal radiation doses (approximately

400 rem) could be received by a person about 7 meters (23 feet) from an unshielded event producing

2.OE+l 7 fissions. Because 2.OE+18 fissions are assumed for a criticality in the transuranic waste

characterization/certification facility, it is estimated that the dose at 7 meters (23 feet) would be

approximately 4,000 rad. The 12-inch-thick concrete walls of the waste preparation cell would reduce

TC
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the radiation dose by a factor of approximately 10, although cell windows would probably provide less

protection. Personnel adjacent to the walls of the waste preparation cell could receive fatal doses.

If the high efficiency particulate air filters were bypassed, as assumed in tbe transuranic waste

characterizatioticertification facility tire scenario, the combustion products would be exhausted to the

atmosphere via the sand filter. Thus, DOE assumes no fatalities to workers from radiological

consequences. Additionally, operators in the waste preparation cell of the transuranic waste

characterization/certification facility would be equipped with respiratory protection and would follow

facility-specific arrd SRS safety procedures.

Accident scenarios involving transuranic waste drum retrieval operations are not expected to result in

serious injmy or fatalities to involved workers due to radiological consequences. There would be a

containment structure for the vent and purge station to protect workers from injury due to a deflagration

in a waste drum. Portable air monitors would be required for this operation, in addition to a

contamination control hut with a carbon high efficiency particulate air filter exhaust, which would

prevent serious injm’yto adjacent workers due to exposure. Workers inside the c.mrtaminatimr hut would

be required to wear protective equipment, including respirators, when there is a potential for an airborne

contamination.

F.5.5.7 ~om ‘fransuranic and AlDha Waste Cheroical Accidents

A chemical hazards analysis was perfomzed for the transuranic and alpha waste storage pads, For a

discussion of the hazard analysis methodology, refer to Section F.4.2. In the hazards assessment

document prepared for the transuranic waste storage pads, specific accidents were not analyzed, Instead,

the entire quantity of chemicals in each segment was assumed to be released. Table F-25 lists the results

of this chemical assessment. Because the concentrations do not exceed the ERPG- 1 limits, no further

analyses were performed. The preliminary chemical hazards analysis performed in conjunction with the

initial hazard categorization of the transuranic and alpha waste storage pads provides a bounding

chemical analysis for the transuranic and alpha waste. The transuranic waste storage pads are

representative of the entire transuranic and alpha waste inventory contained in E-Area. Other facilities

such as the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility, alpha vitrification facility, and

transuranic waste retrieval activities involve the manipulating of the transuranic and alpha waste

inventory, including chemicals contained on the transuranic and alpha waste storage pads.
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Table F-25. Transuranic and alpha waste storage pads chemical hazards analysis results.a

Onsite concentration Offsite
Quantity 100 meters (328 feet) concentration EWG. 1d ERPG-2d

Chemical
ERPG-3d

(kg)b (mg/m3)c (mg/m3)c (mg/m3)c (mg/m3)c (m~m3)c

Beryllium

Cadmium

Chloroform

Chromium

Copper

Lead

Lead nitrate

Mercuric nitrate

Mercury

Methyl isobutyl ketone

Nickel nitrate

Silver nitrate

Sodium chromate

Toluene

Trich lorotrifJuoro-

ethane

Uranyl nitrate

Xylene

Zinc

Zinc nitrate

3.74E+04

7.50E+05

3.75E+04

3.75E+04

1,50E+05

1.50E+06

3.75E+04

3.75E+04

3.75E+04

3.75E+04

3.75E+04

3.75E+04

3.75E+04

3.75E+04

3.75E+04

3.75E+04

3.75E+04

3.75E+04

3.75E+04

1.67E+0 1

3.33E+02

8.33E+03

1.67E+o I

6.67E+o I

6.67E+02

1.67E+01

1.67E+01

1.67E+Oi

1.67E+02

1.67E+OI

1.67E+0 1

1.67E+o I

8.33E+03

1,67E+o I

1.67E+01

1,67E+02

1.67E+o 1

1.67E+01

8.23E-03

1.65E-01

4.1 IE+oo

8.23E-03

3.29E-02

3.29E-01

8.23E-03

8.23E-03

8.23E-03

8.23E-02

8.23E-03

8.23E-03

8.23E-03

4.1 IE+OO

8.23E-03

8.23E-03

8.23E-02

8.23E-03

8.23E-03

5.00E-03

1.50E-01

1.47E+02

1.50E-01

3.00E+OO

1.50E-01

1.50E-OI

1.50E-01

1.50E-01

3.07E+02

3.00E+OO

3.00E-OI

1.50E-01

3.77E+02

9.58E+03

1.50E-0 1

4.34E+02

3.00E+O1

3.00E+O1

1.00E-02

2.50E-01

4.88E+02

2.50E+o0

5,00E+o0

2.50E-01

2.50E-01

2.00E-01

2.00E-01

1.02E+03

5.00E+oo

5.00E-01

2.50E-01

7,54E+02

1.15E+04

2.50E-01

8.69E+02

5.00E+O1

5.00E+O1

1.00E+OI

5.00E+oI

4.88E+03

(e)

(e)

7,00E+02

7.00E+02

2.80E+OI

2.80E+oI

1.23E+04

(e)

(e)

3.00E+o1

7.54E+03

3.45E+04

3.00E+oI

4.34E+03

(e)

(e)

a. The chemicals presented in this table are those for which concentration guidelines were available
b. Kilograms. To convert to pounds, multiply by 2.2046.
c. Milligrams per cubic meter of air.
d. Emergency Response Planning Guideline, See Table F-3.
e. No equivalent value found.

While the chemical analysis did not address frequencies associated with chemical releases, some

qualitative statements concerning the frequency of chemical releases can be made. Because the chemical

inventory contained on the transuranic and alpha waste storage pads is widely dispersed, it is difficult to

identify a credible accident scenario that could liberate the entire or even a large portion oftbe chemical

inventory. More probable are the accident scenarios identified in Section F.5.3, which would release

small amounts of hazardous chemicals along with radionuclides,
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A chemical hazards analysis was performed for the Consolidated Incineration Facility. The results of
TE

this analysis are described in Section F.5.4.7.

F.6 Cumulative Impacts from Postulated Accidents

A severe seismic event was identified as the only reasonably foreseeable accident that has the potential to

initiate simultaneous releases of radioactive or toxic materials from multiple facilities at SRS. A design-

basis earthquake, which has an estimated ground acceleration of 0.2 times the acceleration of gravity

(0.2g) potentially could impact multiple facilities. An earthquake of this magnitude is estimated to have

& I a2.O x 10-4armualpmbability ofoccumence(l in5,000 years). Analysesestimatingthecmn”lative

impacts from multiple facility releases caused by a severe earthquake at SRS have not been included in

TE I tielistofpotential accidents(TablesF-4, F-9, F-l4,andF-2l). S“chanalyseswmrld bebasedon the

assumption that the earthquake breaches all of the buildings and their materials are released. Even

accounting for release fractions and taking credit for existing facility design parameters, this type of

analysis is considered too conservative because it is not expected that an earthquake of 0.2g would cause

equivalent amounts of damage at multiple locations. Trying to realistically estimate impacts from

multiple facilities at different locations would inherently include a margin of error of sufficient

magnitude to compromise the confidence in the resulting estimate.

The illustration below is based on the unlikely assumption that an earthquake would cause each

postulated accident scenario initiated by an earthquake to occur simultaneously. However, the analysis

TC I showsthatthecum"lativeriskofthesesim"ltaneo"saccidentswo"ldbelessthanthehighest-risk

accident (Table F-26). Table F-26 lists the risk of each earthquake-initiated accident and the sum of

TC I tfrose risks. Thehighest-riskevent isrnoretharr IOtirnestlrec”m”lative seismic-eventrisk for each

corresponding waste &pe.

The synergistic effects of chemical hazards from simultaneous releases from a common accident initiator

were not evaluated due to the scarcity of information about the effects of concurrent exposure to various

chemical combinations. DOE is not aware of synergistic effects resulting from simultaneous exposures

to radiation and a carcinogenic chemical, such as benzene, each of which is known to result in an

increased incidence of cancer. Indeed, synergistic effects of radiation and other agents have been

identified in only a few instances, most notably the combined effects of radiation exposure and smoking

causing lung cancer among uranium miners. Radioactivity released simultaneously with hazardous

chemicals could affect the clean-up or mitigation of the resulting hazard that could have a greater impact

than if the releases were separate.
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Table F-26. Conservative estimate ofriskfrom seismic accidents.

High-level wastea Hazardous and mixed wasteb Low-level wastec Transuranic wasted

Accident Risk Accident Risk Accident Risk Accident Risk
number (remlyr) number (rem/yr) number (remlyr) number (remlyr)

3 1.63 E-OS 6 9.30E-05 14 2.65E-07 17 2.65E-07

13 6.82E-07 11 1.17E-05 23 4.56E-08

27 6.76E-09 13 3.30E-06 26 1.62E-08

28 5.54E-09 20 2.65E-07

33 1.88E-09 26 3.08E-08

34 1.54E-09 36 5.54E-09

40 5.00E- 10 37 1.88E-09

56 7.71E-11 39 1.54E-09

66 1.38E-I I 41 5.00E-10

48 7.71E-11

53 2.34E-I 1

56 1.38E-11

TC

Total seismic risk 1.70E-05

Highest risk

accident 1.91 E-04

1,08E-04

5.26E-03

2.65E-07

5.20E-03

3.27E-07

TC

4.56E-03

a. See Table F-4.
b. See Table F-14.
c. See Table F-9.
d. See Table F-21.
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F.7 Secondary Impacts from Postulated Accidents

The primary focus of accident analyses perfomed to support the operation of a facility is to determine

the magnitude of the consequences of postulated-accident scenarios on public and worker health and

safety. DOErecognizes that accidents involving releases ofmaterials canalso adversely affect the

surrounding environment. Todetemine thegreatest impact that could occur totheenvironment from the

postulated accidents, DOE evaluated each radiological accident scenario to determine potential

secondaV impacts.

F.7.1 BIOTIC RESOURCES

Thec.@nseq!!encesnfapnstt!lated accident onhiotic resollrces hnvenot heenstl)died. DOF. helieves that

thearea ofcontamination from thepostulated-accident scenarios would delocalized. Terrestrial biotain

or near the contaminated area could be exposed to small quantities of radioactive materials and ionizing

radiation until theaffected areas could be decontaminated. Effects onaquatic biotawould be minor,

since no waste management facilities are near any major bodies of water.

F.7.2 WATER RESOURCES

No adverse impacts on water quality from the postulated-accident scenarios are considered likely.

Contamination of the groundwater or surface water due to the postulated releases would be minor.

Contamination would migrate slowly to the groundwater, so the clean-up efforts that would follow a

release incident would capture thecontaminants before they reached groundwater.

F.7.3 ECONOMIC IMPACTS

With the exception of the economic effects generated by severe-accident scenarios, such as those

initiated by severe earthquakes, Iimited economic effects would occur as a result of accident scenarios

postulated inthis appendix, Clean-up ofcontmination would delocalized atthefacili~ where the

accident occumed, and DOEexpects that thecument workforce could perfomthe clean-up activities. In

addition, DOE expects that offsite contamination would be limited or nonexistent.

F.7.4 NATIONAL DEFENSE

The postulated-accident scenarios considered for SRS waste management facilities would not affect

national defense.
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F.7.5 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION

Contamination of the environment from the postulated accidents for SRS waste management facilities

would be Iimited to the immediate area sumounding the facility where the accident occurred, It is

unlikely that the postulated accidents would result inoffsite contamination.

F.7.6 THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

Habitats of Federally listed threatened or endangered species have not been identified in the immediate

vicinity of the SRS waste management facilities, Because the accident scenarios postulated in this

appendix would result only in localized contamination, DOE does not expect these accidents to affect

threatened or endangered species,

F.7.7 LAND USE

Because the accidents postulated in this appendix would result in only localized contamination around

the facility where an accident occurred, and no measurable offsite contamination is likely, DOE expects

no impacts on land use.

F.7.8 TREATY RIGHTS

The environmental impacts of accidents postulated in this appendix would be within the SRS boundaries.

Because there are no Native American lands within SRS boundaries, treaty rights would not be affected. TE

F.8 Accident Mitigation

An important part of the accident analysis process is to identify actions that can mitigate consequences

from accidents if they occur.3 This section summarizes the SRS emergency plan, which governs

responses to accident situations that affect SRS employees or the offsite population, I ‘rE

The Suvanrsah River Site Emergency Plan defines appropriate response measures for the management of I TE

site emergencies (e.g., radiological or hazardous material accidents). It incorporates into one document a

31tshouldbe notedthat no credit was taken for accidentresponseunder the SRSemergencyplan in determiningtbe
potentialconsequencesand risks to workersor membersof the public presentedin earlier sectionsof this appendix,
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description of the entire process designed to respond to and mitigate the consequences of an accident.

For example, protective actions guidelines are established for accidents involving chemical releases to

keep onsite and offsite exposures as low as possible. Exposure is minimized or prevented by limiting the

time spent in the vicinity of the hazard or the release plume, keeping personnel as far from the hazard or

plume as possible (e.g., physical barricades and evacuation), and taking advantage of available shelter.

Emergencies that could cause activation of this plan or part of it include the following:

.

.

.

.

Events (operational, transportation, etc.) with the potential to cause releases above allowable

limits of radiological or hazardous materials.

Events such as fires, explosions, tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes, dam failures, etc., that affect

or could affect safeb,, systems designed to protect SRS and offsite popu!atioos and the

environment.

Events such as bomb threats, hostage situations, etc., that threaten the security of SRS.

Events created by proximity to other facilities, such as the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (a

commercial nuclear power plant across the Savannah River from SRS) or nearby commercial

chemical facilities.

Depending on the types of accidents and the potential impacts, emergencies are classified into one of

several categories in accordance with requirements defined in the DOE 5500 series of orders. Incidents

classified as “alerts” are expected to be confined within the affected facility boundary. Measurable

impacts to workers outside the facility boundary or members of the public would be expected from

incidents classified as alerts. Incidents classified as “Site Area Emergencies” represent events that are in

progress or have occurred and involve actual or likely major failures of facility safety or safeguards

systems needed for the protection of onsite personnel, the public, the environment, or national security.

Because Site Area Emergencies have the potential to impact workers at nearby facilities or members of

the public in the vicinity of SRS, these emergency situations require notification of and coordination of

responses with the appropriate local authorities. Incidents classified as “General Emergencies” are

events expected to produce consequences that require protective actions to minimize impacts to both

workers and the public. Under General Emergencies, full mobilization of available onsite and offsite

resources is usually required to deal with the event and its consequences.

In accordance with the Savannah River Si~e Emergency Plan, drills and exercises are conducted

frequently at SRS to develop, maintain, and test response capabilities and validate the adequacy of
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emergency facilities, equipment, communications, procedures, and training, For example, drills for the

following accident scenarios are conducted periodically in the facilities or facility areas: facility/area

evacuations; shelter protection; toxic gas releases; nuclear incident monitor alarms (which activate

following an inadvertent nuclear criticality); fire alarms; medical emergencies; and personnel

accountability (to ensure that all personnel have safely evacuated a facility or area following an

emergency), Periodic drills are also conducted with the following organizations or groups and

independently evaluated by the operating contractor and DOE to ensure that they continue to maintain

(from both a personnel and equipment standpoint) the capability to adequately respond to emergency

situations: first aid teams; rescue teams; fire wardens and fire-fighting teams; SRS medical and health

protection personnel, as well as personnel from the nearby Eisenhower Army Medical CenteL SRS and

local communications personnel and systems; SRS security forces; and SRS health protection agencies,
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G.1 Introduction

This appendix provides a list of Resource Conservation and RecoveV Act (RCRA) facilities, units, and

sites referred to in the EIS, Section G. 1 lists the RCRA/ Comprehensive Environmental Response,

Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) units identified in Appendix C “RCfL4/CERCLA Units

List” of the Savannah River Site (SRS) Federal Facility Agreement (EPA 1993). Section G.2 lists the

RCRA-regulated units identified in Appendix H “RCRA-Regulated Units List” of the SRS Federal

FaciIity Agreement. Section G.3 lists the Site Evaluation units identified in Appendix G “Site Evaluation

List” of the SRS Federal Facility Agreement. DOE is required to conduct RCRA Facility

Investigation/Rernedlal Investigations for the units listed in Section G. 1 and remedial or removal

evaluations for the sites listed in Section G.3. Section G.4 lists references. The EIS waste forecasts were

developed based on the May 11, 1992, version of the SRS Federal Facility Agreement’s Appendixes,

This sectinn lists the RCRA/CERCLA units identified in Appendix C, “RCRA/CERCLA Units List,” of

the SRS Federal Facility Agreement.

1OI3-4ROverflow Basin

211-FB Pu-239 Release

716-A Motor Shop Seepage Basin

A-Area BumingiRubble Pits

A-Area Coal Pile Runoff Basin

A-Area Miscellaneous Rubble Pile

A-Area Rubble Pit

Burial Ground Complex

Burma Road Rubble Pit

C-Area Bumin@ubble Pit

C-Area Coal Pile Runoff Basin

C-Area Reactor Seepage Basins

Central Shops Burning/Rubble Pit (63 1-6G)

Central Shops Burnin@ubble Pit (631-5G)

Central Shops Burnin@ubble Pit (631-lG, 3G)

Central Shops Sludge Lagoon

CMP Pits

D-Area Ash Basin

D-Area BumingiRubble Pits

D-Area Coal Pile Runoff Basin

TE

TE

TE

TE
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D-Area Oil Seepage Basin

D-Area Waste Oil Facility

F-Area Buming/Rrrbble Pits

F-Area Coal Pile Runoff Basin

F-Area Inactive Process Sewer Lines from Building to the Security Fence

F-Area Retention Basin

Fire Department Hose Training Facility

Ford Building Seepage Basin

Ford Building Waste Site

G-Area Oil Seepage Basin

Gas Cylinder Disposal Facility

Grace Road Site

Gunsite 113 Access Road

Gunsite218 Rubble Pile

Gunsite 720 Rubble Pit

H-Area Coal Pile Runoff Basin

H-Area Inactive Process Sewer Lines from Building to the Security Fence

H-Area Retention Basin

Hydrofluoric Acid Spill

K-Area Bingham Pump Outage Pits

K-Area BurningRubble Pit

K-Area Coal Pile Runoff Basin

K-Area Reactor Seepage Basin

K-Area Rubble Pile

K-Area Sludge Land Application Site

L-Area Bingham Pump Outage Pits

L-Area Bumin@ubble Pit

L-Area Hot Shop

L-Area Oil/Chemical Basin and L-Area Acid/Caustic Basin

L-Area Rubble Pit (13 1-lL)

L-Area Rubble Pit (13 1-3L)

M-Area Settling Basin Inactive Process Sewers to Manhole 1

M-Area West

Miscellaneous Chemical Basifietals Burning Pits

New TNX Seepage Basin

Old F-Area Seepage Basin
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Old TNX Seepage Basin

P-Area Bingham Pump Outage Pits

P-Area Burning/Rubble Pit

P-Area Coal Pile Runoff Basin

Par Pond

Par Pond Sludge Land Application Site

R-Area Acid/Caustic Basin

R-Area Bingham Pump Outage Pits

R-Area Bumin~ubble Pits

R-Area Reactor Seepage Basins

Road A Chemical Basin

Silverton Road Waste Site

SRL 904-A Process Trench

SRL Oil Test Site

SRL Seepage Basins

Tank 16

Tank 37 CTS Line Leak

TNX Burying Ground

TNX Groundwater

Wnmer’s Pond

West of SREL “Georgia Fields” Site
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G.2

This section lists the RCRA-regulated units identified in Appendix H, “RCRA-Regulated Units List,” of

the SRS Federal Facility Agreement.

Met Lab Basin/Carolina Bay

Acid/Caustic Basins, F-, H-, K-, and P-Areas (4 units)

Burial Ground Solvent Tanks (S23 - S30) (8 units)

DWPF Organic Storage Tank

F-Area Hazardous Waste Management Facility (3 units)

H-Area Hazardous Waste Management Facility (4 units)

Hazardous Waste Storage Buildings (including Solid Waste Storage Pads) (4 units)

Low Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility (RCRA regulated portions)

M-Area Hazardous Waste Management Facility (2 units)

M-Area Interim Treatment/Storage Facility

Mixed Waste Management Facility

Mixed Waste Storage Building (643-29E)

Mixed Waste Storage Building (643-43E)

Mixed Waste Storage Tank (S-32)

New TNX Seepage Basin

Sanitary Landfill

SRL Mixed Waste Storage Tanks

SRL Seepage Basins (4 units)

TRU Waste Storage Pads 1 through 6 (6 units)

TRU Waste Storage Pads 7 through 17(11 units)
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G.3

This section lists the Site Evaluation units identified in Appendix G, “Site Evaluation List,” of the SRS

Federal Facility Agreement.

R-Area Asbestos Pit

D-Area Asbestos Pit

C-Area Asbestos Pit (080-21G)

C-Area Asbestos Pit (080-22G)

H-Area Erosion Control Site

L-Area Erosion Control Site

Substation 51 Erosion Control Site

F-Area Erosion Control Site

Gunsite051 Rubble Pile

Gunsite 102 Rubble Pile

Gunsite 072 Rubble Pile

C-Area Disassembly Basin

K-Area Disassembly Basin

L-Area Disassembly Basin

P-Area Disassembly Basin

R-Area Disassembly Basin

Cooling Water Effluent Sump

Purge Water Storage Basin

C-Area Erosion Control Site

P-Area Erosion Control Site

Gas Cylinder Disposal Facility

R-Area Rubble Pit

L-Area Rubble Pit

Concrete Lake (R-Area)

C-Area Reactor Cooling Water System

K-Area Reactor Cooling Water System

L-Area Reactor Cooling Water System

P-Area Reactor Cooling Water System

C-Area Ash Pile

K-Area Asb Basin

L-Area Ash Basin
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P-Area Ash Basin

R-Area Ash Basin

C-Area Ash Pile (188- 1C)

C-Area Ash Pile (188-2C)

F-Area Separations Facilities and Associated Spills

H-Area Separations Facilities and Associated Spills

F-Area Scrap Lumber Pile

F-Area Tank Farm

H-Area Tank Farm (except Tank 16)

RBOF (Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuels)

H-Area Retention Basin (28 1-lH)

H-Area Retention Basin (28 1-2H)

F-Area Retention Basin

H-Area Retention Basin (28 1-8H)

F-Area Ash Basin (288-OF)

H-Area Ash Basin

F-Area Ash Basin (288- 1F)

Underground Sump 321-M #00 1

Underground Sump 32 I-M #002

D-Area Rubble Pit

D-Area Waste Oil Facility

D-Area Ash Basin (488- 1D)

D-Area Ash Basin (488-2D)

Rubble Pile - Cemetery Road

Rubble Pile - Bragg Bay Road and Cemetery Road

Rubble Pile - Road 781.1

Rubble Pile - Bragg Bay Road

Gunsite 113 Rubble Pile

Risher Road Open Metal Pit

Scrap Metal Pile

R-Area Rubble Pile

L-Area Rubble Pile

Central Shops Scrap Lumber Pile

Miscellaneous Rubble Pile

3G Pumphouse Erosion Control Site

SRFS Rubble Pile
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Neutralization Sump

L-Area Hot Shop

Salvage Yard

New Salvage Yard

40-Acre Hardwood Site

Lower Kato Road Site

Orangeburg Site

Lucy Site

Kato Road Site

Road F Site

Second Par Pond Site

SREL Rubble Pile

Spill on 4/24/91 of 0,11 Ci of Pu-239

Low Level Radioactive Drain Lines

A-Area Ash Pile (788-OA)

A-Area Ash Pile (788-2A)

P-Area Reactor Seepage Basin (904-06 lG)

P-Area Reactor Seepage Basin (904-062G)

P-Area Reactor Seepage Basin (904-063G)

L-Area Reactor Seepage Basin

C-Area Reactor Seepage Basin (904-066G)

C-Area Reactor Seepage Basin (904-067G)

C-Area Reactor Seepage Basin (904-068G)

K-Area Containment Basin

Fire Department Hose Training Facility

313-M and 320-M Inactive Clay Process Sewers to Tires Branch

Advanced Tactical Training Area (ATTA) Firing Ranges

Arsenic Treated Wood Storage Area

B-Area Sanitary Treatment Plant Rubble Pile

B-Area Tower Foundation

Beaver Dam Creek

Central Shops Area of Concern

D-F Steam line Erosion Control Site

Ditch to Outfall H- 12 (Tributary to Four Mile Creek)

Diversion Box - Radioactivity from 907- lH

DWPF Concrete Batch Plant
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F-Area Railroad Crosstie Pile

F-Area Sanitary Sludge Land Application Site

Fire Training Pit at 709-lF

Four Mile Branch

Groundwater, F-, H-, K-, P-Area Acid/Caustic Basin

Groundwater, R-Area

Gun Emplacement 407A and 407B Rubble Pile

Gunsite 012 Rubble Pile

H-Area Burning Pit

H-Area Sanitary Sludge Land Application Site

IMHOFF Tank Rubble Pile

Indian Grave Branch

K-Area Area of Concern

L-Area Scrap Metal and Wood

L-Lake

Lower Three Runs Creek

Meyers Mill Siding Rubble Pile

Miscellaneous Rubble at Dunbarton

Miscellaneous Trash at Snapp

Old Ellenton Rubble Pile

Old R-Area Discharge Canal

Parking Lot Type Lights on Wilson Road

Patterson Mill Road Rubble Pile

Pen Branch

Pile of Telephone/Light Poles

Pond B Dam Rubble Pile

Potential Release of Caustic~03 from 3 12-M

Potential Release of Diesel Fuel and Benzene from 730-M

Potential Release of NaO~2S04 from 183-2L

Potential Release of NaOH/H2S04 from 183-2R

Potential Release of NaOH/H2S04 from 280- lF

Potential Release of TCT, TET CE, HN03, U, Heavy Metals from 321-M Abandoned Sewer Line

Process and Sewer Lines as Abandoned

Reactur Areas Cask Car Railroad Tracks as Abrmdoned

Recreation Area #002 Rubble Pile

Risher Road Rubble Pile
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Risher Road Rubble Pile #2

Road 3 Foundation Rubble Pile

Road 9 at Gate 23 Rubble Pile

Road 9 Rubble Pile

Robbins Station Road Rubble pile

Rubble Pile Across from Gunsite 012

Rubble Pile Near Junction U.S. 278 and GE Road 103

Rubble Pile North of SRL

S-Area Erosion Control Site

Sandblast Areas

Savannah River

Savannah River Swamp

Silverton Road Waste Tank Plugs

Small Arms Training Area (SATA)

Stadla Lights with Poles

Steed Pond

Steel Creek

Steel Creek Swamp

Stormwater Outfall A-002

Stormwater Outfall A-024

Storrrrwater Outfall H-O13

Storrnwater Outfall K-O11

Stormwater Outfall L-O12

Stormwater Outfall P-O10

TCU Rubble Pile

Tlms Branch

TNX Rubble Pile

Unnamed Tributary of Four Mile Branch South of C-Area

Unnumbered Gun Emplacement Rubble Pile

Upper Three Runs Creek

Warners Pond (Spill on 9/24/56 of Beta-Gamma)

Combined Spills from 105-C, 106-C, and 109-C

Combined Spills from 105-K, 106-K, and 109-K

Combined Spills from 105-P, 106-P, and 109-P

Combined Spills from 105-R, 106-R, and 109-R

Combined Spills from 183-2
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Combined Spills from 183-2K

Combined Spills from 183-2P

Combined Spills from 21 1-H

Combined Spills from 241-84H

Combined Spills from 241-H (H-Area Tank Farm)

Combined Spills from 242-F

Combined Spills from 242-H

Combined Spills from 483-D and Associated Areas

Combined Spills from 643-G

Combined Spills from 672-T

Combined Spills from 674-T (Boneyard)

Combined Spills from 679-T

Combined Spills from 701- lT

Spill of Mercury Adjacent to Building 780-2A

Spill of Mercury in Building 232-H

Spill of Uranyl Nitrate (1/2 Ton)

Spill OfPu-239 from 221-FB

Spill of Retention Basin Pipe Leak

Spill of Beta-Gamma (<1 Ci)

Spill of Beta-Gamma (<1 Ci)

Spill of Seepage Basin Pipe Leak from 904-44G

Spill of Rad Liquid from Solvent Trailer

Spill of Seepage Basin Pipe Leak Between 904-42G and 904-43G

Spill of Segregated Solvent from 21 1-F

Spill of Flush Water - Rad (500 square feet)

Spill of Waste Tank Spill

Spill of Seepage Basin Pipe Leak

Spill of Flush Water - Rad (100 square feet)

Spill of Rad Water from 773.A

Spill of Waste Water - Rad (50 gallons)

Spill of Waste Water - Rad (3 gallons)

Spill of Rad Contaminated Soil

Spill of PCE

Spill of 50% Nitric Acid (200 gallons)

Spill of 50% Sodium Hydroxide (600 pounds)

Spill of 50% Sodium Hydroxide (50 gallons)
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SPill OfH-Area Process Sewer Line Cave-In

Spill of Seepage Basin Pipe Leak in H-Area Seepage Basin

Spill of Sump Overflow

Spill of Diversion Box Overflow from281- 1H

Spill of Contaminated Water

Spill of Contaminated Liquid

Spill of Acid in D-Area

Spill of 50% Nitric Acid (5,600 pounds)

Spill of Waste Water - Rad (less than 5 gallons)

Spill of Chromated Water from H-Area Pump House

Spill of Nitric Acid (3 gallons)

Spill of Chromated Water from Valve House 3

Spill of 34Y. Aluminum Nitrate

Spill of Uranyl Nitrate (100 pounds)

Spill of Contaminated Flush Water

Spill of Hydrogen Sulfide

Spill of Chromated Water

SpilI of Low Level Waste from Trailer

Spill of Chromated Water from 243-H

SpiI1of Hydrogen Sulfide

Spill of Acid Solution

Spill of 31.5% Hydrochloric Acid from 183-P

Spill of Radioactive Spill

Spill of Oil - Rad

Spill of Fine-Organic #101 from 8307Z

Spill of Low Level Water Near 105-C

Spill of Tritiated Water in C-Area

Spill of Sodium Hydroxide

Spill of Simulated Salt Solution, Pizzolith 122R in 643-7G

Spill of Chromated Water from221 -F

Spill of Chilled Water

Spill of Process Solution

Spill of Water - Rad (200 gallons)

Spill of 6V0Potassium Perrnanganate

SpilI of Aluminum Nitrate

Spill of Caustic (50 gallons)
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Spill of Acid Mixture from S-Area Trailer S-16

Spill of Water Vapor - Rad

Spill of 64% Nitric Acid from 221-F

Spill of Sulfuric Acid (25 milliliters)

Spill of Alcohol from 779-A

Spill of Cooling Water from Tank Farm

Spill of Process Water from 106-P

Spill of Mercury Near 284-F”

Spill of Hydrochloric Acid From S-Area

Spill of Uranyl Nitrate (500 gm)

Spill of Mercury from 748-A

Spill of Nitric Acid (1 1/2 gallons)

Spill of Nitric Acid at Barricade 10

Spill of Aropol from 690-G

Spill of Chromated Water from Between 702-A and 708-A

Spill of Phosphoric Acid

Spill of 50% Sodium Hydroxide (2 gal)

Spill of Plating Solution

Spill of Water - Rad from 106-1C

Spill of 50% NaOH from 341-M

Spill of Acid (10 gallons)

Spill of Caustic (6 gallons)

Spill of Nitric Acid (10 gallons)

Spill of Water - Rad (1/2 pint)

Spill of Water - Rad (less than 1 gallon)

Spill of 50% Sodium Hydroxide (2 gal)

Spill of Nitric Acid (2 gallons)

Spill of Neutralization System Water

Spill of Tritiated Waste Oil from 11O-P

Spill of Water - Rad (20 gallons)

Spill of Water - Rad (1 gallon)

Spill of 50% Sodium Hydroxide (5 gal) 01/01/87

Spill of Potassium Permangenate

Spill of Caustic (20 gallons)

Spill of Mercury North of211-H

Spill of Sulfuric Acid BeWeen 704-8F and 703-F Parking Lot
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Caustic (1 gallon)

Chromated Water from241 -24H

Acidic Water (15 gallons)

Cr III Ligno - Sulfonate

Chromated Water from 772-F

Water - Rad (15 gallons)

Water from 300-M

Caustic from 295-H

50% Sodium Hydroxide

Water - Rad (-1 gallon)

Bromocide Solution from 607-14D

Water - Rad

Bromocide Solution from 607-22P

KOH, SMBS, NaP04 from 784-A

64% Nitiic Acid at Barricade 1

Sulfuric Acid (less than 1 gallon)

Acidic Water (15 gallons)

Ethylene Glycol-Rad from 772-F

64% Nitric Acid in F-Area

CS-137 from 254-8H
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G.4 Reference

EPA (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency), 1993, Federal Facility Agreement between the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency, Region IV, the U.S. Department of Energy, and the South

Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control, Docket No. 89-05-FF, August 16.
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APPENDIX H

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO LOW-LEVEL WASTE

REGULATION

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) received comments during the scoping process requesting several

analyses and comparisons of potential alternative regulatory regimes for low-level radioactive wastes.

Among these was the suggestion that DC)Econsider the regulation of its low-level radioactive waste

disposal activities by an independent organization, presumably the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

which regulates disposal of low-level radioactive wastes from their licensees. Comparison of crrment

DOE low-level radioactive waste vault designs with a vault designed to meet the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency’s (EPA) Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) requirement and the

Nuclear RegulatoW Commission’s commercial low-level radioactive waste disposal standards, and

comparison of DOE’s current low-level radioactive waste vault design with its current methods for

shallow land disposal were aiso requemed. DOE is bound by existing law (Atomic Energy Act) to

regulate its low-level radioactive waste disposal activities. A change in regulatory authority for these

activities would constitute a major change in approach, including changes in legislation. Such

considerations are well beyond the scope of this EIS and are not discussed further. This appendix

focuses instead on the comparison of alternative regulatory regimes as requested by the commentor.

The first analysis identifies the similarities and differences in the requirements established by DOE and

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste. This comparison

permits an assessment of the potential for substantive differences in the impacts of such disposal

operations, This section also presents a description of the RCRA hazardous waste landfill design

requirements (40 CFR 264.301) to which Savannah River Site (SRS) vault designs can be compared.

Comparisons of the performance of existing shallow land disposal at SRS with alternative engineered

disposal systems were presented in an earlier EIS [Waste Management Activitiesfor Groundwater

Protection, Savannah River Plant (DOE 1987)] and are not repeated here.

ITS
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H.1 DOE and Nuclear Regulatory Commission Technical Regulatory
Requirements for Low-Level Radioactive Waste

The basic DOE requirements for low-level radioactive waste management are established in DOE Order

5820.2A (9/26/88), and those of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 10 CFR 61 (12/27/82). Several

basic factors shape the nature and extent of the respective sets of requirements:

.

.

TE I

.

TE I

TE

DOE is a major generator of low-level radioactive waste at a number of its operating facilities and

bas substantial technical and research and development resources and expertise in its staff and

those of its operating contractor/waste generator organizations. DOE’s requirements extend to the

waste generator as well as to the operator of disposal facilities which, for its major sites, are

staffed by the same contractor organization and are under DOE’s direction.

DOES requirements implicitly recognize that its major waste-generating sites tend to be diverse in

the scope of their activities, materials handled, and wastes produced. DOE’s requirements also

recognize that these sites tend to be large in size and relatively isolated in location (compared to

typical commercial, industrial, or academic licensees of tbe Nuclear RegulatoW Commission). As

a result, DOE’s policy explicitly requires that low-level radioactive waste be disposed of at its site

of origin to the extent possible.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations are more detailed, prescriptive, and process-oriented

than those of DOE, consistent with the legal role of the agency as a purely regulatory

organization, and the adversarial nature of its licensing and hearing processes. The regulations

are also supported by such other documents as Regulatory Guides, Standard Review Plans, and

Technical Positions that further expand the direction of and guidance to applicants and licensees,

Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations recognize the responsibility of the States for disposal

of low-level radioactive waste under the Low Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act, their likely

role as site owners and landlords of the operating licensees, and eventual responsibility for

institutional control. Thus, tbe Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations provide a role for the

host and affected States in the licensing process.

A side-by-side comparison of tbe requirements of DC)Eorder 5820.2A and the corresponding

requirements of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in Part 61 is presented in Table H-1. Selecting this

basis for comparison has eliminated from the table the substantial portions of Part 61 that deal with
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Table H-1. Low-level radioactive waste regulations: DOE mtd Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirements.

DOE citation DOE requirement NRC citation NRC requirement

order 5820.2A

(9/26/88)

Attachment 2
Definitions:

111.Mm aeement of
low-level wW.

3. Requirements

a. Performance
objectives

Establishes policies, guidelines, and minimum requirements for 10cFR61
management of radioactive wastes, including low-level 12/27/82
radioactive wastes

Low-Level Waste. Radioactive waste not classified as high- $61.2 Definitions
level waste, transuranic waste, or spent nuclear fuel, or uranium
or thorium tailings and waste

Tramuranic Waste. Waste contaminated with afpha-emitting
nuclides with atomic number greater than 92, half-life greater
than 20 yens, and concentrations greater thmr 100 nanocuries
per gram

(1) Protect public health md safety in accordance with other Subpart C-
Environment, Safety and Health and DOE Orders Petionnancc

objectives

$61.40 Genemt
Requirement

(2) Limit effective dose equivalent resultirm tiom external 661.41 Protection of.,
exposure to the waste md concentrations in water, soil, plants, ~hegeneral
and animals resulting from releases to less than or equal to 25 population from
millirem per ye% amrospheric releases to meet 40 CFR 61 releases of
requiremcnw, reasonable effort to maintsin releases as lows radioactivity
reasonably achievable

(3) Conunitiedeffectivedoseequivalentto inadvertenti“tmders$61.42Pmtectio”of
tier lossof institutionalcontrol(100years)of individualsfrom
lessthanorequal to I00 millirem per yeaI (continuous inadvertent inh’usion
exposure) or less than or equal to 500 millirem (single acute
exposure)

$ 61.7(4)
Concepts

$ 61.7(5)

Licensing requirements for land disposal of radioactive wastes;
procedures, criteria, and terms and co”ditio”s for ticensi”g of
disposal ofwastesreceivcd fromotbers. Doesnotapplyto
(1) high-level waste, (2) uranium or thorium tailings, m
(3) disposal of licensed material by licensees under Part 20

“LOW-ICVCIradioactive wastes containing so”rcc, special nuclear,
m byproduct material that arc acceptable for disposal in a Imd
disposal facility ...not classified as high-level waste, transuranic
waste, spent nuclear fuel, or...uranium or thorium tailings and
waste. ”

Land disposal facilities to be sited, designed, operated, closed,
and controlled after clomre to provide remonable assurance that
human exposures are within the limits established in the
performance objectives.

Concentrations of radioactive material which mav he
released... iwater,ter, air, soil, plants or animals...less than or
equal to 25 millirem per yew to whole body, less tbm or equal to
75 millirem per yew to thyroid, md Ies tbau m equal to
25millirem perycartoany other organ. Reasonable effortto
maintain releases as low as reasonably achievable to the
environment in general.

“Design, operation, and closure of tbe land disposal facitity must
ensure protection of my individual inadvertently intruding
into...tbe site or contacting Orewaste at any time tier
institutional controls.. .=e removed.”

Institutional control of access to the site is required for up to
100 years; permits disposal of Clms A and Class B waste without
special provisions for inbudm protection.

“Waste that will not decay to levels which present an acceptable
hazard to an intider within 100 years is designated m Class C
waste,” Disposed of at greater depth or with intruder harriers
with an effective life of 500 yews. Maximmtr concentrations of
radionuclides are specified ($ 61.55) to ensme no “micceptable
intruder h-d after 500 yeaIs.



Table H-1. (continued).
g~

DOE citation DOE requirement NRC citation NRC requirement z%or
-. ,.. - . . ...- . .a. Yerrorrnance
objectives (cont.)

b. Performance
assessment

c, Waste generation

[4)rrotect grounawarer resources, consment wlrn r eacrai,
State and Iocd requirements.

(1) ...Prepare and maintain a site-specific radiological $61.13 Technical
performance assessment for disposal of waste to demonstrate Analyses
compliance with 3a.

(2) ...For each DOE reservation, prepare and mainm’n an overall
waste management systems performance assessment supporting
combination of waste management practims used in generation
reduction, segregation, tieatmen~ packaging, storage and
disposat.

(3) ...Where practical, make monitoring m=urements to $61.53
evaluate actual and prospective performance within md outside Environment
each facility md disposal site. Monitoring

(1) ...Controls shall be directed to reducing the Boss volume of
waste generated and/or the amount of radioactivity requiring
dispod.

(2) Generation Reduction...lolevelel waste generators shall
establish auditable programs to assure minimization of the
amount of low-level waste genemted andlor shipped for
disposal.

(3) Segregation...lolevelel waste generators shafl separate
uncontaminated waste from low-level waste.

(4) Minimi=tion...new processor process change designs shall
incorporate principles to minimi= generation of low-level
waste,

No specific parallel in Part61 .8

z

.,.ti,flyses to demonstrate performance objectives of Subp~ C
will be met, including: (a) pathways to general population must
include air, soil, ground- and surface water, plmt uptake, and
exhulrration by burrowing animals, identi~ing differentiated
roles played by natural site characteristics and design feature%
(b) protection of i.tmders afforded’by meeting segregation
requirements and barriery (c) protection of individuals during
opemtions, including likely accidens, and (d) analyses of long-
tenrr site stability

No specific parallel - not applicable

...Requires an environmental monitoring program to evaluate
potential health and environmental impacts during comb’uction,
operation and tier closure, md capable of providing early
warning, ifmigrationis indicated,beforeit leavesthesite

Nospecificparallel- notapplicable

No specific parallel - not applicable

No specific parallel - not applicable

No sr~citic parallel - not applicable



Table H-1. (continued).

DOE ci~tion DOE requirement NRC citation NRC requirement

d. Waste (1)Low-level waste shall be cbaracteri=d...to permit proper $ 61.55(a) Waste
characterization segregation, tieatment, storage and dispoml...characterization Classification

shall ensure that actual physical and chemical characteristics
and major radionuclide content are recorded and known during
the entire waste management process.

(2) Wastecharacterizationdata to be recordedon a waste
manifest include (a) physical and chemical characteristics;
(b) volumq (c) weight; (d) major radionuclides and
concentration% (e) packaging date, weigh~ volume.

(3) Radionuclideconcentrationdeterminedby direct or
correlatableindirectmethods (i.e., scaling factors)

e. Waste acceptance (1) Waste shipped to a site for treatment, storage or disposal
criteria shall meet the requirements of the receiving site.

(2) Waste acceptance criteria shall be established for each low-
Ievel waste treatment storage, and disposal facility.

(3) Generators shall implement low-level waste certification
program to ensure waste acceptance criteria are me~ generators
and receiving facilities jointly responsible for compliance with
waste acceptance criteria

(4) Genemor low-levelwastecertificationprogramsshallbe
auditedperiodicdly.

Appendix F to
$20,1001-20.2401
Requirements for
Low-Level-Waste
TransferforDisposal
at Land Dispoml
Facilities and
Manifests

Appendix F to
$20.tool-20.2401

(1) Considerations.Wastesareto be classified for na-surface
dispowl to permit consideration of, first, limiting co”centratiom
of long-lived i-adionuclides with hazards persisting aRer
institutional controls, improved waste form, and deeper disposal
are no longer effective; md, second, concentrations of shotier.
lived radion”clides for which those protective measures ze
effective.

(2) C/roses o~wate. Defines CIms A, Class B and Class C
wastes in terns of nuclide concentrations and stability
requirements

I. Ma”,fest,.,requires physical description of waste, volume,
radionuclide identity and quantity, total radioactivity, and
principal chemical fore, solidification agent to be specitied;
waste with greater than or equat to O.I percent chelating agents
by weight to be identified and the agent estimated

No specific parallel - not applicable

No specific parallel - not applicable

No specific pdlel - not applicable

11 Ce,ft~cation...requircs genmtor to include with shipment,
certification of proper wate classification and packaging,

No specific parallel - not applicable

,,..



Table H-1. (continued).

DOE citation DOE requirement NRC citation NRC requirement

e. Wasteacceptance(5)Wmteacceptmcecriteriaforstorage,tieatmenCordispoml $61.56Waste (a)Establishesminimumrequirementsforallwasteclasses,
criteria(cont.) facilitiesshatladdress:(a)allowabJequantitie#concentmtiomCharacteristics including(1)nocardboardortiberboudboxpackagingfor

of specificradionuclides to be handled; (b) criticalig safety dispo$a~ (2) liquid waste to be solidified, or packaged with
requirement% (c)restrictions forclassitied low-level waste, adequate absorbent material; (3) restrictions on free liquid to less
(d) external radiation and internal heat generation; than 1 percent of volumq (4) not readily capable of detonation or
(e) restrictions on generation of harmful gases, vapors or liquids explosive reactions at normal temperamre and pressu%
in waste, (fJ chemical ad structud stability of waste packages, (5) restrictions 0. generation of toxic gases, vapors, or fumes
mdiation effects, microbial activity, chemical reactions, and harmful to personnel; (6) not pymphoric; (7) gaseous waste to be
moistuw (g) restrictions for chelating and completing agents; packaged at less than 1.5 atmospheres at normal temperature md
and (h) quantity of free liquids. pressllre md total less than 100 curies per containeq ad (8)

waste containing chemically or biologidly hazardous material
to he treated to reduce hazard to the extent practical.

(b) Rt:q.ires structural stability of waste by(1) a stable waste
form andlor containe~ (2) limiting free-standing and corrosive
liquids to less than 1 percent of waste volume in a stable
container, or 0.5 percent of volume for waste processed to a
stable fore, and (3) minimize void spaces witbin Orewaste and
its pa:kage

No specific parallel - not applicable
z~ f. Waste treatment (l) W~teshallbe treated byappropriate methods toenable

dispoml site to meet performance objectives.

(2) ...Methods such as incineration, shredding, and compaction
to reduce volume and increase form stability shallbe
implementedasnecessq tomeetperfonnancecriteriaUsetO
increaselife of disposd facility and improve Derfomrancc to the
extent it iscmt effective,

(3) Large scalewastetreatmentfacilitydevelopmentrequires
supportby NationalEnvironmentalPolicy Act documentation
plus (a) site waste stream analysis and treatment process
evatuatioq (b) constmctio” design report; and (c)a Safety
Anafysis Report.

(4) Operation of treatment facilities requires support by

(a) Op.mtiOns and mmag.ment procedure (b) personnel
training and qualification procedures; (c) monitoring and
emergency respon% plan$ and (d) records of each low-level
waste package entering and leaving the facili~.

g. Shipment Offsite shipment of low-level waste shall comply with DOE
1540.1.

No specific parallel - not applicable

No specific pamllel - not applicable

No specific pamllel - not applicable

10 CFR71 and Define tmnsport requirements for radioactive materials
DOT 49 CFR 173

h



Table H-1. (continued).

DOE citation DOE requirement NRC citation N3ZCrequirement

h. Lon~tenn (1) Shall be stored by appropriate methods to achieve
storage performance objectives of 3.a.

(2) Records shall be maintained for all low-level waste that
enters and leaves the fmility.

(3) Documentation requirements include (a) needs analysis
(b) constructiondesign report; (c) Safety Analysis Report and
NEPA documentation; and (d) operational procedures aud
plans.

(4) Storage to allow decay md to await disposal by approved
methods uc acceptable

i. Disposal (1) Low-level waste shall be disposed of to meet the
performance objectives of 3a., consistent with the site
radiological petionnance assessment in 3.b.

(2) “Engineered modifications (stabilization, packaging, burial
depth, bmiers) for specific waste types and for specific waste
compositions (fission produce induced ra.dioactivi~ uranium,
thorium, radium) for each dispowl site shall be developed
through the performance assessment model.” ...in the process,
site specific waste classification limits may also be developed if
operationally useful for specific wastes.

(3) Establishesan Oversightand Peer Review Panel of DOE,
contractor and other specialists in petionnance assessment to
ensure consistency and quality

(4) Disposition of waste designated as greater-than-class C
(10 CFR61.55)mustbehandledasspecialcase,including
special performance assessment tiough the NEPA process.

$ 20.2001(.)(2)

Pti61

$61.51 Disposalsite
designfor land
disposal

$ 61.55(2)(iv)
Waste classification

$ 61.7(b)(5)

No specific parallel - not applicable

No specific parallel - not applicable

No spwitic parallel - not applicable

A licensee shall dispose of licensed material...by my one of four
methods including decay in storage.

...Establishes requirement to assure compliance with
Subpart C Performance Objectives

(1) Site design features for near-surface disposal to focus on
Iong-term isolation and avoidance of need for continuing
maintenance; (2) design to be compatible with closure and
stabilization plm; (3) design to complement and improve natural
site feature% (4) covers designed to minimize water infiltration,
diverting percolation and surface water from waste and resist
degradation; (5) divened water not to produce erosion requiring
maintenance, and (6) minimize contact between water md waste
during storage, disposal or post-dispoml

No specific parallel - not applicable

Waste for which form md disposal methods must be more
stringent thm those specified for Class C waste are not generally
acceptable for near-surface dispoml.

There may be some instances where waste with concentrations
greater than pemitted for Cbiss C would be acceptable for
near-surface dispo~ with special processing or design. These
would be evaluated on a case-by-case basis,
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Table H-1. (continued). :U

DOE citation

<0
DOE requirement NRC citation NRC requirement 5$

i. Dispowl (cont.) (5) Additional disposd requirements includti (a)noctidbowd $61.56 Wrote

,y ~

ortiberboard boxes notmeeting Department of Transportation characteristics
requirementswithstabilized wate and minimum voids; (b) no
liquid exceeding 1 percent of waste volume in disposal
container, or 0.5 percent of waste processed to stable form;
(c) waste not readily capable of detonation or explosive
decomposition or rextion at normal tempemture nnd pressure,
or explosive reaction with wateq (d) waste not contain or
generate quantities of toxic gases, vapors, or fumes harmful to
workem, (e) gaseous waste packaged at pressure less thnn or
equal to 1.5atmospheres at20”C, and(f) nopyrophoric waste.

(6) Wastes containing amounts of radionuclides below $20.2005 Disposal
regulatn~concem, asdetined by Federalregulations,can be nf specific wastes
disposed without regard to mdioactivity.

(7)D”~n shall (a)have criteria developed for $61.50 Disposal site
new low-level wnste disposd sites, based on planned suitability fnr neu-
confinement technology ;(b) be b=edonevaluation ofsitemd surface disposal
confinement technology in accordance with ~PA prnces%
(c) provide a site with hydrogeolngic chat’nctcristics which, with
confinement technology, will protect groundwater resnurce;
(d) cnnsider natural hazards; and (e) have criteria which address
impacts on populations, Imd use, resource development plans
andpublic facilities, transport andutility accessibility, and
Iocatinn of wnste generation.

s 61 .7(a)(2)
Cnncepts

(8) ~ (a)requim design criteria $61.51 Dispas.al site
based on “aalyscs of physiographic, environmental and design fnr land
hydrngeologid data, ns well as assessments of projected waste disposal
volumes and characteristics to assure Order policy and
requirements can be mec and (b) disposal units shall be
designed in accordance with criteria md NEPA process

See previous entry fnr this Sectinn (page H-6)
-. ~

z

Identifies specific licensed material that may be dispnsed nf “as if
it were nnt radioactive”

(1) ...Specifies minimum acceptable site characteristics with
prim~ emphmis on isolatinn of wastes; (2) capable of being
chmtcterized, modeled, mdyzed and monitored, (3) consider
projected pnpulatinn growth relative to performance nbjective$
(4) avoid natural resource areas whose exploitation might
compromise achievement of performance objectives; (5) avoid
flooding and poorly drained arew (6) minimize upstieam
dcainage are% (7) provide sufficient depth to water tnbl%
(g) hydrogenlogic dispoml unit shall not discharge ~nundwater
tn tit: snrface within the sit% (9) avoid aceas with sufficient
tectonic activity to chatlenge the performance objectives;
(10) avoid arm where surface geolngic procesws may advecsely
affect performance nr modeling and prediction; and(11) avnid
area where nearby activities auld impact performance nbjcctive
achievement nr mask the ability tn monitor that pefionnance.

...Sit. characteristics should be considered in terms of the
inde!iiite future and evafuated for at least a S00 year time frame.

See previous entry for this Sectinn (page H-7)



Table H-1. (continued).

DOE citation DOE requirement NRC citation NRC requirement

i. Dispoml (cont.) (9) Disposal FaciliW ~ (a) requires operating $61.52 Land disposd (a)(1) requires segregation of Clms A wastes; (2) requires
procedures that protect the environment, health and safety facility operation ad dispo~l of Class C wastes greater tbm or equal to 5 meters
of the public and facility personnel; ensure facility security; disposal site below top mrface of cover or with intruder barriers designed to
minimize need for Ion@tem control; and meet closurefpost. closure resist inadvetient intmsion for greater tfmn or equal to 500 yem;
closure plan requirement% (b) emplacement of permment (3)-(1 1) provides specific requirements on maintenmce of
markers; (c) tmining requirements, emergency plans and the package inte~ty, void minimization, cover placement to
unusual occurrence reporting system, (d) minimize voids in minimize surface radiation dose rate, mwking of bo”ndties of
disposal units between waste contai”er~ md (e) co”d”ct dispowl units, maintenance of buffer zone, clomre and
operations such that active disposal operations will not stabilization of units m they are filled, prevent adverse effeck of
adversely affect tilled disposal units active disposal operations on closed units, and no dispmal of

non-mdioactive materials

j. Disposal site (1) Requires development of site-specitic closure plain for new $ 61.12(g) Specific Requires a description of the disposal site clomre plan, including
clOsurelpOst- and existing sites addressing closure witbin a 5.ye~ period after technical information design features intended to facilitate dispmal site clomre md to
closure tilling, and conformance with NSPA process. Performance (license application) eliminate the need for ongoing maintenance

objectives for existing disposal sites developed on a cme-by.
case basis as part of NSPA process.

(2) During closmelpost closure, residual radioactivity levels for No specific parallel - not applicable
surface soils shall comply with existing DOE decommissioning
guidelines.

(3) Corrective measures shall be applied to new sites or $ 61.12(I) Specific Requires a description of the plan for taking corrective measures
individual units if conditions occur or are forecw that technical information if migration of radionuclides is indicated by monitoring progmm
jeopardize attainment of performance objectives. (license application)

(4) Manage inactive sites in conformance with Resource No specific parallel - not applicable
Conservation and Recovery Act, Comprehensive Enviro”me”tal
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act and Supetind
Amendment md Reauthorization Act; or if mixed waste, may
be included in permit applications for operation of contiguous
disposal facilities.

(5) Closure plans to be reviewed and approved by appropriate No specific parallel - not applicable
field organization

(6) Termination of monitoring and maintenance activities to be $61.29 Post-clomre Responsibility for the disposal site, including observing,
based on analysis of site performance at end of institutional observation and monitoring ad necess~ maintenmce md repairs, shall be
control period maintenance maintained for tive yew a shoner or longer period for post-

closure observation and maintenance may be established,

.. . ,,, . .,.,, ,,. ,,, .



Table H-1. (continued).
~c
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DOE citation DOE requirement NRC citation NRC requirement G3.- -
~&

k. Environmental
monitoring

TC I 1. Qualitymsumnce

z~
0

m. Recordsand
Repoti

(1) Each low-level waste treatment, storage ad disposal facility
(operational or not) to be monitored by a program confoming
with DOE 5484.1ad k(2) and k(3)

(2) Program shall measure (a) operational emucnt releases;
(b) migration of radionuclide> (c) disposal unit subsidence and
(d) changes in facility and site pammet.rs that may atTect long-
temr site perfommce

(3) Based on facility characteristics, progmm may include
surface soil, air, surface water, and subsurface soil and water
both in the saturated and unsaturated zones

(4) Progmtn shall be capable of detecting trends in performmce
far enough in advmce to pemit any needed corrective action,
and able to ascertain compliance with Environment, Safety and
Heaftb Orders

Consistent with DOE5700.6c, conductinaccordancewith
AmericanNationalStandardsInstitute/AmericanSocietyof
MechanicalEngineersNuclearQualityAssurmce-1mdother
appropriateconsensusstandards

(1)Defines record-keeping requirement for field organizations
based on waste manifest data

(2) WasteManifestrecords shall containdata specifiedin
3d.(2) and be keut as Dennanentrecords.

$ 61.53(c)
Environmental
monitoring

$ 61.12(j) Specific
technical information

$61.80 Maintenance
of records, reports
md tmnsfers

See pre(ious entry for this Section (Page 4) ~
.

See prc{ious entty

See pre$ious entry

See previous ent~

Requires a description of the quality assurance progrm during
site qualificatio”, design, co”slmction, operation md closure of
the facility

Establishes requirements for maintenance of records and their
tmnsfer to State and local governmental agencies, and other
agencies as designated by the Commission at license termination

See previous entry
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the licensing process requirements (e.g., the contents of the license application, financial responsibility,

etc.) that are judged not to affect the substantive requirements that determine waste disposal impacts.

The Wosetsofrequirements were divided forcomparison into eight major categories performance

objectives; performance assessment waste characterization and acceptance criteriq disposal site

selection; facility and site design; disposal facility operation; disposal site closure/post-closure; and

environmental monitoring,

H.2 DOE - Nuclear Regulatory Commission Requirement Comparisons

H.2.1 PERFORMANCE OHJECTfVES

The basic performance objectives for the protection of the general public in DOE and Nuclear

RegulatoW Commission regulations are essentially identical: requiring maintenance of releases as low

as reasonably achievable, and setting a limit of 25 millirem/year to any individual from all exposure

pathways as a consequence of releases from the disposal site. In addition, the DOE Order limits

atmospheric releases of radioactivity from a site to no more than 10 millirem/year as stipulated in the

EPA National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants regulation, 40 CFR 61.

An apparent difference exists in the approaches specified for protection of a hypothetical future

inadvertent intruder by each of the agencies. Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirements for intruder

protection are to be met by a combination of defined concentration limits on those wastes that will not

decay to acceptable levels within 100 years (Class C wastes) and emplacement at depths greater than

5 meters or with 500-year-effective intruder barriers. DOE requires assurance that the specified dose

limits will not be exceeded after the 100-year institutional control period and requires the specification of

the quantities/concentrations of wastes in waste acceptance criteria for each treatment, storage and

disposal facility.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission initially proposed a rule that included both a 500-millirem intruder

dose limit and concentration limits conservatively calculated to achieve that dose. In the final rule, the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission removed the dose limit as a requirement for future performance

because a licensee could not demonstrate compliance or monitor that future performance; however, that

dose value was used as the basis for calculating the concentration limits for Class C wastes. Thus, the

apparent difference between the requirements is only superficial and more a consequence of the fomal

nature of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulatory process than a substantive difference in

protection afforded the hypothetical future inadvertent intruder, since bnth agencies use the same dose as

a basis for protection features.

H-11
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H.2.2 PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

Both agencies require a radiological performance assessment to demonstrate the compliance of proposed

disposal activities withthe performance objectives. DOEalso requires aperformance assessment forthe

overall waste management system at each site covering activities from the reduction of wastes generated

through treatment totheirdisposal. Inkeeping with their natireas licensing requirements, Nuc1ew

Regulatory Commission regulations are more explicit in the details of the performance assessment to be

provided. Both DOEandthe Nuclear Regulato~Commission require monitoring toassessactial and

prospective performance.

H.2.3 WASTE CHARACTERIZATION AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

Nuclear Regulatory Commission waste characterization and classifications apply only to the wastes

delivered to the disposal site, whereas DOE characterization applies to all aspects of waste management,

from its initial segregation at the waste generator, through treatment and interim storage, to its final

disposal. The transfer documents, or manifests, specified by each agency (by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission in Appendix F to Part 20) require essentially the same information.

Characteristics of waste packages acceptable for disposal are essentially the same for the two agencies,

although the requirements set by the Nuclear Regrdato~ Commission in 10 CFR 61 Part 56 are specified

TE I by DC)E in two parts of DC)E5820.2A [3 e.(5) Waste Characterization and 3.i,(5) Disposal]. Because of

the nature of the materials handled by DOE in the course of its diverse missions, DOE also requires

waste acceptance criteria for criticality safety and for (security) classified low-level radioactive waste not

applicable to Nuclear Regulatory Commission licensees.

H.2.4 DISPOSAL SITE SELECTION

For new disposal sites, DOE requires the development of selection criteria that recognize the intended

confinement technology, and the selection of a site considering both site and confinement technology

characteristics. DOE requirements include consideration of natural hazards and of environmental

impacts as well as protection of groundwater resources. Nuclear Regulatory Commission site-selection

requirements focus exclusively on site characteristics and require their evaluation for at least a 500-year

time frame, reflecting the greater reliance for protection placed by the Nuclear RegulatoW Commission

on site (as opposed to facility design) features,

H-12
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H.2.5 FACILITY Am SITE DESIGN

DOE requires facility and site design criteria, the specifications for which (including such factors as

stabilization, packaging, burial depth, and barriers) are left for definition by each disposal site [3i.(2)];

design criteria are to be based on site features as well as expected waste volumes and characteristics

[3.i.(8)]. Nuclear Regulatory Commission site design requirements are general with respect to their

objectives, except for the specification of the effective life of intruder barriers as 500 years where

Class C wastes cannot be buried at depths greater than 5 meters. In addition to the fundamental site

specifications cOmmon to bOth DOE and Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirements, the latter also

identifies as requirements the ability of a site to be characterized, modeled, analymd, and monitored, and

the avoidance of areas where nearby activities could adversely impact achievement of performance

objectives or substantially mask the monitoring program.

H.2.6 DISPOSAL FACILITY OPERATION

DOE requirements under this title are similar to but less specific than those of the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, particularly with respect to the segregation of Class A wastes (determined by concentration

of short- and long-lived radionuclides) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirement for deeper I TE

disposal of Class C wastes or the use of a 500-year effective intruder barrier, Both are intended to limit

worker and public exposures to those specified in the performance objectives (identical for both

agencies) and to promote long-term site stab~hty.

H.2.7 DISPOSAL SITE CLOSURE~OST-CLOSURE

DOE and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirements for closure and post/closure activities are I TE

similar. Both require site-specific closure plans; the Nuclear RegulatoW Commission requires plans for

corrective measures, while the DOE requirement is for their application if the attainment of performance

objectives is threatened or occurs.

H.2.8 ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

DOE and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirements for environmental monitoring are quite I TE

similar in substance and objectives; both require programs that will demonstrate compliance with public

health and safety standards and provide early warning of migration of radioactivity from the disposal

sites.

H-13
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H.3 Nuclear Regulatory Commission - DOE Comparison Summary

Apart from the licensing procedural elements of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations, the

most substantial distinctions between the requirements of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and DOE

affecting the disposal of low-level radioactive waste are in the specificity of the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission regulations in 10 CFR61, which are not reflected in DOE Order 5820.2A. To a

considerable extent that is the result of the formal regulatory process prescribed for the Nuclear

RegulatoW Commission and its licensees. Additionally, the more general nature of the DOE Order

reflects the greater flexibili~ required to manage the diversity of waste materials and forms which are

produced by the wide variety of missions aud activities carried out by and for DOE, as well as the broad

range of existing DOE site characteristics that are not reflected at likely licensed disposal sites,

Despite these distinctions, the performance objectives specified for the protection of the public and

workers from the operation of low-level radioactive waste disposal facilities are essentially identical, and

the means specified for demonstrating compliance (i.e., performance assessments) are also essentially

identical in approach, Accordingly, there are no substantive differences in the degree of protectiot~

afforded public health and safety inherent in the different agency regulations.

H.4 EPA Hazardous Waste Landfill Requirements

As indicated in the previous discussion, Nuclear Regulatory Commission and DOE design requirements

for low-level radioactive waste disposal facilities are prescribed in terms of their performance

requirements (i.e., basically their ability to limit radiological dose to meet the respective regulations). In

contrast, the EPA regulations governing kurdfill facilities for hazardous wastes under RCRA (40 CFR

264.301), although notapplicable to low-level radioactive waste disposal, prescribe facility design

features themselves. These include, for example:

. Each new landfill must have two or more liners and a leachate collection rmd removal system

between tbe liners, The liners must be designed and constructed to prevent migration of wastes

out of the landfill to tie adjacent subsurface soil or groundwater or surface water during the active

period of the landfill (including the closure period).

. The liners must be constructed of materials that have appropriate chemical properties and

sufficient strength and tiickness to prevent failure, be placed upon a foundation or base capable of

providing support to the liner and resistance to pressure gradients, and must be installed to cover

surrounding earth likely to be in contact with the waste or leachate.

H-14
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● The liner system must.include a top asrdbottom liner, The bottom liner must include two

components, the lower of which must be constructed of at least 90 cm (3 feet) of compacted soil

material with a hydraulic conductivity of no more than 1 x 10-7 cm/sec (2 x 10-7 ft/min),

● The Ieachate collection and removal system immediately above the top liner must be designed,

constructed, operated, and maintained to collect and remove Ieachate from the landfill during the

active life and post-closure care period to ensure the Ieachate depth over the liner does not exceed

30 cm (1 foot).

. The leachate collection and removal system be~een the liners is also a leak detection system.

The requirements for a leak detection system include: constructed of granular drainage materials

with a hydraulic conductivity of 1 x 10-2 cm/sec (2 x 10-2 ft/min) or more and a thickness of

30 cm (1 foot) or constructed of synthetic or geonet drainage materials with a transmissivity of / TE

3 x 1&s m2/sec (2 x 10-2 ft2/min); constructed of materials that are chemically resistant to the

waste and Ieachate and of expected strength and thickness to prevent collapse; and designed and

operated to minimize clogging constructed with sumps and liquid removal methods. ITE

● A run-on control system capable of preventing flow into the active portion of the landfill during

peak discharge from at least a 25-year storm, and a runoff management system to collect and

control at least the water volume resulting from a 24-hour, 25-year storm must be in place.

Thus, the EPA requirements for a hazardous waste landfill do not specify or require “vaults” as such, nor

do they speci& performance requirements (e.g., environmental exposure or concentration limits), or

appear tOcontemplate that such landfills would consist of more than a trench excavated in the earth with

relatively sophisticated engineered systems for leachate collection and infiltration protection. The vaults

proposed for disposal of low-level radioactive waste at SRS, as described in Appendix B, greatly surpass

the EPA hazardous waste landfill requirements described above.

H-15
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APPENDIX I. PUBLIC COMMENTS AND DOE RESPONSES

1.1 Introduction

DOE completed the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for Waste Management at the Savannah

River Site (SRS) in January 1995, and on January 27, 1995, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) published a Notice of Availability for the document in the Federal Register (60 FR 5386). EPA’s

notice started the public comment period on the draft EIS and announced arr ending date of March 13,

1995, At a request from the public, DOE extended the comment period through March31, 1995. This

appendix Presents the cOmments received from government agencies and the public during the comment

period and DOES responses to those comments.

Comments by letter, telephone (voice mail), facsimile, and in fomal statements made at public hearings

were accepted, The hearings, which included the opportunity for infomal discussions with SRS

personnel involved with waste marragement, were held in Bamwell, South CarolinaonFebruaW21,

1995; Columbia, South Carolina on February 22, 1995; North Augusta, South Carolina on February 23,

1995; Savannah, Georgia on February 28, 1995; Beaufort, South Carolina on March 1, 1995; and Hilton

Head, South Carolina on March 2, 1995. DOE received comments from a total of 15 individuals,

government agencies, or other organizations including five written or oral statements at the hearing

sessions. Ten letters were received. No one submitted comments by facsimile or voice mail. The

statements made at the hearings were documented in official transcripts. Each of these comments were

assigned unique number codes as follows for reference in this Final EIS:

Hearings HHOO1through HHO02 (Statements made at the Hilton Head meeting)

NAOO1(Statement made at the North Augusta meeting)

S001 through S002 (Statements made at one of the Savannah meetings)

Letters LOOI through LO1O

Specific comments by each commentor were numbered sequentially (i.e., 001,002, etc.) to provide

unique identifiers. The individuals, government agencies, and other organizations that submitted

comments and their unique identifiers are provided in Table I-1.

The comments DOE received reflect a broad range of concerns and opinions about topics addressed in

this EIS, The topics most frequently raised by commentors were concerns about specific facilities,

including the Consolidated Incineration Facili~, the various waste types this EIS addresses; public

participation; and potential impacts on human health. Comments received from government agencies
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consisted primarily of statements of no conflict or requests for clarification. The EPA endorsed the

proposed action in their response and gave the Drafi EIS a rating of EC-2. This rating indicated that the

agency has environmental concerns about the project and that EPA needs more information to fully

assess the impacts.

DOE also received numerous comments that raised issues outside the scope of this EIS; many of them

involved proposed actions”that are being evaluated in other National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)

reviews. DOE considered those comments it received during the comment period that were within the

scope of this EIS in the preparation of the final EIS. Individual comments received and DOE’s

responses, identified by the numbering system described above, are provided in Parts 1, 2, and 3 of this

appendix. Where appropriate,DOE revised the EIS in response to these comments. In such cases, the

revision is indicated in the margin of the page with a change bar and the number of the comment that

prompted the revision.

I-2
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Table I-1. Public Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement,

Statements Made at the Public Hearings

Comment
Source No. Commentor Page No.

Soo 1 Jean 0. Brown I-9

SO02 Fred Nadelman 1-11
Coastal Citizens for a Cleaner Environment

HHOO1 George Minot 1-14

HHO02 Charlotte Marsala 1-18

Correspondence Received from Government Agencies and the Public

Comment
Source No, Commentor Page No.

LOO1 James E, Bolen I-22

LO02 W. F, Lawless I-24
Citizens Advisory Board

LO03 Andreas Mager, Jr. I-26
National Marine Fisheries Service

LO04 Kenneth W. Holt I-29
Dept. Of Health and Human Services

LO05 Shirley Dennis 1-37

LO06 Robert H. Wilcox I-39

LO07 Debra K. Hasan I-42
Citizens for Environmental Justice

LO08 Heinz J. Mueller I-53
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region IV

LO09 Mary T. Kelly I-57
League of Women Voters

LOlO W. F. Lawless I-59
Citizens Adviso~ Board
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1.2 Statements Made at the Public
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Accurate/Augusta Reporting, Inc.
Con’anentNA-001

Page 1

PUBLIC CITIZ~-2 : Can I make a formal comment?

m. POPE* Yes, sir. You bet.

PPBLIC CITIZ~-2 : Okay. My name is Bob Overman. I,m not

representing any compay. As 1 said before, I contributed to all this

stuff. 1 don,t like the idea of leaving this low-level waste buried.

That,s not being disposed of. I don,t “ant my great-grandchildren

pointing a finger at me and saying why didn It YOU take care of that

garbage. It ,s bad enough that my grandchildren are saying that no”.

In my opinion, the only satisfactory way of disposing of waste

is to reduce it to the least chemically active fom. That means all of

your organic material, lab coats and shoes, that, s going to decompose.

That ,s going to give trouble in the burial ground. Let ,s get that

stuff out of there, put it in the incinerator, and then get an

agreement on what you 8re going to do with the ash.

The ash is not the most stable form. It can migrate.

Vitrification seems to be acknowledged as the one way to stabilize low-

level waste for any activity. You,re talking about a vitrifier for

M-Area. Wonderful. Let -s get some vitrif iers in there.

As you dig up that stuff, take care of it, “itrify it after yo”

incinerate, if you have to incinerate, but let,s don,t do another

halfway job and expect our grandchildren to have to come back, dig up

what we left, and do it again. 1 shudder to hear that You,re not

planning on digging up all of the lab coats that 1 helped put in there.

I didnnt bury them, but I sure got some dirty.

Compactors, only temporary. They do absolutely no good. The

organics were decomposed in these 1ittle boxes. You get gas formation,

you may get leaks, b“t that ts not a final way to store them. S0 1 was

glad to hear that you Ire talking about vitrifying it, You Ire talking

DKKL,

NA-
001-01

Comment NA-001. (page 1 of 3)

.. .
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NAM1-O
(cont.

Accurate/Augusta Reporting, Inc.
Cement NA-001

Page 2

about smelters. we have an awful lot of contaminated metal stored --

buried out there, old mixer settlers, old tanks. Chop those things up,

melt them, get thm into ingots or billets, and if you can 8t sell it,

bury the stuff.

The thing about a billet, the activity inside there is going to

be exposed as the billet rusts. But the rust on the surface of the

billet will also capture the radioactivity, the elements that are

radioactive, the cesium and all the rest of that. Rust is a “cry good

scavenger for that stuff, so if you have released any activity, that

rust will keep it from migrating into the soil .

So think in terms vitrifying and smelting. Let,s stabilize this

Stuff . 1 won,t be around another 100 years, but maybe my great-

grandchildren will. Thank you.

m. POPEZ Thank yOU .

PUBLIC CITIZ~-2 t The minimum is Alternate C:

MR. POPXZ Well, there -s a minimum waste forecast for each of

the alternatives.

PUBLIC CITIZ=-2 : No, I meant the minimum thing you do “ith

that is c.

MR. POPE, Yes, 8ir?

PUBLIC CITIZ2U-1 z You are not including the spent fuel YO” -re

receiving from the European reactors and temporarily storing that?

That ,s not part of this; is that right?

m. POPE8 No, that is the subject of another environmental

impact statement that -s going on.

PUBLIC CITIZSW-2 z You have to get rid of that before you do the

basin water, though.

....r.39-

CommentNA-001.(page2 of 3)
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Accurate/Augusta Reporting, lnc.
CominentNA-001

Page 3

ml. mPE: Yeah. my other questions or would someone else like

to stand up and make a conunent?

(No response. )

m. POPE% well , thank you so much for coming. If yousd like to

come up and talk with any of the crew here afterwards, please feel free

to. Thank yOU

(Meeting adjourned at 2:02 p.m. )

mw.c“,

CommentNA-001.(page 3 of3)
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Response to Comment NAOO1-1

The comment suggests that DOE should address the hazards of the decomposition of organic materials
present in low-level wastes previously sent to shallow Iaod disposal at SRS by excavating these wastes
and treating them to destroy the organic fraction by incineration. Additionally, the commentor
recommended that the incinerator ash be vitrified, and that buried contaminated metals be retrieved and
processed by smelting before sale or reburial. These techniques are generally consistent with the
extensive treatment configuration described in alternative C. However, the Waste Management EIS does
not establish what type of environmental restoration activities should be implemented for the various
waste sites at SRS, The SRS low-level waste disposal facilities are being investigated in accordance with
the SRS Federal Facility Agreement. A formal risk assessment and remedial investigation will be
performed for the Burial Ground Complex under Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
Section 3004(u)/Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
Section 120(e) to determine the facility’s closure and post-closure performance objectives and
requirements. These analyses will consider the hazards presented by the wastes, including the potential
for gas formation as a result of the decomposition of organic materials and the potential for migration of
contaminants on buried organic and metal wastes, to establish appropriate remediation requirements,
These hazards will be weighed against the risks posed by the remediation alternatives, including worker
exposure during excavation of the wastes and the emissions associated with any treatment performed on
the excavated materials.
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Comment Sheet
Savannah River Site Waate Management

Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Pleeeeuse thissh- ifyouwiehtopmide wtittencomment6onpotentialentimnmti iasuea
~nceming the hfl Envinmmerdel1- %te~.

B ls .

Sool-ol
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Response to Comment S001-01

DOE believes that the charts and other technical information that were presented at the public hearings
on the SRS Waste Management Draft EIS accurately describe the waste management alternatives and

their impacts. Because thealtematives inthe EISinclude new facilities that have not been operated at
SRS, DOE studied similar existing facilities and used validated anal~ical techniques and models to
estimate impacts. Intheir review of the EIS, federal andstate agencies examined theresults of DOE
analyses andprovided their comments aspresented inthis Appendix and Appendix J. Tbe EIS has also
been subject toindependent peerreview, asdiscussed intheresponse tocomment LOO2-O2.The
analytical procedures and models used to determine the impacts presented on the charts are discussed in
the EIS. Forexample, refer to Section 4.1.3for groundwater resources, Section 4.1.5 forairresources,
Section 4.1.12 for health effects, and Section 4.1.13 and Appendix F for further detail on accidents.
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The fallacy of the Safe Waste Management of
Nuclear Materiala

by Fred Nadelman

Can nuclear materials, namely. Plutonium, the deadliest
of all such materials be stored .eafely? Definitely not.
Not only are we, the taxpayers, being aaked to subsidize an
ovarage nuclear weapons plant, a relic of the cold war, that
leaka radioactive gaa into the air and poisons the ground
water serving Savannah and South Georgia with leaks from its
cooling system, but we are now asked to institutionalize
those inadequacies by allowing Westinghouse and the
Department of Energy to atore those materiala in the
ground.-unt~l these agencies find a way to store the

mater i ale somewhere else in pieces of glasa.
The fact remains that any storage of nuclear

materials--anywhere and under any of the proposed
circumstances is unrel i able. For this reaaon we should not
accept the storage of any such mater i ala in this erea. The
question of how to “permanently. store such materials safely
has not been solved. What is the anawer? That is still a
good question. We have such recent accidents as
Three-Mile-Island, Chernobyl, and the December 1992
Plutonium leaks at the Savannah River Site as guides.

Can any deadly material going into “cold storagen in
tbe ground be invulnerable to changes reeulting from natural
ground movement aa well as dieaaters such aa floods and
earthquake. Remember--the Savannah River Site is located
over a fault in the earth. Thus the devastation resulting
from an earthquake is too horrendous for anyone to
conceive--given the haunting factor of the releass of
nuclear waste throughout the Georgia and South Carolina
countryside and cities.

Fellow Savannahiana! Do not accept the falee
proposition that you are not in danger from the DOE
proposal. Until we adequately solve the problem of nuclear :]/47,ii
we should not lull ourselves into believing that our lives
are not being risked under the current proposed solution.

PK56-2

SCQ2-01

SO02-02

S0432-03

titter SM2.
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Response to Comment S002-01

Plutonium storage is out of the scope of this EIS. The response to comment LO07-07 provides additional
information on the storage of transuranic waste, which may contain plutonium. DOE addresses
plutonium storage and storage of other weapons materials in other National Environmental Policy Act
documentation including the Stockpile Stewardship and Management Programs Programmatic EIS
(DOE/EIS-0236), the Programmatic Spent Nuclear Fuel Management and Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Programs EIS (DOEIEIS-0203), the
F-Canyon Plutonium Solutions EIS (DOEiEIS-02 19), the Interim Management of Nuclear Materials EIS
(DOEIEIS-0220), the Long-Term Storage and Disposition of Weapons - Useable Fissile Materials
Programmatic EIS (DOEIEIS-0229), the Continued Operation of the Pantex Plant and Associated
Storage of Nuclear Weapon Components EIS (DOEiEIS-0225), and the Environmental Assessment for
Operation of the HB-Line Facili@ and Frame Waste Recovery Process far the Production of P.-238
Oxide at the SRS (DOE/EIS-0948).

Response to Commer!t S002-02

The Department of Energy Savannah River Operations Office is committed to the safe storage and
disposal of all nuclear and other hazardous materials for which it is responsible. Standards for the
storage and disposal of radioactive material are set forth in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 USC
$201 et seq.) and implemented through DOE Orelers. The DOE Orders establish an extensive system of
standards and requirements that protect human health and minimize dangers to life or property from
radioactive material management activities under DOES jurisdiction. DOE Order 5820.2A, “Radioactive
Waste Management,” establishes performance criteria for the storage of high-level and transuranic
wastes and for the storage and disposal of low-level wastes, The performance criteria for low-level
waste disposal facilities require that a radiological perforrrrance assessment be developed that projects
the migration of radionuclides from the disposed waste to the environment and estimates the resulting
dose to people. The performance assessment is used to establish the combination of waste inventory and
proposed disposal method that provides reasonable assurance that the performance objectives will be
met. Engineered structures,such as the Iow-level waste disposal vaults,and enhanced waste forms, such
as tbe stabilized waste forms to be achieved by the Consolidated Incineration Facility or the proposed
vitrification facilities, evaluated in this EIS are designed to provide containment of the radioactive
materials in accordance with applicable requirements.

Further, the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, and other related statutes give EPA responsibility and
authority for developing generally applicable standards for protection of the environment from
radioactive material, EPA has promulgated several regulations under this authority including the
“Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for the Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel,
High-Level, and Transuranic Radioactive Wastes” (40 CFR 191). DOE must manage its radioactive
wastes in accordance with applicable EPA regulations, In addition, the management of radioactive waste
that also contains hazardous waste components, known as mixed waste, is also subject to regulation
under RCRA, which is coadministered by the state of South Carolina,

Response to Comment S002-03

DOE analyzes accident scenarios associated with existing and proposed waste processing, storage, and
disposal facilities in Appendix F, “Accident Analysis,” of this EIS. Accident analysis methodology
included natural phenomena initiators such as floods, tornadoes, and earthquakes. DOE considers the
potential for flood damage in the design of SRS facilities.
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Both above-grade and below-grade storage and disposal facilities would be located in E-Area, which is
centered over the drainage divide between Upper Three Runs and Fommile Branch and is approximately
30 meters ( 100 feet) above their floodplains (as shown in Figure 3-7 of the EIS). Sites of new
construction would be graded to direct storrnwater away from the storage and disposal facilities. In
addition, facility design would include sumps to remove water that entered underground disposal areas,
Therefore, flooding would not damage above- or below-grade storage and disposal facilities.

As shown in Figure 3-4 of the EIS, no earthquake fault underlies E-Area, where SRS waste management
activities are carried out. A design-basis earthquake, which has an estimated ground acceleration of
0.2 times the acceleration of gravity (0.2g), is (as stated in Section 3.2.3 of the EIS) estimated to have a

2.0 x 10-4 annual probability of occurrence (1 in 5,000 years) at SRS. Appendix F analyzed 24 potential
accidents that would be initiated by earthquakes. The analysis shows that the risk of these accidents
(probability x consequences), both individually and cumulatively, is not the highest risk event for any
waste type. The highest risk accident to a storage or disposal facility initiated by an earthquake would
increase tbe likelihood of a fatal cancer to the offsite maximally exposed individual by 4 chances in
1 million which would not be detectable, given the individual likelihood of fatal cancer from all causes
of about 1 in 4. As stated in Section F.7, Secondary Impacts from Postulated Accidents, no adverse
impacts on water quality from postulated accidents are considered likely. Contamination would migrate
slowly to the groundwater, so clean-up efforts that would follow a release incident would capture the
contaminants before they reach the groundwater, and it is unlikely that the postulated accidents would
result in offsite contamination,
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Accurate/Augusta Reporting, Inc.
ConnnentHH-001

Page 1

WR. MIWOT: 1 have in my hand here something that -

- from Oak Ridge about in situ vitrification that they 8ve apparently

been very successful in. Is that part of your plan?

m. TSOWASZ In situ -- this is the WaSte Management EIS for

solid waste streams. Now --

m. MIWOT* well, that,s exactly what they,ye tal,ki,ngabo!?t.

Theysre talking about taking the contaminated dirt and putting

electrodes in it and melting it down and forming a solid glass form.

MR. TSOMASZ That isn,t processing. That is in the

environmental restoration we 8re in for in situ, and the envirorunental

restoration folks are evaluating in situ vitrification as potential

treatment for remediation sites. Does that make sense?

MR. MIuOTZ What the hell difference does it make? You want to

contain it. why dig it up and carry it off to a glass-making facility

even though it,s across the way?

m. TSOMAS* We didn,t, in this EIS, want to make policies for

particular environmental restoration sites What we wanted to do was

to try to determine ho” much waste would be coming out of those and

then set up the facilities to treat it. Those individual environmental

restoration sites are the s“bject of other NEPA actions which will be

done as those sites come about.

PK5*

Comment HH-001. (page:
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Accurate/Augusta Reporting, Inc.
ConnnentIiH-O01

Page 2

~. MIWOT: I don”t know a NSPA action from anything.

m. TliomAaz National Environmental Policy Act, which an

environmental impact statement is a WEPA action. So there,s a separate

process for evaluating and the cleanup and technologies for

environmental restoration sites as dictated by --

m. f41mr That,s bureaucrat ic gobbledygook. What 1,m talking

about, if 1 have a problem and it consists of contaminated soil, which

You indicated that a large majority of this, at least the mixed waste,

was a contaminated soil problem, some of the high-level waste is -- you

know, has to be reduced out of a li~id form, and certainly we “ant it

out of the groundwater and out of the aguifers. But contaminated

soils, it seems that this seems to be a viable or at least something to

be considered. We<re not going to be selling that land -- DOE is not

going to sell that land for residential property sites in the next

1,000 years.

Ms. mm: It may. It my.

f4R.MINm z Not -- no. No. No.

Ms. m-: They have a plan for it.

=. M1~: No, they don,t. No they donst. That,s the Mickey

Mouse that they,re talking about. Let,s be realistic. Tbe Westion

was, have you considered this?

m. Tnowz The environmental restoration folks are considering

that.

m . f41NoT: 1,m talking about in your program to handle “aste.

MR. mow: No, we are not.

~ . MINOT : Why not?

PK56-

HHOOl-
01
(cont.)

Comment HH-001. (page 2 of 3)
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Accurate/Augusta Reporting, Inc.
ConnnentHH-001

Page 3

m. mow: Because we take that results from other facilities,

all right, that we project to come to us and have a centralized

treatment facility. Now, if I was remediating --

MR. MINOT: No, that,s not -- that wasn, t my understanding of

it. The problm was to look at the waste as it exists and what might

be coming in.

MR. mow: Right.

fM. MIfiOTt And if the best answer is to freeze it in place and

move on, you know.

MR fmLL: Not taking tbe soi1 out of the ground and doing

something with it is -- one of the projections would be the minimum

case.

m. mow, Right.

MR. f?OLL: And if they leave the soil there, there $s several

things they can do. It is between negotiations between tbe State “ho

gives us the permit.

fm. MINW 8 You,re asking for comment MY connnentwould be, why

not consider this? And don -t give me the -- you kno”, well, we have to

take it from them, whoever them are. That a viable solution to solving

the waste management problem at SRS might be, for its contaminated

soil, tbe least expensive, the least exposure to people, and more

e9UiPment that has to be trashed later on because it was digging in

this dirt. It my be a consideration. And why can,t we propose that

as a cement to this particular --

MR. POPE : You can. Yo” can.

MA. MINm z So moved.

PK554

Comment HH-001. (page 3 of 3)
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Response to Comment HHOO1-01

Although specific alternatives for environmental restoration (i.e., cleaning up contaminants released into
the environment in the past) would be subject to separate NEPA review, if appropriate, DOE has
included in this EIS the waste volumes that could be generated from environmental restoration activities.
As the discussions at the hearing indicated, DOE-Savannah River Operations Office is evaluating the
feasibility of in-place vitrification of contaminated soil as well as other in-place treatments. In-place
vitrification is addressed in Appendix D, Section D,7. 15 of the EIS as an emerging treatment technology
which may well be employed for the treatment of some or much of the contaminated soil at SRS,
Sections 2.1.3,2.1.4, and 2.1.5 of the EIS show that the expected, minimum, and maximum waste
volumes resulting from environmental restoration activities depend on whether in-place treatment is
viable (as assumed for most of the units in the minimum waste forecast) or the waste must be removed
for treatment (as assumed for most of the units in the maximum waste forecast).

As indicated in Section 2.1, the environmental restoration program is regulated hy the Federal Facili@
Agreemen[for SRS, an agreement between EPA, the South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control (SCDHEC), and DOE. Characterization of the environmental restoration units

(identified in Appendix G) is in its early stages. Therefore, DOE believes it would be premature to
consider site-specific environmental restoration alternatives in this EIS. DOE-Savannah River
Operations Office has established a land use planning group to develop a comprehensive land use plan
and land use options for the SRS,
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Accurate/Augusta Reporting, Inc.
ConnnentHH-002

Page 1

Ms. MAR-: Number one, you don 8t have to be told by me that

00E bas a credibility gap with the public. Okay? You have done,

inadvertently, no intention, no intentional doing, created an economic

hardship on the city of Savannah and will be created and imposed on

Hilton Head if this continues and we go to the river as a “ater source

-– drinking water source. I resent it vew, very much.

1 think since you created this tritium problem -. because of the

unknowns of 50 years ago there -s no finger of blame being pointed --

you should subsidize the stintillating monitors that,s been being used

in the city of Savannah ever since that 1991 spill Since nobody

trusts NE in letting the public know as quickly as the public would

like to know, even if we let our hair stand on end for a couple of

days, 1 think you should underwrite that and let it continue to be an

independent testing but funded by DOE.

1 further think you should offer Beaufort-Jasper water sewer

Association a new scintillating monitor which is very sensitive to

tritium readings. Tbe maximum cost of the monitor is $25,000. The

U1timate goal that they use to monitor it is the only one out of three

that doesn 8t produce more hazardous waste in the testing of it. And

you should supply the manpower that is needed to test it, and place it

at least an hourlan hour and a half riverwise up the Savannah River so

that an alarm could be cent for the Beaufort-Jasper to close our canal

if the readings are higher than what we anticipate or hope that

they-re going to be.

And this is the message that 1 have sent to Hazel O,Leary and I

restate it here. I think you should at least subsidize that. That Is

not going to break the bank as far as 1,m concerned.

PK5M

Comment HH-002. (page of 2)
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Secondly, there was -- from the Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory in California a new technology was developed for

desalinating not only brackish water but soiled seawater. I would hope

that the Depar~ent of Snergy, which funds that particular program,

would consider using that at the Savannah River Plant so that you don,t

have to lay off a bunch of people, just convert the mass plowshare, so

to speak, and use the facility for something productive.

And if you can get tbe cooperation of Secretary Baggett from the

Department of the Interior, because his reclamation group has already

sent me a letter in response to my sending him that information that

they think it,s a very viable method, that they would develop and are

considering developing it for conunercialuse if they had enough

funding. So possibly in this country ~cy, s could help &cy, s, instead

of being separate entities being cooperative and to develop that

technology. That #s about it.

I.fRWILLIAf.fS: Okay. tiy other comments, queetions,

observations?

,,ti..
rm..-.

HHoo2-
)2
[cont.)

Comment HH-002. (page 2 of 2)
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Response to Comment HHO02-01

Subsidizing or providing additional scintillation monitors for Savannah River water users is outside the
scope of the Waste Management EIS. However, this suggestion was forwarded to the DOE Savannah
River Environmental Compliance Division for review.

After detailed review of DOES and the state’s monitoring program, DOE believes that additional
monitoring is not necessary because of the following reasons:

. DOE presently monitors the tritium concentrations at a number of locations upstream of
Savannah, GA including Highway301, and the Beaufort Jasper and the Port Werrhvorth water
treatment plant intakes. DOE presents the results of its monitoring program for public review in
the SRS Annual Environmental Monitoring Reports, The 1994 annual dose to an individual who

drank ~o liters of water per day from either of the Savannah River water intakes (0.06 millirem)
is well below a level that would cause concern, DOE encourages public participation in its
environmental monitoring program through review of the SRS Annual Environmental Monitoring
Reports.

. River water at Highway 301 is routinely sampled by SCDHEC to independently verify that there
are no health concerns presented by the Savannah River due to contaminants released from SRS,

We also wish to note that the SRS reactors, which in the past presented the greatest risk of an unplanned
release, are presently shutdown. Only the K-Reactor is being maintained for possible future missions.
Before K-Reactor was shutdown, the component that caused the release in December 1991 was replaced
and successfully tested. That component has been drained and deactivated for over 2 years,

Response to Comment HHO02-02

Lawrence Livermore Laboratories is currently bench-scale testing a less energy-intensive water
desalination technology. The technology works on the principle of deionization. Deionization is simply
the stabilization of the electrical charge on an atom, group of atoms, or molecule by maintaining or
restoring its electrical configuration. The deionization unit would contain charged ion plates (i.e.,
positive and negative) that would be used to attract the salt molecules from saltwater, To purge the
system the charge on the plates would be reversed and a concentrated brine (i.e., salt) solution would be
removed. The plates would then be reversed again and the system would be ready to treat more
saltwater. There is no application of this technology for desalination purposes at SRS, however, in
theory the technology could be applied to the treatment of wastewater with inorganic contaminants.

Since this technology is being developed by DOE through the Office of Technology Development
(OTD), its applications to SRS would be evaluated and applied through the DOE complex-wide focus
areas which include: plumes (i.e., groundwater plumes), landfills, stabilization (i.e., materials and waste),
high level waste, and mixed waste, OTD communicates the potential application of emerging and
developing technologies to SRS.

In response to the comment about layoffs, in this EIS DOE evaluated the manpower needed to construct
and operate the treatment, storage and disposal facilities. This includes retraining personnel to perform
waste management activities.
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1.3 Correspondence Received from Government Agencies

and the Public
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LOO1-O

LNI-O

A.B.Oodd, Dtiti
Envinmmcntal Grnplisacc Division
WA CwmPliauceOfficer
U.S. ~nt ofEnergy
Sati Riw OparadnnsO-
P.O. Box 5031
Aikik;o.&mfirIa 29804-5031

~ COnuncntsrag* ti “SavennsbRiverSita(SRS)Wsatc~t M
—Iltrd impacts~t”~.

%. Onuld:

Tbasubjectdwumentis wellwritten,naarfriendly,andtbnrnughin every~t.

1.Thedrsftenvimmntfd imp statement p) ~ nptions fnrtreatmentof
polycblorinstedbiphenyi substicea (~Bs). Shipmt of KBs tn ofiitc Iocatiom fmm
the Site is sn option SRS shodd mnsider @ sfter doing the folfowing

Wposing a blending plan tn SCD3fEC (and -iving Vd of S-) which~OWX
YSRS to blend PCBs and PCS contaminated media tn k ow TSCACRwsataacccpk

lirni~withthewwte.~ abeadyWVed for bundng in the C4m~ ~on
Facility (~.

It is recogn~ h C~ is not licensed tn incincrats TSCA s“bstaocca, hOWeVW, & sw
of South Csrol]m (SCDHSC) mdd be doing a dis-acrvice tn its residents of the SW by
fotildding on-site _ent snd thereby requiring SRS to @@ ficib]e pcBs
across lad highways for tiatment end dispaal, wban SRS cotid @at @y incineration)
blended-down (or diluted)conmnhationaof thiswsatcvolume. We tbeRCM
Wtitted iocinemtor at SRS may not be designed to ccbieve tbe deamction efficiency of a
TSCA Li~nsed incinerator, blending waste PCB oils md rcaiducs (pficulwly with high
beat vclue wastes) msy ~tit in more tharIcdequate destruction, and hem *W the A
for offsite shipments.

2. Thisdec-nt (WMEIS) deacrik diffmt o-g lif~s for the ~ (in years).
Dc~nding on b different alternativesconsidered, the CfP woufd epcrctc until ntber
facifide.acodd k c-ctcd (the Alpha andorNon-AIpba Viuiiicatia Fscilides).

&uwoftisutitid k~dfm-s~ti ti~ma&ti~
mnstxuction site (h CIF itself ~uirca stesm in its oparatinn) SRS wotid batters- ita
fmd rcso~ by dcvclnping steam (or even -cal pewer) -g capabilities at
the ~ ifenough high-heat vduc waste is available. If SRS is chosen to receive
incincrable waste fmm the DOE ~lex (i.e. outside of SRS) &n apeci81mnsidaradon
for producing steam and pnwm sbndd be given tn M. 3ftha existing inciierater m
(Withoutdrastic engineering and ahucden Cbaugas)& mnditied tn -rt -
production (i.e. tcbcating of conde~te m other) in some way, ttcn this conceptshmddbc
consiti a well.

*Bg. %

Aiken.SouthCmlina -W1dent

DK.c_~

Utter LOO1.
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Response to Comment LOO1-01

EPA has established regulations under the Toxic Substances Control Act that speci~ standards for the
incineration of polychlorinated biphenyl materials (PCBS), As noted in the comment, these standards are
generally more restrictive than those imposed on the incineration of hazardous wastes under RCRA. For
example, a destruction and removal efficiency of 99.9999 percent is specified for the incineration of
PCBS as opposed to the efficiency of 99.99 percent generally required by RCRA regulations.
Certification of an incinerator under the Toxic Substances Control Act requires extensive testing in
addition to that required for RCRA permitting. Furthermore, the EPA regulations under the Toxic
Substances Con&ol Act prohibit generators of PCB materials from avoiding, by dilution, requirements
applicable to materials contaminated in excess of specified PCB concentrations. It would not be cost-
effective to obtain permits under the Toxic Substances Control Act for the small amount of PCB wastes
that could be treated at the Consolidated Incineration Facility, and it would not be legal to circumvent the
Toxic Substances Control Act regulations by diluting PCB wastes.

Response to Comment LOO1-02

Implementation of steam or electrical power generation by recovering waste energy from the
Consolidated Incineration Facility was considered at the time theprocesswas being designed. Energy
recovery was not adopted because the economic benefits were marginal. The small thermal capacity of
the Consolidated Incineration Facility design limits the amount of recoverable energy. Additionally,
energy recovery would increase the complexity of operations and maintenance and require that the
combustion offgas be held at a temperature range known to promote the formation of undesired
combustion products such as dioxins and furans. The costs to enhance the air pollution control system to
counter this increased pollutant generation and maintain emissions at safe levels would offset any cost
benefits of energy recovery, Retrofitting an energy recovery system into the Consolidated Incineration
Facility at this time would significantly impact design of the downstream air pollution control system.
Substantial costs would also be incurred to modify various environmental permits and to repeat
emissions tests such as the trial bum required by RCRA.
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LOi)2-02

* PAINECOLLEGE

AB. GouJ4 Di@or, ECD
U.S. M_nt of~ergy
SavantttiRiver@tiw office
P.O. Box W3 I
Aikcn, SC 298045031

w D1rcctOsGOtik 2.10,95

Re -1S

Thank y.. for mding m a mpy of h WMEIS (i.e., ~~ISU217-D.
January, 1995). B-u% our CAB _ formally onfy on= every two monots
mdib-lwMdd tingktiti&~E kplwdmd~ti
comnt ~od, as C-r of tk SRS CAB’SER & Wa Managenmtt
Subcomnu% I uquest Otalyw exmd * public mmt Pti fm tbc
WMEIS.

The mason forb uestisthat* workingpup forourStinuniltee
%’ba6bcgunt0Mf0rthe C s WP~~ ~ motions on the WMESS: a-on

on tk ~t of msuranic -tcs & pu-238x anolbcr cmincinerable
low Ievcf wastes; mdtiti on conJmiJ8. JfapptibytttcCAB,
t~ thrx motions wilJ bc fcfw~ to DOE SRS, t3PA, and D~C (nom that
in additiontomtnbus oftk pubhc, ths wOMng -up inclb m-tatives of
DOE WA, and D~C),

Bccaw wok just began on tbc mo!ions Mt nighL at ibis tire, little can
be said of what issues duy wifl cventiy address. But whatever is included in
@ they will at lsast m-d oust, in keepingwithDOEStiplemtadon of
h first modon of h CAB (la M. Fimi, DOE SRS fvsanw, January 20,
195), Ote -S be submitted m tipcndcnt ssitic w review,

%k you for yaw atlention to Uds we.

Sinmlely,

W.F. bWICSS

x M. FIOri, R.ff. Slay (CwChair, CM} M. Mcti (Cc-m. CAB)

r m...

Letter LO02.
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Response to Comment LO02-01

On March 3, 1995, the Manager, DOE-SR, extended the public comment period through March31, 1995,
to allow the Citizens Adviso~ Board time to consider and present comments. On March 13, 1995, DOE
issued a press release announcing the extension of the public comment period; the announcement was
published in local newspapers.

Response to Comment LO02-02

DOE retained nationally recognized experts in waste management to provide independent review before
issuing the Draft EIS. Four individuals participated, three of whom also provided independent review of
the SRS Proposed Site Treatment Plan prepared in response to the Federal Facility Compliance Act of
1992, The reviewers were required to sign a “no conflict of interest” statement stating that they have no
financial, contractual, personal, or organizational interests in decisions reached through the EIS that
could affect their ability to render impartial advice. Their reviews included reading the documents,
extensive discussion meetings at SRS, and submittal of written review comments. Their
recommendations were incorporated into the draft EIS,
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9721Bx- titer DfiveN.
SL~, FJOrida33702

Pcbr’u8ry14, 1995

htter LO03(page 1 of 2).
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Utter LO03 (page 2 of 2).
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Response to Comment LO03-01

As described in the respective sections on surface water impacts in Chapter 4, no substantive changes in
the physical, chemical, or biological characteristics of the surface waters feeding the Savannah River are
expected to result from implementing any of the alternatives evaluated in the EIS. This is due to the
essential similarity of the very IOW concentrations in the projected discharges to those currently being
released in accordance with the conditions of the current National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System Pennit, and the very small volumetric addition of a few percent, relative to the natural stream
flows, at the maximum.

Discharges from SRS treatment systems and outfalls are monitored for the constituents included on the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit on a schedule prescribed by the permit. If a
discharge is found to exceed the permit limits, DOE determines the cause of the exceedance and corrects
the problem. Most of the treatment systems can be shut down and the wastewater stored until the
problem is corrected. Both the M-Area Dilute Effluent Treatment Facility and the F/H-Area Effluent
Treatment Facility can be operated in a batch treatment mode. The M-Area Air Stripper can be shut
down (the wells supplying the groundwater would cease pumping) until any problem could he corrected.
Also, SRS has an ongoing stream monitoring program (not part of the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System program) for the collection and analysis of samples. Thus, any changes in
constituent concentrations would be noted and steps taken to locate the source of the changes. It should
be noted that tables in Section 1.0 of Appendix E indicate that the radionuclides in the aqueous
discharges will be very low as was explained in Section 4.1.4 of the EIS.

As discussed in Section 4.1.4, measures would be taken to control the impact of stormwater runoff
during both construction and operation activities. SRS must meet criteria of National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System permits issued by SCDHEC for both activities. Pollution prevention
plans have been prepared which detail the steps to be taken to control suspended solids, debris, and
oil/grease that may be in the runoff and impact the streams (WSRC 1994). Facilities or measures taken
to control these impacts would be regularly inspected. Additionally, immediately following major rain
events, the facilities would be inspected, If problems are found during these inspections, DOE would
take corrective actions to mitigate the problems.

Response to Comment LO03-02

A protected species survey of the uncleared part of E-Area has been completed and submitted to U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service. This survey, dated February 3,
1995, initiated informal consultation as required by Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973.
The survey concluded that activities proposed for E-Area north of F-Area and south of the M-Line
Railroad will not affect any Federally protected animal or plant species. The revised survey of April
1995 is included in this EIS as Appendix J.

The survey does not address impacts to threatened and endangered species on additional land outside the
boundary of E-Area that would be needed if SRS is required to manage the maximum waste forecast. If
land outside E-Area is needed, additional sumeys for threatened and endangered species would be
required and another Section 7 consultation would be initiated with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Until
decisions are made on the facilities that are needed and the amount of waste that would be handled at
SRS, the selection of additional land would be premature,
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-10, m,eas mmml
Mda - 3W1.3724

Febmary 24, 1995

Wur B.Gotid,Jr.
Sa.iannabRiverOperruiomOffice
NEPACompliancetiter
U.S.DepartmentofEner~
P.O.Box5031
Aiken,Southtiofina298C4-503~

Dear bfr. Gould:

We have mmpleted our retiew of the Draft Environmatal Jmpact Statement (DEIS) for
Waste Management, savannab River Site, Aiken, South Carolina. Technical =islanm
for this review was providedbytheRadiation Studi~ Branch , Divition of
Environmental Hazards and Heatth Effects, NationaJ ~nter for Environmental Heafth.
We are responding on behalf of the U.S. Public Heafth .Sewice.

This review fmsed on the public health mnsequenes associated with several prwd
waste management alternatives. The attached Pges offer generaJ and spcific
comments that should be considered when preparfng the Final 3?1S. Jf you have
questions regard~ these cumcnts, you may mntm Mr. RobertWhilcomhat(4o4)
488-7634,orme at(404)4&7074.

Thti vouforlheoDuortunitvtoreviewthisdraftdocument,Pleaseensurethatwe are
indudc~ on your lis( io remi& a copy cd the Final EIS, and future ~S’s which may
indicate potenti public health impact and are developed under the National
Environmental Poficy Am (NEPA).

Kemeth W, HoIt, M.S.E.H.
Special ProsIams Group (F29)
N&tionalCenter for Environmental

Health

Atwchment

Mt@r LM4. (page 1 of 6)
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN 3ERVICES Pti,cHealthSetice
Cenlesfor08em4 CaIRti

Memorandum
Dale Febqary 16, 1995

Robert c. Whitcomb, Jr. , Physi~l Scientist, Natio~l canter
h for Environmental Health, Division of Enviro-ntal Wzarda

and Health Effects, Radiation Studies Branch (F35)

Subim Review of *Savannah River Site Waste Mnagemnt Draft
EnvirO~ntal 2mpact Statmnt V

To Ken Holt, Environmental Health Scientist, speciaI P=W=-
Off ice, Nat ional Center for EnvirO~ental Health

This review focuses on the public health coo~e~encea asaoc~a~ed
with 6everal proWaed alternatives for the oianagemnt of waste at
the Savannah River Site. Cmnta have been separated into tv~
categories; general and epecif ic. ~is page considers the general
c-nta and subsequent pages provide SpeCific c-nts. There
are some minor changes that would hpreve the document as
discussed below.

Populations are liBted by pathway of exposure; 620,100 for the
atmapheric pathway and 65,000 for the aqueous pathway. It may be
that the population exposed by the aqueous pathway extends byond
the 80 kilometer (5o tile) atmospheric pathway. If this is the
case, then it is possible for s0m9 }downstzeaers, to receive
their dose on2y from the river. The question therefore is as
follown; is the population exposed to the a~eous pathway
(65,000) a subset of the 620,100 included in the atmospheric
pathway? ‘rhis clarification wuld ba helpful for interpreting
the collective doses and risk.

There are saveral tables or figures in the begi~ing sectionS
presented without numbering [e.g., page 2.4, ~ge 2.23, ~ge 2.
24, etc. .). They are also not included in the List of TableS or
the List OC Figures. fill tables and figu=s ehould be n-red
and included in the list of tales and in the list of figures
respectively.

All terns used within the text and t~les should be included in
the glossary. For exs!nple; collective dose ~S ~~ed tit ~t
defined in the glossary.

DK56
..”.

Lettsr LO04. (psge 2 of 6)
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Savannah River Site waste Management
Draft Environmental IIupactStatemnt

Page 2 of 5

specific C—ta

1) Section 3.12 .1.2 ~diation Levels in the Vicinity of SRS,
p6ge 3-65, paragraph 3,

wA dose of this rn6gnitude would result in an annual
probab~l ity of centracting a latent facal cancer of
6.5x1o .1

me question hare is why pravida 8 risk for this activity and
not the previous activity of a hunt.r who bad a higher
estbted dose. Also, the rink is givna titb no refer-ce to
- rimk cactdx Used. tie rih facbr used is 5x10-’ rink of
fatal aancc per person x- ref arancad to ICSP 60.

2) Section 3.12.1.3, Aadiat.ion Levels in E-, F-, H-, S-, and Z-
AreafIj page 3-66,

!fable3 .12-1 prasmts g- radiation levels manured in these
araas o%cept M.Axs.. In the Rxtious section, H-Area had the.
-e maaaurad W- xadiatio~ level of 506 millir~ per
yaaz. Zn Figure S-3. SS9 arean and facilities, 17-3ue8 is
6FInctied as *Site serviaea and waste storage P. Therefore 16-
Area should be ticluded in the t~le and in the .fi#cusainn.

3) Section 4.1.11.2 Transportation, page 4-37. fir8t .~ragraph,

‘...by the risk factora of 0,0004 (for OccuWtiO=l
health) and 0.0005 (for the general public) exceaa latent
cancer fatalities per person- rem IICSP 1991) .

later in section 4.1.12 Occupational and Public Health, page
4-43, second paragraph,

‘Doee-to-risk conversion factors for nonfatal cancere and
genetic effects (0.0001 per permon-rem and 0.00013 per
person- rem, respect ively; NC!SP1993) are ...I

and finally in section 4.1.12 .2.1 S6diolcgical 2mpacts, page
4-47. first ~ragraph,

‘...the conversion factor of O.0005 latent cancer
fatality per rem for tti general population (DOB 1993c) .}

It is =ecesmary to prnvi- titiple refermees for this

PK5(

LO04-04

L4304-05

ILO04-06

titter Lm. (Poge3 of 6)
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(cont.)

LO04-07

LO04-0$

LO04-0$

Savaonah River site Waste Managemnt
Draft Environmental IrnPct Statement

Page 3 of 5

Infa*tion. The origiml source of those valued in ICSP 1991.
- ~ ad DOE have concurred with and adopt8d ltits and
values Set by the International C~issiou on ~iolopi~l
Protection. ~e referenco .Youraaohould be the M in both
oAees ICAP 1991 d not mm 1993 or DOE 1993a.

4) Section 4.1.11 .2.2 Radiological Transportation Accident
Impacts, Fge 4-41, Table 4.1.11-4, second to laat column on
right,

The value f Or the Off site ofSI, mini- dose, high
probability accident, excess latent cancer fatality of
1.4%10”’”

~a value shfmld be 1.9X10-1>basal on the calculation 3 .7x1o”
x 5X1O-’ risk per ~rsoa r- fo= the offsite ~latio=. ma

Currao: (incor<,ect)value is b~ed on the calculation of
2.SX1O x 5II1O .

5) Section 4.1.12 .2.1 Biological ~cts, page 4-50, last
paragraph,

iIn the population of 620,100 people living within 80
kilometers (50 tiles) of SM and exposed to its
atmospheric releamee, the rider of people expected to
die of cancer is 145,700. In the population of 65,000
people using the Savannah River and exposed to the
aqueoue releases, the n-r of people expected to die of
cancer is 15,275. 1

The way t.31isparagzaph ia writt~ it SOUA13E like 145,700 ~r.
getting a-car a8 8 result of!atmo~haria relaames md 15,275
fr= ame.ous reloaso=. Theme are =at~lly th4 UO_I qect~
inaidaaae of c4Acar in populations tie size, Pi-se reword
thia paragraph for clarity.

6) Figure 4.1.12 -2; DoSe to individuals in connnunitiea within
80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS ~dar ehe ~o.action
alce~t. ive, page 4.55,

Tbore io ~ typqraphical error on the Do@e axis 1.OxlO’ should
be l. OXIO- .

Letter LO04. (page 4 of 6)
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Page 4 of 5

7) Section 4.2.11.2.3 Transportation Maxbum Waste Forecast,
page 4-109, Table 4.2.11-9, second to last column on right,

The =lUe fOr the ~~te 0SS1,exce8s latent cancer
fatality of 4.1x1O

~is value should be 4.lxIO-’]based cm the calculatlod 8.2X10-8
x 5X1O-’risk per persod rem for the off site population.

8) Section 4.3.12 .3.2 ~lic Health and Safety, Radiological
IIupacts,page 4-181, second psragraph, first sentence,

1Tne health effecte associated with the mim waste
fOreCast are included in Tsble 4 .3.12-3.,

‘fbisshould r-d T&le 4.3.12-2.

9) Section 4.3.12 .3.2 public Health and Safety, Radiological
Impacts, page 4-lel, second paragraph,

v..snd the rider of fatal cancers in the regional
population cduld be 3.6 (effectively 4) . Tbia probability
of a fatal ccncer is mch smaller ttin tileone chance in
four (23.5 percent) ...1

Then in Section 4.4 .12.3.2 Public Health 3nd Safety,
Radiological Impacts, page 4-242,

1The number of additional fatal ca.ncer8in the regionsl
population could be 0.20 (effectively zero) .T

Ctige - aant~ca fr~ Seation 4.3,12 .3.2 MIIc saalth and
Safety, ~diological ~actn, papa 4-181, 6econd paragraph, to
readz m..&nd the n-r of ~ fatc41c=cers in the
regional population could be 3.6 (.ff ectivaly 4) .

10) Section 4.4.5 .1.2 Operational Impdcts, JwIge 4-208,

SThe two radioisotope contributing Most of the radiation
dose would be cesium- 137 and plutoniu-239. 1

* was this dete-ned? Were screening or s~#itivity
mlyses performad? Em much of tba dose de UIoae represmt?
Please daaczibe the procaan.

PK56

:CQ4-lo

LO04-11

LO04-12

LO04-13

titter L4)4)4.(page 5 of 6)
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LW-15

Savsnnah River Site Waste f4anagemnt
Draft Snviro-ntal I~act State@nt

Page 5 of 5

11) Section 4.4.11.2.2 Transportation ~nm Waste Forecast,
Table 4.4.11-7, page 22S

‘2be valua (2.2X10-M) ●t tba bottom right -d aoluwI of Table
4.4.11-7 refua to footnotm d. ?oetuota d was tba risk factor
for Occupational (o.0004) ratzlar m populstic.n (0.000s) . ma
mlue in COrrOCt but tba r-fermae #b0U2d b. z .2XIO-* -d
footnote c obould read Ca. Additional probtiiiity of an ~ceaa
latent fatil aucer . Value ●quals * to-l do-a t-s tbm
risk factor (0.0005 weesa fatal canaero par p.roon-~) .,

12) Section 4.4 .%2.2.2, Radiological Impacte, page 239,

‘Table 4 .3.12-3 includes. ..)

~im ●tild re4d T.&la 4.3.12-2.

PK51

Letter LO04. (page 6 of 6)
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Response to Comment LO04-01

The downstream population which uses the Savannah River as the source of its drinking water is not
considered part of the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS. The text in Section 3.8.5 has
been modified to clarify this point. In addition, a map locating all the communities within the 80-
kilometer (50-mile) radius has beerr added to that section.

Response to Comment LO04-02

All tables and figures in the document have been numbered.

Response to Comment LO04-03

The term “collective dose” has been added to the glossary, Figures and tables were searched and other
words have been included in the glossary,

Response to Comment LO04-04

Because this probability of contracting a latent fatal cancer is not related to the waste management
alternatives considered in the EIS, DOE believes that it is inappropriate to include a discussion of health
impacts in Chapter 3, which only describes the affected environment. The sentence discussing the
probability of contracting a fatal cancer has been deleted to make the discussion in question consistent
with others in this chapter.

Response to Comment LO04-05

N-Area data was inadvertently omitted from the discussion of gamma radiation levels. The data are now
included in the table in Section 3.12.1.3. In addition, the level for N-Area given in the text of Section
3.12,1,2 was incorrect. The correct value is 460 millirem per year. The text has been corrected.

Response to Comment LO04-06

DOE agrees with the comment. All citations dealing with risk conversion factors have heen changed to
reflect the original reference found in ICRP ( 1991),

Response to Comment LO04-07

Table 4-8 (originally Table 4.1. 11-4) has been revised and no longer presents low consequence accidents,

Response to Comment LO04-08

DOE has revised the paragraph to clarify that the number of cancer deaths expected is not specific to the
population in the vicinity of SRS but to any population of comparable size.

Response to Comment LO04-09

The entty in the figure has been corrected.
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Response to Comment LOO4-10

The entry in Table 4-31 (formerly Table 4.2.11-9) has been correctedto4.Ix1011

Response to Comment LO04-11

The table reference has been corrected

Response to Comment LO04-12

The word “additional” has been added to the sentence to make tbe statement correct.

Response to Comment LO04-13

Contributions of vsrious isotopes to the offsite maximally exposed individual and population doses were
determined by de\re!oping isotope-specific emission factors for each facili%. These factors, when
coupled with facility throughput data based on the alternative and the waste forecast, yielded total
quantities of each isotope released from each facility. The release values were then used with
facility-specific unit-activity isotopic dose conversion factors to determine the isotope-specific doses.
Calculated isotopic-specific doses are reported in Section E.4 (Appendix E). A detailed description of
the calculations can be found in Chesney (1995). The text of the EIS bas been revised to refer the reader
to Appendix E and to Chesney ( 1995) for additional information.

In addition, the text in the no-action alternative section has been changed. In the no-action alternative
(Section 4.1.5.2.2) the F-Area tank farm and tbe M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility have been added to
the list of facilities that contribute to offsite doses.

Response to Comment LO04-14

Reference to the footnote in the table has been corrected and the footnote has been modified to explain
how the value is calculated.

Response to Comment LO04-15

The table reference has been corrected
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Response to Comment LO05-01

DOE intends to pursue funding to support the initiatives developed on the basis of this EIS and the
obligations imposed under the Federal Facilities Compliance Act. DOE-Savannah River prioritizes and
requests funding for various projects through DOE-Headquarters (HQ). DOE-HQ requests funding from
the U.S. Congress, which either approves or disapproves the request.

Response to Comment LO05-02

DOE is investigating WO sites for the permanent disposal oftransuranic and high-level wastes. If
approved, permanent repositories for transurarric waste in Carlsbad, New Mexico, and for high-level
waste in Yucca Mountain, Nevada, would dispose of these wastes. However, as described in this EIS,
SRS would contain permanent disposal sites for certain low-level and mixed/hazardous wastes.
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1--O-1= ~uw
Save Riwr Sit=

09---1995 ol:25pnEST

’30: Arthur B. aould, Jr.

?Xom, ~ 8. Wila
D@8 ~=SPD - - j- -ag9m8nt

Draft EIS on s= Watim mnag=nt

Thank yOIJ fOZ s*W w thO t- VOIW sOPOti DOB/BIS-0217D,‘SaV~
Ri.ar Sit= Want. Mgmnt Dra.ft EIIViXO-tMl XWti Statst -. X

aWOOi*tO th9 OPPO=tUnlty to rwiw ths ~, uld 1 da wioh to off u tha
follmfingcan8nt# which e intend=dto h constrnctivmti th bro8d
●enu.

1. &neral. oaeo again, 1 must guantion tb interpretation of the =PA
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LO06-03

LO06-04

LO06-05

of why much ~rtmt dacimions uc wra k9y0d to tha mPA pzwcao t- to

m bumlnosslti cost-ban=fit ●wroach of swndiag f tioral dollus. )

5. fia Concolidatti Incineration FULlity [CIF). If 1 uadsrtiti it right,
this domnt is intanded to ●mlyzm altmti.o approacbms to OPOrating
the CIF ti tho ●nvironmental ~CtS of ●wh. Thim -uld aPPOu to h the
m-t signlficmt spcif ic purpoco of tb qrt, ●long with saM MAIYsas
of potential futufi facilities. ThO r-port •~us to tidicatm tkt CIF,●

~ct wuld VUY dwnding on et md tm of wut.m -d a tho duration
of its qration. l’hoconclusion Om to h, ~r, that mono of t-
C8S*S analyzed rn.lt in M Watt which would aff●ct decisions on bow b8st
to operatm C1r.

6. OV=rmll SM Wast= Picturm. ?rmatint or not of tha kind of wastes
annlyzmd b this wrt is, of courw, ● trivial &cision c~ti with tb
❑anagement of the sitesa high Lwel wanton and =pnt nl~elearfuel, a-
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poaeible, give the report a reopectd place on the tikshalf, md gti on
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tin.fit for thm comt to thm f .dmr81 tupay8r.
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Response to Comment LO06-01

NEPA requires agencies to prepare a detailed statement (i.e., an EIS) on proposals for major Federal
actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, DOE determined that the actions
proposed in this EIS are major and may significantly affect the environment. Simply stated, DOE
supports~EPA and itsgoaltoensurethatenvironmentalamenitiesand valuesareconsideredin

decisionmakingalongwhh economic and technicalconsiderations.

Response to Comment LO06-02

DOE is required and fully intends to comply with current, applicable regulations. This EIS considers
three reasonable alternatives (alternatives A, B, and C) that would comply with applicable waste
management requirements, However, the suggested “fresh look” at environmental requirements is not
only outside the scope of this EIS, but is also beyond the authority of DOE to implement.

Response to Comment LO06-03

The NEPA process includes the formulation of reasonable alternatives that are feasible from a common
sense, technical, and economic standpoint. As paraphrased from the Summary and Chapter 2, the factors
used to identifi the most desirable technologies include process efficiency and effectiveness, engineering
feasibility, costs, and environmental attributes. Because the environmental impacts of the candidate
technologies are very small, the values of the other criteria are expected to weigh heavily in the
decisionmaking process.

Response to Comment LO06-04

DOE agrees that the impacts resulting from any of the operating scenarios for the Consolidated
Incineration Facility evaluated in this EIS are very small, DOE evaluated a wide range of alternative
operating scenarios for this facility to aid in establishing the appropriate role of incineration in an
integrated waste management system for SRS. Different waste types (including hazardous, mixed, and
low-level wastes) and volumes were proposed for treatment at the Consolidated Incineration Facility.
The operating scenarios considered ranged from modifying the facility to include solid waste feed and
ash handling systems capable of accommodating large volumes of soils and sludges to operating the
incinerator for only a limited time until a non-alpha vitrification facility could be designed and
constructed. The emissions and exposures associated with the operation of the Consolidated Incineration
Facility va~ with the waste volumes proposed for treatment under each alternative; however, under all
alternatives, the impacts would be very small. DOE will consider the environmental consequences
evaluated in this environmental impact statement along with costs, schedule, and regulatory requirements
in reaching a decision regarding the operation of the Consolidated Incineration Facility. DOE will
document its decision in the Record of Decision for this EIS.

Response to Comment LO06-05

DOE believes that the responses to commentsLO06-01 and -03 address this concern. Part of the process
is to identify the real and potential issues and to implement the actions required to establish a safe and
cost-effective mix of treatment, storage, and disposal facilities.
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LO07-01

LO07-02

LO07-03

LO07-04

LO07-05

LO07-06

LO07-07

LO07-08

s -S F(HI ~
swb~
S m

CUIImUIIlWyun the OIaflklS Weslv MUIWUUMVII1(SUVWIIIHIIRivef$Ite)

“ShoufdSRS/DOE continue wl!hWe8t6management prQCfi06SOut’rentiyin p10C6
or contiw praotices with specifim modifimtlons?”

Conkae.ithe quenlily (volume)ofWOS1Ogeneraled lhro~ the no-eatlon plan
withthat generated through the other three @lofw, akematfves e,b, ~d O.
The limited treatment praotiw me~s regulatory raquifamwt$. Afe t~ -c
requle.toryrequirements for ihs extensive, sgtessive treatments of sltewide
atfaiegy c?
Or will these regulatory requi!emenls be mede with pubtic invetvernant?
PEIShas Class C waste end DEISdoesn’t heve Class C waste. ~ssin hem.
Shallow lend disposal of low-level waste will stop in M* for unstsrbliliied
wfasteforms, ~re wfil the low levelwade be disposed 0! then? Ooesthere
etist currenlly the technology for the characterization ofTRtl wetie?

MakinQaura that the decisions made around the managementand Interim
storage of Mear materiala is in rKIway deWmental to thedtii living near
the cieanup sites is ef gfave Oo-rn. The health effeotecf radioadive poilutenta
ia still iargalyan unk~ one. However, it has men aaimtificaliy ~nbed
trwrfhigh-energy mdiatlOnIn IJWd0S69over fong exposure pariods is far me
wriws than waa previously beiiaved alnw tha diavery of radiefion. The
produtien ef nuclear weapons on the DOEsites ar~d the nation imposed
risks on human itie and heeifh tithout the Wedge of such nuclear weapon,
produdion, and Subsequently.aiso withwf their Censent. In aMditidn10
safeguarding the health of me citizens residing and Wrking in and arwm these
nuclear faalitias, there must be a swious regard for Iheae radioactiven~ides
and their escape inlo the environment. Special care in handling evan mlnuta
quantities of radioactive eubtanoeemust be required to proteof the heaith arnd
safety of the workers and the public health.

In addition to the radioactive waste nw stored at the SRS,tha DOE also *es
Ions of this highly radioactive spent nuclear fuef et other sites around tha
aount~. The threat of “oritiosllt~ or the risk of e neturel mdear espbeion fmm
a ohain reWlon is a real one These apontenaous e~loalona wiil lead to major
releases of radioedlvlty.

In interim etor6ga with inadequate protedion from natural and human events,
them is more than 500,00053 gallon drum$ of radioactive tren8urenic weeta.

In li@t of these and many similar fa~ about the nature of radiontildee, w
propose that hasty cfeenup action just for tha sake of ssylng that e ske Is
cleanup is not recommended

Dv.. .
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$Utilftad by

Debra Haeen
Citiiens for Endrenmenlal Justii
Savannah, Georgia
M* 13, less

Pboing the by pmduds d plutonium production in the most stable form ~sible
will prove to be ooetly and time mnsumiw, but it seeme10be a more viable
decision than transferring these by prod~s to a final disposal site that hae not
yet been proven technically -p?nbb

~ eventual genetic end immunesyabm effects fromohronb radletbn
e~ra are not fully utierstood, nor are the biologioel interaotkmsamong
raaloadlve and toxic pollutants Qven the claar heeith end erwimnmentai tieke,
steps takennow to minimize the spread of mntemi~tion wIIIb a mush batter
investment than assumlm thst apiltad waste can be cleaned up later.

There must be a mneensus between government and the pubiic W whld’I of
the t~nologias uwd are the most raiiable and feasible onae. The ttinoby
muetbe devalo~ to eeparete. cha~oteri=, and idantW the kl~s of nu~~r
waste that ie now Ming stored at DOE sites. Thess wastes must tm taken out of
tho environment by etabitizingend oonfainingthm aa quWly as possible. It is
strongty urged that lhase wasles be mntalned and stored at the sites at whioh
they presently are stored to avoid the mste of !ranspo~ and, the threat of
releases and lhm and, th~ pmsibitily ti having to daen up another eras of
mntamtnatl~ if e~ an accident did occur.

Ow..

LO07-09

LW7-10

LO07-11
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LO07-13

LO07-14

LO07-15

LO07-16

LO07-17

LO07-18

LO07-19

LO07-20

PubticCommentsfrom Februa~ 25, CFEJ, “A Community Lmk at Look et
Management,” workehop cmSavannah River6ito Waste Management Oraft
Environmental Imped Statement.

“7he DOE needs 10educele Iha ~mmuniles of how dangerous these waafe8
are. The weste ehould be neutralized instead of stoflng it in containers Mi
will only be temporarily cafe.”

Participant,M EIS work8hop

“lnolude that all waste k Iiwl}l(ul, spacifi~lly whet ty~s of waste. Also Include
that all waste is harmful to e mdain degree, Welher it b h-level, high-level,
etc. Also, includa Mh shortterm and lo~term effeas .mwmi~ waste
management.”

Participant, “WMEiS workshop

“We, the mrnmunity need to be educated about what 00E is doiw in managing
waete.”

Particlprnt, WM FIS ti9hOp

“Based on our under$tarltiirl~, we bulievu ttlal nwlear waste should ~
oerwerfed to gtaasend etored in uninhabited areas.”

ParUcipenl,WM EISworkshop

“Use more graphic pictures, tllilizing serious comedy. Include egencies,
omanizatlona who part@lpafed.”

Participant WM EIS workshop

“Chenge mene~mon! now. Anwer the following queatione. How *S the
waste affecf my mmmunity? What type of physical effeotawill the wste have
on tb human body?’

Ow.. “,

Letter LW7. (page 3 of 4)
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IIMM~imation on hw itcan effeota ~@n’9 healthand @rnMUnliY.~~,

ma@ therewuld be more public mnoun~mants:
Petitipent, WM EISwrkakp

“This was one of the most inform~!ve, workshops that I have sttandad since
becoml~ involved with CFE.I. It wea ~ explidt, and I ur~ralooct aiKJlearned
more shout envlmnrnantal pollution.”

ParIiipent, WM EIS-hop

DK<G.,

LCQ7-21

LO07-22

... .
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Response to Comment LO07-01

The three action alternatives (alternatives A, B, and C) examined in the Waste Management EIS
represent treatment, storage, and disposal configurations that would provide the capability to manage all
SRS wastes in accordance with applicable regulatory requirements. The alternatives represent different
strategies (limited, moderate, and extensive treatment) for meeting regulatory objectives. The extensive
treatment scenario of alternative C is not prescribed by regulation.

Some of the regulations applicable to SRS waste management prescribe the technology to be used to
manage a particular type of waste, whereas other regulations establish a level of performance that the
management technology must achieve. For wastes for which regulations prescribe a particular
technology, the prescribed technology is included in all three action alternatives. For example, EPA
regulations under RCRA specify that all mixed high-level radioactive wastes be treated by vitrification,
and DOE would use vitrification to treat its mixed high-level waste under any of the three action
alternatives. Where the regulations establish performance criteria but do not prescribe a method of
treatment, DOE considered a range of management technologies in this EIS. This analysis allowed DOE
to compare the benefits afforded by each technology (e.g., volume reduction, migration resistance of the
final waste form) and the corresponding impacts of implementation (e.g., worker and public health, cost,
safety) as part of the basis for selecting a waste management configuration,

Public involvement in the NEPA process does not establish or alter regulatory policy. Agencies
responsible for establishing regulations provide the regulations for public review during their
development, For example, EPA provides for public involvement in the development of new RCRA
regulations. The text of the proposed regulation is published in the Federal Regisrer and supporting
information used by EPA to develop the proposal is available for public review in the RCRA docket.
EPA considers any comments received on the proposed regulation in developing the final regulation.

Response to Comment LO07-02

This comment refers to the category of low-level waste known as “class C“ waste, This waste
classification is defined in 10 CFR 61.55 (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission) as waste that must meet
rigorous requirements on its waste form to ensure stability; it also requires additional measures at the
disposal facility to protect against inadvertent intrusion. This classification is generally reserved for
waste containing high concentrations of long-lived radioisotopes such as carbon-14 and iodine- 129
(half-lives of 5,730 and 17,000,000 years respectively). Waste containing concentrations of long-lived
radionucl ides in excess of the class C criterion is referred to as “greater-than-class C“ waste and is
generally not acceptable for near-surface disposal. These wastes would normally be disposed of in a
geologic repository as defined in 10 CFR 60.

DOE classifies waste differently from the 10 CFR 61 waste classification system; however, DOE
discusses the disposition of greater-than-class C waste in DOE Order 5820,2A, “Radioactive Waste
Management.” The Order requires that disposal systems for such waste be justified by specific
performance assessments through the NEPA process.

Though not specifically discussed in the WMEIS, small quantities of waste meeting the
greater-than-class C criteriaof10CFR61.55 have been identified at SRS, This waste, consisting
primarily of spent-deionizer resins from reactor moderator purification systems, has been included in the
long-lived low-level waste category, Section 2.2,3.3 of the WMEIS states that DOE plans to store this
long-lived waste in the long-lived waste storage buildings in E-Area. The Waste Management
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Programmatic EIS evaluates a regionalization alternative under which a very small amount (less than
1 cubic meter) of greater-than-class C waste would be transferred to SRS. Receipt of this very small
amount of additional low-level waste would not affect the alternatives considered or the environmental
consequences evaluated in the EIS; DOE would manage this waste as long-lived low-level waste.

Response to Comment LO07-03

[n the absence of a site-specific radiological performance assessment, the existing disposal units in the
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility cannot demonstrate conformance with the perfomrance
objectives and assessment requirements of DOE Order 5820.2A. DOE determined that disposal of
low-level wastes that have not been certified as conforming to the DOE Order 5820.2A requirements
should cease as of March 31, 1995, Shallow land disposal of uncertified wastes at tbe Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility concluded March 31, 1995 with limited exceptions (such as the
continued use of suspect soils to backfill the existing disposal units). DOE will continue to dispnse of
wastes that have been certified to comply with waste acceptance criteria based on radiological
performance assessments. Such disposal will occur at tbe E-Area vaults (for most low-level waste) and
shallow land disposal (for suspect soils only) in the area adjacent to the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Disposal Facility for which a radiological performance assessment has been completed. DOE assumes
that radiological performance assessments to be developed in the future will support shallow land
disposal of additional low-level wastes such as the stabilized ash and blowdown wastes from the
Consolidated Incineration Facility.

Response to Comment LO07-04

Although the technology exists, SRS does not have a facility to completely characterize radiological
properties of transuranic waste (waste contaminated with greater than 100 nanocuries per gram). SRS
conservatively manages alpha waste (material in the activity range from 10 to 100 nanocuries per gram)
as transuranic waste. SRS plans to ship its transuranic waste to the DOE Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
when that facility becomes operational. Once the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Waste Acceptance Criteria
are finalized, SRS plans to develop the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility to
characterize and repackage its transuranic waste for shipment to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. The
alpha waste would he certified as mixed low-level waste or low-level waste for disposal at SRS. The
characterization of hazardous constituents would continue to be based on the process knowledge of the
generator and the waste would be packaged to meet the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant No-Migration
Petition requirements once approved.

Response to Comment LO07-05

As stated in Section 3.12.2.2 tbe current SRS radiological control program implements the Radiation
Protection Guidance to the Federal Agencies for Occupational Exposure approved by President Reagan
on January 20, 1987, and issued to all Federal agencies. This guidance has been subsequently codified
(1OCFR 835) as a Federal Regulation governing all DOE activities (58 FR 238). Policies and program
requirements formulated to ensure the protection of SRS workers and visitors are documented in the SW
Radiological Control Procedure Manual, WSRC 5Q.

The safety of the public and the well-being of the environment is ensured by conduct of the effluent
monitoring and environmental surveillance programs at SRS; the programs are based on current
scientific understanding of radiation effects, which is reflected in DOE orders. DOE Order 5400.1,
“General Environmental Protection Program,” requires the submission of an environmental report that
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documents the impact of facility operations on the environment and on public health. These annual
reports demonstrate compliance with requirements of DOE Order 5400,5, “Radiation Protection of the
Public and the Environment,”

DOE is firmly committed to operating a Radiological Control Program of the highest quality. This
commitment applies to all DOE activities that manage radiation and radioactive materials and that may
potentially result in radiation exposure to workers, the public, and the environment. Performance
excellence has been demonstrated by maintaining radiation exposures to SRS workers and the public, at
values which are well below regulatory limits.

Response to Comment LO07-06

The disposition of spent nuclear fuel at SRS and other sites in the nuclear weapons complex is not within
the scope of this EIS. DOE exercises strict control over all fissionable material for which it is
responsible because of the potential risks associated with these materials. DOE is preparing other EISS
which address these issues; please refer to Table 1-1 in this EIS.

Response to Comment LO07-07

SRS perfomrs storage of its transuranic waste in accordance with its RCRA Part A Permit and DOE
orders. SRS utilizes containers and storage pads in accordance with detailed procedures to protect
human health and the environment. Depending on the size of the waste material, trarrsuranic waste is
packaged in 55-gallon drums or carbon steel boxes. For drums with greater than 0.5 curies of alpha
activity, up to 14 drums are placed inside a concrete culvert which is sealed to protect against potential
radiological exposure,

As indicated in Section 2.2.6 and Section B,30 of Appendix B, the SRS procedures for transuranic waste
address requirements for packaging and segregating waste, labeling and assaying containers,
recordkeeping of container contents, onsite transportation, storage of containers and inspection of storage
facilities. The storage facility consists of 19 reinforced concrete pads roughly 80 ft. by 150 ft. in size
known as “TRU pads, ” The transuranic waste pads are all located in an area with controlled access in the
central portion of SRS, TRU Pads 1-17 operate under RCRA interim status which requires a
contingency plan for emergencies and maintenance of inspection records and facility personnel training
records. TRU Pads 1-6 are full of containers and in accordance with past interim storage practices are
covered with soil until their retrieval. This interim storage practice provides added radiological
protection to humans and the environment from the transuranic waste and protection of the containers
from the weather. TRU Pads 7-13 are uncovered pads that store prima~ carbon steel boxes and concrete
culverts. TRU Pads 14-17, where 55-gallon drums are stored, are covered with plastic enclosures, and
resemble greenhouses. TRU Pads 18-19 operate under DOE orders since they store only nonhazardous
transuranic waste, These two uncovered pads contain only carbon steel boxes. Through years of study
and management of transuranic waste, SRS has utilized the above mentioned interim storage practices to
protect humans and the environment and provide safe retrievable storage of transuranic waste,

The SRS RCW Part A Permit for TRU Pads 1-17 allows a maximum of 84,200 55-gallon drums,
although this number will not be reached due to the other storage containers on the pads and packing of
higher activity drums inside concrete culverts. Based on the current volume estimate for transuranic
waste in storage of 10,053 cubic meters (2,656,000 gallons), it has been conservatively estimated that no
more than 48,000 55-gallon drums are presently in storage at the transuranic waste facility.
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Response to Comment LO07-08

Remedial decisionmaking is regulated by the Federal Facili& Agreemerr[for SRS, an agreement between
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the South Carolina Depaflment of Health and Environmental

Control, and DOE. Characterization of the environmental restoration units (identified in Appendix G) is
in its early stages. DOE believes it would be premature to consider site-specific environmental
restoration alternatives in this EIS, and therefore does not include she cleanup in the scope of this EIS.

Response to Comment LO07-09

The placement of all wastes in the most stable form possible is consistent with the extensive treatment
configuration alternative (alternative C). The waste that would be transported to geologic repositories
(high-level and transuranic waste) requires permanent isolation from the environment, DOE is
investigating two sites for the pemranent disposal of transuranic and high-level wastes. If approved,
pemranent repositories in Carlsbad, New Mexico, and Yucca Mountain, Nevada, would dispose of these
wastes. The design and operation of these sites is not in the scope of this EIS. SRS high-level waste
would be processed in the Defense Waste ProcessingFacilityand thevhrifiedproductwould be enclosed
in stainless steel canisters and transferred to the Yucca Mountain repository for permanent disposal.
DOE recently issued a Supplemental EIS on this facility (DOE 1994) and a Record of Decision (DOE
1995).

Response to Comment LOO7-10

Pollution prevention, including minimizing the spread of waste, is an integral pafl of SRS’Spollution
prevention program under the Department of Ener~, Savannah River Site Waste A4inirrrizoiiorrand
Pollution Prevention Awareness Plan, FY 1995. The waste minimization program has identified source
reduction, through administrative controls and good housekeeping practices, as an essential element to
achieve waste volume reduction, The source reduction program includes administrative controls that
reduce the likelihood of spills and minimize the spread of contamination. Section 2.2.1.3 presents the
1994 waste minim ization goals. These goals are reviewed at least annually and progress reports, which
are prepared quarterly, show substantial and continuing achievement of its goals.

Response to CommentLO07-11

DOE agrees. DOE-SR has established a Citizens Advisory Board to help achieve this objective. Public
and state government involvement is a significant component of the Federal Facility Compliance Act,
which involves selection of the technology for the management of mixed waste,

Response to Comment LO07-12

DOE agrees that certain waste in storage requires characterization and separation; this EIS analyzes a
proposal to construct and operate the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility and a soil
sofi facility for these purposes. All of tbe action alternatives considered in the EIS have the objective of
isolating wastes from the environment. Among these alternatives, alternative C would achieve the most
stabilization, while alternative A could be implemented most quickly.

The comment regarding onsite management versus transpofl of waste is a DOE complex-wide issue.

The final EIS includes an offsite low-level waste volume reduction initiative that has several advantages
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over the supercompactor described in the draft EIS (Section 2.6.3). The analysis indicates that
transportation impactsare very small.

In general, strategies for the management of DOE nuclear weapons complex waste are beyond the scope
of this EIS but are being addressed in the Waste Management Programmatic EIS. The minimization of
waste transport by onsite treatment, storage, and disposal is consistent with the decentralization
alternative that is under consideration in the programmatic EIS.

Response to Comment LO07-13

DOE has attempted in this EIS, and in other documents over the years, to inform the public about the
risks associated with the wastes which result from its operations. It is difficult to convey this important
information in a manner which is accurate and understandable, and yet does not raise undue and
unfounded fears among members of the public. DOE welcomes any suggestions for means to share this
information with the public,

Response to Comment LO07-14

DOE agrees that prolonged storage is not an acceptable substitute for proper treatment and disposal. The
alternatives considered by DOE include waste storage only until the required treatment and disposal
technologies can be developed and implemented. When prolonged storage maybe required pending a
disposal determination, DOE proposes that treatment be provided that will minimize hazards associated
with such storage.

Response to Comment LO07-15

The EIS has identified in Chapter 4, as well as in Appendices E and F, the magtiitudes of the chemical
and radioactive risks from both normal operations and accidents for each of the waste types to be
managed at SRS.

Response to Comment LO07-16

See the response to Comment LO07-13. DOE continually informs the public and provides opportunities
for their involvement, After announcing its intent to prepare this EIS, DOE held three workshops and
three scoping meetings in combination with two other related EISS. After issuing the drafi EIS, DOE
conducted hearings at six locations to inform the public of its plans and receive comments,

Response to Comment LO07-17

The encapsulation of waste in glass by vitrification is a technology that will be used extensively at SRS.
Two facilities, the Defense Waste Processing Facility and the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility, will
vitrify high-level and certain mixed low-level wastes, respectively. Vitrified high-level waste would be
sent to a geologic reposito~ for permanent disposal when such a facility is available (see response to
Comment LO07-09). In addition, this EIS analyzes the impacts of constructing and operating two
vitrification facilities, one for non-alpha waste (mixed low-level and possibly low-level and hazardous
waste) and one for transuranic and other alpha-emitting waste. Alternative C relies heavily on
vitrification to create a highly migration-resistant waste form.
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Response to Comment LO07-18

Agencies, organizations, and individuals who participated in the preparation of this EIS are identified in
the List of Preparers, DOE has attempted to use graphics where it believes they are useful and

appropriate, and has examined other possible applications for graphics in the FinalEIS.

Response tn Comment LO07-19

Generally speaking, the EIS shows that offsite effects, if any, to individuals or communities due to the
waste management actions discussed in the EIS would be very small. These effects would be the result
of radiation exposure, which is calculated to result from the various alternatives analyzed in the EIS.
The estimated dose received by the population in any specific region or community, as well as the dose
to an average individual in that region or community can be determined for each of the alternatives
discussed in the EIS. The ham to a community or individual would be the risk of contracting cancer,
The following paragraphs describe the process for determining that risk or harm,

Figure 4-6 identifies annular sectors around the SRS within which communities of interest to the reader
can be located, For each of these sectors, Table E.5- 1 provides two sets of fractional values: the first is
the fraction of the total population dose resulting from a particular alternative which is received by the
population in that sector, and the second, is the fraction of the total population dose which is received by
the average person in that annular sector. Offsite (i.e., public) population doses, expressed as “person-
rem” over the 30-year period, are presented for each of the alternatives in their respective sections of
Chapter 4, and are summarized in Table 2-38 of the EIS.

Thus, a community can be located within a specific annular sector on the map in Figure 4-6, and the dose
fraction for that sector determined from Table E.5- 1 for either population dose or for the average
individual dose. If the community comprises most or all of that annular sector, multiplying the pafiicular
population dose in the appropriate section of Chapter 4 (or from Summary Table 2-38) by the population
dose fraction will give an approximate value of the community population dose. If the community is a
smaller part oftbe annular sector, multiplying the particular alternative’s population dose by the average
individual dose fraction will provide the dose to the average individual in that community, and
multiplying again by the community’s population will give an estimate of the population dose for that
community.

Multiplying the population dose to the community of interest by the cancer risk factor of 0.0005 per
person-rem provides an estimated number of fatal cancers that would be expected to occur in that
community due to the radiation dose received over the thirty-year period analyzed in this EIS.

Response to Comment LO07-20

The effects on members of the public from managing these wastes would result from very small mrrounts
of radioactive materials and perhaps hazardous chemicals that might escape during the handling,
treatment, and disposal of these wastes. The most likely effect of exposure to these radioactive materials
and chemicals is an increase in the risk of contracting cancer, which is small but which increases as tbe
exposure increases. Therefore, impacts to offsite populations have been evaluated and deternrined to be
very small. Impacts to offsite populations have been presented as an incremental increase in the risk of
developing a fatal cancer and the number of additional cancer deaths for individuals and populations,
respectively. These impacts have been included in the Summary Section and Chapter 4 of the EIS.
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Response to Comment LO07-21

Please see the responses to comments LO07-19 and LO07-20. Also, DOE endeavors to keep the public
informed of activities and provides opportunities for public involvement. See the response to Comment
LO07-16,

Response to Comment LO07-22

DOE appreciates the efforts of the Citizens for Environmental Justice and their presentation of the
workshop on February 25, 1995. It was a valuable precursor to the fsearings that DOE presented in
Savannah on February 28.
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UN17ED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL pR07Ec7t0N AGENCY

REG, ON Iv

-, cOURTLANDSTREET,NE,
AMNTA, GEORGIA ,0,.,

~ 31 199s

4FAB/BPs-mh

A. B. Gould, Director
Snviro_tal CunplianceDi.ieion
U.S. Departmentof Energy
sav-h Siver *erat io~ Office
P.O. BOX 5031
Aiken. SC 29804-5031
Attention: WtsslS

S~Cr: Draft Knviromtal Imct Statement (DEIS), sax
River Site (SW] waste wanag~nt, Aiken, South
Carolina

We have reviewed the d ject document in accOr&ce with
section 102 (21(c) of the fiationalBnvir.anmentti Policy Act (fi2fPA)
aud Section 309 of the clean Air Act. me DEIS dis.ussee
tir.itizing, treating, storing, and di~sing of liquid high-level
radi=ctive, low-levelradioactive, hazardo~, mixed (radioactive
and hazardous), and transuranic wastes at s=. Alternatives
considerad include NO Action. Limited‘rreatraent(A), Woderate
meatInE.nt[S), and ExtenBiveTreatumnt (C). For each of tw
action alternatives, the DEIS pres-ts three forecanta of waste
.01- ~sed 0. the expected, mini- - &ra,uO amunte of
wastes S= might need to age.

In general, tha DEIS does a gh joh dealt.ngwith a ww
c~lex issue. while our review identified no msjor technical
deficiencies,we offer the followingC-ts and obe-tlons.

~lR—~ JUSTICS

We wish to c-end ~B an their aesesant of enfi~=ta~
justice [section4.1.12.2.3) The DEIS conclwe that .n.~ .f
the alternative strategies would have disproportionate advsrse
etfecto on tinority populations or low-fncoam cmitieen (page
4-52)

WXTS MIWIM1~T1~

According to the DE IS, the determining factor of potential
iwcts is the ~ of WSte S= would b called upon to _ge
(e~ectsd, mini- or ti- foreca.t) rather t- the
management strategy used [Alternative A, B, or c) . Ths Ultimte
amount of waste msnsged im expected to depend in ls~e part on
tb extent of environmental restoratim (ss) and facility
deconttination and de.amuissioning (D/D) me=takem at S= in
the future (page S-141.

,.”.

Letter LOOS.(page 1 of 3)
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LO08-01

LO08-02

LO08-03

Loi)8-04

If ut e-tive C im chosen, additiona2 treat-t varimces
shotid be sought to minitize storage ~irmts. Section
2.5.3, LOW LS-1 Waate, for the qected =Bte fdrscaBt,
indicates that 24 additional buildinge will eventually be m~
for storsge of mp=t dsionizers. WE s~ld 1- at techuolcgies
currently pl-ed with the idea of stabilizing or destrny~
deionizes.

tiso, under A3temat ive C, DdB nhould minimize containerized
etorage. DP2 shou3d Co-ider using tRCbU0109i9S that will k
availek.lefor destruction or stabilization of radioactive oil &
mercury-contaminated tritiated oils rathar than planning for 30
year storage capacity,

It is nottile that Pollution Prevention/Waate xinirai~ti~
is discussed at the beg~ng of each alte-tive demcripti.m in
chapter 2. we salute the efforts of th, SSS waete miniti=tidn
Pr09r~ and encourage continuous dwel~nt ad ~z-~t of
these efforts.

8SNS1T1VS SSS1212WCSIWPA=S

mder the mimum waste forecast, the DEIS states that it is
pr~le thOt any site selected for eapa.sio. Oe the varioum
waste nuaagement facilities ctid contain wetlands, ate- slopes,
threatened and endangered speciee habitat, and cultural resources
(pa9e 4-92, 4-154, and 4-214) . AS =ntioned, additional
biological snd wstlands assessmmus ad be required a6 part of
the site (s) selection procese. Wbst criteria will be used in
site ❑elecf.ion? Avoi~ce of saitive r-ources should be given
top consideration.

S-Y

Although me have no u jor objections to any of the act Ion
alte=ativee, W9 tend to favor th Sxtensive Treat-t
Configuration (Alternative C) . while f.hisalte2nativ0 may
increase short-term impactn, ths long-term bsnerite (e.g.,
reduciq ml- and toxicity & creating stable, ndgratia-
resistant nsste f0-] a= attractive. In additia, tbe cost-
benefit suslyees perforraedshows this alternative to be
c-etit ive with the otbera.

r ..W

Utter LO08. (page 2 of 3)
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Page Three

we agree that the NO Action Alternativeis not a preferable
option an it could cause WE to violate sane ~latory
r~ixete a agremnts. POX any a3texnativecbomen, ~ wish
to ETnpbaaizetbt Pllution preventionand -ete minitizati~
nhould be consideredproceBmeBof Cnntin- i6provement that are
integratedinto every waste --t activity.

-8ea on our cments given above, we rate tMs mls .gc.2. ”
That is, we have eIlvir— eal cacerns about the project and
ware in fomtion is needea to fully asmess thO imIpacts. If you
have any questions concerning our cmntm, you may contact
~riOll qkins Of tnyStafC at 604/347-3776.

~;fi&

Heinz J. Mueller, ~af
-viro-ta3 Policy Sectia

PK56-4

(page3 of 3)
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Response to Comment LO08-01

Since DOE is experienced with decontamination and decommissioning is limited to date, DOE relies on
commercial experience.This includesusing private companies with previous decontamination and
decommissioning experience and using the same methodologies for waste treatment and minimization
developed by and for private industry. The lessons learned from previous DOE and commercial
activities have been compiled into the Decommissioning Handbook, (DOE/EM-O 142P, March 1994)
which serves as a reference when detemrining the means for achieving the appropriate level of cleanup
of SRS facilities.

Response to Comment LO08-02

DOE agrees that long-term storage of spent deionizes is not desirable; however, treatments for these
waste streams are not completely developed at this time. DOE is aggressively pursuing several emerging
technologies described in Appendix D of this EIS that may prove suitable for treating these wastes. The
primary technologies being considered are quantum catalytic extraction, polyethylene encapsulation, and
~,iny!ester styrene solidification, which stabilizes mrd errcapsrrlates spent deionizes. These technologies
are rapidly approaching commercial availability and, if they prove feasible, will be usedto reduce or
eliminate the storage of these wastes.

Response to Comment LO08-03

DOE is utilizing available treatment for radioactive oils and mercury-contaminated tritiated oils where
the radioactivity level is low and does not pose an environmental risk. The wastes in question, however,
are small in volume but have very high concentrations of tritium. Treatment by conventional means
would release this tritium into the environment. DOE is investigating emerging technologies which may
be suitable for disposal of these wastes. One such technology is a packed bed reactor (described in
Appendix D, Section D.7, 10) which would have the ability to capture the tritium and mercu~ in the
offgas system, preventing release to the environment,

Response to Comment LO08-04

Should the maximum waste forecast become reality, DOE would employ a site selection process similar
to the one employed fortheareaadjacenttoF- and E-Areas toidentifysites for additional waste
management facilities. In response to consultation requirements under NEPA, DOE described this
selection process in the Protected Species Suwey, dated April 1995 and completed pursuant to Section 7
of the Endangered Species Act. The initial efforttoshe new facilitiesnearexistingwaste management

facilitiesresultedintheselectionof landnearF- and E..4reas.hrordertoMi”irnizeimpacts to
biodiversity,wetlands,threatenedand endangeredspecies,and culturalresources, every effortwas made

tositefacilitiesin existing cleared areas. Under the alternatives and forecasts for this EIS, varying
number of facilities could not be accommodated in these cleared areas and undeveloped land was
required. Every effortwas made to sitepotentialfacilhiesthatcould not be accommodated in existing
cleared areas on level, upland pine forest that had been previously famred. This avoided wetlands,
threatened and endangered species habitat, areas of high diversity, and archaeological sites,
Undeveloped wetlands and steep upland areas that had never been farmed were considered only when
their use could not be avoided d“e to their proximity to preferred sites (e.g., some upland hardwood sites
would be required for sediment ponds). The values of these areas to wildlife and the biodiversity of the
region was a consideration in the final selection, It is anticipated that any construction needed to
accommodate the amount of waste anticipated by the maximum waste forecast would employ a similar
site selection process documented through correspondence and site visits, if necessary, with U.S. Fish
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and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries Service, the U.S. Arnry Corps of Engineers, and the

State Historic Preservation Officer.
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ArthurB. Gordd.Jr.. Director
NSPA COnrPti= Officer
Us. Dept. of Err~

SRS @tions Ofiicc
Aikw SC 29S04-5031

1 a-ate the opp@nhy to W perdcipetedm the infnrmatid mccdrrgheldin
Columbiaand [ohavethisfurther ~ “ te mnurrenth tidrrs umc-endngthe SRS Waste
hfsrregarnmtDraftEfS. On the understandingtit the cormtrentpealedheabeenmtmded untfl
-h 30, I am WI- theseWmmentaah areofagcrr* Cbcter.

A tioua we.cm, whichYOU@ ow snd which ~eg m~h of the P- YOU=
doinga gem of hopeover-e is thetrarnerrdarwurrq aboutm wastekti
IObe undertakenby SRS,whetherthrorrgbsuchpo~lea aathe t~?) stors8cof~nt
lirelrx thehandlingof foreignnucleer_ me Iran@ ti”dacernrrd- waste,
* andgovernmeti arrdthe hrmdlirrsof newwastesIUb 8erraratedby new irdtiadvesbeing
~=ted by coed leadersandothm. We in SouthCmlirra havea ~t concernabut
how much andwhatkindsof w=!% importedm yet-to-bc~emt~ thatwillbest irr*bJy
be ereatad/steredat SRS. As this andotherdncronontaso clasrlypeint out thereis ~ady a
hew ti of on-sitegeneratedwastesdlJawx ~trnd andvtious formsof processing
for whichtrue permanentstorageseernato & alwaysa pfsnandn- a certeirrty.

We ssk thst in makingdecisinnaabeuttier wssteto be sti _ incinerated,etc.
at SRS, wtich hasnot beengerreratedon site,YOUtakeierteacwrrntUrefsct thatyou have*6Y
hea~ -ted this state. ti is a new eraof consideringerr~ jrrsdce. Whereis the
jrraticem so he@ irnpacti Odaone smti state?

Weadnue tobe conmed ow the long &lays in SO- the 36 milliongalfomof
~ l=lJiqrdd W* end theuo~ aboutdreDWPF.

M you for the opportunityta _n4

Smcmly yow

%7 f %

MaryT. Kelly,Ph.D., NatrrrelResoms SpecielisLLeagueof Wot’oeoVotcraSC
4018 Sandwoodk
Glurnti S.C. 292126
803-782-8410

PK%

.0Q94

.oQg4

htter LQ09.
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Response to Comment LO09-01

The EIS presents, in Section 2, I and Appendix A, DOE’s range of forecasts of the waste it may manage
at SRS, including therelatively small volumes from other sites. Asindicated inthatmaterial, the major
determinant of waste volume is the extent of onsite restoration activities, rather than the receipt of offsite
waste.

DOE will issue a programmatic EIS on waste management that will provide the basis for decisions on
altema,tive treatment and disposal options fortheentire DOE complex. Theprogrammatic EIS will
detail the&pes andquantities ofwaste thatmight bemanaged at SRSandat other DOE facilities. The
public will have achance tocomment ontheproposals during thepublic comment period, There area
number of equity issues that will have to be worked out between states concerning how much and what
types of waste each will allow to be managed within its borders to ensure no state is overburdened,

Response to Comment LO09-02

DOE completed a detailed supplemental EIS for the Defense Waste Processing Facility in November
1994toassist indetermining howtoproceed withthe Defense Waste Processing Facili~, On April 12,
1995, DOE publisheditsRecord of Decisionfor theDefense Waste ProcessingFacilityin the Federal
Register (60 FR 18589), The Record of Decision documents DOBsdecision to continue construction
and to operate the Defense Waste Processing Facility as cumently designed using the In-Tank
Precipitation process, DOEhasalso decided toimplement additional safe~modifications tothe Defense
Waste Processing Facility prior cooperating the faciliV with radioactive waste. Asnotedin the Record
of Decision, DOE currently proposes to vitri~ only the high-level radioactive waste currently in tanks at
SRS, plus anysmall increments produced asaresult ofongoing SRS activities, DOEwould undertake
additional NEPA reviews if other wastes are proposed for treatment at the Defense Waste Processing
Facility.

The Defense Waste Processing Facili~is presently being tested with simulated waste. Asofmid.
April- 1995,24canisters ofvitrified simulated waste had been produced. DOEispresentIy on schedule
forradioactive testing to begin in December 1995. Processing of SRShigh-level radioactive waste is
scheduled to begin in mid-February 1996. ~Ebelieves thatthe existing and future inventories of high-
level waste can be processedby2018.
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k DI. Ftti tih31, 1995

Sillffimly,

[a~
W.F Lawle8s, Ph.D.
Associalc Rofcswr ofbfathemadcsandPsychOIW

htter LOlO.(page 1 of 18)
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Attachment 1
Savannah River Site

Citizens Advlaory Soard
Environmental Rarnadlation end Waata ManagementSubcommittee

Motion on Pu.23S CombuatlbleWaste Menagarnant

In response to the TrensuranicWaafe Treatment Plan in the Wa~a
Management Environmental Impact statement, because of unoerfainfy
aaaoaated Wth the start-up of the Waste leol~”on Pilot Plant ~lPP), because of
danger created by the seriousconsequences of a high ecfivily Pu-233 or Pu-
239 accident during storage or treatment at SRS, and because of he likelihood
of the long term storage of transuranic waste at SRS after waste treatment, the
CAB rewmmends that 00E:

1. Categorize the SRS High Activffy Transurcnic waste as an u~ent problem.

2. Expedite the sel~ion of an appropriate organic treatment (e.g.
deattuction/atabllizatlon) for SRS trsnauranic waste by year’s end to help make
this aelaction. DOE ahoukf commission an independent “Blue Ribbon. panel of
experts to revfew the treatment and waste-form options in a reportto 00E and a
presentation before the CAS at Its November 1995 meeting; and,

3. Assign the highest priorityto obtain funding no later than the FY97 budget for
a capital line-item projectto treat transurenicwastes and anvert them Into a
st*Itized waste for (e.g., vitrified).

4. Further, because of the Incraaaed probabilityof an addent during the
scheduled repackaging of the Pu-23S/239 wastes on 5 of the TRU pads (storfng
eppmximately 400,000 total curies), to eliminate the need to handla these
wastes twlm, ha CAB recommendsthat DOE remnsider its repackaging p!an
carefully, ~ssibiy includinga review by ISPR, to determine if SRS can wait until
a treatment option ie available without incurrfngundue risk.

LO1O41I

LO1O-O2

LO1O-O3

LO1O-O4

PK56-,

Letter LOlO.(page 2 of 18)
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Attachment2
Savannah Rivar Site

Citizens Advlaory Board
EnvironmentalRernadiattonand Waste ManagementSubcommittee

Motionon the ConsolidatedIncineration Facility

In response to the Combustible Low Level Waste Treatment Plan in the Waefe
Management Environmental[mpasf Statement, the Citizens Advlwry Board
rammmerrda that:

1: Because of the insignifimt differenoaa in the alr emissionsfmm
supercompaotion snd i~neration, simiiar volume redustion ratios, and the
addtional advantage of a stabilized waste form resultingin lower disposal cost,
DOE expeditiously process the SRS oombuefible iow-level wastes in the Cl~
and.

2. Because the stabilizedwaste form rasuiting fromtheConsolidated
InanerationFacility oan significantlyaffaot long-term gmurrdwaterImpaofs, DOE
determine, and evaluate in a met-baaed ana~sis (CBA) by independent
=-entific pear revfew (ISPR), the best means to stabilize the ash waste
mnourrent with on-going sohedule, activities and start-up.

PK56

LO1(

LO1(

titter M1O. (page 3 of 18)
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Atteohmmt 3
Savannah River Btta

Citizens Advisory Board
EnvironmentalRemedietionand Waete ManagementSubcommittee

Motion on SRS Soils

In response to the Hez@us and Mxed Waste Boil Treatment Plan in the
Wsate Management Envlronmentel Impeot Statement, the CAB reoommenda
that:

1. Bassuaa of uncertaintyof the w-e volume and characterization of
heze~ous and mixsd waste soils resultingfmm the task of an SRS Future Use
Ptsrr,developed cleanup atandsrds, aufticient site chareoteftzeOondate and
@at effective treatment options, DOE defer the non-alpha vftrifisetionfacility for
tmeting soil%and,

2. In order to be ebteto treat the wide range of oonteminatad soils at SRS
(D&D, seepage beain soils,etc.), and the unsetteinty eaaodated with the Ioas of
institutionalantml of SRS in 100 yeara, DOE fund soils treatment researoh and
development at a high level of priority.

3. DOE end the regulatorswok with the publicto develop en eppropttate plan
for determining how to safety categorize and manage oonteminated and
wspeot SOOS.

Dti..,l,, ,..,—

httsr LOlO.(page 4 of 18)
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ER & WM Subcommittee Motions:

1. ISPR (ststus: psssed & eccepted)

2. Zoning (ststus: psseed & pending)

3. F&H-GW pump& trest (Msr. 28th)

4. Combustible Pu-238 (Mar. 28th)

5. Incinerable LLW (Mar. 28th)

8. Contaminated Soile (Mar. 28th)

7. Feasibility Study (R1/FS) (July??)

8. Market Based Plan (July)

9. Tritium-DNA heslth RFP (July)

10. Path Forward : DWPF initiatives
(i.e., automated procedure; new canister
storage; benzene; emptied waate tanks~
FFA implementation plan

The Savannah River Site Waete Management Environmental
Impact Statement was developed to evaluate the treatment,
storage, and disposal options for five waste types:

High Level Waste (HLW)
Low Level Waste (LLW)
Transuranic Waste (TRU)
Hazardous Waste (HW)
Mixed Waste (MW)

The ER & WM Subcommittee of the Savannah River Citizens
Advisory Board selected three focus areas to provide input
for the final WMEIS:

● Transuranic Waste Treatment
● Combustible Low Activity Waste Treatment
● Hazardous and Mixed Waste Soils Treatment

PK5F,A.. .

Utter LOlO.(page 5 of 18)
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Waste Management Environmental Impact Statement

Notice of Intent .......................................................................................April 1,1994

Public Comment Period .........................................................April 6- May 31,1994

Public Scoping Maetinga ...........................................................................May 1994

Implementation Plan ...........................................................................June 23,1994

Draft EIS ..........................................................................................JanuaW 20,1995

Public Comment Period ..............................................JanuaW 27- March 31,1995

Final EIS ................................................................................................June 16,1995

Record of Decision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..JUlY 26,1995

EIS Options

A: Limited treatment and storage,
lowest costs and releases to
workera, highest long-term impact
on the public.

B: Intermediate between A and C.

C: Extensive treatment and least
storage impacts, highest coats and
moat short-term releases to
workera and the public, least long-
term impact on the public.

PK56-4

htter LOlO.(page 6 of 18)
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TRANSURANIC WASTE

● Description

● Hazards

● Inventory

● Treatment Options

e Motion

Transuranic Waste

Description

● Waste contaminated with alpha-emitting transuranic radionuclides
having an atomic number greater than 92, half-lives greater than 20
years, and concentrations greater than 100 nanocuries per gram

● TRU waste generated and sorted at SRS is composed primarily of
Pu238 and Pu239

● Examplea: job control waste, sludges, resins, and filters

Letter LOlO.(page 7 of 18)
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Transuranic Waste

Hazards

● Transuranic isotopes are extremely toxic due to long retention time

in the body. Although alpha particles cannot penetrate skin, they
may be harmful if entered the body through a cut, through breathing
air, or through food or water.

● Most of the hazards associated with transuranic waste are in tha
handling of the waste by the worker or potential releases to the
environment through accidents or natural disasters. Accidental fire
in a Transuranic storage facility hae one of the highest
consequences to offsita public of any SRS scenario.

● Some transuranic wastes also have hazardous constituents making
them mixed wastes. However, they are managed primarily on the
radiological hazard.

Transuranic Waste

Current Inventory and expected Generation

● 10,034 cubic meters in storage

- High activity -5920 cubic meters; 700,000 curies

- Low activity -4114 cubic meters; 2100 curies

● Expected thirty-year forecasted generation --12,564 cubic meters

● Significant increase could be generated by ER and D&D.

PK.=-4

Letter LOlO.(page 8 of 18)
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Transuranic Waste Options

● Continued storage without treatment
- Least expensive but does not mitigate risk or provide long

term solution
- Container degradation
- Significant offsite consequences from an accident - fire

● High temperature organic destruction/Stabilization
- High cost
- Offers complete solution for low and high activity
– Inhalation potential eliminated when combined wit!?superior

waste form
- Organic destruction virtually eliminates offsite consequences

and hydrogen gss generation which limits shipment to final
repository

- Hybrid thermal units such as plasma hearth have advantage of
eliminating need for pre-characterization which is high cost

Transuranic Waste Options
(Continued)

● Acid Digestion
- Moderate to high cost
- Destroys organics but requires additional treatment to

produce stable waste form
● Sorting, Characterization, and Repackaging

- High cost
- Could configure low activity waste for shipment to repository
- Could not configure high activity waste for repository.

High activity requiree organic destruction

PK564

Letter LOlO.(page 9 of 18)
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Pu-238 Background

1. At SRS, Tru wastes: job control waste, sludges, resins,

and filters.

2. DOE complex-wide, SRS has 8% volume, 697. curies

(mostly in a combustible waste matrix).

3. At SRS, 1/2 of its volume is certifiable to WIPP-WAC

(mostly low activity Pu-239, less than 1% of total curies).

4. Pu-238 vitrification => high exposure and high danger

plasma hearlh => low exposure and low danger.

5. Repackaging @$2-3 M for 5-6 of 22 pads.

6. xxx% gas generators; XXXYOliquid; XXX% number of Pu-238

drums.

Combustible Low Activity Waste

● Definition

● Categories

● Low Level Radioactive Waste

● Combustible Low Activity Waate Options

● Motion

PK5W

ktter LOlO.(page 10 of 18)
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LOW LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE

Definition - Radioactive waste that does not meet the
definition of high level or transuranic waete and
does not contain materials designated ae
hazardous by RCRA

● Five Main Categories

- Low Activity

- Intermediate Activity

- intermediate Activity Tritium

- Long Lived Waste

- Suspect Soils

LOW LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE

Hazsrde

Low Activity Waata Increaalng Hazard <200 MR
Bats/Gamma

Intermediate Activity Waate >200 MR
Beta/Gamma

Intermediate Activity Tritium Waata >200 MR
Bata/Gamma

>10 Curiea Tritium

Long Lived Waate 1 Normally <200 MR

BeMGamma

Long Half Life

Letter LOlO.(page11of 18)
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Combustible Low Activity Waste Options

● Direct Dispossl
- High cost due to Isck of volume reduction and require construction

disposal vault
● Supercompaction

- Treatment cost justified by 12 to 1 volume reduction
- Waste form unstabilized requiring high coat vault disposal
- Air Emissions - Extremely low

● Consolidated Incineration Facility
- Treatment cost justified due to 10 to 1 volume reduction
- Facility available and designed to treat mixed and low activity waste
- Provides waate form which has superior radiation containment and

is better suited for less expensive shallow land disposal
- Air Emissions - Slightly higher than supercompaction yet still

extremely low

CIF Background

1. Supercompactor product storage @$50/cu m; CIF ashcrete

@$7/cu m.

2. Georgia Tech ISPR concluded that the differences in air

emissions from the supercompactor and the CIF were very

low and about equivalent.

Treatment costs:

CIF $1500 per cubic meter

Supercompactor $1600 per cubic meter

PK56-4

Utter LOlO.(page 12 of 18)
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SavannahRiverSite
CitizensAdvisoryBoard

EnvironmentalRemediationandWasteManagementSubcommittee
Motionon theConsolidatedIncinerationFacility

In reeponeeto the CombustibleLowLevelWasteTreatmentPlanin the WasteManagement
EnvironmentalImpactStatement,the CitizensAdvisoryBoardrecommendsthat

1. Becauaeof the insignificantdifferencesin theair emissionsfromsupercompactionandincineration,
similarvolumereductionratios,andtheadditionaladvantagaof a stabilizedwasteform resultingin lower
disposalcost,DOEexpeditiouslyprocessthe SRScombustiblelow-levelwastesin the Cl~
and,

2. Becausethe stabilizedwasteformresultingfromthe ConsolidatedIncinerationFacilitycan
significantlyaffectlong-termgroundwaterimpacta,DOEdetermine,andevaluatein a cost-based
analysia(CBA)by independentscientificpeer review(ISPR),the bestmeansto stabilizethe aeh
wasteconcurrentwithon-goingschedule,activitiesandstart-up.

PK<U

Hazardous & Mixed Waste Soils

● Description

● Hazards

● Inventory

● Treatment Options

● Motion

LetterLOlO.(page 14of 18)
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Hazardous and Mixed Waste Soils

Description

● Regulated by Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

. Classified as either “characteristic” or “listed”

Q Examples: freon, lead, paint solvents, pesticides

● Includes Seepage Basin soils

Hazards

. Mixed wastes contain hazardous and radioactive constituents

● Hazardous constituents are flammable, toxic, corrosive, or reactive

. Radioactive constituents range from low dose and concentrations to

high

Current inventory and Annual Generation

● Approximately 6000 cubic meters in storage

● 30 year forecast ranges from 250,000 cubic meters to 800,000 cubic

meters

Hazardous and Mixed Soils Treatment

● Soil Washing
- High cost due to waste water treatment capacity required
- High volume capacity
- Processes organic and metals contaminated soils

● Consolidated Incineration Facility
- Moderate incremental cost
- Limited capacity to process large volumes
- Primarily for organic destruction but ash stabilization could treat

metals content
● Non-alpha vitrification

- High cost
- Highly flexible-suitable for all soils types
- Superior waste form to meet leaching requirements

PK56-
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Hazardous and Mixed Soils Treatment
(Continued)

● Low Temperature Thermal Treatment

- Low cost
- High volume treatment

- Removes organic from soil but does not destroy

organics

- Suitable for organic contaminated soil only
● Bioremediation

- Low cost
- High volume treatment

- Suitable for organic contaminated soil only

SavannahRiverSite
CitizensAdvisoryBoard

EnvironmentalRemediationandWasteManagementSubcommittee
MotiononSRSSoils

In responseto the HazardousandMixedWasteSoilTreatmentPlanin the WasteManagement
EnvironmentalImpactStatement,theCABrecommendsthak

1. Becauaeof uncertaintyof thewastevolumeandcharacterizationof hazardousand mixedwaste
soilsresultingfromthe lackof an SRSFutureUsePlan,developedclesnupstandards,sufficientsite
chsrscferizationdataandcosteffectivetreatmentoptions,DOEdeferthe non-alphavitrificationfacifify
for treatingsoils and,

2. In orderto beableto treatthewiderangeof contaminatedsoilsat SRS(D&D,seepagebasinsoils,
etc.),andthe uncertaintyassociatedwiththe Ioaaof institutionalcontrolof SRSin 100years,DOE
fundsoiletreatmentresearchanddevelopmentat a highlevelof priority.

3. DOEand the regulatorsworkwiththepublicto developan appropriateplanfordetermininghowto
safelycategorizeandmanagecontaminatedandsuspecfsoils.

-Vc. .. ..C-4

htter LOlO.(page 16 of 18)
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MOTION: SRS Soils

In response to the Hazardous and Mixed Waste Soil Treatment
Plan in the Waste Management Environmental Impact
Statement, the CAB recommends that:

1. Because of the uncertainty of the waste volume and
characterization of hazardous and mixed waste soils resulting
from the lack of an SRS Future Use Plan, developed cleanup
standards, sufficient site characterization data, and cost
effective treatment options, DOE defer the non-alpha
vitrification facility for treating soils; and,

2. In order to be able to treat the wide range of contaminated
soils at SRS (D&D, seepage-basin soils, etc.), and the
uncertainty associated with the loss of institutional control of
SRS in 100 years, DOE fund soils treatment research and
development at a high level of priority.

Fact Sheet for backup discussions

● 2 million curies of Pu 238/239 in High Level Waste system
700,000 curies of Pu 238/239 on Transuranic Waste pads

● Fiberglass container subject
1 container leaked on Ped 3
There were 14 fiberglaee containers total
After the leak, all were packagad in secondary containment

(concrete culvert)
Fiberglass was discontinued after the leak

● Curie content on TRU pads 1-6 is 400,000 curies

PK56-4

ktter LOlO.(page 17 of 18)
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Savannah River Site Citizene Advisory Board
Environmental Remediation &

Waste Management Program Subcommittee
Meeting Summary

March 27, 1995

The Environmental Remediation (ER) Program Subcommittee met on
Monday, March 27, 1995 from 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. at the Hyatt Regency
Hotel in Savannah. Bill Lawless presided over the meeting. Other
subcommittee members present were Anne Brown, Ann Loadholt, Kathryn
May, Joanne Nestor, and P.K. Smith. Camilla Warren of the Environmental
Protection Agency Region IV office attended. Ann Ragan from the South
Carolina Depatiment of Health and Environmental Control, (SCDHEC),
also attended. Hunter Weiler attended for the Department of Energy’s
Headquarters office. Gerri El and Brian Hennessey of the Department of
Energy’s Savannah River Operations Office also attended. Attendees from
Westinghouse Savannah River Company (WSRC) were Clay Jones, Cliff
Thomas, Leslie Huber, Mary Flora, Ken Crase, and Walt Loring.

The meeting covered draft presentations and four draft motions; with
detailed discussions followed by a vote. The four motions were: 1)
Independent Scientific Peer Review of current and proposed ground water
remediation projects; 2) To categorize the SRS High Activity Transuranic
waste as urgent and assign high priority to funding/treatment; 3)
Recommend use of the Consolidated Incineration Facility for low level
activity wastes; 4) Delay treatment of contaminated soils. After detailed
discussions of the motions, all four motions were passed unanimously (by
all subcommittee members present) to recommend the motions for
consideration by the Citizen’s Advisory Board, at the March 28 CAB
meeting.

PK5&&
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Response to Comment LO1O-O1

DOE agrees, in principal, that the treatment of high activity transuranic waste should be pursued with a
sense of urgency. However, the categorization of any waste as an urgent problem would require, at the
outset, evidence of an imminent threat to the health and safety of the public or the work force. The
accident analysis for high activity transuranic wastes indicates that, in a fire, the offsite population dose
can be high but that the expected frequency of such an event is low, making its occurrence unlikely and
its risk very low. While this situation does not pose an imminent threat that warrants classification as an
urgent problem, the likelihood of a serious accident increases the longer these wastes remain untreated in
storage. For this reason, DOE agrees that long-term storage of untreated waste is not desirable and has
assigned a high priority to addressing transuranic waste treatment.

Response to Comment LO1O-O2

DOE agrees with the recommendation to expedite the treatment selection for high activity transuranic
+>,astes.DOE has ccnducted and continues extensive research and de..’e!c””+”+ -~ organic destructiorr~. .. ... . .
treatment options for transuranic wastes. The Office of Technology Development has identified waste
focus areas for research including transuranic wastes, and is funding ongoing activities at various DOE
sites. The goal of this research is to have a selected technology completely developed and available for
site implementation by November 1997. As part of the Office of Technology Development technology
selection process, the DOE National Environmental Science and Technology Council perfoms
independent technical reviews and evaluations of priorities. The DOE National Environmental Science
and Technology Council is comprised of scientists and engineers with national and international
reputations in their fields of expertise. DOE will make every effort to select a technology for treatment
of transuranic waste by year’s end and will present a status report at the November 1995 Citizens
Advisory Board meeting.

Response to Comment LO1O-O3

As a result of SRS developing the proposed site treatment plan as required by the Federal Facility

Compliance Act, preferred technologies have been identified to allow treatment of SRS mixed waste
streams including transuranic waste. To support this effort, funding has been targpted in fiscal year 1997
specifically for the Federal Facilities Compliance Act related activities. In the case of transuranic waste
treatment, funding has been targeted for two specific activities. The firstactivityistobegin

development of a transuranicwaste treatmentfacility.In fiscal year 1997 it is envisioned that
pre-engineering activities would be performed to support development of a capital line-item to treat
transuranic wastes, A second activity that would be performed in fiscal year 1997 would be to initiate a
direct support contract for transuranic waste characterization and certification. At present, these funds
are targeted to support transuranic waste treatmerr~ however, actual funds are not guaranteed at this time.
It should be noted that arc melter studies and hybrid plasma induction activities are currently being
performed in the research and development arena to address transuranic waste treatment.

Response to Comment LO1O-O4

The retrieval activities planned for trarrsuranic waste stored on TRU Pads 2 to 5 include “overPacking”
and not “repackaging.” With overpacking, an existing 55-gallon drum will be placed inside an 83-gallon
overpack drum for continued safe storage. It should be understood that waste will not be removed from
the existing 55-gallon drum and repackaged into a new drum. The primary objective of the retrieval
project is the safety of continued transuranic waste storage, These drums were first placed in storage in
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the mid 1970s; they have aminimum design life of20 years, Since thedrums areunder earthen cover,
monitoring their condition is not possible. Thestorage andretrieval hazards of thecovered drums will

increase with time from corrosion, and are enhanced because the drums cannot be routinely monitored,
The covered drums to be retrieved are the lowest risk containers on these pads based on curie loading,
but if these drums are left stored under earthen cover until significant deterioration occurs, the hazards
associated with handling thedrums during retrieval can increase by300 percent, With regard to worker
safety, anenvironmental assessment perfornzedin 1988 (DOE 1988) showed that routine transuranic
waste retrieval operations would result in insignificant amounts of radiation exposure to operating
personnel, Italsoshowed that retrieval andsubsequent ove~acking of these drums reduces the
immediate environmental hazards,

The buried drums on TRU Pads 2 to 5 must be retrieved for disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.
The plan is to retrieve the drums without further delay, vent and purge them of any accumulated
flammable gases, andoverpack them withanew, vented 83-gallon drum. Theoverpacked and vented
drums willthen bere-stored onaweather-protected storage padina safecondition. Thewaste would not
be repackaged until a suitable facility is constructed in the future.

Response to Comment LO1O-O5

DOE proposes to incinerate combustible low-level waste and to use supercompaction to treat
noncombustible low-level waste. As indicated in Appendix B, Section B.5 the Consolidated Incineration
Facility was originally intended for the processing of solid and liquid hazardous and mixed wastes for
which incineration isthe preferred treatment. However, Appendix B.5confirrns that Consolidated
Incineration Facility capacity is expected to be adequate for the incineration of combustible low-level
wastes as well,

Response to Comment LO1O-O6

DOE has completed the evaluation of stabilization alternatives for the Consolidated Incineration Facility
residue and blowdown(Bumset al. 1993). Several studies on ashstabilization and blowdown have been
completed. DOEiscontinuirrg toevaluate treatment technologies. Theselected means ofstabilizationis
cementation since it represents the most cost-effective alternative, incompatible witbashand blowdown
chemistry, andwill minimize groundwater impacts. DOEwelcomes review of thedata and will convene
anindependent scientific peer review team toevaluate the data. DOEwill attempt toarrange this review
promptly so that the results can be presented at the July 1995 Citizens Advisory Board meeting.

Response to Comment LO1O-O7

DOE agrees that uncertainties exist in the nature of the final cleanup standards, as well as in the
completed definition ofareas to bedecontaminated and restored. Therange ofwaste forecasts presented
in the EIS is intended to bound theeffects oftbose uncetiainties ontheresulting waste volumes.

Tbenon-alpha vitrification faciliW isanappropriate and flexible technology fortreating soils. However,
DOE will continue to evaluate alternative treatment activities based on further soil characterization and
on new technologies. Ifwaste volumes meet orexceed theexpected (best estimate) waste forecasts, the
non-alpha vitrification facility would be required to treat liquid, soil, and sludge wastes generally
resulting from environmental restoration and/or decontamination and decommissioning activities.
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Response to Comment LO1O-O8
#

DOE agrees that research and development on the treatment of contain inated soils warrants (and is

receiving) a high priority to ensure that areas containing such soils can be processed both effectively and
economically. Itshould benoted, however, that there isnostatutoW orregulato~ requirement that DOE
relinquish control over allorpartsof SRSin 100 years. Itispossible that areas not economically or
technically feasible to decontaminate or restore to acceptable levels may remain under the control of
DOE or another government agency for an indefinite period.

Response to Comment LO1O-O9

1-80
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APPENDIX J

PROTECTED SPECIES CONSULTATION

The information presented in this Protected Species Survey, published in April 1995, is based on the

configuration of the alternatives presented in the draft EIS. This configuration has changed since the

draft EIS with respect tn the number of facilities and the land srea required (Table 2-28 and Figures 4-13,

4-14,4-22,4-23,4-31, 4-32). Changes in acreages range from a decrease of 33 acres between the draft

and final in alternative B – maximum waste forecast, to an increase of 17 acres between the draft and

final in alternative A – maximum waste forecast. These changes fall within the scope of the alternatives

and within the areas surveyed and do not represent major modifications to land requirements. The

survey concluded that DOE’s plans to construct and operate additional waste management facilities

within the uncleared portions of E-Area should not affect any Federally threatened or endangered

species.

The amount of waste SRS would be required to treat has not been deternrined so the need for additional

land beyond the uncleared parts of E-Area has not been identified. As stated in the survey, DOE will

continue to consult informally with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries

Service as waste management decisions are made.

Information presented in the Protected Species Survey was collected over a 3-year period. Rare plant

surveys were conducted in 1992 and 1994 by a private consultant to the U.S. Forest Service. Surveys

were done periodically from late March through August nf each year along trsnsects established through

the area. In 1993, the U.S. Forest Service surveyed the area for red-cockaded woodpeckers, activity, or

nest trees by walking through the area along compass lines 20 meters (66 feet) apart.
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INTRODUCTION

This report documents the results of a protected species survey conducted in support of the

proposed U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) plan to construct and operate additional waste
mamgement treatment, storage, and disposal facilities witiln the uncleared portion of E-Area
at the Savannah River Site (SRS) located near Aiken, South Carolina (Figure 1).

Approximately 600 acres of undeveloped woodland adjacent to E-Area were investigated as
potential sites for the proposed waste management treatment, storage, and disposal facilities.
Approximately 61 acres of currently graded, fenced, and partially developed land and
115 acres of undeveloped land would be required to develop the additional facilities.

Plant and animal surveys conducted by the Savannah River Forest Station (SRFS) during 1992,
1993, and 1994 located no protected species witiln or adjacent to areas that would be affected
(LeMaster 1994a, b, and c).

The term “protected species” as used in the context of tils report encompasses both plant and
animal species that have been designated by the Federal government as endangered or
threatened as defined in the Endangered Species Act and identified in the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) list of endangered and threatened wildlife and plants (50 CFR
Parts 17.11 and 17.12).

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED PROJECT

This protected species survey evaluated approximately 600 acres of undeveloped woodland
adjacent to approximately 100 acres of previously cleared, fenced, and partially developed
land witiln E-Area (Figures 2 and 3). Dominant cover types are shown in Figure 2. The
proposed project is to treat, store and dispose of radioactive, mixed, and hazardous wastes
generated during 40 years of operations at the SRS. DOE proposes to construct the following
treatment, storage, and disposal facilities:

24
18

4
4

56
14
80

1
1
1
1
1

long-lived waste storage buildings (size 50’ x 50’)
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)-permitted disposal vaults
(size 200’ x 50’)
low-activity waste vaults (size 650 x 150’)
intermediate-level waste vaults (size 250’ x 50’)
shallow land disposal trenches (size 100’x 20’)
transuranic waste storage pads (size 150’x 50’)
mixed waste storage buildings (size 160’x 60’)
supercompactor
alpha vitrification facility
non-alpha vitrification facility
containment building
transuranic waste characterizatiorr/certification facility
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Figure 1. General location of the proposed waste management expansion in E-Area at the
Savannah River Site, south Cmolina. Refer to Flgrrre 2 for details on the proposed project area .
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Construction of the treatment facilities that are proposed to be located nofiwest of F-Area
will require approximately 10 years. Until the treatment facilities are available, all waste will
be stored within the developed portion of E-Area, a loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) plantation
planted in 1987 (3 acres), and a recently harvested mixed pine hardwood stand (4 acres)
(Figure 2). When treatment of the waste begins in 2008, waste stored in the developed portion
of E-Area will be treated, consolidated, and disposed in RCRA vaults to be constructed in a
9-acre loblolly pine plantation established in 1987 (Figure 3).

Efforts will be implemented to avoid problem before performing activities that would disturb
surface soils and cause potential impacts. Erosion control will be established in accordance
with the SRS Project Storm Water Management and Sedimentation Reduction Plm (WSRC
1993) as required by law. Management practices such as silt fences, hay bales, and rip-rap
will be installed during constmction to prevent erosion and avoid impacts to the wetlands
located downgradient from the proposed project. Marketable timber would be harvested from
the proposed project area.

To mtilze impacts to the biodiversity, wetlands, and archaeological resources of SRS and to
protect threatened and endangered species, the proposed facilities would be located adjacent to
existing cleared and developed land in E-Area. All disposal facilities except the RCRA
disposal vaults would be located in a 100-acre cleared, graded, and currently developed
portion of E-Area. Additional land requirements for the treatment facilities would encompass

approximately 34 acres of loblollypine established in 1987; 57 acres of longleaf pine
(P. palusrris) established in 1922, 1931, and 1936; and 20 acres of white oak (Quercus alba),
red oak (Q. rubra), and hickory (Ca~a sp. ) established in 1922.

Three waste management alternatives have been amlyzed in a draft environmental impact
statement published in March 1995. If SRS were required to treat the maximum amount of
waste it could handle, new facility construction could affect as much as 184 acres of
undeveloped land north of E-Area. An additional 789 acres outside the surveyed area would
also be required under the maximum waste forecast. Should SRS have to treat the maximum
amount of waste, additional threatened and endangered species surveys, wetlands assessments,
and archaeological resource surveys would be required. The amount of waste SRS would be
required to treat has not been determined so no siting studies to identify any additional land
have been initiated.

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT AND SURROUNDING AREA

The proposed waste management area is located north of the developed portion of E-Area and
south of Upper Three Runs and M-Line railroad. The majority of the site is a relatively level
upland area domimted by Alley sand (2-6 percent slopes), Lakeland sand (O-6 percent slopes),
Troup sand (O-6percent slopes), and Blanton sand (O-6percent slopes). These level upland
areas end abruptly along distinct bluffs overlooking the floodplain of Upper Three Runs and
several small unnamed tributaries. These steep slopes are composed of Troup and Lucy sands

3
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(25-40 percent slopes and 15-25 percent slopes). The wetland floodplain of Upper Three Runs
is composed of Ogeechee sandy loam ponded, fluvaquents, frequently flooded, and Pickney
sand, frequently flooded (Rogers 1990). Contour elevations range from 130 feet above sea
level along Upper Three Runs to 300 feet on the hilltops.

The sandy upland portions of the survey area are composed of approximately 11 acres of slash
pine (P. elliottii) planted in 1959; 79 acres of loblolly pine planted in 1987; 88 acres of
loblolly pine planted in 1946; 49 acres of longleaf pine planted in 1988; 158 acres of Iongleaf
pine established in 1922, 1931, or 1936; and 30 acres of recently harvested mixed pine
hardwood. The slopes are dominated by 180 acres of an upland hardwood community
established in 1922. These steep slopes contain a closed canopy of ma~re white oak, red oak,
and hickory. The wetlands adjacent to Upper Three Runs are domimted by tulip poplar
(Liriodendron tul@ifera) and sweet gum (Liquidanrbar styracijlua) (SRFS 1994).

PROTECTED SPECIES REVIEWED

Based on the protected species accounts provided in 50 Code of Federal Regulations 17.11 and
17.12 and the lists provided in Hyatt (1994), a list of protected species potentially occurring in
the proposed project area was compiled (Table 1). Table 1 also provides a brief description of
the preferred habitat for each of these species.

SURVEY RES~TS

Surveys of the proposed project area were conducted during 1992, 1993, and 1994 by SRFS
for evidence of any of the protected species listed in Table 1.

IMPACT IDENTIFICATION

Based on the results of the aforementioned surveys, potential impacts which were identified
are listed below:

Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) - Records of the presence of this species on the
SRS date back to the late 1950s (Mayer et al. 1985, 1986). Two bald eagle nesting
territories have been established on SRS (Mayer et al. 1988; Wike et al. 1994). The
nearest of these nest sites to the proposed project area is located approximately 7 miles to
the south. There have been no documented records of bald eagles using the proposed
project area @ayer et al. 1985, 1986). In addition, the proposed project area has no
preferable forage or nesting habitat available. The project area provides ordy marginal
roosting habitat. Based on SRS records, use of the project site by bald eagles would be
incidental at best. NO evidence indicating the presence of tids species was encountered
during the surveys. The proposed project should have little to no impact on this
endangered species. However, there is the potential that suitable habitat could become
inhabited during the 30-year life of the project. AS new facilities are planned, additional
surveys will be initiated as needed and consultation with the USFWS will continue.
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Table 1. Plant and animal species that potentially occur on the SRS and are protected under the Endangered Species Act
of 1973 (Hyatt 1994).

Common Name Scientific Name Federal Statusa Preferred Habitat

Bald Eagle Haliaeetus Ieucocephalus

ANIMALS
Endangered

Wood Stork Mycteria americana Endangered

Red-Cockaded Picoides borealis
Woodpecker

w

American Alligator Alligator mississippiensis

Shortnose Sturgeon Acipenser brevirostrum

Smooth Purple Echinacea hrevigata
~oneflower

Endangered

Threatened (due to
similarity of appearance)

Endangered

PLANTS

Endangered

Suitable open wetland areas for hunting, and
undisturbed lakeshore or coastal regions with large
trees for roosting and nesting

Freshwater and brackish wetlands, primarily
nesting in cypress or mangrove swamps, and
feeding in freshwater marshes, flooded pastures
and flooded ditches

Overmature pine trees; prefers understory
vegetation less than 5 feet tall

River swamps, lakes, bayous, and marshes in the
southeastern states

Atlantic seaboard rivers

Meadows and woodlands on basic or
circunmeutral soils

a. Endangered - a species that is in danger of extinction throughout rdl or significant portion of its range and has protection under the
Endangered Species Act.
Threatened (due to similarity of appearance) - species not listed pursuant to Section 4 of the Endangered Species Act, but given
special consideration because it closely resembles a listed tax% or special treatment of the urdisted species will further the policy

u
o

and enforcement of the Endangered Species Act. :%

b. The Bald Eagle has been proposed to be downlisted to threatened (59 FR 35584).
~_~

g~
. .
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Wood Stork (Mycteria arnericana) - The breeding colony of wood storks from Birdsville,
Georgia, continues to sporadically use wetland areas of the SRS for foraging (Wike et al.
1994), Documented wood stork use of SRS dates back to the late 1950s (Norris 1963).
However, the proposed project area provides neither forage nor nesting habitat for this
endangered species. In addition, there are no documented records of any previous use of
the project site by wood storks (Coulter 1993). No evidence of tils species was found
during the surveys. The proposed project should not have any impact on this endangered
species. However, as new facilities are plamed, surveys will be initiated as needed and
consultation with the USFWS will continue.

Red-CockadedWoodpecker (Picoides borealis) - Seventy-seven red-cockaded
woodpeckers lived on SRS at the end of 1994 (LeMaster 1994b). Red-cockaded
woodpeckers prefer to nest in pines more than 60 years old and forage in pine forests
more than 40 years old. Although the proposed project site is witiln the interior portion
of SRS that is not intensively managed for the birds, the age of several stands of pines on
the site make them appropriate for nesting and foraging. Due to the suitability of the
habitat and the proximity of active colonies (7 miles to the north) and mamged
recruitment stands (1.5 miles to the north), an intensive survey was conducted in 1993.
One hundred and fifty eight acres of Iongleaf pine established in 1922, 1931, or 1936
were surveyed. No evidence of red-cockaded woodpeckers was found during the survey
(LeMaster 1994c). While the proposed project should have no impact on this endangered
species, there is the potential that suitable habitat could become inhabited during the
30-year life of the project. No land clearing or facility construction is currently planned
until at least after the year 2000. As new facilities are plarmed, additional surveys will be
initiated as needed and consultation with USFWS will continue.

American Alligator (Alligator rrrississippiensis) - The SRS supports a population of

approximately 200 to 250 American alligators (Gibbons and Sernlitsch, 1991). The
proposed project area does not provide any suitable habitat for this protected species. In
addition, there are no documented records of any previous use of the project site by
alligators. The closest known areas used by alligators are the wetlands present in the
Upper Three Runs drainage corridor, located adjacent to the project site. No evidence of
this species was found during the surveys. The proposed project should not have any
impact on the threatened species. However, as new facilities are planned, surveys will be
initiated as needed and consultation with the USFWS will continue.

Shortnose Sturgeon (Aciperrser brevirostrum) - The proposed project has been designed
utilizing Best Mamgement Practices to eliminate or minimize impacts from any discharges
that could impact tributaries to the Savannah River. In addition, the proposed project site
is an upland area, and the project boundary is over 1,000 feet from the nearest stream
(Upper Three Runs), which at that point is 15 kilometers from the river. The shortnose
sturgeon occurs in the river along the southwestern boundary of SRS (Wike et al. 1994).
The proposed project area does not provide any suitable habitat for tils species.
Furthermore, no evidence of this species was found during the surveys.
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Therefore, the proposed project should not have any impact on this endangered species.
As new facilities are planned, additional surveys will be initiated and consultation with the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) will continue.

Smooth Purple Coneflower (Echinaceu laevigata) - Two populations of tils species are
known to occur on the SRS (Knox and Sharitz 1990; Hyatt 1994). The first, a small
dwindling population located adjacent to Burma Road, includes approximately 200
individuals (SRFS 1992). This population is approximately 4.5 miles southwest of the
proposed project area. The second population, composed of approximately 500
individuals, is located 7.2 miles southeast of the project area (LeMaster 1994b). The
proposed project area could provide habitat for the smooth purple coneflower. However,
no evidence of this species was found during the 1992 and 1994 botanical surveys. The
proposed project should not have any impact on this endangered species. While the
proposed project should have no impact on this endangered species, there is the potential
that suitable habitat could become inhabited during the 30-year life of the project. As new
facilities are planned, additional surveys will be initiated as needed and consultation with
USFWS will continue.

MITIGATION PLANS

No mitigation plans are necessary to minimize or prevent potential impacts to any of the
protected species listed in Table 1.

SUMMARY

The proposed project should not affect any Federally protected animal or plant species. DOE
will continue to consult informally with the USFWS and the NMFS as new facilities are
planned and Natioml Environmental Policy Act reviews continue over the 30-year life of the
project.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Ocasnic and Atmospheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINEFISHERIESSERVICE

Southeast Regional Office
9721 Executive Center Drive N.
St. Petersburg, FL 33702

May 22, 1995 F/sEo13:JEB

Stephen A. Danker
Environmental Scientist
Environmental Compliance Division
Savannah River Operations Office
U.S. Department of Energy
P.O. Box A
Aiken, SC 29802

Dear Mr. Danker:

This responds to your letter of April 13, 1995 which included a
copy of the Protected Species Survey for the proposed waste
management expansion in the uncleared portion of E-Area for the
Savannah River Site (SRS) , Ai.ken, South Carolina. The survey
states that shortnose sturgeon would not be affected by the waste
management expansion because shortnose sturgeon do not occur in
the vicinity of the project area and because the nearest
tributary to the Savannah River is over 1.5 kilometers from the
project area.

We have reviewed the information provided and concur that the
proposed project to more safely store and dispose of radioactive
wastes at the SRS are not likely to adversely impact threatened
or endangered species under our jurisdiction.

This concludes consultation responsibilities under Section 7 of
the ESA. Howeverr consultation should be reinitiated if new
information reveals impacts of the identified activity that may
affect listed speciee or their critical habitat, a new species is
listed, the identified activity is subsequently modified, or
critical habitat is determined that may be affected by the
proposed activity.

If you have any questions please contact Jeffrey Brown, Fishery
Biologist, at (813) 570-5312.

Sincerely,

Andrew J. Kemmerer
Regional Director

cc: F/PR8
F/sEo2

file name: SEC7\SRSEAREA.LET
file: 1514-22 m
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United States Department of tie Interior ~k~~~-

HSH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE .= m

P.O.Box 12559

217 FortJohnson Road

Charleso”, South Carolina 29422-2559

May 24, 1995

Mr. Stephen A. Danker

Department of Energy

Savannah River Operations Office

P.O. Eox A

Aiken, South Carolina 29802

Re: Additional Waste Management Facilities at SRS

Uncleared Portion of E-Area at SRS

FWS Log No. 4-6-95-242

Dear Mr. Danker:

We have reviewed the revised Protected Species Survey
received April 18, 1995 concerning the above-referenced
project in Aiken Countyr South Carolina. The proposed

project includes construction and operation of additional

waste management treatment, storage, and disposal facilities

to support past and future operations and activities at SRS.

The following comments are provided in accordance with the

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.

661-667e) , and Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, as

amended (16 U.S.C. 1531-1543) .

Based on the information received, we will concur with a

determination that this action is not likely to adversely
. .

af~ect federally Listed or prfiposed e~.dzn~erc~ a:?

threatened species. In view of this, we believe that the

requirements of Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act have

been satisfied. However, obligations under Section 7 of the

Act must be reconsidered if (1) new information reveals

impacts of this identified action that may affect listed

species or critical habitat in a manner not previously
considered, (2) this action is subsequently modified in a
manner which was not considered in this assessment, or (3) a
new species is listed or critical habitat is determined that
may be affected by the identified action.



Your interest in ensuring the protection of endangered and
threatened species is appreciated. If you have any
questions please contact Ms. Lori Duncan of my staff at

(803) 727-4707. In future correspondence concerning the

project, please reference FWS Log No. 4-6-95-242.

Sincerely yours,

Catherine D. Duncan
Acting Field Supervisor
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B-25, B-26, B-27, B-29, B-43. B-48. B-49,
B-53, B-58, B-59, B-77, B-79, B-85, B-87,
B-88, B-89, B-103, D-3, D-19, D-29, D-31,
E-3, E-5, E-6, E-73E-8, E-12, E-71, F-51,
F-67, G-10, G-12, I-56

Mixed Waste Management Facility G-4

Mixed waste storage building B-68, B-70,
B-72, F-42, F-50, J-1

Mixed waste A-5, A-5, B-1, B-4, B-6, B-10,
B-1 1,9-14, B-16, B-17, B-20, B-21, B-22,
B-23, B-24, B-25, B-26, B-27, B-28, B-29,
B-47, B-48, B-49, B-50,, B-51, B-67, B-68,
B-70, B-71, B-72, B-73, B-76, B-77, B-78,
B-79, B-80, B-85, B-86, B-87, B-88, B-91,
B-92, B-98, B-103, B-104, B-1 10, B-1 11,
B-115, B-116, C-3, C-21, D-8, D-1O,D-15,
D-17, D-18, D-20, D-21, D-22, D-23, D-25,
D-26, D-27, D-29, D-30, D-33, D-34, D-35,
D-36, D-37, D-38, D-39, D-41, D-42, D-43,
D-44, D-45, E-14, E-16, E-18, E-25, E-26,
E-27, E-28, E-29, E-30, E-31, E-32, E-33,
E-34, E-37, E-38, E-39, E-57, E-72, F-1,
F-38, F-39, F-40, F-42, F-45, F-49, F-50,
F-61, 1-12,1-20, I-49, I-78, I-79, J-1

New Waste Transfer Facility B-74, B-75, F-13

Organic waste B-4, B-5, B-12, B-32, B-89, D-5,
D-6, D-7, D-1 1, D-20, D-21, D-26, D-31,
D-35, D-37, D-41, D-43, F-39, F-5 1
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Organic waste storage tanks B-4, B-5, B-89,
F-39

Plutonium B-1 15, B-120, B-121, B-2, B-3, B-6,
B-3o, B-54, B-58, D-10, D-22, D-25, E-3,
E-25, E-26, E-27, E-28, E-29, E-30, E-3 1,
E-32, E-33, E-34, E-37, E-5 1, E-53, E-54,
E-55, E-56, E-57, E-59, E-60, E-61, E-62,
E-63, E-64, E-67, E-68, E:69, E-70, E-71,
E-72, E-76, F-3, 1-12

Pollution prevention I-28, I-49

Population B-18, B-20, B-SO,B-83, B-1 14,
E-38, E-39, E-51, E-52, E-53>E-54, E-55,
E-56, E-57, E-58, E-59, E-60, E-61, E-62,
E-633E-64, E-65, E-66, E-67, E-68, E-69,
E-70, E-71, E-72, E-73, E-74, E-75, E-77,
E-79, E-SO,E-81, E-82, E-83, F-5, F-71,
I-35, I-36, 1-51, I-78, J-10, J-1 1

Process Waste Interim Treatment/Storage
Facility B-68, B-91, B-92

Public health H-13, H-14, I-46, 1.48

Radiation dose B-107, F-65, I-5 1

Radiation exposure B-2, B-107, F-10, F-36,
F-68, I-48, 1-51, I-79

Recycling B-93, B-96, D-35, F-34

Risk D-8, F-2, F-6, F-8, F-10, F.I2, F-14, F- I5,
F-16, F-19, F-20, F-22, F-25, F-26, F-30, F-
33, F-34, F-40, F-4 1, F-42, F-45, F-48, F-

“54,F-55, F-58, F-61, F-62, F-65, F-68, I-8,
I-13, 1-20, I-35, 1-51, I-56, I-78, I-79

Sanitary waste D-1 I

Savannah River B-6, B-10, B-22, B-55, B-58,
B-103, B-104, B-115, C-2, C-4, D-1, D-10,
D-40, E-56, E-63>E-74, F-3, F-5, F-6, F-1 1,
F-41, F-42, F-48, F-71, F-72, G-1, G-9, H-1,
1-1,1-12, I-17, 1-20, I-28, I-35, I-38, I-49,
1-81, J-2, J-3, J-1, J-2, J-10

DOE/EIS-0217
July 199S

SCDHEC B-47>B-55, B-62, E-2, E-3, E-4, E-5,
E-6, E-7, E-8, 1-17,1-20, I-28

Shallow land disposal B-2, B- 14, B-18, B-20,
B-37, B-77>B-SO,B-82, B-85, B-86, B-87,
B-105, B-107, B-108, B-109, D-8, D-10,
F-4, F-24, H-1, I-8, I-47, J-1

Site treatment plan B-1 1, B-23, C-3, C-18, I-78

Slit trench B-105, B-lo6, B-107, B.IOS

Smelter B-SO,B-108, C-6, C-7, C-21, E-73,
F-24, F-34

Soil sort facility B-1 10, B-1 11, F-34, F-49, I-49

Soils A-8, A-9, B-1, B-14, B-15, B-16, B-17,
B-20, B-33>B-36, B-37, B-49, B-52, B-67,
B-76, B-77, B-79, B-105, B-106, B-108,
B-1 10, B-1 11, D-3, D-5, D-7, D-8, D-15,
D-23, D-28, D-30, D-32, D-33, D-35, D-37,
D-38, D-39, D-41 , D-43, D-45, E-25, E-263
E-27, E-28, E-29, E-30, E-31, E-32, E-33,
E-34, E-37, F-34, F-35, F-61, 1-41, I-47,
I-79, 1-80, J-3

Solvent storage tank F-39

SRTC mixed waste storage tanks F-39

Supernatant B-22, B-23, B-30, B-53, B-54,
B-58, B-59, B-60, B-67, B-743 B-1OO,D-19,
F-16

Surface water D-1 1, F- 19, F-70, H-14, I-28

Threatened and endangered species I-28, I-56,
J-3

Tornadoes F-1, F-36, F-72, 1-12

Transrrranic waste characterization/certification
facility B-1, B-2, B-1 19, B-120, C-6, C-7,
E-55, E-62, E-IO, F-53, F-62, F-65, F-66,
I-47, I-49, J-1
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Transrrranic waste stOrage pads B-39, B-72, Waste acceptance criteria B-9, B-12, B-33,
B-1 15, B-1 17, B-1 IS, F-53, F-55, F-58, B-39, B-47, B-61, B-82, B-83, B-120,
F-66, J-1 B-121, H-l I, H-12,1-47

Transuranic waste A-3, A-4, A- 15, B-1, B-2, Waste Certification Facility B-39, B-40, B-4 1,
B-3, B-39, B-40, B-72, B-1 15, B-1 16, F-53, F-58, F-65
B-117, B-118, B-119, B-120, B-121, B-122,
C-3, C-6, C-7, C-20, D-10, D-3 1, D-37, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant B-2, B-39, B-1 19,
D-42, D-44, E-14, E-16, E-18, E-25, E-26, B-120, B-121C-21
E-27, E-28, E-29, E-30, E-31, E-32, E-33,
E-34, E-37, E-55, E-62, E-70, F-1, F-3, F-4, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant D-10, I-47, I-79
F-53, F-54, F-55, F-56, F-58, F-62, F-65,
F-66, 1-12, I-38, I-47, I-48, 1-49, I-78, J-1 Waste minimization, 1-49

Treatability variance B-41, B-120 Wastewater B-2, B-11, B-16, B-17, B-29, B-31,
B-32, B-42, B-43, B-45, B-46, B-55, B-60,

Tritium B-8, B-22, B-33, B-34, B-35, B-42, B-62, B-63, B-68, B-75, B-773 B-91, B-100,
B-43, B-54, D-3, D-16, D-39, E-2, E-3, E-4, B-103, B-104, D-4, D-18, 1-20,1-28
E-5, E-6, E-7, E-8, E-51>E-53, E-54, E-56,
E-57, E-58, E-59, E-61, E-63, E-64, E-67, wetlands, I-56, J-3, J-8, J-10
E-69, E-71, E-72, E-74, E-76, F-14, F-15,
F-24, F-25, F-40, F-41, 1-20, I-56

Upper Three Runs, B-42, B-45, E-3, G-9, 1-13,
J-3, J-8, J-10

Vitrification, B-1, B-2, B-3, B-9, B-17, B-25,
B-26, B-27, B-30, B-3 1, B-32, B-37, B-48>
B-49, B-52, B-54, B-58, B-67, B-68, B-75,
B-76, B-77, B-783 B-79, B-88, B-91, B-92,
B-105, B-108, B-1O9, B-ill, B-119, B-121,
C-4, C-6, C-7, C-9, C-10, C-17, C-20, D-6,
D-8, D-9, D-10, D-1 1, D-14, D-19, D-29,
D-30, D-31, D-32, D-37, D-38, D-39, D-40,
D-41, D-42, D-43, E-17, E-19, E-60, E-68,
F-24, F-35, F-37, F-39, F-49, F-53, F-61,
F-62, F-66, 1-12,1-17,1-41, I-46, 1-50, I-79
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